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A LONGFORD MANUSCRIPT

Edited by H. C. BRENTNALL.

Strictly it should be called a Wisbech MS, for it became
the property of the Wisbech Museum almost 80 years ago;

and it is by the courtesy of the Museum Committee that this

seventeenth century document has been entrusted to me for

publication.

It is a folio volume of 30 leaves written on both sides and
bound in vellum. Outside, it is at present described as an
" Historical Account of Tottenham but that may yet be

changed. Inside, it bears no title, but has the book-plate of

Chauncy Hare Townshend, who bequeathed it with other

documents to the Wisbech Museum. Since its subject is

Longford Castle, I should explain how it came into East Anglia,

and I am indebted to Mr. E. J. Rudsdale, the present Curator of

the Museum, for most of the facts.

The connection is best shown by the following descent

Henry Hare, 2'^<^ Baron Coleraine, owner of Longford, antiquary.

I

B. 1636, succ. 1667, d. 1708.

Peregrina—James Townsend, M.P. for West Stow,

I

Suffolk, Alderman of Bishopsgate Ward.

The Rev. John Townsend or Townshend, ? of West Stow.

The Rev. Chauncy Hare Townshend. Died 1868.

The last-named inherited property in marshland Norfolk,

which had been part of the Coleraine estates, and his association

with East Anglia accounts for his bequest to Wisbech. It

should be added that the Museum Com.mittee would willingly

see this Longford MS restored to Wiltshire, if the transfer

could be arranged.

VOL. LII—CLXXXVII. A



2 A Longford MS.

No author's name appears in the volume, but Lord Radnor at

once recognised it from a description as probably the work of

the Rev. H. Pelate, domestic chaplain to the Coleraine family

and author of other writings on kindred themes which are

preserved at Longford. Since he was certainly not an Oxford
man, it is a fair (though unverified) assumption that he owed
his learning to Cambridge.

Lord Radnor has kindly lentme a typescript extract from Pelate's

manuscript History of Longford (1678), a work referred to

several times in the Wisbech MS. The original was used by
Hoare for his account of Longford in Modern Wiltshire,

Hundred of Cawdon. With the extract is bound a transcript

of an" Inventory" in verse composed by Henry, Lord Coleraine,

in 1694. This is an account of Longford more to be commended
perhaps for its geniality—its loci-geniality, if the word may be

permitted—than its poetry. I have also inspected the original

volume at Longford Castle. In it the parts numbered 2, 3 and

5 in the list given below are bound in order of date. The
History of Longford begins with a paragraph almost identical

with the opening of the Wisbech MS and is followed by an

Epistle Dedicatory in Latin and English. The Latin version is

by the supposed recipient. Lord Coleraine, but there are a few
improvements by another hand, probably Pelate's.

The Wisbech MS consists of three parts : the first is a ramb-

ling discourse starting with Longford and ultimately embracing

most of the shire, which, in default of any original title, deserves

on several grounds to be called Mr. Pelate's Pre-amble ; the

second, a detailed description or " Reall Inventory " of Longford

Castle ; the third, a Latin version of the first part in another

hand. Internal evidence for the date of writing^—and Mr. Pelate

vouchsafes no other—is inconclusive and even contradictory,

but points in a general way to the last twenty years of the

century. The description of Longford, confessedly the main
subject of this treatise, occupies in the MS only 19 moderately

filled pages against the 21 crowded pages of the preamble. It

amused me to count the places where Mr. Pelate's conscience

may be overheard vainly trying to recall him to his avowed
purpose. It seems not unlikely, to judge from the directions

at the head of the second part of the MS as here printed, that

the author intended his treatises for publication in collabor-

ation with his patron. It is difficult however to account for



Introduction. 3

the brief history of the Waleran family with which the first part

ends, since the opening of the History of Longford, the second

item in the hst here given, deals with the same subject No
doubt the Preamble would have been revised, and it is plain

that the Description never received the final touches. The
whole would then have appeared in this order, the parts of the

Wisbech MS being shown in italics.

1. The Preamble ;

• 2. The History of Longford (1678)

;

3. A Lecture or Sermon on the Coleraine motto, " Status non situs
'

' (1673) .

4. The Description of Longford (an appendix to the History) ;

5. The Inventory of Longford, a poem by Henry, Lord Coleraine, (1694)

.

The Latin version of the first part, though it is interesting for

a few passages not to be found in the English and sometimes

elucidates an obscurity, has obviously no place in the series. It

seems to have been written by Lord Coleraine, and again the

same hand has made a few additions and emendations. Pelate

must have been on excellent terms with his patron, to whom he

was familiarly known as Pilate, if I rightly interpret an obscure

line in the verse Inventory

:

If Truth took place, Pilate would not be here.

I do not print the manuscript complete, but the excisions are

mostly made from the footnotes, which in the original are

marginal and sometimes swamp the text. Sufficient examples

of the author's erudition are retained to show its quality. It is

no disparagement to early antiquaries of deserved repute to

admit that they bred a host of imitators whose methods were a

travesty of their own. Archaeology was to remain for long

enough an art rather than a science, and Pelate, when he leaves

the guidance of Camden and his kind, wanders into the wildest

speculations—particularly in the matter of place-names. But
he has other more amiable qualities to warrant this publication,

and the description of the house and grounds has a value of its

own. Gotch, in his account of Longford in Memorials of Old
Wiltshire (p. 18), mentions a survey of the Castle made by
Robert Thacker about the same time. Whether it was avail-

able to Pelate, I cannot say ; nor does it much concern us, for

his interests, as will appear, had little to do with practical

architecture.

A little must be said about the handwriting. In general it

is good and clear, but it is done in two inks. Words that in

2 A



4 A Longford MS.

contemporary print might appear in italics are in red ink. Red
is often an unstable colour, and where it faded it has at times

been restored with a curious carelessness. I have tried in such

places to recover the original text, but to acknowledge the fact

on each occasion would be treating our author a little too

solemnly. The spelling I have left nearly as it was, but the

punctuation I have occasionally repaired in the interest of

comprehension.

A few corrections in square brackets must be attributed to me.

But the author's own notes were too prolific for further addit-

tions below the text. Where comment seemed desirable, it

will be found at the end under a reference to the page in question.

Thus editorial intrusions need disturb the reader no further

than this necessary Introduction, unless his curiosity is aroused

—and then he will probably find that it remains unsatisfied.

For what Dr. Johnson said of a patron may sometimes apply,

I fear, with more justice to the editor of a text. Too often

he looks with seeming unconcern on readers in distress and
when they reach sure ground encumbers them with help.

Something of the sort I have long wanted to say about editors,

and this is the time to say it with least risk of offence. But let

me add that a failure to correct all the chaplain's errors is not

to be interpreted as acquiescence. It would be absurd to

disentangle his speculations, and the judicious reader will take

none of them on trust.



Mr. Pelate's Preamble. 5

Meeting with a briefe Description of the Parish and Towne
of Tottenham High Cross in the County of Middesex together

with an historicall Account of such memorable things as were
there to be taken notice of, collected and written by the

learned and Reverend Mr. William Bedwell, who was one of

the Translators of the Bible in King James's Reigne (and dedi-

cated to the Right Honorable Hugh Lord of Colerane in the

year 1631, his Lordship being then Lord of five Mannours in the

said Parish of Tottenham and Mr. William Bedwell Minister

there) I was the more incited as better instructed to goe about

my intended description of the Mannour of Longford in the

County of Wilts, being part of the Demeasnes which the noble

Lord before mentioned hath (together with all his lands in

Tottenham and severall others elsewhere) devised unto his son

and Heyre, the Right Honorable Henry Lord Colerane, who is

the present Owner of that faire estate and the Patron of my
designed Work.

[But not to incurr the censures of those Detractours who will

ever be voyding their witt upon Authours, lett me beginn by
forestalling their Cavill. Doubtlesse I shall seem too presump-

tuous in venturing to dedicate these bagatells to the most noble

Lord (whose Learning, Wisdome, Integrity and other endow-
ments distinguish him more then his illustrious Rank) for my
argument is unworthy a man the Subtilty of whose Intellect can

find Delight only in what is choicest and most polish'd and whose
exalted Thought can readily cope with the loftiest Themes.
The objection is just

;
yett it shall not disturb my intention,

fortified as it is by other considerations, as of my Duty much
bounden to that Nobleman—nay. Justice requires it, for it were
wrong to make so much as a Draught of that fair Building were
not its Lord Lord alsoe of the Draught, and I am confirmed in

my resolve by the superlative Candour and extraordinary

Kindnesse that will not suffer him to refuse his patronage to

this trifling gift offered in hearty thankfulnesse. But what need
further to defend my self when the Naturall Goodnesse of a

Patron affords defense enough ?

Therefore, Candid Reader, I bid thee farewell.]

The Topography of the whole Mannour I shall give my Reader
att large in some following pages but shall not be too close

in it, since it is neither pertinent to my busyness, nor will be



6 A Longford MS.

pleasant to him who must not look on it like a Purchaser, nor

would I herein be thought a Surveyour. It may suffice it is

not of a regular figure, but of a mixt one (as the Geometricians

speak) and as it may be seen in an Exact Mapp of the whole

penes Dominum D[icti] Manerij Longi Vadi.

But as to the singular forme of the principall Dwellings, I

shall take both time and pleasure in the describing of them, as

will better appeare hereafter. In the interim, follov/ing Mr.
Bedwell's method, we shall give you this Definition of the

Place Longford.

Longford is a Tything of the hundred of Cawden^ and
Cadworth in Wiltshire, bounded on the South-east and South
with the River of Avon, on the South-west and West with

the Chalk bourne streame,^ which divideth it from Bodenham,
Nunton, Odstock, &ce. On the North, and on the North-east it

is encompassed with the pleasantest part of the Mannour of

Britford, alias Brightford"^ of which parish it is also a member.
It is distant from the City of New Sarum two miles by land and
about six by water; from Wilton (the ancientest Burrough
in its province) it is about four miles ; from Dounton (an old

market Towne on the very edge of the Shire) some four miles

also. Its latitude or polar elevation fifty one Degrees and near

four minutes. Its longitude (where in Geographers argue like

Clocks, from their different placing, or not explaining their first

Meridian) is 25 degrees and some 48 minutes according to the

newest mapps of England sett forth by R : Morden.
The Soyle and Aire both are here Various, yett in their

severall kinds neither unprofitable, nor unwholesome ; the quick-

ness of the bordering streames hinders the stagnations which
might infect the Aire with mists or ill smells, and the Scite of

' If from Calkadun, as some will have Cawden named, nott so called from

the Ancient Calne where An° 977 Dunstan, in defence of his unmarried Monks,
plaid the honester wedded Preists a shrewd trick to make them have a care

of their homes while he broke the Convocation house upon their heads, him-
self resting safe in his chaire, which thereupon was cryed up as infallible as

St. Peter's, but from the severall Townes, as Broad-Chalke and Burchalk, in tlie

said hundred.

2 Properly called Neall as see. Famous for its Vazen (a (jiaelv, lucere) Angl

:

shining bright Eeles purged and fattened by the Chalk Bourns.

In charta Hen :
2'^' script : Britford de claro Vado, ab Anglo Sax : Beorht,

clarus, for when there was a Ford itt was clear enough to see the bottom or

the weeds of itt.



The Vale of Sariim. 7

the buildings on a chalky ground, and on the West side of the

great River, clears them much from the damps and vapours of

the said Streame. So that the ground in this Mannour, tho' in

some parts of a black mould, in others of a white, in a third

place Clay, in a fourth Gravell, in a fifth Loame, is every where
very fruitfull and profitable for the severall uses it is put unto

in Husbandry ; and the Aire is generally something moyst (like

that in Ireland) but gentle and nutritive (as severall Tabid bodys

have experienced therein, gaining that flesh which they have
lost again upon change of the climate).

Now to open the parts of my Definition. First the Etymon
of the name Longford is easily given you by dissecting the two
significant syllables there in, w^hich expresse A Long Ford or a

place that was for a good way fordable over the lusty River of

Avon, which did not afford so convenient a Traject for carriages

or for Troops as this between this place and the famous
Cerdicksford, now called Charford.

If we consider itts Abuttalls, we must admire the delicious

Valley on both sides the River Avon ; and the rather because

itts fertility, no less then the Variety of good land therein, is as

considerable as any of itts size in England
;
yett it wants a

proper name (which some other Vales in this County have

gott) to intitle it more honourably to the regard of Travellours.

What, have the aspiring Downes confined or depressed this

humble ground too much ? Doubtless our Longford may as much
bragg of this Vale of Avon as of her plaines and sheepslades

;

and I would ask leave to make it a Daughter of our Metropolis

while it comes to the very font of the Cathedrall and from
Merry-feild may be baptized The Vale of Sarum^ or Saron.

' I the rather name itt The Vale of Sarum because it edges upon Clarendon,

most fittly term'd by the Poet in that Tetrastich :

Nobilis est lucus, cervis clausura Saronam
Propter, et a claro vertice nomen habet.

Viginti hinc nemorum, partito limite, boscis

Ambitus est passus mille cuique suus,

and remembering how the Druides were anciently call'd ^apwvl^es (signifying

old Oaks) and that they cou'd be shaded no where better then near this Sarona

(about Ivy Church) perhapps the Valley may boast itt self Saronx Rosa et

Lilium Convallium.



8 A Longford MS.

This is the largest and richest Vesture of the kind which
Sarum hath about it, and how doth this pleasant Valley unfold her

beautys and display her Bosome, that Longford may be sett as

a jewell in the best place of her inlargements ! as well as on the

best side of the Lordly Avon, who having furnished himself

with all the principall streames which belong to his share of the

County, viz., with [Devrill]
,
Wiley and Nader att Salisbury,

and then took into his Traine Winter-bourne upon his way at

Laverstock, he comes from Towne attended like a Prince fitt

to take his progresse unto this faire Pallace that all his springs

may admire no less than adorne itt. And this perhaps is the

reason why the house bears on itts topp the figure of a Crowned
River caryed along in Triumph to be Godfather to this seate of

Longford, since it is fordable here for above a mile in itts way
almost any where from Burford [Church] to the backside of

Longford. And then the Courteous Avon draws up all itts

stragling Companys of streams to defend the Gardens and
Grounds of this Mannour, and glideing gently downe in a straite

line to the mouth of Neale, which he salutes att Bodenham Mill,^

he makes this fatt water both an outguard and a Nilotick

Improver to this mannour. For its chalky floods inrich the

pastures, and it is the last considerable streame which our Avon
takes in while he tarrys in our County.

Thus is there at Longford a confluence of Rivers and of the

Riches both of Art and Nature, and this Mannour may be said

to wear not only Coronam Vallarem (in respect of the Vale

before prais'd) but Coronam Civicam too in regard of itt's

vicinity both to New Sarum and to Old Clarendon, which was
once caird a fforest and lately a Park,^ so stuffed with Oaken

^ Where meeting pretty Neale with many a kind embrace

Between there chrystall Arms they cHpp this charming place

and makes itt an Interamnis hke Ternj in Italy, Coblentz in Germany, Conflans

in France, Winduglady in Brittish and Twynambourne in Saxon tongue. This

was the name of Christ Church in Hantsh., where our Avon meeting with his

sister and country nymph the other Avon runs with her into the Channell,

which is often called by Mr. Draiton the Solent Sea from the terme Solente

given it by V. Bede, which parts the Isle of Wight from Hantsh. [Bede, Hist.

Eccles., iv, 16.]

Where was once a Royal Palace and many Lodges, ponds, Hernerys, Copses,

and Lawns, a paddock course, & 1,500 Deere of antler in a heard, which the

adjacent parts [afford] to sport and satisfaction as well as to Vert and Venison.



The English Venice. 9

Treasure as that the Timber there in was valued at about

40000 h. sterl. Here was an Oaken Crowne indeed, which, as

it should have been reserved only for the Temples of an English

King ; so it shined kindly upon the Neighbourhood and afforded

them fewell at a cheap rate. But allass

—

Nunc seges est ubi quercus erat.

Now in its nearness to Salisbury Longford expects itts due

commendation, since good Neighbourhood is the chief Grace
and advantage of a Country Seate, and Sarum must needs afford

that as well as all other things needfull. For it is the second

best Citty of the West of England and of the best trade of

any inland Towne, having a Rich Corporation, a Goodly
Cathedrall, a good Bishoprick, an Episcopall Deanery, a large

Chapter and a convenient Close for the Dwellings of the

Church-men and of severall Gentlemen of great Note.

The Citty is well inhabited, and as well provided for by mark-
etts and faires with all things forreigne or domestick. It hath

been stiled the English Venice (as Venice the Italian Salisbury)

from itts Rivers running allong every street and exceeds Venice

in itts Church Tower^ and prospect. This being on the most
pleasant Champion of England : and that view from Venice

on the rugged Adria. If you walk through the Minster here

(without takmg notice of the many fine Tombs there in) I shall

commend the whole pile as more curious tho' not so rich as

St. Mark's, and the pavement hereof is much better then that

of St. Mark's, for all the currant excuse by a story fetched out

of Turkey.

' The lofty spire is in good repaire having been lately try'd by a dreadful!

storme of thunder & lightning, August the 4th. 1679, which killed a gentle-

woman in the church during divine Service & made the whole assembly look to

have the Church both their Sepulchre and itts owne, so that 'tis demonstrated to

be as solid & firme a Pyramid as any in the world that is mounted such an hight

on so slender a Basis. If it have noe Egyptian Heiroglyphicks, it hath more
visible characters of pious vigilance & charity then of time or superst [it] ion.

It was, saith Cambden, 40 years, but others say 30 years in building. Begun
by Richard Poor and finished by Robert Bingham then Bishop. The first 5

stones were laid by Pandulphus, the Pope's Legat, Ano 1222, & the Church
was consecrated in Henry 3d's presence Ano 1258.
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This church of St. Mary's deserves not only all the former

Eulogys^ which have been given it upon the account of itts

wonderfull structure but should have as many more added for

itts late costly and mighty Organ, itts sumptuously adorned

quire, and very good musick, as good as our manly Nation can

afford, for this is not so cruell or so wanton as Italy to spoile

her men that shee might mend her musick as if, like the luxu-

rious Emperour, shee could be content to live on nothing but

the tongues of Strangers. No, we are for the Boney Walls of

Sparta and seek for more honour, pleasure, and defence from a

sober race of soldiers and schollars then from a degenerate

brood of Nunns, and Nightingales. Neither must the Campan-
ile of Venice in point of Bells compare with the Bellfry at Sarum,

whose fame may Echo even to Italy, that calls this Isle L'Isola

Sonante because our Bells are so well Rung out, where as hers

are but still jangling like our Cart-horse Gear, or the dress of her

owne Pope's mules.

Among the buildings of the Close which are yearly increasing

the lustre and largeness of the place (by the better sort of In-

habitants flocking thither) we must allow the Bishop's Pallace

the Precedence both in respect of the present Most worthy
Owner," and of the great charges he hath been att to rebuild

as well as to repaire that great and greatly ruin'd fabrick ; nor

hath his Cost been so layed out as to give his Envyers leave to

ask Quorsum perditio hxc ? since hee hath also given to the poor

a very proper new Almes-house well indowed, and handsomly
built in this Close, there fore in Portis JEdificij laudetur oper-

ihus suis. (Prov. 31, 31.)

The Cloister from the Church to the Pallace with the Library

over it and the faire stone wall about the Close are not to be

forgotten. The Company living within this Wall are of such
worthy folks as can both speak and doe well and generally such

^ Tho' it cost in building but 40,000 marks, as the account mentions in muni-

m"^ Sarum Ano 1217 [sic\. The verses of Daniel Rogers are sufficiently knowjti

from Godwin & Camd : Mira canam, etc.

The Cross jsle is double in imitation of a legantine crosier, very lightsome &
adorned with fine monum'^ The spire is not founded on the ground but on

4 pillars, the shoulders of whose arches bear a mighty burden resembling the

weight of an Episcopall Seat, as the outside doth the forme of a Bishop's Mitre.

^ The Right Reverend Seth Ward, Lord Bishop of Sarum as before of Exon,

Chancellor of the Garter, who gott this honour restored to the See after y
alienation of it some 132 years from the time of Card : Campegio 1539.
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Gentle persons of both sexes, so well demeand, so well drest, as

may not be found anywhere out of London. The Ladys meet

frequently to play, dance, sing, goe abroad together to their

country neighbours with much candor and frankness. The
Gentlemen assemble once a day at the bowling green. Taverns,

or Coffee-houses, and once a week have an excellent ordinary

for 12 pence a peice, by the means of some subscribers there

unto yearly to the number of about 26, att the signe of y^ Vine

or some other good Tavern, of w*"^ there are many and well

customed. And New Sarum is newly made more famous and

frequented by the Shooting-house erected near Harnam Bridge

by the ingenious and worthy person Coll. John Wyndham, where
there is annually a prize of some 60 pounds worth of plate given

and shott for only by Gentlemen, who set up a gilded targett dis-

tinguished by 4 Rounds and a center for Captaines', Lieutenants',

Ensignes' and common soldiers' prizes, and att a hundred yards

distance discharge single bulletts att the mark off hand with

that exactness that they have challenged such a number of

Gentlemen throughout England to shoot with them. When
they come off or march on to this shooting, they observe martiall

discipline and are commanded by the officers, who advance

according to the prizes which they gaine. And they have an

ordinary, where they eate together as long as the sport holds.

This is a laudable exercise of so good use and example to

keep gentlemxcn neighbourly, skillfull in their Armes and warlike

in their minds, as that itt meritts our notice and commendation.

The corporation of this Citty is in likelyhood of great addi-

tions of profitt and ornament, as by the noble legacy of 2000 li.

left to the poore by the late most noble John Duke of Sommersett,

so especialy by the Act of parlement which is for the making the

River Avon navigable from Christ's Church to New Sarum
;

by vertue of which Act, as by the subscription of their Right

Rev'^ Bishop and others, the Towne's men begunn the work

;

and 'twas pitty that the want of some proper Agents delayd

the prosecution or consummation of it thus long, since the

whole designe is computed so cheaply feazable, as to be perfected

for 7000 li. or under. But the lack of incouragement hath for a

time sunk the undertaking and the River also, where upon these

verses were made in Feb'^ 167| ^ :

—

' After the death of the Duke of Somersett, Earle of Pembrook & Lord
Brooks.
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O how consumptive are thy hopes and looks,

Poor Avon, since th' hast lost thy neighbouring Brooks,

Pembrook and Seymours too on right and left

!

How art thou of Auxilliarys bereft

!

Ashes employ thy urnes, thence hardly creep

two dropps beside what Nymphs in mourning weep.

Their pearly tears make thine not despicable,

but must their woes too make thee navigable ?

'Twere pitty thy great work should thus be done,

as pitty tis thou canst nor Sayle nor Runne.

Like the Church Cripple at her gates th' art sett,

having not mett with the Apostles yet.

Sue to Sarona's Neptune, for tis hee

May rayse thy River up who fills our See.

Now if we may take a stepp further into the Country lett us

leave the Towne, the River and the Vale to walk up hill to the

old Sorbiodunum, where the Castle Mount is a Pelion upon
Ossa, the Cousin German wonder to Stonehenge (called Chorea

Gigantum) a prodigious example of the former Age's industry

and labour, having been wrought by Gigantick hands to height,

and, as 'tis reported, it was faced all with flint from the bottome
of the inward Rempart to the topp of the wall. Doubtless it

was lookt upon as an Olympus^ impregnable or else so great and
and wise a man as St. Osmund would not have chose it for the

Seate of his Bishoprick (translated from Sherborne hither) nor

have founded his CathedralP here upon. This Pisgah (nott to say

mount Nebo) will afford us a prospect of a vast plain and of

many Burrows, as old intrenchments are called, where formerly

great armys have been incamped and severall Battels fought.

As just against this hill stands Fitchberry alias Fights-bury and
at some distance from it (and nearer Longford) stands Clerbury,

Alderbury, Whitesbury and others. In both these two last

' This Olympus was like that in Greece, too sharp an aire for the very men
of God as well as for the men of the world (I meane the Towne's men) to live

in long ; since they had nothing free there but the winds, buying the very water

they wanted many times.

Herman was the first Bishop of Sarum upon his translation of the See from

Shirborne circa An" 1083, but Osmund Earl of Dorsett & Lord Chancellor

built the Church, tho his Church had the same fate which severall others aspir-

ing Towers have had (either from the artillery of Earth or Heaven) to be

burnt downe that very day it was finish'd or consecrated, which might strike

a superstitious opinion into the succeeding clergy that it was no auspicious

place for them. This great Lord Bishop Osmund dyed An° 1099 & was canon-

ized An° 1456 by Calixtus the 3*^ & removed to New Sarum.
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named were fortifications now over growne with woods, and
Alderbury is derived from one Ailwardus, a man of great posses-

ions in Burgo Sarum and Wilton, as apears by a charter

of Henry the Second which confirms to the Church of New
Sarum all itts lands, livings, tythes, &c, inter alia, Ecclesiam de

Alwarbirid. in which parrish is the ancient Covent of Ivy Church
now belonging to the Bishop of Salisbury but leased out. Here
was found, saith Cooper and Cambden, a corps of twelve foot

long, and near it, in a hollow piece of wood lined with lead, a

book of thick parchment writt all with capitall Greek or Roman
letters (for they differed but little anciently), wherein was found

the name of Brittaine writt still with a P, and therefore some
derive it from the Greek Upvrdveiov. Could that book (which

was so carefully conserved) have come sooner to some learned

hands, perhapps we might have arrived to some better

discoverys of the rare Antiquitys of our Country, among which
Stonehenge claimes the praaheminence, that is about 9 miles from

hence and is certainly the Nonsuch of itts kind, itts originall

and duration being as obscure and unknowne as is that of the

Phoenicians planting this Isle or of the Phoenix it self. And most

of the storys concerning it must be as false, some making it the

work of the Devill and Gyants, others of the Brittains and
Merlin, others of the Saxons, others of the Danes, others of the

Romans and some others, who are most in the right, of the Lord
knows who.

But not to forestall the fancy of any one who may long to see

such a Rarity as well deserves to be viewed and studied also,

I shall refer them to their owne Eyes and care in the perusall and
counting of the stones and to the Learned Authours who have
writt upon them. For the strange and various accounts given

of Stonehenge see Geffery of Monmouth in Brittish History,

Cambden in his Britannia, Inigo Jones in his Stonehenge, Doctour
Charleton in his Chorea Gigantum. But least I make Insanam
Substructionem and should sett up the Gates of Myndus, over-

charging the Margine further as I have done here, I goe on ; and
neare to this first wonder of our Isle by the Riverside stands

Amesbury of great antiquity since derived from Aurelius

Ambrosius, younger Brother of Constantius, who by the help

of the valiant Edoll, Earle of Glocester, takes Hengist, the

great treacherous Saxon invader, and by the help of Merlyn the

Mathematician (and therefore Magician of that age) erected
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a monument of the treacherous practises of those times (as

some say, att Stonehenge, where himself and his brother

Vter Pendragon are said to be buried) after the overthrow of

Vortigern's son and Guillamore King of Ireland and of Ebusa and
Occa the sons of Hengist. But surely, tho Stonehengst^ might

change itts name (after y* feat of y^ Saxons there)
,
yett itt was

a famous monument of far elder Date y° the Saxons Invasion,

some place of worship for ye Ancient Brittains & some Tomb
of y"" Kings & Druids, ut opinor.

This place was famxous for the great Monastery and is now
for the fine house built hereupon by the Seymours, Dukes of

Sommersett, as also for the short and long faires itt hath twice

a yeare for the best horses that are bredd Westward. Itts

markett is not now considerable, for poeple goe thither to drink

loches rather then to eate good meate, tho here be often taken

both excellent Trouts and Crayfish.

Being gott thus far into the Country before I am a ware of

my Distance from Longford (my prescribed theme), I cannott

draw back my pen or gett it home againe without saying a little

more of this County in generall wherein Longford stands,

that I may from thence infer it to be one of the best places in

England. For as England is one of the best Regions of the World,
and Wiltshire one of the best countys of England, and Longford
one of the best houses in the best part of that Shire, my Deduct-
tion is truer than the Florentine's who in this manner argued

that he had the best house in Europe.

I will therefore speak of Wilts as Pomponius Mela doth of

Italy, because I would not apeare, like the praiser of Hercules,

very impertinent in an Eulogy which is for method's sake only,

since the subject wants it not. But thus with the penn's per-

spective glasse lett us look over the Fortunate Isles of Great

' If I may put in my guesse, why may not Hengist or Enge (signifying the

Cheif of the Anglo-Saxons) make up and derive y^ name of Stonehenge rather

then the position of the Stones, which do nott hang by Geometry (as they say)

but are mortised into the side-bearers ? <& this doth the more countenance all

y* Tragick Story of Hengist's treachery «& of so many Battells fought upon
these plaines & so many great persons both of Brittons & Saxons buryed here

abouts, & because we read nothing before Geffrey of Monmouth's storys

concerning this heap of Stones.
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Brittaine, called a new world by Solinus and the ancients/

containing 1836 miles about and fenced round with seas like

the Tree of Life m the midst of Paradice, that it might not be

violated by sudden incursions (as other great stocks have been
in the Garden of the World), and indeed the wonderfull position

of itt both for usefullness and safety hath been the cheife cause

why under itts greater revolutions and disadvantages itt hath been
not depopulated nor changed, as Palastine, Greece and other

regions are, from a flourishing place of traffic to a Desert. Itt

still continues a good land even by the confession of ^mula-
tours (and we hope is improoveing in goodness as well as riches)

however the people have prooved some times from their severall

mixtures with other nations and introducing foreigne Customes,

yett still it is a Paradice for men as well as women. And if I may
start another proverb, I would averr that our horses should not

find it such an hell as 'tis noysd to be, were all the parts of our

nation like Salisbury plain, where they are kept so nicely for

the race on a Turfe as fine and more sweet then a silken carpet.

I will then suppose, as the ox if left to himself would choose to

live in the North, the Sheep in the South, the Calves and young
Cattle in the East, so the horse and hound, and such creatures

of pastime would take to the West of England for their most
delightful Quarters.

I find in an old writter, Joan. Sarisburiensis, that what was the

Provincia Severiana, containing the three Countries of the

Belgas, Dorsett, Somersett and Wilts, had the name of Wilts' ira

coniointly, given, as I think, to it by the Saxons (vide Joan.

Sarisb. de Nugis Curial. 6 cap. 18). You may take its derivation

then either from the Wildness of her plaines. Wild shire, or

from the thickness of her forrests called Wealds or Waltshire,

or from the plenty of her water springs in the bourns termed
Wells Shire, or from the wholesomeness of her welken aire

where folks kept so well, or from the richness of her Earth
which made her inhabitants wealthy, Welegascire, so that all

the Elements have seemed to contest which should be her God-
father as to conspire together how they might indow her with

^ To whom the Southerne Isles of Java, Borneo, Sumatra & Madagascar
were not knowne ; & if our Island be not as big as those, yett 'tis greater in all

respects of power and worth, being mistress of the seas. Protectress of Religion

and Manager of the Trade of the whole world, as the chief Agent in the
discovery of New Worlds by her commerce & learned men.
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their best presents and make her give place to noe shire or part

of our nation either in point of proffitt or of pleasure, under
which two heads all other good things may be included, as,

under the first, plenty and riches quiett and safety both in

peace and war, under the second, health and ease, convenience

for sports, store of Game and Company.
To commend it first for that which is principally regarded

towards our livelyhood, the proffitt and commodiousness of the

place we live in : I need only mention how this County hath

abounded with the best commoditys of this Isle, fine wooll, good
graine, store of timber, as with excellent Mutton, iatt beef, all

sorts of good Victualls, and plenty of Each Sort, whether fish,

fowle, herbes, roots, pulse, or corne.

And as itts southern part is good for the Shepheard and the

Rider ; so itts northerne for the Grasier and the Abider ; and
both parts answer the Ploughman's toyle ;^ tho in the one he

takes twice as much paines as in the other. So that no part

of the Shire is unpeopled or unimployed by having much
forrest, or wast ground in itt, especially since the enclosing of

Clarendon and Pewsham forrest, with part of Savernake, and
Blackmore, it hath as little useless earth in it, as any Shire of

of its bigness, and tis one of the largest Inland Shires.

The goodness of the soyle hath found it improvable in every

quarter ; the higher grounds by marling, burnebaking, sowing

of saine foyne, Dutch trefoile or hoppclover grasse (besides the

common husbandry of dunging, laying, feeding and folding), the

lower ground by trenching, drowning and planting, so that 'tis

every where well tenanted, and cultivated. Itts store of rich

valleys overflowing with hay and grass, itts good arable and gal-

lant sheepwalks on the hills present it to every eye as the Garden
of England, which, as the sturdy Britton was very loath to loose, so

we find the crafty Saxon was most earnest to gett, and the watch-

full Dane Knute was sure to keep for himself. When he cutt

his loafe, as I may say, into 4 Cantles, his share was West Sex.^

^ O fortunatus nimium bona si sua norit

Agricola est ! ubi terra suis respondet avaris

Votis

The 4 Quarters of England (as Canutus made a Tetrarchy in the Kingdom)
may be thus described

—

The North lyes far forth,

The South in Sea's mouth,
The East Rich and least.

The West Long and Best.
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And certainly as these Westerne parts were stored with all

things needful for the use of men ; so they much more abounded
with inhabitants then they doe at present. For had nott the

Saxons poured in a vast and gallant army under Cerdicus, Ella

and Forth, they could not have coped so with our own champion
Arthur, whose subiects had been incouraged and at quiet for

some time by the good conduct of his father and uncle.

Nor could they so soone have conquered Natan[leod]^ and

his Brittons, Anno 522, nor have maintained their owne King-

dom malgre all opposers for 278 years till they had gott the

Heptarchy of their owne nation under the subjection of power-

ful Egbert, if they had not been very numerous here about, as

doubtless they were because of the many Seaports, Burroughs,

Townes and two or three Cittys so near hereabouts to their

Metropolis of Winchester.

The soyle too gives way so kindly to the plowman, and to

the shepherd, that no where is the tillage ordered with less

charge or the flocks and heards pastured with more pleasure.

What an incouragement then was it to ignorant strangers, old

soldiers, and young husbandmen to beate their swords into

shares and their spears into hooks, and to plant colonys in such

quarters as, being neither barren nor woody, suffred them with

small labour to follow either the teame or the ffold ! For wee
find by all the new plantations of America how long the under-

takers stuck about the coasts by reason of the Inland wasts

and fforrests as well as inhabitants and natives, which require

mighty force and continuall supply of planters to advance into

and manadge afterwards. And therefore it was the cruell pollicy

of the first Norman Kings (after the generall massacre of the

Danes which had been another shrewd wasting of the people

hereabouts on St. Brice's day in the reigne of Ethelred or Egelred,

An° 1012) it was, I say, the Norman's cruell pollicy to diminish

the people of these Westerne Coasts, on pretence of inlarging his

Forrests, but really for the weakning their power and good will

to make any such stout opposition, as William the Bastard once
mett withall from Beauvois or Bogo about Duncton. So that

from the ravage of many whileome great Townes and the

destruction of so many people hereabouts, we may collect the

multitude of inhabitants formerly. Nor have we any bad argu-

ment from the present stock of people ; for it is much as in other

^ Whom Camden takes to be Ambrosius,

VOL. LII—CLXXXVII. B
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places tho they are not seen together (saving att their faires and
marketts) [as are] those who dwell upon higher grounds, because

they are seated (after the manner of the old Gaules) out of the

rode way and view of spoilers, very close together in the Bournes
in straite and springy bottomes, from whence indeed they goe
far a feild to their severall sorts of husbandry, but come home
againe (with the sun) to the waters, where they lodg securely

and live more healthfully then others do upon a higher ground.

For I have observed for many years in our Neighbourhood that

a Parish seated on a hill was constantly more infected with agues

and all others sorts of feavers then the adiacent Townes were
who lay by the waters side, and therefore suppose that water, if

running, may be rather helpful than iniurious to health. Spring

water is a spring of life that purifies itself, mollifys the Aire,

which might otherwise be too cold and cleare, too rough and
harsh for some weak bodys.

These westerne parts are therefore pleased with their sonns

of Neptune, with their Avons^ and their Rivulets which they

have in abundance as convenient for their health as well as

plenty, and for convenient common passage thirty one public

bridges. Nor is their plenty here enjoyed either as the Quailes

in the wilderness with sad diseases ; or as the sallads in ^gypt
with hard labour. The cropps of graine are brought up and
gott in with as little toyle as anywhere and caryed out to marketts

at a good price. The meadowland is w^ater'd by the foot like

' Avons there are these : 1 in Wales, another in Warwickshire, a 3'^ rises

from Hehdon Hill & 2 in our Wilts. Whereupon M : Drayton most ingeni-

ously feigns a contest among the Rivers who
A question seem to make, whereas this shire sent forth

2 Avons, which should be the flood of greatest worth

;

Or that which to the South the Celtick Sea doth gett,

Or that which from the North saluteth Somersett.

The one rising in Savernake forrest, the other on the West side of Bradon
almost at the Northern bound of the Shire, & each respectively summon most
of the other streams of this County to pay them homage in their circuite as

we may observe. For I cannot learnt that any of those Rills in Malmesbury
or Kingsbridge hundred have any other name than Avon, tho' there be 5 of

them considerable in the Map to make up the full stream of Avon by

Dauntsey. Then above Chippenham he takes in Calne River as that had gott

a Rill from Clevepepper below Bremble, then Avon runs away w*"^ Calne to

Blakemore forrest & by Melksham takes in Potterne River, & away they go to

Bradford, making there a Broad ford & so gossiping the Towne, having before

mett Brook on his way thither, which River springing at Upton visits the Seat
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Canaan and with the turne of a hand, not with the dirty paines

of overturning Dung upon them or fetching of that dung 10 or

20 miles (as they doe about London).

The Arable is maintained by the pasture and sheep fold and

requires but one Tilth or two at the most with out farther

moyling with cart and horses. The laying it downe a while to

feed recovers it to a good hart againe.

The Wood Land was more than enough in this shire, there

having been counted nine forrests, 1 chace and 29 Parks.

This is to demonstrate the second head, being the mighty

pleasures of this county, which injoyes them too att as cheape

a rate as any. For as to her Diett, she feeds on the kidney of

wheate, and hath presented to her (like Arthur) the most
Royall Daintys such as the Roman Emperours would have

triumphed in. For the Turbotts, Mullets, Congers, Crabbs,

Lobsters, Scollops, Base, Pilchers, Mackrell, Prawnes, Oysters,

and most sorts of sea fish and wild fowle brought to her

marketts furnish our tables with cates fitt for the greatest

Epicure, besides the Shoules of Craw fish and white fish of

most kinds taken in our streames by the idle fishers. The busy
huntsmen help to compleat the feast by the store of venison

they may bring in. And the fowlers make up the second course

by the Duck and Mallard, Teale and Widgeon, Rodg, Suite

and Plover, Brand Geese and Hooper, Hernshaws and Bitterns,

Cocks, Larks and little Wheateares which are here to be had.

which has honour'd the present Lord Grevill with the Title of Brook, & so

goes by Trubridge. & this way Brook also takes seaward getting aboard the

Avon about Staverton, & beyond Bradford they joyn Frome, then Farley

Castle Spring, & so on together to Bath, & from thence to Bristol.

Now the course our Southern Avon takes is this. He rises about Wotton,
therefore call'd Wotton Rivers, & takes in 2 streams, the one from Cannings,

the others from Rustshall vulgo Russall, then meddles not with any more
waters till he has past by old Amesbury & gott to Fisherton where he meets
Wiley, Bourne streames & Nadder, & with them in full body marches thro'

Salisbury to overtake Winterbourn River on their way to Longford, & so on
to the sea at Christchurch.

Thus we have traced the 2 Avons to show them the Master streames of this

County. But besides these two there are 5 more Rivers considerable, tho' Mr.

J. Speed takes notice but of 5 in all, & therefore I will say a little of them.

First of the Diver or Dever rill which dives underground for a mile together,

as the Mole in Surrey, & the river Anas in Spaine is said to doe, making a

considerable bridge whereon to feed many flocks or reap much corne, according

to the Spanish riddle. This Deverrill joins Wiley below Warminster.
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Nor doth the ffawkner miss of his Quarry, for here are

Pheasants, Partridg, Heathpolts, Quailes, CurUews, More game,

for his short or long-wing'd purveyours. And last of all, the

Courser may have his belly full of rideing, as well as his doggs

of running, if not at the Hares in the Hare warren about

Wilton, yett at that Rare and Excellent Creature, the English

Ostrich (as I call a Bustard), which the Grand-father of this

present Earle of Pembroke used to catch with his Greyhounds.

So that as to her sports, either in point of exercise, or

curiosity (which may bring health, as her Diett doth fattness),

this County may boast with any other ; Whence eate we better

Rabbetts then those which are taken in Auburne Chase and on
Rockburn Warren, called the Black warren (? because most of

the game there formerly were of that complexion). Where
was there (before King James' days) any Hare warrens in

England but the two in Wilts ? where was then so famous a

Horse-course in the South as those on Salisbury plaine ? (one

whereof is about twelve miles endways). Where can any
pleasure in walking, fishing, bowling, playing at crickett or stop-

ball, or in any feild sports as Coursing, Setting, Shooting,

Running, or such as are before named, be taken with that ease,

cheapness, and satisfaction as in Wiltshire ? They who have

Wiley was anciently call'd Guilou or Willow perhaps from the garniture

itt might have of that sort of trees, giving the name to that worthy family of

Willoughby in this tract. From Warminster itt runs down to Wiley then to

Wilton, giving names to these places, as from Wilton some will have the shire

called Wilts.

The pleasant and very profitable stream of Noyle or Neale runs by Wilton
down into Avon below Longford house as I have elsewhere specified,

A 4th considerable stream is Nader or Mader that springs as near the

Southerne Limitts of this County, as the Northern Avon doth on the contrary

point. Itt was anciently called Adder & Adderbourne from its serpentine

Meanders whereby itt twists about Warder Castle parks & thence glides away
to Wilton.

A 5th & noble stream rising in Wilts is the Stour, giving sirname, seate.

Title & shield to the Ancient & Right Honourable Family of the Barons de

Stourton.

A 6th river is the Kennett, of which name there are 3 or 4 in England
besides this, which for the triple head is more considerable, one rising above
Ramsbury, another below Auburne, but the 3rd and chiefest att a place

thought to have been the Roman Cunetio tho' others will have Marieborough

to be the place because of itts direct distance from Verlucio, now Warminster.

I goe on to mark a 7th River & that is the Rey or the Rhea so called by

M. Drayton, rising above Shaw running into the Ouze,
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once seen the Country and compared it with the rest of

England may best answer me saying nothing. For it was
formerly allowed to beare the Bell away from all the West,
when the yearly plate which was runn for on her Downes saw
a great silver bell and usually wonn by some of her inhabitants.

Now the Daughters of Pleasure and Plenty must needs be

Quiett and Ease, as the Mother of these two is Strength and

Safety both in peace and warr.

The noble mother of those twins makes this Isle her aboad as

Latona took up Delos for hers. And I may call Wiltshire her

private Lodgings, being part of our Mediterranean, as Cambden
stiles it. Now as virtue is placed in the middle by Moralists,

Courage by Naturalists in folks of middle stature and about the

heart, Kings ranged in the maine Battalia of their armys and
the Holyest Land described by Geographers m Meditullio

terrce ; so the best of England, the Paradise of the World in

point of strength and safety, must be the Midland provinces.

Now of all the Shires of England which no way border

upon salt water this gathers the most in the Circumference

thereof, itts Periphorie being 139 miles, itts breadth 39, its

length wants ten of that number, being 29.^ Tis environd with

Gloucester Shire on the North side, Berks, Hants on the East,

Isis or Ouze, not far from Lidiard Tregose the seat of the Honourable
Family of St. Johns, formerly Barons. This is the happy mother of the Princely

Thames, who therefore owes a peculiar respect in his way of Trade to our

County of Wilts, because from hence he suckt his origine, while our Isis,

discovering her self first in Bradon forrest, stepps down to Crekelade (a famous

university long since when call'd Greeklade). There it meets Churny
coming forth of Gloucestershire & then Coin at Inglesham, then the Lech at

Letchlade, afterwards Windrush, & so receiving Tame below Abingdon
compleats herself the most renowned stream, nott only of this County &
Island but even of the Whole World.
And now if I am censur'd like Arachne for weaving so large & curious a

border, I would be excused by my desire to encompass this thin work by some
pretty traille : & nothing look't pleasantlier in the eyes of the Muses, then

the passages of Streams, & these being not fordeable at every place, I was
faine to trace them to their fountains, where they are most easily to be passed,

before I cou'd come about again to my desired Longford.

^ From Inglesham North to Damerham South. From Buttermere East

to the Shire Stones West. Distant from the Metropolis of London but 70

miles, & many excellent roades from the one city to the other, furnished with

all conveniences, being intermediate.
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Dorsett on the South and Somersett on the West ; so that tis

notably fenced round with rich, populous, and valiant people,

which were enough to incite Courage in the inhabitants tho'

they were all Hares, being guarded as they are, like the Eagle's

nest. But they need no such Pale
;
they have been so far from

wanting any fortitude (because of their naturall Defences) as

some Nations have done that they never were disgraced in

armes, and no doubt it was their eminent valour which made
them share in the honour of the Triarian bands^ and ranked

them among such as were to throw the last cast for a victory,

and so placed them like Israel in the midst of this mighty

nation, as it is now their maine security to be so. For by this

position, as they are the first warned and the best furnished and
provided by such notice ; so in case of any forreigne or Domes-
tick Broyle they are the last in all likelyhood to be in danger of

Ruining or Destruction.

Besides, it hath another Rampart, and that is the number of

Burgesses^ which this County sends to Parliament exceeding

the number of any other County. For Yorkshire with all her

Ridings runns not up so high a tale, except the Bishoprick of

Durham be took in for a 4*-^ part, and then too shee doth but

just Ballance the account of 34 members which this County
makes. And of what import it is to the wellfare of the whole
nation as well as of particular shires not to be outvoted in

the house, nor out-numbered in the feild, I leave to the States-

men and Soldiers to judge.

^ Kent the Van, Wiltshire the Reare or more truly the Reserve cum res rediit

ad Triarios. The Commonalty shew itt to this day in their great love of &
skill in Wrestling, running, fencing, playing att Football & Cudgells, the

Gentry in Armes & shooting.

^ For Cornwall, which sends 44 Burgesses & was formerly bigger then now it

is, I look upon as elevated into a Dutchy belonging to the Heir apparent to

the Crowne ever since the year 1336 that Ed. 3^ invested his son Edward with

this Dukedome. Our Prince is esteem'd Duke of Cornwall by birth, & of age

as soon as born to sue out his livery of the said Dutchy, whose length was 60

miles and whose breadth 40, says Speed, butt

40 miles now Sea, sometimes firme Forland was . . .

And that a Forrest then which now is but a Flood,

Mount Michael being called the hoar rock in the Wood,

says M. Drayton in his Polyolhion, canto 1^.'
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The names of the Burroughs are

New Sarum Citty

;

Old Sarum, Sorbiodunum
;

Wilton, from which town, think some, the Shire was called

Wiltescire

;

Marleborough, not derived from Merlin's borough, say some,

but from the Anglo-Saxon Marie signifying Chalk, it being

scituate in a chalky soyle

;

Hindon, derived from Hynde, a hound, and Dun, being a fit

place for hunting

;

Devizes, a great towne of trade so named because antiently

divided betwixt the King and Bishops of Salisbury

;

Chipenham, from the Chapmen who used to frequent itts

marketts formerly, being neare a King's pallace at Corssham

;

Malmesbury, Bede's Maidulph'sburg, from the Irish hermitt

who there had a cell ; and from St. Adelm, his schollar, Adelm's-

birigh
;

Heitesbury, from its heighth perhaps

;

Dounton or Dane-Knute-tun or Dean-nuk-tun, lying in a

corner of Wilts neare the forrest and on the edge of the Downes
;

Westbury, from its situation
;

Creklade, where the Saxons, tis said, [set up an Academy
which was later removed to Oxford].

Calne, the old Gun [et] io of the Romans, say some
;

Wootton Bassett ; Great Bedwin
;
Lurgershall.

I leave it to the Gountryman to determine of the fullness,

cheapness, and convenience of her faires, and marketts in the

two and twenty Marketts Towns of this Gounty ; which like

the letters of the alphabet make up all the learning and discourse

of the Peasant, and here in one place or other he finds a market
day for every day of the week according to this following scheme,

which he may put into his calender. As therein he may see the

faires all ready mark'd, therefore I lead him but to the markets

—

Wednesdays

Highworth

Lavington

for come

and cattle

Wilton

On Mondays Thuesdays

att Bradford Auburne

Sundon [or] Calne

Swindon for Sarum

fatt cattle Wotton Bassett
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Thursdays Fridays Saturdays

Devizes Amesbury Chippenham
Hindon Dounton Crekelade

for come Westbury Marlborow
and cattle Malmesbury

Mere SaHsbury

Sarum Warminster

As to the Civill administration of affaires, this shire may
boast to have as full and worthy a Bench of Justices as most
others, who for the greater ease of the inhabitants either in

leavying of men or money, or in appointing high Constables,

under-officers or Tything men in the several! Decennarys of her

thirty hundreds (taking in New Sarum_ Citty for one) have kept

their Quarter Sessions sometimes on one side of the county

and sometimes on a nother, so making this five fold Division of

the hundreds, viz.

—

1*^* Sarum Division

under which is

1 Branch & Dole
2 Elstub & Everley

3 Cawdon & Cadworth
4 Amesbury
5 Frustfield or First

Field next the forest

6 Alderbury

7 Dounton
8 Chalk

9 Under ditch of the

old castle

10 New Sarum City

4*'^ Marlehorough
Division c&ce.

1 Kingston

2 Highworth,

Crekelade & Staple

3 Selkley

4 Ramsbury

2^^*^ Warminster
Division

1 Warminster

2 Dunworth
3 Heitesbury,

alias Hachebury
4 Mere
5 Worwellsdown
alias Whorlesdun
6 Damerham South

5*^ Chippenham

Division <£ce.

1 Chippenham
2 Highworth
2 Malmesbury
3 Damerham North
4 Calne

5 Melksham
6 Bradford

3''^ Devizes Divisioji

1 Swanborough
2 Potterne and

Cannings

3 Kinwaston
or Kinwardston

7 Westbury

To enumerate the severall places in each 100 or Centenary,

the Sheriffs turnes, and proffits, though I might doe it, yet to

avoid prolixity I pass it over, as also the account of Ecclesi-

astical! proffits, and jurisdictions, further then in grosse to tell

you that the R. R*^ Bishop of this Diocese which containes Wilts

and Berks hath under his See 544 Parrish Churches, where of

109 are impropriations. But our county of Wilts numbers only

304 parishes and the Deane of Salisbury claimes Episcopal juris-

diction within his Deanery.
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To the Chapter of the Church belong 1 Chaunter, 1 Chancel-

lor, 1 Treasurer, 1 Subchanter, 3 Archdeacons, 45 Praebends,^

the Residents of whom are termed Cannons,— Vicars and

Choristers, all having a considerable maintenance as also

hath the foundation it self, the Cathedrall having been Royally

indowed as by her great Saint Osmund, half brother to William

the Conquerour, so, amongst others, by Henry 3*^, whom I may
call her Godfather (because he was at this Minster's Christen-

ing, I mean itts consecration anno 1258). And in a charter of

his grandsir's, Henry 2^, I find granted to the Canons of the

Church of Sarum " Omnes Decimas de Nova forresta et de

Pancet'^ (Qu^re if not Peusey or Clarendon ?) et de Bocholt et

de Andevera et de Husbourne et de omnibus forrestis meis de

Wiltescire et de Dorsetscire et Berkscire

This was about the time when the Statutes of Clarendon were
constituted, and that King residing much at his court there, and
at Old Castle hard by. But I must only glance thus at itts

naturall, civill, and spiritual strength.

'

The Ancient and present honours or titles afforded to noble-

men with many speciall Rarities and Antiquities^ I can scarce

give a look at, because I would hasten to my principall theme.

But I must not forgett to name the old Barons de Hach, de

^ 45 Praebends with those appertaining now to the Bp, Deane &c, & of old

there were 50.

Pancet forrest was much of Clarendon before this was impaled & to it

belonged much more which has since bin alienated from y*^ Crown & inclosed

as severall parks & Woods bordering on Clarendon might demonstrate.

And whether Pancet might nott reach up to Pewsey on one side as itt went
downe to y*^ New forrest on y® other side I cannot att this time determine.

Itts beauty might be further illustrated by the Heralds did they blazon

forth the Sheilds of the Numerous gentry which they inroll upon their Visit-

ations o.f this Shire, which [is] nott att present in my power to do.

^ Such as Wansdike, Wodeni vel Odini (Lat. Mercurii vel potius Martis)

fossa vel Agger, Limes Visi-Saxonum et Merciorum cui vicinus est viculus

Wodensburg, Odini oppidum.

Rockley, a small village called so from divers stones like Rocks pitched up
on end, amongst which sometimes breaks forth a violent stream reputed the

forerunner & prognostick of a dearth ; & by the people therefore is the place

caird Hungerburne, near St. Andrews Ogburne & distant from Hungerford,
which derives it's name from no such event, being anciently call'd Ingleford

quasi vadum Anglorum & gave the sirname to that spreading familly which
had so long the Title of Lords, Hungerfords of Heightsbury.
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Brook, de Heitesbury, de [Pavely ?] de Castlecomb, Dunstavil,

de Montfort, de Bassett, de St. John, de Beauchamp, de Tregoze,

de Leckham, de Sancto Amando, Samond, de S*° Audomaro,
unde Sancto Omero, S'° Mauro, Maro, and att last Seymour, the

Sirname of that noble family descended from the Beauchamps,
Esturmys, Tregozes, which still gives and takes honour and
command to and from this county, the present Dukes of Somer-
sett being

1 Baron of Trubridge and Lord Seymour

The other remaining tittles are Earls

2 of Wiltshire, in the eldest son of the Marquiss of Winchester,

3 Earle of Salisbury in the Cecills,

4 Earle of Marleborough in the Leys,

5 Earle of Clarendon in the family of the Hydes.

6 Lord Stourton, Baron of Stourton, very ancient, descending

from de Moigne,

7 Lord Brook, derived from Pavely, Lord of Westbury.

8 Lord Arundel of Wardour Castle, comeing from the Langherns

of Cornwall.

9 Lord Danvers of Dantzey, lately extinct or swallowed up in

the bigger titles of the present Earle of Abingdon, to whom
the estate is come by a Coheyre.

Now for many other things observable^ in our county of Wilts

I must referr the Reader to other Books and Notices least I

here tyre him and myself also before I get back againe to my
task : by the way take notice only of one rarity not long since

discovered in Clarendon park, where out of deep chalk pitts by

a Woodside were digged great quantitys of seeming whole

oysters without any thing in them, and too farr from sea to be

the product of any salt water, and therefore are concluded (like

the ligna fossilia, and shells found else where) to be the past-

times of Dame Nature, who often molds in the Earth the shapes

of animalls farr remote ; but concerning this very instance

there is a little tract in print (called as I remember Mercurius

Centralis) , whither I send my Reader if he please to have further

satisfaction.

^ As the Knott grass at Maddington that grows ordinarily 15 foot long.

The best Tobacco pipes of England are made at Amesbury.

The finest Linsey Wolseys made about Wilton, & as good white cloths made
in the shire as any in the nation.
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I am now returned withm Kenn of my first designe, and this

1 could not justly performe without the painter's help, therefore

I have imitated those artists who neare their cheife figure place

some landtschap, or pleasant View, for the better revealing their

designe and emboshmg of their story. If I have took too great

a compass in looking round Langford, it was to give the better

prospect of itts situation, which we must know is in the same
Angle of position that the ancient mannour took up. And as

for itts Zenith or Nadir point, itts Verticalls or Topick constel-

lations, I shall not too nicely determine them at present. But
could we conjure antiquity (for the greater honour of the now
Mansion house at Longford) , we would rayse up the shadow of

the former buildings
;
yett since we are not able to act the

historical Chymists thus farr (because that flower hath layne

too long buried in Rubbish to be with in the guesse of any
picture or memory), we shall content ourselves to lett the old

house ly still underground for the better foundation to the lofty-

ness of the present fabrick, going back awhile to an other

Epoche from the contemplation of this dehghtfull object to the

consideration of itts former glorys, which are guess'd att (as

most objects so distant use to be) not so much by the footstepps

of itts ruines or Anticaglia as by the Chronicall Discovery of

such honourable familys and persons as were long since owners
and Lords of this mannour and lordshipp of Longford. And
these we will bring downe d B.M.^ without making so grosse a

mistake as the monk did who rendered it a heatd Maria.

Consulting the heralds and their offices, we read how Roger
de Bellomonte was father to Robert de Beaumont, Earle of

Mellent or Meulan, which said Robert, by his wife being nearly

allyed to Henry the first. King of France, begott on her two
great Earles at once, and tw^o great Daughters, viz. Adeline

and Isabella or Ehzabeth, as some vary her name as well as

her mother's.

^ Tis a Bello monte, tho" not a Belino Magno, that our story is derived. & thus

Roger, Lord of Pont Adomar, maried Adelina the Sister and Heyre of Hugh
Earl of Mellent, who was sirnamed de Beaumont from his Castle in Normandy
so called. This Roger begatt Robert, who was in y^ 4*^ degree of consanguinity

to William y^ Conqueror. Robert was created Earl of Leicester circa An. 1103.

His wife was the Noble Izabella or Elizabeth (lezabel per metathesin) ,
y®

Daughter of Hugh y® great Earl of Vermanders &c. (vide Hist, de Longford in

margine V^^^ pag.)
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Waleran de Beaumont was twinn Brother to Robert Bossu,

who, though the younger sonn, yett succeeded their father,

Robert de Beaumont in the honour of Leicester, while Waleran
bore the tittle of Earl of Mellent or Meulan and was afterward

the first Earle of Worcester, created so by King Stephen anno

R.R. 1144, but much to that King's praejudice as it happened
afterward, for he married Elizabeth, daughter of Simon and sister

to an other Simon de Montfort, Earles of Leicester, who had that

honour in right of Amicia, daughter to Rob* Beaumont (sir-

named Blanchmains) , who was son to Robert, sirnamed Bossu,^

and grandson to Robert de Beaumont, who was made first Earle

of Leicester by King Henry the first Arf R.R. 3°, 1103, and was
father to Waleran first above named, who likewise had a son

called Robert and a grandson styled Peter, Earle of Mellent,

neither of whom bore the tittle of Worcester (being out of favor

with Henry 2"^)
. They, siding with their relations and with the

French King against him, durst not assume their English honours,

and this may be the reason why S' Walter de Waleran, Lord of

Longford (who, as I presume, descended from the Earles before

specifyed) is not recorded with any tittle, but was pleased in his

Discent to take the name of his noble progenitors as a badg of

honour sufficient, and also for an Evidence of his Right to the

tittles of his ancestors when occasion might serve to clayme

them for I find the same Walter Waleran listed amoung the

Barons of the nation in the Reignes of Henry 2^ and Richard the

first, an° Dom. 1166 upon the assessment. (Vide finem primi

foil] Hist, de Longford ad not. b.)

' Robert Bossu, called so from his Crookedness, was 2^ E. of Leicester &
nephew to Heti. de Neubourg, E. of Warwick circa An. 1118 much against

K. Henry y*^ 2^ & dyed primus Angliae Justitiarius A° 1167.
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or rather an Appendix (nott in Latin) which may follow

3;® disourse on motto as y^ Inventory in Verse

doth follow this in itts due order.

Having thus coarsly spun the story of Langford and itts

Lords through a large and ravelled skeine of time (I mean a

continued series of neare five centurys of years), I come not

yett to the end of my clue, for I am brought hitherto but to the

gates of this Daedalean Labyrinth, and I will venture on with

out dread of either Sphynx or Momus, since I cannot be

satisfyed in my whole undertaking nor in my past travell unless

to my former narration of the great and antient Lustres of this

noble Seate, I tack on some beames of itts present glorys.

I will therefore with my pen (for the humouring of my fancy

a little rather then for the helping forward of the Graver's

work) draw this sketch in black and white of all the buildings

and their furniture in the interior until a better artist and more
ingenious style may find Leisure to embosh their description

better. And since we finished the foregoing Paragraph with a

glance at the outermost buildings which are first in our way and
eye (while we are adressing our selves to my Lord's finer

mistress), being landed at the head of a long walk of Trees

(sett out with painted rayles and Balisters) near to very goodly

Barnes and Stalles, lett us first look on them, and if you please

take their platt forme.

I find them to forme in the Roman characters a Quarter and

half of an j—J (viz.) an L which is the husbandry

mark of the Owner and builder (the Lord Colerane) and the

capitall letters of his Lady's and his owne names : as also

three peices of that figure which is esteemed the most absolute

and proper for a noble structure, I meane a great J-J (according

to which our late great chancellor Hyde's late sumptuous pallace

and severall other moderne Pyles have been raysed). Never
the less give me leave to sett downe a pretty mark that one

makes on the letter [—J, how that in most Languages 'tis not

a letter of weight, it is but a note of aspiration. That all

men (especially great ones and builders), who should take

occasions (like Philip of Macedon and the Emperour Adrian)
to be warned of their mortallity, may observe how all their
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sumptuous houses, honours and circumstances, which the world

seemes most to Hke, to follow, to rejoice in, are but an |~|, an

Aspiration, a signe and figure of frailty and mortallity. And
therefore they should not build (like the Athenians whom the

Orator blamed) as if they were never to dy, nor should they

sett their hearts on earthly objects as if they were never to

breath elsewhere, since this very letter will hint to many in the

world (besides our countrymen) a Heaven not here.

After this little snapp of morality we will return to the

architects and hear them saying " in omni bono eedificio tria

praecipue requiruntur : 1. Distrihutio, scilicet fundamentorum
discriptio. 2. Constructio laterum et altitudinis. 3. Venustas

totius" (Isidor).

And to inferr how transcendant in every good property the

Cheife Mansion of Longford is, the fore specified requisites to

a good building may be all found att the very Barnes and
Stables and at the other out-offices by the River side.

For to beginn like good work men at the foundation, I dare

say (by the view I have taken of some of these) that they are

Layd with a great deale of paynes and cost upon a multitude of

long pyles with some such art as is used in Venice and Amster-
dam, so that the first good Quality is here very well Englished,

and the bottom of all the areas principally regarded. Take for

a visible instance hereof the neate Dogg Kennell at the end of

the barnes, which being about 200 yards square is pitch'd with

headed flint and provided continually with fresh-water from a

spring rising in the middle of it ; such a curiosity as will please

any gentleman to look on who is a lover of that most usefull

sport of Hunting.

Now secondly you may observe the firme and comly Erection

of the sides of the mentioned buildings, how the Walls are

checquered in foot squares, with free-stone, flints, and brick

work, which are (like swords to soldiers) a lasting beauty to

their sides. What a fine shew they made when new, may be

guess'd by the Pigeon house lately rebuilt from the ground,

which is also worth the looking into by reason of its 21 dozen

of double holes on each side cut all out of white chalk for the

greater warmth and neatness ; the Poett telling us

Veniunt ad Candida tecta columhge.
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This Dove-house stands on a perfect square, and such is the

figure of the Porter's Lodge at which we are at length arrived.

The Lodge gives you a full view of the principall inclosure, of

the last and cheife point of the beauty of the whole. It wears

(like itts Porter) a badg of more honour then some others

attendant buildings, which I may call itts fellow servants : for

it is faced with white and well wrought with Ashler suteable

to the house's dress unto which it ushers us, and is modelled

very like unto the Roman Temple of Janus (sic a Jano Janua).

The top of it hath a Cupola (that neatly conveys away the

chimney smoke from the roomes), and a Quadrate is the Base,

that most solid figure which Vitruvius (Lib. 1, cap. 1""°) tells us

is fathomed by a man's arms extended outright, and by his

length from head to heele in manner of a Crucifix ; and perhaps

this resemblance of a just square to Christ upon the Cross

might be some kind of reason why the Jew's Temple, and the

new Jerusalem are described Quadrangular.

But now if we be tempted to leave the square for the Love of

the round or other sorts of figures ; we have leave to advance
allong a broad pavement of purbeck stone usque ad Vestihulum

(a la vestibule), to the Portico, as called by the Italians, which
displays the principall entry of the house built on fine graceful

arches supported by — columns of — foot Diameter and lay'd

under foot with black and white marble, on each side of the

doore, and at each end of the walk, being— long, are two
Tribunalls to sitt in. But before we sitt downe or goe within

the Doors, we may look upon the front of this beautifull

compares and find with pleasure (as in the Microcosme) how
all sorts of different figures are here mett and married together

(as we may have occasion to speak of hereafter). I cannot tell

how often the face of this sweet prospect and other probable

conjectures have made me fancy this to have been view'd and
admired by our English Petrarca, Spenser, who in the 2^ book
9^^ canto 22 stanza of his Faiery Queen describeing the mansion

of Reason (man's best inmate) he tells you

:

The frame thereof seemed partly circular

And part Triangular ; O work divine !

These 2 the first and last proportions are

;

The one imperfect, mortall, feminine ;

Th'other immortall, perfect, masculine ;

& 'tvvixt them hoth a Quadrat was the Rase.
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The Learned glosses on this Text I leave to the Curious, who
may be as highly pleased as I myself have been with the

peruseall of S"" Kenelm Digby's letter to S' Edward Stradling

on the above praised lines ; that did so fix the stanza in my
fancy as that I scarce could look on the 3 round towers and
Turretts of the three sides of Longford house without beleiving

my self at the seate of the bright Virgin Alma,

Where all compacted made a goodly Diapase.

The segments of the towers on the outsides and of the turrets

on the 3 insides being so artificially Drawne from the Angles as

itt is scarce discernable to the most curious eye that any of the

corner towers or turretts are bigger than an other, or that the

sides be not equall (forming a Deltoton without as within), so

that this structure deserves the title of all Virtue (Undique

JEqualis), which was given to that Orthogonall Triangle so

magnifyed of old (for all I may demonstrate hereafter that both

the outward and inward Triangle of Longford is an Isosceles

whose Basis is on the Backside towards the River.)

But to go no farther now with Euclid's Trigonometry lest I

seeme too fond of a Geometrical Description and with Pytha-

goras stay att Dulcarnon\ when I may proceed without so

many Dilemmas : I will give another Architecturall glance on
the generall aspects of this building, whose figurations are of

the mixed kinds & of those two which are most unusually and
most chargeably put together (as being subject to many
deficiencys and deformitys) as unresolveable into any others

regular formes then themselves in the inward Partitions, s**"

S"" Henry Wootton (in Elements of Archit.).

Yett these circles and triangles are so cunningly joyned

together by the Architect who wrestled with those inconveni-

ences (which Barozzio sett up, for his skill to conquer att

Caprarola) so as within doors here are excellent Roomes^ of

Rectangular Squares as well as of most other figures, and there

^ I must thank the noble, learned and wittiest S'' G. Chaucer for this hard

word and mystick fancy, who in the Amours of Troylus & Cresseida makes
her say

I am till God me better mind send

Att Dulcarnon right at my witts end.

which M' Selden has interpreted to my turne in M.D's Rolyolb. ad Lectorem.

As the Hall, Kitchen. Hall-chamber, Dining Room, Library.
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is no roome lost, no Roome dark in the whole fabrick ; which

makes itt admired no less than commended both for its con-

veniencys and singularitys.

The mixed figures in this structure (as in that of men's body

hinted att before) offend not uniformity by their differences,

for we see in the great patterne of Nature^ (which the wise

builder still doth copy) some parts are round, some flat, some
proiecting, some more retired, and yett there is an exact

correspondence, tho' a pleasant Variety : thus in the limmes of

this fabrick there is as great a diversity as goodly Symmetry.

The feet dance not to spoil the mirth of the house ; the eyes

are not too many nor unequally placed, the in letts of man as

well as light, the doores (which are the mouths of a house) , are

not disproportionate nor too wide ; the sides answer to the

heighth and strength of the whole frame ; the Hall, Chapell and

Kitchen are placed (like the heart, liver and stomack) about

the middle between the sides for the better commerce of life

;

the Towers are as the Armes proiected on each side for greater

usefullness and beauty ; while the Turretts (with their Cochlear

Staire-cases) apear on the in side swelling like handsome
breasts and bring up or beare away every thing about the

house ; the flank is not too deep for the front, nor this too long

nor too low distended.

Nay, art here hath so well traced Nature in the most ignoble

conveyances (which are no less needf ull then the most visible

conveniences) as to furnish every story with private conduits

for the suillage of the house, which are washed by every shower
that fails from the guttures, and so hath vent from the very

foundation to the topp for the discharge of noysom vapours by
a contrivance nott enough followed else where in England, tho'

recommended by Architects, because wind in buildings as in

humane bodys is very preiudiciall both to topp and bottome,

the substruction being laid thus dry tho' deep (for all the wett

about and under it)

.

The walls complain nott of any lack either of strength or

beauty in the whole or intermitted muring, for in each respec-

tive contignation (according to the canon of good building) the

solid answers to the solid, as the vacuity to the vacuity ; ana
the intermissions are by arches or niches, by pillars or pilasters

;

^ To yap cnrdvroiv xprjixdrcov fxerpov 6 avOponTvo^'

Protagoroe dictum apud Arist.

VOL, LII—CLXXXVIL g
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the whole is firme because up right. The intire rounding of

the towers is with frize and cornice parting every story

(& serving as bones to support their weight and compass) &
their walls are woven all over with a curious nettwork of

different colour'd stone and flints ; which I guess a kind of that

work which was much in fashion among the Romans (when
they were att the Acme of their glory and command) under
Augustus and call'd by Vitruvius Reticulatum opus. Why this

sort of Emblematick or Mosaic grows out of use I can give no
better reason then because the ancient skill and diligence in

laying different materialls, and in plummetting every stone when
layd, is not encouraged by our over hasty builders.

Having thus took notice of the other parts of this beauty, I

doubt nott but we shall jmagine shee wants not a good face, and
rather admire then suspect it. For I have been told that his

Sacred Majesty King Charles the 2*^, when he came to visitt

their Royall Highnesses' Children about the yeare 1666 (they

being at this house), his Majesty was not satisfyed with his

glance on itt as he came in but att his going out turned about

againe to look on it and compared it to a Venetian Cabinet.

Indeed if we nicely regard the spruce exactness of this front,

especially when the declining sun (towards which it looks)

holds his light behind us to guild all the mouldings of each order :

we shall find not a flaw in itt for all itts four score years of age

& upward. Nay we may guesse from itts too great curiosity &
perfection (if that be a fault) that itt was built by a great Court
lady and for the intertainment of a Queen, so that it wants the

Thuscan tho' itt hath the other three Orders, Dorick, lonick

and Corinthian, to grace itts three severall stages.

Now the Architect may well be excused for having nothing

Rustick about the fore side of his building both in respect of

the fore mentioned host and here greater guest ; and surely in

honour of her Phoenix soveraigne the Lady Marchioness would
have no part of her work apeare too Virile or Burly, and there-

fore shee gave leave to such as will find fault to blame her

building only for being too delicate and feminine. Over the

Portico (which is of the Dorick order throughout all itts

Ornaments & having itts Columns without pedestalls and being

already described (page 31), we cast our Eyes up to a gracefull

refuge from light and heate, the Xystus or leaded terrass, which
is as long as the Portico under itt, opening to the front with
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five Ionian Arches, their columns channelled & capitals angular

(such as might befitt a temple of Diana) being of pure white

Ashler-stone as are the Railes & balisters under them.

Upon the Railes in the Middle concaves of the Arches stand

large potts with Cypresses growing in them, & three Cupids

representing. One the Warmth, (by his sheates and nakedness);

the other the Blindness (by his book & spectacles) ; the 3rd

the Power of Love (by his playing with the Ball of Earth).

Within this terrass walk are cages for turtles, which pass

through the wall into the hall-gallery : & also leaden receptacles

for spring flowers are ranged allong by the balisters. In the

middle is a handsome portall with stone tribunalls on each side

answering to the entry into the Hall and leading you over the

skreen into a square Bed-chamber calFd the hall-chamber.

But we must keep yett on the out side of the house & observe

how the severall Rowes of niches between the windows imbel-

lishing & strengthning the wall in the forefront are filled with

carved flower potts, stands, & severall Bustos, or heads in

plaster.

The said niches being pavilion'd with Scallop shells, the shells

which make the sedan or canopy of Venus and are very orna-

mentall, being fittly termed Artificia Nature; these kind of

shells were borne by Pilgrims to drink in, being easily portable

in their hatts, and they v/ere borne by Knights to blazon their

good service at sea, and therefore might be the rather used so

much as an .honourable charge in this building to hint at the

worthy exploits of the Gorges in Maritime affaires (as I have
elsewhere intimated). Indeed S' Thomas Gorges, the noble

founder, well deserved to be stiled a Knight of the Escallop

ShelP both for his good fortune in boarding such a noble

Foreigner (as the Marchiones was, who bore a lighter boate in

her armes) and in getting such a prize of a hull att Hurst Castle

as we have before mentioned.

If these digressions are nott tedious, lett us look once more
on the outside and above the towers we see the turretts aspire

considerably, giving a noble height & thereby statelyness to the

whole building, for they apeare as the three masts of a king's

ship & are placed in the heart of this vessell, I meane in the

^ The Knights of the Escallop Shell, Equites Cochleares, were an order of the

Teutonicks in the Holy War after the taking of Damiata.

Z c
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triangle-Court, which is in the middle of the house, & so they
serve each side alike, every turrett containing within itts

Cochclidium or Snaile's Shell, no less then three paire of

Winding-Staire cases to accommodate every storey & to carry

us by gallerys from the leads att the topp of the towers to the

lowest floore of the house.

The heads of these Turretts are crowned with Capps of

maintenance not ill resembled to the coronetts of Venetian
Dukes but that (insteade of the bowing horne in the similitude)

here on each turrett's top is erected the crest of the founder to

appropriate them to their respective towers, to which they are

the maids of honour (or les Dames d'Atour as the Frenchman
would better call them) , attendants extraordinarily usefull. So
on the Marchionesses turrett is anchor'd the boate which was
her patrimoniall bearing ; and therefore her Tower adioining is

properly incircled with a battlement resembling that Navall

Crowne which the Romans bestowed on such brave seamen as

first grappled and boarded their Enemy's vessell. And perhaps

the ancestors of our lady Helena de Snachenberg might owne
this bearing on such an account. Or else the Gorges had
achieved such honour, for S"" Ferdinando^ (if not S' Thomas) had
been much at sea.

As to the other 2 turretts we may look on them [as] properly

respecting the Gorges family, being Crested with grey hounds'

heads erased as their towers are relevated with breetesches,

parapetts and pilasters not unlike the rnureall and palisadoed

Crownes bestowed on soldiers that first infranchised the enemy's

camp or scaled the walls of a beleaguered towne, and there fixed

his ensigne. Such chapletts as these doubtless the warlike house

of the Gorges well had merited to triumph withall.

But let us nott stand too curiously on the battlements, but

come downe from the pinacles to safer landing within the house
;

and we passe along by a leaded Gallery sided with balisters and
rayles from the topp of the towers to the stair-cases.

In the cheif and biggest tower we come first to fower Roomes
with good chimneys, where S" Thomas Gorges' sons were lodged.

These are called the Castle of Sparrows. Some stepps lower we
go to the White Gallery, which takes up the full length of that

^ S"" Ferdinando Gorges was Serjeant Major of the field in the 3** Expedition

against the Spaniards att Gales Feb. 19. 1600, when there went 120 ships.
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side of the house which is next the garden, curiously arched and

wrought with frett work both on the topp and sides. And
by this Gallery are severall closetts and chambers as att the end

of itt (in the Boate Tower) is a most pleasant and spacious

roome called the White bed-chamber (from the fine White
Sparta bedd which was formerly therein) ; and from this chamber

on the same floore is the Warderobe & severall lodgings reach-

ing the other Gorges tower in Front, where you enter into an

other large and noble chamber, matted and hanged and provided

with all conveniences of lodgings for servants : thence passing

through the Brushing Gallery (as it is called) you goe downe an

other Staires-case into the great Dineing Roome, which is

hanged with guilt leather and green (the colour given by my
Lord in his Liverys) and furnished with pictures and a Marble

chimney peice. The roome is large and of an oblong square.

Att one end of it is the Drawing Roome, in it a fine closett,

and out of it you goe into a principall Bed Chamber ; then

through a lobby into an other lodging, which opens it self over

the Skreen of the Hall, and thereby passeth into the open Terrass,

whereinto an other faire Roome (placed between the two
former) doth likewise open. This Terrass hath in itt two tri-

bunals of Stones, cages for turtles and leaden receptacles for

flowers.

Att the farther end you enter upon the belcony over the foot

pace of the Hall, and thence pass into the Musick Roome, hung
with pleasant pictures, wherein is a great paire of Harpsicalls

and from whence you are ledd either into the best matted

Gallery or into the Marble chamber.

Into the Marble Chamber you come by a noble stone portall

of the Dorick order. The wainscote within was of Cedar, now
painted because defaced much in the time of the Garison. The
roof is all of Stone curiously arched, and the center of the arch

letts down a pendant — foot long and — compass, at the end
of which hangs a gilt Cupid (to shew whose bedchamber it is).

The Roofe being adorned with curious frett work sheilds and
guilding in the stone is sustained by — round columns of black

Irish marble, their chapiters & pedestalls of white alablaster,

under which are plinths or bases of black adorned with white.

The Window Stooles are all of pure white Genoa marble,

under them stones of the same, upon them large alabaster

figures of the planetts. The Chimney-peice reaches up allmost
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to the topp of the Roome ; is of severall sorts of marbles with

his pillars of lasper, & a Florence table of inlayd work, on
which stand great figures.

Over the portall on the inside and round the Roofe are the

Gorges's and the Marchioness's armes, very well cut in stone.

In the uper round light are very good paintings in glass.

The portall to the Closett is of curious carving in hood and
the Wainscott within well guilt with Queen Eliza's armes and
impresas : the Drawers to the cup boards all of Cedar.

The bed in this Roome was a rich old Venetian peice of work,

the head peice and valians of Crimson velvett, the curtaines

taffaty of the same colour after the Spartane fashion, the stools

and chairs of velvett. In the middle of the roome is a large

Octagon table of white Genoa marble, and between two of the

windows stands a long square table of black marble curiously

veyned, sent lately from Carara.

But not to travell you so farr, we will pass hence through the

Musick Roome into the best matted Gallery, which lyes directly

before us and hath on the topp very good frett work, on the

right hand lights into the Garden and a chimney peice well

wrought in stone and curiously painted with the story of

Orpheus. On the left hand are severall Wainscott cupboards

well filled before the Warrs with rare and ancient foreigne

armes (the trophees of those gallant soldiers who were of

the family of the Gorges) ; but having been dispoiled of that

goodly furniture, these spaces are now converted into warde-

robes & covered with a pleasant hanging, over which are

severall Pictures. Att the end of this Gallery is the Queen's

Chamber, so called because itt had the honour of lodging

Queen Elizabeth, and beares her acheivement over the chimney
peice, which is an excellent peice of stone work richly guilt and
very well order'd.

This Roome is round, well hung & furnished, hath a traine of

little chambers attending on itt & reaching in file to the^

Dineing Roome before mentioned. These chambers (being

three in number besides a faire and usefull Closett) are backt

with a lobby and staire. This staire leads downe to the triangle-

court wherein is a most cleare spring of water coverd over

with a leaden cisterne ; above itt a pump to convey water for

the occasions of the house (this court being in the middle of
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the buildings) ; or else from this staire you pass into an entry

that brings you to the fruite house, Dry larders, Pantry and
little hall.

From the little hall (which hath benches on the sides & two
long tables) you may goe three ways : either into the Library, or

into the best Garden, or into the Little Parlor.

This is the lowest room of the boat Tower (and consequently

round), well wrought with frett work on the top, with a good
chimney-peice (as all the roomes of each Tower are adorned)

and very well lin'd with Wainscott. Within itt is a convenient

closett for severall occasions.

This Parlor, tho' nam'd the little one, yett is next of size to

the Great One and bigger then the other (in the Front, which
therefore may be call'd the Least Parlor) where the Steward
with the cheif of the servants eate.

Betv/een these two Parlors is the Kitchen rang'd on the

backside of the House, most aptly sited for the service of these

roomes (as of the Dineing Roome over itt). And in this so

necessary forge of life are rare conveniences for all the

elements: viz., an arched larder paved with stone, a pump of

spring water, stoves & boilers, the floore of the Kitchen of

freestone & the roofe lofty, two large chimnys, and in the

middle of the biggest a glass window, which our forefathers

prized as a curiosity in building.

From the Kitchen passeth a large entry to the back doore.

Steward's Roome & closetts, Pantry, Buttery, to the screene of

the great Hall, which is a proper scene to that gallant stage

;

for that Hall is as noble and pleasant an Hospitium as any

house need have of this size. The Area is , the Altitude

. On one side of it is a long Shovell board of yew-tree

consisting of planks. On the other side a Table of Gray
marble veined as if it were made up of Snailes Shells. On the

sides of the great chimney and on the columns of the Screene

are very great heads of forreigne and English Deere. Upon
the foot pace stands another long table with 2 side boards

under the sweep of the new gallery with balister & raile, which
was lately proiected from the Musick Roome over the upper

end of the Hall & hath added very much not only to the

grandeur of that great Banquetting Roome but also to the

convenience & order of the whole fabrick (as is oft experimen-

ted att Christmass or such a time of extraordinary festivall).
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At the one end of the footpace under a spacious arch of stone

(in the middle of which is pendant a large Cupid of plaister)

are the coat armours of the lords and ladys of the family (in the

windows that look into the forecourt) and by them a chimney
whose forehead is bound about with this good word

:

Caret invidendd sohrius.

Such a phylacterie is not to be reiected while we take notice

of the other ornament of this place. It is wainscotted about &
painted: about the Wainscott are 3 or 4 large pictures and
about them the Caesars' heads. From the other end of the foot

pace under a faire stone portall 3^ou pass into an entry that on
the left hand leads up the best stone stepps to the 2^ story, &
on the right hand keeps you streight to the Chappell, on the

outwall whereof hangs a picture of Noah entring into the Ark
& of David slaying the Philistine, and another peice of perspec-

tive. But before we pay our devotions there, we may go

through the passage (opening into the Garden), where hang
severall mapps & pictures, into the great parlour. Over the

doore case of which (being stone) is a compediment where in

a marble Round is a Venus & Cupid with a dolfin well cut in

Basso Relievo fetch'd out of Italy.

Over the Wainscott portall within this Parlour is St. George's

adventure cutt whole out of wood & very well for so ancient a

thing. The Wainscott of the roome is rich butt old fashion'd,

nev/ painted, well guilded. The chimney peice of stone, &
above the mantile is cut the shame that Vulcan putt upon
himself by discovering his Wife's unchastity, as a monition to

such as stand by the fire nott to be curiously unhappy, since

the fire may be optimus Secretarione (as one stiled it) to those

who love warm secresy better than a blaze.

The Roome is furnished with some ladys' pictures and with a

sute of Carnation Silk Damask stooles & chaires. Against the

chimney opens a paire of glass-doores into a Closett paved
with black and white marble (under which is designed a

Cellar), and at the end of this, over a looking-glass & marble

table, stands a Gilt Cupid that can waggishly besprinkle any
one neare the glass or table. Over the hangings of this closett

are several figures & pictures & within it a more privat place,

where there might be sett an organ for the pleasant convenience

of all this side of the house ; which having seen, we on to an
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other side, from rhe rassage by folding doores enrring the

Chappell on the ri^h: hand, ^^hthin the doores m a Xich
stands a gilded rent carvea m the tigure or an An^ell holding a

Baskett (-.vherem is a Bason). On the edg oi tne raskett is

cutt m Greek caritahs the sentence ':^rh:ch begirt many or the

primitive Baptisterys :

Xr^OX AXOMHMA AlH MOXAX Q-hlX.

In the other hand is a rish held by the mysterious character

or our Lord's name. IXHTl, On the ?mgel"s girdle are —
places of scripture & under his :eet the - "und^, Abrve this

figure IS a good old painting o: the :riginah transgression. Cv on

the left side o: the doore hangs a very good copy of that peice :

Da:e Cc?:^-r 5u>:: Cces:..-'-:s S.eo De\.

done m Italy, as vcere the other copies art the East end of the

Chanced, the one bemg the E::e the other the intombmg
or our Saviour,

The rurniture or the Chappah is or green dc damask; the

floore. pe^^-s. pulpitr. Desk and Altar are ven* decent, and the

painted glasse representing tne history of our Creed is ^"eh done

and suites with the Agenda and Fetenda painted as m cco^ks on

each side of a Triangle v^-lndov^^ vrherem is the embleme of the

holy Trinity so defigured as our common prayer Books allow it

to be seen. Under this v-mdov a paire of Glass doores lett you
into the Library, which is a good square Roome with a chimney
in itt dc weh furnished wirh above Boolis. in cases with

squares lor" glass before them to lett up or downe and to be

fastened in lock'd drav-'ers underneath att pleasure.

biere my Lord daily sitts to heare prayers, dc dispatch other

busyness, itt bamg very neare the nttle parlor and opening into

the Servants" hall which vce took notice of before.

Therefore we go immediately out of it downe two or three

stepps into the best Garden, dc we are hrst landed on a faire

graved walk elevated from the parterre some rive or six stepps

ranging vsuth that side of the house from tower to tovrer, having

a very laire calister d; raile of Ashler stone incompassmg it.

At the one end of which, next the walk leading to the Garden-

house. IS a pleasant Bower dc Birdcage made in the topp of an

yew-tree, neare to which is one or the biggest trees of Lignum
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Vitae (wrongly called Guiacum) which may be seen growing in

England. Beyond this stands the garden house, wherein was a

good still house, severall good lodgings and a Dove cote for tame
Pigeons.

Att the other ende of the Raile and balister is designed a

portico out of the great parlour which may serve for a green

house and have a grott in itt, good cellaring under it and a

terrass walk over it, leading from the dineing [roome] into the

the long walk next the Moate knowne by the name of the Lady's

walk, at the further end of which (neare the painted perspective

which is bowred over) is a conical figure of stone terminating in

a flame, on the base whereof is inscribed

—

IN HONOREM ET MEMORIAM
PIENTISSIM^ MATRONy^:

D.D. LUCE^ DE MONTE ACUTO
H. HERO BARONI DE COLERANE

NUPT^ NECNON RELICTS
A MARITO LIBERISQUE INSTRUCTIS
STATUIS MARMOREIS ET OBELISCIS

DIGNISSIMi^:

CUIUS AMBULATIONE HJEC SACRATA SEMITA
DOMING PARADROMIS APPELLATA FUIT

VESTIGIA SATIS HEROINE COLENS
QUAM AMARE PERGIT ET SEPULTAM

HIC TERMINUM STATUIT
CLEANOR
MDCLXXXI

From the end of the Lady's walk and from itts faire Arbour
you go along through an other by the wall (which may be

coverd over easily with Vines on the one side & codling trees

on the other) unto the Close walk by the Riverside, which is

of all the most pleasant & usefull in the Summer time for all

the delight of fishing, reading or Retirement. And there one

day [his] Lordship angling made this Dystick ^stu caniculari

:

Hie ubi flumen eat, sol non videt, arbor abumbrat

:

Ipse canem fugiens jam fio lutra lepus.

Here, where 'tis close & coole as we can wish.

Hares otters turne, 'scape Syrius & catch fish.

Att the end of this walk, having left the Stew pond on the left

hand (which was formerly a Decoy), we find a handsome Bower
neare the boate house & pass along by it to the garden house,

having thus traced the great square of the Garden plott.
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We will now look within the wall of the best garden, entering

by the Palisado gates, which look through the middle of the

outward Orchard into a great meadow beyond the Moate.

Stepping up from these gates, we see four grass-platts and a

round in the middle with excellent gravell walks about them.

The four platts are border'd round with bedds of flowers &
bounded with most curious Cypress trees. In the middle of

each Quarter on a pedestall is sett a statue representing the

Cardinal Virtues, to witt: Fortitude, the cheif virtue in

prosperity ;

2'^^'' Temperance, that most requisite in adversity

;

3^'^ Justice, which the Heathens did so well follow, & 4*^'^ Faith,

which should denominate us Christians. Above the stepps in

the centre of the uper-walk stands a large statue of Prudence

(that most Divine virtue) which, having on her plummett Rule &
table sett TNnBI 2EATT0N, may duely write on her pedestal

(as there) Nullum numen ahest si sit Prudentia. Shee is fitt

(& nott any of the filthy Egyptian Garden Gods, neither Apis

nor Priapus) to preside in all places ; but especially there where
fruite trees and flowers are most charming emblemes of fertility

& beauty, that we may be taught not to abuse the pleasant gifts

of either, nor prove Narcissus like, tho' we look into the foun-

taine (which is the Nombrill point of the Garden platt).

In the middle of the Cisterne is a marble Dolfin spouting

fresh waters out of itts head. It hath been a signe of humanity

ever since it was in this place (nay, they say ever since Arion's

time) so that if there be any self admirer or desperately dry

lover which needs itts refrigerating liquor, the fish is ready to

afford itt in great plenty.

On the brim of the bason are Lyons holding the sheild of the

Hares cutt in marble, «& therefore is that creature (as I guesse)

the Crest to their Coate because its name in Hebrew is Ar, which
signifys swift (and from Ar perhaps also comes the word hare)

to denote the Velocity of that creature which is the Rebus to

this name of Hare butt hath no affinity with itt, because the

sirname of this worthy family is derived from the Saxon here

& German, signifying a Commander & Leader of forces, as

further (to denote the Origine of this family) the supporters of

my Lord's sheild are white Dragons (by which were meant the

Saxons in old Merlyn's prophecy), of which there were some
figures also on the sides of this fountaine. Butt those Dragons
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are now taken from these Hesperides, having been defaced by

the rudeness of the garison in the late most violent time of

civill Warr.
But it is now time to avoid tediousness before I need this

excuse, that since Poetts & Romancers spend much time &
pains in building and furnishing the aboads of their Heros, which
is accepted & answer'd by the pleasure others take in reading

their descriptions, I hope no reader will think too much said in

this Reall Inventory of Longford, for I can tender it to the Sense

as well as to the imagination and make it a more substantial

intertainment then men of fancy usually do offer. And if many
of the ornaments of this place be not modish or new, yet every

thing is so well adjusted, that the acoutrements are not to be

despised, but rather imitated. For 'tis the properness of a

Dresse that takes more then the Richness of it, nay indeed, the

superfluous Gaudyness of some persons & places are very

fullsome to discreet eyes, often hiding more naturall comliness

then they could produce by curiosity or costly Arts.

Therefore upon the comparison of this place with two of the

best seates in Wiltshire (nay, in England) , the one that of the

Thynns, the other belonging to the Earles of Pembroke, I have
expressed my sense in this Hexastichon

:

Longa ac laeta Domus licet altior ; auctior JEdes

Pembrochij, minus hae Longovadense placent.

Dum capita attollunt ingentes hae Polyphemi

Inter aquas Longford ut Galatea nitet.

Nolo Colossaeas arces, michi sit Domus, ut Res,

Non nimis, apta satis lautaque, parva licet.

And for all the Greatness of Longlate and the statelyness of

Wilton, the neatness & uniformity of Longford makes it vy

with them both, nay, in respect of itts singular figure and

contrivance, I may call it the Phoenix of England (if the age

thereof be likewise considered), & the Deltoton gives a fitt

empresa for the describing ittself and its Owner with this

motto, Undique JEqualis—
Numine sub Trino sint Domus et Dominus.

Now if any one would look again upon itts best Front, I

must send him to a better Artist then my self to give him
satisfaction, having but a glance thereof for him in this

Epigram which alludes to the former observations on itts

aspects (page 35).
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IN HEROAS .$:DES LONGI VADI
En quantae Veneres ! qualesque Cupidines ! alba

Sic cochlea Oceani nidificabat Amor.
Arx et Amoris ea, aut Neptuni ; est Syren et ipsa

Moles ; jam quis non illaqueatus erit ?

Qui semel hie Spectator adest, bis factus Amator.

Et Domini bonitas hunc capit atque Domus.

I must here referr my Spectators to the Gravers who will, I

hope performe their parts (as the Italians distinguish work)
con diligenza & col studio, as I have done mine coll amore, that

the story of this Italian structure may be finished well enough
to compleat my designe in the pleasing of some freind both at

home & abroad. And then, tho the piece be not inscribed with an

6 ^€tSia<; iiToUi or Titianus fecit, yet it will be valued for the

Devotion I beare to the honour of that Lord whose Temple
Longford is, and for his sake I love every stone thereof ; nor

shall I seeme too superstitious amongst these QairvXia (a word
derived from Bethel And Jacob's Ceremony there occasioned

the Phoenician Custome of anointing stones with Oyle when
they consecrated them ; whence the Proverbe of a Superstitious

Man : lidvra \l6ov Xiirapov Trqocrfcvpet.) This place hath been

alterd so Relligiously and neatly as 'tis my Duty thus to annoint

it with the oyle of my labours, wishing I had the best that ever

Minerva drew for Cleanthes his lampe, so as I might pollish this

work fairly enough to be a ^^eifiyXiov for posterity. As my
subject is deserving the knowledg of many lands and ages, so I

would have all happyness and honour attend my Lord & his

family to the world's

END.
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Page 3.

Status non situs, the Coleraine motto, appears in Thacker's

view of Longford reproduced in Hoare's Modern Wiltshire. It

was carved above the entrance portico, and the Bouveries

naturally removed it on taking possession.

Page 5.

Mr. William Bedwell deserves also to be remembered as the

man who first printed from a medieval MS. The Turnament of

Tottenham (1631) but failed entirely to recognise its burlesque

intention. The facts are given in the Percy Reliques, vol. II,

p. 12 (Tauchnitz edition!). I mention his case with sj^mpathy,

for I am not sure that I have myself fathomed all Pelate's

pleasantries.

The Coleraine title became extinct in the Hare family with

Hugh, the 3rd Baron, grandson of Pelate's patron. He died in

1749, having sold Longford to Sir Edward Bouverie in 1717.

Hoare shows no knowledge of this Hugh Hare. The title was
later revived in the Hangar family, one of whom became known
from his close association with the Prince Regent, as " the

Hanger-on ".

The second paragraph I have translated from the Latin version,

where alone it appears, to meet a crying need. To present a

treatise of this period and nature without a fulsome dedication

is to be guilty of an impropriety which its author can never

have intended.

Page 6.

Morden's map of Wilts. This can only be the map that first

appeared in Gibson's Camden (1695). The date is useful, but

by no means conclusive, evidence for one bout at least of

Pelate's literary activity. But his longitude, despite his asser-

tion, is not Morden's, whose prime meridian apparently passed

through the Tower of London. Pelate's must have crossed

Poland. His latitude also differs from Morden's, and both
from ours.

Footnote. Broad Chalke and Bower Chalke belong of course

to the Hundred of Chalke. But Morden's map shows them in

Cawden and Cadworth and has misled Pelate.

Footnote. "Properly called Neale as see
"—what ? A wholly

mysterious remark. I can find no authority for the name,

though Pelate seems to toy with various derivations. On p. 20 he

calls it Noyle or Neale. It is quite unknown at Longford, where
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the river is still called the Chalk. " Ebble " appears to be an

invention of W. L. Bowles of Bremhill in the early 19th century

and not yet to have penetrated into S. Wilts. " Neale " may have

been a usage of the Coleraine household. For the moment it

suggests eels to Pelate. I find
'

' Fazen-eel, large, brown eel, Kent,

1872 " in the Dialect Dictionary.

Page 7.

Merryfield. The new cathedral, Camden tells us, was built
" in a pleasant meadow called Merifield ". Camden is also the

source of the Latin description of Clarendon written by

Dr. Michael Maschert. But ^aqcovlSe^, etc. is Pelate at his worst.

Page 8.

The figure of a crowned River is still in position on the front

of Longford Castle. The Long Ford runs slantwise across the

water meadows above the Castle, to cross the Avon at the foot

of Great Island and join a by-road on the further bank. It

remained in use until quite recent years.

Footnote. Where meeting pretty Neale . .
." This distich is

typical of Pelate's method. He borrowed the lines from the

Polyolbion (Song III) as nearly as he remembered them, substi-

tuting Neale for Drayton's Bourne and, by implication, Longford
for Salisbury as "this charming place ".

Winduglady. " Vindogladia " is now thought to be a Roman
site on Gussage Down.

Page 9.

Nunc seges est . . . Ovid's line went on . . . uhi Troia fuit.

An Episcopall Deanery. This is repeated in the sly (or indig-

nant ?) reference to the Dean on p. 24 and will be explained at

that place.

The English Venice. Britton tells us that water channels

supplied from the Avon ran along all the principal streets, and
Straton in Memorials of Old Wilts, (p. 195) quotes an epitaph

on a Secretary to the Embassy at Venice

:

Born in the English Venice, thou didst die.

Dear friend, in the ItaHan SaHsbury.

Most of the channels, he adds, were filled up after the cholera

epidemic of 1849, and the rest later. Only the street called

Canal still recalls them.

Footnote. Bishop Poor. There is pinned to the Latin version

an extra note : Authorem eius Richardum Poer (non Pauperem sed

Praspotentem) . . . implying that the name would now be

written Power.
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Page 10.

A very proper new Almes-house. The Latin is more precise :

Collegium splendidum, quod bene dotatum matronarum usui dedicavit.

Footnote. Rogers's lines are quoted in full by Camden and
translated in Gough's edition

:

Wondrous to tell, as many windows here

As solar revolutions in one year.

As many marble pillars rise around
As hours within the fleeting year are found.

As many doors as months admittance give.

Strange as it seems, we must the tale believe.

Footnote. The Weight of an Episcopall Seat. In the Latin

version, curam episcopalem.

Page 12.

Fitchherry is obviously Figsbury Rings. Though the name
Alderbury clearly suggests an earthwork, no trace remains.

Hoare Anc. Wilts, I. 230, mentions the possible remains of one

near the border of Standlynch, but his description suggests a

medieval enclosure.

Footnote. Bishop Osmund's claim to the Earldom of Dorset

is more than doubtful.

Page 13.

Insana substructio is used by Camden of Stonehenge as a

monument without method. Thence Pelate borrowed it, but

in its commoner sense of something disproportionate.

The Gates of Myndus carry on the same idea. It is related of

Diogenes the Cynic by his namesake of Laerte that he once

went to Mjmdus, and observing the large gates which gave

entrance to that little Carian town, " You Myndians he said
" had better shut the gates or your city will get out If Pelate,

as is probable, read the story in the Amsterdam edition of

Diogenes Laertius published in 1692, we have more evidence

for a date of writing.

Overcharging the Margine. What would amount to several

pages of footnote is here omitted. Many etymologies and
much conjecture, ranging from the Druids' knowledge of Greek
to the Phoenicians and the Pelasgians, have been suppressed

without, I think, any serious loss to the reader.

The names that follow are all in Geoffrey of Monmouth's
History, though the Irish king seems to have strayed into the

wrong context,
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Page 14.

To drink loches. The Latin says they met ad fundulos una
cum vino bibendos. I don't know how you drank loaches in

wine—or why. The art appears to be lost.

Page 15.

Welegascire. I believe that Weligrascir might mean in Saxon
' the shire of the wealthy

Page 16.

Blackmore, an occasional alternative for Melksham Forest,

really belonged to the area of Sandridge Hill, where the name
survives. Morden's map shows it covering the whole.

Footnote. O fortunatus .... Here Pelate re-writes Virgil,

perhaps because the original procul discordibus armis hardly

suited a generation that remembered the Civil War.

Page 17.

Beauvois or Bogo, better known as Bevis of Southampton.

Page 18.

Footnote. Wiltshire rivers. It is clear that Pelate is writing

from the map (Morden's or Speed's) without much knowledge
of the county. The small-scale maps of the period were

dangerous guides.

Page 19.

Wild fowl list. Snite is snipe, and Heathpolt, I am told, is the

west country name for the grey-hen. The Hearnshaw is the

heron, but the Rodg remains unidentified. It is a red-ink word
and possibly mis-written.

Footnote. Diver-rill. The legend has outlasted Pelate's day,

and with this justification. The valley running E. from Kilming-

ton towards Kingston Deverill carries water as far as Norton
Ferris, where it enters a pond without visible outlet. Three
miles further down the same valley there is a spring whose water
joins the Deverill Such at least were the conditions in 1877

as Canon Jackson saw them {w.A.M. xvii. 282). The derivation

of the name is, of course, quite different.

Page 20.

Footnote. Mader, see note at end. The Rey or Rhea is

never mentioned by Drayton, nor does he call the Isis the Ouse.

Page 21.

The Daughters of Pleasure. The Latin version omits this

passage, defeated, doubtless, by the relationships, as am I.

VOL. LII—CLXXXVII. > D
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Wiltshire distances. In Morden's Pocket Book af all Counties

(1680) the circumference is given as 140 miles ; the length, 52

;

the breadth, 38 ;
presumably on the same lines as Pelate sup-

posed himself to be measuring (which were not quite the present

limits). Pelate seems to be looking at the map sideways.

Page 22.

T/io' they were all Hares.—Playfulness, I think, not inad-

vertence, on Pelate's part.

Page 23.

Market towns. Pelate's list appears to be fairly accurate,

though, as Salisbury occurs 3 times, there are only 20 of his

promised 22 towns. But in his day there seem also to have

been markets on Mondays at Melksham and possibly Castle

Combe, and on Tuesdays at Great Bedwyn. Wilton had a

second market on Fridays. Sundon I have taken to be a variant

of Swindon ; he has 22 markets without it.

Page 24.

The Deans episcopal jurisdiction. I have to thank Canon
Quirk for the explanation. Thomas Pierce, Dean from 1675 to

1691, attempted in the early 80's to resist the Bishop's right of

appointment to vacant prebends. In the end he was forced to

make a public apology, but the controversy is said seriously to

have affected Bishop Seth Ward's " intellectuals " and hastened

his death. The facts will be found in W.A.M., xlix, 10, and li, 199.

Since that controversy was at its height between 1682 and 1684

we have a closer date at least for this part of Pelate's Preamble.

Page 25.

Footnotes. Pancet or Panshet was part of Clarendon Forest,

and it v/as Chute Forest that continued N. to the neighbourhood

of Pewsey.

Shields of the Gentry. Something like this is to be found, very

neatly executed, in the History of Longford.

Viculus Wodenshurg. He means Woodborough, which had

no connection with Woden.

Rockley Hungerbourne. This " prognostick of a dearth " was
running again in 1947. Camden first mentions it in his edition

of 1509.

Hungcrford was never called Ingleford. But there was an

Inglefloda (now Inglewood) in the next parish east.
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Page 27.

Emboshing, embellishment ? I cannot find this word elsewhere,

though Pelate uses it twice.

Langford, a common variant. As for its " verticalls " he has

already determined them inaccurately (or was to do so after

1695?). See page 6.

Page 28.

Robert de Beaumont, 1st Earl of Leicester, was, in Henry of

Huntingdon's opinion, " the wisest man between this and

Jerusalem ", But if any one cares to work out the relationships

here, he will find that Waleran, 1st Earl of Worcester, appar-

ently married his great great grand-niece, a contingency not

envisaged by the Table of Affinity. Amicia de Beaumont
carried the earldom of Leicester to her husband, Simon de

Montfort III, and Elizabeth, daughter of Simon IV, could not

have been born before 1180. But Waleran, her alleged husband,

died in 1166. Our historian has evidently telescoped several

generations of the Waleran family. The point is scarcely worth
establishing save as evidence, if such were needed, of Pelate's

inexactitude.

Pagg 29.

The story of Langford's Lords. Pelate has told it in the History

preserved at Longford.

H and L stand for Flugh H^are, 1st Baron Coleraine, and Lucy
Montagu, his wife, daughter of the 1st Earl of Manchester.

Page 30.

Chequered in foot squares, still visible in the building behind

the Castle, which is said to belong to the old manor house of

the Cervingtons, who preceded the Gorges family at Longford.

But Pelate seems to attribute the pattern to a later date.

Page 31.

The Mansion of Reason. Unfortunately for Pelate and others

who have sought to trace some connection between Longford
and the Castle of Alma, the first 3 books of the Faerie Queen
appeared a year before Sir Thomas Gorges had completed
Longford Castle in 1591 : and while it was building (and the

Faerie Queen writing) Spencer was in Ireland. Pelate was even
more unlucky when he found evidence of Longford in the

Castle of Amphialus (in Sidney's Arcadia), for Sidney died

; in 1586. This notion is to be found in the History.

I- 2 D
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And while we are slighting Longford Castle as a literary

influence let us make it finally clear that Longford, in its turn,

owed nothing to the Castle of Uranienborg, which Tycho Brahe
built in 1576 on an island in the Sound and dismantled in 1597.

Gassendi has described in detail that strange mixture of fortress,

mansion and observatory, which was surely the ugliest building

in Europe, and the chief fact about it was that it stood four

square with its angles to the four cardinal points.

" Ad ipsam Arcem quod attinet, fuit ejus forma quadrata . . . quattuor

anguli exquisite quattuor angulis coeli respondentes . . . Ipsa autem praecipua

Domus forma etiam fuit quadrata ". Vita Tychonis Brahei, 1654.

The subsidiary observatory called Stellenborg, which was built

below ground level, was also square.

When Gassendi wrote, nothing remained

—

Jam campus est

ubi Uraniburgum fuit, his correspondent, Olaf Worm, reported

in the familiar Ovidian formula.

A writer in the Biographie Universelle (1812) , who spent a year

there, found only buried heaps of bricks and remarked : Les

troupeaux bondissent sur ces restes du palais d'Uranie. Pelate

never mentions Uranienborg, and the legend is discredited

on other grounds. May we bury it with the grass-grown bricks

on the island of Hveen ?

Longford Castle began as a triangle ; later it was intended to

make it a hexagon, but it stopped short at a pentagon. It is

Lord Radnor's intention to restore it once more to a triangle

by removing his ancestors' additions.

Page 32.

Forming a Deltoton. This was the Greek name (" A~eared ")

of the constellation we know as the Triangle (the northern one)

.

Its principal stars form almost a right-angled triangle but not

the "orthogonall magnifyed of old ". By that Pelate presumably

means the figure of the proposition known as Pythagoras's, or

Euclid, I. 47 before the expulsion of that author from our schools.

Stay at Dulcarnon. The word is of Arabic origin and means
tipo-horned, as Selden explained (see Pelate's footnote). But the

particular dilemma which halted Pythagoras eludes me, and I

regret it the m.ore because Pelate is so evidently pleased with

his conceit.

Barozzio at Caprarola. The name in red ink is Baronio,

which nearly stood without a note, for Barozzio, in the Italian

fashion, is always known as Vignola. He built for Alessandro
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Farnese the great palace in the Ciminian Hills, where his task,

as Pelate sees it, was to accommodate an external pentagon to

an internal circle.

Page 34.

The Lady Marchioness. Helena Snakenborg married Sir

Thomas Gorges after the death of her first husband, the

Marquis of Northampton. Her father belonged to the old

Swedish family of Baat or Bat (which is pronounced, and also

means, boat), but his branch had taken the name of their

mother's family, deriving from Schnackenburg in Prussia. The
boat in her " patrimoniall bearing " was probably a canting

reference to the original family name (compare the statements

in W.A.M. xlvi, 17; xlvii, 157). It was she who obtained from

Queen Elizabeth, according to the story, the grant of the hull

of the Spanish ship wrecked at Hurst Castle, which turned

out to be a treasure ship. This enabled her husband, whose
whole fortune had been sunk in the foundations, to complete

Longford Castle above-ground.

Page 35.

Sheates. The text reads skeates. Sheet had formerly the sense

of napkin, towel, though I had not hitherto interpreted the loose

draperies of amoretti just that way.—The Pelate touch again ?

Page 36.

Footnote. Cales. Calais, after two years' occupation by
the Spaniards, was at that date in French hands again. .

;

Page 37.

' Sparta hedd. I can find no explanation of the term, nor of

after the Spartane fashion on the next page, where the furniture

is anything but Spartan. An uphosterer's term of the period ?

The footpace of the hall was its dais.

Page 38.

Carving in hood. The reference is presumably to a half-dome

canopy.

Impresas, emblems or devices.

Page 40.

With this good word. It would have been a better one in

grammar and sense if Horace's line had been completed : caret

invidenda Sohrius aula.

Optimus Secretarione. He seems to mean " the best of con-

fidants ".
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Page 41.

NI^ON /c.T.X. will be recognised for a palindrome (like the

first self-introduction :

" Madam, Fm Adam "). It makes better

sense than many of these tours de force: "Cleanse the trans-

gression and not the face alone ".

Page 42.

Agenda and Petenda. The Ten Commandments and the

Lord's Prayer.

The Lady's Walk has long since disappeared and the conical

stone with it. The inscription is here restored from a defective

(red ink) text.

D.D. may represent Domini Dilectissimde, Paradromis is pure

Greek :

" a place for taking the air ". (Hugh) Hare appears

in Latin as Herus, and his wife, by a family convention, as

Heroina. Cleanor is her son Henry, masquerading under an

anagram of Colrane. So far, so good. But the year in the

text is MDCXXVI, and we know that Lucy, Lady Coleraine,

was buried at Tottenham in February, 168i. I have therefore

altered V to X, which gives her son a month in which to

compose the inscription before the year turned 1682 in good
earnest. It is still not plain how her husband, who died

14 years before her, could be concerned in erecting marble

statues in her honour. The light that this entry throws on the

date of Pelate's Inventory is perhaps a little dim.

Page 43.

Nullum numen ahest . . . This is the reading of the MSS. in

Juvenal x. 365, and suits its present surroundings.

Page 44.

The rudeness of the garison. The History of Longford contains

an account of " that late most violent time of civill warr " which
has never been printed, though Hoare summarized it for his

account of Longford. It has parallels with so much recent

experience, that it seems appropriate to quote the actual text,

though in an abridged form. It should be remembered that in

the 17th as in the 20th century the occupying troops belonged

to a friendly force, for Lord Coleraine was a staunch supporter

of the King and might well have looked for better treatment from
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his " honest CavaUer " friends. I quote, with Lord Radnor's

ready consent, from his unpubHshed document.
" Lord Colerane was a great loser by the unhappy times which immediately

succeeded his Longford purchase. For His Majesty thought fit to make a horse

garrison thereof, and it was given up by his Lordship in April, 1644.

His Lordship, having too great a family of young children to abide with them
among soldiers and too much of his other estate under sequestration because

he remained in the King's quarters, was now thrust upon such a dilemma as to

find it equally difficult for him to stay at his beloved seat or to go from it, tho'

there were nothing but trenches, rude soldiers, ruins and dangers left about it.

However he was resolved to keep within sight of it as long as it was possible to

view it not quite ruined or to hope that it might be preserved though by a

miracle of Providence. Hereupon my Lord of Colerane with his great little

family got into an unspeakable small house at Burtford [Britfordj then rented

by his steward, and there endured the barbarous usage of the Governor, who
kept most of his household stuff and the stock on the ground from his Lord-

ship, which was all that my Lord had then left in the country wherewith to

provide for his family. There was no tempting patience further than the next

degree which his Lordship arrived at. And that was first to see his Brewhouse
and all that great and handsome range of out-offices set on fire purposely.

Next the curious pigeon house and fair stables quite pulled down or unneces-

sarily burnt upon a mere spiteful intent to dismantle the comeliness as well as

strength of the place. And then the leaden pipes and cisterns that conveyed

the water from the pump-house taken all away together v/ith the building, the

stone bridges to the house broken and the timber felled, and everything so

altered as to make it another Samnium to be enquired after in the midst of

itself. In the meantime the house was turned into a den of thieves and his

Lordship had no heart to look after it any longer.

But after the fatal battle at Naseby Oliver Cromwell, having taken in Basing

House and Winchester Castle, marching towards the Devizes thought fit to

summon in Longford by the way. It surrendered to him as soon as he had

finished his battery in Pick Mead against the Garden Front, Oct. 18, 1645.

And Longford not only escaped his fury but was likely to have given a

deserved bloody death to that too prosperous and sanguine tyrant. For while

he was viewing where they might best storm or batter the house, a shot from
thence killed the very next man to Cromwell, being a Captain Lieutenant, and
had done worthier execution had it took him off too. Perhaps his escaping

so strangely made the place likewise escape as strangely from destruction, since

he left no marks of his flaming appearance behind him.

For all this it fared with poor Longford no other wise than with that

Demoniack who was quickly repossessed by viler devils than formerly

haunted [him]. For instead of soldiers of fortune and some honest cavaliers

there was put in by order of Parliament a knavish committee of clowns of

neither fortune nor understanding, who first pillaged the house of whatsoever
the former guests had left or could be torn from doors or walls or windows,
and then moved the Parliament that the house should be slighted for being a

dangerous place. But by a special proviso put in by a good neighbour and
friend, Lord Kimbolton, whose sister was wife of Lord Coleraine, it was
excepted out of the number of those houses that were to be pulled down for

fear of future wars and garrisons
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Page 45.

IN HEROAS jEDES. There is evidence of haste in this last

page of the MS. Some of it I have cut out, and it is perhaps

unkind to leave this epigram with its two false quantities. The
first evidently troubled Pelate, for he seems to have written

Cupides for Cupidines ; but he shows no hesitation about Syren
(which hardens my heart) . The title reads (but in red ink) In

Hercles u^des ; I have done the best I could with it

—

house of

the Hares.

BaLTvkLa must mean " meteoric pebbles ", sacred by reason of

their celestial origin.

Cleanthes his lamp. I have failed to trace the occasion of

this attention to Cleanthes the Stoic, whose only recorded

nocturnal occupation was watering gardens.

Pelate's Maps.

Though we remember that our 17th century cartographers

were still pioneers in their art, we cannot always commend their

efforts. A curious example will be found beside the Nadder,
which Speed calls—and Pelate accepts the name—the Mader.

Speed's surveyors put Berford (Barford St. Martin) above

Baverstock, leaving a village site below that place without a

name and provisionally marked Quaere. So it remained and so

it was engraved. That was in 1610; eighty-five years later.

Morden's new map still shows the village of Quaere where
Barford ought to be, and that in spite of an alleged revision by
" some of the most knowing gentlemen " of the county.
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NOTES ON SOME NORTH WILTSHIRE
CHAMBERED TOMBS.

By Professor Stuart Piggott. B.Litt., F.S.A.

It is the purpose of these notes to bring together some
scattered pieces o£ information with regard to certain Long
Barrows on the North Wiltshire downs which incorporate

chambers and other structural features formed of megalithic

slabs, and which form the southerly outliers of those chambered
long cairns of the Neolithic period (probably between 2500 and
2000 B.C.) centred in the Cotswolds and on the shores of the

Bristol Channel. The North Wiltshire tombs are well known
so far as generalities go, but it is surprising to find that hitherto

no adequate plans of two of the most interesting of these

structures, (the West Kennet Long Barrow and that on Manton
Down) , have been published, though both have been known since

the eighteenth century. I am therefore taking this opportunity

of publishing plans of these two sites here, with a brief comment
on the problems raised by the monuments, and also of bringing

to notice again some of the pioneer field-work in the Avebury
region carried out in the 1720's by William Stukeley, which has

some interesting points with regard to the plans of chambered
tombs now destroyed partially or wholly.

1. The West Kennet Long Barrow (Map of Neolithic Wessex,
No. 23).

This is one of the most famous prehistoric monuments in

Wessex, briefly noted by Aubrey and Stukeley and excavated

m 1859 by Thurnam.^ These excavations took the form of

lifting the cap-stones of the chamber, excavating the material

on the floor of it, and similarly clearing about fifteen feet of

the passage, working outward from the chamber. These dig-

gings leave much to be desired (no plans or sections of the

burial deposits were made) and it is fortunate that no attempt

was made to clear the outer end of the passage or the entrance

forecourt. Thurnam's report was illustrated with a rather

schematic plan of the chamber and part of the passage, and a

small-scale sketch of the plan of the whole barrow, with the

stones standing or recumbent at the eastern end roughly

indicated. On the occasion of the excavation, however, the

^ Archceologia, XXXVIII, 405; conveniently summarized in A. C. Smith,

Brit. (& Roman Antiq. of North Wilts, 155 ff.
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Wilts Archaeological Society was meeting at Marlborough and

numbered among its members W. C. Lukis, a member of that

famous Guernsey family which devoted so much attention to

archaeology in the ninteenth century, and he made a larger plan

(the original being to a scale of four feet to the inch) of all the

visible stones at the eastern end of the West Kennet barrow.

This plan is now with the Lukis MSS in the Museum at St.

Peter Port in Guernsey, and is reproduced from a tracing by

Dr. G. E. Daniel m Fig. 1.^

I publish the Lukis plan here in the belief that all available

mformation, however internally inconsistent it may be, should

be put on record in this matter of the West Kennet plan. But
I cannot agree with many of the details that can still be checked

today on the site. In Fig. 2, I give a plan made in 1946 of the

remains as they are visible at present, with the approximate

position of the now invisible passage and chamber inserted from
Thurnam's plan. In my survey I do not claim absolute exactitude

for all details of the fallen stones (in outline)
,
m.any of which have

in their present positions no structural importance, but the up-

right stones (hatched) are definite, and do not agree with Lukis.

The main feature brought out by the new plan is the existence

of a fagade to the barrow, demarcated by upright sarsen slabs,

which appears to run straight for about twenty feet on each

side of the central axis of the barrow, but with a funnel-shaped

inturned entrance towards the passage. More than this we
can hardly say in view of the ruined state of the eastern end of

the monument, and in the absence of excavation to ascertain

the precise positions of stone-holes, We know from Thurnam
that there was a peristalith of sarsen uprights around the

entire barrow, alternating with panels of dry-stone walling, and
we can now see that this peristalith was carried round the

front end of the tomb to form a more or less monumental
fagade, doubtless with the dry-stone walling between the

uprights similarly continued as a feature.

Similar facades, carried out in dry-stone walling without

spaced orthostats, are of course a common feature in the Cots-

wolds, where the plan is more often rounded and cuspate, rather

than angular, though something approaching the angularity of

^ I am indebted to Dr. Daniel for drawing my attention to this plan and
for putting his tracing at m}'^ disposal.
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the West Kennet plan is seen at Notgrove/ and at St. Nicholas

in Glamorganshire.^ But in Wayland's Smithy on the Berkshire

Downs,'^an important tomb geographically intermediate between
those of the Cotswolds and North Wiltshire, we find the fagade

carried out in sarsen orthostats and in a straight line across the

end of the barrow, with no indication of a funnel-shaped entrance

to the passage and burial chamber, the former meeting the facade

at right angles. At this site no evidence for dry-stone walling

between the orthostats has been recorded, though such may
have existed—it is of course a type of construction extremely

common in the chambered tombs of west and north-west Britain,

a particularly good example being that of Rhud'an Dunain in

Skye.^ The dry-walling at West Kennet itself affords a good
indication of the cultural affinities of its makers, since the

material used was the calcareous grit and coral rag from the

Calne region at the southern extremity of the Cotswold area

of chambered tombs/
2. The Manton Down Long Barrow (Neolithic Wessex Map,

No. 11).

This tomb, sometimes referred to as Doghill Barrow, was
again noted by Aubrey, though not I believe by Stukeley, and

it received passing mention from Colt Hoare. It is here planned

for the first time (Fig. 3) and is a short oval cairn (with no trace

of side ditches) about 60 by 35 feet. At the south-east, higher,

and slightly broader end, are remains of a small rectangular

chamber, two stones of which remain upright, while others are

prone beneath the fractured capstone, which leans on the

remaining upright of the south-west side. The dimensions of

the chamber are uncertain, but its internal measurements can

hardly have been more than six feet square. There is one out-

lying stone at the southern corner of the mound which may be

the remains of a peristalith otherwise vanished—Colt Hoare
observed that in his day " the mound appears to have been set

round with stones and some remained until about 1913.^

The small squarish chamber opening more or less directly on to

the facade is paralleled in the Cotswolds at, for instance,

1 Archxologia LXXXVI, plan opp. p. 150. ^ Arch. Camb. Ser. 6, Vol. 15, 295.

^ Antiq. Journ. I, 193 ; a better plan of the chamber and fa9ade is in Petrie's

Hill Figures of England (Royal Anthrop. Inst. 1926) , PI. IX. ^ Proc. Soc. Antiq.

Scot., LXVIII, 198. ^ Thurnam he. cit. ^ Colt Hoare, Anc. Wilts, 1, 43 ; M
E. Cunnington, W.A.M., XXXVIII, 398,
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MANTON DOWN LONG BARROV/ , Wilts

.

Edge of moutui ^ , - - '
'

Capitoni

Figure 3.

Randwick/ while St. Nicholas (Glam.) is not dissimilar. In

Dorset, the Grey Mare and her Colts' seeras to have an analo-

gous plan, though here access to the chamber must have been

made from the side. At Manton it is difficult to judge without

excavation, but a frontal entrance seems reasonable to assume
from the stones as they now remain.

3. Long Barrovjat " Old Chapel ", Temple Down. (Destroyed :

see Goddard's List, p. 310 for references).

This chambered long barrow was recorded by Stukeley, and
its last remains observed by Colt Hoare. It stood somewhere
north-east of Glory Ann, that remote barn and cottage which
preserves in its curious title a corrupted version of the name
of the engagement in Lorient Harbour (Port Lorient) in May
1812,^ but its exact position is not now known. Stukeley

discovered the site, and made notes and drawings of it on July

6, 1723, when he visited it with Lord and Lady Hertford and

^ Crawford, Long Barrows of the Cotswolds, 130. " Proc. Dorset Nat. Hist

c& Arch. Soc. , 67, 33. So A. C. Smith, op. ext. , 136.
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Lord Winchelsea (a coach-and~six duly appears in the fore-

ground of the drawings to commemorate this event) ^ There
are three versions of a perspective view, two of which he noted

as inadequate or unsatisfactory in some way : the final version,

not hitherto published, is reproduced opposite. He describes

it as " a long barrow sett round with [compos'd of crossed out]

stones, properly a Kairn as called in Wales . . .
", which is

interesting in view of the apparent absence of ditches at Manton
Down. The remaining features can be best gathered from the

drawing reproduced—scattered recumbent stones at the far end,

where the barrow was cut into by a square earthwork which
appears to belong the same group of medieval enclosures as that

on Morgan's Hill, and a more definite structural arrangement

at the near end. The orientation of the mound seems north-

west and south-east, and the structural remains, which suggest

the remains of a chamber with flanking fagade stones, would
therefore be (rather unexpectedly) at the north-west. The
overall measurements, included on one version of the plan, are

100 by 27 feet, while individual fallen stones at the south-east

end are ten feet long.

The Old Chapel long barrow, as presented to us in Stukeley's

drawings and field notes, is certainly worth resurrection as a

notable North Wiltshire antiquity, and a valuable addition to

our knowledge of chambered tombs in the Avebury region.

The stones flanking those which appear to be the remains of

the chamber give a most valuable indication that here too there

may have been a monumental fagade of orthostats, which, on

the evidence of the sketch reproduced, would be slightly concave

in plan, but which the other drawings suggest was really straight.

It is at this point that we must turn to another drawing by
Stukeley, that of the Devil's Den in Clatford Bottom, which v.^as

published in Abury, Tab. XXXII. In this, and in its companion
Tab. XXXIII, we see that the denuded remains of the megalithic

burial chamber which today constitute the sole remnants of

the tomb were in 1723 flanked by stones of a fagade, as well as

having traces of the barrow or cairn behind them. Here again,

the evidence of the drawings suggests a concave fagade setting

of orthostats, and in general plan indeed the site seems to have

resembled the Grey Mare and Her Colts in Dorset. As I have

^ These drawings are in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Gough Maps 231, ff 4.

10, 47, 224.
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shown in publishing a plan of this tomb recently^ the shallow

crescentic fagade in the Dorset site has parallels and ancestors

along the western seaboard of Britain and in Ireland. It is

conceivable therefore that some such strain may have been

present among those more certainly referable to the Cotswold-
Severn cairn series in the North Wiltshire megalithic tombs.

Utilizing this new evidence (or rather old evidence put on
record for the first time) we can see that an important feature

of chambered tombs in North Wiltshire was the presence of

peristaliths of standing sarsens enclosing the mound, and culmin-

ating in m^onumental entrance fagades flanking the entrance to

the passage or chamber. The peristalith is known from West
Kennet, as we have seen, where the orthostats alternated with

panels of dry-stone walling, and a similar arrangement was
recorded by Thurnam at Adam's Grave on Walker's Hill

(Neolithic Wessex Map, No. 31). Manton Down also had
a peristalith of orthostats, as did the Longstones Barrow
(Neolithic Wessex Map, No. 17) and Millbarrow, both now
destroyed but recorded by Stukeley.^ At the Devil's Den and
Old Chapel, the evidence shown by Stukeley for fagades presup-

poses the former existence of peristaliths as well.

The interesting point about this architectural feature in the

North Wiltshire chambered tombs is that it seems completely

absent from the Cotswold-Severn group of cairns, where fagades

and flanks are normal!}^ defined by dry stone walls alone. It

does however appear at Wayland's Smithy, and its appearance

in an area of natural sarsen, but with no suitable stones for dry-

walling, may account in part for its adoption in the Avebury
region. Of the two types of construction, that employing

orthostats with or without a certain amount of dry walling is

characteristic of the whole megalithic tomb complex of Western
Europe, but the dry walling without orthostats, employed in so
" pure " a manner as ni n:he Cotswold tombs, is decidedly

^ Proc. Dorset Nat. Hist. <£ Arch. Soc, 67, 33.

2 On these barrows see O. G. S. Crawford m W.A. M., XLII, 52 ff.

For the definition of the Cotswold-Severn group of chambered tombs see

Daniel, Proc. Prehist. Soc, III, 84. For Cotswold examples of dry-stone walled

facades and surrounds, see Crav/ford, Long Barrows of the Cotswolds ; Mrs
Clifford, Arch., LXXXVI, 150, (Notgrovc) ; Proc. Prehist. Soc, IV, 190.'

(Nympsfield) ; in Black Mountains, Grimes, Proc. Prehist. Soc, V, 119, (Ty
Isaf) ; in Gower, Daniel, Proc. Prehist. Soc, III, 72, (Pare le Breos Cwm).
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unusual. In assessing the Continental origins of the south-west
Enghsh chambered tombs, therefore, we might bear in mind the

possibility that the North Wiltshire and Berkshire Downs group
may stand nearer to the main stream of ideas in tomb architec-

ture than the rather specialised forms of the Cotswolds.

Addendum :

Though not strictly relevant to the foregoing, this is a con-
venient place to insert a note about a destroyed megalithic site

in North Wiltshire. Mr. G. M. Young has pubhshed in this

Magazine^ two drawings by Hieronymus Grimm of " Druidical

Stones in Marlborough Fields " made late in the 18th century
and now in the British Museum. I have recently come across

another version of Mr. Young's Drawing A in the Bodleian

Library, Gough Maps 33, f. 10, where it is dated 2 September,

1788, and has written on it the note " Perhaps the Devils Coyts,

I heard a countryman call them the biggin There is no further

clue to their location—as in the British Museum drawing they
are called " Druidical Stones in the Marlborough fields On
the same folio of Gough Maps 33 are two views of Silbury and
one of the Overton Hill barrows, also by Grimm.

W.A.M., xlv, 505.
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ANCIENT MASONS' MARKS
A Paper prepared in 1933, by H. V OVERFIELD, M.I.C.E.,

City Engineer of Salisbury 1930 to 1936.

Now Borough Engineer of Scarborough,

There is unfortunately a reckless profusion of theory, with

no basis in historic fact, concealing the real features of the

ancient fraternity of masons. It is therefore all the more
interesting to be able to trace something, however small, of the

actual work of the early stonemasons, which may throw some
light on their work and customs.

Having heard that certain marks were to be seen on the

stones of old buildings, I endeavoured to find them but at first

had very little success. In 1933 I was rewarded by finding two
or three faint lines in simple patterns on the walls of the Parish

Church at Cirencester. At Salisbury many more were soon

discovered, but it was some time before I found anything

written on the subject.

It appears that very little attention had been paid to these

marks until 1841, when Mr. George Godwin, F.R.S., Editor of
" The Builder", submitted a paper on the subject to the Society

of Antiquaries and, later, copies of 158 marks he had found in

England, France and Germany to " Arch^ologia". M. Didron
of Paris wrote extensively on the subject at about the same
time. Since then thousands of these marks have been recorded

by various investigators. Probably the best paper is that by
W. Harry Rylands, F.S.A., on " Masons' Marks at Burscough
Priory, Ormskirk Church, Birkenhead Priory, and some other

marks from buildings in the counties of Lancaster and Chester ",

communicated to the Historic Society of Lancashire and
Cheshire on 8th January, 1891.

The masons' marks were cut by the original builders. They
take the form of lines, angles, and sometimes curves, m simple

patterns and designs. They are to be seen on many of the

stones of mediaeval buildings, but in the dim interiors it is very

difficult to see them, unless the sunlight is striking the stone at

an oblique angle. It is fairly certain that the early masons'

marks were cut by the banker masons, either in the quarry or

at the stone-shed where the blocks were dressed before being

sent to the building for fixing in position. The banker is the

bench on which a stonemason works, and hence the marks are

often referred to as " banker marks The masons who actually

VOL. LII—CLXXXVIL g
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fixed the stones, the setters, apparently did not use such marks,

but they probably struck lines and centre points to keep their

work at the correct lines and levels.

From the very earliest times monogrammatic marks were
used by many tradesmen and merchants to mark their goods.

Merchants, ecclesiastics and persons of respectability, not

entitled to bear arms, adopted marks or notes of their trades

and professions. There are still marks to be found on the

early work of potters, brick-makers, gold- and silver-smiths.

The masons' marks have persisted longer than most others, as

they have been cut on more durable material. Such marks on
the stonework of buildings have been traced in Egypt on the

pyramids and temples, at Jerusalem, in China, India, Syria,

Mexico, and in almost all countries of the world.

The earliest marks to be found in England are on Roman
remains, notably Hadrian's Wall, and on Norman buildings, such

as those I have copied at Old Sarum, which date from about

1070 A.D. These early marks are nearly all simple in character,

formed of straight lines in angles, crosses or triangles. They
are generally deeply cut in the centre of the face of the stone,

showing evidence of being executed with a rough tool. In later

work the marks are generally more finely cut, the patterns more
complicated, and there are more curved lines used. In many
cathedrals the interior stonework has been coloured at some
time, but in most cases this has now been removed. The
process of scraping has undoubtedly removed traces of many of

the original masons' marks. At Lichfield and Worcester some
of the marks are extremely faint and are still filled with the

whitewash or colour which once covered the stone.

Up to the seventeenth century it appears that the stone-

masons were privileged to cut their marks in such positions

that they were visible in the completed work, and some writers

state that the marks in the higher parts of the buildings were
larger than those near ground level to render them more easily

seen. The Reformation ended the wonderful period of Gothic

ecclesiastical building and so disorganized the mason-craft that

many of their rules and customs were probably forgotten. The
craft lost much of its former influence and power at this period.

With the seventeenth century the custom changed, and the

masons began to cut their marks on the beds of the stones

where they cannot be seen in the finished work. This is the
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practice prevailing today, as most banker masons still use a

private mark to indicate their own work. It is now the custom
to cut the mark on the upper bed of the stone. Naturally, the

mark has no further value to the banker mason when the stone

has been passed by the foreman and built into the work.

In the numerous quarries at the Isle of Portland each block

of stone is marked with one sign, the letter " F " in a romboid

<^^p^ indicating the Bath and Portland Stone Firms, Limited,

the owners, and in addition the mark of the particular quarry,

together with the number of the block. These marks are now
painted on.

It is reported that masons' marks are sometimes found on the

face of the stones even in the 18th and 19th century works, but

only in engineering structure such as retaining walls and

bridges. It may be of interest at this point to refer to the fact

that the famous Engineer, Thomas Telford, left his mark as a

Z\
mason on the Esk bridge at Langholm. His mark was >i< .

\y
Telford commenced work as a stonemason and ultimately

became one of the leading civil engineers of his time, and the

first President of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

It is the practice for the foreman on any large building works

to keep a list of the masons' names together with their marks,

so that the work of one man can be distinguished from that of

another, and several masons have shown me their mark, which
they say they use merely to identify their own work in case

there should be any question as to the correctness of any stone.

The records of many lodges in Scotland have been well kept,

and there is preserved a copy of the Schaw Statutes of 1598,

wherein Schaw, the Master of Work, laid down certain con-

ditions regulating the conduct of stonemason labour. Under
these statutes the name and mark of every mason had to be

recorded in the lodge. The minute book of the oldest Scotch

lodge contains many references to the taking and choosing of

marks, and the mark books still contain the signs of many of the

early brethren.

In the two sheets of drawings are reproduced 243 of the

masons' marks which I have recently collected at Old Sarum
3 E
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Castle, Salisbury, Winchester, Worcester and Lichfield Cathe-
drals, and Romsey Abbey, and Christchurch Priory. I copied

the marks from the stones on to tracing paper with a soft

pencil. Some of them are quite large and in order to shew as

many as possible I have drawn them to a scale one tenth

full size.

I believe those from Old Sarum, Nos. 1 to 23 and Nos. 47 to

63 are presented for the first time. They were found in two
store pits, some forty feet deep, which are closed to the public.

The masonry in these pits is in perfect state of preservation,

having been kept dry and never exposed to the v/eather. The
same marks occur many times, and roughly speaking every third

stone has a clearly cut mark. The search for marks in famous
old buildings is most fascinating, and adds immensely to the

interest of a visit. The pleasure of finding marks is increased

by speculation as to the meaning of these messages from the past.

Some writers attribute the origin of masons' marks to the

propositions of Euclid, and I think this is not unlikely as the

foundation of masonry was geometry, and the skilled masons
were sometimes called masters of geometry, a science they

necessarily used in setting out their work.

Many of the marks are simple drawings of the stonemasons'

working tools : the maul, chisel and compasses are to be seen

in the drawings, and the equilateral triangle may represent the

old form of level which was fitted v/ith a plumb line. No. 169

is probably meant to represent a bow and arrow.

Great numbers of craftsmen were employed at the building of

the Gothic cathedrals, and it is accepted that they formed them-

selves into lodges at each great work. It is believed that the

marks were not chosen in haphazard fashion, but that each

lodge worked on a regular system to avoid duplication. One
theory worthy of attention is that a key or diagram was designed,

consisting of a more or less complicated figure of squares,

divided by lines into polygons and triangles and sub-divided

many times, with circles added in some cases, and that these

diagrams were secret in the lodges. From this key each stone-

mason is supposed to have chosen conjoined lines as his mark
From a knowledge of the key diagram a mason could prove his

mark, and on seeing other marks could judge of their origin.

Such a key or " mother diagram " was found by an architect

—
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ALrnold of Strasbourg—which he claimed to be the basis on

vvhich the men who built Strasbourg Cathedral chose their

narks.

I There is no unanimity of opinion as to the origins of masons'

narks, but however they were chosen, and whatever their

original meaning, they may be of great service to-day in studying

:he history of ancient buildings. A careful study of the marks

night prove at what periods the various parts of the buildings

vere erected, which parts have been restored, whether the men
:rom one building were engaged on another, and the numbers
oi men employed.

i
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THE EARLY HISTORY
OF THE MANORS IN AMESBURY

By R. B. PUGH.

AMESBURY BEFORE 1086.

Of the owners or occupiers of pre-Conquest Amesbury the

surviving records tell us only this : that by his second testament

(made between 871 and 889) King Alfred bequeathed his lands

there to his younger son, Aethelweard ; and that Eadgifu, the

third wife of Edward the Elder, benefited in like manner under
the will (made between 951 and 955) of King Eadred her son/

Perhaps we are fortunate to know even so little.

The compilers of Domesday entered Amesbury twice in

the Wiltshire portion of the Survey. This is not an unusual

arrangement and merely shows that by 1086 the village was
distinctly divided between two owners. One of these was the

King, as successor to the Confessor ; the other was Edward of

Salisbury, as successor to Ulmer.^ Edward of Salisbury's estate

however was insignificant by comparison with the Conqueror's

and may for the present be left aside.

In many respects Edward the Confessor's manors formed a

distinctive group among the estates which came under the eye

of the Domesday commissioners. Broad, straggling and privi-

leged, they preserved some of the features of the ancient regiae

villae, which had been fiscal and judical headquarters of the Old
English kingdom. They were administrative antiquities, relics

of a bygone economy ; often (like Amesbury) they were the

centres of eponymous hundreds ; and those of them that survived

intact to be reputed in later days ' ancient demesne of the crown

'

numbered amongst their inhabitants a special class of tenants

holding by a unique tenure, half bond half free, and protected in

their holdings by special forms of action.

In Wiltshire the Conqueror held seven manors of this type

which had belonged to the Confessor before him. They were
Calne, Bedwyn, Amesbury, Warminster, Chippenham, Britford

and Tilshead. With the exception of Britford all these were
required to furnish the firma unius noctis or (in less technical

language) to provision the king's whole household for a day. To

' F. E. Harmer (ed.) : English Historical Documents, 17, 35. ^ W. H. Jones

(ed.) : Domesday for Wiltshire, 8 (King's portion) , 68 (Edward of Salisbury's

portion)

,
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offset this burden, all alike were exempted from national tax-

ation. The benefit and its compensating obligation were a

common feature of the royal manors of Wessex. Of these seven

royal manors in Wiltshire, Amesbury had the largest area of

appurtenant woodland ; in the extent of its pasture was second

only to Bedwyn ; in the number of its mills (eight) was second

only to Tilshead : but in its cultivable area—as measured by the

number of plough-teams it could support—was rather belov/

the average.

It commonly happened that the lands that formed these ancient

royal manors were widely dispersed over several shires, each

detached parcel however owing some form of allegiance to the

common administrative centre. Amesbury was amongst those

so constituted. In old times the manor had included Bowcombe
in the Isle of Wight and Lyndhurst in the New Forest.' Both
these fragments had slipped away before the time of the survey.

The history of Lyndhurst's separation is not known. About
Bowcombe we are better informed. It was acquired by William
FitzOsbern, a kinsman and companion of the Conqueror and
subsequently Earl of Hereford and lord of the island. He gave

in exchange for it lands in ' Quintone Swindon and Cheverell

which in King Edward's time three thanes had held, and these

thanelands were reckoned as part of the manor of Amesbury.
The arrangement which FitzOsbern made can hardly have had
much more to commend it from the standpoint of administrative

convenience than that which it superseded, and it is perhaps to

be imagined that the three dependencies did not long retain

their connexion with their foster-parent. In any case neither

Swindon nor Cheverell appears in later times to have stood in

any specially close relationship to Amesbury. The later

Norman kings pursued a policy of alienating the royal demesne,
and dependencies of this sort would prove particularly easy to

detach. In this they merely followed the practice of the Saxon
dynasty ; the Confessor, as we are told in Domesday, had ' in his

infirmity ' given two hides out of the manor of Amesbury to the

Abbess of Wilton, and Ulmer, Edward of Salisbury's predecessor,

had no doubt profited by some similar measure of disintegration.

It is not possible to say in what circumstances Edward of

Sahsbury came to hold the lands of Ulmer. The Booh of Lacock,

a fourteenth century chronicle of that nunnery, declares indeed

1 V. C. H. HantsX 408, 409.
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that the Conqueror had bestowed ' the lordship of Sahsbury and
Amesbury ' upon Edward's father, Walter le Ewrus, Count of

Rosmar, an energetic Norman knight.^ But notwithstanding

the general reliability of this chronicle, particularly as a source

for local history, this passage in it is not above suspicion. In

the first place it is not correct that the ' lordship of Salisbury

'

was in Edward's hands ; for the bishop held it.*^ Secondly, it is

hardly conceivable that any historian reproducing reliable con-

temporary information would have singled out Edward's estate

in Amesbury for particular mention. At the time of Domesday
that estate was small in area, valued at only 205., assessed

at only one hide and not held in demesne ; Edward held many
manors far larger and wealthier. We shall therefore be wise to

discard the well-known passage and content ourselves with the

knowledge that Edward, who was sheriff of the county and
progenitor of the first Earls of Salisbury, had acquired from the

Conqueror a small manor in Amesbury and had subinfeudated it

to a certain Osmund, ' who held ' adjacent to Amesbury ' three vir-

gates which Alric and Cole had held in the time of King Edward.

The Domesday commissioners chose to call the king's estate

in Amesbury a ' manor ' and to withold that title from the lands

of Edward of Salisbury ; but it is unlikely that in this distinction

there is any significance. The word ' manor ' had not yet

acquired even that degree of precise meaning that a fourteenth

century jury of inquisition would have attached to it. It cannot

yet be safely declared to be a self-contained agrarian unit or the

gathering-place of a seignorial court. The boldest generalization

that we dare make is that it was normally the dwelling-place of

a freeholder. And so, as we survey Amesbury on the eve of

the Conqueror's death it will be well to say no more than this :

the village was at that time very unequally divided between the

king and the sheriff of Wiltshire, the estates of the former being

ancient, large and scattered, and those of the latter small,

recently accumulated and probably compact.

^ W.L. Bowles: Annals and Antiquities of Lacock Abbey, 375. The history

of the MS., which now exists only in the form of a partial 17th cent, trans-

cript, is described on page v therein. For date of compilation and evidentiary

value see Notes and Queries, 4th Series, IX, 313. ^ Jones : Domesday for Wiltshire,

23, 24. An Osmund held at this time an estate in Bently in Mottesfont

which had been his before the Conquest (V. C. H. Hants, IV, 506). Osmund,

the king's interpreter, held a hide in Pomeroy in Winkfield (Jones : Domesday

for Wiltshire, 130, 170) . Were these three persons, or two, or one ?
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AMESBURY: c.l086-cJ215.

Of the history of Amesbury during the two generations after

1086 nothing has as yet come to hght. The earhest Pipe Roll, that

of 1130, contributes no information. With the resumption of

the Pipe Roll series in 1155-6 however something of interest

is revealed ; for we find in the Great Roll for that year that the

sheriff of Wiltshire claims relief for an estate in Amesbury,
valued at 70/. and jointly held by Earl Patrick, Hugh Huse
(otherwise Hose or Hosatus) and Richard son of Odo. In more
technical language, seventy librates in Amesbury^ is entered

among the Wiltshire terrae datae."^

What does this phrase mean ? As is well-known, the sheriff

of each county was bound to account at the exchequer for the

crown lands within his bailiwick, for what was called ' the farm,

of the county '. When the king alienated any portion of his

demesnes the value of the farm was naturally reduced. But
instead of altering the recognized farm pro tanto it was the

practice of the exchequer to make the sheriff answer each year

for the original amount but to allow him for the rents no longer

payable. It is of these allowances that the terrae datae are made
up. Year by year this section of the Great Roll is apt to repeat

the same or very similar entries until it was ordained in 1284

that the ordinary revenues of the county (that is to say the

customary farm abated by the terrae datae and other allowances

of a like routine character) should be entered once for all on a

separate roll known as the Rotulus de Corporibus Comitatuum.

A terra data transferred to that roll may be taken to be a

portion of the king's demesnes that has suffered a permanent
alienation.

Earl Patrick, who appears as the joint owner of this valuable

estate, was Edward of Salisbury's grandson. He was an adherent

of the Empress Maud and by her had been made in or before

1149 Earl of Salisbury—the first man to bear that famous title.

^

The Empress would certainly have endowed him with land

to support his rank, and it is extremely likely that his share

of the seventy librates was a part of that endowment. It

would be reasonable enough to assume that he would seek the

augmentation of his estates in a village in which he was already

established.

^ I.e. land there worth 70/. yearly, The Great Rolls of the Pipe [2-4 Hen. II]

(Rec. Comm.) , 57. J. H. Round : Geoffrey de Mandeville, 271.
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The seventy librates of 1155-6 continue to appear in the Pipe

Rolls in the same form until the twelfth year of Henry II

(1165-6) In the Roll for the thirteenth year there is a refer-

ence to the canons of Le Mans who apparently from that time

began to share in the gift.^ Earl Patrick was killed in March
1168 and was succeeded in the earldom by his son William. In

the same year the canons of Le Mans entirely supersede Richard

son of Odo^' and they with Earl William and Hugh Huse share

the gift from that time until 1179-80. In the roll for the latter

year Hugh Huse's^ share was defined as twenty librates, and
thenceforth was entered upon the rolls separately from the

residue. Earl William and the canons got fifty librates between
them and continued to enjoy an estate of that value. In fact

there is no significant variation in the form of this entry hence-

forth, the successive Earls of Salisbury or the heirs to their

estates sharing the fifty librates with the canons of Le Mans
until the entry passes on to the Rotulus de Corporihus.

At the expense of interrupting the sequence of events one is

tempted to round off the history of Hugh Huse's twenty librates.

In 1182-83 they had passed to Stephen of the Chamber,^ and
remained with him until in 1189-90 they are found in the hands

of Juliana, the relict of Alan de Nevill.^ Two years later the

estate was revalued at twenty-one librates^ and at this valuation

henceforth remained. It passed in 1195-6 to Robert de Vieux

Pont.^ Upon his death during the course of the exchequer year

1199-1200 it was transferred to Hugh de Nevill, called Crassus,^

with whom it remained at least until 1228.^° In 1237-8 it was in

the hands of Ernis de Nevill Crassus, who kept it until at least

1257-8.^^ In the Rotulus de Corporihus it is declared to be in

the tenure of Ernis' heir.^^

From these puzzling and superficially unattractive details,

reinforced by such other scraps of information as survive, it is

possible to draw two conclusions. First, by the middle of the

^ The evidence is extracted from the publications of the Pipe Roll Society, from

H. L. Cannon (ed.) Great Roll of the Pipe 26 Hen. Ill and from the original Pipe

Rolls (E.372) Nos. 62, 72, 82, 92, 95, 96, 102 and 129 in the P.R.O. ^ in this

year however the sum entered in the account amounts only to 57 librates (Pipe

Roll Soc., XI, 126). Pipe Roll Soc. , XII, 157. ' Ibid. XXIX, 118. ' Ibid. XXXIII,
126. ° Great Roll of the Pipe [1 Ric. I] (Rec. Comm.) , 171. ' Pipe Roll Soc. ,

New Ser., II, 118. ^ Ibid. , New Ser. , VI, 136. ^ Ibid. , New Ser. , X, 168. P.R.O.

Pipe Roll (E.372) , No. 72 Wilts. " Ibid. , Nos. 82, 102 Wilts. Ibid., No. 129

Wilts.
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twelfth century the king's lands in Amesbury had either disap-

peared or at least had greatly contracted in extent. An estate

valued at seventy librates would have been one of substantial

size. Indeed, according to an ancient list of Wiltshire terrae

datae, there was no other place in the county in Henry IFs time

out of which so much had been taken. ^ In the nature of the

case therefore little could have been left over to the king, while

the absence of references in later documents to a connexion

between the crown and the village reinforces the argument for

total alienation.

Secondly, from about the same time the Earls of Salisbury

occupy a dominant position. In 1167-9 the clerks of the

exchequer could pro hac vice identify Amesbury with ' Amesbury
of Earl Patrick By the end of the century the Earls had a

sufficient estate to allow them to alienate parts of it. Thus
the second Earl before his death in 1196 had given away a virgate

to Simon the Infant, and the mill, with a virgate ' for its

increase to Geoffrey le Weel His successor, the first William
Longespee, added fifty solidates (i.e. an estate worth 505. yearly)

to the latter gift, with pasture for sheep, draft beasts and pigs.'^

In 1219 the same Earl v/as granted a weekly market in his manor
of Amesbury*—the first recorded statement that he held the

lordship. In short, it seems plain that by the time of Magna
Carta the chief manor in Amesbury had passed into the hands

of the Earls of Salisbury and from then onwards could probably

be accounted an integral part of the earldom.

What of the residue of Amesbury which so late as 1198-

1200 was differentiated at the exchequer from ' Amesbury of

the Earl of Salisbury' ?' The Pipe Rolls show that by King John's

time this area was occupied by the canons of Le Mans and the

Nevill family. But other records do not mention any connexion

between these tenants and the village either at this time or later.

In the case of the Nevill estates the reason of this is fairly

obvious : the Nevill lands lay geographically in the adjacent

township of Durrington.

In 1179-80 the sheriff of Wiltshire answered for the issues

of Durrington, ' a member of Amesbury ', for half a year.*^ He

1 Red Book of the Exchequer, II, 789-90. Pipe Roll Soc, XII, 159 ; XIII, 19. ^ The
grants were confirmed by the crown in 1205 and 1207

—

Rotuli Chartarum, 155a

and b, 1696, 170a. ^ Rotuli Litterarum Clausarum, I, 392&. ^ Pipe Ro I Soc. , New
Ser. . IX, 73 ;

X, 175. ^ pi^^ Roll Soc. , XXIX, 122.
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spent a part of them on tiliing and sowing the soil in readiness for

a new tenant, and the rest (it would seem) in buying two new
ploughs to stock the land in Durrington which Hugh Huse had
had and which Stephen of the Chamber kept {custodit)} The
year 1179-80 was the one in which Hugh's share of the seventy

librates was separated from the rest of the Amesbury terra data.

Probably Hugh lost them to Stephen, who after a short period

of caretaking got them in fee in 1182-3. In due course they

passed to the Nevills who held a knight's fee in Durrington in

1212^ and the whole lordship later in the century.'^ It is permis-

sible to believe that the Nevill lands in Amesbury were in fact

situated in its member, Durrington, but that the conservative

exchequer clerks preferred to reckon them as a part of the older

village out of which Durrington had grown.

The destiny of the canons' tenement remains an unsolved

problem. All that m^ay be ventured is the surmise that this was
a small estate and was located in the parish of Kingston Deverell,

a portion of which so late as- the 19th century lay in Amesbury.^

This theory is founded upon the following facts. In 1206-7

Terry Tyes, or the Teuton, a substantial landowner in at least

five widely separated counties, is named in the Pipe Rolls as

tenant in Amesbury in place of the canons.^ In 1212 he is

declared to have held ' Deverel ' which had formerly belonged

to the Bishop of Le Mans.' In the Pipe Roll of 1165-6 the

sheriff rendered an account of 20 solidates ' in Amesburia de

Deureals ' and paid into the Treasury IO5. for the half year. It is

in the Pipe Roll for the next year that the canons of Le Mans
first appear to participate in the seventy librates. These

scattered references suggest that in 1165-6 Richard son of Odo
surrendered to the king an estate worth 205., situated geograph-

ically in Kingston Deverell but administratively in Amesbury,

that this estate was farmed by the sheriff for a few months and

then bestowed upon the canons of Le Mans, and that during a

period of financial difficulty^ the canons mortgaged their

interests to their neighbour Terry. One would like to add the

1 Pipe Roll Soc, XXX, 96, 94. ^ j^^^ ^^^^ Exchequer, II. 482.

^ Archaeologia, LIX (Pt. I), 75 ; Feudal Aids, V, 199. ^ Sir R. C. Hoare:

Modern Wiltshire, Hundred of Mere, 138. ^ Pipe Roll Soc. , New Ser. , XX, 181.

^ Red Book of the Exchequer, II, 489. ' Pipe Roll Soc. , IX. 72. « The argument

for financial insolvency is supported by the fact that in the preceding year

also the canons are absent from the terrae datae. Their place is taken by

Christian the Clerk (Pipe Roll Soc, XXX, 160).
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supposition that they actually conveyed some of their property

to him, but it would be unsafe to assume any unity of tenure

as between the Bishop of Le Mans and the chapter of his

cathedral church.
AMESBURY cJ215-c.l250.

The earldom manor in Amesbury, as for convenience we may
now begin to call it, was presumably in the hands of the first

Longespee when he died in 1226. Its fate thereafter is not

quite clear. The second William Longespee never seems to

have been publicly acknowleged as Earl of Salisbur}-. Indeed

when he was knighted in 1233 it was particularly mentioned that

he was not invested v/ith the earldom—the title remaining until

her death with his mother Ela, the foundress of Lacock, upon
whom it had descended. The king seems to have realized that

the situation inflicted hardship upon the countess' son, for in

1243 he granted him an annuity until judgement upon his claim

to the earldom of Wiltshire and castle of Salisbury should be

obtained. In 1247 Longespee told the Pope that his fortune

was small, as the king had taken away his rank as earl with its

estate.^ And when he died in 1250 he was in debt to the king."

From the foregoing we should suppose that Longespee was
deprived not only of his title with all that it might imply but

of his landed estates as well. But the great feodary of

1242-33,"^ drawn up in connexion with the scutage of Gascony,

attributes a lengthy list of knights' fees to the ' Earl of Salisbury
'

and even in one version expressly to the barony of Longespee.^

Moreover in 1248 it was plainly admitted by the chancery

that Longespee was lord of Amesbury and of other lands

which we know to have belonged to the earldom, since in that

year he received the king's licence to let those lands to

farm for four years^—perhaps in order to relieve him of his

financial embarrassments. In the present state of our knowledge
this little problem must remain unsolved—a circumstance the

less to be regretted, since whoever may have been recognized as

its actual lord, Amesbury undoubtedly remained an integral

part of the earldom.

We must conceive of the earldom, of Salisbury at this time as

a complex of estates granted by the crown to the Longespees

^ G.E.C. (ed.) : Complete Peerage, s. v. Salisbury. ^ close Rolls, 1247-51, 329.

^ Book of Fees, II, 708-10, 719-22. ' Ibid. 719. ^ Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1247-

58, 25,
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and their ancestors, to support—as the phrase went—the name
and fame of an earl. The lands granted lay in several counties,

though mostly in Wiltshire. Most of them were presumably
held by military service. We can hardly estimate their area

but the great feodary of 1242-3 specifies the location of most
of them.

The surveys prepared between 117.1-2 and 1212 for the

purpose of levying scutage show us that the Earls of Salisbury

held in Wiltshire alone just under fifty-seven knights' fees—

a

substantial holding.^ And in 1257-8 the rating was but little

different.^ We thus know that upon demand the Earls were
required, in return for the lands which they had been ^iven, to

provide the king with some fifty-seven armed warriors. In

practice they probably paid him a rent proportioned to the

number of their fees.

It would have been open to the Earls to keep the necessary

complement of knights about their person awaiting the royal

summons. But this would have been a most exceptional pro-

cedure in the middle of the thirteenth century and we know
that in fact it was not followed by the Earls of Salisbury.

Instead, they parcelled out their lands in whole and fractional

fees burdening each knight with a specified quantity of service

(almost certainly commuted into a money payment) in return

for the undoubted advantage of occupying a small estate.

Who the knights were and where their lands lay, we can deduce
from the feodary of 1242-3. We may be tolerably sure that

they met together in an honorial or baronial court—a miniature

curia regis—where they settled differences with their lord.'^

When a tenant-in-chief bestowed a fee upon a knight he did

not thereby deprive himself of the lordship of the village in

which it lay. He continued to hold the manor in demesne or

farm it to his profit, though the creation of a fee presumably

reduced the manorial area. Thus it comes about that a manor
is found coexistent with one or more knights' fees in a given

^ The figure for 1171-2 for the ' old feoffment ' is 56| knights' fees ; the figures

for 1190-1 and 1212 are 56f and 56f respectively (Red Book of the Exchequer, I,

58, 74, 152). ^ In 1257-8 55i fees were in the hands of the Queen as guardian

of William Longespee's heir. Of these 15i constituted the moiety of the

honour of Trowbridge. The rest were reckoned to be William's own (P.R.O.

Pipe Roll (E.372), No. 102 Wilts). There was still some form of honorial

court in the earldom of Salisbury in 1364 (P.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster, Rentals

5tnd Surveys (DL. 43) , Bundle 9, No. 25,
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place. This happened in Amesbury. We know that the

Longespees held the manor. We know from the feodary of

1242-3 that they held there rather more than two and a half

knights' fees, distributed in seven different parcels, and that

some of their under-tenants had enfeoffed others\ We may
suppose that the fees preserved some continuous connexion

with the manorial head but we need not necessarily expect to

find them following an identical course of development. The
later history of Amesbury itself shows that on some occasions

the trunk inclined in one direction, the limbs in another. It

even shows, though this must have been the exception rather

than the rule, that some of the more virile fees grew to inde-

pendent manorial manhood.

We would gladly know what part Amesbury played in the

internal economy of the earldom. There is little to go upon.

There is a tradition that the Countess Ela was born there, and

this suggests that the Longespee ladies occasionally lived in the

manor house. We have also seen that the Lacock chronicler

thought Amesbury of sufficient importance to give it a special

mention—a fact which might lead to the conclusion that by the

14th century, when the chronicle was written, the village was
not the least important place within the confines of the earldom.

We may also assume from a reference to the ' castellarium ' in

a document of 1212" that at that time some fortified building

stood in the village. But in the earliest surviving extent^ of the

manor there is nothing to indicate that Amesbury was regarded

as of special importance.

The inquest of 1242-3 clearly shows that there were other

tenants-in-chief in Amesbury besides the Longespees. One of

these appears to have been the Abbot of Hyde by Winchester

whose under-tenant, Avice de Columbers, is declared to have

an over-all holding of three knights' fees in Chute, Colling-

bourne Kingston, 'Winter" (? Addeston in Maddington)

,

West Amesbury, Laverstock and Barford.'^ No other refer-

ences have been traced to a connexion between the Abbot and

^ Book of Fees, II, 709, 744. It is interesting to find that in 1409 the Earl of

SaHsbury was put in seisin of 2^ knights' fees in Amesbury and West
Amesbury—almost exactly the same assessment (Calendar of Close Rolls,

1405-9, 458). Feet of Fines, First Series (C.P.25 (1)), Case 250,

File 3, No. 34. Wiltshire Inquisitions Post Mortem 1242-1326, (Index Library),

385. 3 Book of Fees, II, 747.
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Amesbury, and it may well have been that his tenement there

was some small detached appurtenance. The other tenant-in-

chief was no less a person than Humphrey de Bohun, sixth Earl

of Hereford. He held in service two separate knights' fees in

Amesbury, one of which was subinfeudated. The association

of the Bohuns with Amesbury township has not been noticed in

any earlier document, though a member of that family owed
suit to the hundred court as early as 1159-60.^ The origin of

this fee cannot therefore be established. Perhaps it passed in

frank marriage to Mabel (sometimes called Maud) the daughter

of Edward of Salisbury and wife of Humphrey de Bohun the

second.^ But this marriage presumably preceded the conjec-

tural grant of 1149 and before that time it may be doubted
whether the family of Edward of Salisbury had a sufficient

estate in Amesbury to permit of alienations. Alternatively the

first Humphrey de Bohun may, like Earl Patrick, have received

a grant out of Amesbury from the Empress Maud ; for like the

Earl he was one of her supporters.""^ But if this had occurred

one would have expected to have found the Bohuns named in

the lists of terrae datae.

Curiously enough the Nomina Villarum of 1316 does not

mention the Bohuns as tenants-in-chief at Amesbury. Indeed

no more is heard of them until 1373 when on the death of the

eleventh Earl of Hereford the Prioress of Amesbury and the

heir of Walter Aleyn are found to have held of him. fractions

of fees in West Amesbury.^ In December 1384 the half fee of

the Prioress was assigned to Mary the wife of Henry of

Lancaster, Earl of Derby and afterwards King Henry IV.^ It

is not mentioned again. Perhaps it passed into the duchy of

Lancaster, was amalgamated with the rest of the properties in

Amesbury, which at the beginning of the fifteenth century were
accounted parcel of the duchy, and descended with them.

Before leaving this admittedly incomplete sketch ' of the

tenurial condition of Amesbury in the thirteenth century one

is tempted, even at the expense of a little irrelevance, to refer

to the three communities of religious which held lands in the

village or drew revenues from it. These were the abbey of

Lacock and the priories of Amesbury and Bradenstoke. Upon

' Pipe Roll Soc, II, 18, 19. ^ w. Dugdale : Baronage, I, 179. V. Gibbs (ed.)

:

Complete Peerage, s.v. Hereford. ^ Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem, XIII,

pp. 138, 139. 5 Calendar of Close Rolls, 1381-5, 512-4.
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the Prior and convent of Bradenstoke had descended the lands

which the second Earl of Sahsbury, by a process which we have

traced, had given to Simon the Infant/ They parted with

them to Geoffrey le Weel. It was perhaps in recompense that

Geoffrey gave them a rent of 12d. out of Ameshury mill. Before

1207 Patrick de Montfort—a name borne by one of Longespee's

sub-tenants—gave them a rent of 12d. in West Ameshury.
Patrick's brother, Roger, undertook to perform on the priory's

behalf the services due upon the rent both to king and earl."

A royal charter of 1232 confirmed a gift by Ralph de Parco.'^

In the Taxation of Pope Nicholas (c.l291) the priory's temporal

lands in Ameshury were valued at 75. 2d.^ In 1364 the Prior

and convent held a messuage and half a virgate of the Earl of

Salisbury's manor.'"^ Thereafter the connexion has not been

noticed.

It was perhaps to be expected that the abbey of Lacock
would derive some profit from its foundress's reputed birth-

place. We accordingly find that Maud Everard gave the nuns

of Lacock all her land in Ameshury to hold in free alms^ and
that she and her husband Philip by fine settled a rent out of

West Ameshury upon them in Trinity Term 1241.' This was
doubtless the same Philip who was one of the Earl of Hereford's

under-tenants. This rent was still payable in 1539-40 after

the dissolution of the monastery.^ In 1268 the Prioress of

Ameshury was required in return for a gift to her of land in

West Ameshury to pay 205. yearly to the Abbess of Lacock.^

This rent still issued in 1535.^*^ Of the land of the Prioress of

Amesbury herself it will be more convenient to speak later on.

FROM THE LONGESPEES TO THE MONTAGUS.

On his death in 1250 the second Longespee was succeeded

by a third, who dying in 1257 was succeeded by his daughter

Margaret. By the death of Ela, her great-grandmother,

Margaret became representative of the first Earl of Salisbury

and may possibly have been Countess of Salisbury in her own

1 P. 75. 2 Rotuli Chartarum, I, 16%, 170a. Calendar of Charter Rolls. I, 160.

^ Taxatio Ecclesiastica, 185. P.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster, Rentals and
Surveys (D.L. 43), Bundle 9, No. 25. ^Bowles: Annals and Antiquities of

Lacock Abbey, 327 and appendix xxx ; Catalogue of Ancient Deeds, IV, A10230.
^ P.R.O. Feet of Fines, First Series (C.P.25a)), Case 250, File 13 ,No. 51.

j

^ Bowles : op. cit. , 316. ^ E. A. Fry (ed.) : Calendar of Feet of Fines relating

i to ... . Wiltshire, 58. Valor Ecclesiasticiis, II, 116,

[
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right. During her minority she seems to have been in the

wardship of the queen, who in 1257-8 is named as guardian of

Wilham Longespee's heir^ and in 1265 as lady of the manors of

Amesbury and Trowbridge. ' It must have been in or about the

latter year that Margaret married Henry de Lacy, Earl of

Lincoln, and into his family the manor of Amesbury, with much
other property which his wife brought him, now passed.^ The
Earl was one of Edw^ard Fs chief supporters in that king's

declining years. In the succeeding reign he proved of equal

service to his sovereign by exercising a restraining influence

upon Thomas of Lancaster, Edward IFs cousin and powerful

opponent.

Lancaster was also Lacy's successor as lord of Amesbury.
The succession came about through Lancaster's marriage in or

before October 1294 with Alice, the Earl of Lincoln's daughter,

who inherited the Salisbury estates after the death of her

father in 1311. She had already become entitled to style

herself Countess of Salisbury on her mother's death, but in

accordance with custom her father continued to enjoy his

wife's lands during his lifetime by ' the courtesy of England '.^

After 1311 Lancaster was the owner of five earldoms, and it

is interesting to reflect that Amesbury played a small part in

contributing to his princely power and in supporting him in his

political convolutions.

Towards the close of the period of his personal pre-eminence,

which lasted from the Parliament of Lincoln in January 1316

until the Treaty of Leek in August 1318, Lancaster became
involved in acute personal rivalry with John de Warenne, Earl

of Surrey. One cause of this private feud had been the

abduction of the Countess Alice by a follower of Warenne's.

The feud terminated in the early summer of 1319 with the

virtual triumph of Lancaster, but before March in that year a

number of Lancaster's estates in Wiltshire and elsewhere,

including Amesbury, had been leased for life to Warenne.
The motive for granting such a lease must be a pure matter of

speculation. Some at least of the lands had previously been
appropriated to the support of the countess' household^ and

1 P.R.O. Pipe Roll (E.372) , No. 102 Wilts. ^ Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1258-65,

419. 3 Wiltshire Inquisitions Post Mortem, 1242-1326 (Index Library), 385.

^ This was true of the Wiltshire lands among others in 1304-5 and again in

1314. (P.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster, Ministers' Accounts (D.L.29) , Bundle 1,

Nos, 2 and 3)

,
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Lancaster, who was on the worst possible terms with his wife,

may have wished to gratify his spleen by depriving her of the

issues. But it is hard to see why, if that were so, he should have

chosen to benefit one of her allies.

Lancaster was overthrown in the last of his conflicts with

the king at the battle of Boroughbridge and on the 22nd March
1322 was beheaded at Pontefract. On the 9th July in the same
year Alice granted the king the remainder of the manor of

Amesbury with other lands in Wiltshire. She acknowledged
the deed in chancery two days later\ This grant was part of

an extensive transaction whereby the Countess surrendered to

the crown, though not without compensation, many of her late

husband's estates so that the crown could in turn bestow them
upon the Despencers. Warenne, as tenant for life, was
on the 10th July^ directed to do homage to the king and did it

to one of the king's clerks on the 3rd August'l

Edward II was under many obligations to the Despencers,

who had contmuously supported him during the upheavals of

his reign. It was indeed in their defence that he had aroused

himself to the final conflict with Lancaster. His gratitude

took the form of a grant in fee simple to Hugh le Despencer
the younger on the 6th August of the various lands, including

the manor of Amesbury, which Alice had surrendered in July.*

At this time then Amesbury was in the following position.

The Earl of Surrey was the ' terre tenant ', the actual occupier,

the sitting tenant as we might possibly call him to-day. He

I

could, however, only enjoy the property during the lifetime of

Alice, Countess of Lincoln, since she herself had only a life

estate. If Alice were to die before Warenne, the property

i
would at once pass to the remainderman, Hugh le Despencer
the younger. If on the other hand Warenne were to die

before Alice, the latter would repossess the manor for the rest

of her life. It would then pass finally to Despencer. The time

I

when Despencer would inherit the manor itself was thus a

t matter of considerable uncertainty.

! It was otherwise with the knights' fees, advowsons, prebends

1 and other appurtenances of the manors included in the grant.

1
These were given to Despencer by Alice on the day of the

' Calendar of Close Rolls 1318-23, 574, Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1321-4,

I 179. 3 Calendar of Close Rolls, 1318-23, 674. ^ Calendar of Charter Rolls,

I

m,450.
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royal grant/ and seisin was delivered on the 20th August^ The
king confirmed the grant on the 25th September 1323. On the

25th February 1325 Hugh was pardoned for acquiring and
entering without licence upon seventy-five knights' fees in

Wiltshire including Amesbury and West Amesbury'^ If these

Amesbury fees were the same as those acquired in 1322, this

part of the pardon must have been purely precautionary, since

the confirmation of 1323 would have provided Hugh with

sufficient protection. But the history of medieval land tenure

is packed with precautions of this sort. Indeed Hugh reinsured

his interests still further ; for in Easter Term 1325 he levied a

fine upon these fees with Alice and her second husband Ebles

Lestraunge, a lame knight whom she had married some time

before the 10th November 1324.'

On the 9th April 1326 Ebles Lestraunge and AHce, still

possessed of a life estate in the manor of Amesbury subject

to the Earl of Surrey's life interest, obtained permission from
the king to alienate it to feoffees and for the feoffees to regrant

it to them for their lives with remainder to the younger

Despencer.' By this means Ebles ensured that he would not

be dispossessed of the manor if his wife should predecease him
—a contingency for which he actually provided unnecessarily

since she outlived him. It would also of course have operated
in his favour if he had outlived the Earl of Surrey.

Towards the end of 1326 the carefully laid plans for the

future disposal of the manor of Amesbury were frustrated by

the capture and execution of the two Despencers, who had
turned against the king. Their lands were forfeited, and the

remainder of Amesbury manor was thus once again at the

disposal of the crown.

After the fall of the Despencers the manor was probably

kept in demesne for some years. On the 16th March 1337

however Edward III granted the remainder in tail male to his

faithful friend William de Montagu, in whose favour he had
that day revived the earldom of Salisbury. With the remain-

der of Amesbury went those of the castle and manor of

Trowbridge and the manors of Aldbourne and Winterbourne
Earls in Wiltshire, the manor of Canford in Dorset and the

^ Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1321-4, 343, ^ Catalogue of Ancient Deeds, III,

A4725. « Calendar of Patent Rolls. 1324-7, 102. " R. B. Pugh (ed.) : Feet of Fines

relating to Wiltshire, 132, ^ Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1324-7, 256,
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manors of South Charlton and Henstridge in Somerset. For
the support of the earldom the king had given Montagu 20/.

out of the issues of Wiltshire and land to the yearly value of

1000 marks, i.e. 666/. 135. 4d. Of this land the estates granted

in remainder, which were valued at 800 marks or 553/. 6s. 8d.,

were to form a part, and, until the earl could obtain seisin and
the crown could find lands to the value of the remaining 200

marks, compensation to the full value, 1000 marks, was to be

paid out of the stannary of Cornwall or in default at the

exchequer.^ The countess' grant of 1322 was exemplified in

chancery on the 6th November following the new creation of

the earldom^—no doubt in order to extinguish any claim that

Alice might make to any of these remainders on the ground
that the arrangements of 1322 were invalidated by the fall of

the Despencers. It is a tribute to the fidelity of medieval

princes—those of them at least who were tolerably prosperous

—that the 800 marks awarded in lieu of the immediate enjoy-

ment of these estates were duly paid to Montagu until he

actually obtained seisin, and the residuary 200 marks for long

after'l Finally the king seems to have reinsured his dispositions

by expressly granting with the assent of Parliament the

reversion of the manors to Montagu after the death of the

Warennes, and by providing also that, if by judgement of the

king's court the Earl of Salisbury should be ousted from the

premises after the death of the Warennes, full compensation

would be found out of other lands at the king's disposal.

The first of these provisions no doubt was designed to have the

effect of extinguishing any doubt which might have arisen on
the death of the Warennes in consequence of the Earl of

Surrey's attornment to Despencer. As to the second, the next

Earl of Salisbury did not forget the king's warranty when
many years later an attempt was made by John of Gaunt to

deprive him.^

THE TROWBRIDGE GROUP.

Why did the crown make this complicated arrangement?

Why were not other lands of the requisite value at once found

and granted away ? Would not an immediate grant of lands in

^ Report on the Dignity of a Peer, V, 32, 34 ; Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1334-8,

426. Calendar of Patent Rolls. 1334-8, 550. Black Prince's Register, II, 91

;

Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1361-4, 307-8; Calendar of Close Rolls, 1377-81,

166-7. ' Calendar of Close Rolls. 1364-8. 112-3.
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possession have suited the crown better than a commitment to

issue a fixed sum of ready money for an indefinite period?

To answer these questions it will be necessary to go back
some way into the past and observe how one by one the

several manors of 1337 (which for convenience will henceforth

be called ' the Trowbridge group ') came into mutual relation-

ship until an element of immutability seems to have been
introduced into their association.

The earliest evidence of a recognizable manorial group

which included Amesbury is perhaps to be found in an entry

upon the Close Roll of 1230 where William de Derneford and
Michael de Cheldrinton are mentioned as bailiffs of the

Countess of Salisbury's lands in Amesbury, Chute, Bishopstrow,

Aldbourne, Wanborough and Ardington\ But the passage is

too corrupt for definite conclusions. By 1248 we are on
firmer ground. In that year, as we know,^ Longespee leased

Amesbury for a short term, together with the manors of

Trowbridge and Aldbourne in Wiltshire and Canford in

Dorset. The association of Amesbury with Trowbridge and
Canford is persistent; that with Aldbourne common. The
honour of Trowbridge, of which the manor of Amesbury no
doubt formed a part, had been held by the Earls of Salisbury

as early as 1217-8.'^ To examine its constitution would lead us

too far from our subject, but it is possible that such an investiga-

tion would throw some light upon the origin of this group of

estates.

In 1250-1 there is an early mention of another of Amesbury's
territorial companions. This is Winterbourne Earls which in

that year was being farmed by the Longespees.^ In later days

Amesbury and Winterbourne almost invariably share a common
destiny. In 1252 another familiar associate of later days comes
on the scene. This is South Charlton in Somerset. Weekly
markets and yearly fairs were granted to Longespee in that

village and in Amesbury by the same instrument.^

It is clear from the foregoing paragraphs that six of the

seven places whose lordships passed to the Montagus had at

some time or another before the middle of the 13th century

^ Close Rolls, 1227-31, 575; Aldbourne and Wanborough had come into

Longespee's hand a few years earher (Dugdale : Baronage, I, 178). ^See above

page 77. •'^ P.R.O. Pipe Roll (E.372), No. 96, Wilts. ' Ibid.. No. 62, Wilts.

Calendar of Charter Rolls, 1, 413.
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owed some form of allegiance to the Longespees. This does

not prove however that those six manors were at that time

contemporaneous possessions of the Earls of Salisbury.

Indisputable evidence of a common ownership is indeed lacking

until 1296 when an enrolled account, carefully prepared and
full of detail, was drawn up for all the Lacy estates.^ This

account is of course much more than an inventory of the

ancient Salisbury lands ; it includes, for instance, the manors
that made up the earldom of Lincoln and no doubt also Lacy's

land of recent purchase. But the seven manors of 1337 are

included in it, together with the manors of Ardington (Berks),

Holmer (Bucks) and Edgware (Middlesex), all of which the

inquisition taken in 1311^ after Lacy's death describes as

parcel of the Salisbury earldom. The same state of affairs is

displayed in the companion account for 1304

—

5\ but this

includes also the manors of Cowling in Suffolk and Glasbury

and Clifford in the march of Wales, which in like manner
figure in the list of 1311.

The contention is however not merely that the manors of the

Trowbridge group had all individually belonged of old to the

Earls of Salisbury but that they formed some kind of adminis-

trative unit which it was convenient to preserve. Such a

contention is partially supported by the two Lacy accounts.

Amesbury, Aldbourne, Winterbourne, Ardington and Trow-
bridge were grouped together under one and the same bailiff

;

Henstridge, Kingsbury, Kingston and Canford under another.

The accounts of Amesbury and Winterbourne were rendered

in the earlier year at Winterbourne, that of Aldbourne at

Amesbury ; and the reeves of Trowbridge, Winterbourne,

Ardington and Aldbourne made payments to the reeve of

Amesbury. In the later year the accounts for Amesbury,
Winterbourne and Ardington were scrutinized by the same
auditors, those for the Wiltshire manors at Winterbourne, that

for Ardington in that village.

Stronger support for our argument however is furnished by a

document of 1307. In that year commissioners of oyer and
terminer were appointed to take action against certain male-

factors who had broken the Earl of Lincoln's parks at Aldbourne

' P.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster, Ministers' Accounts (D.L.29), Bundle 1, No. 1.

Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem, V, No. 279. P.R.O. Duchy of

Lancaster. Ministers' Accounts (D.L.29) , Bundle 1, No. 2.
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and Henstridge, his chaces and warrens at Ardington in Berk-

shire, Aldbourne, Trowbridge, Winterbourne and Amesbury
in Wiltshire and Canford, Wimbourne, Holt and Kingston in

Dorset, and his warrens of Henstridge, South Charlton and
Kingsbury in Somerset\ It must strike the reader as curious

that poachers should have made a concerted effort upon
preserves so widely scattered. The singularity of the incident

is however diminished if we conclude that not all the parks,

chaces and warrens had been simultaneously violated, but rather

that they were being administered as a unified group under a

single superintending officer who had reported the incident to

the chancery in general terms.

The argument is finally clinched by the inquisition of 1311

already mentioned. After Lacy's death the jurors in the

several counties were explicit in describing all seven manors of

the Trowbridge group as parcel of the earldom, together with

the six other manors that have been enumerated. Lacy's other

estates are not so labelled, and though ignorance or carelessness

would have been enough to account for such silence the

evidence is sufficient to show that by the early years of the

fourteenth century the Trowbridge group formed a substantial

part of the territorial backbone of the earldom. This being so

it would not be surprising if Edward III should have felt that

there was a singular fitness in endowing Montagu with these

seven manors. By parity of reasoning Montagu may well have

acquiesced in separation from the landed property appropriate

to his new dignity in the belief that in the end he would enter

upon the traditional heritage of a famous earldom.

It would not be to the purpose to trace further the territorial

constitution of the earldom of Salisbury as such. Nevertheless

it will henceforth be the consistent aim to view the manor of

Amesbury not as an isolated entity but as part of some wider

administrative complex. Thus whenever Amesbury passes from

one hand to another the lands that passed with it will be

specified. This will enable the reader to observe that the

Trowbridge group was still recognizable in the latter days of

the house of Lancaster and was not entirely obliterated even

under the Tudors.

i Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1301-7, 544.
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THE LIFE INTEREST OF THE WARENNES.

We saw above/ that Montagu's expectations were limited

by the temporary interest of the Earl of Surrey. At a date

unknown and for reasons which (as has been shown) it is hard to

follow, Thomas of Lancaster, with licence from the crown, had
leased to Surrey for life the manors of the Trowbridge group,

Shapwick (Dorset), Ardington, a rent out of Hungerford, and
the hundreds of Cogdean (Dorset), Amesbury and Alderbury.

The licence was confirmed on the 15th March 1319."^ Nothing
apparently was done to disturb the arrangements on the down-
fall of Lancaster, but on the 17th February 1327 the lease (with

some modifications) was extended to the Countess of Surrey.

Should her husband predecease her, she was to enjoy the manors
of the Trowbridge group (less Aldbourne) for her life. By the

same instrument the manor of Aldbourne and the ' foreign

'

courts of Trowbridge and Shrewton with other foreign courts

and fees that had belonged to Lancaster were bestowed upon
the Earl and Countess jointly. These grants v/ere said to be

made out of consideration for the countess' services to Queen
Isabel when overseas."* Shapwick, Ardington and Hungerford
and Cogdean hundred have, as will be seen, now dropped out

of the estate, but the express references to the foreign courts

and fees may imply some compensation.

John, Earl of Surrey, died ante 2nd July 1347, but his widow lived

on until the 30th August 1361 and thus benefited considerably

by the arrangement of 1327 at the expense of the Montagus.

During his lifetime Surrey had trouble with the Wiltshire

collectors of the scutage levied for the support of Edward Ill's

army in Scotland in 1327-8. The collectors claimed that the

Trowbridge group (less Winterbourne) had been in the king's

hands in the year of assessment and that scutage was due from

them in consequence. In pursuance of their contention they

distrained upon the lands. The Earl on his side represented

(quite correctly) that the lands were then in his own hands

and that he had done his service for them. The outcome of

the dispute is not known, but in 1337 the king ordered a stay of

1 Page 82. ^ Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1317-21, 319. Canford appears in the

Calendar ' Craneford ' and this has been identified in the index as Crawford.

In the text ' Cogdean ' is ' Hokeden '—a curious form. Calendar of Patent

Rolls, 1327-30.21.
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execution until the rolls of chancery (which were then inacces-

sible) could be searched/

On Surrey's death the group was committed to farmers.^ An
inquisition taken on the 29th July 1347/^ which recited the royal

grants whereby the joint life interest was created, showed that

the Earl held the manors in the Trowbridge group of William
de Montagu, late Earl of Salisbury. Amesbury and other lands

were accordingly delivered to the widow on the 24th August,

saving the issues to the king/ Five days later however another

inquisition was taken/ On this occasion the jurors declared

that the four Wiltshire manors were held of the king as parcel

of the earldom of Salisbury by lease for life granted by Thomas
of Lancaster. This is of course a possible alternative way of

stating the facts. We are unfortunately left to guess the

reasons for the second enquiry.

On the 1st May 1348 the Countess Joan obtained licence to

grant the Trowbridge group (less the Somerset lands) to the

Black Prince for life, with remainder to her for life if he should

die first.^ Later she seems to have revised the terms of the

conveyance so as to make it extend to William de Bohun, Earl

of Northampton.^ Northampton's joint life interest was how-
however surrendered on the 19th August 1360.^ Perhaps the

persistent practice of extending the period during which the

Earl of Salisbury could not hope to enter upon the lands of the

earldom had so exasperated the Montagus that they had

prevailed upon Northampton to make the surrender. Thence-

forth the Black Prince was the sole lessee of the group, for

which he paid to Montagu a yearly rent of 800 marks. The
king was pleased to ratify the new arrangements.^ Joan died

on the 30th August 1361, and on or before the 2nd November
then next the Prince surrendered all the property to William

Montagu^" second Earl of Salisbury of this creation. On the 8th

November the king, using a familiar procedure, pardoned

Montagu for entering upon his inheritance without licence"

^Calendar of Close Rolls, 1337-9, 285. ^Calendar of Fine Rolls, VI, 39.

^ Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem. IX, pp. 45, 46* ^ Calendar of Close

Rolls, 1346-9, 314-6. ^ Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem, IX, p. 46. ^ Calendar

of Patent Rolls, 134S-50, 93. Ubid., 1361-4. 131. ^ Black Prince's Register,

IV, 357-9. 3 Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1358-61, 454. Black Prince's Register,

IV, 400-1. William, the first earl, had died in 1343. Calendar of Patent Rolls,

1361-4, 131.
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and evidently gave instructions that he was to enjoy the issues

of the Wiltshire lands at least from the previous Midsummer.^
Thus at long last the manor of Amesbury was again in the

actual possession of an Earl of Salisbury.

THE MONTAGUS AND BEDFORD. f

Little is known of Montagu's tenure. In 1364 the manor
was carefully surveyed—a not unnatural sequel to the change

in the effective ownership. The survey survives.^ It is the

only detailed description we possess of the medieval manor, and
will (it may be hoped) some day be published. Not long after

Montagu's succession his peaceful possession was threatened by
an action at law. John of Gaunt claimed the inheritance as

heir to that Thomas of Lancaster who had fallen in 1322. He
did so on the ground that the judgement against his ancestor

had been annulled in Parliament and that Henry, Thomas'
brother, had been admitted to crave his inheritance and have

it.'^ It is the case that Henry of Lancaster had, after the Earl

of Surrey's death, claimed some of the estates in which that earl

had enjoyed a joint life interest with his wife.* On John of

Gaunt's revival of the controversy Montagu advanced an

impressive array of counter-arguments in favour of his own
title, and the justices of the king's bench were thereby induced

to stay proceedings. John of Gaunt rejoined by petitioning the

crown. On hearing the petition, the king on the 27th May
1365 ordered the justices to proceed with the case but not to

deliver judgement without reference to him.^ Whatever the

precise upshot may have been, Montagu died seised of the

Trowbridge group together with a number of fees in Amesbury
and West Amesbury.''

The Montagu family was not in fact finally parted from

Amesbury until 1431. There was however a brief interval in

their tenure. On the 7th January 1400 John Montagu, the

third Earl of this creation, who had been beheaded without

trial for his part in the insurrection against Henry IV, was
posthumously attainted and all his honours forfeited. The

1 Bodl. MS. Ashmole 1122 f.75. ^ p.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster, Rentals and

Surveys (D.L.43), Bundle 9, No. 25. Calendar of Close Rolls, 1364-8, 112-3.

^ Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem, IX, p. 49. Calendar of Close Rolls,

1364-8, 112-3. ^ Calendarium Inquisitionum Post Mortem (Rec. Comm.), Ill,

203-5.
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Trowbridge group was thereupon dismembered, and the manors
of Amesbury and Winterbourne Earls were on the 20th Febru-

ary dehvered to the steward of the duchy of Lancaster^ It

was stated on the 20th November that the lands were thus

annexed because they had belonged to Edward IFs notorious

cousin^—a reflection of John of Gaunt's claim of 1365—and
they figure in a valuation of duchy property drawn up in the

first year of Henry IVl While they were in the hands of the

duchy John Montagu's widow received a grant of 60/. a year

out of the issues of the two manors/

The humiliation of the Montagus terminated in 1409. In that

year the earldom was restored to Thomas, the attainted EarFs

son, who on the 14th June was put in seisin of the manors of

Amesbury, Winterbourne and Canford, knights' fees in Ames-
bury and West Amesbury and of much other property, in

Wiltshire and elsewhere, that in later days was treated as an

integral part of the Salisbury lands"'. In February 1415 several

knights' fees in Wiltshire and Hampshire together with the

third p^rt of a piece of woodland and of the profits of Ashridge

hundred in Berkshire were likewise delivered to him. These

had been held in dower by Elizabeth, his great-aunt, until her

deaths It is clear from later evidence that South Charlton

and Henstridge manors were also restored, but the record is

to seek. In November 1416 Aldbourne was settled upon the

king for twelve years' but seems soon to have returned to

the Montagus, perhaps on Henry V's decease. On the 10th

February 1428 Montagu leased the manor of Amesbury for

seven years to William Gylberd of that place.*^ As farmer of

the desmesnes he was paying rent at the rate of 24/. at Michael-

mas 14361

Thomas Montagu died in 1428 seised of the Trowbridge

group and much else^*^ and the earldom passed to Richard Nevill

in right of his wife Alice, Thomas' only daughter by his first

I Calendar of Close Rolls, 1399-1402. 60. ^ Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1399-

1401, 426. P.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster, Rentals and Surveys (D.L.43), Bundle

728, No. 11991. ' Calendar of Patent Rolls. 1399-1401, 507. ^ Calendar of Close

Rolls, 1405-9, 443-5, 455-8. The Amesbury lands are at pp. 445 and 458.

^ Calendar of Fine Rolls, XIV, 96-8 ; Chancery Inquisitions Post Mortem,
Hen. V (C.139), File 9, No. 39 (14). ' Calendar of Close Rolls, 1413-9, 386.

^ Catalogue of Ancient Deeds, II, B68. ^ P.R.O. Special Collections, Ministers'

Accounts (S.C.6), Bundle 1045, No. 3. Calendarium Inquisitionum Post Mortem
(Rec. Comm.), IV, 122-4.
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marriage. The landed estates however which were entailed

upon the male line went to Thomas' brother Richard, subject

to the dower of the late Earl's widow. After Montagu's death

this lady, Alice by name, married William de la Pole, Earl and
subsequently Duke of Suffolk, him who died ' by pirates '.

Richard died without male issue before the 22nd June 1429

possessed of two-thirds of the Trowbridge group, ^ which in

default of heirs escheated to the crown. Amesbury and
Winterbourne were committed to farmers on the 26th October
143r, Charlton and Henstridge on the 18th June in the next year.'^

The residue of Canford had already gone to the king's uncle,

John, Duke of Bedford, the future grantee of the five manors.*

Trowbridge and Aldbourne seem henceforth to have been
totally dissevered. The appurtenances of Amesbury and
Winterbourne which lay in Berkshire and which Elizabeth

Montagu had held until her death were committed to John
Noreys during pleasured There was thus a complete dismem-
berment of the Trowbridge group. This however did not last

for long, for on the 8th July 1433 Henry VI, with the advice of

Parliament, granted two thirds of x\mesbury, Winterbourne
and Canford, the whole of Charlton and Henstridge and the

reversion of Lady Suffolk's property to the Duke of Bedford.^

Seisin was delivered to the Duke's chancellor about AH Saints

in the same year,' and the officers of the manor busied them-

selves with the preparation of a new rental.^ But the Duke
died on the 14th September 1435. and the lands escheated once

again.^ For three and a half years thereafter they were admin-

istered by the king's servants, some of whose accounts survive.^"

THE BISHOPS OF WINCHESTER AND ST. CROSS HOSPITAL.

By patent of the 25th May 1439 a group of feoffees, mostly of

high position, received at the king's hands, to the use of Henry
Beaufort Cardinal and Bishop of Winchester, the castle, lord-

IP.R.O. Chancery Inq. Post Mortem, Hen. VI (C.139) File 45, No. 39(4).

2 Calendar of Fine Rolls. XVI, 64, 65. ^ Ibid. 92. ' Ibid. XVI, 326. Ibid. 321.

«5 Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1429-36, 297, 298 ; Rotuli Parliamentorum, IV, 462.

^ P.R.O. Special Collections, Ministers' Accounts (S.C.6) , Bundle 1045, No. 2.

Ibid. Bundle 1062, No. 3. ^ P.R.O. Chancery Inquisitions Post Mortem,
Hen. VI (C.139), File 77, No. 36. Reeves 1434-5 and 1435-6; receiver of

Bedford lands in Wilts, Somerset and Dorset, 1438-9. P.R.O. Special Collec-

tions, Ministers' Accounts (S.C.6), Bundle 1045, Nos. 2 and 3 and Bundle 1116,

No. 13.
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ship and manor of Chirk and Chirklands in North Wales, the

manor of Henstridge, certain lands forming part of the manor
of South Charlton and two thirds of the manor of Amesbury.
By the same instrument they were granted the remainders of

the town of Wilton, the manors of South Charlton, Canford
(with the town of Poole) and Winterbourne, and the third

part of the manor of Amesbury. These remainders were to be

converted into estates in possession by the death of the Earl

and Countess of Suffolk, or one of them, or of Jacquetta,

Duchess of Bedford, now the wife of Richard Woodvile. The
king promised to compensate the donees for the lands which
could only be enjoyed in expectancy. For this gift the substan-

tial sum of 13,350 marks was paid.^ In or shortly before Nov-
ember 1440 the de la Poles and the Woodviles surrendered^ to

the Cardinal and his feoffees their estates in all the lands

granted in remainder, except for two thirds of Canford or

thereabouts, which however likewise fell in by November 1442.^

Cardinal Beaufort thus acquired an equitable estate in these

manors. He proceeded to circumvent the limitations upon his

ownership by securing on the 2nd March 1443 for himself and

his cofeoffees the right to enfeoff any other persons at will of

the lands he had acquired. Further, these persons were to be

able to enfeoff others, and so ad infinitum.^ This arrangement

gave Beaufort as cestui que use an absolute power of disposal—

a

power he exercised shortly afterwards for the benefit of the

hospital of St. Cross at Winchester. This institution, founded

in the twelth century, had been lifted from a state of corruption

by the late Bishop of Winchester, William of Wykeham.
Beaufort sought to continue his predecessor's reforms by estab-

lishing within the ancient foundation an almshouse to be called

The House of Noble Poverty.^ Of this addition the manors of

Amesbury, Winterbourne, Henstridge, and South Charlton, the

manor of Tarrant Launceston (Dorset) , the borough of Wilton

^ Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1436-41, 311. A patent of the same date but in a

different form (at p. 276) was surrendered and vacated. This was no doubt

because it granted the whole of the several manors and did not therefore

allow for the interests of the Suffolks. ^ Ibid. 479, 480. ^ Calendar of Patent

Rolls. 1441-6, 129. ^ Ibid. 174. In 1492 Lady Margaret Beaufort declared in

Parliament that the cofeoffees had released their right to the Cardinal. There

is no warrant for this assertion but the effect would have been the same,

{Rotuii Parliamentorum, VI, 446/>-448a..) V.C. H, Hants, II, 196,
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and a part of the fee farm at Southampton were to form the

partial endowment, and to that end the Cardinal, to whom the

feoffees seem to have released their rights, took steps to

ascertain that the gift of these lands to the hospital in mortmain

would be sanctioned/ The crown raised no objection, and a

conveyance was accordingly made on the 1st February 1446."*

The hospital of St. Cross thus became seised of Amesbury
manor. The Cardinal however died before his intentions

could be properly fulfilled. Chaos ensued in the hospital, and

this led the crown on the 8th April 1455 to sanction a new
constitution whereby the Duke of Somerset and other feoffees

were empowered to refound the almshouse, and the hospital

was licensed to acquire further lands in mortmain.'' But less

than a month later, in fact on the 3rd May, the hospital parted

with the lands to William of Waynflete, Beaufort's successor.^

We do not know the reason for this curious development, but

undoubtedly the confusion of the times and triumph of the

Yorkists, which interfered with Beaufort's charitable intentions,

must in part be held responsible.^

It is known that Waynflete was regarded as lord of the manor
of Amesbury in 1459.^ Probably he kept it until the accession

of Edward IV but lost it in consequence of the Act of Resump-
tion^ passed in that king's first Parliament, which sat from the

4th November 1461. One effect of that Statute was to invali-

date Henry VTs grants, and thus possibly Waynflete's title,

which may have been thought to have rested upon the first

gift to Beaufort. It is true that the Statute saved the lands

of bishops, but the St. Cross estates were no doubt treated

as Waynflete's private property.

THE NEVILLS. . ^

In the same Parliament an Act was passed reversing the

attainder of John Montagu, Earl of Salisbury, and authorizing

Alice, the wife of Richard Neville, Earl of SaHsbury, to enter

upon the estates which had formerly belonged to her grand-

father.^ The preamble to this part of the Statute was rather a

political manifesto than a sober statement of historical fact. It

^ P.R.O. Lists (& Indexes, XXII (II), 753. ^ His charter is recited in the

confirmation of 1455. ^ Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1452-61, 233. ^ Calendar of

Close Rolls, 1454-61, 147, 149. ' V.C.H. Hants, II, 196. ^ p.R.o. Chancery

Inquisitions Post Mortem, Hen,VI (C.139) ., File 173, No, 25, ' Rotuli Parliament-'

Qrum. V,463f. Ibid. 484,
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is true that the Nevills had never enjoyed the Montagu estates,

but this was not because of John Montagu's attainder. It was
entirely due to the form of Edward IIFs original gift, whereby
the estates were entailed upon the male line which had failed

on Richard Montagu's death. It had therefore been necessary

to sever the title from its territorial support. Perhaps however,

if the Nevills had been better friends of the king, they, rather

than the Duke of Bedford, would have received the Salisbury

lands on Richard Montagu's death.

Be this as it may, such ' Salisbury lands '^ as the crown thought

fit to part with went in 1461 to the Countess of Salisbury

and through her descended to her son Richard the ' King

Maker ' and from him to her grand-daughters Isabel and Anne.
These ladies married respectively George, Duke of Clarence,

and Richard, Duke of Gloucester, afterwards Richard III, and
in 1474 they and their spouses were declared in Parliament to

be jointly possessed of the ' King Maker's ' whole inheritance

as though (as the Act expresses it) Anne, his widow, were
dead. Furthermore they were authorized to partition the

inheritance."^ Amesbury went to the Clarences. In an inquisi-

tion taken on the 20th April 1478 it was found that the

Duchess Isabella at the time of her death had been jointly

seised with her husband in her right in the manors of Amesbury
and Winterbourne Earls, the hundreds of Amesbury and
Alderbury, the advowson of Winterbourne, the borough of

Wilton and the manors of Earlstoke, Cherhill. Broad Town and
Sherston. Of these the manor of Amesbury with the hundreds
was held of the king in chief. ^ In the absence of other docu-

ments this is the sole information we possess as to the Wiltshire

estates that fell to the Nevills. It is however a safe assumption

that the manor of Amesbury had been amongst them since 1461.

It is worth noticing that the Clarences also died seised of the

manors of Charlton, Henstridge and Canford and thus of the

Trowbridge group in the truncated form in which it had
existed since 1433,^

^ So far as is known, the first time that this expression was used for lands of

which Amesbury formed a part was in a receiver's account of 1478-9. (P.R.O.

Special Collections, Ministers' Accounts (S.C.6) , Bundle 1118, No. 1). 2 Rotuli

Parliamentorum, VI. 100. P.R.O. Chancery Inquisitions Post Mortem, Edw.
IV (C.140), File 68, No. 47 (20). ^ Calendarium Inquisitionum Post Mortem
(Rec. Comm.) , IV, 391.
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Between Isabel's death in December 1476 and his own in

February 1478 George, Duke of Clarence, was seised of these

lands by the courtesy of England. His heir, Edward Plantagenet,

Earl of Warwick, was a minor, and the estates consequently

came into the hands of the crown by reason of wardship. On
the 16th September 1480 they were committed to Thomas,
Marquess of Dorset. He paid 2000/, for the privilege of

farming them and was to hold the custody until he had
reimbursed himself out of the issues. He was to support the

heir meanwhile\ It is not clear why the grant was renewed on
the 8th June 1481 without fine and in respect of a slightly

different groups of estates."^ The Earl of Warwick was put m
prison in 1485 and kept there. While in the Tower he became
the centre of the mtrigues which are associated with the names
of Simnel and Warbeck. For his complicity in the Perkin

Warbeck plot he was attainted and executed in 1499. Long
before that time however the Act of Resumption of 1485,'^

which voided all grants made by Henry VI and Edward IV,

must have deprived him of his lands.

TUDORS AND SEYMOURS.

During the first seven years of the reign of Henry VII the

manors of Amesbury and Winterbourne Earls with the hun-

dreds of Amesbury and Alderbury and other parcels of the
' Salisbury lands ' in Wiltshire and elsewhere, including

Charlton, Henstridge and Canford, had been kept in the hands

of the crown and managed by its servants. The Amesbury
demesne lands however were let to farm, the first recorded

lessee being Thomas Bundy, a member of a well-known Ames-
bury family and the baihff of the manor'.

In 1492 Lady Margaret Beaufort, Countess of Richmond and

Derby, declared in a petition to Parliament that as heir to

Cardinal Beaufort she was the rightful owner of the manors of

Amesbury, Winterbourne Earls, South Charlton and Henstridge;

but that Alice, Countess of Salisbury, as heir to the attainted

John Montagu, had set up a wrongful counterclaim, relying

upon the Statute of 1 Edward IV whereby that attainder was

reversed. The queen mother prayed that the Statute in

1 Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1476-85, 212. 2 jn^, 283. Rotuli Parliamentorum,

1

VI. 336f. * P.R.O. Special Collections, Ministers' Accounts (S.C.6.) , Hen. VII

I

Nos. 1355-61 and 1363.

j
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question might not operate to her detriment.^ This petition

(the meaning of which is not entirely plain) was granted in

Parliament, and, in pursuance of the Act thereon made, the

Lady Margaret entered upon the manors, of which she would
appear to have been seised by the 10th November in that year^.

By patent of 1487'^ she had already obtained possession of

Canford, and thus the familiar group of lordships appears to

have been in great part reunited. The new lady of the manor
followed her son's practice of leasing out the demesnes—

a

certain Hugh Martyn receiving a thirty years' lease in the first

year of her lordship/

By 1501, nearly eight years before Lady Margaret Beaufort's

death, the crown had resumed possession of Amesbury. The
circumstances of the resumption are unknown to us, but the

fact may be fairly deduced from the commencement in that year

of a long series of royal ministers' accounts, which is unbroken
except for the short intervals between 1512 and 1515, 1517 and

1518 and 1530 and 1531.^ The last two intervals are sufficiently

accounted for by the accidental losses of documents. For the

first there may be another explanation. In 1513-4 Margaret
Countess of Salisbury was restored*^ to the lands of which her

father, whose heir she was, had been deprived by attainder in

1503-4. It is not clear whether this Act of Restitution was
expressly intended to sanction the livery of Amesbury and the

other ' Salisbury lands ' to the Countess. As has been seen,

those lands had been lost to Warwick long before his attainder,

and it therefore seems unlikely that they would automatically

return with its reversal Be this however as it may, Henry
VIII seems to have treated the Act as the signal for restoring

Amesbury, which thus once again came under a Salisbury.

The arrangement can only have lasted for a very short time,

for the series of royal accounts is resumed in 1515-6.^ The
roll for that year does indeed make mention of ' the lady ' but

* Rotuli Parliamentorum, VI, 446fc-484a. 2 Calendar of Inquisitions Post

Mortem, Hen. VII, I, p. 348. Calendar of Patent Rolls 1485-94, 155.

^ In Special Collections, Ministers' Accounts (S.C. 6) Hen. VII, No. 1365—

a

minister's account for 1502-3 in the P.R.O.—Martyn is stated to be paying

rent for the tenth year of his term. ^ These are in the P.R.O.™ Special Collec-

tions, Ministers' Accounts (S.C. 6), Hen. VII, Nos. 1364-9. and Hen. VIII,

Nos. 7019-22 and 3822-40. Statutes of the Realm, III, 100-2. ' P.R.O. Special

Collections, Ministers' Accounts (S.C. 6), Henry VIII, No. 3822.
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the following roll speaks only of our lord the king.' An account

of the Countess' receiver-general for the year 1518-9 has been
preserved.^ Earlstoke and Wilton are the only Wiltshire lands

mentioned in it ; of the Trowbridge group there is no trace.

Perhaps the truth is that by colour of the Act of Restitution the

Countess laid claim to Amesbury and the other lands that at

this time went with it and administered them for a few years

without counterclaim, but that Henry VIII objected to the

arrangement and could not be withstood. Henry certainly

reclaimed Canford shortly after its restitution," basing his title

no doubt on the arguments set out in a carefully drafted brief

that survives among the State Papers. The preparation of an
even more elaborate paper^ surveying the descent of the whole
Trowbridge group suggests the existence of some issue between
the crown and the Countess at this time.

After the resumption by the crown the demesne lands

continued to be leased out. Hugh Martyn remained tenant.

In May 1520 John Wellesbourne, page or groom (garcio) of the

privy chamber, obtained a lease for twenty-one years at a rent of

161. 5s. (the rent which his predecessor had paid) and at a fine

of 20V This was to take effect from Michaelmas 1520, i.e. before

the expiration of Martyn's term. The accountants however
continued to name Martyn as farmer until the end of this

thirty-year term. How he settled the issue with Wellesbourne

has not been ascertained.^ In 1533 the reversion of this lease

was granted to John Rydley, page of king's bows,^ but it may be

doubted whether he ever entered upon the lands.

During the period of royal ownership the crown made period-

ical appointments to the office of steward of the manors of

Amesbury and Winterbourne and of the hundreds of Amesbury
and Alderbury. The names of six such stewards have come
down to us, but none need detain us except the last—Robert

Seymour—who was appointed in July 1526.^ He was a Wilt-

shire gentleman whose family had for some time been established

1 Ibid. No. 3823. ^ Jbid. No. 6874. » D.N.B., s. v. Margaret Pole. * Letters

and Papers of Henry VIII. Addenda, Vol. I, Pt. I, p. 209. ' Articles devised

for the making sure of the manor of Canford ^ P.R.O. Exchequer, Treasury

of the Receipt, Misc. Books (E. 36) , Vol. 155. ^ Letters and Papers of Henry
VIII, III, Pt. I, p. 298. The patent expresses this as a lease of the manor and

demesnes, but the reeves continue to account to the king's receiver. No
farmer is named in the roll for 16-17 Hen. VIII or in any roll thereafter,
s Letters and Papers of Henry VIII, VI, p. 89. ^ Ibid. IV, Pt. I, p. 1055.

G 2
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at Wolfhall. He was himself much favoured by Henry VIII

who made him a gentleman usher of the privy chamber and

warden of Milchet Forest^ and gave him an office in the marches

of Calais.'^ But he is chiefly interesting here because he was
the uncle of the great Edward Seymour, Viscount Beauchamp,
and later Earl of Hertford and Duke of Somerset, upon whom
the crown bestowed Amesbury on the 9th June 1536.' The
grant then made was in tail male to Edward and his second wife

Anne and comprised the manors of Broad Town, Sherston and

Amesbury and the hundreds of Amesbury and Alderbury. To
these estates were added after the dissolution of the monasteries

the priory manor in Amesbury,^ of which something must be

said below. Thus from 1541, the date of the latter grant, the

Seymours became the lords of the two main manors in our

township and held them with only one trifling interruption

until the latter part of the seventeenth century.

THE FOREIGN APPURTENANCES OF THE EARLDOM MANOR.

The earldom manor of Amesbury was rich in foreign appur-

tenances, some of which lay within the bounds of the county,

others beyond its borders. To trace the origin and subsequent

history of their connexion with the parent manor would involve

the minute examination of the descent of lands in perhaps twenty

different parishes. Pending such a laborious undertaking the

reader must perforce be content with the following selective

notes.

The foreign courts of Shrewton and Bentley Wood belonged

to the manor of Amesbury from at least 1296." The Earl of

Surrey in 1347^ and his widow in 1361^ died seised of them,

though they are not then expressly described as appurtenant to

the manor. They were however acknowledged to be appur-

tenances by the jurors who drew up the extent of 1364.^ In

1409 the honour of Shrewton with the knights' fees belonging to

it and the view of frankpledge and hundred of Shrewton were
restored to Montagu, but separately from the Trowbridge group

of manors.^ Elizabeth, widow of William de Montagu, died

1 Letters and Papers of Henry VUI, IV, Pt. Ill, p. 2882. Ibid. Vol. VII, p. 537.

3 Ibid. Vol. X, p. 526. * Ibid. Vol. XVI, p. 380-1. ' P.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster,

Ministers' Accounts (D.L. 29) , Bundle 1, No. 1. ^ Calendar of Inquisitions Post

Mortem, IX, p. 179. ^ Ibid. p. 185. ^ P.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster, Rentals and

Surveys. (D.L. 43), Bundle 9, No, 25, ^ Calendar of Close Rolls, 1405-9, 443,
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seised of four knights' fees in Shrewton, ' Winterbourne ' and
Cheverell/ After this time no connexion between Amesbury
and Shrewton has been noticed.

In 1296 the baihff and reeve of Amesbury accounted for a

farm in Langford Dennis in the parish of Little Langford."^ This

seems to have fallen into the hands of the Stourton family who
paid a fixed rent for it in the 16th century;^ By 1573 the

tenement had become a manor and was in the hands of the Earl

of Hertford, to whom it had escheated through the attainder of

Charles, Lord Stourton/

In 1348 the manors of Great and Little Durnford were
accounted sub-manors of Amesbury. The tenant was John de

Woodhull.^ His descendants owed suit to Amesbury manor
court more than a century later (c. 1471^, when a witness declared

that Richard Woodhull had compounded for the service by

making a fine with the steward of Amesbury.^

In the fifteenth century the manor of Zeals Ailesbury appears

to have stood in somewhat the same relationship. The manor
had belonged to the Ailesbury family until 1417 when Sir

Thomas de Ailesbury, two years before his death, settled it

upon his daughter Isabel, the wife of Sir Thomas Chaworth.^

On Chaworth's death on 10th February 1459, the manor was
stated to be held as of the Bishop of Winchester's manor of

Amesbury.^ The manor passed to a grandson and then through

a grand-daughter to the Dunham family.^ Nevertheless as

late as 1535—6 the reeve of Amesbury continued to receive a

sparrowhawk rent for the lands and tenements of Sir William

Chaworth in Zeals—presumably the same estate.^*'

In Domesday Book an area of woodland estimated at six miles

by four belonged to the king's manor in Amesbury. So large

an area—it has been calculated at 29,040 modern acres—cannot

of course have lain within the bounds of the modern parish and

1 P.R.O. Chancery Inquisitions Post Mortem, Hen. V (C.138), File 9, No. 39

(14). P.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster, Ministers' Accounts (D.L. 29), Bundle 1

No. 1. P.R.O. Special Collections, Ministers' Accounts (S.C. 6), Hen. VII,

No. 1346 (1501-2) and Hen. VIII, No. 3846 (1535-6). ' R. B. Pugh (ed.) : Calendar

of Antrobus Deeds No. 110. ' Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem, IX, p. 108;

Calendar of Close Rolls, 1346-9, 572-3. ^
J. S, Davies (ed.) : The Tropenell

Cartulary, II, 323. ' W.A.M. XXVIII, 205. ^ p.R.O. Chancery Inquisitions

Post Mortem, Hen. VI (C. 139), File 173, No. 25. ^ W.A.M. loc. cit.

^" P.R.O. Special Collections, Ministers' Accounts (S.C. 6), Hen. VIII, No.

3840, which however spells the place ' Yaxley ', This must be a careless error.

The account for 1501-2 reads ' Yelez '.
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some of it was probably not even contiguous. It has indeed

been conjectured that the whole area which later became
Clarendon Forest was comprised within the woods of Domes-
day Amesbury and that the rest of the Amesbury woodland
was made up of certain villages lying to the south. In Henry
II's time these villages lay within Chute Forest, whose southern

boundary was then formed by the Roman road from Winchester
to Old Sarum.^

The subject of Domesday woodland is however extremely

difficult and definite conclusions are impossible. It is only in

1296 that certainty is reached. By that time the area then as

now called Bentley Wood belonged to Amesbury manor,

whose officers received the perquisites of its court and paid the

warrenner his fee.^ Bentley Wood is in West Dene close to

the Hampshire border, its most northerly tip being eight and a

half miles from Amesbury church. In 1364 it was said to be

seven miles away, according to the mensuration then used, and

to be four miles in circumference.'^ In Edward Ill's time it was
outside Clarendon Forest," though in 1255 it had been reckoned

to lie within it.'^

No attempt has been made to trace the fortunes of Bentley

Wood continuously. For several centuries it no doubt des-

cended with the manor. On the death of the Duke of Clarence

however separate arrangements were made for its administra-

tion. On the 11th February 1480 it was committed to John
Hays together with the custody of Melchet Wood.^ Hays, who
became receiver of the Salisbury and Spencer lands, was subse-

quently remunerated for his keepership with a fee out of the

lordships of Amesbury and Winterbourne.' We do not know
how long this separation lasted, but it is certain that Bentley

came ultimately to the Seymours,

But of all Amesbury's foreign appurtenances the manor of

Ashridge or Hertoke with the hundred of Ashridge is the most

interesting. Geographically both manor and hundred lay in

Berkshire, the manor forming part of the town of Wokingham
and the hundred extending over portions of the parishes, of

' For the whole subject see W.A.M. XLVIII, 530-98. 2 p.R Q. Duchy of

Lancaster, Ministers' Accounts (D.L. 29) , Bundle 1, No. 1. ^ P.R.O. Duchy
of Lancaster, Rentals and Surveys (D.L. 43), Bundle 9, No. 25. ^ W.A.iM.

XLVIII, 570. ^ Rotuli Hundredorum, II, 237. Calendar of Patent Rolls,

1476—85, 176. ' Ibid. 1485-94, 21, 45.
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Hurst, Shinfield and Swallowfield as well. From an early period

however they were legally in Wiltshire and there remained

until 1844. In the 12th century they had belonged to Earl

Patrick and for aught known to the contrary descended with

the earldom of Salisbury, It may have been that the earls

arranged as a matter of convenience that their tenants should

do suit to the Wiltshire county court instead of resorting to

Abingdon.^ Of the connexion with Amesbury there is certain

evidence from 1296, when the perquisites of Ashridge court

were being paid to the officers of Amesbury manor.'^

In the 15th century there are several references to the Hurst

woodlands. These lay within Ashridge hundred and were no

doubt its most profitable portion. In 1405 these woods were
separately restored to Thomas Montagu.'' On the death of

Elizabeth Montagu, Thomas, her great-nephew, was put in seisin

of 300 acres of the woodlands and of the profits of the hundred.^

On Richard Montagu's death 200 acres of the woodland together

with the hundred were committed during pleasure to John
Noreys, a yeoman of the chamber.' In 1437 this grant at the

will of the crown was converted into one for life.^ In 1453

Noreys was still holding them, though at an increased rent.^

How long these lands were accounted to be appurtenances of

Amesbury has not been ascertained. They passed to the Nevills

and thence to the crown, but in Henry VIFs reign they were for

a time in the duchy of Lancaster. In 1604 they were again in

the hands of the crown.
^

Two other foreign appurtenances outside Wiltshire deserve

a passing mention. At Henry de Lacy's death in 1311 a William

Trivet was holding an appurtenant knight's fee at Ashton in

Oxfordshire,^ and in 1409 Montagu was put in seisin of a fee in

Hambleden beside the Thames in Buckinghamshire.^"

AMESBURY HUNDRED.

In 1189 the sheriff of the county still answered for the

hundred of Amesbury." By 1255 its profits and privileges had

1 For the history of Ashridge hundred see V.C.H., Berks, III, 199, 225, 228,

229, 253. 2 P.R.O. Duchy of Lancaster, Ministers' Accounts (D.L. 29) , Bundle 1,

No. 1. « Calendar of Close Rolls, 1405-9, 444. ' Calendar of Fine Rolls, XIV, 96-8.

Calendar of Fine Rolls, XV, 321. For Noreys see above p. 93. ^ Calendar

of Patent Rolls, 1436-41, 66. ' Calendar of Fine Rolls, XIX, 69. ^ V. C.H. Berks,

111,229. '-^ Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem, X. p. 157. Calendar of Close

Rolls, 1405-9,458. Great Roll of the Pipe [1 Ric. I] (Rec. Comm.). 177.
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passed into private hands. In the inquest of that year it was
described as the free hundred of WilHam Longespee for which

the sheriff took only 175. a year by way of aid. Longespee had

the return of writs and held a view of frankpledge without the

sheriff.^ From this time forward, whenever it is possible to

apply a test, manor and hundred were in the same hands, and

the latter may therefore be accounted an appurtenance of the

former. In or about 1471 the hundred seems to have been let

to farm to Thomas Bundy, who was also its constable.^ He was

no doubt the same Thomas who was lessee of the demesnes of

the manor from 1485 and may well have tenanted them with

the hundred for some years previously.

THE PRIORY MANOR.

Besides the earldom manor, whose fortunes have so painfully

been traced, there arose in process of time other manors out of

the village of Amesbury. How far they may have been founded

upon free tenements held in chief outside the confines of the

main manor, how far they were carved out of it, must remain

obscure. The materials for determining the bounds of the

manors do not exist before the seventeenth century and then

but partially. It can only be said in general terms that towards

the end of our period there were at least five manors in the

village. Of these the priory manor stands next in importance

to that of the earldom.

The priory of Amesbury, founded as an abbey about 980 and
refounded in 1177, held no land in Amesbury at the time of

Domesday nor for many generations to come. It is strange that

the Earls of Salisbury should have so completely neglected the

community on their doorsteps while benefiting the houses at

Lacock and Bradenstoke. But such was the case. Nor did

Henry II when refounding the convent make any provision—

a

fairly sure sign that he had by that time completely divested

himself of his Amesbury lands. It is not indeed until 1268 that

we have any proof that the priory held lands or rents in Ames-
bury. In that year however Roger le Convers settled upon it 105

acres in West Amesbury with his former capital messuage there.

The priory was to hold the estate in free alms.^ In 1275 John
de Monemue acknowledged that the five marks rent arising from

1 Rotuli Hundredorum, II, 237. - Davies (ed.) : The Tropenell Cartulary, II,

323-5. Cf. p. 97. ^ E. A. Fry (ed.) Calendar of Feet of Fines . . . Wiltshire, 58.
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the tenement which Roger de Bungeye used to hold in West
Amesbury were the right of the Prioress/ The Taxation of

Pope Nicholas values the priory's temporalities in Amesbury
at 7V In 1309 Walter Aleyn received permission to alienate to

the priory in mortmain a messuage and six bovates in West
Amesbury which he held for life.'' It has already been seen

that in 1373 the Prioress held half a knight's fee in West Ames-
bury of the Earl of Hereford. She still had it in 1401-2. It was
claimed at this time that she held it in free alms, but the addition

of the word ' inquiratur ' to the return, when taken with the sub-

sequent evidence, casts doubt on this assertion.^ In 1428 the

Prioress with others held in chief a fourth part of a knight's fee

in West Amesbury and another estate there in like manner and
by the same service.^ In 1490 a group of feoffees leased the

manor of Normanton and lands in Amesbury and Lake, all

held of the ' abbess ', to Sir John Trenchard and his wife, who
presumably thus became tenants of the priory.^ In 1505 another

group of feoffees invested Giles and Joan Sauser with a mes-
suage, three tenements and a virgate in Great Amesbury and
Cholderton which were held of the ' abbess ' at 12d. lentJ In

1535 the priory lands in Amesbury were said to consist of 4090
' rugs ', called acres, of arable, pasture for 374 sheep, 22 acres of

meadow, and 6 acres of pasture in the park.^ Out of the lands

in West Amesbury there then issued a rent of 405. to Lacock
abbey—no doubt the same in essence as the convent of

Amesbury had been bound to pay in 1268.^

These details do not make a very connected story. They
show plainly however that by the fourteenth century the priory

had a fair-sized estate in Amesbury—a conclusion which is

independently proved by the testimony of the Nomina Villarum

(1316), which represents the Prioress and the Earl of Lancaster

as then dividing the village between them.^'' Most, if not all, of

the lands lay originally in West Amesbury, but they seem to have
spread eastward with the passage of time.

That the priory estates came to be known as a ' manor ' before

the dissolution, there is some presumptive but little positive evi-

dence. In 1317 Edward II granted the Prioress and nuns a

^ Abbreviatio Placitorum, 265. ^ Taxatio Ecclesiastica, 185. ^ Calendar of Patent

Rolls, 1307-13, 203. " Feudal Aids, VI, 625. Ibid. V, 240. ^ Calendar of

Inquisitions Post Mortem, Hen. VII, I, p. 537. ^ W.A.M. XXXVI, 446. Valor

Ecclesiasticus. II, 93. ^ ihid. 116. i° Feudal Aids, V, 199.
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weekly market and yearly fair in 'their manor' of Amesbury.^
Thereafter there is no express mention of a manor until on the

8th April 1541 Henry VIII gave the Earl of Hertford the

'borough, manor, rectory and advowson of the vicarage'.^ From
Lord Hertford's day there are frequent references to the manor
of Amesbury Priors or Priory in contradistinction to the more
ancient and extensive earldom manor. A perambulation of the

bounds of these two manors made in 1639 shows the former

to have lain then (as no doubt formerly) mostly in what was
and is known as West Amesbury, surrounded on three sides

by the manor of Amesbury Earls.^

THE 'CONYGER' MANOR,

In 1382 William la Zouche, described as the lord of Totnes

and Harringworth, granted to feoffees the manor of Amesbury
called the ' Conyger ' which his brother Thomas then held for

life/ The name ' Conyger ' is perpetuated in Coneybury Hill,

which lies a little to the west of West Amesbury House.^ In

1502 this manor was held in fee tail by Elizabeth, the wife of

John Dunham, as heir of John la Zouche. Upon the heirs of

the same John the remainder had been settled in 1455 after the

manor had been leased for a year to Elizabeth herself, then wife

-of William Chaworth, and Margaret, then the wife of John

Chaworth.'
Unfortunately we are left to guess at the origin, status or

persistence of the ' Conyger ' manor. The inquisition of 1502

states that the manor was held of the ' abbess ' of Amesbury by

fealty. If that statement can be trusted, we must suppose that

before the middle of the fourteenth century the Prioress had

given some of her lands to the Zouches—a family which even

in Henry VIII's time retained an interest in Amesbury, where

one of its representatives rented the earldom manor mill -J that

the Zouches, however irregularly, organized these lands as a

manor ; and that upon the dissolution the upstart manor fell

back into the priory manor and thenceforth was not differen-

tiated from it.

1 Calendar of Charter Rolls, III, 333. 2 Letters and Papers of Henry VHI, XVI,

pp. 380-1. ^ More than one copy of this perambulation survives amongst the

Antrobus Deeds in the Museum at Devizes. * Calendar of Close Rolls, 1381-5,

220. J. E. B. Cover, A. Mawer, F. M. Stenton (eds.): The Place-Names of

Wiltshire (EngUsh Place Name Soc.) , 361. ^ Calendar of Inquisitions Post

Mortem, Hen. VH, II, p. 381. ^ e.g. P.R.O. Special Collections, Ministers'

Accounts (S.C. 6), Hen. VIII, No. 3822 (1515-6).
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CANTILUPE MANOR.

It will be necessary at this point to turn back to the year

1242-3 and to examine the fees of two knights who held lands in

Amesbury under the then Earl of Salisbury. The first to come
under review is Everard Tyes. He was the occupant of half a

fee/ perhaps to be identified with the two carucates which he

had held before 1253 and which in that year Longespee leased

for life to Geoffrey de Wyvelesford.^

When the Earl of Lincoln's lands were extended in 1311, the

jurors, after describing the manor of Amesbury itself, went on to

sa3^ that in the manor was a certain tenement which had been

acquired from Everard Tyes. It consisted of a messuage with

a garden and the easements of other houses, 200 acres of arable,

3 acres of meadow, pasture for 16 oxen and 400 sheep, a water-

mill, 3 virgators and 5 cottars.'^ This tenement lay in Great

Amesbury and was one of those assigned in dower to Joan the

daughter of William Lord St. Martin, Henry de Lacy's second

v/ife. It was described as one of Lacy's estates of purchase as

distinct from inheritance and therefore was presumably not

regarded as a part of the earldom of Salisbury. It seems none

the less that Thomas of Lancaster and Alice had some claim

upon it, but since they did not attend in chancery on the day ,

appointed for the assignment of Joan's dower, their claim went
by default.^

Joan died ante 27th October 1322, and the inquisition taken

after her death contains a slightly different description of the

estate from that given in the extent of 1311. It was then said

to consist of a mxcssuage, two carucates of land, 4 acres of

meadow, pasture for 600 sheep and a yearly rent of 5V In

1323 the escheator was forbidden to intermeddle with the

property as it was declared to be in the king's hands by the

forfeiture of Thomas of Lancaster. This is rather curious

since the manor itself seems to have come to the crown (in

remainder) not by forfeiture but by grant from the widow.

The immediately succeeding stages in the history of this

parcel are unknown to us. Later evidence shows however
that Ebles and Alice Lestraunge came into possession of

1 Book of Fees, II, 709, 744. ^ P.R.Q. Feet of Fines, First Series (C.P.25 (1) ),

Case 251, File 17, No. 24. Wiltshire Inquisitions Post Mortem 1242-1326 (Index

Library) , 385. * Calendar of Close Rolls, 1307-13, 314. ^ Calendar ofInquisitions

Post Mortem, VI, p. 222.
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it. As has been shown/ they enjoyed an expectant liie

interest in the earldom manor itself and since they could not

convert this into an estate in possession no doubt contented

themselves with this lesser but adjacent estate. On coming into

possession the Lestraunges dealt with the property as they had
dealt with the manor. This is to say they conveyed it to

feoffees who enfeoffed them and their heirs. At Ebles' death

ante 10th November 1335 the lands were said to be held in socage

of the Earl of Surrey as of the earldom of Salisbury—a rather

dubious statement of the case. Once again an extent survives.

This describes the estate as a messuage, 3 carucates of land, 3

acres of meadow, 2 water-mills, 61. rent and pasture for 800

sheep.^ The estate descended to Alice, who conveyed it to

feoffees. Thence it passed to Nicholas de Cantilupe and from

him descended to his son William.^ William conveyed it to

feoffees, as Alice had done, and they reenfeoffed him in fee

tail with remainder to the heirs of Nicholas his grandfather.

He died so seised on the 8th April 1375 and the lands, then

first described as a manor, passed to William his uncle.^

It is remarkable that such exact particulars should have

survived of the descent of this little group of fields and
dwellings. Unfortunately the subsequent developments in

their history are less certain. We know however that in 1428

Thomas Hobbes and Walter Massynger were holding immedi-

ately in fee certain lands in Amesbury which had been William

de Cantilupe's.^ Both Hobbes and Massynger are known from

other sources^ as possessors of a number of free tenements in

West Amesbury, and it is tempting to conclude that they were

the actual successors of Cantilupe in his manor. One is

equally tempted to believe that this manor was the same as that

which came afterwards to be known as the manor of West
Amesbury called Souths. But neither theory is very soundly

based, and the second less soundly than the first.

THE MANOR OF WEST AMESBURY CALLED DAWBENEYS.

In 1242-3 Patrick de Montfort, the second of the two
knights of the Earl of Salisbury to be mentioned, held half a fee

1 See above, p. 84. Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem, VII, p. 464.

^ Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1340-3, 184-5. ^ Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem,

XV, p. 105. Feudal Aids, V, 240. Pugh : Calendar of Antrobus Deeds

No. 45.
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in West Amesbury.^ In 1428 this fee was held in chief by
Walter Pauncefote. So long were medieval memories that it

was still possible to describe this fee as 'late of Patrick

Mountford In the next year Pauncefote, whose family had
been connected with Amesbury since at least 1379'\ gave his

brother Robert the manors of West Amesbury and Worthy
Pauncefote in Hampshire in tail male/ It seems not unreason-

able to suppose that the former manor was the half fee of

Patrick de Montfort. Robert Pauncefote's daughter Elizabeth

married into the Dawbeney family and evidently brought the

manors with her, for she and her husband James were jointly

enfeoffed of them in 1510." The former manor remained in

the family until 1613^ and grew to be known as the manor of

West Amesbury called Dawbeneys.

CONCLUSION.

This survey has been undertaken primarily for the benefit of

the Wiltshire topographer, who stands in need of some account

of Amesbury more detailed and reliable than that which Hoare
compiled more than a century ago.' It is hoped however that

it may have a somewhat wider appeal.

The social and economic historian is aware in a general way
that in the two centuries following the Conqueror's death

substantial parts of the terra regis were alienated. He has also

been taught that the ' ancient demesne of the crown '—the

manors of St. Edward® or the ' lands with which William I at

the time of the Conquest had endowed the English Crown',^

—

were in a special position—theoretically inalienable and subject

to peculiar customs and immunities. The scale and circum-

stances of the alienations of the early kings have not however
been closely investigated, nor has the doctrine of ancient

demesne been fully checked against the facts of history.

Until the fate of every parcel of the king's demesne in a

number of adjacent counties has been minutely traced, it will of

course be impossible to estimate how much and what kind of

territory the crown chose to part with. We are however

^ Book of Fees, II, 744. For Montfort see also p. 81 above. 2 Feudal

Aids. V, 242. ^ Pugh : Calendar of Antrobus Deeds, No. 28. ^ Ibid. No. 48.

^ Ibid. No. 79. ^ F. A. Crisp (ed.) : Abstracts of Somersetshire Wills, First

Series, 56, 57. ' Sir R. C. Hoare : Modern Wiltshire, Hundred of Amesbury,

81, 82. « Sir F. Pollock and F. W. Maitland : History of English Laiv, I, 399.

^ A. L, Poole : Obligations of Society, 17.
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already in a position to cast some faint shadow of doubt upon
what the lawyers have to tell us about the nature of ancient

demesne. As a manor of St. Edward, Amesbury could not,

according to the theory ultimately evolved, have been lawfully

alienated ; if alienated it should have been subject to resump-

tion ; its tenants should have been tallaged by the king
;
they

should have been quit of suit of shire and hundred. One
suspects that none of this was true of Amesbury. It was alien-

ated ; on the occasions when it was resumed the normal

processes of surrender, forfeiture or escheat sufficiently account

for its resumption ; its tenants are not known to have claimed

any special immunities nor to have laid their grievances before

the king by monstraverunt. New facts may indeed come to

light which will show that there was less divergence from
orthodoxy than now appears. Meanwhile however the history

of Amesbury permits us to question the reliability of the

established dogmas.
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WILTSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL
HISTORY SOCIETY.

SUMMER MEETINGS, 1947.

In addition to the Meetings of the Royal Archaeological

Institute at Salisbury in which our Society was invited to take

part, and which were attended by several of our members, two
single-day excursions were held during the summer.
On July 26th a tour in North Wilts was made, for the

most part arranged by Dr. T. R. Thomson and the Cricklade

Historical Committee. A motor-coach left Swindon at 11.0 a.m.

for Inglesham Church, being joined there by several mero.bers

who had travelled in their own cars. Here they were received

by the Vicar, the Rev. E. Keble, who gave an able and interest-

ing account of this early 13th century church, which happily

remains unspoilt by later restoration and is full of antiquarian

interest. From Inglesham the party, numbering about sixty,

went on to FAIRFORD, and were met at the Church by Mr.
O. G. Farmer, who described the well-known 15th century glass

which is the chief, but by no means the only glory of this fine

building. Mr. Farmer's admirable explanations made clear to

his hearers the ordered plan upon which the windows were
designed and the biblical teaching which it was their purpose

to illustrate.

Leaving Fairford with reluctance the party next visited

Cricklade, where an excellent lunch was served at the White
Hart and White Lion hotels. In the afternoon the members
of the Cricklade Historical Committee took charge and led

parties round the circuit of the ancient walls of the town, the

course of which they had thoughtfully marked out with flags.

This tour also included a visit to Abingdon Court, a 17th

century Manor House, where the occupier kindly allowed the

visitors to see the principal rooms. St. Mary's church was also

visited. Although overshadowed by its statelier neighbour,

St. Sampson's, it has many points of interest, including a fine

churchyard cross, a good Norman chancel arch and a Jacobean

pulpit.

The whole party then assembled in St. Sampson's churchyard

:

and here Dr. Thomson gave an admirable summary of the

history of the church and then pointed out the many interesting

details of its architecture. Additional interest was provided by
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a display arranged in the church of a number of documents and
records connected with the parish. This was greatly appreciated

by many members. Leaving the churchyard by a gateway in

the wall, the party entered the garden of Dr. Thomson's house,

which he and Mrs. Thomson had kindly placed at their disposal

for tea. In these pleasant surroundings the Women's Branch of

the British Legion provided and served an excellent meal, which
everyone enjoyed. This brought to an end a memorable and
successful day.

It only remains to express the gratitude of the Society for the

kindly welcome they received from Cricklade, and for the

admirable arrangements made by Dr. and Mrs, Thomson and
the Committee to ensure an enjoyable and successful meeting.

The second tour was on August 6th, in the BrADFORD-ON-
AVON district. "Here the party assembled at the Saxon Church,

where Mr. A. Percival gave a good account of the building and
its history and then led the way to the Parish Church, whose
points of interest he fully described, ably assisted by Mr. R. T.

Christopher. A move was then made to The Hall—or Kingston

House, as it was formerly called—which was shown by kind

permission of Mr. A. Moulton. The large party, numbering
between eighty and ninety members, was here divided into

three. Mrs. John Moulton kindly conducted the sections in

turn through the main rooms of the house, while Mr. Percival

and Mr. Christopher led the others through the beautiful

grounds and gardens. The Hall is a fine example of the domestic

architecture of the early years of the 17th century, and the main
front, rising above terraced lawns, is imposing.

After lunch at the Granby Hotel, GREAT ChALFIELD
Manor was visited. This is now the property of the National

Trust, but is still occupied by the former owner. Major R. Fuller,

who, with Mrs. Fuller welcomed the visitors and spared no
pains in showing them everything of interest in this fine and
unspoilt example of a 15th century manor house and its pleasant

gardens. The beautiful little church within the Manor grounds
also attracted much attention. The visitors indeed found
difficulty in tearing themselves away, but at last all were on the

road for Chapel Plaister, where Mr. G. Kidston, C.M.G.,
told the story of the vicissitudes through which this charming
little building has passed. As its name indicates, it was originally

a religious foundation, said to have been a hospice and chapel
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for pilgrims on their way to Glastonbury. After the Reform-
ation it fell upon evil times and became an inn, and afterwards

the headquarters of the notorious Wiltshire highwayman,

Boulter. It has now, however, been restored to its original

purpose as a place of worship.

Mr. Kidston then led the party to his home, Hazelbury
Manor, where he and Mrs. Kidston acted as guides, kindly

throwing open the whole house to inspection. They explained

how this Elizabethan manor-house had been rescued by them
from decay and dilapidation and restored to its former dignity

and beauty. Among other details they told how a chance

discovery ot a heap of carved stones in an underground room
had enabled them to rebuild in its original form the great oriel

window, which is one of the finest features of the house.

On leaving Hazelbury a return was made to Bradford, where
tea was provided at the Tudor Cafe and the Swan Hotel. The
day concluded with a visit to the Tithe Barn. Here again Mr.
Christopher and Mr. Percival acted as guides, pointing out the

interesting features of the building and of the old farm imple-

ments (the property of our Society) which are housed there.

The general organisation of this day was admirably under-

taken by the Honorary Secretary, Mr. C. W. Pugh. Very
valuable help in the local arrangements was given by
Mr. R. T. Christopher of Bradford, whose knowledge of the

neighbourhood and helpful advice on matters of detail did much
to ensure the success and smooth running of the meeting.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
The Annual General Meeting of the Society was held at the

Museum, Devizes, on August 7th, 1947. There was a good
attendance of members. The President, Mr. G. M. Young, C.B.,

was in the chair and called upon the Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. W-
Pugh, M.B.E., to read the Annual Report.

ANNUAL REPORT, 1946—7.

Membership. It is gratifying to be able to report a considerable increase in

the membership of the Society. Since the last Annual Meeting 81 new members
have joined, and the total number is now 479, of whom 19 are life-members.

This is an increase of 54 over last year's total, and very nearly, if not quite,

the highest number ever recorded. It seems that interest in the Society is

growing considerably, and that the raising of the subscription last year has

had no deterrent effect. In addition to the subscribing members, there are 26

societies and institutions with whom we exchange publications.

VOL. LIT—CLXXXVII, H
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Interest in the Museum, and the use of the Library, are well maintained

and the number of visitors (l,613j who paid for admission during the year is

well up to the average. This is largely due to the interest and capabilities of

the Caretaker, Mrs. Cole, who not only takes excellent care of the Museum,
but of the visitors as well, and is always ready and willing to give them every

assistance she can. Many visitors have spoken with high appreciation of the

help they have received from her.

The Magazine, under Mr. Brentnall's editorship, continues to maintain its

quality and interest, in spite of the difficulties of printing, which have by no
means disappeared. Members will be glad to note that with the next issue a

better type and a more suitable quality of paper will be introduced.

Gifts. During the year a legacy of £10 from the executors of the late Mr.

C. R. Everett and a generous gift of £100 from Mr. Claud W. Heneage, to be

invested for the benefit of the Society, have been received.

Additions to the Museum and Library have been made during the year, and

are recorded in the Magazine. The thanks of the Society are given to the

donors.

Extension of Premises. The work of adapting 41 Long Street to Museum
purposes was begun in 1946, and all that it was possible to do under licence

has been satisfactorily completed by the contractors (Messrs. L. Maslen & Sons).

The residential flat on the second floor was ready for occupation in March,

and is now let at a rent of £65 a year. Certain other works, including the

construction of communicating doorways, the removal of a partition in this

room where we are now meeting, etc. , have also been done. The remainder

must wait for two things—money and licences. A balance of approximately

£150 remains in the building fund, but this will by no means do all that needs

to be done. The extension of the heating system to the new premises, the

provision of additional show-cases, the re-arrangement of the collections and

extra furniture for the library are matters which must be dealt with as soon

as funds and circumstances allow.

Finance. The accounts for 1946 have been prepared by the Financial

Secretary, Mr. R. D. Owen, and will be submitted to the Meeting. They
show an adverse balance—largely due to some heavy expenses for repairs—of

£14 14s. 6d. ; but this has been extinguished by a generous gift from a donor

who wishes to remain anonymous, who on hearing of the position of affairs

very kindly sent a cheque for £15 to the Honorary Treasurer. The work
done by the Financial Secretary in keeping and preparing the accounts,

collecting subscriptions and especially in dealing with the complicated

business of covenanted subscriptions has greatly increased of late and deserve

the grateful recognition of the Society.

Meetings, etc. In July of this year the Royal Archaeological Institute held

a five-day meeting at Salisbury. This Society was invited to join with them,

and a number of members attended some of their meetings and excursions. At
one of the evening meetings our President, Mr. G. M. Young, C.B., gave an

address on Saxon Wiltshire.

Two single-day meetings of our own Society have also been held, one in the

Cricklade neighbourhood, where the local arrangements were admirably made
by Dr. T. R. Thomson and the Cricklade Historical Committee ; the other in

the Bradford-on-Avon district. An account of these meetings appears

elsewhere.
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This Report would be incomplete without a reference to the grievous losses,

by death or resignation, which the Society has suffered during the year. The
death of Canon E. H. Goddard will be felt by all who knew him as a personal

loss. For over fifty years he was our Honorary Secretary and Editor of the

Magazine. He was President of the Society for the years 1929—31. A typical

example of the best scholars of his generation in the variety of his interests,

he was equally at home amongst prehistoric barrows and mediaeval churches

;

and he was no mean naturalist. His knowledge was matched by his patience.

We owe him a great debt for the hours that he gave up to the dull and thank-

less task of indexing not only the Magazine, but so many of our MSS.. prints

and tracts. But above all he will be remembered for his Wiltshire Bibliography,

in which his scholarship and industry combined to endow us with a work of

reference which is the envy of most other counties. Another loss is that of

Canon H. E. Ketchley, a kind and generous supporter of the Society and an
active member of the Committee for many years.

It is difficult to find words to express the regret that all must feel at the

resignation of the Honorary Curator, Mr. B. H. Cunnington. For two-thirds

of the time that the Society has been in existance he has, with the able assist-

ance of Mrs. Cunnington. devoted his time and energy without stint to the

care and arrangement of our collections, to the remarkably successful organiz-

ation of the annual meetings, and indeed to everything that he felt would
advance the interests and usefulness of the Society. The success of the appeal

for funds to purchase our additional building was largely due to him and is

only one instance of the ability and enthusiasm with which he has worked for

the cause he has so much at heart. Mrs. Cunnington, too, has felt obliged to

resign from the Committee for reasons of health. The splendid work she has

done for Archaeology in general and Wiltshire Archaeology in particular needs

no stressing, for it is known to everyone Her loss will be severely felt and
deeply regretted.

Records Branch. After a war-time hibernation the Records Branch has

resumed its activities. An annual general meeting was held at Trowbridge in

July, and, all being well, a volume will be distributed in November in return

for the subscriptions that were called for earlier in the year.

Natural History. At the beginning of 1946 the Committee considered

suggestions for increasing the activities of this side of the Society's work. A
scheme for forming a Natural History Section was drawn up by Mrs. Egbert

Barnes and a separate Committee formed. The scheme was approved by the

Committee of the Society, and although strictly speaking it requires the sanction

of the General Meeting, it was felt that it should be put into operation as

soon as possible. Mrs. Barnes was therefore given authority by the Committee
to make a start, and this meeting will be asked to endorse their action. A very

good beginning has been made, and there are now 110 members of the Section,

of whom 39 are full members of the Society. Six field meetings have already

been held.

In moving the adoption of the Report and Accounts Col.

R. W. Awdry said it was evident that there was a growing interest

in archaeological and historical matters in the county, and that

the Society would do all that it can to foster and encourage this,

liis motion was seconded by the Rev, E, C. Gardner and carried.

H 2
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The re-election of Mr. G. M. Young as President of the

Society for the ensuing year, proposed by Col. Awdry and

seconded by Mr. H. C. Brentnall, was carried by acclamation,

and the other officers and the Committee were re-elected, with

the addition of Mr. Guy Peirson to the Committee.

Referring to the retirement of Mr. and Mrs. Cunnington,

Mr. Young proposed that they should be elected Honorary
Life-members of the Society, in recognition of their long and

distinguished services, and suggested that, when the new rooms
of the Museum can be brought into use, one room should be

designated " The Cunnington Room " to perpetuate the memory
of this great family of Wiltshire arch^ologists. The suggestion

was supported by Major R. S. A. Williams and others, and was
warmly approved by the meeting.

The number of Trustees of the Society having diminished to

one, the following names were added : Mr. E. C. Barnes, Mr.
Patrick Devlin, K.C., Sir Michael Peto, and Mr. Bonar Sykes.

This concluded the business of the meeting. Tea was then

served in the Hall, and opportunity was given for members to

inspect an interesting exhibition of drawings, prints, maps and
manuscripts which had been arranged in the Library. After

this Mr. G. M. Young delivered his Presidential address on the

subject of " King Arthur

WILTSHIRE PLACE- AND FIELD-NAMES, II.

PN.W,p.85. Parish of Bo;c. WORMECLIFFE. Field area of 12

acres up to W. and S.W. edge of Kingsdown from Wormecliffe

Lane.

Wormecliffe. Ipm. Chanc. Series II, vol. 26 (73), 1511 and, by

inference, so named 1478. See Kidston, ' Manor of Hazelbury ',

p. 95. Wormecliffe. Wilts Ipm. Charles I, p. 91. Wormscliffe,

Manorial Map, 1630.

Wormecliffe. Box Ch. Reg. (Deaths), 1646. Worm Cliff,
6"

Q.S. map. See article, 'Wormecliffe House '. WAM. xlix, 534-6.

Communicated by BRIQADIER E. FELTON FALKNER,
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IN MEMORIAM
EDWARD HUNGERFORD GODDARD.

Canon Edward Hungerford Goddard, F.S.A., died on July

20th, 1947, in the Devizes and District Hospital, where his wife

had died only a few months before. A son and two daughters

survive them. A year earlier they had attained their sixtieth

wedding-day, and a telegram of congratulation from the King

had distinguished the occasion.

Edward Goddard was born at Alderton on January 1st, 1854,

the son of Canon Francis Goddard and the descendant of a long

line of Goddards whose memorials are to be found in many
North Wiltshire churches. His second name, Hungerford,

recalls the marriage of a seventeenth century ancestor with a

daughter of that historic family.

He went to Winchester and thence to Brazenose College,

Oxford, where he took his M.A. in 1879. He held curacies

successively at South Hinksey, St. Mary Magdalene, Oxford,

and Hilmarton, where his father was Vicar. In 1883 he

received the living of Clyffe Pypard, a parish of which John
Goddard of Upper Upham became lay Rector in 1541 by grant

of Henry VIII. The patron was his father's eldest brother who
was the squire of Clyffe, for the manor had passed to the family

even earlier than the advowson. In 1886 he married Elizabeth

Annica Bradford of Adderbury, Oxfordshire, herself descended

from another branch of the Goddard family.^ For a number of

years he was Organizing Secretary for the S.P.G. in the Arch-
deaconry of Wiltshire and a member of the Church Advisory

Committee of the Bristol and Salisbury Dioceses. In 1929 he

received the prebend of Preston in Salisbury Cathedral, retiring

in 1945 with the title of Canon Emeritus. Ten years earlier he

had resigned the living which he held for 52 years and retired

to Red Gables, Devizes, his home for the remainder of his life.

In the pages of this magazine, so long under his control, it is

natural to dwell rather on Canon Goddard's services to our

Society than on his clerical work, for our debt to him is very

great. The words he used 48 years ago in his memorial notice

^ The Editor regrets some inaccuracies which occurred in the obituary notice

of Mrs. Goddard in the June Magazine. Mrs. Goddard was descended from
the Goddards through her grandmother, eldest child of the Rev. Edward
Goddard of Clyffe Pypard and wife of James Bradford of Swindon. Her death

took place on March 6th and in hospital, as stated above, not in her own home.
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of A. C. Smith, who preceded him as Editor, apply with even
greater force to his own case.

'

' He was an admirable example of a type of country clergyman which, from

one cause or another, was more frequent in the last generation than it is now,

and bids fair to become rarer still as time goes on, to the very real loss,

it can hardly be doubted, both of the Church and the country at large.

He was a born naturalist, and the circumstances of his life made him an

archaeologist too ..."

Goddard's love for natural history grew steadily throughout

his schooldays at Winchester. Oxford added a new interest in

the shape of geology, though his academic concern was with

the classics and modern history. His first articles on archaeo-

logical subjects were written from Hilmarton, and doubtless he

will chiefly be remembered as an archaeologist and antiquarian.

But those who knew his Vicarage garden will think of him as

a botanist who made the soil of that Wiltshire Undercliff the

home of every pleasing plant, native or foreign, that could be

coaxed to grow there. He knew the flora of Western Europe,

the Alps and parts of the Mediterranean almost as intimately

as that of his native land.

Born in the year that saw the first essays of our Society, he

was for most of his life closely associated with its fortunes.

An entry in his father's account-book records payment of

Edward's entrance fee in April, 1877, and seventy years later he

was still a member. In 1882 he was elected to the Committee
and in 1890 became General Secretary and Editor. In 1909 he

accepted the charge of the Library as well and continued in

these three offices till 1942. No one could have rendered more
indefatigable service or laid the Society under greater obliga-

tions than he in the support of that triple burden, assumed, in

part at least, with all the vigour of a man of thirty-six and only

laid down at the age of eighty-eight.

Once, and only once, in the fifty-two years of his ministration

did the Magazine fail to appear, and that was in the stress of

the first world war. Half the long row of volumes in which

the products of Wiltshire record and research are bound
testify alike to his editorial zeal and the merit of his personal

contributions. Next only to that achievement came his work
in the Library. Other heads and hands have played their

valued part in its organization, but Goddard's labours there

will be remembered as long as the collection exists. The more
we use it, the more we are impressed by the evidence of his
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handiwork and of his clear conception of such a Hbrary's true

purpose. Of his secretaryship no such enduring memorials

remain, but his generous interpretation of his duties made him
an untiring figure at all meetings of the Society, and his

intimate knowledge of his native county, its churches, its great

houses and all its things of note, made his services and his

influence invaluable. In 1927 he was elected to the Society of

Antiquaries, a recognition of his long devotion to the cause of

Wiltshire antiquities. Not all who are admitted to that

fellowship earn the privilege by comparable deserts. Goddard
was already seventy-three, and his reputation rested securely

on the work of a lifetime—or what is commonly so accounted.

The fullest list of his contributions to local knowledge is

contained in the indexes of this magazine

—

si 7nonumentum
quaeris, inspice. Indeed those indexes themselves, compiled by
his own hand or under his direction, illustrate the particular

value of so much of Goddard's work—an immense capacity for

the unspectacular, patient assembling of those essential clues

without which knowledge is lost in the labyrinth of print.

When he became Editor it was the practice to produce a

modest index of some 60 or 70 pages in every eighth volume at

an average interval of twelve years. That practice was not

immediately abandoned ; but when Goddard discovered that an

adequate index to his first eight volumes ran to 170 pages, a

change of policy became inevitable. To the last his indexes

retained a fullness which excites, under present conditions,

more envy than emulation.

Two of his compilations were designed for the long contem-

plated and still unrealised Victoria County History of Wiltshire

but have seen publication in other forms. His List of Wiltshire

Antiquities ("Goddard's List") appeared in W.A.M., xxxviii,

(1913) and at once became authoritative. His Wiltshire

Bibliography, issued by the County Education Committee in

1929, has proved of the greatest service to investigators. A
task which occupied him as early as 1891 and as late as 1934

was a glossary of the Wiltshire dialect, begun in association

with G. E. Dartnell and concluded by an edition of his brother,

the Rev. C. V. Goddard's, collection made in South Wilts.

The earlier material was embodied in Wright's great English

Dialect Dictionary (1898-1905). Few had a better knowledge
of the subject than the Canon, and we recall with saddened
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pleasure his gift for telling Wiltshire stories in the speech of

its people. Another undertaking to which he returned again

and again was a catalogue of Bronze Age implements in the

county, and his last contribution to this magazine, published

on the eve of his retirement in 1942, was a list of Old Glass in

Wiltshire Churches, as one of his earliest had been a survey of

the county's Church Plate (W.A.M.. xxvi).

Endowed so preeminently with the instincts of a systematic

collector, we need not wonder that Goddard found little time

for more original topics. The obiter scripta of his editorial work
reveal a sound critical judgement which he rarely employed on
a wider scale ; but his two Presidential Addresses of 1930 and
1931 show that he could break new ground with interesting

results. His geological comment, for instance, on Aubrey's

remark, " The soil of North Wilts is sour, and it breeds a sour

theology ", deserves a wider currency.

The first world war with its disastrous consequences struck

a heavy blow at such societies as ours. The generation

vanished that should have succeeded to the burdens of its

seniors, and for the Old Guard there came no discharge.

Goddard's loyalty forbade his resignation while younger men
were unavailable and strength remained. The ranks of the

Old Guard are thinner still to-day, and there are posts

unmanned ; but reinforcements are perhaps in sight, coming
in increasing numbers from the Natural History side.

Such prospect of support would have pleased no one more
than Goddard, the naturalist who later turned to antiquarian

pursuits. His appeal for " young blood " in the first of his

Presidential Addresses has waited seventeen years for a

response, to find it unexpectedly in the midst of a second and

still greater cataclysm. But we need not speculate upon the

causes. It is Canon Goddard who concerns us here—the
Wiltshireman, the trusted guide and devoted servant of our

Society, the genial, modest student, the " dear old Goddard
"

of his nearer contemporaries, the revered authority whose
generous help was at the call of every serious worker in the

wide fields that he had made his own.

It would have been a task after his own heart to produce a list

of the past members of this Society whom we should most delight

to honour—Had he not known them all? To that unwritten

roll we add his name, last in time but among the first in merit.
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WILTSHIRE BOOKS, PAMPHLETS AND ARTICLES.
[The Editor invites all who are in a position to do so to assist in making

the record under this heading as complete as possible. Books sent for review

pass eventually to the Museum Library, an extensive collection of Wiltshire

material to which such additions are particularly welcome.]

Odium V. Stratton. Vcrtabim Report of Proceedings. The Wiltshire

Gazette Office [no date]

.

This trial opened on June 21st in the King's Bench Division before Lord

Justice Atkinson and judgement was given in the last week of July, 1946.

The publishers preface the 588 pages of small type with an apology for the

hasty preparation of the volume ' owing to the extreme urgency of the public-

ation ' but leave us to surmise the reason for that urgency.

The case was a libel action brought by the former owner of the Manor Farm,

Manningford Bohune, against the Chairman of the Wiltshire War Agricultural

Executive Committee for an alleged defamatory statement made in 1943 by

the Committee's Chief Executive Officer, for which the Chairman accepted

responsibility. Judgement was given for the plaintiff, who was awarded his

costs and £500 damages.

Few, if any, are likely to read as much of the evidence as the writer of this

notice has done—a boast which contains no element of pride. But the layman
can learn from it a great deal about modern farming practice under war condi-

tions. The interest of the case runs largely on the fact that Mr. R. S. Hudson,
the purchaser of the farm and one of the principal witnesses, was also at the

date of the offence the Minister for Agriculture.

On the various matters of importance that emerged Lord Atkinson's judge-

ment will prove the readiest source of information, and to this the curious

inquirer should turn without delay. A full and pointed discussion of all the

implications may be found in various American magazines.

Marlborough College Natural History Report for 1946. This Report of

42 pages is thicker by 18 pages than the last and contains moreover 6 plates,

nearly all of excellent quality. This marks another welcome step in the pain-

ful advance towards the amplitude of the pre-war records.

The new President, Mr. J. H. Halliday, pays a well-deserved tribute to his

predecessor, Mr. Guy Peirson, whom we have recently welcomed to our own
Committee. A short note on a distinguished Old Marlburian, the late Professor

Stanley Gardiner, follows. The Bird List records the appearance of buzzards

in the district, where one was stupidly shot. The winter waxwing invasion

did not miss Marlborough. A revised Handlist of local flowering plants is

promised for the present year. After a long interval a short Malacological List

appears.

Among mammals we find stoats increasing at the expense of weasels, and a

red squirrel was seen in Savernake Forest, where the grey have suffered a

welcome setback.

An account of the marsh warbler, illustrated by 4 plates, forms an interest-

ing article. It is the first record of the species in Wiltshire since 1922, but

the precise locality is prudently withheld.

An analysis of Marlborough weather for the last 80 years from the Society's

records shows that the weather of 1911 was the best recorded and that of 1920

the worst, though the palm for summer rain is given to 1924. The account for
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1946 closes with a reference to a great concourse of alto-cumulus castellatus

clouds on July 26th. ' The visit of these rare and lovely little forms was the

most interesting event of the season '.

Devizes in 1788. Notes and Queries, May 3rd and 17th, 1947, printed in 2

parts an article mainly consisting of the MS. ' Recollections of F. J. Hayes ',

one of 10 Irish boys, mostly from County Cork, who were at a school of 40 boys

kept by a rigid Independent named Fenner near St. John's Church.

Hayes gives a list of the ushers and of the boys in his time, the most notable

of whom was Henry Crabb Robinson, the diarist, who was a nephew of Fenner's

wife and afterwards described the school as a small and very inferior academy,

where, as there was little to learn, he learnt little. Hayes has something to

say of Devizes, the clothier business of the Ansties, the inns, schools and
churches, the ' Green fair ', the Ruth Pierce inscription and another cautionary

obelisk in St. John's churchyard recording a disaster that befell a party of

children who ventured out on Drew's pond in beer-coolers on a Sunday evening

;

and finally of the substantial Bancroft charities. The account of the diet and

discipline of Fenner's establishment in no way contradicts Crabb Robinson's

opinion of it. B. HOWARD CUNNINGTON.

Dowsing ; by Guy Underwood, No. 6. Archaeology and Dowsing.
Reprinted from the Journal of the British Society of Dowsers, vol, vii, June, 1947.

"There are two kinds of archaeologists", says Mr. Underwood, "—the
' student ' and the ' field ' archaeologist. The field archaeologist does all the

work and makes all the discoveries. The student sits at home in comfort and

contradicts him. I am a field archaeologist !

'

'

Then let Mr. Underwood do all the talking. This, in brief, is what he says

:

There is no obvious visible factor common to all prehistoric sacred sites

which will explain their location. Why do long barrows vary in their orient-

ation ? Why are they not all in prominent positions ? Why do most stone

circles lie high, but some on low ground ? Why are round barrows found at

all heights and often in straggling lines? Some cogent reason must have

decided their position.

M. Louis Merle called attention in 1933 to the apparent association of

underground streams with prehistoric sites. He stated that burial mounds and

menhirs in France are always located in the fork of two such streams crossing

(at different levels) or joining, usually in association with a third ; that the

Carnac alignments are set between roughly parallel underground streams, and

that linear mounds at Reilhac (Lot) follow the lines of a complex of streams.

Capt. F. L. M. Boothby, R.N., made a similar discovery in this country

in 1935. He found that all barrows, round or long, lie over streams ; that at

Stonehenge a stream runs under the Altar stone. Slaughter stone and Hele

stone and down the Avenue, and that several streams cross at Silbury.

The late Reginald Smith of the British Museum, Director of the Society

of Antiquaries, affirmed in a lecture to the Society of Dowsers in 1939 that

many prehistoric monuments are cited on ' blind ' springs (i.e. springs that

never reach the surface) . Among his instances were Figsbury, Stonehenge,

Woodhenge, Avebury (with four such springs) and the Sanctuary.

Mr. Underwood has himself tested many of the examples quoted by Boothby
and Reginald Smith and confirms their statements. His figures show under-

ground water-flows crossing under, or radiating from, prehistoric sites in three
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counties, including Lugbury, Lanhill, Stonehenge and Woodhenge in Wiltshire.

He also examined the Winterbourne Stoke group of barrows and found water-

bearing fissures crossing and connecting them.
*' Sooner or later ", he ends, " some broad-minded antiquary with weight in

the councils of the mighty will investigate the facts and bring them to the

notice of his brother dignitaries in so persuasive a manner that some will accept

them. Such a storm will then arise among the archaeological tea-cups as will,

I think, be long remembered !

"

We can only await that festive hour.

The Great Chartulary of Glastonbury. Vol. 1. Edited by Dom Aelred
Watkin. Somerset Records Society, 1947. (Printed for private subscribers

only) . This admirable volume appears in quarto form with a paper cover. It

consists of Ixxxix + xviii + 248 (= 355) pages and contains the first half of the

text—documents of a more general character. Deeds relating to the various

properties, the foundation charters of the Abbots' anniversaries and the index

to both volumes will appear in the second.

Wiltshire has a particular interest in this publication, since the MS., which

dates from the 14th century, belongs to the Longleat collection of the Marquess

of Bath. Moreover about one seventh of the entries refer to Wiltshire lands

and people. But Wiltshire is so far represented by only ten subscribers. The
appearance of the first volume with the promise of a still more interesting one

to follow may induce others to support the undertaking. The subscription

remains at the original figure of two guineas for the whole work, and the address

to which it should be sent is The Secretary, the Somerset Record Society, East

Brent, Somerset.

In this volume a descriptive analysis precedes the actual text and serves as

an invaluable guide to the contents. It avoids technicalities as far as possible

and often extends to an English version of the document. The story, for

instance, of the translation of the bones of King Arthur and Queen Guinevere

and the lavish openhandedness adopted to secure a favourable decision from

Edward III, when he and Queen Philippa were the guests of the Abbey, are

related almost as fully in English as in the Latin.

A Voyage to India. Under the title " One Generation Passeth Away . . .

G.K.M. (Col. Godfrey Maurice of Marlb6rough) contributed to Blackwood's

for July, 1947, a letter written by his grandmother, Mary Molesworth, from

India recounting her adventures on the passage out in the winter of 1829-30.

There is an account of Madeira, where the English merchants dispensed '* a

princely hospitality though the island was in " a wretched condition " with

Popery in full vigour and an arbitrary government assisted by the Inquisition.

The voyage was resumed under convoy, for the seas south of Madeira were a

favourite cruising ground for pirates. A girl of 19 may be excused for some

vagueness about their course, and it is easier to understand how the Lady

Holland missed Trinidad (presumably the desert island of that name) than why
she hit South Africa. The emotions of the ensuing shipwreck are remembered

in tranquillity and told with much self-effacement. Help soon arrived from

Cape Town, 40 miles to the south, where the shipwrecked company were most

hospitably entertained. The voyage was completed in a vessel chartered for

the purpose, which carried for the needs of the party the kind of farmyard that

wc associate with the sea-travel of the Swiss Family Robinson.
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The Swindon Review. No. 3. December, 1947. Published by the

Libraries, Museum, Arts and Music Committee of the Swindon Town Council.

Price 2/6d.

This annual appears with undiminished vigour and in form and contents at

least equals its predecessors. The cover with its workshops and speeding train

and its background of an earthwork-topped hill expresses emblematically the

mood of much that lies behind it, for those in Swindon who have eyes to see

lift them most often to the downs for the peace their streets and engine-shops

deny them. They rarely turn to the Vale, where also they might find it.

The reproduction of Wilson Steer's ' Boats in Harbour ' makes a most attrac-

tive frontispiece. We envy Swindon the possession of the original. That the

town has artists of its own the illustrations make abundantly clear in drawings,

photographs and lino-cuts. C. S. Wheeler's photograph of beeches at Lidiard

Tregoze may have a stronger appeal for some than his evening view, for all its

heaven-sent swan.

Recollections of Porthleven long ago seem to explain why P. T. Pearce turned

his camera seaward, but even so his view was obscured by a most regrettable

tower. When he really gets down to the shore the result is wholly pleasing.

The prose and verse show interesting variety. H. S. Tullamy contributes a

sympathetic study of Alfred Williams, and N. W. Jones an imagined glimpse

of Cobbett slightly overburdened by its setting. Pure fiction appears rather in

sketches than in short stories—and not all are easy reading—but N. Robson's

sea-tragedy is a genuine story with a convincing technical background. Among
the poets Edith Parker has a strong competitor in Phyllis Warminger. Their

respective attitudes to the fall of the year invite comparison.

To name a few is not in any way to condemn the rest : we congratulate the

editors on finding material so uniform in quality to fill their handsomely

printed pages.

The Official Guide to Marlborough, Wilts, and District. Published by

the Century Press Ltd. [No, date]—It wouldn't have ! but it has just appeared.

Let us begin by commending the photographic illustrations. They are good

—

sometimes very good, and we are told who took them. But the text is anony-

mous, and on that we may congratulate the author.

He describes himself as "we who know Marlborough so well ". but he makes
no mention of its Elizabethan architecture and merely names its churches. He
is unaware that the Wilts, Berks and Hants County Paper and the Marlborough

Times are one journal. He regards Preshute as a separate village and describes

its church, rebuilt in 1854, as " one of the finest examples of Norman archi-

tecture in Wiltshire ". When knowledge fails, he takes refuge in superlatives.

Residents in Marlborough would not care to claim that " possibly no town in

England is better known to-day ".

As he goes further afield his statements grow wilder. " Ramsbury breathes

the true spirit of prehistoric Wiltshire, for the place was originally a cathedral

city called Ravensburg ". East Kennett church, restored beyond recognition

in 1864, is still " a lovely little thirteenth century church ". Temple Farm
(Preshute) is made to lie in Ogbourne St. Andrew parish. " The great barn ''

of Wulfhall '

' was burnt out in the Great Rebellion, and only blackened ruins

now remain " The oldest showpiece " of Winterbourne Bassett " is the stone

circle in the fields of Manor Farm nearby the church ". Of the circle which is

nowhere near the church, three scattered stones remain. To Mildenhall alone
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of the villages is reserved the solemn announcement that it " has a post office

At Avebury he finds only " about twenty of the stones standing " and knows
nothing of Mr. Keiller's disinterments. In Fyfield " there are scattered innumer-

able sarsen stones which . . . mysterious forebears of ours built into some
kind of temple ". Of St. Martin's, Chisbury, he says merely " a farm hereabouts

has an old chapel for a barn ". But protest is breathless before this astonish-

ing statement :
" Tidcombe is near the celebrated Wansdyke, that famous

Roman road which connected Bristol with Savernake in the old days, and which

was fortified at various intervals by blockhouses

Yet we must in fairness apportion the blame. The title-page carries these

words : Issued by authority of the Marlborough Borough Council and the Marl-

borough and Ramsbury Rural District Council.
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Notes.

Report on Hair from the Barrows of Winterslow.
In 1844 the Rev. A. B. Hutchins described the opening of a bell-

barrow at Winterslow Hut (Archaeological Journal, I (1846),

156) . Among the objects discovered in the secondary interment

was a fluted bronze razor and a substance which was considered

to be hair, an interesting association of objects, since razors are

but rarely found in urns (W.A.M., xliii, 321; xlviii, 174, foot-

notes) . A specimen of the fibrous material is in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford, and a photograph appears in the paper by
Mr. F. Stevens and Dr. J. F. S. Stone (W.A.M., xlviii, 174). As
pointed out by these authors, in view of the wide-spread modern
custom of keeping the hair of the dead as a memento, it is not

inconceivable that hair should be removed before cremation

and later placed in the urn with other objects. The identity of

the fibres, however, has never been definitely established, and in

view of modern facilities it is of interest to establish whether
or no the material is hair, and if so of what origin. By the

kindness of Mr. R. J. C. Atkinson of the Ashmolean Museum
it has been possible to examine a number of fibres.

The material was i to f of an inch long, dark brown in colour

and very brittle. The diameters of the fibres varied consider-

ably. Microscopic examination showed that the finer fibres

were portions from the tip or were fragments resulting from
longitudinal splitting of the fibres. Many of the finer fibres

were non-medullated, i.e., did not possess a central core or

pith of air-filled cells, while others had a very small ' pinhole

'

medulla. Coarser fibres were much more heavily medullated.

It was not possible to obtain a cast of the surface scale structure

owing to the brittleness of the fibres. Direct observation of

the surface of bleached fibres could be carried out, however,

and, although the scale structure had largely disintegrated, there

were traces of an irregular annular pattern.

The micro-structure of the fibres in the longitudinal and
transverse plane, together with the nature and distribution of

the pigment show that the hair is of human origin. The fibres

examined had the characteristics of hair from the eyebrow and
appear to be representative of the specimen in the Ashmolean
Museum. The total quantity of hair is more than could be

obtained from the eyebrows of one individual, which precludes

the deceased as the sole origin, an interesting result iri vi^w
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of the present day custom among certain Eastern peoples of

shaving the eyebrows as a sign of mourning (Mr. F. Stevens,

private communication).

This examination was carried out at the suggestion of Mr.
L. V. Grinsell, F.S.A., whom I wish to thank for his interest in

the work.

J. L. STOVES, M.Sc, Ph.D.,

Oxhey, Herts.

Edington and Cranborne Manor. In the north and
south porches of Cranborne Manor, added in the time of James I,

there are niches with shell canopies. Niches of the same type

are built against the outside wall of the north transept of

Edington Church, and there are two more in the Old Monastery
Garden.

During the first half of the 17th century Edington Priory was
the home of Lady Ann Beauchamp, a grand-daughter of the

Duke of Norfolk. Her garden included a part of the present

churchyard, as well as the Old Monastery Garden. Canon
Jackson in his article (W.A.M. xx, 291) states that her coat of

arms was then (in 1870) still visible over an archway in the

garden. This archway is of a simple classical design, though it

has suffered at the hands of some later Victorian ' improver

From these classical details it seems probable that Edington

Priory and Cranborne Manor were being beautified about the

same time in the then new and fashionable style.

D. U. SETH-SMITH.

The Botany of the Saxon Charters. Mr. Grose's

article in the June Magazine was the first of its kind and aroused

evident interest. The only criticisms that have reached the

Editor are concerned with the Saxon text, for which Mr. Grose
was not responsible.

On page 561 the first instance of ' apple ' is due, Mr. G. M.
Young points out, to the old confusion between p and w in the

Runic script. The true reading in the Alton bounds is %welford,
' the ford of the spring Unfortunately the error has been
adopted in the 6-inch Ordnance map.

Eleheme (page 571) can only, says Mr. Young, mean an olive-

tree and never an elm. But somewhere in the charters the form
elestybb occurs. Must we, with the dictionaries, translate it
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' olive-stump ' ? Elebeme is clearly a late form, and of either

word it looks as if the first component is a corruption of ellen,

the elder tree.

For hleadreadan beam, on page 574, Mr. Young proposes hleed-

redan beam, ' the laddered tree as the simplest emendation.

The tree may have been provided with notches or other aids to

climbing. Perhaps, like an oak which lately stood in another

part of Savernake Forest, it regularly held a bees' nest with

alluring honeycombs.

Risthysel, on page 579, should be risthyfel, another confusion

of two similar letters. Here Mr. Young's correction merely

substitutes ' a reed-bed ' for a ' rank growth of reeds '.

Col. Kennedy Shaw draws attention to ' a remarkable instance

of botanical continuity which does not appear in Mr. Grose's

interesting article '. The reason for the omission was the vague-

ness of the wording. It is the old problem of the Fovant charter

first raised by Dr. Clay in 1935. Perhaps we can throw some
new light on it.

The landmark is given as ceaster blasdbyrig. Dr. Grundy has

translated it
' the Chester camp where the flowers grow ', and

the camp is quite certainly Chiselbury, an earthwork to which,

on external evidence only. Dr. Clay assigned an Early Iron Age
date. His trenching in 1923 yielded no tool or potsherd of any

description (W.A.M. xlvii, 20). Whatever a ' Chester camp'
might be, Chiselbury can have no Roman nor even Romano-
British associations. But we may divide the Saxon name other-

wise and read ceasterblced byrig, ' Chesterflower camp ', as

Grundy implied when he quotes the hamlet of Chesterblade

near Shepton Mallet (Arch. Journal, vol. 76, p. 194. We need

not concern ourselves with Ekwall's ingenious explanation of

that name in DEPN). But we have to ask what the ' chester-

flower ' was.

The answer of Dr. Clay and CoL Kennedy Shaw is clear. It

is the bay-rose willow-herb, which grows pertinaciously on a

number of sites in S. Wilts and grew in one particular patch

just outside Chiselbury year by year. The interior of the camp
had long been under cultivation, and Col Kennedy Shaw reports

that the recent drive for arable has unfortunately destroyed the

colony outside it. The evidence has disappeared.

But why should the willow-herb be called the chesterflower ?

It will be remembered that this same plant was one of the first
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to colonise the bombed sites of London after the bHtz. May it

not have been associated by the Saxons with the ruins of Roman
cities ? Ceasterhlgsd will not be found in the dictionaries, but

ceastersesc and ceasterwyrt are there. Both occur in Saxon
medical treatises, and both are translated ' black hellebore

That plant, the Christmas rose, can hardly have been seen in

this country in Saxon times : it is a native of S.E. Europe. But
the stinking hellebore may possibly be native in this island and
has similar medical properties. Mr. Grose considers it a likely

plant to infest ruined places and reports it abundant amongst
the ruins of Clarendon Palace. It seems possible, therefore, that

it earned the name of ' chesterwort ' for the same reason as is

here suggested for the willow-herb. The other name, ' chester-

ash ', is more difficult, and it may be permissible to question its

identity with the hellebore, which has few points of resemblance

with a forest tree. Other suggestions would be welcome.

There is still the question whether the willow-herb could

persist so long in one place. Mr. Grose's article showed that

a number of trees, and even the humble dock, are to be found

to-day where their kind occurred in Saxon times. And that,

perhaps, is all we ask of the chesterflower—a recurrence, if not

a continuity. But it is a point on which the botanists will

not pronounce. Their records do not cover the requisite

millenium. H. C. B.

Note. On the previous page the name " rose-bay " appears inverted. The
sheet was printed off before the mistake was detected.

VOL. LII—CLXXXVIl. I
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WILTSHIRE OBITUARIES.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL WILLIAM FLEETWOOD FULLER,

D.S.O., T.D., D.L., J.P., of Neston Park, died at Bath on August
18th, 1947, at the age of 81. He was unmarried.

The second son of George Pargiter Fuller, Liberal M.P. for

West Wilts 1883-1895, he was born in 1865 and educated at

Winchester. He went to live in London and kept at Brentford

a private pack of beagles from 1886 to 1899. From 1899 till

1905 he was Master of the N. Bucks Harriers. He also took up
coaching and drove a four-in-hand to Oxford, Brighton and
other destinations. Thereafter he subscribed to the V.W.H.
coach which ran from Salisbury to Bath. In 1905 he became
joint-Master of the Cattistock and in 1910 Master of the

V.W.H. (Cricklade).

He served through the first world war with the Wiltshire

Yeomanry, a regiment which had always numbered at least one
Fuller in its mess. Twice mentioned in despatches and awarded
the D.S.O. in 1918, he served thereafter in the Army of Occu-
pation, commanding his regiment from 1921 to 1924.

On his father's death in 1927 Col. Fuller returned from
Cricklade to Neston Park, his elder brother having died in 1915.

But he had already interested himself in public affairs. He
represented Corsham on the Wilts County Council from 1922

to 1946. He served on many committees and spoke his mind
with a freedom that offended no one, for his courtesy and kind-

liness and his single-minded devotion to the public interest were
known and esteemed by all. Few of his later colleagues could

have supposed that so much vigour and alertness were to be

associated with an age already so far advanced. His interests

were manifold, but Neston had the warmest place in his heart,

and it is there, perhaps, among his old tenants and workmen
that the loss of Colonel " Willie " Fuller will be most keenly

felt.

Obits. : Times, August 19th. ; Wiltshire Gazette, August 21st.

;

Wiltshire Times. August 23rd, 1947.

THE REV. JOSEPH MACDOUGALL LUPTON, B.D., died at

Marlborough September 8th, 1947, aged 80. The eldest son of

the Rev. J. ,H. Lupton, D.D., Sur-master of St. Paul's School,

he was educated at St. Paul's, Eton and King's College, Cam-
bridge. Appointed to Marlborough College 1891, he took orders

in 1895 and obtained his B.D. in 1908. On his retirement from
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Marlborough in 1927 he became Vicar of Savernake and Chap-
lain to the Hospital but was forced by serious illness to resign

in 1934. Thereafter he did much work in numerous parishes

extending thereby the esteem in which he had always been

locally held.

Obits. : Times, Sept. 10th
;
Marlborough Times, Sept. 12th, 1947.

SIR WALTER GALPIN ALCOCK, Mus. Doc, organist of Sahs-

bury Cathedral from 1917 to the present year, died at his

home in the Close, September 11th, 1947, aged 85. A scholar

at the age of 15 of what afterwards became the Royal College

of Music and already a professor of the organ in 1893, he took

his doctorate at Durham in 1905. One of the foremost musical

figures of the country in the present century, he had the rare

distinction of playing at Westminster Abbey for three coron-

ation services. Lady Alcock, the daughter of the Rev. C. H.

Lucas survives him with a son and five daughters.

Obits. : Wiltshire Gazette, September 18th ; Diocesan Gazette,

October, 1947.

THE VERY REVEREND EDWARD LOWRY HENDERSON,
Dean Emeritus of Salisbury, died at Abingdon September
26th, 1947. Born in 1873 the son of P. L. Henderson of Kings-

bury, he was educated at Radley and Oriel College Oxford,

where he took honours in Modern History. For a time he

was at Oxford House and later at Wells Theological College.

Ordained to the curacy of Limehouse in 1899, he became succes-

sively Vicar of St. James's, Derby, Rector of Lowestoft, Canon
of Gloucester, Provost of Edinburgh Cathedral, Dean of St.

Alban's and Rector of the Abbey church there. In 1935 he was
made Dean of Sarum, a post which he resigned in 1943 to make
room, as he said, for a younger man. He married in 1907 Sibyl

Marjory, daughter of Prebendary Bernard Reynolds, by whom
he had four children.

At Salisbury he did much to build up the Society of Friends

of the Cathedral. By his efforts a fund of over £10,000 was
raised from all parts of the world to make the spire " safe ", if

that may be, " for all time He was Chairman of the Governors

of the Godolphin School. The friend especially of all who
worked in the Cathedral precincts, he was a well-known and
respected figure far beyond the confines of the Close.

Obits : Timej, September 30th; Wiltshire Gazette, October 2nd;

Diocesan Gazette, October, 1947,
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THE RT. HON. THOMAS HORATIO NELSON, FOURTH EARL
NELSON OF TRAFALGAR AND MERTON, BARON NELSON OF
THE NILE AND OF BURNHAM THORPE, died at Salisbury

September 30th 1947, aged 89. He was unmarried and is

succeeded by his brother, the Hon. Edward Agar Horatio Nelson,
two years his junior.

Lord Nelson was descended in the male line from the Admiral's

sister, on whose issue the British titles devolved by special

remainder. He joined at an early age the Church of Rome, into

which he was received by the future Cardinal Newman. He
inherited the family honours and estates on the death of his

father, the third earl, in 1913 and had since lived quietly at

Trafalgar House.

Under a recent Act of Parliament the " perpetual " pension

of £5000 will cease with the life of the present holder of the

title. The same Act frees Trafalgar House and the Standlynch

estates from the original ban on alienation.

Obits. : Times, October 1st ; Wiltshire Gazette, October 2nd,

1947.

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL JOHN MONTAGUE BENETT-STAN-
FORD of Pythouse, Tisbury, died November 18th, 1947, in his

78th year. Born in 1870, he was educated at Eton. He joined

the Wiltshire Militia in 1888, was gazetted to the Royal
Dragoons in 1890 and saw active service on the Indian Frontier

(1896-7), in Egypt (1897) and in South Africa (1898-1902).

On retiring from the Regular forces he entered the Wiltshire

Yeomanry but rejoined the army for service in the first world

war.

He represented Heytesbury on the Wiltshire County Council

from 1904 to 1929 and became an Alderman. He was a member
of the Wiltshire Standing Joint Committee and a J. P. of Wilts

and Dorset, served on the Mere and Tisbury Rural District

Council and the Avon and Stour Catchment Board and was
President of the Hindon Fellowship Club. He was in his day

a big game hunter and devoted to all kinds of field sports. In

later life he developed an increasing interest in the antiquities

of the County, possessing an intimate knowledge of the local

history of South Wiltshire, in which his family has played a

considerable part since the 15th century. He regretted, indeed,

the addition to an honoured name and preferred to be known
as John Benett of Pythouse,
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He married Evelyn, only daughter of Captain Burshall Helme
of Bishopstrow House, who survives him. There were two
children of the marriage, a son who was killed in the first world

war and a daughter who died in childhood.

Obit. : Wiltshire Gazette, November 20th, 1947.

BRIGADIER ROBERT TOWNSEND HAMMICK, D.S.O., died

at West Tisbury November 26th, 1947. He was born in 1892,

the only son of the late W. M. Hammick of Mompesson
House, Salisbury, and educated at Marlborough and the R.M.A.
Woolwich. In the 1914-18 war he was five times mentioned in

despatches and received the D.S.O. and the Order of the Nile

(3rd class). He held various commands in this country from
1931 till he retired in 1938 only to return to the Army on the

outbreak of the new war. He was Deputy Lieutenant for

Wiltshire, County Commandant in 1942 of the Army Cadet
Force and later Chairman of the County Committee. He was
a keen politician in the Conservative interest and busied him-
self in the affairs of the Salisbury Infirmary.

Obit. : Wiltshire Gazette, December 4th, 1947.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS TO THE COUNTY RECORD OFFICE,
COUNTY HALL, TROWBRIDGE.

[We are glad to give space to this list, the first to be issued by the County
Archivist, Mr. M. G. Rathbone.]

The Savernake Collection : comprising deeds, vouchers, letters, papers and
other documents relating to estates chiefly in Wiltshire, the property of the

Brudenell-Bruce family of Savernake, Marquesses of Ailesbury. (The greater

part of a collection previously at Tottenham House, Savernake Forest)

.

Report of the Rev. Edward Duke on the charities pertaining to the County
of Wilts, 1828.

Eleven documents, chiefly manorial rolls, relating to Brigmerston and else-

where in Wilts, 1600-1819.
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Six documents, chiefly manorial rolls relating to Stockton and elsewhere in

Wilts, 1571-1788.

Twenty-three membranes, being presentments and recognisances of the

Justices in Quarter Sessions, c. 1710.

Manor of Everleigh, Wilts. Draft copy of view of frank-pledge held 4th

October, 1720, and court baron held 11th October, 1720.

Eight deeds chiefly relating to property in Poulshot, Bishops Cannings and
Devizes, 15th cent,-1694.

Court book of the manor of Enford ; four boxes of deeds of the Hussey and
Hussey-Freke families relating to property in Salisbury and Highworth, and a

map of Highworth, c.1780.

Several small collections of deeds and other documents relating to estates

in Wiltshire including references to the Fox and Thistlethwaite families, 16th-

19th cents.

Confirmation concerning the Church and Monastery of Stanley in Bremhill,

Wilts, 14th cent.

Two copies of contracts for the redemption of land tax in Lacock, dated

23rd February, 1799, and 14th July, 1803.

About 250 documents, chiefly deeds and letters relating to properties of

the Fox family in Winterslow, Foxley, Norton, Winterbourne, Grittenham,

Berwick Bassett, Pewsey, Nether Seagry, Bishopstone and Brinkworth in

Wilts, and Watchfield in Berks, 16th-19th cents., including a Rental of the

Lordship of Bishopstone, 1535.

Six documents, five being copies of court rolls of the manor of Chisenbury

dated 1698-1770 recording admissions to property within the manor and the

sixth a notice for rents due at Chisenbury, 1832.

Two documents pertaining to the manor of Charnham Street, Wilts ; one a

summons to the bailiff for a court baron to be held 30th April, 1753, dated

14th April, 1753, and the other an incomplete record of that court baron.

Fourteen deeds relating to property in Katherine Street, Salisbury, 1681-1819.

A collection of twenty-seven manorial and other documents relating to

Urchfont, Eastcott and Wedhampton, 1384-1928.

A collection of translations and transcriptions of Wiltshire documents con-

cerning Ogbourne St. George, Pewsey, All Cannings, Clarendon Park and

Britford compiled by W. C. Hardy.

Copy of House of Commons return and digest concerning endowed charities

of the parish of Corsham, 1904.

Twenty-one documents, chiefly bonds relating to Wiltshire places including

Calne, Gomeldon and Ogbourne St. Andrew, 1650-1809.

A collection of papers concerning Maud Heath's Causewav comprising

correspondence 1876-1945, a printed copy of the Rev. Canon J. E. Jackson's

pamphlet entitled " Maud Heath's Causey ", 1854, manuscript notes by Canon
Jackson and manuscript sketches of the commemorative pillar, etc., together

with original documents collected and notes compiled by Canon Jackson to-

wards the extension of his " History of the Parish of Grittleton " published

in 1843.

A copy of the Devizes and Wiltshire Gazette dated 7th November, 1822.

Three volumes : two covering the years 1802-41, being accounts of a school

founded in 1785 at Ramsbury by the Rev. Edward Meyrick, vicar there, and

the third, 1843-66, being household accounts of the Meyrick family. (Deposit),
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ADDITIONS TO THE SOCIETY'S MUSEUM AND LIBRARY.

Museum.

Presented by MR. O. MEYRICK : one bronze, one iron fibula, pottery, and
fragments of Iron Age objects from sites at Barbury, Martinsell,

Fyfield and Stanton St. Bernard.

Sir Henry BASHFORD : fossil from greensand at Easton Royal.

Mr. R. T. A. Arundel : 18th century washing machine from
Wardour. (Deposited in Tithe Barn at Bradford-on-Avon).

MESSRS. T. H. White (Devizes) : two glass showcases with

stands.

Library.

Presented by MR. A. SHAW MELLOR : 12 back numbers of Journal of the

British Archaeological Association. Engraving with portrait of

William Talman (17 cent, architect of note, born at West Lav-

ington)

.

Guildhall Library : two deeds relating to Aldbourne prop-

erties.

Dr. T. R. Thomson : photographic enlargement (6 in. scale) of

Cricklade section of Andrews & Dury's map of Wiltshire.

Mr. F. H. HINTON: typed transcript of Records of Lacock
Administrators (1583-1821).

Rev. E. C. Gardner: Pedigree of Wilkins of Westbury.

„ " Rev. F. BEALE: photograph of midsummer sunrise at Stone-
henge, 1947.

Mrs. LOMBARDINI : 24 deeds relating to Cowbridge (Malmes-

bury) , Calne, etc.

Mr. W. J. RENDELL : pamphlet " A hundred years of building

progress ". (History of the Firm of F, Rendell & Sons).

Mr. a. D. PASSMORE : framed engraving by David Lucas of

Constable's ' The Rainbow ', (Salisbury Cathedral)

.

,, MiSS TiNDALL: framed water-colour sketch of the old carrier's

van which formerly plied between Lavington and Devizes.

Mr. R. B. Pitt : Abstract of Title of an estate of John Tayler

of Beanacre, 1816. Two Trowbridge account-books, 1834 and

1840.

Mr. W. a. WEBB: typed transcript of Parish Registers of

Atworth (1654-1812) and Great Chalfield (1545-1812).

THE Publishers (Wiltshire Gazette Ltd.) , :
" Report

(vertabim) of Libel action, Odium v. Stratton ". " History of

Chippenham A.D. 853-1946 ", by Arnold Platts, M.A., Ph.D.

The AUTHOR: '* Archaeology and Dowsing ", by Guy Under-

wood.

The EDITOR: Marlborough College N.H.S. Report (No. 95)

for 1946.

The Editors :
" The Swindon Review December, 1947.
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THE SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS
To be obtained from the Librarian, The Museum, Devizes.

THE BRITISH AND ROMAN ANTIQUITIES OF THE NORTH
WILTSHIRE DOWNS, by the Rev. A. C. Smith, M.A. Atlas 4to.

248 pp., 17 large maps and 110 woodcuts, extra cloth. One copy-

offered to each member of the Society at £\ Is. A few copies only.

CATALOGUE OF ANTIQUITIES IN THE SOCIETY'S MUSEUM.
Part II, illustrated, 2nd Edition, 1935. Price 2s. 6d. ; by post 3s.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY of the GREAT STONE MONUMENTS of
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THE WARDENS OF SAVERNAKE FOREST.
PART III : THE BRUCE WARDENS.

By THE Earl of Cardigan.

THE INTERREGNUM: 1675.

Amongst those who learned, in 1675, of the death of John
Seymour, the 4th Duke of Somerset, was a young man named
Thomas, Lord Bruce. The news had some passing interest

for him, for he was acquainted with the Lady Betty—or Lady
EHzabeth Seymour as she was more formally styled. This young
lady, being the late Duke's niece, had now, he realised, become
a great heiress : there was much Seymour land in Wiltshire

;

there was even a Forest which would pass to her—a form of

property which ordinarily no subject of the Crown could hold/

Young Thomas however, at this date, was far from cherishing

romantic thoughts about the ducal heiress whom he knew so

slightly. He had just been thwarted in love—his affections

being centred on a lady who, alas, was sadly ill-endowed with

this world's goods. She was Lady Henrietta Wentworth, and

" I greatly esteemed and loved her, but her fortune not being clear and pro-

portionable to what my father expected, out of duty to so good a father, I laid

aside all thoughts ; but my esteem I could not blot out so soon.

^ It will be recalled that Elizabeth Seymour inherited Savernake under the

Will of her grandfather. The latter, who in 1660 became 2nd Duke of Somer-

set, is best known as William, Marquess of Hertford. This Will caused the

Savernake property to devolve upon his grand-daughter, while the Somerset

dukedom went to his great-nephew, Francis, as 5th Duke.

^ Memoirs of Thomas, Earl of Ailesbury, written in 1729; published in 1890

for the Roxburghe Club. The author notes that his first love subsequently

had rather a hectic career, " and, God be praised, I was reserved for a more
happy fate in marriage But he adds—" This unfortunate lady I cannot forget

"
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GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE BRUCE FAMILY—
1600—1747.

Edward Bruce,
Lord Bruce of Kinloss

Edward
Lord Bruce

Thomas Bruce,
Earl of Elgin

Robert Bruce,
Earl of Ailesbury

and Elgin

Edward Seymour,
Lord Beauchamp

i

William Seymour,
Marquess of Hertford

1621—1660

Henry, Lord
Beauchamp

' John, 4th Duke
of Somerset
1671-1675

9 sisters,

7 brothers
(notably Robert
and James Bruce)

I

1676
I

Thomas Bruce, Lady
Earl of

Ailesbury
and Elgin

d. 1741

Elizabeth
Seymour

"William,
3rd. Duke of

Somerset
1660-1671

Robert
Bruce

(died

young)

Lady — (1)

Ann
Saville

I

- Charles
'''Bruce,

Earl of

Ailesbury
and Elgin
1741-1747

George
Brudenell-
Earl of

Cardigan

Lady
-Elizabeth

Bruce

2 sisters Frances—Robert
Blackett Lord

Bruce
d. 1738

' Thomas
Bruce

Brudenell,

Lord Bruce
of Tottenham

1747

I

3 elder

brothers

" Hereditary Warden of Savernake Forest,
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Thomas Lord Bruce's father, as his son well knew, was no
domestic tyrant ; and it may be convenient at this point to take

a glance backwards, so as to gain some impression of the Bruce
family, whose heir the love-sick young man was. We need not

follow the compiler of one Bruce genealogy, who traces their

stock back to Normandy and thence to Norway. It may be

true that the Bruce ancestry included such persons as Sigurt the

Corpulent and Fynd the Squint-eyed ; but such names are em-
barrassingly reminiscent of the mediasval hero of " Beachcomber"
of the Daily Express—Eggfrith the Unwholesome !

It would not even profit us to go back to Robert the Bruce,

King of Scotland ; for it seems clear that that King's immediate

descendants very rapidly died out. The direct progenitor of

those Bruces who were eminent in England during the 17th

century was a Scottish nobleman of the Elizabethan period, one
Edward Bruce, Lord of Kinloss.

This Lord Bruce, who was wealthy and skilled in the law, was
a trusted counsellor of King James VI of Scotland. His portrait

(at Savernake) represents him as a rather dour-looking indi-

vidual ; but he was an able negotiator, and knew how to make
himself agreeable to his fellow men. Thus we read :

—

^

" He, the

Lord Bruce, amongst other great Services done for his Royal Master King James,

was also a Principal, and happy Instrument of facilitating his obtaining the

Crown of England : to which though he had an undoubted Right,^ yet he met
with very potent Obstructions ; which in a great measure were removed by

the Interest this noble Lord had before made in Secretary Cecil (afterwards

Earl of Salisbury) and divers others of the English Nobility."

In other words. Lord Bruce had used his time well when serv-

ing as Scottish Ambassador at the English Court. King James
duly inherited the Crown,

" which the King had no sooner well setled

to his head, but he took this good Servant, nearer to his Heart, and Person

;

Animadverting, that he could not wear [it] with that security, and pleasure,

he desired, unless he might be Assisted by so useful, and loyal a Servant

;

brought him therefore into England with him, that he might continue him in

his Favours, and have him near, to conduct his Affairs, and Councils."

^ Life of Christian, Countess of Devonshire ; 1685. This lady was the daughter

of Lord Bruce of Kinloss.

2 But let us not forget that Edward Seymour, Lord Beauchamp's claim was
of almost equal merit. Both Beauchamp and the Scottish King were great-

great-grandsons of King Henry VII. This Lord Beauchamp, in turn, was
great-grandfather to Elizabeth Seymour,

2 K
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Thus, in 1603, Lord Bruce abandoned for ever his Scottish

domicile : he came to England, bringing his family with him, and
in the following year became an Englishman by naturalisation.

Some lands were granted to him in Yorkshire, notably at Whorl-
ton and Jervaux : he also acquired property at Abbots Langley,

Herts.^ It was at " my house of Langlie " that he made his home.

Being appointed Master of the Rolls to both Kingdoms, Lord
Bruce was allotted also certain accommodation at St. James'.

To make himself at home there, he sent for some of his own
furniture from Scotland. Thus in a long inventory,^ from which
I quote a few items, we find the following :

—

" Movabillis sent to my Lordis chamber at St. James.

Item, ane char of orange welluut [velvet]

.

Item, 3 bakat stulhs [backed stools] of Scottis work.

Item, 6 stullis without bakis of the said work.

Item, ane wallnot tree tabill, with ane tourkey carpet (or coverlet) thereto.

Item, the lytill coupburd that stud in Mr. Woodis chamber, with ane Tourky
carpet tharto.

Item, ane long coushen of red satten imbroderit.

Item, ane pair lyttill and Irnes [andirons] typ with brase.

Item, ane schufell typ with brase.

Item, ane Irne bak for ane chemlay [chimney]

.

Item, 57 books according the inventorie, for my lordis study."

Let us hope that he made personal use of the one chair and
cushion. The rest of the furniture sounds painfully austere

!

Lord Bruce continued to enjoy King James' confidence until

his death in the year 1610. He was succeeded by his son, also

called Edward Bruce ; but the latter was ill-fated. While still a

young man and unmarried, he fought a duel in the Low Countries

with Sir Edward Sackville.'^ The encounter ended fatally, Sack-

ville being wounded and Bruce being killed
;
whereupon, in 1612,

his younger brother succeeded him—this being Thomas Bruce,

3rd Lord of Kinloss.

There had evidently been a wide difference in age between
the two brothers, for Thomas was but 12 years old. When he

grew up, he married Anne, daughter of Sir Robert Chichester

:

she was at that time a girl of 17, with a certain demure charm,

if one may judge by her portrait. Her husband later bore wit-

ness to her " perpetuall cheerfuUness, most elegant conversation

^ State Papers, Domestic ; 1606.

^ Preface, Ferrerius' History of Kinloss Abbey : Bannatyne Club, 1839.

^ John Chamberlain gives a contemporary account of this ; (letters to Sir

Dudley Carleton, British Museum MSS.).
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and more than ordinary Conjugall affection Alas, their mar-

ried happiness was short-Hved, for she died after bearing a son

in the year 1627.

The widowed Lord Bruce named the boy Robert, and (in

those days of high infant mortaHty) must have watched over

him anxiously during his childhood. He himself later re-married,

but he seems to have had no other children—certainly no other

son : it was fortunate that Robin—as he liked to call him—was
a healthy and thriving youngster.

Both Lord Bruce's wives were heiresses ; and this perhaps

aided him in acquiring a town house in Clerkenwell. also a

country mansion at Houghton Park, Ampthill. The latter be-

came the chief residence of the Bruce family, and it remained so

for the next 100 years.

In public life, Thomas Lord Bruce appears to have enjoyed

the favour of King Charles L He accompanied that monarch
to Scotland in 1633, and was there raised to the Earldom of Elgin.

This advancement however was not so serviceable to him as it

might have been ; for he was still only a peer of Scodr.iid and
so, when in London, could not make his voice heard in the

House of Lords. King Charles later remedied this disadvantage

;

but not until 1641, when Lord Elgin (for so he must henceforth

be called) was given the English barony of Bruce of Whorlton.

After that date, being both an English Baron and a Scottish

Earl, he was a person of some consequence.

The breaking out of the civil war in the next year seems to

have placed Lord Elgin in a quandary. He had every reason

to display loyalty to a Stuart sovereign ; but he was not a man
either of strong character or of robust health : besides he was
much under the influence of his second wife, who was very ap-

prehensive of v/hat might happen if the King's cause should fail.

His grandson^ tells us :

—

" The false step my poor grandfather made
was for want of firmness . . . He v/as besides Hypercondriacall ... I have

been told he was putting on his boots to go to Oxford where ye Nobles were

conveyned & she (his wife) fell on her Knees weeping ; My dear said she, will

you reduce me to Milk a Cow—which the good King (when he heard of it)

would not forget."

Lord Elgin apparently took off his boots again, and did not

go ; but v/hile this vacillation was damaging his reputation in

Royalist circles, his sister, the Countess of Devonshire, and his

^ Thomas Earl of Ailesbury, in a letter—1726.
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two Cavendish nephews (one of whom was killed) were on the

contrary taking a gallant part in their sovereign's defence. His

son Robert, now known as Lord Bruce, was too young to take

part in the fighting; but he too showed himself to be an ardent

Royalist. During Cromwell's Protectorate, he assisted his for-

midable aunt in what we should now term the " underground
"

movement for the restoration of King Charles 11. It seems that

he took considerable risks, " he being once, in the hands of

Cromwel his Major General ; men [sic] thirsty enough for such

loyal Bloud
All this was remembered

;

" for says Lord Elgin's grandson [the fearless

Robert's son] ,
" upon the restoration, the King designing to make my father an

English Earle with those made preceeding ye Coronation, My father humbly
begd that my Grandfather might be [so honoured] ... & the King flatly denied

him & replied he had reasons ; & my father had . . . for to beg of ye King to

suspend it (the proposed honour) during my G-father's life."^

Lord Elgin thus suffered some measure of disgrace in his old

age ; which must be regretted, for there is much evidence that,

apart from his irresolution, he was a most good-hearted man.

He died in 1663, being succeeded by Robert, his son : and the

King then carried out his previously expressed intention by giving

the new Earl of Elgin an additional Earldom in the peerage of

England. The title selected by Robert was Earl of Ailesbury, he

having considerable property in the vicinity of Aylesbury, Bucks.^

It was by his new English title that he was thenceforward known.
Robert, Earl of Ailesbury, who had already served in the

House of Commons, soon became a respected figure among the

Lords. He had considerable influence with Charles II, although

it would seem that he was never " pushfull " enough to attain

high office during that monarch's reign

;

" which no ways affected him,

having a plentiful fortune and great family, and the pleasures of the country

and his studies amusing him much more than a court life could do."^

^ Life of Countess of Devonshire.

2 Thomas, Earl of Ailesbury's letter. Unless otherwise stated, all letters

here quoted are from the Savernake collection,

^ I have examined the original Patent, and the name there is spelled Ailes-

bury. Doubtless it should have been Aylesbury ; but all holders of this title

have accepted the error, signing themselves " Ailesbury " with an " i ".

* Thomas, Earl of Ailesbury's Memoirs.
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As a young man, Robert Lord Ailesbury had married Lady
Diana Grey, who bore him no fewer than 17 children. Not all

of these lived—and in fact his third, seventh and eighth sons

were the only survivors out of eight boys born. The eldest of

these was named Thomas ; and this Thomas, known as Lord
Bruce, was the young man whose early love affair, brought to

an end by Lord Ailesbury's veto, led us into this lengthy digres-

sion as to his family background.

Having thus rediscovered young Thomas, we may perhaps

attempt some personal description of him. He was unusally tall,

and of a fair complexion, probably handsome (certainly in later

life, when his portrait was painted, he was a goodlooking man).

He must have had an attractive personality, if we may judge by
the personal liking which he clearly inspired in Charles II. If

he talked as he wrote, his conversation must have been candid

and forthright : his Memoirs prove that.

He had no great erudition,
" and as for learning, my good Father was

too indulgent and never permitted me to go to the Schools and after to the Uni-
versity, and he dividing his time between his study and sports, he allowed me
too much of the latter, which naturally pleased me much in those tender years,

the most proper time for to inure young persons : and when I became sensible

of the error that was committed, I was sent to Paris to do my exercises."^

He returned from his foreign travels in 1674, being then in his

20th year. He was, we may suppose, trying to shake off his

disappointment over the Lady Henrietta when, in 75, he heard

it mentioned that the Duke of Somerset had unexpectedly died.

THE BRUCE—SEYMOUR ALLIANCE : 1676-97.

There was little support, during the 17th century, for the

theory that marriages are made in Heaven : in aristocratic circles

at any rate, it was well recognised that they were made by the

essentially worldly process of inter-family negotiation. There
was held to be great advantage in arranging such things so. If

bride and bridegroom were to live comfortably together, the

parents on either side must enter into suitable financial contracts.

If the young man had prospects of a great inheritance, the girl

should bring a dowry to him of proportionate size.

This was not all. The girl's parents required to know whether

the young man was seriously minded—likely to win for himself

(and for her) a position of respect and influence either in local

^ Memoirs.
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or national affairs. His parents must enquire whether the in-

tended bride was healthy
;
likely to bear numerous sons ; well

trained to manage a household. Was she reasonably comely ?

(One did not, I think, expect more). Was she goodnatured ?

Had she the accomplishments and education appropriate to her

suitor's position in life ?

We of the 20th century may feel that, in the meticulous paren-

tal study of all these points, some element of romance was lost.

It may be so ; but what is quite certain is that an extraordinarily

high proportion of happy marriages resulted. The young people

being so carefully matched as regards their social and financial

backgrounds, they automatically found that they had kindred

interests ; moreover it constantly happened that, after a little

while, a very real affection grew up and continued between them.

Among prominent match-makers of the period which we are

now considering was Mary, nee Capel, the Lady Marchioness of

Worcester. She had been married to Henry Lord Beauchamp,
who, if he had lived, would have become Duke of Somerset.

He died, as we know, prematurely ; and so, to her sorrow, did

William, their son^—the latter having held the Dukedom for a

few years only. Lady Beauchamp, after a brief widowhood, had
married Henry Lord Worcester (presently to be created Duke
of Beaufort) ; and so it was at Badminton that she brought up
the only surviving child of her first marriage. Lady Elizabeth

Seymour.

The Lady Betty was now twenty and may have been beauti-

ful. There is a portrait of her at Savernake, which shows her

as a young girl : she was a pretty child but podgy—a fault which
no doubt remedied itself as she grew older. Since her uncle

John's death, she had been (through trustees) the possessor of

Savernake Forest and of much agricultural land around it. She

was in truth a great heiress ; but it is fair to note that her estate

was heavily encumbered, so that it did not benefit her greatly

in actual cash.

John, Duke of Somerset had evidently not been well off : and

there is evidence^ that he had had to cut a good deal of the

Savernake timber. It was he also—or so it appears—who abol-

ished the Great Park and Brimslade Park, which his great-grand-

father had created out of the old West BaiHwick : he split them

^ Seymour-Bruce correspondence.
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up into a number of farms, very much as the layout is to-day/

Even so, he was never able to make his revenue match his ex-

penditure—and when he died, he left a considerable load of debt.

Lady Worcester was apt to gloss over these disagreeable facts,

being anxious to make a good match for her daughter. At about

the same time Lord and Lady Ailesbury were seeking a suitable

bride for young Thomas, their heir, who was just 21. Pourparlers

therefore were opened between the two families.

Much of the correspondence still exists : it was lengthy and

complex, for Lady Worcester seems to have conducted her side

of it with the keenest determination to obtain the best terms

possible, and Lord Ailesbury, although good-natured, was not

to be hustled or bullied. At last however it was all agreed ; and
my Lady Marchioness (although with some mental reservations,

for she suspected Lord Bruce of being, after all, rather a frivo-

lous young man) expressed herself satisfied with the arrange-

ments made.

It was only then, one supposes, that the young people were
allowed to regard themselves as being engaged—and on August
24th they were married at Badminton.^ From the first, they

seem to have justified the 17th century system ; for Thomas,
years afterwards, wrote of his bride that " no man ever had such

a wife, and endowed with all the most rare qualities that ever

woman enjoyed". And when—for he long survived her—he

had occasion to write some account of her death, " this last word
so touched me afresh, although after so many years, that I was
forced to fling away my paper for to take it up on another day

The young couple must have lived initially in London, for

—

'

' after I was married , . . I seriously reflected on all past errors committed

, . . my chief study was to examine myself what I could ever be good for and

what not, which made me resolve to be assiduous at Court . . . and then I

thought a Court the finest way of living possible, but"—notes an older and

wiser Thomas"^
—

" I was, in some course of years after, much of a contrary

opinion

^ There is a farm between Great Lodge and Brimslade v/hich is still named
Park Farm—a link with these 17th century parks.

^ Robert Bruce, Thomas' brother, must be thanked for this and similar dates.

All his life, he kept note of such events—commencing his records appropriately

:

" January 28 1667 (O.S.) was born at Ampthill " February 11th was Christ-

ened ". And so on.

^ Memoirs, which he wrote in his old age.
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Assiduity succeeded; for—
" the good king [Charles II] , my Royal

Master, often was pleased to distinguish me far beyond my age, and I was never

at rest until I was placed near that incomparable prince, and he was pleased

to tell me that my coming into his service would be most acceptable to him
also, and I soon found it was so in reality."

Bruce was presently appoint-

ed a Gentleman of the Bedchamber, a post carrying with it

the (then) handsome annuity of £1,000 per annum, and having

entered Parliament as M.P. for Marlborough, could begin to feel

that he had an honourable career before him.

Meanwhile, what was happening at Savernake ? Lord Bruce,

through his wife, had now the function of Hereditary Warden
—and many of the local folk must have watched with anxiety to

see how he would exercise it. His first act, happily, was of a

reassuring nature. It had long been customary for the Warden
to appoint a Ranger to hold office under him ; and Bruce, now
making his first appointment, selected an eminent member of

his wife's family, thus continuing the 250-year-old association

of the Seymours with Savernake Forest.

Under his seal, he issued the following warrant in November,
1676.^

" I constitute and appoint my cousin, the Right Hon. Edward Seymour,

Speaker of the House of Commons, to be Ranger of the Forest of Savernake,

during the time that my wife and I have any interest therein."

By this date, the Rangership evidently was a sinecure : other-

wise it would not have been acceptable to so busy a man as the

Speaker. The person who actually saw to the administration

of the Forest was no doubt Lord Bruce's agent, either Charles

Becher or his immediate predecessor.

Some may detect, in the final phrase of this warrant, rather

a jarring note, suggesting that Bruce and his wife might at some
time relinquish their interest in Savernake. It was prompted, I

fancy, by the fact that the young bridegroom had by now dis-

covered what heavy encumbrances lay upon his wife's estate.

He was very anxious to restore it to a solvent and prosperous

condition ; but he may already have seen that this would not be

easy. We know that, in this connection, he considered him-

self to be gravely handicapped by certain restrictive clauses

in his wife's marriage settlement : his power to deal with the

property was limited ; his mother-in-law was relentless in her

^ Historical Manuscripts Commission ; 15th Report, Appendix, Pt. VII.
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determination that it should remain so ; and he was bitterly

conscious of his disability in not being allowed a free hand. This

was the cause of much ill feeling, litigation and even appeals to

Parliament. Lord Bruce felt himself " at the mercy of an im-

placable hatred the Duchess of Beaufort (God forgive her) had
against me The Duchess clearly regarded her son-in-law as

an unprincipled young man having no notion of estate manage-
ment. What Lady Bruce thought is shown by her letters : these

support her husband, and are couched in plain outspoken lang-

uage, deemed by her mother to be grossly unfilial

!

Moreover, the young couple may have found it galling to pos-

sess a great country estate which they could not make their

home. Strange as it may seem, there was no habitable house

there. The Duchess of Beaufort, in one of her rather bitter

communications, dwelling upon the follies of her daughter and
son-in-law, says :

—

" At Easton and Totnam I have told you before what
they have done. Ambesbury the other seat and indeed the onely one that has a

house habitable upon it hee and she have [leased] .... Hee talks of her sense :

she has given a wonderful proofe of it for she hath reduced her selfe, in case

he die, to never a house to put her head in."

And elsewhere the Duchess speaks of Amesbury as " the only

house left upon her [Lad}'^ Bruce's] estate."

We do not know what alleged errors were committed at

Easton and Tottenham (although the reference probably is to

the leasing of park land) ; but the lack of a house at the latter

place is emphasised by a letter—one of the more friendly ones

—written to Lord Bruce himself.
" Your Lordship cannot desire more

than I doe to see a house built att Totenham : it would bee an exceeding great

comfort to mee to have your wife and children setled soe neer mee, and I doe

as much wish to see you live easy and plentifully ; all this I hope may bee."

Alas, Bruce's finances were not such as to enable him to build

a house ; but we have here a great mystery. What had happened

to Tottenham Lodge ? There had been a fme mansion at Tot-

tenham, built by the Earl of Hertford, and used by him for the

reception of King James I. The Marquess of Hertford in his

turn had lived there, both before the Civil War and again after.

Moreover,
" here [in 1672] the Duke of Somerset hath his best seate, which

is now to be made a compleat new pile of good Architecture."

Aubrey's words are important, for it will be observed that he

speaks of the Duke's mansion in the present tense. He does not
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say—" here the Duke will have his best seate (when the builders

complete it) "
; nor does he say

—
" here the Duke had his best

seate (before it fell down) He clearly implies that he saw a

fine mansion, which however was undergoing at the time some
process of renovation.

John, Duke of Somerset being short of money, it may well be
that his modernisation of Tottenham was not completed. But
the Duchess of Beaufort, writing only a few years after Aubrey,
does not suggest that her son-in-law ought to continue or finish

the work. On the contrary, she implies that there exists at

Tottenham nothing habitable at all—hence the folly of leasing

Amesbury : she encourages Bruce to build ; and the suggestion

is that he should build de novo. In another letter she says :

—

I . . . shall be much pleas'd to see a house againe at Totnam."
(In point of fact, there was some remnant—but only a remnant
—of the old mansion surviving.)

One is almost forced to the conclusion that some disaster had
occurred, possibly at about the time of Bruce's marriage. In

this connection, one recalls the traditional story—for which I

can find no contemporary evidence whatever—that Tottenham
Lodge was burned down by the infuriated Marlburians during

the Civil War. A tradition of this sort commonly has some
substance in it ; and it would explain much if in fact there was
a fire, not at the time of the Civil War, but about a generation

later. Careless workmen could easily have been the cause

of accidental fire during the work of reconstruction of which
Aubrey tells us.

This at least is the theory which I advance to cover the few

facts known to us as to the fate of Tottenham Lodge. Its de-

struction almost at the moment when the first Bruce became
Warden of Savernake Forest must be reckoned a serious mis-

fortune ; for it meant that Thomas, through no wish of his own,

became almost an absentee landlord. It is true that he visited

Savernake on numerous occasions ; but he and his bride were
never able to settle down there.

In London however the Bruces appear to have prospered

—

Thomas being now secure in the friendship and confidence of

King Charles II. His duties at Court must have given him
great satisf-action, for he felt unbounded admiration for the King,

who indeed had a singular gift for inspiring loyalty in those

around him.
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It was probably in London that their several children were
born to the young couple. The eldest son, who unfortunately

did not live long, was named Robert after the Earl of Ailesbury,

his grandfather. Three years later, on the 29th of May 1682, a

second son was born :^ he was named Charles, for this date was
the anniversary both of King Charles' birth and of that mon-
arch's Restoration.

Lord Ailesbury, who did not often go to Court, was going

there to pay his respects on this happy occasion when, as he set

out, news was brought to him of his grandson's birth. The old

Earl naturally was delighted, and he arrived at Windsor in a

very cheerful frame of mind—so much so that
" his majesty took notice

of it. My father laid it on that most happy day, and of the king's most glorious

restoration, ' I know my lord your great and good heart towards me and the

Crown, but is there nothing else that causes it ? ' My father saying he had a

grandson born that morning, the king replied, ' And my Godson ; God's fish !

'

(an habitual expression) ' there is another chip off the old block '."^

King Charles, with characteristic affability, planned to attend

the christening of little Charles in person. Although he fell ill

at about this time, he would not easily be dissuaded from con-

ferring this honour upon the Bruce family
;

" but I had more at heart

the king's preservation, who was so dear to us. So I applied myself [to] his

chief physicians, begging of them to persuade his majesty to appoint one to

represent him ".

The King being thus prevailed upon. Lord Conway finally acted

as his deputy ; but the genial monarch took care to have the

following order drawn up :

—

" To Sir Guilbert Talbott, Knight, Master and Treasurer of His Majesty's

Jewellhouse . . . These are to signifie unto you His Majesty's pleasure that

you prepare and deliver unto the Right honorable the Lord Bruce the quantity

of One hundred Ownces of Guiltplate as a guift from His Majesty at the

Christening of his Child and for Soe doing this shalbe your warrant . . .

At this period, it must have seemed certain that Bruce was
destined to have an eminent career at Court. A year or two
later

—

" on Sunday I desired my father that he would attend the king's supper.

^ Later, there was certainly a third, and possibly a fourth son ; but of all the

Bruce children, only Charles and one sister survived infancy.

^ Thomas, Earl of Ailesbury ; Memoirs.

^ MSS. collected by Charles, Earl of Ailesbury.
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which he seldom or never did, by reason he hved at so great a distance from

Court, at St. John's Clerkenwell. The King immediately spoke to him, ' It is

a great wonder, my lord, for to see you at this hour, but I know very well the

reason I never see you ; but I am ashamed that I have not given you more marks
of my favour. But I will make it up to your son ; he is now about me, and we
shall never part '.

" It is not to be expressed the transport of joy my father was
in "—and no wonder. Lord Ailesbury was getting old, and
it must have given him great satisfaction to know that young
Thomas had such hopeful prospects.

Alas, the very next morning, Bruce was concerned to find that

the King was not well. He was able to get up, however, and
to sit at his window while the Court barber shaved him. The
faithful Bruce stood near, and it v/as into his arms that the King
reeled and fell when, a few moments later, he was stricken with

a fit of apoplexy.

Lord Bruce at once took charge of the situation. On his own
responsibility he ordered the King's doctor " that had been a

chirurgeon " to bleed the royal patient—this being the proper

treatment according to the medical beliefs of that day. This

prompt action, at any rate, had the desired result ; for the King

soon revived, and there were hopes that he would make a com-
plete recovery. Unfortunately there was a relapse a few days

later, and on February 6th, 1685,
" just at high water and full moon at

noon he expired ; and although I bore, and according to my duty, all high duty

and respect towards his royal successor, I must say that thus ended my happy
days at a Court, and to this hour I bewail my loss, and that of the three king-

doms."^

It must however be admitted that, in things material, the

Bruce family was handsomely treated by the new King, James II.

Lord Bruce temporarily lost his post as Gentleman of the Bed-

chamber, but later he was re-appointed to it : old Lord Ailes-

bury, on the other hand, was for the first time given the place

of honour which King Charles had long intended for him, being

made Lord Chamberlain of the Household.

Lord Bruce, none the less, felt uneasy during King James' brief

reign. He was unalterably loyal; but he mistrusted the new
King's advisers, and at an early stage foresaw the trouble which
would arise from the King's Roman Catholic policy. Accord-
ingly, he turned his attention to his own and his wife's affairs,

^ Memoirs.
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initiating certain developments at Savernake which deserve

attention.

We have already observed certain well-marked phases in the

history of Savernake Forest ; for example, the expansion of it

during the 12th century, followed by the long-resisted disaf-

forestation of 1330. Then, in Queen Elizabeth's time, we have

seen the West Bailiwick and other parts being enclosed as deer

parks, and finally the conversion of these outlying areas into

agricultural land during the 17th century.

It was Bruce who completed this last-named process by dis-

parking Tottenham. It was, in some sense, a regrettable busi-

ness
;
(the Duchess, his mother-in-lav/, described it much more

forcibly than that !) but we must remember not only the urgent

need to increase estate revenue, but also the fact that he and

his wife had no house there. It must have seemed to him rather

pointless to maintain a deer park, when he was so seldom able

to enjoy the amenities which it afforded.

As to the deer there, he might simply have turned them loose

into the Forest (the Residue of the Forest, as the Seymous had
termed it) where already there were a number of deer running

wild. Bruce decided against this, possibly in order to preserve

the timber ; and in fact he gave his Tottenham herd as a present

to King James 11.^ These deer were sent to one of the royal

parks, most probably to Windsor, where doubtless their progeny

may still be seen.

The area dis-parked was to be used partly as agricultural

land, and partly as commercial woodland. In carrying out " this

ravage " (as the Duchess termed it) Bruce took a good deal of

care for the interests of his successors. This is shown by a letter

written to him by a friend and adviser from Marlborough.
" Your

little stay at Malborough " says Mr. Ernie, "... prevented my desire of

giveing you a satisfactory answear to those two Objections your honour did

then and formerly make concerning Tottenham Parke ... I mean the preser-

vation of all Improveing Trees, & all others formed into walkes,^ as also so to

drawe the covenants in farmeing it, that it might hold its Rent, and the Soyle

soe well preserved that the ground might be att any time as proper for a Parke

as before.
" As to the Timber Trees, it ought to be considered that it had bin long a

Parke, & wherever it has bin soe—without an extraordinary charge in Bounds

^ Memorandum ; Savernake Archives.
^ One recalls Aubrey's " several walkes, of great length, of trees planted
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[i.e. outlay in deer-proof fencing]—there cannot be a succession of young trees

expected ; this Charge being omitted, it fared thus here ; so that when the

Person ordered by the Kings Navy Officers was sent to view the timber, . . .

he wondered to see so much Timber suffered to decay for want of cutting, and
upon a very strict view of the whole could finde but 3 or 4 Trees fitt for his

use.

" Your honour knows also that the Coppices are everywhere preserved tho'

they were much prejudiced by Deer, and more by the old decayed Oakes that

destroyed [the undergrowth] as farr as they extended. The removeing of both
will doubtless be a very great advantage. . . . Give me leave to end this with
that common maxim that as thriveing timber will pay 10 or 12 per cent for

standing soe decaying Timber will loose as much.
" As to the Soyle, the Covenants it is lett by will demonstrate the care taken

in its preservation, namely they are obliged to hand plow or breake it (but not

burne it) and then Chalke it, & both these before they Plow any of it to sow,

and then to sow it but two Years togeather, & to lay still the third, & so inter-

changeably dureing a Lease of one and twenty yeares.

"... The ground is now generally speaking a very coarse Turfe so that no
sort of Cattle was ever observed to [im] prove in it after the first months . . .

and much of it Infested with heath, furrs [furze] , & almost all with fern . . .

the Improvement must be considerable at the end of the Lease, even for Deere,

if it be your Lordshipps pleasure to Reduce it [to a deer park again]
."

Ernie's letter may go some way towards disposing of an old

controversy ; and the reader may feel that the charge against

Lord Bruce of " ravaging " his wife's property is, at the least,

not proven.

It was about this same period that Bruce succeeded, owing
to his father's death, to the Earldoms of Ailesbury and Elgin.

The old Lord Ailesbury had not lived long to enjoy the position

of Lord Chamberlain. In the autumn of 1685, having obtained

leave of absence from his court duties,
" he left the town . . . very

melancholy ; however his Falconers met him on the road [to Ampthill] , he

taking great pleasure at that sport, and passing by the church [at Maulden]
where is the sepulchre of the family, he told his steward, in the coach with him,

'there is niy habitation'. The Saturday he hunted and hawked in the after-

noon, and in the evening returning home he ordered his Master Falconer to

prepare all for Monday morning ; but God knows I found death in his face."

Illness overcame him the next day, and
" I came to his bedside to

ask him that if he had forgot anything, by will or otherwise, ... he had but to

command me. He took me fast by the hand, and thanking me,said, ' Dear Son,

you will see melancholy days ; God be thanked I shall not ', . . . Thus died

the best subject, patriot, husband, father and master that ever lived.

Memoirs,
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The new Lord Ailesbury—for so Thomas must now be known
—had become a great land-owner, haying extensive properties in

Bedfordshire, Yorkshire and elsewhere in addition to his wife's

estate in Wiltshire. He remained, however, richer in lands than

in money; for when a man has 16 brothers and sisters (even

though some may die young) he finds his inheritance a good deal

diminished by the necessary provision made for them.

Being now a peer, Ailesbury was appointed also to succeed

his father as Lord Lieutenant of the counties of Huntingdon and
Bedford. These honours, under King James' rule, were far from

welcome to him ; for they meant that he would have to carry

out locally the royal policy as to the emancipation of Catholics.

Thomas, Lord Ailesbury, was by no means antagonistic towards

Catholics as such : indeed, for a man of the 17th century, he was
extremely open-minded in religious matters ; but he was also a

realist, and thus abhorred any measures tending to cause dis-

sension between the King and the strongly Protestant majority

of his English subjects.

As this dissension grew, Ailesbury came gradually to the

conclusion that he must resign his public offices. He actually

went to London, and sought an interview with the King for the

purpose of handing in his resignation. King James however
forestalled him ; for in private audience he revealed, as a state

secret, that the country was about to be invaded by the Prince

of Orange. Ailesbury was greatly shocked : he at once swore

that he and his brothers would defend the King at all costs ; and
soon he found himself returning to his house at Ampthill, filled

with brave resolves and with his speech of resignation unuttered.

In 1688 the invasion came. Ailesbury's place then was at the

King's side, while his two brothers, Robert and James, joined as

volunteers the Queen's Royal Regiment of Horse. All the able-

bodied members of the Bruce family thus rode out with King

James, intent to meet and fight the invading Prince.

Elizabeth, Lady Ailesbury was at this time expecting another

child,^ and only his strong sense of duty could have prevailed

upon Thomas to leave her. He feared that there would be a

tearful, distressmg farewell ; but in fact Elizabeth took the whole

matter very calmly. Ailesbury indeed was surprised—and a

trifle perturbed—to find her so philosophical : she had always

been a most affectionate wife to him
;
yet now, with a child on

^ A daughter, named Elizabeth, was born two months later.

VOL. LII—CLXXXVIII. L
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the way and with her husband about to take part in what might
prove to be a bloody compaign, she seemed devoid of any emo-
tion. It puzzled him : it seemed unnatural.

There was of course a good reason—although one which could

not at that time be revealed. Lady Ailesbury was in the secret I

She knew, as hundreds of others knew, but as her husband in

his simple loyalty did not know, that there would be no fighting.

The Prince of Orange's " fifth column " had done its work well

:

King James' cause was lost—he himself was betrayed—while the

opposing armies still were 200 miles apart.

It must not be supposed that Elizabeth was disloyal : far from
it. What had happened was that her half-sister, the Duchess
of Ormond, had taken pity on her. So that the expectant mother
might be spared needless distress, this kindly relative had obtain-

ed permission from the Duke (who was one of the plotters) to

reveal to her the already widespread conspiracy—first, of course,

making her take oath that she would disclose it to no one. Lady
Ailesbury was true to her promise

;
but, being thus assured that

there would be no bloodshed, she was too honest a woman to

counterfeit emotions which she no longer felt : hence the appa-

rently unfeeling calmness with which she accepted her husband's

departure.

All turned out as planned. It must surely have grieved a

grand-daughter of that great loyalist, the Marquess of Hertford,

to hear of the well-nigh universal betrayal of King James—and
perhaps Elizabeth was glad to know that, although given no
opportunity to prove his loyalty in battle, her husband was one

of the few who never wavered in their adherence to the Stuart

cause. When the King, disregarding all advice, set off almost

unattended in an attempt to escape from the country, it was
Ailesbury who first sought him out—this ill-planned venture

having ended in the King's detention at Feversham. And when,

with Dutch connivance, the unhappy monarch was at last en-

abled to seek refuge on the Continent, it was to Lord Ailesbury

that he turned on the eve of his departure, saying plaintively,
" Can you advise me to stay ?

The situation was by this time so hopeless that Ailesbury no

longer had any advice to offer—although but a short time pre-

viously he had most strongly urged the King to rally about him

Memoirs, giving Lord Ailesbury's first-hand account of all the confusing

events of this period.
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those who still were faithful and to make a fighting retreat into

Scotland. The King accordingly took ship for France ; and the

head of the Bruce family was left to make his peace, as best

as he was able, with the new Government which had come to

power.

This would not have been too difficult, had it been merely a

matter of placating the new sovereigns, WiUiam and Mary.
Lord Ailesbury, as a peer, had consistently voted against the

accession of the Prince and Princess of Orange : when however
the decision went against him, he accepted with apparent readi-

ness the verdict of the majority, and even consented to take the

oath of allegiance to the de facto King and Queen. He seems
to have been personally liked by Queen Mary, (who had of

course known him when she was Princess Mary of England) and
was regarded at least with respect by King William.

At this period, indeed, the only threat to Lord Ailesbury's

future arose from the hostility towards him of the new King's

ministers. The chief of these, and the most implacable, was Hans
William Bentinck, Earl of Portland. Ailesbury was quite con-

vinced in his own mind that this foreign-born nobleman had
designs on Savernake and on the other Bruce estates, hoping

to contrive their confiscation so as to gain them for himself.

Whether or not this was so, (and there is of course no direct

evidence of any such base intention) it is a fact that between
Lord Portland and Lord Ailesbury there developed a life-long

mistrust and enmity.

As to the mistrust, there seems to have been some found-

ation for it ; for Ailesbury's attitude towards the oath of alle-

giance (considering how strict were his principles on all other

points of honour) was certainly curious. He took the oath, " for

it was my opinion that he, (the Prince of Orange) being declared

King . . . was to protect the Kingdom, and that those that

desired protection ought to take some oath ".^ But he did not,

apparently, regard as having any special sanctity " what was in-

deed but like to what they call a Garrison Oath At least, he

did not feel that it debarred him from continuing secretly in

correspondence with the exiled King James II.

We can see already that Lord Ailesbury was embarking on
a dangerous course. Had he confined himself to correspondence,

he might perhaps have escaped any grave consequences ; but

^ Memoirs.

2 L
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soon he went further and made a secret journey into France

where, at St. Germans, he was received by King James and his

Queen. The Court there was, inevitably, under surveillance by
King William's agents—and although Ailesbury made some ef-

fort to keep his identity secret, it may easily be imagined that he

did not succeed. He suffered one disadvantage as a conspirator

through being of unusual height ; and it is not to be doubted that,

before long, certain grave gentlemen in London were hearing

accounts of a tall stranger, apparently a man of high rank, being

received into the exiled Court with every mark of respect.^

As if this were not enough, Ailesbury was received also by
King Louis XIV of France. Again he took certain precautions

;

but it is unlikely that they were effective. In his quiet way, he

contrived for himself a most sinister reputation.

The result did not become apparent for two or three years

;

but then came a conspiracy (with which Lord Ailesbury had
nothing whatever to do) for the assassination of King William.

The King's ministers took fright, and ordered a number of people

to be arrested, among them that supposedly dangerous character

—Thomas Bruce, Earl of Ailesbury and Elgin. He was confined,

pending a charge of treason, in the Tower of London.

Now commenced a dreary period of imprisonment, lasting

nearly a year. The Government could never get together quite

sufficient evidence to prove that Lord Ailesbury had been at

St. Germans : at the same time, it was not thought safe to let

him go. He was therefore kept month after month in cramped
and miserable quarters, deprived of liberty but never brought

to trial.

Lady Ailesbury showed great devotion to him during this time

of suspense and misery. To a Seymour, more than to a Bruce,

the Tower was a place of ill omen. Three at least of Elizabeth's

forebears had suffered imprisonment there : one at least had been

born within those grim walls. Two others had gone out from

the Tower to have their heads struck off by the executioner on
Tower Hill. Recalling all this, Lady Ailesbury still was willing

to enter the Tower herself, sharing her husband's imprisonment

so as to bring him some comfort and solace.

^ It is known that the little Prince James was questioned as to the identity

of his father's visitor. The child did not know Lord Ailesbury's name ; but

revealed " that I was the tallest man he had ever seen (Memoirs).
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Had Ailesbury's quarters been less primitive, it is probable

that yet another baby of the Seymour blood would have been
born in the Tower of London—for it was soon apparent that

one was to be expected. Elizabeth stayed with her husband
throughout the summer of 1696, during which time the Governor
of the Tower (" my poor-headed Governor ") conceived the

notion of putting iron bars across the prisoner's chimney, appa-

rently supposing that Ailesbury might climb up inside it and so

make his escape. The only result of this was that the chimney
smoked continuously during the ensuing winter, so that both
the prisoner and his unfortunate wife had the choice either of

freezing without a fire or of choking with one.

In Lady Ailesbury's delicate condition, it became obvious that

she could no longer stay.

" She was forced to go away, with flood of tears,

and her last words to me were ' My dearest, I shall never see you more :
' She

was then upwards of seven months gone with child, and for that reason the

smoke overcame and choked her, . . , I was not to be comforted ; and to add
to my misfortune and melancholy, by the fire I made I was become almost blind

. . . and my periwig in a few days was of the colour of a fox's tail.^

" I now come to the most tragical part. . . . On the 12th of Januaary 1696/7

the King went to the House of Peers, and Cannon are always fired on that

occasion. My dearest wife was just sat down to dinner, and asking what was
the meaning of the Cannon firing, they were so indiscreet as to tell her that

the King was going to pass the bill against Sir John Fenwick.^ She fell back-

wards in her great chair and never spoke more, and about twelve at night she

was delivered of a daughter, in the eighth month, and then expired. The child

was beautiful, but of smaller size than her other children were at birth. She

lived eighteen months, but was never seen to smile, contrary to all her other

of my children. It was attributed to her having been conceived in melancholy."

Elizabeth was over forty at the time this tragedy occurred

—and all her previous confinements had been attended with

difficulty. She was taking a risk, and taking it knowingly, in

bearing her husband another child thus late in life. Her motive

was obvious, and she should be honoured for it. So died the

last of the Seymours of Savernake, leaving one son, Charles Lord
Bruce, still in his fourteenth year.

^ Memoirs.

^ This was one of Lord Ailesbury's fellow prisoners in the Tower, held there

on similar grounds. Lady Ailesbury no doubt assumed that Sir John's fate

would presage that of her husband. In fact, this was not the case : Sir John

was executed—Ailesbury was set free,
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THE EXILE: 1698.

After the tragic death of Ehzabeth his wife, some humanity
was at last shown towards the imprisoned Earl of Ailesbury.

There being still no sufficient evidence against him, he was re-

leased on bail, and allowed to retire to his house at Ampthill.

A great deal of popular sympathy was shown towards him ; in

fact there were general rejoicings when it was known that he

had been set free. Ailesbury was greatly touched by all this ; but

it made him anxious also : he was informed by a friend " that the

King was seen in a great passion when some Court earwig set

out with malice my reception in the country ".^ There were still

enemies in high places whose machinations prevented him feel-

ing secure.

Lord Ailesbury might with advantage at this time have de-

voted himself to the improvement of his country properties,

more especially at Saveinake, where there had been no personal

supervision for so long. He was however much persecuted by
certain persons who, if he remained too long and too quietly in

the country, set on foot rumours that he had slipped off to

France again. Thus he was several times compelled to come to

London, simply to disprove such rumours by showing himself

there.

What however made life in England intolerable for Lord
Ailesbury was the passing of a Bill, soon after his liberation, fix-

ing the crime of high treason upon all those who had been in

France without permission at any time after 1688. Ailesbury

had been there in 1693 : all his enemies knew it, and they were
very near to being able to prove it. Consequently, on the pass-

ing of this Bill, he would become liable to re-arrest and prose-

cution at any moment.

Ailesbury's decision to go into exile therefore did not arise

from any sudden panic. His friends and relatives all agreeing

that he was in imminent danger, he was forced to the conclusion

that no other course was open to him. Accordingly he hired a

vessel at Dover, landed at Calais in February 1698, went on
thence into the Low Countries, and finally settled in Brussels.

He left his affairs in England in the hands of his two brothers,

Robert and James Bruce, who were aided by Mr. Longueville,

the family lawyer, and by Mr. Becher, their steward. The two

* Memoirs.



This portrait of Thomas, Earl of Ailesbury was painted in Brussels during his

long sojourn there. Rather surprisingly, he seems to have taken his Peer's robes

with him—a cumbersome addition to an exile's baggage !
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children, Charles, Lord Bruce, and Lady Elizabeth, his sister,

were initially left in England, where fortunately they had numer-
ous relatives able and willing to look after them.

Lord Ailesbury now had to make a new life for himself in a

strange land—no easy matter for a man between 40 and 50 years

old. In this however he was notably successful, soon becoming
popular with the Bruxellois. Some of those in official positions

avoided him for political reasons ; but the townsfolk liked him.

He lived among them, having a house in the Place du Grand
Sablon, whereas most of their own notabilities seem to have
lived outside Brussels in their country chateaux. Moreover the

latter caused offence by their haughty behaviour : they were
accustomed to

" carry too high over their inferiors ; and I have my hat off

to the last degree of people. I pay well and monthly, I consume my revenue

in the town, and the great men here are the worst paymasters generally in

Europe."^

Was Lord Ailesbury's affability modelled on that of the King

whom he had so much admired ? He had been often with King

Charles II when " in the galleries and park he would pull off

his hat to the meanest The good folk of Brussels, at any rate

soon learned to know and like the tall English "Milord walk-

ing their streets with his strange, stooping gait"^ and his courteous

manners.

Among the nobility also, the exile made friends. Ailesbury

never forgot his first wife ; but presently he began to notice the

charms of a young lady of the house of Argenteau, " for besides

her person and her sweet temper and modesty, she had all good
breeding and graces After a long and anxious courtship,

(for once again he was acquiring a mother-in-law of notoriously
" difficult " temperament !) he married this lady and settled

down to live happily with her.''

Besides enjoying a new measure of domestic comfort, Ailes-

bury was now able to provide a home in Brussels for his son and

^ Memoirs,
^ The stoop had been acquired in the Tower. Here Lord Ailesbury's only

exercise was to walk up and down the two small rooms allotted to him.

There was a low doorway between them—and he had to walk stooped to pass

through it.

^ She gave him one daughter, named Charlotte Marie—and it was appro-

priate, in view of the strong attachment of the Bruce family to their Stuart

sovereigns, that his daughter's grand-daughter should eventually have married

Prince Charles Edward Stuart.
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daughter. Elizabeth Bruce spent much of her girlhood with her

father and step-mother : Charles however was growing into a

young man ; and it clearly was not right that, as the heir to

great English estates, he should be kept long in a foreign country.

After sharing his father's exile for a brief period, he therefore

returned to the land of his birth and into the care of his English

relations.

Father and son thus began to live separate lives—and indeed,

after 1700, they never again had any close contact. Charles

soon made a name and a position for himself in England : Ailes-

bury lived on and grew old among the good folk of Brabant,

dreaming sometimes of his home at Ampthill, "that beautiful

habitation, with all its appurtenances, that I doated on ", but

remaining expatriate to the end of his long life.

CHARLES LORD BRUCE'S LIEUTENANCY: 1703-1741.

The young Charles, whom an indulgent monarch had claimed

as his godson, was cheated by Fate of most of the good things

which his position in life should have assured to him. He grew
up virtually as an orphan, his mother being dead and his father

continuing in exile. He did not even enjoy security in a finan-

cial sense ; for the various troubles which had fallen upon his

family had caused the Seymour-Bruce estates to become over-

loaded with debts, so that by 1700, although still vast in area,

they were barely solvent. The outlook, for a youngster un-

trained as yet in grappling with such perplexities, must have
seemed dark and threatening,

One can easily imagine how great was the young man's need
of some practical, good-hearted person to whom he could look

for understanding and guidance. Happily, in Robert Bruce, his

senior uncle, he found just such a person. Uncle Robert was
sensible ; he was a man of affairs, and perhaps best of all, he was
approachable and sympathetic. Charles could and did (as in-

numerable letters show) discuss all his affairs, including those

of an intimate, personal nature, with this friendly and invariably

helpful relative.

The first problem was to straighten out the financial tangle

into which Lord Ailesbury's affairs had been allowed to drift.

As soon as he came of age, Charles therefore wrote to his father

a carefully considered letter, outlining a plan for creating order

ou t of the existing chaos. An important feature of it was that
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all the lately accumulated debts should be made chargeable upon
the Savernake property, that Charles himself should forthwith

enter into possession of Savernake, and that he should have a

free hand there to attempt, by careful management, to get rid

gradually of these encumbrances.

The letter—a long one—was both courageous and sensible

;

and one is pleased to find that Lord Ailesbury lost no time in

writing back, agreeing substantially to all his son's proposals.

From this date therefore (1703), we may think of Charles Lord
Bruce as being in charge of all the property at Savernake which
had descended to him from his Seymour mother and from his

mother's Esturmy forebears. We should not as yet think of

him as being the hereditary Warden of the Forest there; but

his position was certainly that of the Warden's Lieutenant

—

a title which already was becoming obsolete, but which none
the less expresses perfectly the function which Charles was
henceforth destined to fulfill.

Once again one is conscious of the misfortune that there was
no good house at Savernake in which the new proprietor could

make his home. Charles for some years lived at Ampthill, partly

in order to keep up the house there in case his father should be

able to return and occupy it. It was a big place however, and
the cost of maintaining it did not fit in well with the new econ-

omy campaign. After a few years, Charles thought it better to

move out ; and he then established himself in a small country

house—Henley Park, Guildford—which was conveniently placed

about half way between Savernake and London.^

Correspondence of the period shows that there were still

habitable rooms at Tottenham, despite the house there as a whole
being ruined. Mr. Becher, the agent, was able to live there

;

and m another part of the building there lived a certain John
Bird, an employee. Even the remnant of the old Seymour man-
sion was however doomed. A further disaster occurred while

Lord Bruce was at Guildford ; for (says Becher)
" I have had a very

melancholy time of it since Monday morning 3 of ye Clock, at which time a

fire broke out at Tottenham in that part of ye house John Bird lived in.

^ The property at Ampthill and near Aylesbury was subsequently sold, as

was Ailesbury House, Clerkenwell, and other outlying lands. Thus, by the

end of the 2nd Earl of Ailesbury's lifetime, the Bruces had only their estate

at Savernake, and also the Yorkshire property granted to them by King James I.
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" The old Wall & Chimneys being full of cracks & much decayed, the Soot

gott into those cracks, & so fired the little Roome over ye Chimney, & burnt

downe all that part of the house, & much damaged the Crosse building adjoyn-

ing to it, & that part also that I was in is much torn & shattered, but more by
Bedwyn Mobb than otherwise it would have been by ye fire. . . , In ye con-

fusion I had lost my clothes for some time& had only a Night Gown & waist-

coate on, in which I worked to carry out my things, & so was thorow wett, &
afterwards continuing out in ye Raine all night, tho' wrapped in a blankett, I

have got a violent Cold . .

There is a good deal more as to poor Becher's misfortunes

—

which may perhaps have caused him to view " Bedwyn Mobb "

in an uncharitable light
;
for, after all, these good folk had turned

out on a foul night to render their clumsy assistance. " Ye fire

was mastered about 8 a Clock in ye morning "
; and the bedrag-

gled agent then sought refuge at " Wolphall where there was
still a remnant (but a remnant only) of old Wolfhall Manor.

All this must have been sad news for Bruce, who perhaps

already had some plans in mind for the restoration of Tottenham.

The young Lieutenant of Savernake however was not the man
to be discouraged: he had set himself certain objectives, and
throughout his life, despite many a setback, he remained faith-

ful and dogged in pursuit of them.

His first ambition necessarily had been to achieve a healthier

condition in estate finance ; and it seems that within a few years

some amelioration was already apparent. Only then could Bruce

turn his mind to another matter—one of some delicacy, yet es-

sential to the future well-being of the family. The young Charles

had grown into a good-looking man and with a sufficiency of

money becoming available to him, it was natural and proper that

he should think of matrimony.

Bruce was far from being discontented with his bachelor ex-

istence. Concerning marriage, he once told his uncle Robert

that "
if you had Sons I should not think of it" ; but in fact both

his uncles were childless, he himself had no brothers, and so

the family was in danger of dying out. There was therefore

real necessity for " sacrificing my quiet "—and the young man
accordingly let his name be mentioned as a candidate for the

hand of any suitable lady.

Bruce had well-defined ideas as to the type of young person

who would make him an appropriate wife. She should be reason-

ably well endowed ; but he did not look for a great heiress,
" for I

had rather do favours than receive them, & especially in this affair of matri-
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mony, having in several instances seen ill effects from husbands having obli-

gations to Wives." She must not be " giddy but rather " contented & easy

with having what is convenient and fitting, without noise and splendor, & for

the most part in the country, & several things more under that head which to

you that know me & my affairs I need not particularize

We need not doubt that Uncle Robert was soon very busy,

making his discreet enquiries, and that many a thoughtful

conference took place between uncle and nephew. At last an

alliance was arranged between Lord Bruce and one of the young
daughters (she was only sixteen) of the Marquess of Halifax.

Thus we find in Uncle Robert's diary :

—

" 1705 [/6] . February 5. Ld. Bruce's

marriage Writings were sealed at Mr. Longueville's Chambers. February 6,

the Writings were sealed by Lady Ann Savile at Hallifax House. February 7-

Ld. Bruce was marryed to the Lady Ann Savile."

The sealing of the Writ-
ings (occupying two days) was clearly a ceremonious business.

Up to this point, the practical outlook had been maintained

by all concerned ; but now, once again, our ancestors' methods
found their justification. The young couple fell in love. No
letters have survived, written by Charles to Ann ; but after a

year of marriage, she was writing to him :

—

" Thursday August ye 22d.

My Deare, I shall expect with great impatience the post tomorrow which I hope
will bring me word that you will be here a Saterday, I am very well and want
nothing but to see you. I shall think the time very long till I do. Here was
no company yesterday but ... I beat Mr. Elyott so unmercifully at Cribbage

that he frets & fumes himself into a sweat ... I will now conclude when I

have assured you that I am My Deare Yours most entirely, A. Bruce."

Five years later, after several children had been born to them,

she could still write :

—

" HLenley] Park, June ye 8th 1711 in ye after-

noon. My Deare, I received yours by this days post & am very glad I shall see

you so soon as tomorrow . . . pray dont be angry with me if I should not go

to bed on Saturday night till you come, for if I should go to bed ye expectation

of your coming would hinder me from sleeping & then I had better sitt up &
you know that is no punishment to me. . . . Pray bring your son a Huming
Top & a set of ninepins & a bowl [ball] which must not be of ye smallest

sort because he plays with them out of doors. I begin to be in a great Huff

with Mr. Elyott & so you may tell him from me. ... I intend to ask you at

least a hundred questions when I see you so will conclude now with my service

to everybody & that I am My Deare most Entirely Yours."

And again :

—

" My Deare, To my great satisfaction I received yours of ye

18th by this days post and ... I am much obliged to you for deffering your

Journey to Stroxton, tho' it will be a sad thing to poor [Ann] whenever it
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happens who will be very mellancholly & much alone & have the want of your
Company. ... I write with one of Notts pens : I wish you may read it. I am
My Deare most entirely Yours, A. Bruce. At t'other side is your son's letter

to you."

In a childish hand, there is written on the opposite page :

—

" pray Papa bless Bob who is your best Boy and very good Child,

Robert Bruce ". Little Robert had been born in 1707, and there

were two daughters also, Mary and Elizabeth. There had been
a second son ; but he. alas, had lived for a few hours only.

Bruce had good cause for contentment : he had one heir at

least, and the hope still of being blessed with others. The finan-

cial outlook was steadily brightening : it was time now that

he should look beyond domestic problems, and seek to make a

position for himself in national affairs. A gentleman of any con-

sequence in the 18th century was expected to interest himself

in politics—and indeed our ancestors of that period seemed to

have been in agreement with the ancient Greeks, whose word
"ididtes " for a private individual, developed a purely derogatory

meaning.

Bruce was in a naturally strong position as regards exercising

political influence. The Savernake estate occupied virtually the

whole area lying between Marlborough and Bedwyn ; and each

of these places was a borough returning two members to Parlia-

ment. Bedwyn indeed had the makings of a most convenient
" pocket " borough—the only trouble here being that, in the

early 18th century, it was not entirely in the Bruce family's

pocket. The electors were those few individuals who lived in

certain " burgage houses of which many belonged to the

Savernake property, although some were attached to Stokke

Manor (then in alien hands), some to the Church, and others

again were individually owned. It was this divided ownership

which brought a tiresome element of doubt into the results of

the Bedwyn elections.

Marlborough was a larger borough, and hence presented

rather different problems. Here it was the Mayor and aldermen

who were chiefly able to influence the votes of the very restric-

ted electorate ; and so anyone wishing to control Marlborough
had first to secure the appointment of a well-disposed Mayor,
or to earn the good will of a Mayor already in office. Then,

with the aid of some further inducements to any hesitant bur-

gesses, it was possible to ensure the return to Parliament of the

two candidates desired.
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The modern reader may perhaps consider it shocking that

Lord Bruce, if he could out-manoeuvre such rival landowners

as the Dukes of Somerset or Marlborough/ should have been
able to put four of his friends or relatives into the House of

Commons. In theory, one must admit that it was indeed wrong
;

but in practice the country did not lose by it. Men of Lord
Bruce's stamp were patriotic

;
they had a well-defined sense of

honour and were themselves incorruptible : their nominees in

Parliament were therefore at least as well fitted to govern the

country as any other group of persons who might have been
chosen by the electors of that day.

The out-manoeuvring of the Dukes was a business which
Bruce, ably seconded by Mr. Becher, soon brought to a fine

art. In Marlborough much could be done by contributing

handsomely to a new Mayor's inaugural feast : the right de-

gree of munificence is indicated in a letter written by Becher
in 1705.

" I went to Marlborough to every house to desire their votes as usual at the

next election, . , . Mr. Kem seemed the best inclined . . . He is elected mayor
and has written to invite your Lordship and Mr. Bruce to his feast on 26th

inst., and Mr. Perry thinks it very much for your Lordship's service to be there.

Mr. Kem gave me the following particulars of my Lord Ailesbury's present to

him when he was mayor before, viz., 2 bucks, 2 weathers, 1 calf, 2 dozen of

poultry, 6 geese, 6 turkeys, fish from Wolfhall [ponds] and 5 dozen of wine.

Your Lordship was pleased to give this present Mayor Cowsey 10 if not 12

dozen of wine, and Mr. Fowler hinted if your Lordship should add a present of

4 or 6 pieces of beef if would win Mr. Kem's heart for ever."

Lord Bruce, although not hesitating thus to win the mayoral

heart, had a dislike for open bribery. None the less, in the same
year,

" Mr. Hawkins found the Marlborough people very mercenary and re-

solved to serve the highest bidder, for they had no sort of honour or conscience,

being now grown as corrupt as any other borough".

Where beef and

venison would not avail, it was, alas, necessary to make more
sordid offerings.

At Bedwyn, the chief civic dignitary was not the Mayor but

^ The Seymours still had property, and notably the Castle, in Marlborough,

with agricultural land at Brown's Farm and elsewhere. The Duke of Marl-

borough had land on the banks of the Kennet, and also St. Margaret's Farm,

once belonging to the old Priory of St. Margaret.
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the Portreeve. Here again however the same mercenary spirit

ruled. Says Becher :

—

'* I beg leave to represent to your Lordship that

these great civiHties from Bedwin as to the election carry an expectancy with

them of a larger dole from your Lordship, and as they are pleased now you
may ever command them ". In a later letter, he is more specific. " As to Bedwin
people they do expect £5 a man for the two elections which they esteem your

Lordship's and Mr. Millington's to be, and value themselves much upon choos-

ing both with so good grace. When you were chosen single . . . you gave the

town £200 . . . And that £200 divided among the voters (who did not amount
to 100) gave something above 45s. each for that single election, they therefore

ground their expectations upon that to have £2 for Mr. Millington and £3 for

your Lordship and will never expect more . . . But what to do for money for

all this I don't know."

What with Bedwyn and Marlborough, Bruce's parliamentary

ambitions must have cost him dear. In regard to voting for a

new Mayor at Marlborough in 1712,
" Rogers says the Duke [of Somer-

set] declares publicly that he will give £50 a man for as many as will desert

your Lordship and come over to him. He has actually given John Smith £100

down , . . it has prevailed with Smith to leave your Lordship. In the room
of whom we have got Flurry Bowshire for 40 guineas (which he owes the

Duke) ... I am very sorry for this expense, my Lord, but without it your Lord-

ship's interest would have been entirely defeated for ever ".

It is satisfactory to know that, in this affair at least, the Duke's

machinations did not avail him. A Mayor was chosen favourable

to the Bruces, and " It is hardly possible to express the Duke's

passion or credit his extravagant expressions if report does not

bespatter him ".

Bruce indeed played the political game with a great measure
of success. He himself sat in Parliament for Bedwyn in 1705,

1707 and 1708 : his uncle James was elected there in 1702, his

friend Millington in 1711 and 1713 ; his uncle Robert and his

lawyer, Charles Longueville, in 1722. As to Marlborough, Uncle
Robert v/as one of the members in 1702, 1710 and 1713, Uncle
James in 1708, and Bruce himself (transferring from Bedwyn) in

1710.

All this activity did not go unnoticed by Queen Anne's minis-

ters. Before long, it was represented to the Queen as a pity

that, during the Earl of Ailesbury's exile, there should be no
representative of the Bruce family in the House of Lords. To
rectify this. Lord Dartmouth was instructed, at the end of 1711,

to send to Charles Lord Bruce the following letter :

—

" Her Majesty
having been pleased to signify her intention of calling you to the House of Peers
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by Writt, I desire your Lordship will let me know this evening the name of

the English Barony that is in your family."^

There was such a Barony, for Charles' great-grandfather had
been created Baron Bruce of Whorlton, Yorks ; and it was by
this title therefore that Lord Ailesbury's heir was summoned^
in his father's life time, to the Upper House, In January 1711

" Charles Bruce de Whorlton chivalier was in his robes introduced between the

lord Berkeley and the lord Gernsey (also in their robes) the gentleman usher

of the black rod and clarencieux officiating for garter king at arms preceding.

His lordship presented his writ to the lord keeper on his knee at the woolsack

who gave it to the clerk and the same was read. , , . Then his lordship was
seated on the barons bench in his fathers barony next below the lord Mohun
and came to the table and took the oaths and made and subscribed the declar-

ation and also took and subscribed the oath of abjuration pursuant to the

statutes".'^

With his own seat in the Lords, and being in control of several

seats in the Commons, Bruce was now a person of no little

importance. Since he was not yet thirty, and had brought the

Bruce family back to a position of eminence almost entirely

through his own good sense and prudence, he had every reason

both to feel satisfied with past achievements and also to look

forward hopefully into the future.

It was at this very moment however that the fates dealt him
a peculiarly cruel blow. His son Robert was now four years old^

and thus at the age when most youngsters begin to delight their

fathers by the increasing liveliness of their intelligence. Robert,

it seems, was bright enough when playing with his ninepins or,,

later, when given a pony to ride ; but as regards the child's

capacity" (or intellect, as we should term it) poor Bruce looked

long and anxiously for signs of normal progress. Alas, as he grew
into boyhood, it became sadly clear that Charles' heir was subject

to some mental defect. This was the more tragic, since the two
little girls (whom their father loved dearly, but upon whom he

had not centred in so full a measure his hopes for the family's

future) were as alert and quick-witted as children could be.

It would be painful, and perhaps hardly decent, to pry too

deeply into Bruce's correspondence at this unhappy period.

Uncle Robert did what he could to bring comfort ; for we find

' Charles, to whom I have hitherto referred (perhaps rather casually) as
" Lord Bruce ", was at this time using, by courtesy, his father's second title

—

granted with the Earldom of Ailesbury—Viscount Bruce of Ampthill.

House of Lords Journal.
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Bruce replying:

—

" As to what you mention in relation to my son, that

late fruit is not always the worst, I may say that I know it very well, for I

think I know my own rights & wrongs, & believe that I have not grown older

to no purpose. ..." And again :
—

" I am so sensible of my own wants that

really no pains nor cost shall be wanting to make him entirely as he should

be . .
."

But it was no good to deceive oneself as to the prospect of

curing the poor, backward boy; and if a cure should be im-

possible, then *'
it would truly touch me to the quick ".

Bruce's distress was fully shared by Ann, his wife. She indeed

was the more grievously hurt by this disaster which confronted

them : she seems to have blamed herself for the child's deficien-

cies, so that through worry and grief she fell into a mental and
physical decline. Thenceforward Charles' domestic life must
have been sad indeed. He could see that Ann, " whom I loved

as well (I believe) as ever one body loved another . . . in a

manner, was dying from year's end to year's end ". She passed

away in the year 1717, " and is I hope, perfectly happy now ".

She died as she had lived, for

" at the last of her being sensible,

she expressed all possible love & affection to me. ... I endeavour to put this

[grief] and my son's untowardness out of my head as much as possible by one

amusement or another, but now it rains hard, & I tied to my chair, & some-

times in that position I cannot help grieving . . .
".

Uncle Robert, to whom alone Bruce could speak freely, must
have been greatly saddened by the young widower's plight.

He would have understood too the bitter disappointment caused

by " my son's untowardness ". All Charles' life had been directed

towards one main objective. Despite all handicaps, (and in

youth he had encountered many) he had determined to rehabil-

itate the Bruce family, of which he was the effective head. When
little Robert was born, he had dreamed of seeing his son one day

enjoying, both on the family estate at Savernake and in thz busy

political world, the rich, absorbing life which was proper to a

great family's heir. Now, all was jeopardised ; all was uncertain

:

through the one weak link in the hereditary chain, the family

might sink back " to endanger its being again in such a condition

as I found it in ".

Here vs^as stark tragedy—and for som^e time Bruce would not

consider re-marrying, for ''whatever silly people may fancy, . . .

[I] am very unlikely to change my condition". Gradually how-
ever—and probably at Uncle Robert's instigation—he began to
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consider the possibility in a more favourable light. Once again

therefore, there began an exchange of views between uncle and

nephew as to what would be prudent in the way of a matrimonial

alliance. For example :

—

" D [ear] U [ncle] .... I know this is a nice

subject for any one to give an opinion upon, . . . but I am very sensible that

you wish the good of me and mine above all things, & I give you my word
that in case you should let me know any thing to be disliked [in a certain

lady] , that I will never let her or any one else know . . .

"As to the proposition of marriage in general, ... I am against it entirely,

& I know not another Lady that I would make one step towards. As to her

person & age they are to be seen & known, & as to the rest, by what I have

seen of her, & more by what I have heard at all times, she is a woman of a

great deale of virtue, honour & good sense, has lived long enough & seen

enough not to run a madding with the vanities & follies of most of her sex

;

... a young unexperienced thing ... I am not for, for it is most sure that

those that have seen somewhat of the world are the least likely to be surprised

into follies, but as I said before, if you know any thing objectionable to in this

Lady, I beg to know it.

"... besides I shall endeavour, as I see occasion, to find out whether our

ways of living, «&c. are likely to hit, otherwise it is better much let alone.

.. . . Considering my case, I do not think there is any sort of fortune more
likely to suit my affairs than this, if to be had in the manner I mentioned,

. . . also a great likelihood of this Ladies' being one that would be far from
misusing my Deare Girls, for I would not without such a prospect marry one
with a million. ... I shall be glad to have your thoughts of this ... I need
not desire you to say nothing of it to any body else."

It may be that Uncle Robert had some adverse information

concerning this lady. At any rate, Bruce did not marry her

—

and before long his attention was drawn to the merits of a certain

Lady Juliana Boyle, a sister of the then Earl of Burlington. The
good uncle was carefully " briefed " as to the financial terms

which he might propose to Lord Burlington for a match between
Charles and Juliana : if these were not acceptable, he was forth-

with to break off the negotiations. He was however to show all

possible courtesy to Lord Burlington, " as I have a great value

for him and to say that " should I not have the happiness of

marrying Lady J. , [I] shall wish her Ladyship disposed of answ^er-

ably to her good qualities &c.
"

As it turned out. Uncle Robert' s mission was in this case

attended with perfect success, the marriage taking place in

1720. Juliana, Lady Bruce, would not be judged a beauty by our

standards; but, aged twenty-five, she was a pleasant-looking

young woman :^ there had, as usual, been little romance in the

^ There is a picture of her at Savernake : unfortunately there is none of Ann,
her predecessor.
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preliminaries to her marriage; but this in no way prevented her

settling down to live extremely happily with the cautious Charles.

It is very clear also that Bruce himself found renewed happi-

ness with Juliana. He wrote to her from Yorkshire :

—

" My Deare, ... I should be an insensible creature if I did not doat on
Dearest one & hourly want to be with her." Concerning some social problem,
" your Deare Ladyship has done very well, just as I would have wisht, & as

you always do ... D. one will observe, & be glad to hear I will make no
apology for the length of my letter, knowing that D. one loves to hear from
me, and pray D. one dont you make any ; did you send a quire I should read

it with delight. I am most affectionately yours, Bruce. (P.S.) Service to

U[ncle] R[obert]. Blessing to Deare Girls."

Bruce must have rejoiced also to find—as he soon did—that

his new wife would present him with some increase of his family

—

perhaps with another and worthier son. Alas, it was a daughter :

the child lived only a few days, and Juliana had no other issue

—

she who failed him in nothing else throughout their life together.

She mothered his daughters and no doubt comforted him in his

continuing anxiety as to his heir, (for poor Robert sometimes

appeared to be gaining in " capacity", and then at other times

seemed worse than ever). Undoubtedly she enabled him to

regain much of his peace of mind and to resume what was always

near to his heart—the improvement and care of the family

estates.

Lord Burlington, now Bruce's brother-in-law, was already

famous as an architect. Naturally Charles sought his skilled

aid in the rebuilding of Tottenham ; but while Burlington drew
out his plans, the earliest of which^ is dated 1721, some restor-

ation of the old ruined Seymour mansion was already being

undertaken. There is evidence that, once again, some portion

of it was put into a fit state for habitation.

During his first wife's lifetime, the indications are that Bruce

had paid only " bachelor " visits to his Savernake property ; but

nov/ there was suitable accommodation for his wife, and even

for the entertainment of friends. Uncle Robert's diary is in-

formative as to this : he notes, for instance, " Septemr. 1721.

Went with Ld. & Lady B. to Tottenham, staid 3 or 4 days

& then returned to Chiswick ". And again :— " Wee (Lord

Burlington & I) came to Tottenham to dinner. Some days after

^ Found at Chatsworth.
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Ld. Cardigan^ came from the Bath to Tottenham & stay'd two
nights."

Having thus some sort of residence at Savernake, Bruce was
enabled to take an increasingly personal interest in the estate

and Forest. He was the first Warden (or Lieutenant) of Saver-

nake, for instance, to have the place completely mapped. Some
of his predecessors had, as we have seen, caused rough sketches to

be made : but the hand-drawn, hand-painted maps^ of the early

18th century are the first on which we can rely for accurate detail.

Bruce employed several draughtsmen, of whom one, Charles

Price, was quite outstanding. His maps were drawn with the

greatest precision and so can be perfectly well compared with

the modern Ordnance Survey, allowance being made for the

difference in scale.

Not all of these maps have survived ; but fortunately the one of

Tottenham Park has. This park in Bruce's day was still so called,

although for a generation it had been devoted to agricultural

purposes. Covering some 600 acres in all, it did not extend

far on the west side of the then much-dilapidated mansion;

but it included a great part of what is now Warren Farm, and
part also of Lower Barn Farm. The woodlands included within

it were Tottenham Coppice (then more extensive, and called

Durley Woods), Langfield Coppice (then smaller, and called

Limekiln Wood) and How Wood (now Haw Wood, one of the

Bloxham woodlands).^ Only one hard road connected Totten-

ham with the outside world—and that emerged through Barley

Gate, which was not far from the present St. Katharine's

Church.

The old Seymour mansion stood approximately where Totten-

ham House now stands. There was a large stable building on
a site now abandoned, and extensive farm buildings also, roughly

on the site of the present gardener's cottage. It is not clear

whether, at this period, there was still a tenant farmer there :

we only know that when Bruce finally had made his home at

^ This was George, 3rd Earl of Cardigan, who had married Bruce's sister

EHzabeth. The latter had returned to England on reaching marriageable age,

and the match with Cardigan had been negotiated—needless to say—by the

invaluable Uncle Robert.

^ Savernake Archives.

^ Bloxham's Lodge, and the plantations surrounding it, were named after

John Bloxham, a steward or sub-agent, Bloxham was highly esteemed, not

only by Bruce but by his successor also.

2 M
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Savernake, he kept Tottenham Park Farm in hand as a Home
Farm.

Among other places of interest were a garden (? terraced)

known as The Degrees, a nursery for young trees and a bowHng
green. (Bruce evidently enjoyed a game of bowls : his accounts

show one man constantly employed keeping in order the Totten-

ham bowling green).

It is a pity that, among Charles Price's maps, there is none of

Savernake Forest. Up to the time of Bruce's second marriage

we hear nothing of any extensive planting there—and it was
the only place left over which the deer could roam : it is there-

fore reasonable to think that "the Residue of the Forest" had
not as yet changed much from its condition in the days of the

Seymours. It was still lightly wooded, with various small cop-

pices, enclosures, paddocks, commons, etc.

Charles Lord Bruce had a tidy mind ; and therefore he made
it his business at this time to find out and write down exactly

what commons there were, and what rights were enjoyed over

them by the commoners. He listed the following :

—

Crabtree Common. The Folly, pretended Sheep Common.
Puttall Common, Burbage Sheep Common.
Stichcomb Common. Durley Sheep Common.
Werge Common. Bedwin Tenantry Common.
St. Margaretts Tenantry Common. Stock Common.
St. Margaretts Farm (hath Com-

mon for Sheep)

.

Bruce also made notes "as to the Inhabitants of Marlb[orough]

putting Horses into Sav [ernake] Forest " ; and in each case he
tried to ascertain the exact facts, so as to distinguish between
genuine and fictitious claims. One example must suffice :

—

"Durley Sheep Common begins at Durley Village & goes up to Lye hill by
the Inclosures and so on the Ridge way by the Slay and so down the way by
the outside of the Slay to Shole bottom and then along Shole Bottom to the

Meer Stone by the Shole, from thence up Nettle ball hill and so along the

Green way on the outside of Gammons Heath or Gammons pitts to an old

Crabtree from thence along the Ridge of three Oaken hill to the outside of

the Wood or Birches, and so down on the outside of the Birches to Durley
Inclosures or Peirse's ground where ye 2 Burrows stood.

'

' Note That Durley Sheep have Common on ye aforesaid Boundary all the

year. Durley great Cattle are turned up into theire Common on Holy rood
day May 3d & turn out again on Saint Martin's day November 11th ".

It is interesting to note that the phraseology here
—

" and so

along the Green way " etc.—is precisely that of the perambul-
ations of the Middle Ages. Not all of the places are identifiable

;
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(I can not, for instance, trace " the Slay ") but it is clear enough
that the area had been perambulated in the good, old-fashioned

way, i.e. in a clock-wise direction. Changes were in the air

;

but in Savernake Forest things had not yet greatly changed.

Another of Bruce's enquiries—strangely reminiscent—was as

to the wages and perquisites of keepers. As he wrote to his

agent, Charles Becher,

—

" If they behave themselves well I shall not

grudge them any reasonable profits, provided I am first made acquainted with

them. I desire you will take care of what I have mentioned ..."

Mr. Becher responded with a list of the keepers employed,

and their emoluments. There were two keepers of importance in

Savernake Forest, at Bagden (Savernake) Lodge and at Braden
Hook Lodge. The head keeper, at Bagden, had a man under

him, and there was also a " quarter keeper " at Furze Coppice
Lodge. In rather a different category was the woodward,
responsible for the timber both in the Forest and in Tottenham
Park.

In the Collingbourne Woods there was another woodward

—

or forester, as we should call him. There was a bailiff there also.

These woods being ten miles from the Forest, it may be deduced
that the Savernake estate was already vast in extent. It was
indeed large ; but it would be a mistake to assume that the

Bruces owned all of the land intervening. At this date there

were a good many holdings, some of them even bordering on
the Forest, which had not yet been acquired.

To return to the keepers, it may be of interest to set out the

fees and perquisites of one of them :

—

Braden Hook Lodge. 1726.

Tho : Lambert Keepers wages [£] 10. 0. 0.

his allowance for fire wood 10. 0. 0.

value of 14 acres of Land belonging to

this Lodge—no fencing being a quick

hedge 6. 0. 0.

half the Deer Skins last year 8. 8. 9.

half fees of the Deer 5. 13. 6.

half a ffee Buck & Doe L 17. 6-

Feed of 20 sheep & 20 lambs 3 Cowes
& 2 horses — Charges of keeping

horses & 3 hounds 6. 0. 0.

Fern sold one year with another 1. 0. 0.

Marking of ye horses yearly 0. 12. 2.

Head & Chines of the Deer.
[£] 49. 11. 11.
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The fee for "marking of ye horses" clearly relates to the

horses agisted in the Forest by the inhabitants of Marlborough.

Concerning these, Bruce caused an Agistment Deed to be drawn
up yearly—the first such deed being in the following terms :

—

" Whereas we whose names are hereunto subscribed being Inhabitants of

the Town of Marlebro' in the County of Wilts have ... by the favour and
indulgence of the Right Honorable the Lord Bruce and his Ancestors for

some years fed and depastured our mares and gueldings two to each Inhabitant

(not being certificate men nor splitt houses) in his Lordship's forest of

Savernake . . . for eighteen pence each mare or guelding payable at the time

of marking and whereas contrary to the intent of such favour and indulgence

we the said Inhabitants or some of us creating advantage to our Selves have

taken other persons horses and depastured them in the said forrest as our own

—

" Now we the said Inhabitants . . . disclayming such abusive practizes do

. . . covenant ... with the said Lord Bruce . . . that in regard to the like

favour and indulgence . . . from the third day of May instant to Saint

Martin's day next ensuing we and every of us will pay the said eighteen

pence . . . and will not . . . depasture in the said forest during the time

aforesaid any more than two mares or Gueldings to Each Inhabitant such to

be the proper goods and Chattels of such Inhabitant and no agistment of

strangers . . . and if we . . . shall act contrary hereunto then that we . . .

shall upon demand pay to the said Lord Bruce . . . the Summe of fifty

shillings . . .
".

This document was signed and sealed, in 1726, by 44 Marl-

burians—the first name of the list being " Jno Clark pin maker
"

and the last " Robart Cayley His mark X ". It was endorsed,
*' Sealed and delivered in presence of (being first legally stamp't)

Tho : Lambertt and Jane Lambertt Her mark X ". It was on
this occasion that the Braden Hook keeper must have collected

his 12s. 2d.

THE REBUILDING OF TOTTENHAM.

While Bruce, after the manner of his ancestors, the earlier

Wardens of the Forest, was busying himself with these various

affairs of " the vert and the venison Burlington, his brother-

in-law, was no less busy with his architectural drawings. The
new house, to be known as Tottenham Park, was beginning to

take shape.

The first part to be completed was the central block, no doubt
still containing a good deal of the fire-scarred Seymour fabric.

It was a cube, two stories high, with a three-storied tower at

each of the corners. There was beneath it a semi-basement

storey, containing staff quarters and the domestic offices. The
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whole was brick built, except for a stone portico on the garden

(or East) side/

It was still, at this stage, not a commodious house, for it had
a large central hall, from which arose twin staircases. Soon it

was thought necessary to add wings to it, two on the west side

embracing a fore-court, and two smaller wings on the east side.

These wings carried no upper storey, but consisted simply of a

number of ground-floor rooms, with basements under, jutting

out from the main block.

The complete mansion, with wings, does not appear to have

been finished until about 1740 ; but it then provided Bruce with

what he had always lacked—a permanent home. A private

chapel form^ed part of it, and was no doubt an asset ; for the

Bruce family was strongly religious, and the nearest church at

that time, being at Bedwyn, was several miles away. The pro-

vision of 6 large and 24 small prayer-books gives some indication

of the number of household worshippers.

As for the living rooms and bedrooms, it may be of interest

to note how they were furnished." In "The Great Drawing
Roome for instance, " The hainging of ye roome of green

Damask made to take up and Down with green print Cass

Curtains to Cover Ditto These were simply to embellish the

walls ; for there were also " 3 pr of green Damask window
Curtains lined with harateen For furniture, there were " 8

mahogoney Chairs and 2 Settees Covered with green Damask
trimd with brass nails and Serge Cases ditto ". (We should say,
*' serge covers for same ".) There were " 2 Large Peer glasses

... in Carved gilt & painted frames ; 2 Egipshen marble Slabs
"

(tables apparently) "... on Carved and gilt frames ; 20 half

Lenth Pictures one ditto hole Lenth all in gilt frames

It does not sound like a comfortable room ; nor does " a Large
Steele Stove " sound attractive as a means of warming it.

" His

Lordships Studdy " was a little better, for Bruce had here allowed

himself " an Ease Chaire We should nowadays perhaps not

care to be surrounded by " 10 Poetts heads on painted and gilt

bracketts ; one Ditto of Mr. Pope "
; but there were also framed

maps on the walls, and part of the room must have been book-

^ Some of Lord Burlington's drawings exist and have been identified by-

Mr. R. Wittkower of the Warburg Institute. See also Savernake Archives.

^ Inventory, Savernake Archives.
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lined, for there was a pair of steps to provide access to the upper
shelves. Bruce had two big " righting tables (his steward was
not skilled in spelling I) two smaller tables of the same sort and
a reading stand. It was a room well suited to a busy man having

some studious inclinations : Bruce, indeed, was a lover of books
and maps, for he had a further large room as his library, collected

a great quantity of books therein and furnished it with " 2 globs

of the world

A typical bedroom was that in " The yellow Tower It con-

tained

" a bedsted and yellow Camblett furniture [the hangings] with a
Counterpaine, a flanders bed [? mattress] & boulster a Chick mattress a

holland Ditto 3 blanketts and a printed lining [linen] quilt." There were
" 6 Chairs and a Dressing Chaire to mattch, 2 peces of tapstrey ... a wall-

nuttree Press .... a mahogoney burow [bureau] ... a mahogoney Dress-

ing table and Dressing glass ... a mahogoney night table a China bason and
4-glass-side lanthorn ".

The Bruce menage was very largely self-supporting ; for down-
stairs or in outbuildings there were a Laundry, a Brew House,
a Bake House, a Dairy, etc. There was also " The Roome for

the Sick". As for " The Ketchin it will perhaps interest the

modern housewife to know how it was equipped to cater for a

large, 18th-century household.

There v/as " A large range sett in brick work", but there must
have been also an open fire, for we hear of

" 2 Spitt racks ... a

Large Jack with a multeplying weele 5 Spitts with iron weeles a Large Copper
... 2 frying pans 19 Stu [Stew] pans & Covers 7 Soope potts & Covers 2

grave [y] pans 3 fish kettles Strainers & Covers 2 amblett [? omelette] pans

1 Dish kettle a copper Dripping pan 2 pastey Pans 2 tart pans a fritter pan 2

Cullenders 3 pudding pans a Copper Drinking pott 5 Sauce pans and Covers

3 leadles 5 Spoons 4 Scimmers a bellmetal morter and pesell 22 pewter Dishes

5 Doz and 9 plates 3 grid irons ... a pig iron 6 Lark spitts 3 beef forks 2

Clevers 3 Choppers a Drugger a Salemander 12 small Scures [skewers] 7

trevatts ... a flower [flour] tubb a hogg tubb a salt box ..." etc, etc.

As to the sort of food prepared with this varied equipment,

one has but to study a book of 18th-century recipes. Bruce had

such a book—and it has survived : the compiler was that invalu-

able relative and ever-welcome visitor to Savernake, his uncle

Robert. On ordinary occasions the viands were washed down
with home-brewed beer, of which two sorts were made. There

was a cellar of strong beer and another of small beer, which was

what Bruce himself preferred.
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When there was company, however, the family drank wine

;

and the wine cellar, in an average year, held the following,

stock :

—

" Seven Bottles of Bergundy, Seven Ditto of Champaigne Eleven

Ditto of Clarett Six Pints of Cyprus Thirty two Bottles of French White
Twenty Seven Ditto of Old Hock Fifty Two of Lisbon Twenty Pints of Dry
Madeira Twenty Two Ditto of Sweet Six Bottles of Mountain [a kind of

Malaga] Seventeen Pints of Palm Sack One Hundred and Seventy Six Bottles

of port Twenty five Pints of Sack Six Pints of Spanish."^

It seems that, while the mansion at Tottenham was being thus

re-created and furnished, Bruce had begun to acquire from his

eminent brother-in-law something of the latter's enthusiasm for

building. By 1730 he was adequately housed ; but he still sought

to add to his property new architectural features. For example^

Burlington designed and Bruce built the small octagonal pavilion

which may still be seen on the brow of the hill overlooking the

present Savernake stations. It was in the nature of a " folly "
;

but he made some use of it—perhaps for picnics—for it was
furnished with two tables and with " 8 plum tree wood Chairs

Another and larger building of the same period stood on the

site of the present reservoir which supplies water to Tottenham
House. Bruce's steward describes it as " The Tempell on Cock
road "—Cock Road being the track which used to run along the

top of the ridge separating Tottenham and Wolfhall. It is else-

where described as the Cock Road Building or as the Banqueting

Hall.' This also v\^as furnished, having 3 tables and 21 chairs.

Finally there was " the Summer House "—and I identify this

with the structure which later became known as " King Harry's

Summer House Its site is marked on the 6-inch Ordnance
Survey map, approximately in the north-west corner of Totten-

ham Coppice. This contained a few chairs, and was no doubt
a convenient objective for any guests at Tottenham who might
wish to take a not-too-arduous stroll.^

Having created these " follies", it was a natural step for Bruce

^ Bruce and his father had some sort of " lend-lease " agreement concerning

wines and beer. Home-brewed Savernake beer was sent out to Brussels, and
in exchange Lord Ailesbury sent home wines.

It was pulled down to make way for the reservoir in 1824.

The summer house seems to have fallen into ruin in the 19th century.

That careful and excellent map-maker. Charles Price, shows that in 1716 it

had not yet come into existence.
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to commence the laying out of vistas and avenues, all designed

to enhance the natural beauty that he saw in Tottenham Park

and in the nearby Forest. We must surely attribute to him the

avenue known as King Harry's Walk, leading due west towards

his summer house from the corner of the Tottenham Pleasure

Grounds ; also the little avenue and the fine semi-circle of beeches

by which one approaches the Octagon building. As for Cock
Road, Bruce both preserved its existence and destroyed its name
by planting along it the very beautiful avenue which now runs

eastwards from the site of his "Banqueting Hall".^ As time

went by, truffles grev/ under the beech trees—and thus the

avenue was known to his successors as the Truffle Walk.
We know that he also made a new approach to Tottenham

Park, still in existence as the Column Ride. Perhaps his greatest

work, however, was to commence the Grand Avenue, now with-

out doubt the best known and most memorable feature of Saver-

nake Forest. Waylen, in his History of Marlborough, seems to

credit Charles with laying out the whole of it ; but this was
assuredly not the case, for the original avenue branched off in the

direction of Savernake Lodge. Nor could he have planned an

octagonal tower at Eight walks, since the eight rides converging

there were the creation of his successor.

One can however say with confidence that, whatever later

generations may have contributed, Charles Lord Bruce was the

man who first planted extensive beech avenues at Savernake.

It was a fine conception, for these trees grow magnificently

—

albeit slowly—in the local soil : also Bruce planted them densely

on either side of relatively narrow drives or roadways. Thus
they grew up to a great height—close on 100 feet—without any
of the trees (except those on the outside) throwing out low
branches ; and it was only at a height of perhaps 70 or 80 feet

that the foHage interlaced overhead, creating the cathedral-like

effect upon which so many latter-day writers have commented.
All this Bruce saw—but with the eye of faith. The uninspired

visitor to Savernake in those days would have seen something

very different ; rows upon rows of little trees, all about 10 feet

high. They cannot have been beautiful: indeed the original

effect must rather have been tiresome.

^ Bruce himself, in a letter to Burlington (Chatsworth Archives) ,
speaks of

this and his other " follies " as being simply " rooms in the woods It was
an apt description, Tottenham Coppice being more densely wooded then than

now. They were the venue of picnics ; surely never of banquets.
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We may hope that Bruce at this period, busied with his

l)uilding, his planting and his reorganisation of the estate, led a

sufficiently full life to distract his mind from the abiding sorrow

caused by his son Robert's incapacity and by the childlessness

of Juliana : these were misfortunes against which he could not

prevail. Charles, of course, was also occupied to some extent

hy parliamentary duties. These caused him to maintain a house

in London,^ and from time to time to make the still arduous

journey from Savernake to the capital.

The Bath Road in George I's reign seems to have been little

better than it was in the days when the Esturmys used it. No
doubt a rider, well mounted, could still make good going along

it ; but Bruce, when he wished to attend a session of Parliament,

was of course encumbered with much baggage, and attended

also by such domestic staff as his London establishment needed.

Thus, with carriages and wagons, he must needs spend three

days on the the road.

This is shown by entries in one of Bruce's account books."

Paid a Postillion for rideing from London to Totten-

ham with his Lordship 8s Od.

Paid the House bill at Slough at his Lordsps come-
ing from London £1 9s 9d.

The Stable bill at Do 16s lOd.

The House bill at Reading £1 lis Od.

The Stable bill at Ditto £1 15s lid.

The House bill at Speenhamlands £2 Is Od.

The Stable bill at Ditto 15s Od.

Paid the Turnpikes the Journey 10s 8d.

6 Servants traveling board wages at 2s. each day £1 4s Od.

5 Levery Servants with his Lordsp. at Is. each day 10s Od.

6 Maid Servants and one ffootman 3 day each wth
the Waggon at 2s. each pr day £2 2s Od.

The Buttler for his Horse and self 3 days at

5s. pr day 15s Od.

Willm Turner ffootman his expences by the Bath
Coach £1 6s Od.

This account was for a journey in the spring of 1738—the

beginning of a sad year for the Bruce family. It has been men-
tioned earlier that young Robert's disorder was of a fluctuating

nature : he had shown some improvement a few years before,

and Bruce had been so much encouraged that—perhaps with

' Bruce lived at one time in Piccadilly (then on the western fringe of London)
" over against the church ". Later he had a house in Warwick Street.

2 City of Bradford collection.
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some qualms—he had arranged a marriage between Robert and
a young lady called Frances Blacket. Doubtless he had hoped
that married life would have a healthy and stabilising influence

;

but in this he (and the unhappy Frances) v/as soon disappointed.

The young man had some sort of relapse, so that he had to be
kept in seclusion ; his physical health deteriorated, and at the
age of thirty-one he died.

It was perhaps fortunate for posterity that Robert and Frances
had no children ; but it meant the extinction of the Bruce line.

Charles was now deprived of a male heir : there were Bruces

—

his distant cousins—still living in Scotland ; but as to the Enghsh
branch, there seemed to be no hope that it could survive.

Charles must have been sadly dejected ; and he was worried
too as to the health of Juliana. He and she were still on very
affectionate terms. She writes to him, for instance, (over some
trivial matter)

" to deside any thing in your absence is what I can't indure,

for should it be contrary to your opinion I know your goodness so well, that

after it was once done I am certain you would never tell me you disapproved

of it." And again, " I am happy in being so much in your thoughts, I leave

you to guess whether you are much in mine."

When Charles had some malady, his wife's concern for him
was touching.

" I begin with what is always uppermost with me, your
Dear self, and can't thank you enough for the care you have taken of your leg,

for on your welfare depends as you know the happiness of my life." And on
another occasion, " [I] am rejoiced to find by your last that your foot is well,

and infinitly obliged to you for the care you take of your self, it being the

greatest obligation you can lay upon me ".

Juliana seems to have been also a woman of unusual courage.

When she herself was ill, and had to undergo an operation,,

(this, before anaesthetics had been invented) she positively

refused to let her husband defer an autumn journey in order to

be with her.
" As I am [first] ... to bleed & take physick I much fear

ye great affair will not be over before your journey . . . but I would not on

any account have you put of your journey for a day, for you are already full

late in ye year." And again, " I should be rejoyced ye operation was over

before we parted, but . . . the [doctors] will go their way. I must again

repeat that I beg you will not think of deferring your journey for that would
really make me uneasy, we have had a vast deal of rain today which I much
fear will spoil ye roads. ... I am my Dear most intirely yours ".

Juliana happily recovered from this ordeal ; but some further

illness attacked her, and after almost 20 years of marriage, she

died in the year 1739.
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If one were to consider dates alone, one might conclude that

Charles did not greatly mourn her ; but this, I believe, would be

unjust : every surviving letter which passed between Bruce and
his wife indicates that their affection was mutual. It is a fact,

none the less, that the bereaved husband remarried after being

only three months a widower. He was, in this instance, not able

to seek the advice of uncle Robert, who himself had died some
years before ;^ but he sought and gained the hand of a young
lady named Caroline Campbell. She was the daughter of a

General Campbell, who later became Duke of Argyll.

Bruce's apparently unseemly haste is not hard to explain. He
was now a middle-aged man, fiftj^-seven years old. No man could

have laboured as he had done to build up and beautify the family

estate and not have felt bittery distressed that there was no son

to succeed him there—no one to carry on the Bruce name or the

Bruce tradition. He himself had indeed passed the prime of life
;

yet he was vigorous still, and Caroline was a young, healthy

girl. There was time yet ; but it would not do to delay. . .

And moreover, thought Charles, there are tides of good
fortune and bad. By Ann, his first wife, he had had two heirs

:

one had died young ; the other had lived but to become a burden
to him. Juliana had given him no heir at all. Now, at the ele-

venth hour, there was one chance more. He must take it : he

must have faith. God must relent. '

.

DEATH OF AN EXILE.

In following thus far the career of Charles, we seem to have

lost sight of Thomas Bruce, the exiled Earl of Ailesbury. For

many years he had tried to obtain permission to return to

England, approaching many influential people, including the

great Duke of Marlborough when the latter was campaigning in

the Netherlands. At first, the English government persisted in

treating Lord Ailesbury as a dangerous reactionary. Then, when
at last his return was authorised, he seems to have realised that

he had grown old in Brussels ; that he had few friends left to

welcome him to England ; that he had been too long away to

resume his old life where he had left it off. The Privy Seal had
come too late : he hesitated ; but in his heart he knew that he

could no longer take advantage of it.

Robert Bruce died as he had Hved—the perfect uncle. In a very brief

will, he left the whole of his estate to Charles, his nephew.
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With his second wife, Ailesbury had enjoyed ten years of bHss-

ful marriage : it was a grievous blow to him when, in 1710, she

died of a sudden fever. At first he was inconsolable ; but he

still had his youngest daughter with him, the little Charlotte

Marie. Also, so long as Robert and James Bruce lived, these

two brothers used to come occasionally to visit him. His elder

daughter, now Countess of Cardigan, he seldom saw ; she was
busy mothering a large family of young Brudenells. She paid him
the compliment however of naming her fourth son after him

:

Thomas Bruce Brudenell the child was christened, and Ailes-

bury, by prox3^ stood godfather to him.

With Charles, his son, he kept up a considerable correspond-

ence, although it was many years since he had seen him. Ailes-

bury was glad to know that the young man (for so he thought

of him) was doing so much good work at Savernake. He him-

self had never really got to know his first wife's estate, having

only been able to pay occasional visits to it and that in days long

past. It was strange to reflect that he was, none the less, still

the hereditary Warden of Savernake Forest—he who would
now scarcely know his way round his own bailiwick ! But so

it was.

Having been so long a resident in Brussels, Lord Ailesbury

naturally had many friends there ; and when Charlotte Marie

grew up, he found there was no lack of suitors for her hand. He
married her to the Prince de Homes, a young man with whom
he was on good terms. The Prince being fond of hunting,

Ailesbury bequeathed by will
" a fine horse ... to my dear son in law.

He is of middle stature and not bulky which I describe so as to buy a horse

suitable and not subject to start he being very short sighted.

"

With the ordinary folk of Brussels, the tall English "milord

who lived well and paid his bills promptly, continued a popular

figure. In 1730,
" the town granted [to Ailesbury] freedom from excise duties

on four categories of goods—wine, beer, meat and flour, bearing in mind that

he was the only man of such rank living in Brussels,^ and that in thirty two
years of residence, that is since 1698, he had spent more than two million florins.

. . . For his part, he was so well content among us that he proposed to the

magistrates to erect a fountain at his own expense in the place du Grand Sablon

(opposite to his house there) . His proposal having been gratefully received.

^ I.e. living permanently—for many notabilities were seasonal visitors to

Brussels.
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he commissioned a marble group . . . from the sculptor Jacques Berge. After

his death . . . the statuary was completed . . . and is to be seen still in the

same place. The inscription tells us that [Thomas] Bruce had it erected . .

after having spent 40 years of his life in Brussels in good health and spirits."^

As he grew older (and he hved eventually to be nearly ninety)

,

Lord Ailesbury became known for his reminiscences of times

past. In George II's reign, the days of King Charles II had
already begun to seem very remote—and the old man not only

had personal, " inside " knowledge of the events of that period^

but also was blessed with an exceptional memory. Consequently,

as time went by, people began to urge him to write his memoirs ;

and when his son Charles specifically asked him to do so, he got

out pens and paper and set to work.

The Memoirs of Thomas, Earl of Ailesbury, have been already

quoted in these pages. He himself seems to have had the im-

pression that he was an unready writer ; but in this he did him-

self scant justice. It is true that his grammar was not always

faultless, and certainly he had not the flowery style which would
have been admired in his own day. He was, on the other hand,

a simple, plain-spoken man : he wrote his thoughts as they came
to his mind, and the result is, for the most part, good, honest

prose of a sort which the 20th-century reader can very well

appreciate. Ailesbury wrought better than he knew.

He was sometimes discursive—and was aware of it.

" All this is

very irregular he wrote, " and would not be pardonable in one that would
pass for a historian, but I disown that character ; I write for my own satis-

faction, and let this pass for a sort of diary and nothing else, and it is written

without favour or affection on the one hand, and without malice on the other

;

and to supply for defects I make it up in some measure by bringing to light

what else you would never know, because historians flatter, and most often

write for bread.

"

And he ended :

—

"... for the sincere part I answer. At a great feast

very ill dressed, one finds some dishes that relish amongst a quantity of very-

ill ones, and the comparison I make is true and just. I have an upright mean-
ing in all I have set forth, and if I displease any I am heartily sorry for it."

The old Earl lived on until 1741, and then died at the age of

eighty-six. He was buried in Brussels in the Church of the

^ Alphonse Wauters, Archivist of Brussels : my translation. The fountain,,

with statuary, is still (1948) a feature of the Grand Sablon. As for the two
million florins, Ailesbury throughout his exile was enjoying the revenues of

the Bruce properties in Yorkshire.
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Brigittines^ there ; but his heart was placed in an urn and de-

posited at Maulden, Bedfordshire, in the Bruce mausoleum with

his ancestors.

CHARLES, EARL OF AILESBURY & ELGIN : 1741-47.

Charles Bruce was in his sixtieth year when he at last suc-

ceeded his father as third Earl of Ailesbury and fourth of Elgin.

This was one of two domestic events which occurred at about

the same time—the other being the pregnancy of Caroline, his

third wife. Charles had hoped for this ; and he awaited the

event, as the months slowly went by, with an impatience that he

could not conceal. At last the day came ; and Caroline safely gave

birth to her first-born. It was a fine, healthy baby—a girl. . .

Charles thought that he would name her Mary.

It is not very easy, at this time of his life, to form a clear

picture of the new Lord Ailesbury. The only portrait which
we have of him was painted approximately at the age of 30.

Now he was twice that age, and must have changed : the wig,

then fashionable, would have concealed his greying hair; but

the features, rather indefinite in youth, must have become set

in more significant, perhaps in sterner, lines. It is a pity that

no artist painted him in his maturity.

There is no mystery however as to the outer man. We know
how Lord Ailesbury dressed, having "An inventory of your

Lordships Waring Apparel dated 1742. Ailesbury kept certain

clothing in London, viz. :

—

" 1 Cloth Suit Trimmed with Gold Lace with

Silk Stockins : 1 Flowered Crimson Velvet Coat & Breeches : 1 Black Cloth

Suit."

At Tottenham Park he had :
—

" 1 Brocaded Wastcoat : 1 Napt Cloth Suit

with Silver Buttons & Silk Stockins : 1 Brown Cloth Suit with Gold Buttons

& Silk Stockins : 1 Frock Suit Trim'd with Gold Lace : 1 New Drab Frock Suit

:

1 Old Drab Suit : 1 Baragon^ Suit : 1 Camelet Suit : 1 Flower'd Silk Suit with

Silver Buttons : 1 Flower'd Silk Suit with Gold Buttons : 1 Black Silk Wast-
coat : 1 Shuting Frock : 2 Cloth Great Coats : 1 Camelet Great Coat : 1 pair of

Riding Breeches."

He had " 1 New Green Damask Night Gown-'^ with Slippers : 1 Old Damask
Night Gown and Slippers : 1 Scarlet Cloak with Gold Buttons : 3 Hatts : 4

^ This was (perhaps is) in the Rue de la Chapelle ; but it has long since ceased

to be a place of worship. ^"Barracan: a strong thick kind of camelot.

"

Johnson's Dictionary. ^ A dressing gown, in our parlance.
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Tyed Wiggs : 3 Bobs } 4 Shirts with Lace Triming : 14 Day Shirts : 15 Night
Shirts : 16 [Night] Caps : 21 Handkerchiefs : 18 Neck [cloth] s : 14 Long Neck-
cloths : 12 cambrick Turnovers •? 12 pair of Coat Weepers : 10 pair of Wast-
coat Weepers : 2 Sheaven [? Shaving] Cloths : 38 Towels :^ 14 Pair of Under
Thread Stockins : 6 pair of Spickled Thread Stockins : 5 pair of Worsthread
Stockins : 2 pair of Beaver Stockins : 1 pair of Black Silk Stockins : 1 pair of

New Grey Silk Stockins : 1 pair of Old Grey Silk Stockins : 2 pair of White
Gloves : 2 pair of Summer Gloves."

Accessories included
—

" 1 Silver Hilted Sword, Guilt: 1 Silver Hilted Sword:

I Sword inlaid with Gold : 1 Mourning Sword : 1 Gold Headed Cane : 1 pair of

Gold Shoe Buckles: 1 pair of Gold Knee Buckles: 1 pair of Gold Shirts Buttons:

1 pair of Shirt Buttons Enamel'd : 2 pair of Silver Knee Buckles : 1 pair of

Buckles inlaid with Gold : 1 pair of Shoe Buckles Pinchback :^ 1 pair of Knee
Buckles Pinchback : 1 Silver Shaven Bason : 1 Silver Watter Pot : 1 Case with

A Knife fork & Spoon of Silver : 1 Case of Razors . 2 Silver WartBem (?)

Buckles : 1 Guilt Stock Buckle/'

Although extensive, this wardrobe probably was not unduly-

lavish for an 18th-century peer. Ailesbury was now rich ; but

he continued to see that his affairs were properly and eco-

nomically managed. He engaged a new house steward, named
Ross, at about this period ; and it is noteworthy that he laid

down very precise instructions as to this functionary's duties. A
few extracts must suffice :

—

" He is to take upon him the Buying in of all manner of stores and Provisions

. . . and to take care they are the best that can be had of their kind. And to

see particularly to the Weight and Measure . . . And to keep a daily Account
of the same . . . And to take care to make regularly a Monthly [stock-taking]

Account of the Amount of the said stores and Provisions, Specifying what is

brought in, what is expended, and what still remains in the House.
" He is likewise required to go every day into the servants Hall during the

time of the Under Servants being at Dinner, And if any person be there, not

belonging to the Family, He is to order him to be put out. Unless such Person

comes upon Business ... as Gentlemens Servants whose Masters are here,

or others that come with messages to my Lord & Lady. . . . He is likewise

to order all persons belonging to the Family and others to keep out of the

Kitchen, Stilroom and Butlers Pantry, except those that may at any time have
business there.

" He is to see that the Butler Inspects the Brewing and the management
of the Beer or Ale etc : particularly the Small Beer for his Lordships own
Drinking.

^ Bobbed wigs. This indicates a change of fashion ; for Ailesbury, in youth,

had worn a full wig.

^ Collars, apparently.

^ These are mysterious; perhaps small face-towels which were used only once.

^ Doctor Johnson says :
—

" Pinchbeck, n.s. (from the name of the inventor)

Mixed gold-coloured metal Dictionary.

VOL. LII—CLXXXVIII. N
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" He is to observe a strict Decorum amongst all the servants . . . and

prevent as much as may be any Noise or disturbance . . . And particularly

near his Lordships Presence, And likewise to see that the Livery Servants in

general keep themselves and their Cloaths neat and Clean. And to take care

that the Footmen are constantly in waiting at his Lordships Dinner and Supper,

and none of them suffer'd to be Absent . . . Nor to allow any man or maid

servant to be out of the House after 10 oClock at Night in the Summer, and

nine in the Winter, unless there is a reasonable cause.

" He is to take care to view often the House, both within and without, to

s ee that everything thereunto belonging be kept in good order and repair, . . .

And to observe that the furniture be also kept in good order . . . and to

compare the furniture of each Room with the Inventory twice at least in a

Year in order to have every thing kept in its proper place. And to give notice

to his Lordship of all irregularities,

" He is likewise, when in London, to take care (that) the Horses of all

kinds be duly look'd after,^ that their Allowance of Corn & Hay be justly given

to them, and also to see that every thing belonging to the equipage, such as

Coaches, Carriages of all sorts. Harness, Sadies, Bridles etc. be kept in perfect

good order and repair.

" And as there may be many other matters which cannot be foreseen or

enumerated, . . . He is in short to have a general Superintendency over all

the affairs of the ffamily that are not within the Province of [the sub-agent]

Bloxham."

Ailesbury himself made a point of maintaining his own
*' superintendency " over his heads of departments. One of

the estate account books at Savernake, possibly for the year in

which Mr. Becher died, shows that he acted, briefly, as his own
agent. He made up the books for that year—and there is a

rather plaintive foot-note in his handwriting to the effect that,

for no good reason, the figures had obstinately refused to

balance ! It was none the less a good thing that the owner, even

if inexpertly, should be able to tackle such work.

Another matter in which he interested himself was that of

the Savernake archives : a number of them bear endorsements

in his handwriting. He was not very skilled in things archae-

ological : for instance, the present writer has come across a

document obviously belonging to the reign of King Henry VII,

which Charles, Earl of Ailesbury marked " 1105 ", clearly ascrib-

ing it to the reign of King Henry 1 1 Again however, it was
much to his credit that he should have taken a personal interest

in such things ; for it may be that many of the original manu-
scripts, (without which the present work could not have been

* At Savernake, it is probable that stable management was the concern of

the Bailiff.
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written) might have decayed and perished had not their 18th-

century owner paid this attention to them.

Of all the archives it was perhaps the great illuminated

Seymour Pedigree, giving so vividly the history of his mother's

family, that appealed to Ailesbury most strongly. He was
sufficiently proud of it to invite Garter King at Arms to see it

—and thereby, all unwittingly, began to involve himself in a

great deal of trouble.

Garter King at Arms was considerably impressed: he persuaded

Ailesbury to lend the Pedigree to him, and having thus obtained

it, he showed it to the Duke of Somerset. The latter, (it was
Charles, the Proud Duke) said that he would like to take it home
for further study—and to this the simple-minded official assented.

The Duke took the Pedigree ; and having taken it, he kept it!

Ailesbury, naturally, was furious. The Duke, in response to

repeated applications, would only say, in effect :

—
" This Pedigree

is all about my family. It is not right that Lord Ailesbury should

have it : it ought to belong to me !
" ^ It was at last necessary

to threaten legal proceedings : Ailesbury's representative de-

clared that " his Lordship puts as great value upon this Pedigree

as upon any thing whatever He inherits from his Mother " :

Garter King at Arms swore an affidavit as to his part in the

affair, and a sensational law-suit impended. It was only then

that this high-handed Seymour was induced to reconsider his

position, and to return the Pedigree to its undoubted legal owner.

When not vexed with such matters, Ailesbury continued at

Savernake to develop his property, to plant more trees and to

extend his avenues. We may perhaps picture him, as he grew
older, driving out in his chaise to inspect the plantations. He
would have seen his beech trees growing up—the oldest perhaps

reaching 15 or 20 feet. It was very clear to him that he v/ould

not live to see the great, lofty avenues which he had pictured

;

but it was, after all, the fate of every planter of trees to work,

not for himself but, at best, for his grandson.

His grandson ! Ailesbury knew now that, in the male line, he

could have no grandson. His wife Caroline had given him no

child since the birth of their daughter in 1741.

As to the son whom he had hoped might follow—that was
but a dream, and the dream had now faded. The time had come

^ vide Correspondence, Savernake Archives.

2 N
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when he must be reahstic : he must face the hard fact that he

had, and would have, no heir of his own blood.

Of course he had relatives. There were Bruce relatives in

Scotland, the head of the family there being a boy, the young
Earl of Kincardine. To him would go Ailesbury's Scottish

earldom, that of Elgin: as for the English titles, they must
become extinct. After Charles himself, there would be no one

with any claim to the Earldom of Ailesbury.^

Ailesbury began to think seriously of leaving his estates to

young Kincardine. He was a Bruce ; he would be Earl of

Elgin: it would be appropriate. But would the boy come and
live at Savernake ? Would he look after the land there with a

personal, ungrudging care ? Would he carry on the tradition

of the old Wardens of Savernake Forest—the Esturmys and
Seymours who had been there for long centuries, and whose
place the Bruces had taken ? Charles did not know ; but he

thought he had better find out.

He therefore approached the Kincardine family ; but the result

was not encouraging. The young Earl was greatly attached to

Broomhall, the seat of his immediate ancestors. All his friends

and associations were in that neighbourhood and, as was natural,

he had no inclination to be uprooted, however fine the prospects

that might be offered by his English relative.^

Charles, Earl of Ailesbury decided that he must look else-

where. His sister Elizabeth had children : they were of course

the old Lord Ailesbury's grandchildren, and hence in part of

Bruce blood. Elizabeth was now a widow, her husband, George,

Earl of Cardigan, having died some years before. Charles had
already befriended both her and the children, having arranged

for the younger Brudenell boys go to school at Winchester.

Incidentally, this had enabled him to get to know his nephews

;

for Savernake is on the route between Deene and Winchester,

and it was thus natural for the boys to seek their uncle's

hospitality when travelling to and from school.

^ This was truly remarkable, bearing in mind that Charles' grandfather, the

1st Earl, had had 17 children

!

^ I can quote no written authority for this ; but the facts as stated have been

passed down by tradition at Savernake—and so have they (as the present Lord
Elgin & Kincardine assures me) in the same form at Broomhall. The two
places being 400 miles apart, the dual tradition seems convincing.
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Uncle Charles, as they called him, had been rather especially

interested in his youngest nephew, the fourth of Elizabeth's sons.

It was this boy who had been christened Thomas Bruce Brude-

nell, owing to the old Earl of Ailesbury having been both grand-

father and godfather to him.

It was of importance also that he was the fourth son. Charles

did not doubt that the young Brudenells were attached to Deene,

just as the young Scottish Bruces were to Broomhall : the eldest

boy had indeed already succeeded to this Northamptonshire

estate, with its beautiful Jacobean house, as the fourth Earl of

Cardigan. James Brudenell, the second son, would be the heir

to it, should his brother leave no male issue. Robert, the third

son, was likewise comparatively close in the line of succession.

It seemed hardly conceivable however that the fourth son

could have any real expectation of inheriting Deene. ^ He, if

anyone, ought to welcome the opportunity to settle elsewhere

:

to establish himself as the heir to an estate, destined for him
alone ; to identify himself with a new home and a new property.

Ailesbury decided that he would speak to his sister Elizabeth

as to the future of young Thomas.

THE GOOD UNCLE.

Thomas Bruce Brudenell's mother was very ready to let her

son go to live with his uncle Charles at Savernake—and the boy
himself (he was about sixteen at the time) was not slow to

realise what good fortune lay in store for him. He liked and
admired his uncle f and it was pleasant also, when at Winchester,

to be so near to one's new home.

Thomas enjoyed his time at Winchester.'' There is some in-

dication that he had first gone to a private school there, where
he learned to read, before going on, with this useful qualifica-

tion, to enter the college. He boarded at a private house—not

with the Master, who was thought to charge extravagantly for

maintaining boarders. Uncle Charles had looked into all this,

and had prudently obtained beforehand an estimate of what an

^ Although, as it happens, one of the descendants of this fourth son is living

there now.

^ " his ever honoured Uncle "
; Inscription, the Column, Savernake Forest.

^ This is to be inferred ; for in after life he took a great interest in Win-
chester, presenting an annual prize for which the scholars there competed.
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education at Winchester should cost. It reads :

—

" A years Ex-

pences for a private Gentleman's son at Winton School

Boarding at Mrs Boxes

School master

Usher
a private Tutor of one of ye uper boys

Writing Master
Barber

Mrs Box a present of

Servants

Shoe black

£18.

06.

04.

02.

02.

00.

01.

00.

00.

00. 0.

06. 0.

04. 0.

02. 0.

00. 0.

16. 0.

01. 0.

10. 0.

04. 0.

£35. 03. 0.

Besides contingent Expences as bookseller, Taylor, shoemaker. Hosier, Hatter

pocket moneys etc, which amounted yearly to above twenty pounds more."^

Uncle Charles thought that Thomas, having gained his basic

education at Winchester, ought then to travel on the Con-
tinent, so as to broaden his mind by seeing something of the

world. Then he might return to Savernake, and learn some-
thing of the estate there. He should get to know the Yorkshire

properties also (Ailesbury kept Tanfield House in hand to

facilitate visits there) ; and it might be a good thing if, for a few
years, he were to go into Parliament. He could sit for Bedwyn,
or perhaps for Marlborough.

After that, it would be time for the young man to marry and
settle down. Ailesbury's young daughter would be growing up
by then—and what a good thing if the two cousins were to

marry each other ! Of course one must wait and see ; but it

would be reasonable to hope that some mutual attraction might
develop between them. If so, and if the marriage could be

arranged, the offspring would be three-parts Bruce—a very

happy method of perpetuating the connection of the Bruce
family with Savernake.

Uncle Charles thought that he had better mention it in his

will—by which, incidently, he endowed his youngest daughter,

Mary, with a handsome fortune.^

^ This estimate, covering so many different items, probably gives a good idea

of the comparative value of money. It would appear that £1, expended during

Thomas' school days 200 years ago, bought the equivalent of £5 now.

^ His two elder daughters were already married.
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"And Lastly it is my Earnest desire

and request to my said Daughter Lady Mary Bruce and to my said Nephew-
Thomas Bruce Brudenel that they will Intermarry But as it is not my Inten-

tion to force their Inclineations I incert no proviso or Condition to Oblige

them thereunto."

There was just one other matter in which Lord Ailesbury

thought that he could contribute something towards his

nephew's future happiness. In the spacious days of the 18th

century, there were very soHd advantages in being a Peer of the

Reakn. It was not merely a question of social prestige—although

the social position of a Peer was indeed enviable : it was also a

matter of actual power and influence in affairs of state. A peer

who was also a large land-owner, and who thereby controlled

seats in the House of Commons, was a person of no little con-

sequence. He was entitled to the regard and the consideration

of his less fortunate neighbours.

Ailesbury could leave to young Thomas all the other advan-

tages ; but he could not retain for him any of the Bruce titles,

as they then existed. What then was to be done ? The only

solution seemed to be to acquire somehow a new peerage, such

that it could descend, by special remainder, from uncle to nephew.

Here it was that the good Uncle Charles was able to make
use of his long-standing influence in political circles. Represent-

ations were made to King George II, who in 1746 issued a Patent,

elevating
" Our Right Trusty and Right Welbeloved Cousin Charles, Earl

of Ailesbury and Elgin, to the State Degree Dignity and Honour of Baron
Bruce of Tottenham in our County of Wilts ... to have and to hold . . .

unto him . . . and his heirs male . . . and in default of such issue to Thomas
Bruce Brudeneil Esquire, Brother to George [4th] Earl of Cardigan, and to

the heirs male of his body lawfully begotten and to be begotten ".

Thomas
thus, at the age of seventeen, became the effective heir to the

new Barony.

Charles, Earl of Ailesbury had now done all that was in his

power, both to ensure that he should have a worthy successor

at Savernake, bred up to carry on the work that he himself must
soon lay down, and also to procure for that successor all that

could make his path easy and his prosperity secure. Truly the

nephew would enjoy advantages which the uncle, in his own
perplexed youth, had not known.
Would the young heir prove equal to his opportunities ; or

would he idly fritter them away ? One could not tell. A youth
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in his 'teens is an uncertain creature, too old to be treated as a

mere boy, yet very far from being a man. Uncle Charles felt

that he would know Thomas better in a few years' time. Then,
as he matured, uncle and nephew would soon come to under-

stand each other—the young man gladly accepting those

responsibilities that his mentor would more and more freely

pass over to him.

But it was not to be. Charles, Earl of Ailesbury, the last of

his line, died in February 1747. Thomas was still two months
short of his eighteenth birthday.
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A GEOLOGICAL MAP OF SWINDON
By W. J. Arkell, D.Sc, F.R.S.

1. PREVIOUS WORK.

The sands and limestones that build Swindon Hill and the

ridge extending south-eastwards to Broome and Coate have

been the subject of prolonged discussion by stratigraphers and
palaeontologists, and vicissitudes of classification have been

reflected in the maps. Until 1914 the strata were all considered

to belong to the Portland Beds excepting a small patch of Pur-

beck Beds on the summit of the hill, at and near the Great (Town
Gardens) Quarry. This quarry was mentioned as actively in work
by Aubrey (1659-91)^ and the succession of strata was described

by Fitton in 1827 and illustrated by a horizontal section trom
Swindon to Liddington Castle (Fitton, 1836, p. 266 and plate Xa,

section 17). Fresh descriptions of the Great Quarry were given

by Austen (1850, p. 464) and the Geological Survey (Ramsay,

1858, p. 25). The Geological Survey map. Old Series sheet 34

(by E. Hull, 1857) showed the outline of the sands and lime-

stones as a whole tolerably well, but the attempt to separate

them failed owing to inadequate palaentological basis for the

classification. Further discussion of this classification went on
for the next 80 years, in scientific papers and excursion reports

of the Geologists' Association—a discussion of which all but two
or three of Swindon's citizens were no doubt oblivious. I have

twice summarised the present position (Arkell, 1933 and 1947)

and Mr. P. C. Sylvester Bradley has recently treated the prob-

lems of the Purbeck Beds in detail and printed a bibliography

(Bradley, 1940). The following tabular statement of the sub-

divisions now recognized will suffice for our purposes :

—

Gault.

Lower Greensand.

Wealden Beds (Trace)

.

Purbeck Beds: Swindon Series with Roach Bed. ... Up to 15 ft.

Swindon Stone and Sand. ... ... 25 ft.

Cockly Bed 4 ft. 6 ins.

Glauconitic Beds 3 ft. 6 ins.

Upper Lydite Bed 6 inches.

Portland Beds

^ See list of references at end of this paper.
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Swindon Clay 14 to 20 ft. ( + ?)

Lower Lydite Bed. ... ... ... 8 inches.

Pectinatus Sands (Shotover Grit Sands,

Cemetery Beds, Exogyra Bed, etc.) with

big doggers. 40-60 ft.

Kimeridge Clay

Corallian Beds
Oxford Clay

A landmark in the mapping of the subdivisions was a black-

and-white map on the scale of 4 inches to the mile published by
R. H. K. Hall in 1911, together with an excellent account of the

geology as known at that date. Hall for the first time mapped
the outcrop of the Swindon Clay and separated the sands and
limestones below and above as the Lower and Upper Portland

Beds respectively. He also mapped the Purbeck Beds, but since

he took the view then current that the Swindon Roach Bed
belonged to the Portland, his Purbeck Beds have too small an
outcrop, and the boundary shown by Hull (1857) is probably

more nearly correct according to Bradley's present classification.

With this reservation Hall's map of Swindon Hill, embodying
as it does observations of temporary sections no longer acces-

sible, is an accurate and valuable record. The ridge extending

south-eastwards to Coate, however, was done with much less

care and this part of the map bears little resemblance to what
is actually to be found on the ground. Since Hall's paper is not

in the libraries in London or Oxford and is unobtainable except

by loan from a few fortunate owners, most of his important

records of temporary sections are reproduced in this paper.

An opportunity to incorporate Hall's advances and to produce
an up-to-date map of Swindon in the light of subsequent classi-

fications occurred when the revised edition of the I inch to mile

Index Map of the Geological Survey (Sheet 19) was published

in 1932.^ By an extraordinary combination of errors, however,

all the Portland Beds were omitted from Swindon Hill, leaving

a small circle of Purbeck Beds resting directly on Kimeridge

Clay, and the v/hole Lower Greensand so well displayed on both

sides of Coate Water was also omitted, leaving the Gault and
Kimeridge Clays apparently in contact (except on the Lidding-

ton Wick promontory, where the Lower Greensand was shown
beginning again just where in reality it disappears). A correct

1 Original edition 1908.

Sandy Upper
Kimeridge
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description of the geological succession on the shores of Coate

Water has, however, since been published bv Mr. T. B. Jones

(1944, p. 5).

In 1941 I wrote (p. 279)

"It is evident from the unconformable over-

step of the Lower Greensand across the Portland and Upper Kimeridge sands

near Coate Reservoir (as mapped by Hull, 1857) that the Portland and Pur-

beck Beds of Swindon owe their preser^^ation to a pre-Greensand sjTichne like

that at Bcurton. The Bourton syncline was shown (ArkelL 1941a) to be con-

tinued across the Corallian Beds in a north-westerly direction . . . The
continuanon of the Swindon syncline across the CoraUian Beds is expressed

differently. It crosses them approximately along the line of the Great West-
ern Railvcaiv (Gloucester Branch) , in a region where the CoraUian outcrop is

exceptionalh^ narrow and at a point which happens to coincide with the valley

of the River Ray. . . . The existence of a major syncline is shown by the fact

that although the Corallian escarpment runs in general east-west from Pen
Hill to Purton, it sags at least 100 feet at the Ray gap. ... If there were no

syncline the valley excavated by the Ray would have produced a re-entrant V
in the CoralHan outcrop which would have carried a tongue of Oxford Clay

into the heart of S"Piundon."

The CoralHan part of this s^rncline was mapped but the

Portlandian part at Svs'indon, which was to have formed the

continuation of the same study, could not be attempted before

geological research had to be abandoned in May, 1940, for war
work.

Interest was revived in June 1947 by reading of Mr. j. B. Jones'

remarkable discovery (Jones, 1947) that the sarsens around

Broome had not been dropped from above when the Dovv-ns re-

treated, as supposed by all writers from Fitton (1836, p. 264)

onwards, but were weathering out from a sand formation in situ.

Mr. Jones and other observers had seen sarsens vdug out from
below 5 ft. of undisturbed sand at the new housing estate

in Park Field, on the east side of Marlborough Road, and at

the Town Cooking Centre in Broome Lane. I at once got in

touch with Mr. Jones, and he showed me evidence in support of

these observations. From the existing geological maps no other

conclusion could be drawn than that the sarsens were coming

out of the Upper Kimeridgian Pectinatus or Shotover Grit

Sands, and were a local silicified form of the big doggers so

common in those sands. Nevertheless, after inspecting the

sarsens and refreshing my memory of the doggers elsewhere, I

was by no means satisfied with this conclusion. The existing

geological maps being manifestly unreliable, I set about an in-

vestigation of the area with the full collaboration of Mr. Jones.
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The map now presented results from 8 days' 6-inch survey in

the incomparable sunshine of August and September, 1947.

11. FORMATIONS MAPPED.

PECTINATUS SANDS. (Zone of Pectinatites pectinatus) Buck-
man's name Shotover Grit Sands is a misnomer like the Cal-

careous Grits in the Corallian Beds and Trigonia Grits in the

Inferior Oolite, for there is nothing approaching a grit in the

true sense of the word—i.e., a coarse-grained quartz sandstone.

The formation consists of an even-textured, fine-grained, pale

buff, calcareous sand becoming loamy in places, especially

towards the base, where it grades into the Kimeridge Clay.

The doggers are huge rounded concreted (" calcrete ") masses

of the same sand, containing branching " fucoid " markings and
well-preserved fossil shells such as Ostrea and Isognomon.

Good sections of sands and doggers may be seen at present

in the brow of the hill beyond the end of Okus Road, north

of the reservoir, above Hills' brickyard ; and in the railway

cutting below Westlecott. Hall (1911, pp. 4, 6, 8) described

exposures, now no longer available, above the big brick-pit west

of Drove Road, below Hunt Street (where the downward pas-

sage to the Kimeridge Clay was visible) ; in a disused sand-pit on
the west side of Eastcott Hill (where the whole thickness was
exposed) ; and in a small section (nature not stated) in Evelyn

Street, beyond the bridge west of Marlborough Road. The
lower part of the cemetery provides sections of the same beds,

and an enormous dogger has been erected there as an ornament.

The nature of the sands, their fine even grain and buff colour,

can also be well seen in surface outcrops between the railway

and allotments along the south-west side of Okus Hill, and on
both sides of the north end of Coate Water, where there are

many rabbit warrens. At all these places the sands and the

contained doggers have the same characteristics and there is no
suggestion of any silicified coarse-grained tendency in the

doggers which might lead to the development of rock like the

sarsens. Hall (1911, pp. 16-17) stated

:

" The trained eye readily dis-

tinguishes the one from the other . . . The two may be readily compared at

the present time in Evelyn Street, where, looking quite at home among the

doggers there exposed, is a large sarsen ; or at the stepping-stones on the field

path to Coate—for, though these are mainly sarsens, there are some doggers

among them."
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The importance of this record is that Evelyn Street

lies only some 300 yards from Park Field, where Mr. Jones and
others observed sarsens under 5 ft. of sand (undoubtedly the

genuine wholly-silicious sarsens, and now still lying on the sur-

face where excavated).

Hall (1911, p. 10) gives the following record of a well at the

windpump on the north side of the Marlborough Road, 450 yards

west of the gates of Coate Water. My classification is added
in square brackets

:

Ft. Ins.

Made soil ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 6

[Swindon Clay] Yellowish loamy clay (passing down into) 5

Dark green sand ... ... ... ... 2

Layer of shells (Ostrea, Pleurotomaria, Pleuromya) ... 2

[Lower Lydite Bed.] Coarse conglomeratic calcareous

sandstone, with lydite and quartz pebbles and small

shells ... ... ... ... ... ... 1

[Pectinatus Sands] Loamy sand ... ... ... 5

Dark blue fossiliferous limestone

with Cardiion ... ... ... 1 6

Buff sands with doggers, about ... 30

Below this the sands probably become loamy but may continue

for another 15 ft. or 20 ft. ; for according to a record of a bor-

ing at Belmont Brewery, 100 yards west of Market Square, the

sands are 60 ft. thick, most of the lowest 17 ft. being loamy
(Whitaker & Edmunds, 1925, p. 87) . Well-sinkers' terminology,

however, is often unreliable, as appears from another record of

the boring at Coate (ibid., p. 85), which described it as passing

through various kinds of " sand " for 125 ft.—an impossibility.

The seepage from the base of the Pectinatus Sands is nearly

always conspicuous, providing an ideal guide in mapping.

SWINDON CLAY. The junction of the Pectinatus Sands and
Swindon Clay was decribed by Hall in the well cited above and
in the disused sand-pit on the west side of Eastcott Hill, and he
appears to have been the first to notice the Lower Lydite Bed.

The upper part of the clay and the junction with the Portland

Beds, with their basal Upper Lydite Bed, was visible until

recently in Okus Quarry and can still be seen below the quarry

in the east bank of Coate Water, an exposure pointed out to

me by Mr. J. B. Jones (see also Jones, 1944, p. 5). The outcrop

of the clay is easily traced to Dayhouse Farm.
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The thickness of the Swindon Clay is said to be 14 £c. in the

railway-cutting at Westlecott and 20 ft. at Okus (Hall, 1911,

p. 11), but it seems to be thicker at the cemetery, of which it

forms the whole upper part, above the mortua.ry chapel. (Hall's

map is in error in extending Portland Stone into the upper part

of the cemetery.) The clay is said to have been worked for

bricks near the top of Eastcott Hill but was too limey. The clay

was entirely removed from the upper end of Clifton Street to

build the G.W.R. embankment at Rushey Piatt (Hall, 1911, pp,

11, 12).

PORTLAND BEDS. These have been the subject of so much
study and discussion that no more need be said except to indi-

cate exposures. The Glauconitic Beds and Cockly Beds are

best seen (1) in the bottom of Okus Quarry, (2) in the railway-

cutting by the Westlecott Road bridge, (3) in a quarry on the

north side of Marlborough Road about 550 yards east of Piper's

corner, and (4) in the quarry on the east shore of Coate Water.
The Swindon Sands and Stone are well displayed also at Nos. 1,

2, and 4, and in another quarry opposite 3, on the south side of

the Marlborough Road ; also in the Great Quarry and Leth-

bridge Road quarry ; and they form the district known as The
Sands, on the Bath Road.

PURBECK BEDS. There is nothing to add to the meticulous

account by Sylvester Bradley (1940). The distribution on
Swindon Hill shown in Hall's map (1911), however, is too re-

stricted, for he assigned the Roach and underlying Beds to the

Portland. Accordingly the present map reverts almost to that

of Hull (1857), made when the area was much less obscured by
building. Hull's line has the advantage of including in the Pur-

beck Beds the central part of The Mall and Goddard Avenue,
where Hall (1911) recorded in temporary exposures patches

of clay, which can scarcely belong to the Portland Beds as he

thought.

Some fragments of thin shelly white limestone v/ith well-

preserved Corhula alata J. de C. Sowerby, etc., are unearthed by
rabbits among the yellow sands south of Dayhouse Farm, but

no mappable development of Purbeck Beds was detected on
this or the Marlborough Road outlier.

WEALDEN BEDS. Fitton (1836, pp. 265-6) described and
figured up to 2k ft. (up to 4 ft. in pipes) of ferruginous sand,

which he ascribed to the Lower Greensand, resting on the Pur-
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beck Beds at the Great (Town Gardens) Quarry. Austen (1850,

p. 467) was " unable to confirm " its presence, and although Sir

A. Ramsay (1858, p. 26) again recorded and figured it, and Hull

mapped it (1857), Woodward (1910, p. 299) asserted that
" no satisfactory evidence of its presence has been obtained."

Perhaps in consequence of this, the outlier was omitted from

Hall's map. Nevertheless, Mr. J. B. Jones showed me that a

thin red loam, 1 to 2 ft. thick, as described by Fitton, still over-

lies the highest Purbeck Beds (Swindon Flags, Blake's bed 'n')

in the west face of the Great Quarry. It occupies a small

promontory jutting into the quarry and gives rise to a brown
loamy soil in the adjoining allotment gardens. The deposit is

full of fragments of dark chocolate-coloured ironstone, which
contains some poorly preserved small fossils.

By breaking up numerous fragments, the following fauna has

been obtained :

—

1. Corhula inflexa (Roemer) (common)

.

2. Corhula alata (J. de C. Sowerby).

3. Corhula suhlaevis (Roemer) .

'

4. " Cyrena " parvirostris Roemer.

5.
'

' Cyrena
'

' suhtransversa Roemer.

6. ? Viviparus cf. elongatus (J. de C. Sowerby)

.

7. Serpula, minute, smooth, tubular form (common)

.

It is remarkable that this assemblage, excepting only Nos. 6

and 7, is characteristic of the Wealden Beds of North-West
Germany (see Struckmann, 1880, plate 2), but has not been

found elsewhere. No. 2 is recorded from the Hastings Sand-

stone (Wealden) of Sussex, and Nos. 1 and 2 are common in

the Upper Purbeck Beds of both England and Germany. Nos. 3,

4, 5 seem to be special to the Wealden of North-West Germany,
in which also Nos. 1 and 2 are common. No really identifiable

specimen of No. 6 has been found, though it is common in some
of the fragments of ironstone. Mr. P. C. Sylvester Bradley has

kindly examined samples of the irony sand and found some worn,

indeterminate, smooth ostracods. Since the fossils rule out

Lower Greensand and the lithology is totally unlike Purbeck
Beds, a small outlier of Wealden Beds seems indicated. The
ironstone closely resembles that characteristic of the Wealden
Beds at Shotover, Wheatley and Milton, near Oxford.

Mr. J. B. Jones has traced a sprinkling of the ironstone

fragments over a much larger area than the mappable deposit,

extending westward to The Mall and north and south in the
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gardens of houses for the length of the west face of Great
Quarry. Fragments also occur in an enigmatic position in the

N.W. face of the quarry on the east shore of Coate Water,
perhaps derived in the base of the Lower Greensand.

Since this important section in the western part of Great
Quarry seems to have eluded most observers over a period of

90 years, and may be soon overgrown or concealed by tipped

rubbish, a description is included :

—

Section in the west face of Great Quarry, 80 yards S. of the N. W. corner,

(W.J.A., 1947).

Ft. Ins.

Soil ... ... ... ... ... ...9 ins. to 1

6. Wealden Beds. Rusty red loamy sand full of bits of

chocolate-coloured ironstone. ... ... 2ft. to 3

5. Pvrheck Beds. Marl, white, buff & khaki, with rubble of

flinty-hard perforated limestone like Dagham Stone.

Up to... ... ... ... ... ... 2

4. Swindon Flags. Two bands of hard compact limestone

laterally becoming laminated and splitting into flags,

separated by marl and rubble up to 1ft. thick ... 3

3. Chara Marls. Marl, dark grey in the middle, like a

Purbeck dirt bed. ... ... ... ... 2

2. Boxy Tufa. Hard, yellow, gnarled, tufaceous-looking

limestone, exactly as in the east face, where it is

much thicker ... ... ... ... ... 1 3

1. Marl and rubble, seen obscurely to about ... ... 4

According to Aubrey, bed 4 once made Swindon famous.
" This

towne," he wrote, " is famous for the Quarrie, which is neer the Towne, of

that excellent paveing stone, which is not inferior to the Purbac Grubbes, but

whiter, and will take a little polish ; they send it to London ; it is a white

stone ; it was not discovered until about thirty years agon : and I am now
writing in 1672 : yet it lies not above 4 or 5 foot deep."

Hall (1911) stated

that the bed was also used for roofing and that slates made from

it could still be seen on some of the older buildings, such as the

Goddard Arms Hotel
LOWER GREENSAND. In making the present map all coarse,

uneven-textured, red or brown quartz sand was mapped as

Lower Greensand. With a little practice the soil resulting from

this formation can be easily recognized. The chief distinctions

from the Jurassic sands are (1) the uneven and relatively coarse

texture, with many large polished quartz grains, grading into

small pebbles and (2) usually, the rust-red or brown colour, due
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to abundant limonite. There are also small lydite pebbles and
ironstone fragments, perhaps derived from the Jurassic and
Wealden rocks. Surface observations were repeatedly checked

by means of a 4 ft. auger.

When thus mapped the Lower Greensand produces some
surprises. It not only wraps unconformably round the east end

of the Dayhouse outlier of Portland Beds as shown by Hull

(1857), but on the west side of Coate Water it extends north-

wards as a tongue of high ground a mile long, running from and
at right-angles to the edge of the Gault as far as Bruddel Wood
on the Marlborough Road ; in this recalling the behaviour of

the larger tongue of Lower Greensand which extends from Uf-
fington to Faringdon. Like the Faringdon Greensand, too, this

tongue seems to rest in a hollow eroded in the Jurassic rocks.

Half way along, the sand oversteps an E-W fault and wraps
unconformably round the west end of the Portland outlier on
the Marlborough Road, forming as it were a mirror image of

the east end of the Dayhouse outlier. The Portland Beds and
Swindon Clay here end off suddenly in the direction of strike,

just as at Dayhouse, and are succeeded by the Lower Green-
sand, which crosses the strike at right-angles and forms lower

ground.

All the fields where sarsens are plentiful and appear to be

coming up out of the ground, as Mr. Jones showed me, and as

is attested by Mr. W. J. R. Hill of Broome Manor, lie on the

Greensand outcrop. Some of the fields which are now free of

of sarsens have been cleared in living memory. Mr. R. J. Ellett

of Coate Farm, who was brought up at Broome Farm, informed

me (August 1947) that he remembers that in the fields there-

abouts sarsens were constantly coming up out of the ground and
breaking ploughshares and other implements, and that some
time between 1880 and 1890 contractors came from the Mid-
lands to dig up and break up and cart away all the sarsens from
the two fields on both sides of the railway immediately south of

Broome Farm. That similar clearances have gone on for many
years cannot be doubted, for roads and gateways are paved with

broken sarsens and as squared blocks they have been used for

building the houses and farms, as well as for lining and pitching

innumerable ponds. Even the modern house at the Sewage
Farm is built of sarsens, with brick dressings. Many were used

in the dams of Coate water, opened 1822. Not even the Long-
VOL, LII—CLXXXVIII. ^ O
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stone at Broome, 10 ft. high and set up in prehistoric times, and
admired by Aubrey, has escaped removal.

Mr. J. B. Jones noted the following section in February, 1942,

when a large square hole was dug at the Town Cooking Centre,

between the road and railway beside Broome Lane, south of the

beginning of the drive to Broome Manor.

There can be little doubt that the Lower Greensand reappears

in the housing estate at Park Field, beyond a low-lying wet area

of clay round Piper's Corner, which is presumably Swindon Clay.

An auger sample in a sunk lawn behind one of the houses (Mr.

Bezant's) in Bruddel Grove proved brown coarse sand to 6 ft.

below the surface, unbottomed. The sands from which the

sarsens were excavated in Park Field are said to have been

yellow, but this may be because the limonite has been leached

from them at this remotest part of their outcrop. Undoubted
Greensand thrown up by rabbits on the east side of Bruddel

Wood is unusually pale. But even if the colour is original it is

consistent with a Lower Greensand age. The sands of this

formation commonly ring the changes on red, brown, yellow and
white : for example, the rust brown sands of Furze Hill, the

yellow sands of Faringdon Folly, and the white sands worked
near Calne.

It must be admitted that nothing exactly like the Swindon
sarsens has been found on other local Lower Greensand out-

crops, or indeed on the outcrop of any other formation occurring

in this part of England. The commonest variety consists of

intensely hard, fine-grained, white, sometimes black-specked,

wholly siliceous, ' silcrete ' sandstone, with a thin ironstained

cortex. This variety has been likened by all observers from

Fitton onwards to the Tertiary sarsens on the downs. As Plall

stated (1911, p. 16), they are "exactly like the sarsens of the

Marlborough Downs, and quite different from the Lower
Portland doggers for which they might be mistaken." No trace

of a fossil has been found in any of them. Some are riddled

with ramifying cavities, which heightens the resemblance to true

sarsens such as the Blowing Stone at Kingston Lisle. Another

Section near Broome Manor, 1942 (J. B. Jones).

1. Dark chocolate sandy soil

2. Similar coloured grit with sarsens,

3. Clay: solid, greasy, greenish yellow ...

Ft.

3

lto2
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variety contains masses of chert, which might be taken for

Chalk fUnt, but is probably of concretionary origin, formed in

place during or before cementation of the enclosing sarsen.

Even the common fine-grained variety has an uneven grain

size, with many polished pink and white quartz grains much larger

than the rest, and a scatter of small quartz and (more rarely)

lydite pebbles. Thus the sarsens differ from the sands mapped
as Lower Greensand only in being white in colour and cemented
by secondary silica. The fine-grained variety grades into a

coarse-grained variety, which sometimes becomes a true siliceous

conglomerate of quartz and (more rarely) lydite pebbles up to

a quarter inch and more in diameter. Such a rock could not be

matched in the Jurassic system of all England. In the Lower
Greensand, however, it would not be abnormal. A few minutes*

collecting at Cole's Pits, Fernham (S.E. of Faringdon), produces

a variety of fine and coarse-grained irony sandstones and con-

glomerates, some wholly siliceous, some with ferruginous and
some with calcareous cement. Blocks of quartz conglomerate

cemented by ferruginous sand are recorded in the Lower Green-
sand of Loxweli, or Lockswell. Heath near Bowood ; here '* the

blocks of which the conglomerate consists are imbedded in an
irregular manner in the sand " (Lonsdale, 1835). At Can Court,

only two miles west of Wroughton, there is a Lower Greensand
outlier consisting of red, brown and yellow sands full of quartz

and lydite pebbles, with two thin bands of hard ferruginous quartz

conglomerate (White, 1925, p. 36). Chert and cherty sandstone

occur in the Lower Greensand of Greenland's Farm and Crock-
wood Mill in North Wiltshire (Lonsdale, 1835) and on Badbury
Hill, Jespers Hill and Folly Hill, Faringdon. At least those at

Faringdon are spicular cherts, quite different from the Swindon
sarsens, but some show a secondary growth of chert in cracks

and crevices, which is suggestive in connexion with some of the

Swindon sarsens. In the yellow sand of the Lower Greensand
of Alfred's Hill, Uffington, there is in the pit a huge dogger of

hard glauconitic quartz sandstone 7 ft. long and 5 ft. below the

surface, but the cement is calcareous.

The ' bowel-stone ' concretions in the Lower Greensand at

Hartwell near Aylesbury are extremely hard and wholly siliceous,

but they differ by having botryoidal shapes and finer and more
even grain size. The sand close by, at Stone, however, ranges

from fine-grained to intensely pebbly in short distances.

2 o
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Thus it can be claimed that the local Lower Greensand pro-

duces a great variety of quartz rocks with which all the varieties

of the Swindon sarsens show more or less close affinity, although

none of them has been yet exactly matched in respect of all its

features. On the other hand, the Upper Jurassic formations of

this part of England contain no rocks resembling the Swindon
sarsens except in respect of the ' dogger ' shapes, which can
occur in any sand, including the Lower Greensand.

The distribution of the sarsens beyond the principal Broome
and Park Field areas is significant. They occur always on or

near the Lower Greensand or the base of the Gault, many hav-

ing been dragged into the hedges along the edge of the Gault

both east and west of the main area, near the Reservoir feeder

and south and S.E. of Dayhouse, and along the brook west of

Nightingale Farm. The last outposts are, in the west, near

Perry's Lane, Wroughton, where there are big sarsens in Clay

Drove and in the old claypit in the corner between Perry's Lane
and the Swindon road, which appear to have lain in the base of

the Gault ;^ and in the east, in the middle one of three German
bomb craters 150 yards south of Upper Liddington Wick, where
the feather edge of the Lower Greensand is about to be over-

lapped by the Gault. ^ It is possible that some of the sarsens on
or near the edge of the Gault are of Tertiary age, but some in

this position, near the Lower Greensand but remote from any

outcrop of Pectinatus Sands, are of the peculiar conglomeratic

and cherty varieties only matched around Broome.

GAULT. The edge of the Gault outcrop is strikingly regular

as compared with that of the Lower Greensand, which it over-

laps both N.E. and S.W. of our area. The grey or mottled silty

clay is easily recognised in the fields and on the auger. The
only good exposure in this or a much wider area is Hills' brick-

pit at Badbury Wick, which is in work and displays a section

10—12 ft. deep. There are a few septarian nodules up to 8 inches

across, but no fossils have been found. The brickyard is men-
tioned as in work in the memoir published 90 years ago. At
Upper Snodshill I saw a pipe trench up the west side of the hill

^ A trench along the Swindon road east of this claypit is said to have

exposed fossiliferous Kimeridge Clay with decayed ammonites (White, 1925,

p. 30).

^ The most southerly bomb crater is in fossiliferous black Kimeridge Clay,

the most northerly in Gault.
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through the lower part of and almost to the base of the Gault,

which was chocolate-coloured and loamy, but so fine-textured

as to crack like clay, and passing gradually up into normal Gault.

III. STRUCTURE,

(a) SWINDON HILL.

Hall showed (1911, p. 5) that the structure of Swindon Hill

is a shallow synclinal basin, the Portland Beds dipping very

gently towards the centre in both Okus and Town Gardens

quarries, and the boundaries of the formations round the hill

closely following the contours. This structure accounts for the

absence of " cambering ", which should otherwise have occurred.

The Survey memoir (Woodward, 1895, p. 212) shows a

remarkably steep synclinal fold, with dips up to 50°, in the rail-

way cutting west of Old Town station. The drawing has been
reproduced in several geological works. It is misleading, not

only because the scale is distorted, without the fact being stated,

but also because the rails are assumed to be horizontal, whereas
in reality there is an incline of 1 in 75 through most of the cut-

ting, and because in plan the line is curved, so that it runs into

the hill and out again, with the result that what is in reality a

simple northward dip is crossed twice and in the published sec-

tion looks like a syncline.

Through the courtesy of Mr. A. S. Quartermaine, Chief

Engineer, Great Western Railway, Paddington Station, I have
been sent and am allowed to reproduce a plan of this part of the

line originally sent on the scale of 1/2500 and a diagram of the

gradients, from which I have been able to construct the true-

scale section through the cutting shown in Fig. 1. The dips

nowhere exceed 2°, and are everywhere approximately North to

N.W. into the centre of the hill, the shallow synclinal effect in

the section being due wholly to the curved course of the line.

The seepage-line at the base of the Pectinatus Sands keeps

about 10 ft. below the 400 ft. contour all along the north and
south sides of the hill, only perhaps rising up to the contour in

the middle of the north side, at Eastcott HilL^ At the west

^ Even in the midst of the built-up area the position of this seepage-line can

still be checked in a triangle of green waste ground too swampy for the builders,

between the upper ends of Newhall and Deacon Streets and below Dixon
Street. According to Hall, the disused sandpit west of Eastcott Hill penetrated

down to the top of the Kimeridge Clay,
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and east extremities of the hill the seepage-line seems to sink

considerably below its normal level (perhaps to as low as 360 ft.

O.D.), as may be seen at Church Farm and near Rushey Piatt

Junction ; and a boring at Belmont Brewery, 100 yds. west of

Market Square, on this east-west axis, seems to have reached the

base of the Pectinatus Sands at 348 ft. O.D, (assuming the sands

to have the exceptional thickness of 60ft.) (Whitaker and
Edmunds, 1925, p. 87).

It appears, therefore, that Swindon Hill is part of an east-

west syncline, which is itself within and subordinate to the

main, very shallow but much larger, N.W.-S.E. syncline of pre-

Greensand date. By analogy with the Bourton-Redlands syn-

cline, the next fold of this system to the north-east, and also

with Purton, such a subsidiary transverse syncline should be
west of the main N.W.-S.E. axis and be faulted along its south

side. No positive evidence of such an E-W. fault has been
observed, but it is possible that one exists approximately under
the railway south of Belmont Crescent and accounts for the ir-

regular behaviour of the seepage-line by Westlecott Farm and
the telescoping of the Pectinatus Sands at this point, and ap-

pearances of slipping to which Hall drew attention.

(h) BROOME AND COATE.

The sandy ridge that links Swindon Hill south-eastwards with

the foot of the downs has a more complicated geology. It is

much more dissected by erosion, and the structure is largely ob-

scured by overlapping Lower Greensand. Consequently the

detailed geology has not previously been unravelled.

The salient features are the two outliers of Portland Stone

already noted on Hull's map of 1857, one on the Marlborough
road between Piper's Corner and Coate Farm, the other on the

east shore of Coate Water.
In the more northerly outlier there are two quarries, one each

side of the road. The quarry north of the road shows the

Glauconitic Beds and Cockly Bed dipping 5° or 6° south, and
Swindon Sands and Stone coming in towards the south edge.

South of the road the dip probably increases, for although the

quarry south of the road is on considerably lower ground,

the dip suffices to carry the Cockly Bed below the floor of the

quarry, which shows only Swindon Sand and Stone (to about

8 ft.). The limestone is traceable in the fields south of the

quarry, as far as the long narrow seepage-valley, where the
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Portland stone is faulted down against Kimeridge Clay. The
straight line of the fault is particularly well seen in the vegeta-

tion of the fields south of the Marlborough road immediately

west of the gate to Coate Water. Westwards the fault disap-

pears under Lower Greensand, the point of disappearance being

marked by a boggy patch in the field, where crops fail to grow.

West of the Greensand it emerges, diminished in throw, and
causes the westerly extension of the Pectinatus Sands to the

Sewage Farm.

This, then, is a south-tilted block, faulted down along its south

side, typical of the west limb of the Bourton-Redlarids syncline.

The southern outlier of Portland Beds, shown in the quarry

on the east bank of Coate Water, also dips south, at a similar

angle, and probably it too is bounded on the south by an east-

west fault under the Lower Greensand. The outcrop of the

Swindon Clay can be traced from the shore of Coate Water along

the north side of the crest of the ridge towards Dayhouse, and
then down again along a gully to the edge of the alluvium of

the River Cole. Except that the fault, if present, is entirely

hidden under the Greensand, this outlier repeats the geological

features of the other.

The synclinal culmination in each fault-block is well to the

east of the centre line of the N.W.-S.E. ridge as a whole, but

there seems to be a minor parallel syncline farther west, along

the line of the railway. This is nowhere deep enough to bring

in Portland Beds, but it gives rise to two shallow basins of

Swindon Clay, partly exposed at the surface and partly still

covered by Lower Greensand. The more northerly outlier

produces an area of wet clay land on both sides of the railway

around Piper's Corner ; the other floors the ponds at Broome
Manor and was penetrated to 3 ft., beneath 5 ft. of Greensand,

by the excavation at the Town Cooking Centre noted by Mr.

J. B. Jones (see above, p. 204).

The Swindon syncline as a whole and its minor structures are

obviously of pre-Greensand date like the parallel structures at

Bourton and Faringdon and in the Vale of Wardour. Since the

tongue of Lower Greensand coincides with the syncline and is

overlapped on each side by the Gault, it appears at first sight

that synclinal folding must have been repeated along the same
line after deposition of the Lower Greensand and before de-

position of the Gault. But another explanation is possible and
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more probable. All the main outcrop of the Lower Greensand
(excepting the tongue) lies S.E., down dip, of a straight line

joining the two points where it is overlapped by the Gault, at

Liddington Wick and at the N.W. corner of Burderop Wood.
Therefore its exposure at the surface can be due solely to the

greater recession of the edge of the Gault between these points.

Such differential recession of the Gault would be expected as

the result of a mildly anticlinal behaviour of the older syncline

following on compaction of the rocks. (The Sandy Upper
Kimeridge and Portland Beds preserved in the syncline would
resist compaction more than the Kimeridge Clay on either side

.and in the course of millions of years would tend to stand up
slightly as a ridge, thus promoting more rapid erosion of the

Gault).

The tongue of Lower Greensand extending at right-angles to

the main outcrop, north-westwards to the foot of Swindon Hill,

was deposited, as already stated, in shallow pre-existing hollows,

like the Lower Greensand of Faringdon. Its preservation may
be due to chance coincidence with the underlying Sandy Upper
Kimeridge and Portland Beds, which have resisted erosion more
than the surrounding clay. Other tongues of Lower Greensand
may have extended over the plain of Kimeridge Clay and have

been eroded entirely away. A relic of such a tongue may be

the small outlier of Lower Greensand at Can Court, two miles

west of Wroughton.

I am greatly indepted to Mr. J. B. Jones, of 18, St. Margarets

Road, Swindon, for information and for his invaluable and
friendly collaboration, in the field, by discussion, by correspond-

ence, and by the loan of scarce literature. Through his timely

observation and publication of vital evidence in temporary ex-

posures he established that the Swindon sarsens were native to

a Mesozoic sand of the Vale, and so corrected a major error

that has been repeated in the geological literature for over a

hundred years. Professor T. M. Harris has kindly examined the

tubes from the Wealden ironstone and rejected them as Chara-

cean, and Mr. A. Wrigley has kindly confirmed that they are

Serpula sp. indet. Dr. L. R. Cox has examined a natural mould
of a hinge of one of the Cyrenas and reports that it is not that

of a Neomiodon and seems to belong to a genus unknown to him.

I am also indebted to Mr. W. T. Wright for drawing the map
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and text-figure. I have presented the best of the fossils from
the ironstone of Town Gardens Quarry to the Geological Sur-

vey Museum, London, where they have been numbered 75314-5,

75510-31.
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SIR RICHARD COLT HOARE AND
WILLIAM CUNNINGTON.

By O. MEYRICK.

It has been the writer's privilege to go through a large number
of letters and notes of William Cunnington of Heytesbury
(1754-1810)

,
mostly transcribed by Capt. B. H. Cunnington from

the collection in our Library. The object has been two-fold, to

search for archaeological material not embodied in Ancient

Wiltshire, and to shed some light on the exact part that Cunning-
ton played in the production of that monumental work„ The
latter point will be dealt with first, as it leads naturally up to

the other.

Among his correspondents were John Britton, author of The
Beauties of Wiltshire, William " Strata " Smith, who has been
called the father of English geology, and several clergymen with

antiquarian tastes, whose pet theories, put forward with prose-

lytising fervour, he counters usually with exemplary patience.

Only occasionally does he relieve his feelings, as when he appends

a foot-note :
" This is a childish note

When Colt Hoare turned from fox-hunting to the whole-

hearted pursuit of antiquities, he seems to have been triply blest

in the staff he gathered about him. In Philip Crocker he had
an expert surveyor and draughtsman v/hose plans of earthworks

and drawings of the finds still win our admiration. How he

came to be enlisted is not certain (though often alluded to, "Mr.
Crocker " remains always an obscure figure in the pages of

A.W.), hut we find him associated with Cunnington at the open-

ing of barrows as early as 1800, before Hoare comes on the scene,

and Cunnington may well have brought him to the notice of his

patron. In all probability he had previously been a government
surveyor ; in a note on Hamshill Ditches Cunnington writes

:

*' This British town was discovered by Messrs. Crocker when
surveying the county and a brother, Edmund Crocker, is men-
tioned by Hoare as being engaged in the Government Survey.^

One or two letters from Crocker preserved in the collection re-

veal an interest in antiquities not confined to their portrayal.

Stephen Parker and his son John were the workmen regularly

employed to do the digging : natives of Heytesbury, they would
have been engaged in the first instance by Cunnington. They

^A.W. ii,p. 103.
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gave loyal yeoman service, John in particular showing a notable

zest for the work. Hoare pays tribute to them and says that

John was responsible for many interesting discoveries. That
Cunnington too thought highly of them is shown in several of

his letters
;
once, when he was too ill to go himself, John Parker

was sent to make sections at the junction of Wansdyke and the

Roman Road, to establish which of the two was the older, though
he did not succeed in doing so to Cunnington's satisfaction.

Elsewhere he writes

:

" Stephen and John were highly delighted in narrating

their discoveries. Had John found a purse of guineas he could not have been
better pleased ".

Perhaps gratitude had something to do with it. A
letter from Cunnington addressed in 1802 to Sir William A'Court
(lord of the manor at Heytesbury) and W. P. Wyndham, Esq.,

of Salisbury, intercedes on behalf of " old Parker," the bearer of

the letter, for his son Stephen, sentenced to death for sheep-

stealing. A foot-note adds that Sir William got the sentence

altered to transportation. It is a reasonable assumption that

the felon was a brother of John.

And how does Cunnington himself fit in? A prosperous

cloth-merchant, the first of his family to settle in the county
from Northamptonshire, he suffered for a number of years from
bad health, and took to riding on the advice of his doctor. Salis-

bury Plain in those days was a solitude shunned by all save the

shepherds with their flocks, where the great bustard still sur-

vived as a breeding species. The prehistoric scene was so un-

spoilt as almost to force itself on an enquiring mind such as his,

superseding his earlier taste for geology. He started excavating

barrows on his own account about the turn of the century, and
his collections first gave Mr. (later Archdeacon) Coxe. rector

of Bemerton and author of several works, the notion of writing

a book on the county's antiquities ; instead of doing so himself,

however, he passed on the project to his friend Colt Hoare. In

a letter to John Britton, dated April 1803, Cunnington reveals

that Coxe had paid a great deal towards opening barrows in the

past year and for researches at Stonehenge, and that Sir Richard

had offered to pay the expenses in future excavations. " All this

to get materials for a county history On Cunnington's part

the arrangement included giving up all MSS. on the subject and

engaging personally to examine and furnish accounts of the

barrows, etc. of the county.
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In compliance with these terms, he steadfastly refused to let

Britton have details of some of his discoveries. He considered

Britton a talented but difficult young man, and found frequent

occasion to reprove him in a fatherly way for faults ranging from

Jacobinsim to many errors of fact that occurred in The Beauties

of Wiltshire. He may by his refusal have aggravated the an-

tagonism that Britton had already evinced towards Colt Hoare
and others of his standing ; he was to write, 30 years after Cun-
nington's death, to the latter's grandson bitterly disparaging

Hoare's part in the making of Ancient Wiltshire.

It can be claimed that Cunnington was directly and solely re-

sponsible for much of the contents. The descriptions of various

camps (e.g. Bilbury Rings and Yarnbury) are taken almost word
for word from his notes, and the measurements given are his.

In this connection, since the heights of camp ramparts as quoted

in the volumes have been declared to be wrong, it is worth not-

ing that in a letter to Hoare, dated November 1809, he writes

:

" Be pleased to recollect that when I have mentioned the height of a rampart,

I have only said the slope, for 1 had no means to ascertain the perpendicular

height". And writing in 1806 to William Smith he says: "Since I saw you

[? two years earlier] we have made considerable progress towards a history of

the Antiquities of Wiltshire. I have written two small folios for Sir Richard

Hoare and have just received from him a third to fill at my leisure ".^

But Sir Richard was at all times the director of operations, and

a very revealing letter from him outlines the plan of campaign

he wishes Cunnington to carry out in 1806.
" I wish all this summer

to be devoted to the accurate investigation of the numerous British and Saxon
earthen works with which our county abounds "—and he lists them, excluding

those already familiar to Cunnington, but covering the country between
Heytesbury, Tilshead and Everleigh ; Casterley, Marden, Broadbury, Lidbury,

Chisenhury, with " some curious excavations between Lidbury and Everleigh

which must be dug into—for John must be your constant attendant with his

pick axe, without which nothing positive can be ascertained" ; Roundway Hill;

Wansdyke from Scot's Poor to Tan Hill (" dig in the oblong earthwork ")
;

Huish Hill (" astonishing. Here the spade must be very active ") , Shaw Farm,

and " of course " the Roman Station at Folly Farm ; the remains below Barbury

("most surprising") ; Liddington Castle ("and examine on which side the

ditch of a dyke called Wansdyke on that hill runs . . . The country about

Aldbourne, etc., is quite unknown to us. I forgot to mention a work with the

ditch inside on Huish Hill ")
; Chisbury, Membury, Avebury (" most attent-

ively, and the country about it ") . For each district he thoughtfully adds a

These are in the Devizes Museum.
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list of available accommodation, and he concludes :
" This is a long bill of fare,

but I hope you will have good health to enjoy it. I should not wish the

expenses to exceed fifty pounds ".

When we turn to the archaeological data it is not surprising

to find little of importance in Cunnington's letters that is not

in Ancient Wiltshire, since his notes were placed wholly at the

disposal of Sir Richard. The descriptions of barrows opened
usually correspond with the printed account, but additional

measurements are sometimes given.

Hoare records the opening of Stockton Long Barrow without
going into details, and Mrs. Cunnington has nothing to add.^

One of the letters, however, gives its contents :

" Upon the floor of

the barrow we discovered four skeletons, three adults and one of a young person
about 6 or 7 years of age ; the skeletons lay in a most irregular manner, and
were covered by a conical pile of flints ; close to these skeletons was an oblong

cist nearly four feet deep, which was filled with flints and marl. I am of opinion

there are more skeletons under this barrow as we discovered the skull of a fifth

on the south side of the cist, but finding so great a resemblance in the contents

of this to most of our long barrows we discontinued our researches."

Some round barrows mentioned have not been published.
" I opened a neatly formed circular barrow among the furze south of Stockton

Long Barrow, in which was an interment of burnt bones placed in a circular cist

covered with a large flint. I [also] opened several little hillocks close to the

camp (Stockton Earthworks) ; in some of them were found burnt bones."

Two are mentioned within Bratton Camp in a letter from
Philip Crocker to Coxe, dated June, 1802; they apparently

figure in his plan of the camp in A.W., but not in the text

:

" In the inner work, towards the turning near the lower end of the S. side,

is a small flat barrow, encircled by a ditch ; and at the entrance on the S. side

... a round well-shaped tumulus which with the other has been excavated."^

Again, several small barrows are spoken of among the furze near

Bilbury Rings, besides the one described by Hoare.

We get some brief notes on the long barrow, Warminster 6,

and the adjacent round barrows, Warminster 7 and 8, to add to

the scanty record in A.W. In the long barrow the small cup
found was at the west end just below the turf. The cist found
over 4 ft. down further east was irregular in shape, 8 ft. long,

between 3 and 4 wide at the widest part, and 4 ft. deep, the

' List of the Long Barrows of Wiltshire, W.A.M.. xxxviii, p. 399.

The one at the entrance is still well preserved, and there appear to be traces

of the other between the rampart and the arable.
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skeleton lying from west to east. The skull lay chiefly upon
the breast, beaten into pieces before burial, the limbs otherwise

being in regular order. The dimensions of Warminster 7 are

given as 36 ft. in diameter, and about 21 ft. in height, with a

small ditch round it. The cist was filled with flints extending

li ft. above, the skeleton being that of a very tall man, the thigh-

bone measuring 19 inches. Warminster 8 was 46 ft. in diameter

and about 2 ft. high, and likewise had a small ditch.

" The person here interred (lying on his face) was not tall, but must have been

an uncommon stout man, as I never saw an}^ bones so strong,nor a skull so thick."

From another letter we learn for the first time the dimensions

of the famous " Golden Barrow" (Upton Lovell 2 e) a few yards

north of the River Wylye, which has long disappeared ; even
then it was considerably defaced.

"This barrow . . . pointing east and

west is in the base 58 by 38 ft., the slope 22 ft., the length on the top 22 ft. The
north side of the barrow is extremely neat, the south side is much mutilated."

Two letters reveal some new facts about Marden Earthwork,

and its two barrows. Hatfield Barrow (Beechingstoke 1), "the

largest circular tumulus in England if we except Silbury ", mea-
sured 483 ft. from ditch to ditch over the summit, covering

nearly an acre (the elevation is given in A.W. as 22i ft.). Very
rude British pottery was found a little west from the barrow,

also in the centre of the ring-barrow (Beechingstoke 1 a).

Cunnington describes this rather differently from A. :

" A circular vallum enclosing a tump of an oval form ; the whole has much the

appearance of one of Stukeley's Druid Barrows."

He further notes a great

many sarsen stones in the water near the narrow bridges from
the mill to the earthwork, several as large as those of the inner

circle of Stonehenge, and on the road a little vv^ay from the

mill a much larger one ; he surmises that they originally formed
a circle on the verge of the ditch as at Avebury. Marden Earth-

work remains an unsolved problem, but these details, coupled

with Hoare's record of British pottery just south of the earth-

work, and the fact that it must lie very near the line of the track

linking the Ridgeway between Alton Down and Broadbury,

favour a prehistoric origin as against a later theory that Hatfield

Barrow was a castle mound, and the surrounding bank the

counterscarp of the bailey enclosure.^ The popular name of

^ M. E. Cunnington, Introduction to the Archaeology of Wiltshire, 5rd ed., p. 160.
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Hatfield Barrow may also be an argument against the Norman
castle theory. Hoare records his dismay at finding this great

mound completely levelled by 1818. It is highly probable that

he and Cunnington were indirectly responsible for this through

their excavations a few years before. They sank a shaft from

the summit through the unstable greensand and had cleared a

space about 24 ft. square, when suddenly the whole of the centre

caved in, leaving a much lowered and unshapely remnant ready

to be spread out to fill in the deep and wide surrounding ditch.

Writing of Codford Circle, Cunnington puts forward the sug-

gestion that the top of the hill was lowered and the earth carried

to the edges of the circle to make it flat.

Finds that do not appear to be generally known include three

iron seaxes in Battlebury Camp. These are not referred to by
Hoare, who however records human skeletons and a horse from
there which may have been Saxon. Chippings of Blue Stones

were met with in a bell-barrow which can be identified as Ames-
bury 11, when it was first opened by Cunnington.

Finally, a letter to Hoare shows that Cunnington saw the

opening of the first three of the 20 barrovs^s excavated by the

Rev. E. Duke. These with two others in the Lake group were
on Duke's land. Cunnington's descriptions agree closely with

Duke's MS. notes (Nos. 1—3) as printed by Canon Goddard.^

The only serious discrepancy is in the height of No. 3, Cunning-

ton's 14 ft. contrasting with Duke's 3 yds. 8 ins. But Duke gives

the measurements of the layers of chalk and mould, which to-

gether total 15 ft., so that the 3 yds. would appear to be a mis-

take for 5 either in the original MS. or in the transcript, and the

discrepancy becomes much less pronounced. Whilst his letter

throws little light on the general obscurity that overhangs Duke's

excavations, it could be wished that he had left notes on Duke's

other barrows, about which we have only the most perfunctory

data, with no clue to their individual positions.

^ W.A.M. XXXV, pp. 582—586. In connection with this group, Goddard has

pointed out {W.A.M., xxxviii, p. 350) that Hoare describes a barrow as No. 21

on page 211, and a totally different No. 21 on the next page. What seems to

have happened is that the barrows numbered 19 and 20 on the plan are referred

to in the text as 20 and 21. Goddard assigns No. 19 to Wilsford 50 in his

list ; one can with some confidence identify No. 20, from the plan and descrip-

tion, as Wilsford 50 a.
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FIELD MEETINGS, 1947.

REPORT BY THE HON. FIELD MEETING SECRETARY, CYRIL RICE.

The Provisional Committee of 1946 felt strongly that one of

its most important functions was the planning of a series of Field

Meetings for 1947. It was agreed that while such expeditions

could not take the place of individual study or intensive group

work in Natural History they could afford opportunities for

members to meet each other in widely separated districts with

clearly differentiated characteristics, and also enable beginners

to receive instruction in the field from the more expert members
and so to take part successfully in the serious work the Section

will undertake when it has gained sufficient strength.

Wiltshire offers a fascinating variety of natural features

but also presents the difficulties inherent in its size and shape.

However, a programme of twelve meetings was published. The
first meeting planned for February had to be cancelled because

of the extremely severe weather and the last meeting—a visit

to Slimbridge to watch the wild geese—had to be abandoned
when the petrol ration was withdrawn. It is due to the gener-

osity of the members driving cars that the other ten meetings

held were enjoyed by so many other members.

For each meeting a member living in the locality was invited

to make a preliminary survey of the ground and, where neces-

sary, to obtain the co-operation of landowners. It is pleasant

to record that this work was accomphshed excellently. The
programme stated a clear purpose for each meeting and the

chosen leader was expected to assist the members to carry out

the plan. In practice it was found that strong interests could

not be wholly subdued, even for an afternoon, and so certain

occasions, dubbed " botanical were enriched by the delight of

the keen lepidopterists and bird watchers in such lovely crea-

tures as the white admiral butterfly or the scarce quail. Thus,

although every meeting added its quota of records to be gathered

in by the Section's official Recorders, only one, the Hawk Count
of July 19th, really achieved a scientific unity. This venture,

after all its gaps have been admitted, does provide a model for
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future work by the ornithologists in the Section, and, adapted

to their special interests, for the botanists and insect workers.

The programme for the year 1948, now (January) in course

of preparation, will be curtailed by the reduction of the petrol

ration, but it is hoped that 1949 will see a full programme of team

work on various problems and, also, of many of the thoroughly

enjoyable meetings of the type fixed in 1947.

The first meeting at Shearwater on March 22nd was attended

by 26 members. Miss M. Butterworth acted as leader, but

warned the party that, contrary to the expectations raised by

the recent exceptionally severe weather, there were few birds on
the lake. Smaller groups were formed and the lake encompassed.

Five great crested grebes were counted and some " headshaking
"

observed. Mallard, teal and tufted duck completed the score.

Nevertheless, past experience shows that Shearwater is a place

to be watched as regularly as possible. After tea Miss Butter-

worth proposed a journey to Lords Hill to attempt to trace a

wheatear which had been reported there. The wheatear was
not seen, but the last members about to board their cars were
exhilarated by the swift passage of a flock of golden plover.

Mr. G. CoUett undertook to lead the Section on its visit to

Spye Park, by kind permission of Capt. F. Spicer, on April

26th. Twenty-eight members supported him. Unfortunately,

the woodlark which has been known to sing in the Park was

not heard and, as is the way of this species, may have left the

locality. Most of the members heard the songs of the blackcap,

treepipit, common redstart and nightingale for the first time in

1947, and the botanists found Viola palustris L. once more.

Colerne Park, the scene of the third meeting, on May 17th,

was opened to the Section by the kindness of Miss Peters. Old
county records give Colerne Park as the site of several unusual

plants and so, on this occasion. Miss D. Frowde led the members
in a search for Cardamine impatiens L., which, however, was not

found. The Park proved to be possessed of an interesting flora,

including Convallaria majalis L., worthy of further study.

The Section's fourth meeting on May 24th was led by its

President, Mr. Guy Peirson. Twenty-nine members met at

Stitchcombe Mill and by a leap-frog process of riding and walking

reached Ramsbury, where the historic site of last year's marsh

warbler's nest was visited. Alas, the late spring had seriously

delayed the growth of vegetation and only one pair of sedge
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warblers was observed. The watermeadows yielded good views

of the redshank, and of the yellow wagtail. In the evening

the common snipe rose from the meadows and drummed. The
wood near Ramsbury Manor House held a treecreeper's nest

and, nearby, both garden warbler and blackcap sang to delight

and confuse their hearers.

To attract members from the south of the county, Grovely

Wood was chosen for the expedition of June 28th, yet of the

fifteen members who arrived none came from the south and, by

some misunderstanding, Mr. C. Pitman, who had been invited

to lead the group, did not arrive. However, as Mr. Peirson had
come armed with a first-class map and the Section's luck with

the weather held long enough to enable people to reach the cars

for tea before rain fell, a successful meeting was held. Grovely

Wood would certainly repay extended study. White admiral

butterflies and silver-washed fritillaries danced in the sunlight

over the brambles or posed hke Pavlovas on the pink blossoms :

one member sought for and found the Phallus impudicus : a pair

of barn owls with four eggs and a pile of pellets was discovered

in a barn : and as tea was taken in the shelter of the cars a

buzzard, carrying a rabbit in its claws, sailed into view, a good
conclusion to the afternoon.

The sixth venture started from Knap Hill on the afternoon of

July 5th. Ten members, with Messrs. N. Peskett and A. Ridout

in the lead, studied the downland flora, but as this was a meet-

ing the writer was not able to attend he must be content to pass

to the Hawk Count of July 19th. This was an attempt to count

the hawks on Salisbury Plain, and parties of observers were asked

to set out from points on the perimeter of the Plain and converge

on Orcheston St. George. Obviously, with so few observers as

yet available, such long distances to be travelled, and so much
land under military occupation, this scheme could not be car-

ried out perfectly, yet some notable records were obtained. A
few fortunate observers saw a harrier of undetermined species

;

others watched a hobby catch rose chafer beetles in its claws as

it flew round and round a clump of beech trees ; and one group,

studying a bird in the sky, was thrilled to see it circle nearer

and then glide away at impressive speed—an unmistakeable

peregrine ! It should be recorded that Messts. E. Cawkell and

J. Smith, working from Mere and Swindon respectively and
travelling many miles on foot and bicycle, failed to reach the

2 P
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rendezvous but sent in prompt and useful reports by post. It

would be unwise to allow too much importance to this single

count: to point out one clear fault in the result, the number of

kestrels recorded was too low. Such a count, taken later in the

day, should be repeated for several years.

Perhaps the most interesting botanical excursion arranged by
the Committee was led by Mr. D. Grose over Morgan's Hill on
Sunday, August 10th. Twenty-three members and six visitors

attended this meeting and, in perfect weather, wandered over

the downland and along Wansdyke, receiving fresh light on
the common chalk flowers and deeper instruction on thistle

hybrids from Mr. Grose. The following plants were recorded

:

Cirsium acaule x tuberosum, Phyteuma orhiculare, Thesium humi-

fusum, Euphorbia virgata (actually found in the lane leading up
to the downs), Epipactis palustris and Herminium Monorchis.

One lady crowned her afternoon by finding a juniper berry.

Very few members had heard of Flinty Knap, and some had
difficulty in locating it, but the late comers followed the obvious

route on to the downs, where they found Mr. G. Collett with

the main party examining the flora of a stubble field. The tardy

ones caught sight of the quail which the early people missed.

The walk took the members over a lovely stretch of the downs
but missed the best of the flowers of this locality, which is

gloriously bright with pyramidal and fragrant orchids in June.

In the steep, shaded lane leading to the downs there were large

specimens of seeded Epipactis latifolia, and Lonicera Xylosteum

was found. When it is possible to plan freely again, Flinty Knap
should be put earlier in the list. On the return journey a brief

visit was paid to Erlestoke Lake, where a migrating sand martin

was noted.

Flinty Knap had set members a map puzzle, and on the fol-

lowing Saturday they were asked to find Huish Church. Mrs.

O. Peall, who acted as leader of the party, of course, knew all

about it, but there were members who could scarcely believe

they would ever arrive. As Mrs. Peall led the way up the nar-

row road, cut into the chalk, all talk was of the enforced end of

the excursions which had been so pleasant, but at the top of

the hill keen eyes began to search for the elusive stone curlew,

known to have frequented these hills before war activities occu-

pied their usual haunts. The day's record did not include a

stone curlew, but it was made memorable by the sight of there
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buzzards soaring together over the brow of the hill. Of the 26

people present none had seen before in Wiltshire so many in the

air together. As the botanists discovered Laihyrus Aphaca,,

all were grateful to Mrs. Peall for a well-planned walk which,

as the last of the year, could be regarded as the epitome of all

the dehghts of the Field Meetings of 1947.

In addition to the Meetings arranged by the Section's Com-
mittee it so happend that The Botanical Society of the British

Isles had planned to hold a week-end excursion in Wiltshire,

and, through the instrumentality of Mr, Grose, members of the

Section were cordially invited to join the Society's meetings.

Many members took advantage of this happy circumstance.

On Friday, June 6th, those taking part were shown by Messrs.

Peirson and Halliday the museum, laboratories and collections

at Marlborough College. The next day was devoted to a study

of the flora of Spye Park and Bowood where the following

plants of special interest were recorded : Cerastium semidecan-

drum, Trifolium filiforme, Myosotis repens. Polygonum Bistorta,

Neottia Nidus-avis, Scirpus sylvaticus, S, setaceus, Carex strigosa,

C. laevigata and Dryopteris spinulosa.

On Sunday groups explored the Walker's Hill district and
returned this record : Polygala oxyptera, Cerastium tetrandrum,

Senecio integrifolius, Gentiana anglica, Orchis ustulata, Platanthera

bifolia and Glyceria declinata.

Those botanists able to stay over the Monday walked around
the West Woods and Martinsell. Mr. Grose records the follow-

ing unusual plants then found : Geranium phaeum, Prunus Cerasus,

Vicia sylvatica, Lathyrus tuherosus, Gnaphalium sylvaticum, Sym-
phytum peregrinum. Orchis ustulata and Deschampsia flexuosa.
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WILTSHIRE PLANT NOTES— [9].

By J. DONALD GROSE.

The severe weather of the early part of 1947 was followed by
a tardy and short-lived spring. The spring flowers were plenti-

ful, but they quickly gave place to the summer species. The
summer was warm and dry, and the fine weather lasted until

late in the autumn. Although little rain fell, it was noted that

some of the "bournes" maintained their flow until unusually late

in the year. The common Gorse ( Ulex europaeus) bloomed very

early, opened flowers being seen on September 17th, and the

Setter-wort (Helleborus foetidus) at Everleigh Ashes flowered

for a second time on October 1st.

Records under the name of Miss Grist, Miss Stephenson and
Mr. Buckle are in many cases not recent; nearly all other records

refer to 1947. In response to several requests, popular names
have been added where the addition causes no confusion.

Contributors :

A.E.A.D. Capt. A. E. A. Dunston, G.H. .

Donhead. G.M.B.

A.G. . Miss A. Grist, Melksham.

A.H.R. A. H. Ridout, Swindon. G.W.C.
A.J.W. A. J. Wilmott, London.

B.D.H.S. Mrs. Hylton Stewart, H.W.P.
Marlborough. H.W.T.

B.S. . Botanical Society of the

British Isles. J.D.G.

B.W. . Mrs. B. Welch, Richmond. J.E.L.

C.D.H. C. D. Heginbothom, J.F.G.C.

Devizes. M.B.

C.G. . Miss C. Gurney, Turleigh.

C.R. . Cyril Rice, Chippenham. M.B.Y-B
C.R.C. Lt.-Col, C. R. Congreve,

Salisbury. M.C.F.

D.M.F. Miss D. M. Frowde, Colerne.

E.H.S. Miss E. H. Stevenson, Bath. M. le F.S.

E.M.M-J. E. M. Marsden-Jones,

Littleton Pannell. N.H.S.

E.T. . Mrs. E. Timperley, N.P.

Bishopstone. O.B.

F. P. . Mrs. F. Partridge, Hamspray. P.B.

G.G. . G. Grigson, Broad Town. P.R.F.

G. Hazzard, Winterslow.

Mrs. G. M. Brown,

Swindon.

G. W. Collett,

Chippenham.
H. W. Pugsley, London,
H. W. Timperley,

Bishopstone.

J. D. Grose, Liddington.

J. E. Lousley, London,

John Chappie, Oxford.

Miss M. Butterworth,

Warminster.

Mrs. Yeatman-Biggs,

Stockton.

Miss M. C. Foster,

Aldbourne.

Mrs. Shepherd,

Lydiard Millicent.

Natural History Section.

N. Peskett, Swindon.

O. Buckle, Hastings.

Paul Buckridge, Calne.

Mrs. Farquharson,

Salisbury.

t Indicates that a plant is not native in the locality given ; det. , named by-

comm. , reported by—

,
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Adonis annua L. Pheasant's Eye. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B.

Ranunculus Lingua L. Great Spearwort. 3, Wanborough. A welcome dis-

covery, particularly as the plant is verging on extinction elsewhere in Wiltshire.

R. heterophyllus Weber var. submersus Bab. 4, Fyfield, A.J.W.
Helleborus viridis L. var. occidentalis (Reut.) Druce. Bear's-foot. 10, Whaddon,

E.H.S.

H. foetidus L. Setter-wort. 1, Murhill, O.B. Long Dene, Castle Combe.
Berberis vulgaris L. Barberry. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B. 2, Allington Bar,

G.W.C. Derriads, Chippenham, G.W.C.
Papaver Argemone L. 1, Winsley, O.B. 4, Rivar Down, F.P. 5 & 6,

Shaw Hill, Ludgershall. 8, Chitterne Down.
P. hybridum L. 8, Chitterne Down. 10, Britford, E.H.S.

Nasturtium uniseriatum Howard & Manton. 1, Canal, Limpley Stoke, C.

Bucknall, 1899. Search should be made elsewhere in the county for this newly-

described species of Watercress. It may be distinguished by the single row
of seeds.

Rorippa amphibia (L.) Besser (Nasturtium amphihium). 1, Holt, C.G. War-
leigh, O.B.

Cardamine pratensis L. Ladies' Smock, double-flowered form. 1, High Wood,
Longleat, O.B.

t Hesperis matronalis L. Dame's Violet. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B. 4, Knighton,

C.D.H.

t 'Sisymbrium altissimum L. 4, Little Bedwyn.

t Erysimum cheiranthoides L. Treacle Mustard. 2, Melksham Forest, A.G.

t Carara didyma (L) . Britton (Coronopus didymus). 1, Westwood, O.B. Brad-

ford-on-Avon, O.B.

t Lepidium Draba L. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B. Bradford-on-Avon, C.D.H. 7,

Bulford, E.H.S. 8, Wishford, E.H.S.

Iberis amara L. Candytuft. 3, Liddington.

Helianthemum nummularium (L.) Mill. (H. Chamaecistus). Rockrose, pale

yellow form. 8, Grovely Wood, N.H.S. (N.P.) 9, Near Stockton Wood,
A.E.A.D.

Viola odorata L. var. subcarnea (Jord.) Pari. 1, Conkwell, O.B. Bradford-on-

Avon, O.B. 2, Heddington. 7, All Cannings.

Polygala oxyptera Rchb. 4, Cherhill Down, M. le F.S. Whitefield Hill.

Round Hill Downs. Knoll Down, B.S. 6, Near Park House, Beacon Hill.

7, Knap Hill, A.J.W. Walker's Hill, B.S. Milk Hill, B.S. 8, Stockton Earth-

works. Great Ridge. All det. A.J.W.

t Saponaria officinalis L. Soapwort. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B. Turleigh, C.G.

2, Whetham, A.G. 3, Five Lanes, Malmesbury, A.H.R. & N.P. White-
flowered form. 9, Chilmark, A.E.A.D.

t S. Vaccaria L. 5, Whaddon sand-pit, E.H.S.

Melandrium noctiflorum (L.) Fr. (Silene noctiflora). Night-flowering Catchfly.

2, Derriads, Chippenham, G.W.C.
Lychnis Flos-cuculi L. Ragged Robin, whiteflowered form. 6, Idmiston.

9, Wilton, A.E.A.D.

Cerastium arvense L. Field Chickweed. 5, Shaw Hill, Ludgershall.

C. tetrandrum Curt. 7, Walker's Hill, B.S.

C. semidecandrum L. 2, Spye Park, B.S. 7, Between Tan Hill and Milk
Hill, N.P.
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Arenaria tenuifolia L. Fine-leaved Sandwort. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B.

Sagina nodosa (L.) Fenzl. Knotted Pearlwort. 8, Border of Stonehill Copse.

S. filicaulis Jord. 3, Lydiard Millicent, M. le F.S. Not previously recorded

for Wiltshire.

Hypericum Androsaemum L. Tutsan. 5, Roche Court Wood, G.H.

t Althaea officinalis L. Marsh Mallow. 1, Marsh near Heron Bridge, Potterne,

It is remarkable that this salt-marsh species should occur here, since it is rarely

cultivated. Its introduction must, I think, have been intentional.

Malva moschata L. var. heterophylla Lej. & Court. 4, Boreham Wood,
A.H.R. & N.P.

M. neglecta Wallr. (M. rotundifolia). Dwarf Mallow. 1, Avoncliff, C.G. 9,

Barford St. Martin, A.E.A.D. Place Farm, Tisbury, E.H.S. 10, New Court
Farm, Downton.

t Geranium sanguineum L. Bloody Crane's-bill. 2, Established at Chippenham
Station, G.G.

t G. phaeum L. 5, Grimstead, E.H.S. 7, Wilsford, E.H.S.

t Impatiens Roylei Walp. (/. glandulifera). 7, Horton.

t Melilotus arvensis Wallr. 1, Lucknam, D.M.F.

t M. indica (L.) All. 1, Colerne, D.M.F.

Trifolium fragiferum L. Strawberry-headed Clover. 1, Ford, G.W.C. Near
Oakfrith Wood. 2, On chalk near Morgan's Hill, N.H.S. 3, Windmill Hill,

Lydiard Tregoze, G.M.B.
T. filiforme L. 2, Bowood, B.S.

Astragalus glycyphyllos L. Milkvetch. 9, Lady Down, E.H,S.

t Coronilla varia L. 1, Canal bank, Bradford-on-Avon, C.D.H.
Vicia sylvatica L. Wood Vetch. 2, Stockley Copse. 6, Southgrove Copse.

7, Etchilhampton Hill, C.D.H.

t V. dasycarpa Tenore. 4, East Court, Stype, J.E.L. & J.D.G.

V. sepium L, Bush Vetch, white-flowered form. 1, Rudloe, G.W.C.
Lathyrus sylvestris L. Everlasting pea. 9, Lady Down, E.H.S.

L. Nissoli L. Grass Vetchling. 2, Sandridge Hill, A.G.
L. Aphaca L. Yellow Vetchling. 4, Between Huish and West Woods,

N.H.S. (G.W.C).

t Spiraea salicifolia L. 1, Railway embankment near Box Station, G.G. Rail-

way embankment, Limpley Stoke, O.B.

t Geum intermedium Willd. 4, West Woods, B.S. 5, West Grimstead, E.H.S.

9, Lady Down, E.H.S.

Agrimonia odorata (Gouan) Mill. 1, Near Three Graves, Urchfont. 6, East

Everleigh. Everleigh Ashes.

Sanguisorba officinalis L, (Poterium officinale) Great Burnet. 2, Field near

Springfield House, Broad Town, G.G.

Sorbus torminalis (L.) Crantz. Service-tree. 1, Upper Pickwick, D.F.M.
G.W.C. and J.D.G. 2, Derriad's Farm, Chippenham, G.W.C.

Ribes nigrum L. Black Currant. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B. 6, Idmiston, Gomel-
don. 8, Boyton, B.W. 9, Tisbury.

Sedum acre L. Wall-Pepper. 6, Abundant on tank-tracks near Sidbury Camp.
Myriophyllum verticillatum L. Whorled Water-milfoil. 1, Canal, Bradford-

on-Avon, O.B. This is the first record for the county since 1895.

Epilobium. Willow-herb. All specimens have been named by Mr. G. M. Ash.

E. hirsutum L. x parviflorum Schreb. 8, Sutton Veny.
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E, parviflorum Schrcb. x roseum Schreb. 1, Semington Brook near the Old

Mill, Littleton. A remarkable plant bearing many hundreds of flowers.

E. Lamyi F. Schultz. 3, Stratton Park,

t E. adenocaulon Hausskn. 8, Stonehill Copse.

E. adenocaulon Hausskn. x parviflorum Schreb. 4, Bedwyn Brail, J.E.L. &
J.D.G.

E. roseum Schreb: 3, Friar's Hill, Sevenhemipton.
~

E. palustre L. 4, Whittonditch.

Hydrocotyle vulgaris L. Pennywort. 2, Draycot Park, G.W.C.
Apium inundatum (L.) Rchb. f. 5, Landford Common.
Petroselinum segetum (L.) Koch (Carum segetum) : Corn Parsley. 10, Britford,

E.H.S.

Oenanthe fluviatilis (Bab.) Coleman. 3, River Cole below Inglesham, J.F.G.C.

t Sambucus Ebulus L. 1, Railway embankment near Box Station, G.G. 4,

Field near Little Bedwyn Church. 6, Between Idmiston and Boxcombe. 8,

Brixton Deverill. The Danewort appears to be extending its range,

t Symphoricarpos albus (L.) S. F. Blake (5. racemosus Michx.). 2, Roadside

near Catcomb Wood, G.G. Mr. Grigson points out that the Snowberry is

now firmly established in many localities and merits a place in our flora.

Galium tricorne Stokes. 1, Strawberry Hill, Lavington, E.M.M-J.
Valeriana dioica L. Marsh Valerian. 7, Dry pit-dwelling (?), Martinsell Hill,

at about 860 feet, B.S. An astonishing find in such an unlikely spot.

Dipsacus pilosus L. Small Teasel. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B. 2, Near Whetham
Woods, A.G.

Scabiosa Columbaria L. Small Scabious, white-flowered form. 2, Morgan's

Hill.

Erigeron acris L. Blue Fleabane. 1, Turleigh, C.G. Winsley, O.B. 7, Salis-

bury, E.H.S.

t E. canadensis L. Canadian Fleabane, 1, Baldham Bridge, Semington.

Filago germanica (L.) Huds. Cudweed. 8, Stonehill Copse.

Gnaphalium sylvaticum L. Wood Cudweed. 4, Round Hill Downs, H.W.P.
Wilton Brail. 8, Stonehill Copse, B.W. ; J.E.L. & J.D.G.

t Inula Helenium L, Elecampane. 1, Corsley, M.B. Stony Gutter, G.W.C.
3, Liddington ; seen there some years ago by the late Miss Horsell, but not

previously recorded.

Bidens cernua L. Bur-Marigold. 7, West Chisenbury.

Chrysanthemum segetum L. Corn Marigold. 2, Nocketts Hill, G.W.C.
Senecio erucifolius L. Hoary Ragwort. 2, Chalk Down, Morgan's Hill ; a

frequent plant in N. and N.W. Wilts, but not noticed before on the chalk.

s. viscosus L. 4, Little Bedwyn.

S. sylvaticus L. Mountain Groundsel. 10, Near Lodge Farm, Downton.
5. vulgaris L. var. radiatus Koch. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B. 4, Little Bedwyn.
Carduus crispus L. Welted Thistle, white-flowered form. 3, Liddington, N.P.

C. crispus L. x nutans L. 3, Bishopstone Downs, E.T. & H.W.T.
Cirsium acaule (L.) Scop, x tuberosum (L.) All. 2, Morgan's Hill.

C. arvense (L.) Scop. var. mite Koch. 5, Winterslow, G.H. det. Kew. This

curious form has only been very rarely recorded for the county.

C. palustre (L.) Scop, x tuberosum (L.) All. 8, Great Ridge. This hybrid

has only once before been found in Britain.
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Centaurea Scahiosa L. Greater Knapweed, white-flowered form. 2, Morgan's

Hill, N.H.S. 4, Near Aldbourne, P.B. Ramsbury, E.T. & H.W.T.
Picris echioides L. Ox-tongue. 2, Bowden Park. 3, Shaw, G.M.B.
P. Hieracioides L. 1, Slaughterford, G.W.C. 2, Cherhill Down. 3, Bishop-

stone Folly, E.T. & H.W.T. Medbourne.
Crepis biennis L. 2, Catcomb, N.P. Goatacre, N.P. Skew Bridge, Wootton

Bassett, N.P.

Hieracium Lachenalii Gmel. 8, Grovley Wood, N.H.S. (N.P.), det. H.W.P.
H. umbellatum L. 8, Fox Holes, Longbridge Deverill, det. H.W.P.
Leontodon Leysseri (Wallr.) Beck (L. hirtus). Lesser Hawkbit. 4, Bedwyn

Common, H.W.P.

t Lactuca Serriola L. Prickly Lettuce. 1, Colerne, D.M.F.

t L. macrophylla A. Gray. 4, Ewings, Aldbourne, M.C.F.

t Campanula Rapunculoides L. 2, Westbrook, A.G.

C. rotundifolia L. Harebell, white-flowered form. 2, Morgan's Hill, N.H.S.

Monotropa Hypopithys L. Yellow Bird's-nest. 1, Long Rivers, Westbury,

C.D.H. Truckle Hill, Castle Combe, D.M.F.

Primula vulgaris Huds. var. caulescens Koch. 4, Chase Woods.
P. veris L. x vulgaris Huds. 4, Chase Woods.
Lysimachia vulgaris L. Yellow-Loosestrife. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B. Fore-

wood Common, C.G. 5, West Dean, G.H.
Samolus Valerandi L. Brookweed. 2, West slope of Derry Hill.

Gentiana anglica Pugsl. 1, Strawberry Hill, Lavington, E.M.M-J.
Menyanthes trifoliata L. Buckbean. 4, Whittonditch, G.M.B.

t Anchusa sempervirens L. Evergreen Alkanet. 1, West Kington. 6, Winter-
bourne Gunner, P.R.F.

Myosotis scorpioides L. Water Forget-me-not. An abnormal form with green,

green and blue and orange and blue flowers arranged in a dense, regular raceme.

4, Whittonditch.

M. secunda A. Murr. (M. repens). 2, Spye Park, B.S.

t Calystegia sylvestris (Willd.) R. & S. 2, Semington Lane, Melksham. 3,

Coate, J.E.L. Wroughton Hill, E.T. & H.W.T* 4, Winterbourne Monkton.

7, Hilcott, 8, Sutton Veny. 11, Well Heads, Mere. Not previously recorded

for Wiltshire, but it may prove to be frequent in hedges near old cottages. It

differs from the native Large Bindweed in its larger flowers and overlapping

bracteoles.

t Datura Stramonium L. Thorn-apple. 2, Wootton Bassett, G.W.C. 3, Okus,

Swindon, W. Jobson.

t Verbascum Blattaria L. Moth Mullein. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B. 6, Milford

Bridge, E.H.S.

t Mimulus moschatus Lindl. 8, River bank, Fox Holes, Longbridge Deverill.

Veronica montana L. 2, Seagry, G.W.C. & J.D.G.

V. scutellata L. 5, Plaitford Common (Wilts portion) . 9, Portash, Chilmark.

V. aquatica Bernh. 3, River Cole below Inglesham, J.F.G.C.

V. persica Poir. var. Kochiana Godr. 2, Wootton Bassett, det. J.E.L.

Euphrasia anglica Pugsl. 4, Bedwyn Common, H.W.P.
Pedicularis sylvatica L. Lousewort, white-flowered form. 3, Woburn,

G.W.C. & J.D.G.

Rhinanthus calcareus Wilmott. 2, Morgan's Hill. 8, Near Mere Down Farm.

11, Long Hill, Mere.
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Lathraea squamaria L. Toothwort. 1. Warleigh Woods, C.G. 5, Hound
Wood, Farley, P.R.F.

Mentha rotundifolia (L.) Huds. Round-leaved Mint. 1, Urchfont.

X M. piperita L. Peppermint. 8, Brixton Deverill.

Calaminiha ascendens Jord. (C. officinalis). Calamint. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B.

Conkwell, O.B.

Salvia Verhenaca L. Clary. 6, Idmiston.

Nepeta Cataria L. Catmint 3, Below Friar's Hill, Sevenhampton, 5, Dun-
stable Corner, G.H.
Lamium purpureum L. var. decipiens Sonder. 7, Little Horton.

t Amaranthus retroflexus L. 2, Cultivated ground, Chippenham, comm. C.R.

det. H.W.P.

t A. graecizans L. 2, Waste ground, Chippenham, comm. C.R. det. J.E.L. This

alien species has not been recorded before for Wiltshire.

t Chenopodium Bonus-Henricus L. Good King Henry. 1, Westwood, O.B.

Winsley, O.B. 3, Swindon. Hannington. 6, Boscombe. 7, Stratford, E.H.S.

Near Wilsford Church.

C. polyspermum L. 1, Rowde Ford. 4, East Kennett. West Overton.

Whittonditch.

t Atriplex hortensis L. var. rubra (Cr.) Roth. 9, Teffont Magna, Mrs. Willan,

comm. B.W.
Polygonum Convolvulus L. var. subulatum Lej. & Court. 1, Limpley Stoke,

O.B. 2, Calne. 10, Near Lodge Farm, Downton.
P.Bistorta L. Bistort. 6, Gomeldon. 7, Manningford Abbots, B.D.H.S.

P. nodosum Pers. 1, Rudloe, D.M.F., G.W.C. & J.D.G. 3, Near Friar's Hill,

Sevenhampton. 4, East Court, Stype, J.E.L. & J.D.G.

Rumex crispus L. x obtusifolius L. 4, Stype, J.E.L. 8, Chitterne, J.E.L.

Boyton. B.W., J.E.L. & J.D.G.

Viscum album L. Mistletoe. 2, On Hawthorn, Draycot Park, G.W.C.
Thesium humifusum DC. Bastard Toadflax, 3, Near Foxhill Stud Farm,

N.P. «Sc J.D.G.

t Euphorbia virgata Waldst. & Kit. 6, Near Milston Firs, A.H.R. & G.M.B.
Epipactis latifolia All. Helleborine, white-flowered form. 1, Erlestoke

Woods, C.D.H.

E. purpurata Sm. 2, Horse Copse, Nocketts Hill. 4, Poor's Wood, Aid-

bourne, E.T. & H.W.T.
Orchis praetermissa Druce. 1, Heron Bridge. 4, Whittonditch. 6, Idmiston,

Gomeldon. In hawthorn scrub on Boscombe Down ; a remarkable locality for

a Marsh Orchid. All det. H,W.P,
Orchis Fuchsii Druce. White-flowered form. 1, Westbury Hill, C,D,H.
O. ericetorum (Linton) E. S, Marshall, 2, Between Chittoe and Spye Park, B,S.

Anacamptis pyramidalis (L.) L.C. Rich, x Orchis Fuchsii Druce. ? 2, Morgan's
Hill, C.D.H. Mr. Heginbothom's plant has been submitted to Mr, V. S.

Summerhayes of Kew, and he thinks it to be, with some doubt, the very rare

hybrid between the Pyramidal Orchid and the Spotted Orchid. It is hoped
that members will search for other specimens wherever the two species are

found growing together.

Himantoglossum hircinum (L.) Spreng. (Orchis hircina) . 8, The Lizard Orchid
was again seen near Yarnbury Castle, in 1947, comm. C.D.H.

Ophrys apifera Huds, Bee Orchis, 1, Strawberry Hill, Lavington, E.M.M-J.

2 Q
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O. insectifera L. (O. muscifera) . Fly Orchis. 2, Morgan's Hill, C.D.H. 2,

Sandy Lane, E.H.S. 8, Near Boyton, E.H.S. Stockton Wood, M.B.Y-B.
Platanthera hifolia (L.) L.C. Rich. (Habenaria bifoHa). Lesser Butterfly

Orchis. 1, Strawberry Hill, Lavington E.M.M-J.
Iris foetidissima L. Stinking Iris. 1, Colerne Park, N.H.S.

Convallaria majalis L. Lily-of-the-Valley. 1, Truckle Hill, Castle Combe,
G.W.C. & J.D.G.

Ornithogalum umbellatum L. Star of Bethlehem. 1, Limpley Stoke, O.B.

Collet's Bottom, Corsham, confirming Broome's record of 1839, G.W.C. 5,

Near Winterslow Hut, G.H.

t Lilium Martagon L. 8 or 9, Stockton Wood, M.B.Y-B. This species has

not been reported for Wiltshire before. It is usually considered to be an alien,

but I understand that it looked to be truly wild at Stockton, and was not as-

sociated with introduced plants.

Juncus bulbosus L. 2, Draycot Park, G.W.C.
Luzula sylvatica (Huds.) Gaud. Great Woodrush. 8, Stonehill Copse. 10,

Near Lodge Farm, Downton.
Butomus umbellatus L. Flowering Rush. 1, Avoncliff, C.G,

Triglochin palustris L. Arrow-grass 1, Avoncliff, C.G. 4, Lockeridge. 6,

Gomeldon. Near Laverstock, E.H.S. 7, Stratford-sub-Castle, B.W. 10,

Near Downton.

Potamogeton alpinus Balb. 3, River Cole below Inglesham, J.F.G.C. det. J. E.

Dandy and Dr. G. Taylor.

P. Berchtoldii Fieb. 3, Sevenhampton. 8, Boyton, B.W. det. J. E. Dandy
and Dr. G. Taylor.

Eleocharis multicaulis Sm. 5, Landford Common.
Scirpus sylvaticus L. 1, Monkton Farleigh, C.G. West Kington. Rowdc

Ford. Near Weavern Farm, D.M.F. ; G.W.C. & J.D.G. 2, Prickmoor

Wood, B.S.

S. setaceus L. 2, Near Prickmoor Wood, B.S. 4, Whittonditch, G.M.B.

;

N.P. & J.D.G.

Eriophorum angustifolium Honck. Cotton Grass. 4, Whittonditch.

E. vaginatum L. 5, Landford Common, 1938, E.H.S. The only other record

for Wiltshire is that for Alderbury Common by Maton, 1843.

Carex hirta L. Hairy Sedge. A form with single-flowered spikelets. 2,

Near Prickmoor Wood, B.S.

C. strigosa Huds. 2, Prickmoor Wood, B.S. Silverstreet Wood, B.S. (C.R.C.).

C. laevigata Sm. 2, Spye Park, B.S., confirming Broome's record of 1843.

C. pilulifera L. 2, Spye Park, B.S. Draycot Park, G.W.C. & J.D.G.

C. pallescens L. 2, Silverstreet Wood, B.S.

C. flacca Schreb. A form with single-flowered spikelets. 2, Near Prickmoor

Wood, B.S. 7, Walker's Hill, B.S. Habitat conditions can hardly be held to

account for these abnormal plants, since the first specimen was in a marsh,

and the second on a dry chalk down. Should climatic factors be considered ?

See also C. hirta above.

C. echinata Mutt. 2, Spye Park, B.S, 9, Wincombe Park.

C. paniculata L. 5, North Common, Earldoms, possibly introduced. 7,

Horton, A.H.R.

t Setaria viridis (L.) Beauv. 5. Among carrots, Winterslow, G.H.
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Anthoxanthum odoratum L. var. strictum Asch. & Graeb. 2, Silverstreet

Wood, B.S. det. C. E. Hubbard.

Agrostis setacea Curt. 10, Whaddon, E.H.S.

Aira caryophyllea L. 2, Spye Park, B.S. 8, Great Ridge. 9, Near Stone-

hill Copse.

Deschampsia flexuosa (L.) Trin. 5, Glazier's Copse. Stonehill Copse.

Fox Holes, Longbridge Deverill.

Sieglingia decumbens (L.) Bernh. (Triodia decumbens) . 2, Near Prickmoor

Wood, B.S. 4, Bedwyn Common, H.W.P. 5, Plaitford Common (Wilts

portion). 6, Chalk pasture near Down Barn West, Gomeldon ; an unusual

habitat.

Catahrosa aquatica (L.) Beauv. 4, Whittonditch, G.M.B., N.P. & J.D.G.

Dactylis glomerata L. var. collina Schl. 7, Milk Hill, B.S. det. C. E. Hubbard.
Glyceria declinata Breb. 7, Milk Hill, B.S. det. C. E. Hubbard.

Festuca elatior L. subsp. arundinacea (Schreb.) Hack. 3, Lydiard Millicent,

M. le F.S. det. Dr. W. O. Howarth. 4, East Court, Stype, J.E.L. & J.D.G.

X Festulolium loliaceum (Huds.) P. Fourn. 1, Rowde Ford. Rudloe, D.M.F.,

G.W.C. & J.D.G. 3, Inglesham. 4, Manton, N.P. & J.D.G. Stype, J.E.L.

& J.D.G.

Bromus racemosus L. 3, Haydon Wick, det. C. E. Hubbard.

Equisetum palustre L. var. polystachyum Weig. 4, Wilton Brail. 7, Man-
ningford Bohune. 8, Frequent in the Wylye Valley in 1947.

Athyrium Filix-foemina (L.) Roth. Lady Fern. 1, Oakfrith Wood, 2, Spye
Park, B.S.

Dryopteris spinulosa Kuntze. 2, Spye Park, B.S.

Ceterach officinarum (L.) Lam. & DC. var. crenatum Milde. 1, Near Upper
Pickwick, D.M.F., G.W.C. & J.D.G.

Ophioglossum vulgatum L. Adder's Tongue. 1, Strawberry Hill, Lavington,

E.M.M-J.
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and

GUY PEIRSON.

It is pleasant to welcome many new contributors to the Bird
Notes. Those who kindly sent detailed reports can rest assured
that these have been indexed and filed for future use. There
have been some interesting records. Mr. W. A. Chaplin, and
Dr. Brian Whitehead have been fortunate in seeing a Roller.

Many people were enabled to see the three Whooper Swans
during their three weeks stay on the Salisbury Avon. The
Slavonian Grebe, normally a passage migrant and winter visitor

in the South, which spent the summer undisturbed on the
Kennet was almost certainly an injured bird, though perfect in

appearance. Spotted Redshank, Bittern, Scaup-Duck and a

Great Grey Shrike are also worth mentioning. There were five

records in February of Waxwing, stragglers from the invasion
of 1946. In April many Terns of four species were seen, part

of a widespread movement via inland waters.
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The number preceding the name of each species refers to

The Handbook of British Birds, where the scientific names will

be found.

1. Raven. One seen flying in a westerly direction at Totterdown, Nov. 2nd.

The observer was Mr. Blakeley who lived for many years in Pembrokeshire and

is familiar with Ravens. He first noticed the call.

2. Hooded Crow. One at Httle Wishford on Feb. 28th (E.G.P.) . Seen

a number of times in the Marlborough district. The first date was on Jan.

25th, the last Dec. 18th (M.C.).

4. Rook. A census made by E.M.C. of Rookeries in the Mere district follows

these notes.

7. Magpie. Still increasing in numbers and now becoming a menace. Until

1939 Magpies were scarce in Pitton district, not more than two or three pairs

nesting within a two-mile radius. Now it is possible to see a score or more
in almost any walk. (R.W.) . Undoubtedly commoner about Marlborough
(M.C.) and Clarendon (C.M.R.P.)

.

11. British Jay. Considerable increase reported from Marlborough (M.C.)

and Castle Combe (W.S.)

.

14. Starling. A Starling ringed as young near Rendsburg, Schleswig-

Holstein on June 4th, 1944, Ring No. Helgoland 6 123 342, was shot by Mr.
E. A. T. Powell at Middle Woodford on Feb. 28th (E.G.P.) . No large flocks

last winter or this, few birds during summer about Aldbourne (M.C.F.).

Fewer nesting in Seagry district (R.G.B.)

.

18. HAWFINCH. Single birds seen near Calne, Jan. 25th (C.C.B.) and
Marlborough, June 1st (M.C). Some seen feeding in yew trees at Dean
Hill, East Grimstead, Feb. 21st by Keeper Haskell. Would appear to be

scarcer than formerly (W.M.C.).

20. British Goldfinch. Definite decrease, but a few seen since breeding

season ended, Farley (W.M.C.). Seems to have suffered at Marlborough

(L.G.P.) and Clarendon (C.M.R.P.). Only one seen at Aldbourne during

winter, returned May 6th, many by May 25th (M.C.F.). In spite of possible

casualties, still fairly plentiful ip the autumn. On Feb. 15th in the cold spell,

some Goldfinches were found hanging in a kind of stupor from the heads of

dead thistles near Pitton. They looked like hibernating butterflies and could

be touched without disturbing them (R. W.).

21. Siskin. About 10, including two males, at W. Lavington, Feb. 11th, and

one at Erlestoke, Dec. 7th (D.S.)

.

25. Lesser Redpoll. A small flock near Clarendon Lake, March 14th.

Small numbers seen on several occasions in the Alderbury-West Grimstead

district in December (R.W.) . About a dozen including one adult male, the

remainder first winter males and females, feeding on alders by the Avon near

Seagry, Dec. 27th, 4 adult females in same trees, 29th (C.E.L.).

30. Linnet. A definite decrease following last winter, Farley (W.M.C.).
A party passed N. over Pitton on Feb. 27th, where as usual none had been

seen for some months. It is at this time that they usually re-appear, so the

cold weather seems to have made no difference to their movements (R.W.)

.

400-500 both sexes on stubble at Thingley, Sept. 23rd (G.B.).
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36. Common Crossbill. Seen feeding in yew trees at Dean Hill, East
Grimstead, Feb. 21st by Keeper Haskell (W.M.C.).

41. British Chaffinch. Still extremely common, not affected by winter,
Farley (W.M.C.) and Marlborough (L.G.P.). Song first heard at Pitton, Feb.
24th, and its beginning coincided with a morning temperature of 7° Fahr.

Many were singing by Feb. 27th. On March 8th a pair were courting, though
not mating, in a snowstorm (R.W.)

.

42. BRAMBLING. 3 at Aldbourne, Jan. 30-31st (M.C.F.). One male at

Notton, 30-31st. 2 males, one female at Thingley, Feb. 14th (G.B.) . One,
Biddestone, Feb. 1st (C.R.). One, Clarendon, Feb. 8th (C.M.R.P.). A few
at Little Wishford early Feb. (E.G.P.), one. Mere, March 9th (E.M.C.). 3

single birds, November and December. Pitton (R.W.)

.

49. CIRL Bunting. None seen at Houndwood, Farley, as in previous 2

years (W.M.C). One, Clarendon, Feb. 10th (C.M.R.P.), one. Mere, March
9th (E.M.C.) . Seen at Marlborough during summer (L.G.P.) . Nest and 3

eggs, Pepperpot Hill, May 21st (C.M.R.P.) . 2 birds at W. Lavington, Oct.

12th ; 2 at Erlestoke, Nov. 23rd (D.S.) . One singing at Pitton, Nov. 29th.

Maintains its status there quite well (R.W.)

.

62. Tree Sparrow. 3 feeding with Greenfinches and Yellow Buntings

near a stack at Thingley, Feb. 14th, 16th and 19th (G.B. & C.R.). 5 feeding

in a rickyard at Semington, Dec. 6th (G.B.) . 3 with Chaffinches near Calne,

Dec. 25th (C.C.B.),

69. WOODLARK. Birds singing at Farley, March 59th, (W.M.C.) , in Spye
Park, May 30th (G.B.) and at Pepperpot Hill, Oct. 17th. 2 nests with sitting

birds, Apr. 1st (C.M.R.P.).

70. Skylark. Skylarks, which were wiped out near Marlborough by the

cold and 3 inches of glazed frost in January 1940, came unscathed through the

more prolonged cold but only one inch of glazed frost in February 1947 (L.G.P.).

88. YELLOW WAGTAIL. One male, Lacock, May 7th. A pair at Notton.

May 22nd, the female collecting beakfuls of white hair from the remains of a

dead hare. The male followed each time she flew to the nest and mounted
guard on a tussock of grass (G.B.). A pair, Bemerton Watermeadows, May
10th (D.N.D.). One June 30th, and 2, July 25th, near Calne (St.M.). Pas-

sage migrants, W. Lavington, Sept. 15th-25th (D.S.)

.

93. British TREE-CREEPER. None seen since winter at Teffont (H.W.)

.

Very scarce at Marlborough (L.G.P.) , Chippenham (C.R.) and Clarendon

(C.M.R.P.). Seen at Notton, March 31st (G.B.) and at Coate, Apr. 12th

Nest and bird sitting on 2 eggs, Ramsbury, May 24th (C.R.) . Only one record

since May, W. Lavington (D.S.). In usual haunts at Seagry (R.G.B.).

96. British Nuthatch. Decrease noted from Marlborough (L.G.P.),

Clarendon (C.M.R.P.) . At Aldbourne, where it is usually abundant, only 3

heard in June and one at Baydon (M.C.F.) . Below average of 1939-40, Chip-

penham district. One at Lowden Hill, 3 at Corsham Park, one at Bowden Hilli

one at Notton, one at Hartham (C.R.) . Fully fledged young, Hardenhuish, May
15th (G.B.).

98. British Great Tit and

100. British Blue Tit. Some decrease since the severe weather, Aldbourne

(M.C.F.) and Seagry (R.G.B.).
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102. British Coal-Tit. None seen since the winter, Aldbourne (M.C.F.)

.

107. British Marsh-Tit. None seen since the winter, Aldbourne (M.C.F.)

.

Decrease about Clarendon (C.M.R.P.) and Seagry (R.G.B.).

108. British Willow Tit. This species is to be found in at least 3 local-

ities in the Pitton and Clarendon district. Seen not infrequently in January

(R.W.).

111. British Long-Tailed Tit. None seen since the severe weather at

Norton (J.W.), Calne (St.M.), Aldbourne (M.C.F.), Corsham (A.C^.S.),

Castle Combe (W.S.), Teffont (H.W.), Semington (G.B.) and Seagry (R.G.B.).

Almost vanished from Marlborough (L.G.P.). A party of 10 near Chippen-

ham, Jan. 2nd, ten near Thingley, Feb. 16th. A pair at Coate, Apr. 12th (C.R.) .

None seen at West Lavington until Nov. 9th, where up to 30 had been seen

in January (D.S.). One family at Clarendon, June 24th (C.M.R.P.).

114. Great Grey Shrike. One seen at Calne, March 1st. Unfamiliar

sound attracted attention, rendered " chuuck, chuuck-chimck Bird perched at

the top of a tall tree, looked slim, pale, possibly the size of a Song Thrush.

It moved about from side to side and seemed to follow the movements of other

birds with its head. After a few minutes it flew over the observer's head.

Undulating flight and longish tail noted, very marked wing-bar showing through

against the light (St.M.)

.

119. Red-Backed Shrike. One near Shrev/ton, June 28th (C.R.) and

(R.G.B.). A pair with one young at Tilshead, July 19th (D.S.). A pair seen

near Lockeridge several times, no nest found. Birds also seen at Coate and

Yatesbury (M.C.). Absent, Clarendon (C.M.R.P.).

120. WAXWING. One at Bulford Camp early February (J.A.). One eat-

ing haws in a hedge at Deptford, Feb. 15th (R.S.N.) . One fed on rotten apples

in a garden, Feb. 26th to March 1st, and 2 seen in pine trees, Feb, 28th, at

Marlborough (M.C.).

121. Spotted Flycatcher. Young offered a whole Clouded Yellow
Butterfly by parent, could not manage it. Parent took it and again offered

it to the young bird, which this time successfully swallowed the butterfly

(C.R.).

123. Pied Flycatcher. One male in garden for a few hours, Farley, Apr.

19th (W.M.C.). 2 male birds at Castle Combe Apr. 24th and 25th (W.S.).

127. British GOLDCREST. None seen since the winter at Calne (St.M.)
,

Aldbourne (M.C.F.), Chippenham (G.W.C. & C.R.), Corsham (A.G.S.),

Clarendon (C.M.R.P.) and Seagry (R.G.B.). Almost vanished from Marl-
borough (L.G.P.) . There seem to be normal numbers about Shearwater (M.B.).

129. CHIFFCHAFF. a Chiffchaff captured a worm 3"-4" long on a heap of

fowl manure and flew with the worm to a branch where it devoured the worm
with difficulty, Apr. 6th (C.R.)

.

135. WOOD-WARBLER. Recorded from Spye Park (C.R.) ; one, Notton (G.B.)

;

3, Aldbourne (M.C.F.); at least 2 pairs Houndwood (W.M.C.). A bird seen

in a:' Salisbury garden on March 19th, with deep sulphur yellow underparts and
olive green sulphur head, was definitely not a Chiffchaff or Willow-Warbler.
Length of beak could not be determined (D.N.D.). It was suggested by

W.M.C. that this bird might have been an Icterine Warbler.
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145. Grasshopper-Warbler. Two pairs at Castle Combe (W.S.). One
at Chilton Foliat, May 27th, one at Aldbourne, June 17th (M.C.F.) and one
in Birch Copse, Savernake, April 25th (D.P.). Widely distributed. Clarendon
district (C.M.R.P.).

162. Blackcap. A single good whistle of autumn song in October (L.G.P.)

.

169. Dartford Warbler. None, where at least 3 broods of young were

seen in June 1945 (W.M.C.) . The winter killed only surviving pair known by

C.M.R.P.

173. Fieldfare. Recorded as invading gardens when short of food during

the frost, unusual for such a shy bird (M.C.F., C.M.R.P. & R.W,). Coming
close to windows for pyracantha berries (R.G.B.). Very weak, half tumbling

and half flying along hedgerows in front of cars (G.B. & R.G.B.) . Completely

disappeared about Feb. 17th; a dead bird at Semington showed no sign of injury

but was very thin (G.B.)

.

174. MISTLE-THRUSH. Numbers very much diminished since the winter,

Norton (J.W.) , Seagry (R.G.B.) and Chippenham. One cock began to sing

in November, Chippenham, and two others heard later (C.R.) . No breeding

pair found, Farley. However, a number were seen in yew trees at Porton in

June (W.M.C).

175. British Song-Thrush. A marked reduction in numbers since the

winter at Upavon (A.J.W.) , Farley (W.M.C.) , Norton (J.W.) and Seagry

(R.G.B.), but numerous at Warminster (M.B.). Autumn song almost absent

at Marlborough (L.G.P.) and Chippenham (C.R.).

177. CONTINENTAL SONG-THRUSH. A thrush found dead at W. Laving-

ton, Feb. 18th, was sent to the British Museum by Dauntsey's School Bird

Trust and there identified as belonging to this race (D.S.)

.

178. Redwing. The same remarks as those for Fieldfares in the frost apply

to this species (G.B.). Not many seen during cold spell, Pitton (R.W.),

several in a weak condition on Feb. 4th, Clarendon, (C.M.R.P.). Largest

flocks in the Mere area seen on March 8th, 70, and 9th, 60 (E.M.C.).

184. Blackbird. Towards the end of the frost period dead Blackbirds were

very numerous on the high ground round Neston. 6 counted in one afternoon

(A.G.S.). A marked dimunition in numbers at Upavon (A.J.W.) , fewer at

Warminster (M.B.) and Chippenham (C.R.). No obvious decrease at Farley

(W.M.C.) and Seagry (R.G.B.), and increase noted at Potterne (W.E.H.).

186. WHEATEAR. a big flock flying S.E. from Pepperpot Hill, Oct. 12th

(C.M.R.P.). Recorded as very numerous from the Imber-Heytesbury area

(E.M.C.), Moddington Down (D.N.D.) and the Marlborough Downs (G.B.).

197. WHINCHAT. One, Erlestoke, Apr. 23rd. 2, Lavington Down, July

20th (D.S.) : apparently still breeds there (C.R.) . One near Notton, Oct. 2nd

(C.R. & G.B.).

198. British STONECHAT. One, the Warren, March 6th ; 2, W. Lavington,

July 2nd ; one, Lavington Down, July 20th (D.S.). One male in winter

plumage in meadow at Seagry, Dec. 27th-Jan. 1st, 1948 (R.G.B.).

201. Redstart. One, probably more, pairs nested at Castle Combe (W.S.).

2 males and a female in Spye Park, Apr. 26th (G.B.) ; a pair seen there on
several occasions (C.R.) . Several nests found in Clarendon district (C.M.R.P.).
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213. Wren. Much scarcer since the cold weather about Aldbourne (M.C.F.),

Chippenham (G.W.C. & C.R.), Marlborough (M.C.), Clarendon (C.M.R.P.)

and Seagry (R.G.B.) . The few seen in recent months have been near water

(C.R. & L.G.P.). Appears to have suffered little in the sheltered Marden
valley (C.C.B.).

218. British Dipper. Bred in Mere area (E.M.C.). One by Manor stream,

W. Lavington, March 19th (D.S.) . Reports of single birds in Castle Combe
district from G.W.C, St.M. and E.C.B. in June, from C.R. in July, and of a

resident pair from W.S. The floods following the snow may have prevented

their breeding there.

223. SaND-MARTIN. Breeding in drainage pipes in a railway cutting near

Tisbury (E.M.C.).

227. Nightjar. More noted than usual in the Clarendon district (C.M.R.P.)

.

Heard this year, never before, in Houndwood, Farley (W.M.C.).

233. Roller. The presence of a Roller for some days on the Hants-Wilts
border has been independently recorded by Mr. W. A. Chaplin and Dr. Brian

Whitehead. Mr. Chaplin, with his son, saw it on Sept. 14th about a mile inside

the Wiltshire boundary and noted that the " bird was distinctly blue in colour

and about the size of a Jay, with some chestnut about the back. It was par-

ticularly noticed that it did not possess a head like the hawk tribe. It was
perched on telegraph wires, and while under observation it plunged down into

the heather and immediately returned to its former perch on the wires ". Dr.

Whitehead writes that the Roller was on the Wiltshire boundary for 10 days

and that he saw it on three separate occasions at the end of September and

the beginning of October. On the first two occasions it was in Hampshire
but on the last it was in Wiltshire, when Dr. Whitehead got within 15 yards

of the bird. A letter in the Southern Daily Echo of Oct. 11th from Mr. F. J.

Goddard gives an account of the bird and of his seeing it with Dr. Whitehead
and Dr. Pesel. Both Dr. Whitehead and Mr. Goddard remark on its beauty.

234. Kingfisher. Not seen since winter. Castle Combe (W.S.). Less

frequent than usual, W. Lavington district (D.S.). Much persecuted in the

interests of fishing in the Mere district (E.M.C.).

235. Green Woodpecker. None seen since the winter at Aldbourne
(M.C.F.), Norton (J.W.) and Teffont (H.W.). Much fewer but some birds

seen at Farley (W.M.C.) and Seagry (R.G.B.).

237. British Great Spotted Woodpecker. None seen since winter

at Teffont (H.W.). Very scarce at Farley (W.M.C.) and Marlborough (L.G.P.).

Noted at Lacock, March 19th (G.B.), Grittleton, Apr. 10th (R.G.B.) and Salis-

bury, Apr. 7th onwards (D.N.D.). Maintains its status in Clarendon and
neighbouring woods (R.W. & C.M.R.P.).

238. British Lesser Spotted Woodpecker. None seen since winter,

Teffont (H.W.). One pair, Clarendon (C.M.R.P.). One record only, W. Laving-

ton, March 25th (D.S.). Never common but probably reduced at Farley

(W.M.C.) . A party of about 6 near Marlborough in April ; very scarce there

late in 1947 (L.G.P.).

250. Long-Eared Owl. Found starved at Alderbary, March 6th (C.M.R.P.).

251. Short-Eared Owl, Rockley, Jan, 22nd, and Totterdown (M.C.).

Z R
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254. Barn Owl. Possibly getting commoner round Clarendon (C.M.R.P.)

and Marlborough (L.G.P.).

259. Peregrine Falcon. One at the Warren, Jan. 26th (D.S.); one,

Amesbury, July 19th (R.G.B.) ; one, Milk Hill, Sept. 12th (L.G.P.)
; one, Dewey's

Water, and one, Erlestoke, Dec. 1st (D.S.). A female caught on a farm at

Urchfont, Apr. 17th, was sent to the Zoological Gardens, London (G.P.I.).

261. HOBBY. One, Wilton, May 4th (M.C.), one, Bowood Lake, May 11th,

(St.M.). One, Tilshead, July 19th (C.R., G.W.C. & R.G.B.). One, Standlynch

Down, July 6th; 2, Amesbury, Aug. 3rd (C.M.R.P.). A pair located in the

western part of Salisbury Plain (E.M.C.). A Hobby which was shot at Tot-

terdown on June 28th was cared for by Mr. Blakeley and released on Oct. 28th

(M.C.).

262. Merlin. Seen twice by F.E.F., twice by a keeper and twice by F.E.F.

with keeper during the winter '46-'47 along the Avon, Upavon (F.E.F.). One,

Avebury, July 22nd and one, Rockley, Oct. 4th (M. C. ). One, Pitton, Dec. 12th

(R.W.).

269. Common Buzzard. Only two breeding pairs recorded this year

(C.M.R.P.). Birds seen at Stourton, Longleat and Fonthill, October to Decem-
ber (E.M.C.).

Buzzard (species not determined). One soaring near Clarendon, Jan.

2nd (C.M.R.P.) ; dne, Tilshead, May 21st (R.G.B.) ; one, Stockton Down, June
17th (D.N.D.); one, Grovely, June 28th, (C.R.). One soaring over Charlton

Clumps, Sept. 3rd (F.E.F.) ; 2, Milk Hill, Sept, 12th (L.G.P.) ; 3, Huish, Sept.

27th. 2 over Potterne, Oct. 1st (W.E.H.) ; one, Totterdown, Oct. 12th (D.P.).

272. Montagu's Harrier. Seen at last year's nesting site May 3rd and

24th. Another pair seen in a new district, July 6th (C.M.R.P.).

273. HEN-HARRIER. In early November a female was killed at Shrewton.

The bird tried to carry off a rabbit left by a trapper on a bankside and return-

ed several times to carry off rabbits left whilst ferretting. Eventually it was
caught in a rabbit trap. The wings and tail have been preserved (E.G. P.)

.

272/73. Harrier. One male Harrier, probably Hen, West Lavington, Feb.

1st (D.S.). One male Harrier, probably Montagu's, Salisbury Plain, July 19th

(G.S. and others). A female Harrier, probably Hen, was seen for 5 minutes

quartering the City of Salisbury at 300-400 ft. : part of the time mobbed, but

quite undisturbed, by rooks (W.A.C.)

.

299. Common Heron. Most, if not all, of the nests at Bowood were
destroyed in a gale. 5 or 6 second nests built (22 nests in last recorded count,

1944). 8 nests in Bradford Wood (13 in last recorded count, 1928) (G.S.) : 5

nests at Savernake (M.C.).

297. Bittern. 2 could always be flushed from a particular reed bed near

Britford during January and February, last seen Feb. 15th (C.M.R.P.). A
Bittern was found in the garden of Court House, Lower Woodford, Jan. 16th.

It was in a weak condition and died next day. A bird, probably the same, had
been seen some time before by a shooting party at Great Durnford (H.J.W.).

300. WHOOPER Swan. 3 Whoopers were first reported by D.N.D., who
had seen the species previously in Ireland, circling over a pond near the Salis-

bury-Southampton road on Jan. 16th. Pale beaks with black tips, large size

and absence of any sound in flight were noted. Call, a conversational kloong
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heard once. The birds were first seen by Mr. V. G. Hawten, Jan. 21st. A
few days later they appeared on the stretch of the Avon whicii flows through

the garden of Longford Castle and there remained for 3 weeks (I.R.). They
were seen to be one adult and 2 immature birds. At first they were very wild,

but became tamer. The three w^ere reported at Britford, Feb. 6th, and 2 on

Feb. 16th (C.M.R.P.).

Grey Geese. C. 100 flying over Devizes, February (C.H.) ; c. 70 flying S.E.

Worton, March 24th (M.E.N.). A big flock flying N. over Norton, March
27th (J.W.); c. 25 flying N. over Castle Combe, Nov. 26th (R.G.B.) ; c. 20 flying

N. over Pitton, Dec. 18th (R.W.)

.

314. Canada Goose. Adult bird shot by farmer near Melksham, Feb. 21st

(G.B.), Reported from Ramsbury, January (M.C.).

315 SHELD Duck. 2 on the Avon near Britford, Feb. 8th and one, March
11th (C.M.R.P.).

318. GADWALL. One at Mildenhall, and one adult male and an adult female

identified at Axford later the same month (M.C.). A female shot at Longford

Castle in September (I.R.).

319. TEAL. About 150 huddled in the centre of the ice at Coate, Jan. 25th

(M.C.). Bred successfully in S.W. of county (E.M.C.). Fair numbers present

at Clarendon Lake in winter, spring and autumn (R.W.). Single birds and

pairs usually to be seen along the Salisbury Avon in hard weather (F.E.F.), but

still no evidence of breeding there (C.M.R.P.).

322. GargaNEY. One male seen by R.S.N, at Steeple Langford, May 4th.

323. WIGEON. 2, Jan. 26th, the Warren (D.S.) . 25, Coate, Jan. 25th (M.C.)

one or two in early February, River Marden (St.M.) ; one male, Coate, Dec.

29th (C.C.B.). Fair numbers Clarendon Lake, winter and spring, rather large

numbers late in year (R.W.).

325. Pintail. One at Wilton Brail Claypits in April and 2 at same place

in December (M.C).

326. SHOVELER. One at Coate, Jan. 25th, one at Fyfield, February (M.C.)

;

a pair at Corsham Lake, Apr. 19th (G.W.C.). One male and one female shot

on Kennet and Avon Canal, Oct. 1st (G.P.I.). One at Wilton Water, October
(M.C); one at Clarendon Lake, Dec. 26th (R.W.). 2 males, 3 females on
Gravel Pits, Salisbury, Dec. 4th (D.N.D.). One pair bred by Avon at Britford

(C.M.R.P.).

328. COMMON POCHARD. Recorded before Feb. 3rd, 3 immature birds.

Gravel Pits, Salisbury. Later 8 (3 adult males). Numerous at Longford Park
(D.N.D.) ; c. 15, Coate (M.C). After Nov. 23rd, 6 males, one female. Font-
hill (E.M.C). 16, Gravel Pits, Sahsbury (D.N.D.), 28, Coate (C.C.B.). Small

numbers. Clarendon Lake, winter, spring and autumn (R.W.)

.

330. Tufted Duck. 8, Gravel Pits, Salisbury, January. One adult male,

April 27th (D.N.D). 6 males and 3 females, Longleat, and 5 males and 3 females.

Shearwater in March (E.M.C). Recorded after Nov. 23rd, 3, Stourhead, one
male, Fonthill (E.M.C). 2, Erlestoke (D.S.) ; 8, Gravel Pits, Salisbury (D.N.D.).

3 males, 3 females, Coate (C.C.B.). Only 2 pairs seen at Chilton Foliat this

year (M.C.F,).
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331. SCAUP-DUCK. 3 Scaup (one male and two females) were shot by a

farmer on the Avon near Melksham, Feb. 10th. The bodies were satisfactorily

identified by G.B., C.R. and others.

332. GOLDENEYE. 6 at Coate and one on the canal, Great Bedwyn, Jan. 25th.

2, at Wilton Water, Feb. 18th (M.C.).

343. Red-Breasted Merganser. 3 on Avon by Charlton, Feb. 16th.

One bird had " greenish head with red bill, partly erected crest. White collar,

reddish-brown band across chest, . . . greyish thigh . . . smaller size than

Goosander noted " (C.M.R.P.).

346. Cormorant. Seen frequently on Salisbury Avon from January

(C.M.R.P.). 2 fishing at Coate, May (M.C.).

370. Great Crested Grebe. 2 pairs reared broods on Corsham Lake.

In one case the first nest was destroyed by wind and a second nest built with-

in 6 feet. When one egg was laid, a third nest was built in which eggs were

laid and incubated. The single egg in the second nest disappeared. It occur-

red to the observer that it might have been transferred to the new nest by the

parents, but there was no evidence (C.S.) . Bred at Shearwater. The most
seen there were 12, Sept. 21st, of which 2 were birds of the year (E.M.C). 2

at Coate, Dec. 29th (C.C.B.).

373. Slavonian Grebe. Miss Clarke of Overton first reported this bird,

an adult in summer plumage. It lived on the Kennet near Overton from about

the middle of May to early September. It was never seen to fly and seemed
reluctant to dive. It was presumably injured. As the river dwindled in the

drought, it lived on a smaller and smaller pool. Finally Miss Clarke waded
into the pool, and it merely pecked her. She went home to fetch a basket to

take it to deeper water, but when she returned to the pool the bird was gone.

No corpse was ever found (L.G.P.).

374. BLACK-NECKED GREBE. 2 on Avon near Britford, March 11th.

Watched at close range, general colour black and white, the black on the head
extending below the eye. Slightly turned-up bill (C.M.R.P.)

.

388. Common Curlew. 3 passed over W. Lavington, March 6th. Possibly

2 nests in summer (D.S.). First seen at Redlynch, March 22nd ; bred in usual

area (C.M.R.P.) . Noted from Axford, March (M.C.), near Potterne, March
27th (A.J.W.) ; 5 flying S., Mere, May 15th (E.M.C.) ; 4 over Worton, May
25th (M.E.N.) , the Og valley, June, and Totterdown, July and October (M.C)

.

Flying S. over Biddestone, Aug. 19th (C.R.) . One circling over Mere, Dec.
21st, finally flew away W., having approached from the E. (E.M.C.)

.

393. WOODCOCK. 3, Castle Combe, January (W.S.). One, W. Lavington,

Feb. 6th ; one, Cheverell, March 2nd (D.S.) . One flushed several times from
sheltered ditch through observer's garden, Seagry, in severe weather, February
(R.G.B.).

421. Common Sandpiper. 6 at Coate, Apr. 17th (D.B.)
, Passage migrants,

Erlestoke Lake, Apr. 20th to May 20th. Not more than 3 seen at one time
(D.S.). One Zeals House, Lake, May 3rd (E.M.C). 2, Bowood Lake, May
11th (St.M.) ; one, by Bristol Avon, May 20th (G,W.C.) ; one, Spye Park Lake,
May 30th (G.B. & C.R.); one, Semington Brook, July 5th (G.B.); one, Stour-
head Lake, Sept. 6th (E.M.C).
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424. Green Sandpiper. One, Erlestoke Lake, Apr. 20th-24th (D.S.). Seen

from time to time, winter and spring. Clarendon (C.M.R.P.)

.

428. British Redshank. 30 to 40, Cheverell Wood, March 20th (D.S.).

2 pairs, Bemerton watermeadows. May 10th (D.N.D.). 2 pairs nested by

floodwater N. of Pitton. On June 3rd one pair safely escorted their family,

a day or two old, across the village, the old birds flying round and alighting

on roads and rooftops, while the little ones scurried through gardens and along

paths. They were evidently making their way to Clarendon Lake, 2 miles to

the S., the floodwater having dried up (R.W.)

.

431. Spotted Redshank. One, with Common Redshank, by floodwater

near Pitton, Apr. 25th. The observer has seen this species on more than one

occasion and has no doubt about identification (R.W.). A wounded bird

picked up at Charlton Mill, Feb. 1st, died later that day (C.M.R.P.).

435. Ringed Plover. One by floodwater near Pitton, Apr. 25th (R.W.)

.

440/41. Golden Plover. About 40 with Lapwings near Netherhampton,

Jan. 23rd (D.N.D.) . Small groups with Lapwings on arable near Chippenham,
Dec. 1946 to March : c 150 between Chippenham and Biddestone with Lap-

wings, Skylarks and Starlings, March 16th. A few birds with dark cheeks, and
underparts outlined by white, probably the Northern race (C.R.) . 15 on
Lord's Hill, March 22nd (C.R. & R.G.B,) ; 45 near Yatesbury, Oct. 15th

(D.P.), 20 at Chiseldon, Nov. 30th (M.C.), and 3 flying S. over Pitton Dec.

23rd (R.W.)

.

456. Stone-Curlew. Suffers somewhat from modern farming methods but

has taken quite kindly to arable land. Doubtless loses its early layings to

some extent from ploughing and harrowing. Usually the " repeat " lays are in

the same field as the first clutch (W.M.C.) . Seen at Aldbourne, March 23rd.

Bred near Avebury (M.C.) . Seen at Tan Hill, July 5th (G.W.C.) . One party

of 9 and one of 4 seen simultaneously on Enford Down, Sept. 26th (F.E.F.).

462. BLACK Tern. 3 at Coate, May 10th (M.C). One at Erlestoke Lake,

May 23rd, catching insects. Was seen to catch a v/hite butterfly (D.S.).

467. Sandwich Tern. 2 at Erlestoke Lake, Apr. 20th (B.W.C.).

469. Common Tern. The following were definitely identified between
Apr. 24th-27th: 2, Corsham Lake (C.R. & G.W.C.), 4 by floodwater, Pitton

(R.W.), one, Erlestoke Lake (D.S.), one. Hillocks Reservoir, Tockenham
(R.G.B.), 4 by Avon, Charlton, and 2, Longford Castle (C.M.R.P.). 4, Coate,

May 10th (M.C). One shot, Kennet and Avon Canal near Devizes (G.P.I.)

.

470. Arctic Tern. One Arctic with 2 Common Terns, Corsham Lake,

Apr. 27th, the clear blood-red bill showing well (C.R.). One identified

certainly, Coate, Apr. 30th. The observer felt sure that 4 other terns there

were of the same species, the call being slightly different to the Common Tern
(F.C.B.) . A dead bird picked up at Foxhill near Wanborough (date ?) had
blood-red bill with no black tip (M.C.F.).

469/470. COMMON or ARCTIC TERNS. The following were not definitely

identified, between Apr. 20th-28th : one, Erlestoke (B.W.C.) ; a number of

terns at Oakhill, Froxfield (M.C.) ; 2, canal at Semington (G.B.) ; 2 by Avon,
Lacock (G.S.) ; 8, Wilton Water (M.C); one by Avon, Seagry (R.G.B.). One,
Steeple Langford, May 4th (R.S.N.) ; one. Shearwater, June 15th (E.M.C).
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486. Great Black-Backed Gull. One flying over Avon at Enford, Oct.

31st (A.J.W.).

504. CORN-CRAKE. One heard calling, May 6th, in a meadow where Corn-
crakes used to be found annually, Chippenham district (C.R.). One flushed

on Wick Down in May (M.C.). A single bird heard in June in Biddestone

district by Mr. Holland, gamekeeper at Corsham Park (G.S.). One ringed

on migration, Pitton, Sept. 8th (R.W.)

.

509. Water-Rail. One walking on frozen river edge, Salisbury Avon, Feb.

8th (C.M.R.P.). An immature bird at Britford, Oct. 7th (D.N.D.). One
entered Mr. Barton s kitchen, Manton Mill, Oct. (M.C.). A dead bird found

in garden at Court House, Lower Woodford, Dec. 9th (H.J.W.) . A keeper

v/ho fired at a Sparrow Hawk pursuing a V/ater-Rail, accidentally killed both

birds (F.E.F.).

517. PHEASANT. On April 30th a Pheasant's nest by the Salisbury Avon
contained 7 Pheasant's eggs (3 of which were blue) , 2 Moorhen's eggs and 4

Mallard's eggs. The possibility of human interference eliminated by the fact

that the nest was unapproachable, owing to heavy floods, until that day. The
nest was on a hummock which must have been the only dry spot when laying

began (C.M.R.P.).

518. COMMON PARTRIDGE. A Partridge on Webb's Farm, Pitton, sat on

six hen's eggs, hatched them off and was seen on several occasions escorting

the chicks in the fields. Ultimate fate unknown (R.W.)

.

519. RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGE. Adult and 2 young, near Westbury, July

13th. Covey of 14 in same field as 20 Common Partridge, Thingley, Sept. 29th

(G.B.) A pair, Aldbourne (M.C.F.); a few, Chippenham district (C.R. &
G.W.C.).

520. Quail. Quails were heard calling at dates between Apr. 20th and Sept.

1st in the following districts :

—

Erlestoke (G.W.C.), Clatford (MC), Walker's Hill (G.W.C. & R.G.B.),

Milk Hill (M.C.), Chitterne (G.W.C.) ,
Beckhampton (K.P.) , Norton (J.W.),

Tilshead (M.E.N.), Blacklands Down (C.R.). A pair was watched at very

close range from a car, Blacklands Down, June 16th (E.M.T.) . One found

dead in garden at W. Lavington, June (D.S.). 5 birds flushed on Tilshead

Down, Aug. 23rd (C.R.) . Flying broods reported from Winterslow and East

Grimstead (W.M.C.). One killed at Widdington, Oct. 9th. This may have

been an injured bird, as it was caught by a retriever in a drive (F.E.F.).

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MIGRANTS—1947.

ARRIVAL.

Redshank. February 6th, Semington, G.B. ; March 18th, Clarendon,

C.M.R.P. ; 28th, Marlborough, M.C. ;
April 1st, Aldbourne, M.C.F.

WHEATEAR. March 9th, Marlborough, M.C. ; 18th, Aldbourne, M.C.F: ;

30th. Upavon, M.E.N.

Stone-Curlew. March 17th, Aldbourne, M.C.F., Pitton, R.W. ; 27th,

Farley, W.M.C.
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CHIFFCHAFF. March 17th, Clarendon, C.M.R.P. ; 19th, Beanacre, G.B., W.
Lavington, C.R. and D.P. ; 20th, Marlborough, M.C. ; 21st, Worton, M.E.N.

,

Calne, St. M. ; 22nd, Chippenham, G.W.C., Trov/bridge, E.R.B. ; 27th, Seagry,

R.G.B. ; 28th, Farley, W.M.C., Aldbourne, M.C.F. ; 29th, Oare, D.P. ; 30th,

Norton, J.W.; April 2nd, Castle Combe, W.S.

Sand Martin. March 20th, Marlborough, M.C. ; 26th, R. Kennet, D.P.

;

28th, Beanacre, G.B., Britford, C.M.R.P. ; April 9th, Castle Combe, W.S.

;

12th, Coate, G.W.C. and C.R. ; 13th, Farley, W.M.C.
Willow Warbler. March 22nd, W. Lavington, D.S. ; 28th, Slaughterford,

G.S. ; 29th, Lacock, C.R. ; 31st, Worton, M.E.N. ; April 1st, Notton, G.B. ;

2nd, Castle Combe, W.S., Trowbridge, E.R.B. ; 7th, Farley, W.M.C; 8th,

Clarendon, C.M.R.P. ; 10th, Overton, D.P. ; 11th, Aldbourne, M.C.F., Seagry,

R.G.B. ; 12th, Chippenham, G.W.C.
Swallow. March 28th, Clarendon, C.M.R.P. ; April 7th, Worton, M.E.N. ;

8th, Marlborough, M.C. ; 9t:h. Notton, C.R. ; 12th, Chippenham, G.W.C,
Trowbridge, E.R.B., Farley, W.M.C. ; 14th, Semington, G.B., Castle Combe,
W.S. ; 16th, Oare, D.P., Wroughton, D.H.B. ; 20th, W. Lavington, D.S. ; 24th,

Aldbourne, M.C.F. ; 26th, Norton, J.W.

House Martin. March 29th, SaHsbury, W.M.C ; April 3rd, Chippenham,
C.R. ; 15th, Marlborough, M.C. ; 16th, Castle Combe, W.S. ; 21st, Aldbourne,

M.C.F., W. Lavington, D.S. ; 25th, Savernake, D.P., Clarendon, C.M.R.P.;

28th, Worton, M.E.N.

Garden Warbler. April 4th, Trowbridge, E.R.B.: 10th, Chippenham,

G.W.C; 11th, Clarendon, C.M.R.P.; 24th, Aldbourne. M.C.F.; 27th,

Erlestoke, G.B. ; May 4th, W. Lavington, D.S.

Blackcap. April 7th, SaHsbury, D.N.D.; 10th, Clarendon, C.M.R.P.;

15th, Trowbridge, E.R.B.; 16th, Bowden Hill, G.B., Farley, W.M.C; 19th,

Norton, J.W., W. Lavington, D.S. ; 22nd, Worton, M.E.N. ; 25th, Castle

Combe, W.S., Seagry, R.G.B.; 26th, Spye Park, C.R., Wroughton, D.H.B.

Cuckoo. April 9th, Chippenham, G.W.C. ; 11th, Clarendon, C.M.R.P.

;

14th, Worton, M.E.N., Trowbridge, E.R.B., Seagry, R.G.B. ; 15th, Marlborough,

M.C ; 16th, Wroughton, D.H.B. ; 17th, W. Lavington, D.S. ; 18th, Oare,

D.P. ; 20th, Corsham, C.R. and G.S. ; 21st, Aldbourne, M.C.F. ; Castle Combe;
W.S. ; 26th, Norton, J.W.

Nightingale. April 10th, Trowbridge, E.R.B. ; 15th, Farley, W.M,C. ; 20th,

Clarendon, C.M.R.P. ; 25th, Marlborough, M.C, Castle Combe, W.S., Seagry,

R.G.B. ; 26th, Chippenham, G.W.C, Pitton, R.W., Spye Park, C.R.

Grasshopper Warbler. April 12th, Clarendon, C.M.R.P. ; 25th, Castle

Combe, W.S., Savernake, D.P.

TREE Pipit. April 12th, Clarendon, C.M,R.P. ; 26th, Spye Park, C.R.

COMMON WHITETHROAT. April 15th, Trowbridge, E.R.B.; 19th, Castle

Combe, W.S. ; 20th, Wroughton, D.H.B.; 24th, Aldbourne, M.C.F., W.
Lavington, D.S. ; 25th, Savernake, D.P., Semington, G.B. ; 26th, Chippenham,

G.W.C; 27th, Corsham, C.R., Worton, M.E.N., East Grimstead, D.N.D.,

Clarendon, C.M.R.P.

Common Sandpiper. April r7th, Coate, .D.H.B. ; 19t-h, Castle Combe,

W.S. ; 20th, Erlestoke, D.S. ; May 3rd, Zeals, E.M.C. ; 11th, Bowood, St. M.

;

20th, Kellaways, G.W.C ;
30th, Spye Park, C.R.
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Sedge Warbler. April 17th, Clarendon, C.M.R.P.
; 20th, Corsham, C.R.,

Chippenham, G.W.C. ; 22nd, W. Lavington, D.S. ; May 6th, SaHsbury, D.N.D.

LESSER WHITETHROAT. April 20th, Chippenham, C.R. ; 25th, Seagry,

R.G.B. ; 27th, W. Lavington, D.S. ; 28th, Erlestoke, G.B. ; 29th, Oare, D.P.,

Farley, W.M.C. ; May 3rd, Worton, M.E.N.

TURTLE DOVE. April 20th, Trowbridge, E.R.B. ; 22nd, Clarendon, C.M.R.P.

;

24th, Chippenham, C.R. ;
26th, Pitton, R.W. ; 27th, Castle Combe, W.S,

;

29th, Farley, W.M.C. ; 30th, Marlborough, M.C. ; May 1st, Thingley, G.B.

;

3rd, W. Lavington, D.S. ; 4th, Oare, D.P. ; 6th, Worton, M.E.N.

WOOD WARBLER. April 24th, Aldbourne, M.C.F. ; 25th, Castle Combe,
W.S.; 29th, Farley, W.M.C, Clarendon, C.M.R.P.; May 16th, Spye Park,

C.R. and G.B. ; 25th, Chippenham, G.W.C.

REDSTART. April 26th, Spye Park, C.R., G.B. and G.W.C. ; 27th, Castle

Combe, W.S. ; May 4th, Marlborough, M.C.

SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. April 28th, Erlestoke, G.B. ; May 4th, W. Laving-

ton, D.S.; 5th, Marlborough, M.C; 6th, Oare, D.P. ; 8th, Seagry, R.G.B.,

Calne, St. M. ; 11th, Chippenham, G.W.C. ; 13th, SaHsbury, D.N.D. ; 14th;

Pitton, R.W., Clarendon, C.M.R.P. ; 21st, Farley, W.M.C.
Swift. April 28th, Alderbury, C.M.R.P. ; 30th, SaHsbury, R.W. ; May 1st,

Pitton, R.W., Chippenham, C.R. ;
3rd, Calne, St. M., Trowbridge, E.R.B. ; 4th,

Aldbourne, M.C.F. ; 5th, W. Lavington, D.S. ; 7th, Worton, M.E.N., Seagry,

R.G.B. ; 10th, W. Wilts, WM.C.
REED WARBLER, April 29th, Clarendon, C.M.R.P. ; May lOdi, Coate, M.C.

Yellow Wagtail. May 4th, Marlborough, M.C; 7th, Lacock, G.B.

;

10th, Bemerton, D.N.D. ; 24th, Stitchcombe, C.R.

HOBBY. May 4th, Wilton, M.C. ; 11th, Bowood, St. M.

Redwing. October 10th, Pitton, R.W. ; 18th, W. Lavington, D.S., Marl-
borough, M.C. ; 26th, Chippenham, G.W.C ; December 11th, Bulkington,

G.B. ; 17th, Worton, M.E.N.

GOLDEN PLOVER. October 15th, Yatesbury, D.P.

Fieldfare. November 3rd, Marlborough, M.C. ; 12th, Pitton, R.W. ; 22nd,

Chippenham, C.R. ; 25th, Clarendon, C.M.R.P.: December 10th, Worton,
M.E.N. ;

11th, Bulkington, G.B.

BRAMBLING. December 25th, Marlborough, M.C.

DEPARTURE.
(Dates when last seen)

Golden Plover. March 22nd, Lords Hill, C.R. and R.G.B.

Redwing. April 3rd, Chippenham, C.R. ; March 25th, W. Lavington, D.S.

Fieldfare. April 7th, Corsham, C.R. ; March 15th, Aldbourne, M.C.F.,

W. Lavington, D.S.

LESSER WHITETHROAT. August 2nd, Chippenham, C.R.

Swift. August 17th, Chippenham, C.R. ; 9th, Worton, M.E.N.
; 8th,

Aldbourne, M.C.F. ; 2nd, Marlborough, M.C. ; July 28th, Potterne, W.E.H. -

Cuckoo. August 17th, Semington, G.B. ; June 28th, Aldbourne, M.C.F. ;

25th, Chippenham, C.R. ; 20th, Marlborough, M.C
Hobby. August 21st, Blacklands Down, C.R.
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Red-Backed Shrike. September 6th, Pitton, R.W.

Sedge Warbler. September 6th, Lacock, C.R.

Spotted Flycatcher. September 21st, Giippenham, C.R. ; 11th, Seming-

ton, G.B.

Turtle Dove. September 22nd, Chippenham, G.W.C. ; August 4th, Worton,
M.E.N.

COMMON WHITETHROAT. September 22nd, Chippenham, G.W.C. ; 10th,

Notton, G.B.
;
7th, Aldbourne, M.C.F.

Sand Martin. September 20th, Erlestoke, C.R. and D.S.

WHEATEAR. September 27th, Huish Down, G.W.C. ; 20th, Bratton Down,
C.R.

Stone Curlew. September 27th, C.M.R.P.

Willow Warbler. September 28th, Chippenham, C.R. ; 3rd, Worton,
M.E.N.

WHINCHAT. October 2nd, Thingley, C.R. and G.B.

CHIFFCHAFF. October 2nd, Aldbourne, M.C.F. ; September 28th, Chippen-
ham, C.R, ; 28th, Worton, M.E.N. ; 23rd, Bp.anacre, G.B.

HOUSE MARTIN. October 19th, Aldbourne, M.C.F.; 9th, W, Lavington,

D. S. ; 8th, Chippenham, C.R. and G.W.C, Worton, M.E.N. ; September
29th, Semington, G.B.

SWALLOW. October 28th, Worton, M.E.N. ; 15th, W. Lavington, D.S. :

11th, Pitton, R.W. ; 10th, Marlborough, M.C. ; September 29th, Thingley.

G.B., Potterne, W.E.H. ; 21st, Aldbourne, M.C.F., Chippenham, C.R.

THE COLD OF EARLY 1947 AND THE BIRDS.

The cold started on Jan. 18th and really set in on Jan. 22nd. It lasted until

about March 9th. During this period the temperature at Marlborough never

rose above the freezing point on 20 days ; there were nine nights with more
than twelve degrees of frost, and it failed to freeze on only three nights. The
figures for Devizes, Porton and Tockenham were nearly the same. Remarkably

low minima of 9°F and 3°F were recorded at Devizes, of 9°F at Porton and of

7°F, 4°F, 3°F and 2°F at Marlborough. At Devizes the temperature never

rose above 35°F for 34 consecutive days. (Air temperatures taken with

thermometers in screens.)

There was a little snow on Jan. 27th, but it did not really lie. The heavier

snowfall on Jan. 28th was the first of many. At Devizes the ground was

covered with snow for 30 or, in places, 37 days : rain on Feb. 3rd cleared the

ground until Feb. 8th. At Porton the snow cover was complete for 21 days

and partial for another 15. At Marlborough the snow cover was continuous

for 43 days. By March 3rd it was wearing thin on southward-facing slopes,

but the blizzard of March 4th-5th buried all again. Devizes had this blizzard

too, but Porton seems to have escaped the worst of it. Heavy rain on March
12th washed away the snow everywhere at Marlborough and caused serious

flooding. The snow had begun to go a day or two earlier at Devizes and Porton.

2 S
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On March 5th there was up to one inch of glazed frost on trees 600 feet

above sea level near Marlborough, and Porton had freezing rain on March 4th-

7th ; but Devizes and Tockenham seem to have escaped this particular evil.

I am grateful to Mr. F. H. P. Barber, Major Gerard Buxton, Mr. G. W.
Jackson and the Head of the Meteorological Section at Porton Experimental

Station for allowing me to use their weather records.

The birds undoubtedly suffered severely. A conflation of the impressions

of many observers gives the following estimate of the damage :

—

Almost wiped out in the county : Long-tailed Tit, Dartford Warbler.

Many killed except in sheltered areas: Mistle Thrush, Song Thrush, Tree-

Crecper, Nuthatch, Goldcrest, Wren, Blackbird, Green Woodpecker, Great

Spotted Woodpecker, Lesser Spotted Woodpecker.

Some killed : Goldfinch, Great Tit, Blue Tit, Coal Tit, Marsh Tit, Fieldfare,

Redwing, Hedge-Sparrow, Skylark, Linnet, Stonechat.

Comparison of 1947 with 1916-1917, 1929 and 1939-1940 suggests the following

very tentative conclusions :

—

Long-tailed Tit and Goldcrest suffer first.

A short spell of severe weather does not seriously hurt most other species ; it

is prolonged, continuous cold with snow that does the damage.

Thick glazed frost kills some ground-roosting birds.

GUY PEIRSON.

THE ROOKERIES OF THE MERE DISTRICT.

By E. M. Cawkell, M.B.D.U.

During 1947 a census was made of all rookeries within three miles of Mere
church. The area, 28.26 square miles, is bisected by the Exeter-Salisbury main
road, to the north of which lies downland, except in the Stourton area, and to

the south lowland.

The area was found to hold 20 rookeries containing 1244 occupied nests

which gives a population of 88 adult breeding birds per square mile.

90% of the rookeries contained less than 100 nests (40% of the total con-

tained 21-40 nests). The smallest rookery had 9 nests, the largest 351.

3.3% of the nests were 250-300 feet above O.D., 8.8% were 301-350 ft., 4.5%
were 351-400 ft., 44.9% were 401-450 ft., 2.1% were 451-500 ft. There were no
rookeries between 501 and 600 ft. ; 13.7% of the nests were 601-650 ft., 18.5%
were 651-700, and 4.2% of the nests were 701-750 ft. above O.D.

Most of the nests were in beech and elm, in fact nearly 80%, but birch,

chestnut, oak and some conifers were also used.
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Middle Hill,

Kingston Deverill

:

Mere Down Farm :

Ashwcil Bottom

:

Pitching Piece Barn

The Middles

:

Broadmead Farm

:

Higher Mere Park

:

Bush Hayes Farm :

Lyemarsh Farm

:

Gutch Pool Farm

:

Forest Farm

:

Longmoor Farm :

Bowridge Farm

:

Rope Farm

:

Zeals House

:

Zeals Rectory

:

Stourhead House

:

White Sheet Knoll

:

Burton

:

Charnage

230 nests all in beeches, 660 feet above O.D. The
rookery is very compact. There was a good deal of

shooting here in May.

52 occupied nests, almost equally in elm and beech.

No shooting this year. Height above O.D. 734 feet.

35 occupied nests all in beeches and 400 feet above O.D.

17 nests, all in elms, 450 feet above O.D.

78 nests all in oaks (one tree having 19 nests) and 400

feet above O.D.

27 nests in oak trees in the corner of a big wood.

Height above O.D. 400 feet.

22 nests, over 80% in elm, and some 320 feet above O.D.

24 nests in elms, 360 feet above O.D.

Very difficult to separate from Bush Hayes above.

36 nests in elms, some 351 feet above O.D.

16 nests in elms and conifers in a damp copse 280 feet

above O.D.

32 nests in elms 310 feet above O.D.

16 occupied nests in conifers (two-thirds) and elms.

Height above O.D. 300 feet..

32 occupied nests in elm trees 348 feet above O.D.

Nine nests in elm trees. 280 feet above O.D.

This huge rookery is in three parts containing 206, 25

and 120 nests, a total of 351. The rookery is 417 feet

above O.D., and the trees used are beech, chestnut, elm,

birch and some conifers. There were 90 trees in use;

one elm had 20 nests and another 19.

26 nests, over 80% in beech, the rest in elms. Height

above O.D. 473 feet.

The rookery lies in three parts containing 20, 30 and 40

nests. (These were careful counts ; the round numbers
suggest estimates). Over 60% of the 90 nests were in

beeches, the rest were in oak, elm and some conifers.

612 feet above O.D.

There were 81 nests of which 96% were in beeches the

rest in elms. One beech held 14 nests, which is quite

unusual for a beech, especially when they are growing

straight and tall in a close-set wood. 600 feet above

O.D.

19 Nests in elms 350 feet above O.D.

A very scattered rookery containing 51 nests in oaks,

beeches, elms and conifers. 420 feet above O.D.

The price of cartridges reduced the amount of rook shooting in the area in

1947 and is likely to reduce it still more in 1948,
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ENTOMOLOGICAL REPORT FOR 1947.

I write at the close of what must be the most remarkable
season, entomologically, within living memory. Today, November
5th, a Clouded Yellow (C. croceus) was flying in my garden. A
friend with over 50 years' experience recorded as his latest date

for this beautiful butterfly October 3rd. They had propitious

migrating conditions in May and June, and the subsequent fine

spell allowed them to breed through August, September and
into October. Every clover field in Wilts must have produced
its quota of scores or hundreds. The pale lemon variety of the

female, known as Helice, usually occurs at the rate of 1%, but
this year it has been estimated nearer 10%. The Pale Clouded
Yellow (C. hyale) is always much rarer, and I have only one
report in Wilts, above Bratton.

Another interesting insect is the Humming-bird Hawk-moth
(M. stellatarum) . Like the Clouded Yellov/ it invaded the

country in force in late May and June. I saw it first on May
24th. The food plant. Yellow Bedstraw, is abundant, and the

weather has encouraged them to raise large families. They have

been much in evidence in our gardens, flying in the sun and
supping nectar on the wing.

A delicately beautiful little moth, the Vestal (R. sacraria) has

appeared sparingly in Wilts. A friend near Salisbury took two,

one the typical British, the other the Continental form. They
were fairly plentiful near the coast, but few penetrated this far

inland. Apparently they established themselves in the wheat
fields, the larvae feeding on Knotgrass. It is unlikely any could

survive an English winter.

This applies also to the Clouded Yellows, and indeed to

many of our well-known butterflies and moths, such as the

Red Admiral, Painted Lady, Silver Y, etc. It is not usually

realized that these and many other native species die out every

winter, the stock being replenished by migrants each spring.

Wiltshire, considering it is a non-maritime county with next

to no fenland, could produce a very good list of lepidoptera.

It would be most interesting to have records, date and place,

from all parts of the county, and I hope that members and non-
members will send theirs in. Our knowledge of the distribution

and frequency of our macrolepidoptera is very far from complete,

but if sufficient reliable records are sent in, a complete authentic

county list may be built up by degrees.
B. W. WEDDELL, 13, The Halve,

Trowbridge,
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LEPIDOPTERA LIST.
1947.

17th Jan.

23rd March
3rd April
7th May
8th
14th

17th
20th
24th

25th
28th

1st June
9th
10th

11th

15th
16th
18th

22nd
4th J

13th

14th

16th
19th
26th
29th

8th Ai
24th
28th
23rd Sept.

8th Nov.

ly

Large White
Speckled Wood
Northern Drab !

Orange Tip
Small White
Limespeck Pug
White Ermine
Cinnabar
Chocolate Tip
Pearl-bordered Fritillary

Hummingbird Hawk
Latticed Heath
Clouded Yellow
Common Blue
Small Heath
Meadow Brown
Blomers Rivulet
Bordered Sallov/ !

*Netted Pug
Lobster
Bordered Gothic !

*Netted Pug
Marbled Brov/n
Pale Shining Brown !

Figure of Eighty
Blotched Emerald
White Admiral
Elephant Hav/k
Comma Butterfly
Small Skipper
Small Emerald
Bordered Beauty
Lackey
Dot
Essex Skipper !

Purple Emperor (seen) !

Least Yellow Underwing
Orange Swift
Brighton Wainscot !

Red Underwing
The Vestal
Convolvulous Hawk
Clouded Yellow
fHummingbird Hawk

P. hrassicae

P. segeria

T. opima
E. cardamines
P. rapae
E. oblongata

S. menthastri

H. jacohceae

P. curtula

A. euphrosyne
M. stellatarum

S. clathrata

C. croceus

L. icarus

C. pamphilus
E. ianira

E. hlonieri

C. umbra
E. venosata

S. fagi
E. reticulata

E. venosata

D. trimacula

M. advena
P. octogessima

E. pustulata

L. Sibylla

D. elpencr

P. c-album
A. thaumas
E. vernaria

E. apiciaria

C. neustria

M. persicariae

A. lineola

A. iris

T. interjecta

H. sylvina

C. musculosa
C. nupta
R. sacraria

S. convolvidi

C. croceus

M. stellatarum

Clarendon, Salisbury.

Devizes.
Trovv^bridge.

Marlborough.

Semington.
Marlborough.

Trowbridge.

Marlborough.

ConkwelL

Marlborough.
Trowbridge.
ConkwelL

Trowbridge.
Pitton.

Bradford.
Bratton.
ConkwelL
Trowbridge.

Erlestoke.
Bradford.
Salisbury district.

Trowbridge.

Tilshead.

Trowbridge.
Salisbury District.

Devizes.
Tinhead.
Trowbridge.

First time for many years.
I
My latest observation of these.

The following unconfirmed reports are worthy of note.

August Large Tortoiseshell V. polychloros W. Lavington.

This insect may be overlooked owing to its habit of hibernation very soon

after emergence. In this county of elm trees it is well worth looking out for.

Camberivell Beauty V. a.ntiopa W. Lavington.

Persistent reports of this butterfly over the last 15 years in the Avon Valley,

at Westbury and W. Lavington, etc., suggest that it should be considered a

possible whenever its food plant, Crack Willow, is abundant.
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MOLLUSCA OF WILTSHIRE
By C. D. HEGINBOTHOM.

The Wilts Archeeological Magazine has pubHshed hsts of the

County Mollusca from time to time, notably those by the Rev.

J. E. Vize, Jan. 1866, E. Vv'. Swanton, June 1909, and C. P. Hurst,

June 1917, Dec. 1918 and Dec. 1920. These are now out of

date, and the nomenclature used has largely become obsolete.

Further, some of the information given has been proved to be
incorrect. All the species and varieties in this list have been
taken by me (except where otherwise stated) at the places

mentioned, some of them a number of times, between 1893 and
1947. As in the case of C. P. Hurst's records, all doubtful species

have been referred to the Conchological Society's recorders. I

gather that the county boundaries, accepted by the Conchological

Society are those set out in the O.S. map of 1817, though these

have since been altered, notably in 1873 and 1895. As a con-

sequence a number of records published since 1900 belong strictly

to other counties. I have therefore omitted reference to them
here. My notes cover hundreds of recordings made by me from
places scattered throughout the county, though naturally the

area within ten miles of Devizes has been that most thoroughly

searched. Recent records are noted in this list for the most
part, as being more likely to help further searches. Species

marked " abundant " appear over practically the whole of the

two Watsonian vice county divisions of Wilts : North 7, and
Wilts South 8, the centre of the Kennet and Avon Canal,

being taken as the dividing line. Species marked " common ''

are general in many places but often more frequent in some
than others, those marked "rare" are confined to a few localities,

those marked " very rare " to one or two localities only, though

they may be abundant where taken. A previous article on
"Wiltshire Mollusc Collectors" (W.AM., Dec. 1946) should

be read in conjunction with this list for the evidence against some
of the older records. Arrangement of the Molluscan families

differs in almost every book published. The following order is

here adopted : Slugs, Land Shells, Fresh Water Shells, Bivalves.

Operculates, both Land and Fresh Water, are kept together.

To save space, major and minor varieties, often abundant, are

omitted, also the dates and localities for other varieties, but

the county division, where found, is entered for registration
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purposes. Where no personal records were available, initials

represent the following collectors

:

E. W. Swanton, A. G. Stubbs, C. P. Hurst, C. J. C. Siggers,

R. S. Newall.

Arionidae.

Arion atcr (Linne) , Large Black Slug, abundant ; 17 : x : 46 Marlborough 7.

13 : iii : 46 Devizes 8. var : plumbea (Roebuck) 7 & 8. var : castanea (Dum
& Mort) 7 & 8. var : alba (Linne) 7 and also 8 by E.W.S. sub-var : albida

(Roebuck) Footsolc. Margin yellow with no lineolation. 7, and also 8, by

C.J.C.S. var : aterrima (Taylor) 7, and also 8, by A.G.S. Arion subfuscus
(Drap), Dusky Slug, common ; 29 : xi : 46 Bowood near Calne 7. 1905 Edington

8, by E.W.S. Arion flavus (Mog-Tan) =A minimus (Simoth), Hedgehog Slug,

26 : iii : 46 Roundway 7. 25 : x : 46 Upavon 8. Arion hortensis (Ferussac),

Garden Slug, abundant ; 17 : v : 42 Heddington 7. 13 : vi : 46 Great Durnford 8.

var: nigra (Moq.) Savernake Forest 7, by C.P.H. var: fasciatus (Nilson)

Savcrnake Forest 7, and Great Bedwyn 8, by C.P.H. Arion circumscriptus

(Johnston), Bourguignat's Slug, 21:v:47 Hazelands Mill, Calne 7. 13: iii: 46

Hartmoor, Devizes 8. var : ambigua (PoUonera) 8. var : flavescens (Collinge) 8.

LIMACIDAE.
Limax maximus (Linne), Great Grey Slug, common ; 21 : v : 43 Bowood, Calne

7. 9: vii:44 Devizes 8. var : ferassaci (Moq.) 1920 Savernake Forest C.P.H.

Limax cinerco-niger (Wolf), Ash-black Slug, rare ; 19 : ix : 46 Clarendon 8. 1920

Savernake Forest 7. C.P.H. records a number of varieties (see W.A.M. Dec.

1920) Limax flavus (Linne), Yelloiv Slug, rare; 6:vi:43 Devizes 8. Limax
arborum (Bouchard Chanteraux), Tree Slug, common ; 5 : viii : 42 Roundway 7.

31 : viii : 41 Erlestoke 8. var : betonii (Sordelli) 1920 C.P.H. Savernake Forest

7. Agriolimax agrestis (Linne), Field Slug, abundant; 21:v:43 Bowood 7.

8 : vii : 47 Woodhenge 8. var : reticulata (Miiller), 19 : xi : 46 Bowood near

Mausoleum 7. Agriolimax laevis (Miiller), Marsh Slug, common ; 27 : iii : 46

Bowden Hill near Lacock 7. 3 : iv : 46 Stert Valley, Devizes 8. Milax
sowerbyi (Ferussac), Keeled Slug, rare ; 1943 Heytesbury 8, by A.G.S.

TESTACELLIDAE.
Testacella maugei (Ferussac), Mauge's Slug, rare ; 2 : ii : 14 Devizes (Garden,

London Road) 7. 23 : ix : 46 Devizes (Garden, Walden Lodge) 8. Testacella

haliotidea (Drap.) Recorded in Taylor's monograph for Wilts South 8. Have
not seen it myself. It would appear to have been confused with T. maugei in

records by J. E. Vize and others. Awaits confirmation.

VlTRINIDAE.
Vitrina pellucida (Mull) , Pellucid Glass Snail, common ; 24 : xi : 41 Roundway

7. 10 : V : 47 Great Durnford 8.

ZONITIDAE.
The generic names Hyalinia and Vitrea have been used by older writers for

this family, and Kinnaird places Euconulus fulvus under the Ariophantidae.

Euconulus fulvus (Miill), Tawny Zonites, common; 17:vi:44 Oare 7.

14 : ix : 12 Stert Valley 8. Zonitoides nitidus (Mull) , Dark Shining Zonites,

common ; 12 : vi : 44 Bowood 7. 27 : vi : 46 Potterne 8. Retinella radiatula

(Alder) Rayed Zonites, common ; 30 : x : 44 Ramsbury 7. 13 : v : 47 Marden 8,
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Rctinclla pura (Alder) , Clear Zonites, sparse ; 4 : v : 27 Roundway 7. 30 : viii : 46

Clarendon 8. var : nitidosa (Gray) 7. Retinella nitidula (Drap), Dull Zonites,

common ; 30 : x : 44 Aldbourne 7. 11 : v : 41 Stert Valley 8, Oxychilus alliarius

(Miill) , Garlic Zonites, common ; 22 : iii : 11 Roundway 7. 26 : iv : 46 Fisherton

Delamerc 8. var : viridula (Woodward) 15 : vi : 45 Roundway 7, rare. Oxychilus
helveticus (Blum) (~0. rogersi Woodward), Glossy Zonites, sparse ; 19 : vi : 45

Roundway 7. 29 : iii : 46 Great Bedwyn 8. Oxychilus cellarius (Miiller),

Cellar Zonites, abundant ; 6 : x : 14 Roundway 7. 25 : x : 46 Upavon 8. Vitrca

crystallina (Miill), Crystal Zonites, abundant ; 31 : v : 47 Ford 7. 11 : ii : 35

Grovely Wood 8.

HELICIDAE.
1

HeliccUa itala (Linne), Heath Helix, common ; 24 : ix : 10 Avebury 7.

24 : vii : 44 Etchilhampton 8. var : Lcucozona (Moq.) 7, rare, var : alba

(Charpentier) 7, 8. Helicella virgata (da Costa), Striped Helix, abundant;

24 : ix : 10 Silbury Hill 7. 24 : vii : 44 Etchilhampton Hill 8. var : alba (Taylor)

7, 8. var : subalbida (Poiret) 7. var : lutescens (Moq.) 7, 8. var : leucozona

(Taylor) 7, rare, var : hyalozona (Taylor) rare ; 8. Helicella heripensis

(Mabile), Flat Wrinkled Helix, common; 6: vii: 46 Roundway 7. 3 : viii : 46

Etchilhampton Hill 8. Helicella caperata (Montagu), Wrinkled Helix,

abundant ; 16 : viii : 42 Sandy Lane 7. 28 : ix : 42 Seend 8. var : fulva (Moq.

)

7, var: ornata (Picard) 8. Theba cantiana (Montagu), Kentish Helix, com-
mon ; 14 : vi : 22 AUington 7. 26 : iv : 46 Westbury 8. Trichia hispida (Linne)

,

Bristly Helix, abundant ; 6 : x : 45 Roundway 7. 27 : vi : 46 Potterne 8. Trichia

striolata (Pfeiffer), Strawberry Helix, abundant; 17 : x : 46 Preshute 7.

28: v:47 Erlestoke 8. var : alba (Moq.) 7, 8. var: rubens (Moq.) 7, 8. var:

albocincta (Cockerell) 7, 8. Ashfordia granulata (Alder), Silky Helix,

common ; 4 : i : 47 Whetham near Calne 7. 8 : viii : 41 Wedhampton 8.

Hygromia subrufescens (Miller) (= Helix fusca. Montagu), Dusky Helix,

rare ; 25 : ix : 44 Tacklemore Wood Lackham 7. 26 : ix : 46 Stockton near Wylye
8, by R.S.N.) Helicigona lapicida (Linne), Lapidary Helix, common; 1910

Roundway 7. 8 : vii : 47 Durnford 8. var : albina (Menke) 4 : v : 27 Hill Cover
Roundway, very rare. Arianta arbustorum (Linne) Copse Helix, abundant

;

4 : vii : 41 Calstone 7. 14 : vii : 44 Erlestoke 8. var : conoidea (Westerlund)

7, 8. var. : flavesccns (Ferussac) 7, 8. var : fuscescens (Dum & Mort) 7, 8.

var: cincta (Taylor) 8. Cepaea hortensis (Miill), Garden Helix, abundant;

24 : vi : 22 Netherstreet 7. 8 : vii : 47 Great Durnford 8. var : lutea (Picard)

7, 8. var : arcnicola (Macgillivray) 7, 8. var : albina (Moq.) 7, 8. var

:

roseolabiata (Taylor) 7. var : sinistrorsum (of var : lutea) A.G.S. at Heytes-

bury 1945, 8. Cepaea nemoralis (Linne), Grove Helix, abundant; 2: viii: 41

Roundway 7. 22 : vii : 44 Erlestoke 8. var : libellula (Risso) 7, 8. var : olivacea

(Risso) 7, 8. var : castanea (Picard) 7, 8. var : rubella (Picard) 7, 8. var :

albina (Moq.) 8. var : undulata (Gent) 7, 8. var : pellucens (Moq.) 8. var :

ponderosa (weight 70 grains) 8, by C.J.C.S. Helix pomatia (Linne), Roman
Helix, rare, 14 : iv : 47 Ramsbury 7. 1944 Boynton near Codford 8, by R.S.N,

This colony was introduced by A. B. Lambert prior to 1842. Helix aspersa

(Miill), Common Helix, abundant ; 5 : viii : 11 Devizes 7. 25 : x : 46 Upavon 8.

var : exalbida (Moq.) 7, 8. var : flammea (Picard) 8. var : conoidea (Picard)

7. var ; depressa (Paulucci) 7, 8.
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Endodontidae.
Punctum pygmaeum (Drap.), Dwarf Snail, common ; 16: viii : 42 Chittoe 7.

14 : X : 41 Potterne 8. Goniodiscus rotundatus {Mull), Rounded Snail, abun-
dant ; 8 : vii : 22 Roundway 7. 10 : v : 47 Great Durnford 8. var : albina

(Moq.) 7. rare.

VALLONIIDAE.
Vallonia piilchella (Miill.), Beautiful Vallonia, common; 26 : iii : 46 Round-

way 7. 20: viii: 22 Urchfont 8. Vallonia costata (Miill.), Ribhed Vallonia,

common ; 5 : viii : 11 Bowood 7. 31 : 7 : 44 Erlestoke 8. Vallonia excentrica

(Sterki), Excentric Vallonia, rare ; 5 : viii : 11 Bowood 7. 25 : x : 46 Upavon
8. Acanthinula aculeata (Miill.), Prickly Vallonia, common; 17 : vii : 47

Wroughton 7. 7 : x : 41 Stert Valley 8.

FERUSSACIIDAE.
Cecilioides acicula (Miill.), Blind Snail, common; 4: vii: 41 Calstone 7.

13 : vi : 47 Marden 8. Dead shells are by far the most common.

AZECIDAE.
Azeca goodallii (Fer.) f^a. tridens (Pult.) ), Three-toothed Moss Snail, rare ;

13 : X : 46 Preshute 7. 6 : ix : 46 Oakhill 8. var : crystallina (Dup.) Oakhill 8,

by C.P.H. Zua lubrica (Miill.), Slippery Moss Snail, abundant ; 7 : ix : 12

Roundway 7. 8 : vii : 47 Great Durnford 8. var : hyalina (Jeffreys) Clarendon 8.

VERTIGINIDAE.
Pyramidula rupestris (Drap.), Rock Vertigo, common ; 8: i : 42 East Kennett

7. 1 : iv : 46 Seend 8. Columella edcntula (Drap.), Toothless Vertigo, common

;

16 : viii : 42 Chittoe 7. 2 : x : 45 Stert Valley 8. Vertigo antivertigo (Drap.),

Marsh Vertigo, common ; 12 : vi : 41 Bowood 7. 11 : iv : 46 Lydeway 8. Vertigo

substriata (Jeffreys), Striated Vertigo, very rare; 1920 Savernake Lodge 7, by

C.P.H. 3 specimens alive under bark. Vertigo pygmaea (Drap.), Pygmy
Vertigo, common ; 6 : x : 12 Roundway 7. 1 : iv : 46 Seend 8. Vertigo moulin-
siana (Duprey), Moulin' s Vertigo, very rare ; 26 : iv : 41 Fisherton Delamere 8.

Pupilla muscorum (Linne), Moss Vertigo, common ; 25 : ix : 45 Sandy Lane 7.

26:iv:46 Fisherton Delamere 8. Lauria cylindracea (da Costa), Chrysalis

Vertigo, common ; 24 : ix : 22 Bowden Hill 7. 11 : vi : 27 Keevil 8. var : albina

(Moq.) 7 , 8. Abida secale (Drap.), Juniper Vertigo, common ; 6 : vii : 46 Round-
way 7. 12 : iv : 42 Erlestoke 8.

ENIDAE. (= Buliminidae).

Ena Montana (Drap.), Mountain Bulin, uncommon; 7 : vi : 42 Calstone 7.

24 : vii : 46 Erlestoke 8. Ena obscura (Miill.), Lesser Bulin, common ; 2 : vii : 10

Roundway 7. 30 : vi : 44 Erlestoke 8. var : albina (Moq.) 8.

Ellobiidae.
Carychium minimum (Miill.), /feraW5nai7, abundant; 17:vii:47 Wroughton

7, 14 : x : 41 Potterne 8.

CLAUSILIIDAE.
Balea perversa (Linne) , Tree Snail, common ; 2 : x : 45 Roundway 7. 10 : viii : 45

Urchfont 8. Clausilia rugosa (Drap.), Door Snail, abundant; 17 : vii : 47

Wroughton 7. 11 : ii : 35 Grovely Wood 8. Clausilia rolphii (Turton), Rolfs

Door Snail, rare ; 1898 Roundway 7. 7 : x : 41 Stert Valley 8. var : albina

(Schmidt) Oakhill near Stype Wood 8, C.H.P., very rare. Marpessa laminata

(Montagu), Plaited Door Snail, abundant; 2: vii: 10 Roundway 7. 4:vi:44

Potterne 8. var : albina (Moq.) 7. var: peliucida (Jeffreys) 7, rare. Laciniaria

biplicata (Montagu), Two-lipped Door Snail, reported from 4 sites in Wilts,

2 T
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awaits confirmation. Specimens in Norwich Museum in collection by J. B.

Bridgman are labelled " Clarendon cutting near Salisbury

PHYSIDAE.
Physa fontinalis (Linne) , Fountain Bladder Snail, common ; 17 : x : 46 Marl-

borough 7. 14:ix:41 Wedhampton 8. Aplexa hypnorum (Linne), Moss
Bladder Snail, 17 : v : 42 Heddington 7. 24 : viii : 41 Patney 8.

LIMNAEIDAE.
Limnaea Stagnalis (Linne) , Great Pond Snail, common ; 10 : ix : 41 Patney 7.

11 : V : 35 Kingston Deverell 8, var : fragilis (Linne) 7. var : labiata (Jeffreys)

7, 8. Limnaea truncatula (Miill), Dwarf Pond Snail, common ; 8 : i : 41. East

Kennett 7. 25:iv:46 Fisherton Delamere 8. Limnaea palustris (Miill),

Marsh Snail, common ; 25 : vi : 42 Froxfield 7. 11 : ii : 35 Berwick St. James 8.

var : albida (Nelson) 8, rare. Limnaea glabra (Miill), Mud Pond Snail, very

rare. Site originally in Berkshire, but when specimens were found by C. P.

Hurst in 1915 it was in Wilts. Since drained and ploughed. Limnaea
auricularia (Linne), Ear Pond Snail, 3 : v : 42 Stanton St. Bernard 7. 13 : vi : 45

Horton 8. Limnaea peregra (Miill), Wandering Pond Snail, abundant;

15 : v : 42 Bowood 7. 10 : viii : 11 Devizes 8, var : acuminata (Jeffreys) 7, 8.

var: ovata (Drap.) 8. var: labiosa (Jeffreys) 8. var: succinaeformis

(Shuttleworth) 8.

PLANORBIDAE.
Planorbis planorbis (Linne) (=P1. umbilicatus Miill) Ram's-horn, common

;

11 : viii : 11 Lacock 7. 16 : v : 42 Lydeway 8. Planorbis carinatus (Miill),

Keeled Ram' s-horn, common ; 11 : viii : 11 Lacock 7. 14 : x : 46 Devizes 8.

Planorbis corneus (Linne), Great Ram' s-horn, common ; 26 : ix : 41 Staverton 7,

14:x:46 Devizes 8. Planorbis albus (Miill), White Ram' s-horn. common;
4 : ix : 41 Lacock 7. 4 : viii : 41 Erlestoke 8. Planorbis laevus (Alder)

(PI. glaber Jeffreys), Glossy Ram's-horn, 14 : v : 42 Bowood 7, 4 : vi : 42 Lydeway
8, both records by CJ.C.S. Lydeway specimens verified by A. E. Ellis.

Planorbis crista (Linne) {=Pl. nautillus L), Nautilus Ram's-horn), common;
15 : V : 42 Bowood Lake 7. 12 : x : 12 Potterne 8. Planorbis vortex (Linne),

Whirlpool Ram's-horn, common ; 26 : ix : 41 Staverton 7. 10 : x : 41 Potterne 8.

Planorbis contortus (Linne), Compact Ram's-horn, common ; 9 : iii : 40 Lacock
7. 4: v:40 Beechingstoke 8. Planorbis spirorbis (Miill), Button Ram's-horn,

22 : viii : 41 Heddington 7. 11 : vii : 10 Devizes 8.

Ancylidae.
Ancylus lacustris (Linne), Oblong Limpet, common; 4:ix:41 Lacock 7,

20 : vii : 41 Patney 8. Ancylastrum fluviatile (Miill Round Limpet, common

;

4 : ix : 41 Lacock 7. 28 : v : 34 Shearwater 8.

SUCCINEIDAE.
Succinea putris (Linne), Amber Snail, common ; 1929 Ramsbury 7, by R.A.T.

7:x:41 Stert Valley 8. Succinea pfeifferi (Rossmassler), Pfeiffefs Amber
Snail, common ; 8 : v : 42 Bowood 7, 20 : vi : 41 All Cannings 8. Has frequently

been recorded under Succinea elegans (Risso),

The next six Families are operculate Snails.

POMATIASIDAE.
Pomatias elegans (Miill), Round mouthed Snail, common ; 4 : v : 27. Roundway

7. 12 : iv : 42 Erlestoke 8. var : ochroleuca (Moq.) 7. 8. var : albescens 7, C.P.H.
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Neritidae.
Theodoxus fluviatilis (Linne), The Nerite, common; 9:iii:40 Lacock 7.

9 : viii : 11 Devizes K. & A, Canal 8.

VIVIPARIDAE.
Viviparus viviparus (Linne), River Snail, common; K, & A. Canal both

banks, throughout its length in Wilts 7, 8, var : efasciata (Pickering) near

Pewsey 8, by C.P.H. 1916.

VALVATIDAE,
Valvata cristata (Miill), Crested Valve Snail, common ; 27 : v : 42 Devizes 7.

28:ix:41 Market Lavington 8, Valvata piscinalis (Miill), Fishpond Valve

Snail, common ; 9 : iii : 40 Lacock 7, 3 : vii : 41 Patney 8.

HYDROBIIDAE.
Potamop3rrgus jenkinsi (Smith), Jenkins Spire Shell, common; 4:ix:41

Lacock 7. 5 : x : 41 Potterne 8,

BITHYNIIDAE.
Bithynia tentaculata (Linne) , Tentacled Bithynia, common ; 26 : ix : 41

Staverton 7, 25 : x : 46 Rushall 8. Bithynia leachii (Sheppard), Leach's Bithynia,

rare ; 6 : v : 35 Stratton St. Margaret 7, 27 : v : 43 Devizes 8.

Unionidae.

Lymnium pictorum (Linne) (= Unio p. ) , Painters' Mussel, common ; 27 : vii : 46

Seend 7. 13 : iv : 45 Horton 8. Lymnium tumidum (Retzius), Tumid Mussel,

rare ; 27 : vii : 46 Seend 7. 24: vii: 41 Horton 8. Anodonta cygnaea (Linne),

Swan Mussel, common ; 9 : iii : 40 Lacock 7. 21 : vii : 41 Horton 8. var : pallida

(Jeffreys) Erlestoke Lake 8. Very large 7" x 3f*. var: incrassata (Sheppard)

River Avon, Lacock 7. Anodonta anatina (Linne), Duck Mussel, 27: iii: 46

Lacock 7. 24 : vii : 41 Horton 8.

SPHAERIIDAE. (= Cyrenidae).

Sphaerium corneum (Linne), Horny Cyclas, common; 4 : ix : 41 Lacock 7.

13 : vi : 45 Horton 8. Sphaerium rivicola (Lamarck), Brook Cyclas, common

:

9 : iii : 40 Lacock 7. 22 : vii : 41 Horton 8. Sphaerium pallidum (Gray), Oval

Cyclas, rare ; 1 : x : 41 K. & A. Canal, Seend 7. 24 : vii : 41 Horton 8. Sphaerium
lacustre (Miill.), Lake Cyclas, common ; 25 : iii : 40 Oare 7. 11 : v : 35 Wilton 8.

Pisidium amnicum (Miill.), River Pea Shell, common; 4:ix:41 Lacock 7.

25 : ix : 41 Potterne 8. Pisidium henslowanum (Shephard), Fountain Pea Shell,

common ; 17 : v : 42 Heddington 7. 4 : viii : 41 Erlestoke 8. Pisidium obtusale

(Pfeiffer), Obtuse Pea Shell, rare ; 18 : viii : 42 Hartmoor, Devizes 8. Pisidium

personatum (Malm.), Masked Pea Shell, rare ; 27 : v : 43 Devizes 7. Records are

entered in the Conchological Society's Journal, Roebuck Memorial Number
for the following Wilts Pisidia, viz :— P. casertanum 7, 8. P. nitidum 1, 8.

P. parvulum 7. 8. P. Subtruncatum 7, 8. Presumably they are in the Society's

Voucher Collection. C. P. Hurst, E. W. Swanton and C. Oldham were the

probable discoverers.

DREISSENIDAE.
Dreissena polymorpha (Pallas), Zebra Mussel. In 1895 living specimens were

abundant near Lower Foxhangers Farm in K. & A. Canal on both banks. Dead
shells are still frequent over long stretches of the canal, but I have not seen a

living one for a very long time.
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NOTES ON HEPATICAE IN SOUTH-WEST
WILTSHIRE. Parti.

By T. F. G. W. DUNSTON, B.A. and CAPTAIN A. E. A. DUNSTON.

The period over which the following observations have been
made extends from 1924-1929

; 1935, 1938, 1942 and 1946. The
area is all within the County of Wilts and the following bound-
aries:— from the Wilts-Dorset boundary at Shaftesbury to

Ashmore—Berwick St. John—White Sheet,Donhead St. Andrew
and following the old coach road on the top of the downs to

Salisbury—thence by the Salisbury-Devizes road to Winter-
bourne Stoke— Deptford—Wylye—the Fonthills—Hindon

—

East Knoyle—Sedgehill—Semley, and back to Shaftesbury.

We were fortunate in securing the co-operation of two of

the leading authorities on Hepatics in the country—Mr. W. R.

Sherrin, A.L.S. and the late Mr. H. H. Knight, to both of whom
we are very grateful for naming the specimens submitted to

them.

The arrangement of these notes is according to the standard

work, The Students' Handbook of British Hepatics, by S. M.
Macvicar (3rd Edn.).

Reboulia hemisphserica (Linn,), Raddi. This plant forms small rosettes of green

usually conspicuous with a purple margin. On stones Charlton and Berry

Wood, Donhead St. Mary.

Conocephalum conicum (Linn.) , Dum, A conspicuous plant forming dense

dark-green shining mats on damp earth or stone in moist positions, A common
species through the district. On a loose stone wall by a stream, Burltons,

Donhead St. M. On masonry at the head of the dam, River Nadder, Donhead
St. M. On masonry at the head of the ponds, Rectory, Donhead St. M. and
Pyt House, Tisbury.

Lunularia cruciata (Linn.) , Dum. Forms dense layers of light-green growth,

becoming brownish-yellow in age. Common in greenhouse pots from which it

spreads to damp positions nearby. In pots, Burltons, Donhead St. M. In

1942 there was a very fine pot full of this Hepatic fr., a very rare state in this

country (teste W.R.S.).

Marchantia polymorpha (Linn.) . Another very common plant which grows

in deep green patches or rosettes. The spores are not visible without magni-

fication. Common in damp places throughout the district. Gutch Bog,

Donhead St. Andrew. River Nadder, Donhead St. A. Ludwell, Donhead
St. M.

Metzgeria furcata (Linn.), Dum. Forms green or yellow-green flat patches

on trees or stones usually in dry places. Alec's Shade, Donhead St. M. Farn-

ham Common Wood, Wilts.
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M. furcata (Linn.) , Dum„ var ; Fruticulosa (Dicks.) , Lindb. At first this

variety was considered of no value, the suggestion being that it was an im-

mature form of a member of the genus. In the type the gemmae are produce J

from the margin, while in var : Fruticulosa they are borne on special modified

branches. Marginal gemmae may however appear on the modified branches.

Donhead St. M.

Pellia epiphylla (Linn.), Corda. Forms flat patches of dark green, frequently

of a reddish hue, usually in ditches and on moist banks and rocks by water

which are always moist. Watery Lane, Donhead St. M. Berry Wood Lane,

Donhead St. M.

P. fabbroniana (Raddi.) . Patches dark green, very rarely coloured red-brown.

A calcareous plant. Winterbourne Stoke.

Plagiochila asplenioides (Linn.) , Dum. This very common Hepatic is found

on tree-trunks, rocks and banks, in dense erect patches from which loose

shoots are formed. A rather striking plant. Farnham Common Wood, Wilts.

Stockton Wood.

Lophocolea bidentata (Linn.) , Dum. Grows in pale-green patches usually to

be seen growing through m_oss, in damp places. Gutch Bog, Donhead St, A.,

Snipe Marsh, Donhead St, A. ; lawns, Burlton, Donhead St. M.
It is interesting to note that the musky smell often smelt after the mowing

of lawns, has been attributed to this and other species of the genus.

L. heterophylla (Schrad.) , Dum. Flat pale green patches, often seen on logs

and tree stumps, rarely on rocks. Barker's Hill, Semley. Burltons, Donhead
St. M. (on logs imported from elsewhere in Donhead St. M.)

,

Radula complanata (Linn.) , Dum. Thin pale-green patches on trees in moist

places. Usually conspicuous with its paroicous inflorescence. The intensity

of the green is greater on soil than on trees. On trees, Berry Wood, Donhead
St. M.

Microlejeunia ulicina (Tayl.), Evans, Growing on trees in flat yellowish-

green patches. A species almost confined to the southern part of England,

where, when found, it is often abundant. On beech trees, Donhead St. M.

Frullania dilitata (Linn.) Dum. Dull-green patches, flat, usually on trees,

less frequently on rocks, when it becomes brownish. The dull colour is very

conspicuous in the field, and its tuberculate periantha. Common throughout

the district.

MUSCI, Part II/

(By the same observers)

.

Very little field work has been possible on Musci since the

publication of our last list.

The finding of three Sphagna, new to the county, in an area

where there is so little bog land, encourages us to think that the

records of Sphagna in V.C. 8 are by no means yet complete.

' For Musci, Part I, see W.A.M., vol. xlix, pp 513-525.
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Once again Mr. W. R. Sherrin, A.L.S. and Mr. A. Thompson
have been kind enough to name the various Musci and Sphagna

which we have, from time to time, submitted to them, and we
have this opportunity of offering to them our sincere thanks.

Campylopus pyriformis Brid. In dense wide patches, yellowish or olive-green,

differing from C. fragilus B. & S., which we have already recorded, by its smaller

and less robust growth, being usually J-1 inch high instead of 2 inches. In this

species too the leaves are far more fragile and deciduous. In most of their

structure they are very similar. Gutch Bog, Donhead St, A.

Sphagnum fimbriatum Wils., var: Laxifolium Warnst (Sp. nov, V.C. 8.).

S. fimbriatum Wils. and its varieties are distinguished by the stem leaves,

which are fimbriate at the top and sides. The var : Laxifolium Warnst. is

intermediate between var : Validum Cond. and vars : Intermedium Russ. and

Tenue Grav. The branch leaves lie more loosely on the branches than in most
of the other varieties. Gutch Bog, Donhead St. A.

S.plumulosum Roll. (5. acutifolium var: Subnitens Dixon), (Sp. nov. V.C. 8.).

This is the commonest form of the dentata group of Sphagna, and in general

the largest. When dry, under the glass, this species shows a bright metalic

sheen. Gutch Bog, Donhead St. M.

S. obesum Warnst (S. subsecundum var : Obesum Wils.) , var : Canovirens

Warnst (S.P. nov, V.C. 8) . S. obesum Warnst is usually a large plant, entirely

submerged, with large ovate or ovate-lanceolate branch leaves. Var: Canovirens

Warnst. is one of its smallest forms and often shows up with its upper portions

out of the water. Gutch Bog, Donhead St. A.

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SECTION, 1947.

Receipts.

1946.

Contributions

1947.

Members' Subscriptions

£ s. d.

15

28 2 6

£29 7 6

Payments.

Printing:— £ s. d.

Leaflets, Notepapcr,

Membership Cards ... 4 19 4

Magazine reprints ... 11 9 6

Account Books 4 6

Cheque Book 4

Hon. Secretary

Stationery—Postages... 1 6 10

Hon. Treasurer

Stationery—Postages ... 1 16

Cash in Bank 9 7 4

£29 7 6

Audited and found correct

E. C. Barnes,
1st. Jan., 1948.

Hon. Treasurer :

G. W. COLLETT,
31st Dec, 1947.
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MEMBERS OF NATURAL HISTORY SECTION, 1947.

Secretary : Mrs. Egbert Barnes, Hungerdown, Seagry, Wilts.

Recorders

:

Birds : Mrs. Egbert Barnes, Hungerdown, Seagry, Wilts.

Flowers : Mr. J. D. Grose, Downs Edge, Liddington, near Swindon.

LEPIDOPTERA : Mr. B. W. Weddell, 13, The Halve, Trowbridge,

MEMBERS Living in the North-West of the County.

(This includes Malmesbury, Brinkworth, Lyneham, Calne, Devizes, Market
Lavington, Warminster, Maiden Bradley and all to the N.W. of them).

Awdry, Mrs. R. W., Eastcroft House,
Devizes

Barnes, E. C, Hungerdown, Seagry
Barnes, Mrs. Egbert, Hungerdown,

Seagry
Barnes, Miss Olivia, Hungerdown,

Seagry
Blathwayt, Rev. F. L., Dryham

Rectory, Chippenham
Bothwell, A. E., New Road, Chip-
penham

Boyle, G. L., 65, Semington
Boyle, Mrs. C. M., 65, Semington
Brereton, C. D. L., 73, The Parade,
Trowbridge

Brooke, Mrs. R. L., Sandfield, Pot-
terne

Brown, E. R., 37, West Ashton Road,
Trowbridge

Bruce, Major Knight, Dower House,
West Lavington

Buckridge, Paul, 6, High Street,

Calne
Butterworth, Miss M., Benrose, King

Street, Warminster
Churchill, Mr.. 3. Dorothy Way,
Warminster

Churchill, Mrs., 3, Dorothy Way,
Warminster

Chuter, N., The Green Porch,
Worton

Chuter, Mrs., The Green Porch
Worton

Collett, G. W., 174, Sheldon Road,
Chippenham

Coulson, B. W. H., Grenofin, Little-

ton Pannell, Devizes
Frogwell School, Chippenham
Frowde, Miss D. M., Emsleigh,
Colerne

Gimson, H., 1, St. John Street.

Devizes

I

Ghddon, Miss E. M., 182, Sheldon
!

Road, Chippenham
i

Goddard, Miss Ruth, Red Gables,

;

Nursteed Road, Devizes
Gurney, Miss C, Turleigh Mill,
Bradford-on-Avon

i Hall, Miss K., 84, Marshfield Road,
i Chippenham

I

Harvie, Miss E., 2, The Vicarage.
!

Westwood
j

Hayes, H. W., Castle Combe
Heginbothom, C, Walden Lodge,

Devizes
Hickson, Mrs. Joan, Green Gables,
Chippenham

!

Holloway, Miss S., The Old Manor
j

House, West Lavington
Hughes, Miss H. M., Little Stoke,
Bratton

1

Jelly, E. H., Heathside, Corsley,
Warminster

Jenkinson, E., 43, Newtown, West-
bury

I

Jenkinson, Mrs., 43, Newtown,
i Westbury

j

Libbey, Miss M. G., The Croft,

I

London Road, Devizes
1

Nairn, Lady, Bowood, Calne
j

Nurse, Mrs. M. E., The Green Porch,
! Worton
j

Pitt, F. C, 6, Westbourne Road,

I

Trowbridge
Pope, W. J., Mauberney, Trowle,
Trowbridge

Rice, Cyril, 184, Sheldon Road,
Chippenham

Rice, Mrs., 184, Sheldon Road,

I

Chippenham

I

Rice, David, 184, Sheldon Road,

j

Chippenham
Riddick, Miss J., Prospect Lodge,
Corsham
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Roberts, P., 50, Drynham Road,
Trowbridge

Ruddock, Miss K. L., Hazeley, Silver

Street Lane, Trowbridge
St. Mary's School, Calne
Sandell, R., Hillside, Potterne Road,
Devizes

Sanders, Miss M., Longfield House,
Trowbridge

Spencer, A. G., Monk's Park,

Corsham
Swinley, C. W. C, The Weavers
House, Castle Coombe

Taylor, Miss Susan, St. Mary's
School, Calne

Thomas, Mrs. Helen, Starwell Farm,
Sheldon, Chippenham

Thomhss, Miss E. M., St. Mary's
School, Calne

Thompson. Mrs. M. G., Southbridge
House, Devizes

Usher, Miss I, Seend Green House,
Seend

Walker, H. L., Frogwell School,
Chippenham

WilHams, Major R„ The Old Rec-
tory, Poulshot, Devizes

Wilson, Miss June, Norton Manor,
Malmesbury

Yeatman-Biggs, Mrs. M. B., Long
Hill, Stockton, Warminster

Members Living in the North-East of the County.

(This includes Cricklade, Wootton Bassett, Avebury, Upavon, Pewsey,

Burbage and all to the N.E. of them).

Bayliss, D., 99, Goddard Avenue,
Swindon

Bevir, Miss M„ The Little House,
Wootton Basset

Bramwell-Hill, W., Stratton Park,

Swindon
Brown, Mrs. G. M., 3, Goddard
Avenue, Swindon

Brown, Captain R. C, Lukes, 2, The
Common, Marlborough

Brown, Mrs., Lukes, 2, The Common,
Marlborough

Chalmers, Miss E„ 3, Avenue Road,
Swindon

Clay, J. H., Ailesbury Arms Hotel,
Marlborough

Edison, Mrs. W. G., Dark Lane,
Marlborough

Foster, Miss M. C, Ivy Cottage,
Aldbourne, Marlborough

Fowle, Brig. F. E., Charlton Manor,
Upavon

Gibson, J. W., School House, Pewsey
Grigson, Geoffrey, Broad Town
Farmhouse, Broad Town, Swindon

Grose, J. D., Downs Edge, Lidding-
ton, near Swindon

HaUiday, J, H., Charleville, Bath
Road, Marlborough

Harford, Miss Betty, Meadow Court,
Tockenham, Swindon

Henderson, Major R. K., Crabbes
Close, Marlborough

Hylton Stewart, Mrs. B. D., Hamelin,
Marlborough

Jennings, R. A. U., Barton Hill,

Marlborough
Jolliffe, H., Swindon Public Library,
Regent Street, Swindon

Kempson, E. G. H., Sun Cottage,
Marlborough

Partridge, Mrs. F., Hamspray House,
Marlborough

Peall, O., Oare, Marlborough
Peall, Mrs., Oare, Marlborough
Peirson, L. G., Four Winds, Marl-
borough

Peirson, Mrs., Four Winds, Marl-
borough

Peskett, N., 88, Avenue Road,
Swindon

Phipps, Lady, Stow ell Park, Marl-
borough

Ridout, A. H. 15, Tennison Street,

Swindon
Smith, . J. D„ 24A, Ashford Road,
Swindon

Still, W. J., 180, Clifton Street,

Swindon
Timperley, H. W„ Spring Cottage,

Bishopstone, Swindon

j

Timperley, Mrs. E., Spring Cottage,

I

Bishopstone, Swindon
I Treherne, J. E., 131, Victoria Road,

I

Swindon
Watson, Rev. A. J., Upavon Vicar-

i

age, Marlborough
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Members Living in the South of the County.
(This includes Mere, Longbridge Deverill, Tilshead, Netheravon, Tidworth,
Ludgershall and all to the S. and E. of them).

Cawkell, Major E. W., c/o Mrs.
Stone, Castle Street, Mere

Chaplin, W. A., 11, Folkstone Road,
Salisbury

Clay, Dr. R. C. C, Manor House,
Fovant, Salisbury

Congreve, Major W. M., Hindwood,
Farley, Salisbury

Congreve, Lt.-Col. C. R., 6, De Vaux
Place, Salisbury

Dinely, Mrs., The Priory, Berwick
St. John, Shaftesbury

Dunston, Capt. Ambrose Bailton,
Donhead St. Mary, Shaftesbury

Farquharson, Mrs. P. R., De Vaux,
Harnham, Salisbury

Greenways School, Ashton Gifford
Codford

Holmes, Jane, Bemerton House,
Salisbury

Maltby, Mrs. H. B. Newhouse Cot-
tage, Redlynch, Salisbury

Newall, R. S., Fisherton Delamere,
Wylye

Newton Dunn, Mrs. D., Kincardine,
Southampton Road, Salisbury

Parsons, L. G., Little Wishford,
Salisbury

Thomas, E. B., Restharrow, Great
Wishford

Thomas, Miss J. G., Restharrow,
Great Wishford

Walker, Brig. Gen. H. A., Manor
House, Woodford, Salisbury

Whitehead, Dr. Brian, Hamilton
House, Downton, Salisbury

Whitlock, Ralph, Webb's Farm,
Pitton, Salisbury

Wright, Mrs. E. B., Fitzherbert
Ridge House, Queensberry Road,
Salisbury

Wright, W. E., 10, Folkestone Road,
Harnham, Salisbury

MEMBERS Living Outside the County.

Balch, C. C, 5, Melrose Avenue,
Reading

CoUett, T. G., 6, Kent Avenue,
Ealing, London, W. 13

CoUett, M., 6, Kent Avenue, Ealing,
London, W. 13

Fisher, James, Old Rectory, Ashton,
Northampton

Goldsmiths' Librarian, University of

London Library, London W.C. 1

Hulls, L. G., Military College of

Science, Shrivenham, Berks

Luce, Mrs. D., Moorland Lodge,
, West Moors, Dorset
Potter, Miss E., Primrose Cottage,
Westonbirt, Tetbury, Glos

Sadd, J., 10, Vincent Street, Aber-
ystwyth

Tanner, E., Ruxley Towers, Claygate,

Esher, Surrey
Warburton, Miss, Primrose Cottage,
Westonbirt, Tetbury, Glos

Welsh, Mrs. B., 49, Lichfield Court,
Richmond, Surrey

2 U
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THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
delivered at the Annual General Meeting, 1 947.

Mr. Young chose King Arthur for his subject, but he spoke

without a script, and this account, compiled from memory but

approved by the author, must confine itself to the merest out-

line of an address which held his audience's closest attention.

He began by drawing a picture of this country in the time of

the Saxon invasions. He compared the times to other periods

for the confusion—and consequent interest—of the events. For

the most part they are wholly undocumented, a fact which
makes such conclusions as can be drawn largely hypothetical.

From the distribution of the earliest Saxon place-names and
from such hints as can be obtained from the obscure text of

Gildas and the much later account of Nennius, we may discern

a threefold division of Britain in the fifth century, the lines of

separation passing from Southampton Water to the Wash and

to the estuary of the Dee. The eastern segment was in English

hands, the western in British and the central wedge-shaped area

was a No-man's land.

Mr. Young explained that the departure of the Romans was
no sudden withdrawal of entire legions. Units quartered in

this island might retain their old names, but they had long been

recruited in Britain. There was no going home for such troops :

they were there already. What it meant was the departure of

the higher command, and even at that level Italians were few,

though many officers doubtless came from the continent of

Europe. In effect it amounted to this : there was nobody left

to give orders. From his own experience in 1918 in Eastern

Europe Mr. Young drew interesting parallels to illustrate the

effect of that simple fact.

Among those left was one Artorius, a man possibly of Italian

descent, more probably the descendant of a provincial who had
adopted the name of a Roman under whom he had served. That

he was not himself a British prince is surely proved by the fact

that Nennius could assign him no British genealogy. He appears

to have been a cavalryman.

The effect of this new arm, the armoured cavalry, had proved

disastrous to the Romans when they first met it in the barbarian

invasions. Arthur appears to have turned it with like deadly

effect against the Saxon invaders of Britain. He need not have
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had a large force at his command, but, trained in the new tac-

tics, his squadrons wrought havoc on the Saxons when he met
them in No-man's land, fighting for his own hand or for some
British chieftain who had hired him. At the last great battle

of Mount Badon about the year 500 he inflicted such a blow as

to call a halt to the invaders for at least a generation.

Ickneild Way loses its name when it crosses the Ogbourne
valley, though the Ridgeway to which it belongs runs on. That
fact seems significant as pointing to the arrest of the Saxon ad-

vance on the line of the Roman road from Newbury (Spinae)

to Cricklade and Cirencester (Corinium). Mr. Young had
therefore reached the conclusion, so far as the word is applicable

in a region of hypothesis, that the battle of Mount Badon was
fought at Liddington Castle and that Badbury, the village at its

foot, preserved the ancient name.^ If this conclusion were ac-

cepted, Wiltshire could claim to have been the scene of two of

the decisive battles in our island's history—^Mount Badon and
Ethandune.

How came the historical Artorius, the freelance cavalryman,

to the exalted status he acquired in the Arthurian cycle, the

pattern for all good knights ?—Just because they too were
cavalryman, the new arm of their age as his squadrons had been
700 years before. They needed an ideal, and the stories of his

achievements, lingering obscurely in Celtic tradition, were
raised by the genius of Geoffrey of Monmouth to the exploits

of a warrior king vowed to the fulfilment of the highest ideals

known to medieval Christendorn.

^ The alternative name of Liddington Castle is Badbury Camp. Aubrey-

knew it as Battlebury, or professed to—Editor,
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WILTSHIRE BOOKS, PAMPHLETS AND ARTICLES.
[The Editor invites all who are in a position to do so to assist in making

the record under this heading as complete as possible. Books sent for review

pass eventually to the Museum Library, an extensive collection of Wiltshire

material to which such additions are particularly welcome.]

Bummerton and A Rucksack by J. B. Jones, published by the

Author, 18, St. Margaret's Road, Swindon. Price 2s. 6d.

This collection reveals new aspects of Mr. Jones's literary

ability. The first series is the shorter of the two, but the place

he pretends to disguise serves as a background to the travel

section also. The scenes he visits at home or abroad only ob-

scure for the term of a brief recurrent holiday the belching

chimneys and unlovely streets of Bummerton-on-Beam.
Always Mr. Jones is critical, and often he is bitter, in his

references to that town, though he is careful to tell us that he

is describing conditions that have largely passed away. But
even an industrial mushroom need not feed slugs exclusively,

and we are glad to meet, if only occasionally, some who bright-

ened that " traditionless " past with the promise of better things.

For Mr, Jones admits that " good can come out of Bummerton
and since his characters are well observed, we must not com-
plain if the picture is so often drab. Once he returns to the

period of his " Witch of Chedworth " to give substance to the

local Roman station (and misquote Virgil), but his real object

is to lay another lash on the backs of his fellow-citizens.

But Mr. Jones has his heroes, and it is significant that one of

them is Edward Whymper, If you love the Alps so passion-

ately, the level tracts of Even Bummerton may reasonably lack

appeal. In his Continental sketches he has the knack of seeing

what the guide-books fail to mention. It is a defect of the

mystification he affects that the reader cannot always distin-

guish between romance and truth. Nearer home the view

grows clearer and is seen from an angle which gives freshness

to places once familiar but now lost to most of us behind the

asbestos curtain of austerity. H. C. B.

Accidental Poems of Occidental Britain, and other Occas-

ional Verses. By Michael Peto. Woodward, Devizes. The
accident happened in a lift-shaft in 1945; the Occident is repre-

sented by West Wilts and Wester Ross. Iford and Dundonnell

have inspired much of this modest volume, for which the author

makes no unwarrantable claims. He has simply sought in
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rhyme some relief from the pain and weariness of a protracted

convalescence, and as we read we sympathize.

If we know a little of the Avon Valley and Strathbeg, we can

follow him with the greater interest, nor shall we quarrel with

the dominance of the Highland landscape over his affections

—

that long inlet of the Lesser Broom with Priest Island in the

offing. Not that Sir Michael is concerned only with land-

scape, but it is easier to write of these than of the more intimate

passages which evoke so frequently our compassion.

H. C. B.

The Second Report on the Petrological Identification of

Stone Axes by J. F. S. Stone and F. S. Wallis (Proceedings of

the Prehistoric Society, 1947) shows that of 55 examples from
Wiltshire ten were of greenstone, probably from Cornwall. But
seven others were of the rock traced to Graig Lwyd (N. Wales)
and seven more derived from Stake Pass (Lake District).

Twenty-six await determination, and flint axes, since their

petrology is self-evident, were naturally left out of the count.

The facts established lead the authors to interesting inferences.
" The surprising abundance of axes of northern origin in the [Avebury

complex] and their almost total absence in the Dorset-Devon region implies

mutually exclusive cultural connexions . . . The absence of foreign stone

axes in the earliest layers at Windmill Hill implies either a very early phase

of Neolithic A occupation, earlier than either Maiden Castle or Hembury, or

a different origin or cultural connexion. The former is possible . . .

though the latter is the more probable in view of the ceramic evidence . . .

Windmill Hill ware in its pure form is absent at the two south-western sites,

whilst Hembury ware is so clearly connected with Brittany that it has been

inferred that an actual immigration may have taken place therefrom. The
axe evidence certainly confirms that inference. Immigrants from Brittany

would be familiar with the use of stone axes other than those made of flint,

whilst the Windmill Hill immigrants, derived most probably from the chalk

areas of Northern France . . . would from their flint-mining experience

use flint in their earlier phases to the exclusion of other material."

Cherhill Tithe Barn. Country Life, March 5th, 1948, con-

tains a letter on this building and a photograph. Supposed to

date from 1485, it consists of eight bays and four porches, and
the main body is 110 feet long. Condemned in 1868, it was
partially restored by the owners, but the roof timbers at the

east end were not repaired and are now rotten. It was used

by Government as a timber store during the war and temporarily

repaired in 1942. But the oak laths carrying the stone tiling
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have decayed, and restoration would involve the removal and
refixing of the tiles.

The barn was scheduled under the Acts of 1913 and 1931,

but the cost of necessary repairs were already estimated at

£4,400 in 1938, an expense which no individuals or society could

meet. In 1947 it was offered to the National Trust, which
passed the offer to the Ancient Monuments Department. But
that body cannot in present circumstances undertake responsi-

bility for any more dilapidated buildings, and it would seem
that the barn must be allowed to disintegrate.

Lydiard Tregoz, which first appears in Domesday as the

property of Alfred of Marlborough, doubtless of the honour of

Ewias, passed by marriage in the 13th century to a family of

Norman origin from the Breton-sounding Tregoz in the district

of St. L6 (Manche). From these were descended the St. Johns,

to whose tenure of Lydiard two articles by Christopher Hussey
in Country Life (March 19th and 26th, 1948) are devoted, with

21 photographs of the house and its principal features.

The house is probably a medieval building reconstructed by

a St. John of the 16th century and incorporated again in the

rebuilding begun in 1743. The Georgian architect is unknown,
but Mr. Hussey notes resemblances to Wilton and its Palladian

bridge and perhaps also to Trafalgar House (bought, but not

built, for Nelson). The hand of Roger Morris is known to

have been active on both the S. Wilts sites and may possibly be

traced at Lydiard also. It may be significant that the plans for

the latter were never completed owing perhaps to the death of

Lady St. John in 1747 and certainly to her husband's in 1749,

but possibly also to the death of Roger Morris earlier in the

same year.

An interesting speculation on the effects upon English 18th

century architecture of the first Lord Bolingbroke's exile comes
only incidentally into this account, since he surrendered all in-

terest in Lydiard to his half-brother in 1739. In 1943 the

present Lord Bolingbroke quitted the house, and it has now
(passing by sale for the first time in its long history) become
the property of the Corporation of Swindon. Devoid of modern
conveniences, with the roof in decay and dry rot in much of the

woodwork, this historic example of Georgian architecture would

soon have perished. The cost of restoration will be heavy, but
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Swindon's plans for using the house for social and other con-

ferences are designed to preserve it as nearly as possible intact,

and we have once again to commend the judgment and initiative

of that enterprising borough in the cause of art and enlighten-

The Reader, Vol. XLV, 2 (Feb. 1948), a magazine for the

Lay Ministry, contained a special Salisbury supplement with

articles by the Bishop, Chancellor Dimont, Mr. E. J. Russ, Mr.

F. C. Pitt and Mr. F. W. Moss of the Archdeaconry of Dorset.

Around Marlborough by G. N. Johnson. Footpath Guides,

No. 55. London, St. Catherine Press, 1948. Price 2/6. This

little work adequately fulfils the purpose of the series. It excels

in its general appreciation rather than in its particular inform-

ation, though its statements are accurate as far as they go. But
its main concern is to enable walkers to jog on the footpath way
and cannily " hent the stile-a " that takes them where they want
to be. The dust-cover map (4 miles to the inch) gives a con-

spectus of the area but little help to the pedestrian. H. C. B.

Calendar of Antrobus Deeds before 1625. Edited by R.

B. Pugh, Devizes, 1947. We welcome this volume as earnest

of the renewed activity of our Records Branch and a pattern

for the presentation of such documents. An invaluable Intro-

duction supplies brief histories of the constituent manors of

Amesbury and a guide to the deeds containing all the inform-

ation the layman finds so hard to get hold of. But the exact

relation of the historical sections of this Introduction to the

much fuller account of the same manors which Mr. Pugh con-

tributed to the last issue of this Magazine (pp. 70-110) is not

explained in either place.

The deeds themselves begin with undated gifts and quitclaims

of the 13th century and cover a wide variety of classes. The editor

has solved with ingenuity and success the problems of economy
in space and detail that such a collection presents. The reader

who searches with the aid of an excellent Index will find much
to interest him. We refuse, however, to regard Aubrey's story

of the Duke of Buckingham's rejected offer for Stonehenge

(p. xvii) as evidence merely of the impoverished owner's impro-

vidence. Remembering the damage Buckingham's antiquarian

zeal did to the central trilithon, we should be thankful to Robert
Newdyk for a sense of responsibilty beyond his period.

ment. H. C. B.

H. C. B.
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NOTES.
Imbcr again. The Times of April 5th, 1948, pubHshed the

War Office explanation of its retention of the Imber estates

and village. It is well that the facts should be recorded.

The land was bought by the War Department between 1929

and 1932 and included all the village except the church and
churchyard, vicarage, school, chapel and inn. Up to 1943, though

live ammunition was used for training, a safety zone of 1000

yards round the village allowed "normal life" to continue there.

Developments in the size and range of modern weapons neces-

sitated an evacuation order, and in 1943 the population of 200

was removed. Thereafter " neglect, accidental damage and
weather " made reinstatement very costly, but, as the revival of

the village is apparently ruled out on grounds of national security,

the point seems immaterial No mention is made of the fact

that the U.S. Army used the village as a battle-school, or

of the consequences, not perhaps foreseen when the inhabitants

were withdrawn.

No pledge of restitution was ever given to the inhabitants,

only an understanding that they should return after the war if

the area was no longer required. Arrangements have been made
to safeguard the ecclesiastical property at Imber, but, for the rest,

Its sports are fled, and all its charms withdrawn . . .

And desolation saddens all its green.

Much nonsense was written after 1918 about the so-called
" village " of Snap, a farm near Aldbourne which was abandoned
when a large area of those downs was turned into a sheep-run

and afterwards used as a target for gun-fire. A modern Gold-

smith might find in Imber a more legitimate subject for a new
Deserted Village. H. C. B.

Saxon Botany. Mr. Donald Vesey, writing from War-
minster, suggests an answer to the question : What was the

Saxon " chester-ash if it was not, as the dictionaries assert, the

hellebore ?

" I notice says Mr. Vesey, " that in the Note on the ' Botany

of the Saxon Charters ' (p. 129 of the current volume of W.A.M.)
it is said that the hellebore ' has few points of resemblance with

a forest tree i.e. the ash.

The local name here for that most pernicious weed, the ground

elder, is
' white-ash '. Is it not therefore quite possible that

the word ^sc does refer to a plant and not a tree ? I should
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be interested if it turns out that my old enemy has a Saxon
ancestry

Ground elder, however, is recognised as the name of four

different plants. The one Mr. Vesey so feelingly refers to must be

Aegopodium podagraria, also known as goutweed or bishopweed.
" In Britain it is common, but chiefly about houses and gardens,

and therefore probably introduced " (Bentham and Hooker). It

was much cultivated for medicinal purposes and might even be

the chester-ash, of Saxon leechcraft, if, as my theory about the
' Chester ' element requires, it were also known to haunt ruins.

But Mr. Vesey makes no such claim for it. H. C. B.

Tulips in Church Ornament. The gable in the north

transept at Edington is decorated with two vases of tulips,

coloured like the ribs of the ceiling. C. E. Pouting (W.A.M.,
XXV, 219) says that this ceiling is " seventeenth century plaster-

ing, . . . the ribs of a light red plaster for their entire thickness."

Tulips, brought to Western Europe in the sixteenth century,

had become popular in England by the seventeenth. Is this the

earliest instance of their occurrence in the architecture of a

Wiltshire Church ? D. U. SETH SMITH.

The Notebook of Gyles Danvers of South Marston (1590-

1614) was offered to the Society in November, 1920, by the

Rev. Gruffydd Evans of Newcastle Emlyn, but the price was
regarded as prohibitive. It is a small, strongly bound volume
measuring 7" X 4i" and containing some 200 pages. News of

its present whereabouts would be welcome, especially to

—

E. Kerridge,

4, Sudbury Croft,

Wembley,
Middlesex.

A Gift to South Kensington The Times of March 22nd,

1948, contained an announcement that the Department of

Botany of the Natural History Museum had received about 3000

specimens of native British Roses, the gift of Capt. Ambrose
Dunston of Donhead St. Mary. Capt. Dunston's botanical

interests are familiar to readers of W.A.M. and an account from

his hand of the genus Rosa in S.W. Wilts only awaits (together

with a number of important communications from other sources)

the space for its deployment in these pages. H. C. B.

2 V
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Farleigh Wick. In W.AM, for December 1946 (vol. li.,

440-452) a preliminary report was published dealing with the

above site. This included a description of an oval mound, about

83 ft. long, known as " Jug's Grave which contained a cist in

which two skeletons were found.

This cist was discovered after the main report had been
prepared, and excavation had to be done with haste in order to

include a description of it, and with difficulty owing to the

weather and other causes. All that could be done was to

photograph and make drawings of the interior of the cist and
its contents, and then to remove the bones for anatomical

examination.

The earth in the cist was a wet clayey gravel and loam, and the

clay coating on everything made it difficult to distinguish small

bones, or even fhnts, from the limestone chips of which the

gravel was composed, and the wetness and stickiness of every-

thing made sieving impossible. Apart from the skeletons and
a few flints, all the contents were placed in boxes for future

examination.

In 1947 I was engaged upon other work, and it was not until

September, when Col. A. H. Bell and Dr. B. Varvill kindly

offered to come and help me, that the contents of the cist were
fully examined. Four arrowheads of Early Bronze Age type,

in perfect condition, were found together with several other

interesting flints (see Plate II). We also found about 12 small

fragments of eroded black pottery, of medium thickness, with

red slip, exhibiting no clear decoration, but likely to be a Beaker.

The most important find was a gold Sun-disc (see Plate I).

This appeared to be made of two pieces of gold foil beaten

together, the front piece being darker than the back. It bore

an equal-sided cross enclosed by two circular lines. In the margin

between the two circles there were 60 elongated dots or chisel

marks, and each arm of the cross bore six similar dots. The
cross and circles were impressed into the metal from the back

and the dots from the front. The diameter of the disc was 1^",

its thickness .004" and approximate weight 20 grains.

So far as I am aware, the only similar discs f-^^^nd in this

country were two discovered by Sir R, Colt Hoar /row

of the Early Bronze Age at Whitesheet Hill, Mere, Wilts, in

association with two skeletons, a bronze spearhead, a wrist

guard and a fragment of worked bone. One of these discs, or
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a replica, is at the Devizes Museum. It has 80 dots on the rim,

impressed from the back, but is otherwise similar. (See Ancient

Wilts, p. 44 and plate). Several similar discs have been found
in megalithic structures in Ireland. These discs are believed to

be connected with Sun-worship—a cross within a circle being a

well-known solar symbol.

The only other interesting find was a fragment of a bone ring.

It was of square section about .1" thick and appeared to have
formed part of a ring with an inside diameter of .9" and an

outside diameter of 1.1" (see Plate II). A search is being

made for other fragments possibly overlooked.

It should be noted that at the Mere barrow Colt Hoare also

found a fragment of worked bone, 3i" long, about i" wide, oval

in section, tapered and broken at the the thicker end.

GUY UNDERWOOD.
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WILTSHIRE OBITUARIES
COLONEL WILLIAM ELLIOT, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., died in Salisbury Infirmary,

Dec. 10th, 1947, aged 68. After a distinguished career, retired from the Army
1936, but was again employed 1939-41 and commanded the 8th Wilts Home
Guard 1942-5. For many years secretary of the Wilton Hunt and at one time

joint-master.

CANON CHARLES MYERS died Feb. 13th, 1948, aged 81. Younger son of

Charles Myers of Bishop's Waltham, born Dec. 17th, 1856. Educated at Eton,

Balliol and Cuddesdon. Ordained, 1880, to a curacy at Wantage. Principal,

St. Stephen's House, Oxford, 1884. Vicar of Lyme Regis 1887. Rector of

St. Martin's Salisbury 1894-1915. Chaplain to Bishop John Wordsworth.
Prebendary of Salisbury. Canon Residentiary 1915, Treasurer of the Cathedral

1926. Retired 1937.

Obit. : Times, Feb. 18th, 1948.

ARTHUR BASIL SIMPSON died at his home. West Close, Lockeridge, Apr.

11th, 1948, aged 81. Fifth son of James Simpson, C. E., of Surbiton, Educated

at Imperial Service College, Westward Ho ! Studied forestry near Hanover.

Practised engineering in Australia 1887-96. Returned to London and entered

family business of water-works engineers, now Messrs. Worthington Simpson
of Newark-on-Trent. Chairman and managing director Eltham Valley Water
Co. near Folkstone.

Built the Kennels at Lockeridge 1926. Member of many sporting societies

and breeder of gun-dogs, particularly Labradors.

Obit. : Marlborough Times, Apr. 20th, 1948.

MISS EDITH OLIVIER, M.B.E., died at her home, Daye House, Wilton Park,

May 10th, 1948. Born at Wilton Rectory Dec. 31st, 1872, daughter of Canon
Dacres Olivier, and last survivor of eleven children. Spent some terms at St.

Hugh's, Oxford, and at one time contemplated a stage career. Lived at Wilton
Rectory till 1912 and in Salisbury Close till Canon Olivier's death, 1919. Moved
to Teffont and thence to Wilton Park, where she received many friends of

artistic and literary tastes.

Her first novel " The Love Child " (1927) was followed by " As far as Jane's

Grandmother" (1928), "The Triumphant Footman " (1930) and later "The
Seraphim Room " a remarkable study of life in a cathedral close. " Without
Knowing Mr. Walkley " (1938) was largely autobiography, " Country Moods
and Tenses " (1941) a rural miscellany. " Night Thoughts of a Country Land-

lady " (1944) was inspired by her experience of war-time refugees. " Four

Victorian Ladies of Wiltshire " (1945) portrayed a vanishing class in rural

England. Two books at least were in preparation at her death, destined it

may be hoped, to see the light.

Miss Olivier was the first woman member of Wilton Town Council (1934)

,

first woman mayor (1938-41) and was acting as mayoress to another lady mayor
this year. She took an active interest in the C.P.R.E., the W.I., Southampton
University College and numerous Salisbury organisations connected with the

town and the Cathedral. She was devoted to Wilton and to Wiltshire,

Obits. ; Times, May 12th, Wiltshire Gazette, May 13th, 1948.
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LIST OF ACCESSIONS TO THE COUNTY RECORD OFFICE,
COUNTY HALL, TROWBRIDGE.

From the County Archivist.

The following collections have been received by the County Record Office

since the publication of the first Accessions List, December, 1947.

A collection of about 420 deeds relating to Broughton Gifford, Bradford-on-

Avon, Winkfield and elsewhere in Wiltshire, 1551-1872; 8 bundles of letters

and manuscripts concerning the Hobhouse family, 1808-1909; court rolls and
papers of the manors of Monkton Farleigh and Broughton Gifford, 1575-1839

;

and 29 miscellaneous documents, chiefly rentals and valuations of estates

in Monkton Farleigh and Broughton Gifford, the property of the Hobhouse
family, 1629-1922.

Ten deeds chiefly relating to property in Wilton and Salisbury, 1627-1695,

and a record of payments made by the Under Sheriff of Wiltshire, 1790-1793.

A collection of about 480 documents, being deeds, letters, plans. Chancery
petitions and other documents relating to the Wayland Estates, chiefly in

Cricklade, 1551-1629.

Two copies of indenture of fine relating to property in Hannington, Wilts,

1703.

A collection of about 410 documents relating to the Popham family of Little-

cote in Ramsbury, 1582-1860.

A collection of about 240 documents, being a court book recording courts of

the Manor of Sevenhampton in Highworth and Cloatly in Hankerton, 1541-1624;

and various deeds relating to the Warneford Place Estate in the parishes of

Highworth, South Marston and Stanton Fitzwarren in Wiltshire, 1624-1902.

Preliminary examination and sorting of Quarter Sessions and other related

County records is now in progress, and the following list gives some details of

their character :

—

Quarter Sessions and related records. Quarter Sessions Great Rolls, 1603 to

date; Order books, 1641-1897; Minute books, 1598-1824; 1864 to date; Process
books, 1661-1857; Calendars of prisoners awaiting trial, 1757-1882.

Administration : Assessments of rates of wages of various classes of work-
men, 1605-1697; plans, accounts, minutes, returns and other records concerning
Wiltshire prisons and reformatory schools, 1724-1897 ; and other classes of

administrative records including those of police, highways, lunacy and weights

and measures. Enrolled and deposited documents, including : Oaths of alle-

giance, abjuration and supremacy. Declarations against transubstantiation, and
Certificates of receipt of sacrament, 1688-1864 ; Oaths of Dissenters, Roman
Catholics, Quakers and Clergy, 1723-1830

; Subscriptions to the Articles of

Religion, 1701-1777; Certificates, register and returns of Dissenters' meeting
houses, 1675-1851 ; Registers of certificates for the use of hair powder, 1796-

1797; Deputations to gamekeepers 1796-1859; Certificates exempting persons

apprehending felons 1786-1801; Game certificates issued, 1796-1799; Enclosure

awards for almost all parishes in the county, 1738-1883; Jurors' rolls and books,

1707-1892; Returns, oaths and qualification certificates concerning the appoint-

ments of deputy lieutenants, sheriffs and other officers, 1757-1886. Classes

directly concerning Justices of the Peace include : Qualification oaths, 1790-

1801 ; Oaths on taking office, 1812-1892 ; and copies of the commissions of the

Peace, 1688-1864. Other interesting classes include documents concerning

:

scarcity of bread, 1795-1801 ; returns made under the Army and Navy Acts,

1795-6; transportation of felons, 1^28-1788 ; returns of coroner's inquests, 1747

-1795 ; and a Clerk of the Peace precedents book. 1785-6.

M. G, RATHBONE.
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ADDITIONS TO THE SOCIETY'S MUSEUM
AND LIBRARY.

Museum.

Presented by Mr. B. H. Cunnington : two earthenware mugs
of the "Farmers' Arms" type, with the well-known
verses of the "Farmers' Toast" and representation

of agricultural implements.

Mr. E. V. Cleverly : stuffed woodcock in glass

case.

Library.

Presented by Mr. B. H. Cunnington : Prehistoric Britain, by
Christopher Hawkes.
Mr. R. DE C. Nan Kivell : framed oil-painting

„ of Stonehenge, attributed to James Ward, R.A.

Mr. a. D. PassMORE : catalogue of exhibition of

stamps at Swindon.

Mr. E. Kidward : 21 Wiltshire prints and engrav-

ings, and 3 maps.

Mr. F. C. PiTT: notice of acquisition of land in

Bradford-on-Avon by the Wilts, Somerset and
Weymouth Railway (1846).

Rev. J. S. Fowle : micro-film of Parish Registers

of Ogbourne St. George.

Mr. W. H. Hallam : Sale Catalogue of property

at Blunsdon. G.W.R. Mechanics' Institute Report,

1947. Swindon Mirror, No. 7. " Swindon Works
and its Place in G.W.R. History. (Booklet).

Mr. p. Johnson : 17th Cent. Wiltshire Deed.

Mr. W. a. WebB: typed transcript of Parish

Registers of Steeple Ashton, 2 vols., 1538-1652, and
1653-1812, Notes on a "Farmers' Tankard", with

photographs. Note on a bench-end at Bishops

Cannings church, with illustration,

the author, SiR MICHAEL Peto, Accidental Poems

of Occidental Britain, and other occasional verse.

the author, Mr. J. B. JONES, Bummerton and A
Rucksack.

Published by the Records Branch: Amesbury Deeds
before 1625. Edited by R. B. Pugh.
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LIST OF MEMBERS OF
THE WILTSHIRE

ARCH^OLOGICAL& NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY
[Any Member whose name or address is incorrectly printed in this List is requested

to communicate with the Financial Secretary, Mr. R. D. Oiven, Bank Chambers,

Devizes. ]

JUNE, 1948.

Patron

:

THE Lady Colum Crichton-Stuart.

President

:

G. M. Young, C.B., Oare, Marlborough.
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:
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.
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:
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The Committee consists of the President and other Honorary Officers of the Society

together with the following Members :

A. D. Passmore, Callas House, Wanborough, Swindon.

Prof. Stuart Piggott, F.S.A., Priory Farm, Rockbourne, Hants.
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Marlborough.
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TWO PITS OF GROOVED WARE DATE
NEAR WOODHENGE.

By J. F. S. Stone, F.S.A. and W. E. V. YOUNG.

But for the perspicacity and acumen of Mr. A. St. J. Booth of

Woodlands, Countess Road, Amesbury, it would not be possible

to record one of the most interesting and important archaeo-

logical discoveries bearing upon the Woodhenge or Grooved
Ware culture made in recent times. Whilst gardening at

Woodlands in 1941, Mr. Booth recognised the presence of an

unusual pit below the surface and immediately reported the

find to one of us (W.E.V.Y.). Under war conditions this was
hastily examined and the contents removed for detailed study.

In 1947 the same owner discovered another pit 3.6 feet from the

first, and this was investigated by the other writer (J.F.S.S.).

We are much indebted to Mr. Booth and Mr. D. G. King for

their active assistance with the actual digging, and to the former

for so readily agreeing that the finds should be placed per-

manently on view in the Salisbury Museum ; also to Dr. F. S.

Wallis and Dr. J. Wilfrid Jackson for their reports on certain

of the objects found.

The plot of land upon which Woodlands has been built lies

about 300 yards S.S.E. of the centre of Woodhenge (Fig. lA.)

and has been illustrated in aerial photographs of that monument
as the second and farther of two rectangular plots. ^ The garden

behind the bungalow lies close to a ploughed down long barrow,

being separated from it by no more than the 50 feet wide first

plot. This barrow, Durrington 63, was investigated by Colt

Hoare, who apparently did not find the primary interment but

noted on the floor of the barrow " a circular cist like a little

well, but it contained no interment ".'^ The position of the pits

is recorded in Fig. iB.

1 Mrs. Cunnington, Woodhenge. 1929, PI. I; Proc. Prehist. Soc, 1936, II, PI.

XIV. 2 u;.A.M., 1914, xxxviii, 389.
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Pit 1.

As usual on downland sites the soil is here very shallow. The
presence of a number of large flints in one small area impeded

digging and the removal of these resulted in the discovery of

Pit 1, 76.5 feet from the eastern end of the long barrow, the

dividing fence being taken for this measurement, and 45.3 feet

from the boundary fence on the west.

The pit proved to be 4.45 feet by 3.75 feet in diameter, 2.5

feet in depth below the present surface and 1.75 feet below the

undisturbed chalk level (Fig. Ic). Its sides were fairly smooth
and vertical except towards the base where they narrowed
somewhat ; whilst the base itself was flat and smooth. The chalk

surface on the eastern edge had been disturbed to a depth of

0.4 foot below its normal level for a distance of 2.5 by 3.5 feet

which at the time suggested the presence of another pit beyond.

A section through the filling was obtained by excavating

firstly one half of the pit. The filling was thus found to consist

of a mixture of black earth and fine powdery ash which, though
soft, was very compact. It was the same throughout and ex-

tended to the sides and bottom alike. No chalk rubble was
present, except for a few crumbs near the bottom on the north-

east side, and very few natural flints, whilst only a few small

flecks and pieces of charcoal were observed in it. This black

filling extended also to the top of the pit, level with the un-

disturbed chalk on either side, and the mass of rough flints

occurred immediately above it. Allowing for shrinkage due to

consolidation and solution of soluble salts from the wood ash it

is evident that the contents must have originally risen above the

surface, and that the flint covering would have presented the

appearance of a small cairn. The absence of any observable

stratification proves that the pit had been filled in by hand in

one operation. '

Animal bones were present in abundance, including five antler

tines, but were for the most part broken up into very small frag-

ments
;
they were unburnt and were mixed up with the black

ashy filling throughout. The pit also contained the following

unburnt objects, all for the most part apparently unused and
described in detail below : grooved ware sherds, two bone pins

or awls, six flint saws, three petit tranchet arrowheads, one fab-

ricator, eight scrapers, one flint knife, three flint cores, a scallop

shell and 372 black to mottled-blue unpatinated flint flakes.

2 X
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Pit 2.

The second pit lay 3.6 feet to the east. It proved to be nearly

circular, 4.2 by 4.75 feet in diameter with practically vertical

roughly hewn sides and almost flat and smooth base (Fig. iD.).

The depth below the present surface was 2.9 feet, and below

the chalk surface 2.25 feet.

Having removed the top surface soil down to the chalk

surface the centre of the pit lay clearly defined, with its dark

charcoal-filled centre surrounded by a little chalk dust and
rubble. Unstratified charcoal, wood-ash and a small amount
of chalk were encountered down to 2.25 feet from the present

surface when a compact layer of wood-ash and charcoal was
found to extend over the whole base of the pit. This layer was
3 inches thick and rested on 3-4 inches of almost sterile chalk

dust and rubble, which in turn covered the smooth base. Pre-

sumably the pit had been left open for some little time before

filling thus allowing for the accumulation of the chalk dust. The
ash layer had compacted and subsided considerably, for the

same reason as that noted in Pit 1, as its edges could be traced

some way up the sides of the pit.

Unpatinated flint flakes and fragments of animal bones were
abundant throughout the filling and, as in Pit 1, it appeared to

have been filled in in one operation, in this instance, however,

chalk-dust and rubble not having been intentionally excluded.

In any event the contents must have originally risen as a small

mound above the surface but not, as in the first pit, finally

covered with a flint nodule capping.

This pit had been excavated with antler picks ; two almost

complete specimens measuring 20 and 17 inches in length had
been discarded after use and left in contact with their shafts

crossed on the sterile chalk dust at the base of the pit and
touching the vertical wall. Both were massive specimens, the

brow tine in each case having been used in the normal manner,
the other tines having been trimmed off. One at least was from
a shed antler ; the other had lost its coronet.

Besides 600 sharp unpatinated flint flakes and a few grooved
ware sherds scattered throughout the filling, though most abun-

dant in the ash layer, the pit contained two flint saws and two
fragments, four petit tranchet arrowheads, five scrapers, seven

spurred cores or scrapers, one hammerstone, five flint balls, frag-

ments of sandstone and sarsen, an unused flint axe, a fragment
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of a polished Graig Lwyd axe, a small bone pin, and three

fragments of marine shells. Again, none of the above showed
any signs of contact with fire.

The Finds.

Pottery. (Fig. 2.). The pottery from both pits is essentially

Fig. 2. Potsherds. \.

the same and belongs to Grooved Ware types generically similar

to those from Woodhenge,^ the characteristics, distribution and

3 Woodhenge, 1929, Plates 26-38.
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affinities of which have been the subject of study by Professor

Piggott/ The absence of NeoUthic B and Beaker wares is of

significance and indicates that we are probably dealing here with

a pure culture. Two sub-types are, however, represented ; a

comparatively hard reddish-brown smooth ware with black core

having little or no flint or shell backing (Nos. 1, 2 and 7 from
Pit 1, and No. 8 from Pit 2), and a very crumbly soft corky ware
orange in colour throughout and very heavily backed with flint

and shell (Nos. 3, 4 and 5 from Pit 1, and No. 6 from Pit 2).

This orange ware is so friable that it cannot be washed with

water, and it was obviously very much more abundant than the

few fragments collected
;
many orange particles were encount-

ered, crushed and compacted with the wood-ash layer thereby

losing all recognizable features.

Nos, 1 and 7 possess fine smooth surfaces covered with shal-

low grooving and ornamented with small sharp tool stabs. The
short applied bands at right angles to the grooving are of interest

on No. 1, which also possesses a single punch mark in the centre.

No. 8 contains a greater amount of shell and grit. A heavily

stabbed applied band, possessing almost a crimped appearance,

is a distinguishing feature.

Nos. 2 and 3 are rims, the former plain and everted, the latter

heavily ornamented in a manner closely resembling similar rims

from Cassington, Oxfordshire, and Windmill Hill, Avebury.^

Nos. 4 and 5 are typical of a number of sherds of orange ware.

Ornament is restrained and confined to apphed bands somewhat
widely spaced and bearing a type of ladder pattern formed by
shallow transverse incisions. This form of decoration is typical

of many sherds from the south of England,^ but not apparently

typical at Woodhenge itself.

No. 6, probably a rim fragment, possesses an undulating or

wavy applied band, a form of ornament recognised at Clacton^

and which Piggott compared with similar ornament from a

hunebed in Holland. It is conceivable that this is genetically the

same as that on sherd No. 42 from Woodhenge,^ but the simi-

larity cannot be said to be very marked.

' Proc. Prehist. Soc, 1936, II, 191. ' Ibid.,195, Nos. 3 and 4. ^ Ibid., 195,

Fig. 7. ' Ibid.. 190, No. 2 and PI. XL, No. 7. « Woodhenge, PI. 31.
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Flint Axe. (Fig. 3, No. 1). This lay in contact with the ash

layer near the bottom of Pit 2. It is a beautiful, apparently un-

Fig. 3. Axes and bone tools. J.

used, specimen of an unpolished axe 6 in. long, 2| in. wide and
11 in. thick. The flaking has been carried out in an expert



Fig. 4. Petit tranchet arrowheads. 1/1.
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manner and the cutting edge alone possesses a sharp edge : the

sides and butt have been rubbed or ground smooth, a feature

not normally encountered on unpohshed axes.

Graig Lwyd Axe. (Fig. 3, No. 3.) This lay withm one foot

of the flint axe on the same level. It consists of the cutting

edge only of a polished augite-granophyre axe of oval section

from Graig L\v\-d, N. Wales,' and has seen much use as a number
of flakes radiating from the edge have been removed. Although
many axes of this material have been identified as far south as

the Avebury district, no specimens, except one from the shore

at Lee-on-Solent^'' and another from Grovely, Wilts, m Devizes

Museum, have as yet been identified petrologically so far south.

Petit Tranchet Arrowheads. (Fig. 4). Past work has made it

abundantly clear that petit tranchet derivatives normally accom-
pany grooved ware deposits, and we have cited instances in our

description of a similar pit deposit at P.atfyn, Amesbury nearby.

In the present instance three were found in Pit 1 (Nos. 3-5)

and four in Pit 2 (Nos. 1. 2 and Fig. 3, No. 7). The types re-

presented would appear to fall into classes A—D as defined by
Dr. J. G. D. Clark, No. 1 being an excellent example of a

mesolithic survival.^' All are sharp and in mint condition except

one, not here illustrated, which is a poor specimen.

Saws or Serrated Flakes. (Fig. 5). In all, eight fineh' serrated

flakes and two fragments were recovered from the two pits.

Four of these (Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 8), all from Pit 1, show signs of

use m that lustre can be detected m artificial light between the

teeth. They were accordingly submitted to Dr. E. C. Curwen,
who has made a special study of this property. Dr. Curwen
kindl}^ replied: In the case of saws the gloss, when found, is

ahvays confined to a narrow band along the teeth, usually best

seen on the smooth bulbar face, but also sometimes visible (as

on No. D on the notches of the teeth on the other face. It is

obvious, I think, that the (presumiably ) silica-bearmg material

that was being cut by these ' saws ' must have been rigid, and

9 J.R.A.I.. 1921, LI, 165. We are indebted to Dr. F. S. Wallis and the Sub-

committee of the South-Western Group of Museums for the Petxological

Identification of Stone Implements for the identification of this specimen by-

means of microscopic examination of a thin shce. Pi-oc. Prehist. Soc,, 1941,

VII, 63. 11 W.A.M., 1935. xlvh. 61. Arch. -J.. 1934, XCI. 32. Ibid.. 37.

" Ayitiquity, 1930, IV, 179; Sussex Arch. Coll., 1930, LXXI, 77; Antiquaries J.,

1936. XVI, 85.
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Fig. 5. Flint saws and fabricator, 1/1.
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that the saws cut into it no deeper than their teeth—as indeed

they could not have cut deeper into a rigid substance on account

of their V-section. My own suggestion is that they may have

been used for nicking wooden sticks, preparatory to breaking

them across or perhaps for peehng bark off sticks, or even pos-

sibly for paring wood as part of some simple carving technique".

Scrapers. (Fig. 6). All the thirteen scrapers found, with the

exception of Nos. 7 and 8, appear to be in mint condition ; their

edges are sharp and the technique used wcls that of pressure

flaking. Nos. 1—5, 9, 10 and 14 came from Pit 1, the others from

Pit 2.

Cores or Core Scrapers. (Fig. 6). Ten of this type of tool

occurred in the filling of the pits, three of which are here illus-

trated (Nos. 15—17). No 17, as also do a number of others,

exhibits spurred edges so frequently encountered on implements

in deposits of grooved ware date. Thus they have been found

in primary deposits m the Stonehenge ditch^'' and in that of the

Cursus nearby, and are normally found strewn over the areas

surrounding these earthworks and between them and Wood-
henge.^'

Flijit Knife. (Fig. 6, No. 12). This, the only composite tool

found, lay in Pit 1. Both sides of the functional knife edge have

been w^orked, and the end has also been used as a scraper.

Fabricator. (Fig. 5, No. 6). This tool, measuring 2i m. m
length, came from Pit 1. It is similar to numbers found on the

surface nearby,^^ and bears no signs of use at either end.

Hammerstone or Maul. One well-used flint hammerstone,

maul or quern dresser,^^ 3 in. in diameter, weighing 1 lb. 5 oz.

and similar to many from Stonehenge, w^as found in Pit 2. This

is very nearly spherical and is well battered.

Flint Balls. Three large flint balls, each 2i in. in diameter, and
two small ones about It in. in diameter lay m the ash layer at ^

the base of Pit 2. They show little or no signs of use and
may have been collected for later use as hammerstones. On
the other hand we should recall the plain and ornamented stone

balls from Skara Brae, Orkney, belonging to an offshoot of the

same culture and discussed by Childe.^'' The possibility that

these mysterious objects may conceivably have been used as

Antiquaries J., 1926, VI, 19. To appear shorth' in the Archseological

Journal. W.A.M., 1938, xlviii. 150. Ibid.. 157. A. D. Passmore,

Proc. Prehist. Soc. East Anglia, 1921, III, 444. Skara Brae. 1931. 100.



Fig. 6. Flint scrapers and cores. J.
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bolas, a useful weapon in the hands of early hunters, cannot be

set aside lightly.^^

Pot-Boilers. In contrast to normal kitchen refuse, usually so

abundant on primitive habitation sites, calcined flints or pot-

boilers were remarkably absent. Pit 1 yielded three pieces of

burnt flint which might have flaked off a pot-boiler, and four

small fragments were found in Pit 2. These may therefore have

been introduced accidentally whilst the pits were being filled.

Sarsen or Sandstone Rubbers. One fragment of a rubber with

smoothed face, and an unworked lump weighing 1 lb. 5 oz. were
found in pit 2. This pit also contained a small piece of sarsen

with a flint nodule inclusion. Mr. H. C. Brentnall has kindly

informed us that this type of sarsen, though rare in his experience,

occurs on the Marlborough Downs. It is a remarkable fact,

though not suggested as in any way connected with this speci-

men other than one of common origin, that of all the Stonehenge
sarsens only one possesses these flint inclusions, that of the last

lintel to have fallen.

Bone Pins or Awls. (Fig. 3, Nos. 4-6). Pit 1 yielded the two
perfect bone implements Nos. 6 and 5. The former, made from
a splinter, is 3i in. long and still possesses a high degree of polish

and an exceedingly sharp point. The other end is squared with

rounded corners. Both ends of such a tool could well have
been used for producing the ornament so typical of the grooved
ware here found ; it has in fact been so tried on plasticine with

convincing results. The latter implement, made from the ulna

of an ox, is a magnificent specimen now 7 in. long. Unfortun-
ately on extraction the tip became detached and was lost.

Originally it must have been polished all over, but subsequent

corrosion by root action, etc. after burial has removed the

greater part of the outer surface leaving patches of polish only.

One cannot here help recalling the similar large bone pins

found at Skara Brae.

Bone pin No. 4 came from the other pit. Formed from a

splinter, the point remains intact, though it is not so sharp as

John Evans, Ancient Stone Implements, 1872, 377. See also Brit. Mus.
Handbook to Ethnographical Collections, 1925, 300, " The bolas consists of a cord

or thong at each end of which is a stone ball, either tied to the thong by means
of a groove in its surface, or else sewn up in leather

'

' . The one illustrated has an

ornamented ball recalling in a marked manner those from Scotland. The Eski-

mos are stated to use a somewhat similar weapon for snaring birds. Ibid., 264,
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that of No. 6. The butt end had been broken before deposit.

Just below the point are a number of saw or cut marks ; these

may conceivably be due to gnawing by some small rodent.

Adarine Shells. A large fragment of a scallop shell (Pecten

maximus), Fig. 3, No. 2, occurred in Pit 1, whilst Pit 2 yielded

a few fragments of the common mussel (Mytilus edulis) and
oyster (Ostrea edulis). Whether these edible sea moUusca were
brought so far inland for food purposes, or whether for pottery

making must remain a moot point. Dr. J. Wilfrid Jackson, to

whom the specimens were submitted, cannot be sure. It is

worth recalling that a single shell of Mytilus edulis was found
near the bottom of the ditch at Woodhenge, and the upper
valve of a Pecten maximus in the contents of the Ratfyn pit of

comparable date nearby. In any event examination of the

Woodlands pottery shows that marine shells were used in its

manufacture.

Report on Animal Bones
By Wilfrid Jackson, D.Sc, F.G.S., F.S.A.

The animal bones dealt with below were obtained from pits

at Woodlands, Countess Road, Amesbury. Unfortunately they

consist of scanty broken bones and a few teeth, but it has been
possible to identify most of them. The remains are of wild and
domestic animals, most of which have been slaughtered for food

purposes. The following are represented :— ox, sheep, pig, dog,

red deer, roedeer, fox, frog and fish. Among the domestic forms

the remains of the ox seem to be the most abundant, those of

the sheep and pig being scarce.

As the pits are of Woodhenge date, some comparisons are

made with remains from that site reported upon by me in 1929.^^

Domestic Animals.
Ox. Most of the remains belong to this animal, but their frag-

mentary condition prevents measurements being taken. Apart
from many scraps, there are two large heads of femora, two distal

ends of tibiae and the upper part of a larger specimen, the upper

third of a large radius (width at top 82 mm), a slender meta-

tarsal minus the distal end (mid-shaft diameter 23 mm), the

distal half of a metacarpal (diameter of condyles 52 mm), an

astragalus (full length 69 mm), five phalanges, some lower and

upper teeth, including those of young animals. Many large ribs

22 Woodhenge, 1929, Animal remains pp. 61-69 and PI. 51.
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are present, but none appear to have been worked. Only a

small fragment of a coarse horn-core is present.

The absence of perfect horn-cores makes it difficult to refer

the remains to any type. At Woodhenge the remains seemed
to indicate a form differing somewhat from the Celtic Short-

horn (Bos longifrons) of Early Iron Age sites. The horn-core

fragment may be of the Woodhenge form. The astragalus and
fragmentary radius agree with Woodhenge specimens, but the

metatarsal and metacarpal are rather more slender than bones

from that site.

Sheep. There are a few teeth of this animal, also a phalange

and imperfect slender metatarsal similar to that of the Early

Iron Age and Romano-British type. Remains of sheep (or goat)

were very scanty at Woodhenge.
Pig. Fragmentary remains of this animal are present. They

include a few teeth, a fragment of a premaxilla, two imperfect

scapulae, and a tibia with loose proximal and distal ends. At
Woodhenge the remains of pig were rather common, ranking

next in abundance to those of ox.

Dog. Young animals are represented by fragmentary remains

of a skull, two imperfect upper jaws with milk-teeth, and im-

perfect mandibles with milk-teeth. At Woodhenge only two
teeth and a mandible of this animal were found.

Wild Animals.

Red Deer. Of this animal there are small fragments of the beam
of an antler, also three tines. They do not appear to be worked.

A few remains of limb-bones were found at Woodhenge.
Roedeer. Belonging to this animal are part of the beam of

an antler with tine, also three imperfect tines. All are un-

worked. At Woodhenge were found an antler fragment and
two upper teeth in a jaw fragment.

Fox. This animal is represented by a right mandible with

teeth, a slender tibia, and the proximal end of an ulna. A few
remains of very young cubs were found at Woodhenge.

Frog. There are a few bones of this amphibian. Many
similar bones occurred at Woodhenge.

Fish. Some fragmentary jaws with teeth belong to fish. These
have been identified by Dr. E. I. White of the British Museum
(N.H.) as the pharyngeal teeth of the Chub (Leuciscus cephalus),

a freshwater fish. No fish remains were found at Woodhenge.
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The Age and Purpose of the Pits.

Pits of similar character and content are not unknown and,

since all were associated with grooved ware to the exclusion of

other contemporary wares, we feel that their use must be sus-

ceptible of interpretation other than that of mere refuse pits
;

the almost total absence of pot-boilers militates against their

use as cooking-holes, such as those described somewhat inad-

equately from the Grooved Ware site at Lion Point, Clacton.^^

Primitive man is not characterized by cleanliness or tidiness, and
the record of early habitation sites in this country normally

leaves one with a picture of squalor and a total absence of

hygiene.

Similar pits are recorded from Newport in Essex, Pishobury

in Hertfordshire, Sutton Courtenay in Oxfordshire, in the West
Kennet Avenue at Avebury, and from Ratfyn nearby at Ames-
bury.^"* The contents of each and all of these have been included

in the accompanying table, the various objects being listed in

decreasing order of frequency. At first glance it is obvious that

such pits containing grooved ware can be expected to include

flint flakes, serrated flakes, charcoal and ashes, flint scrapers,

animal bones and petit tranchet derivatives. The inclusion of

other objects would appear to be fortuitous with the possible

exception of bone pins.

The almost invariable presence of petit tranchet arrowheads to

the absolute exclusion of other varieties implies a strong meso-

lithic tradition, as do also the serrated flakes, bone pins, etc.

and the presence of the Graig Lwyd axe equates their date

within that of the Neolithic B or Peterborough culture, which
in the Wiltshire area we know to overlap that of the beakers.

But can we be so sure that this almost invariable assemblage

of objects represents the cultural content of a separate ethnic

group in no way associated with other contemporary groups, or

do they on the contrary represent the remains of some ritual,

traditionally mesolithic, practice by Neolithic B and/or Beaker

peoples of which we are ignorant ? Unfortunately our know-
ledge of the social, economic and religious aspects of the Grooved
Ware culture, other than that of Skara Brae in Orkney, pre-

cludes a definite answer.

23 Proc. Prehist. Soc, 1936, II, 181. Ibid.. 193. ^5 cf. J. Bronsted, Danmarks

Oldtid, 1938, I, Figs. 55, 56 and 67-71.
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The table indicates that the comparative richness of the pit

deposits increases as we proceed in a south-westerly direction

from Essex. Thus if we average the number of different objects

found at each site we find that Newport yielded 3, Pishiobury 5,

Sutton Courtenay 5.6, Avebury 10, Amesbury (Ratfyn) 10 and
Amesbury (Woodlands) 15. Whether this is a real distinction

or one resulting from a differing technique in observation and
record must at present remain a moot point. In any case, the

absolute number of objects found in the Woodlands pits is re-

markable, and we may have here some connexion with rites

attending social or religious practices at Woodhenge or the

nearby long barrow.

That a sepulchral connexion cannot be ruled out immediately

seems to be implied by the West Kennet Avenue pits situated

30 and 60 yards from the Neolithic B occupation area and sited

between the Beaker burials by stones 18 and 25, and thus lying

nearer the graves than the habitation site. Here we have clear

evidence that these pits at any rate were not rubbish pits as was
originally thought,^^ since the occupation area nearby was liber-

ally strewn with Peterborough sherds, broken up animal bones,

petit tranchet derivatives, flint implements and fragments of

Graig Lwyd augite-granophyre axes mainly concentrated around

hearths and cooking-holes ; an untidy scatter normally associated

with such sites.

But if this possible connexion with burials at Avebury is valid

we are forced to assume that grooved ware and implements were
reserved for the pits whilst beakers were deposited with the

dead.^' And at Sutton Courtenay we seem to have a similar

distinction Beaker and other burials appear to have been con-

tiguous but not directly associated with the grooved ware pits.

But such a distinction is at variance with the known content

of Beaker graves, and we must not lose sight of the fact that

Mesolithic petit tranchet derivatives are incompatible with the

Beaker culture, which is normally distinguished by those of the

barbed and tanged variety, thus implying that the pits have no
direct connexion with that culture. Such an implication is com-

2^ Antiquity, 1936, X, 422. ^7 jg ^j-^g ^j^^t a fragment cf the base of a B
beaker, identical in style to that from the grave near stone-hole 25, occurred in

the top of pit No. 1, but the upper part of the filling of this pit suggested the

natural silting up of a slight hollow, and it was in this silting that the sherd lay.

>8 Antiquaries c7., 1934, XIV, 264.
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patible with evidence from other sources. In general, as Piggott

has noted,^^ grooved ware would appear more likely to be con-

temporary with Neolithic B ware and thus very slightly pre-

Beaker in date. Yet at Gorsey Bigbury in Somerset we find a

Beaker occupation site of ' henge ' type closely associated with

Mesolithic survivals of both petit tranchet arrowheads and micro-

liths.^° Rusticated ware, itself a variety of grooved ware,^^ was
however also present, and it is therefore not impossible that

the introduction of these Mesolithic forms at Gorsey Bigbury

was due to the users of this Neolithic B-Beaker contemporary
ware. Clearly many more facts are needed before we can con-

fidently disentangle the various ethnic and cultural elements of

this complex period in the south and define their interplay.

How then are we to interpret these Woodlands pits and their

contents ? Cultural connexions point to the Marlborough dis-

trict and Avebury, and thence north-eastwards to the Essex

coast, with trade relations with North Wales. Their contiguity

to Woodhenge, and similar cultural content, imply direct

association. Possibly we have here the remains of sacred feasts

held in the enclosure and considered in consequence too hal-

lowed for normal disposal and demanding special ritual burial

under small cairns or mounds. The high percentage of appar-

ently unused or little used tools may represent sacred objects

used in these festivals and involving the traditional use of Meso-
lithic types of implements. And the surprisingly varied assort-

ment of animal bones including fish and edible mollusca is not

out of keeping with some form of ceremonial banquet. If this

is indeed the explanation, the environs of Stonehenge, outside

the confines of the ditch, might be worth exploration by
percussion.

On the other hand we cannot rule out the possibility that

they represent the personal belongings of individuals who had
died and whose remains had been buried elsewhere ; but for this

little if any supporting evidence can be adduced.

In any event the strong Mesolithic tradition underlying the

contents of the pits points unequivocally to the northern Euro-

pean forests and not to the Atlantic seaboard with its Megalithic

contexts. Earthen circle and timber ' henges ', as shown by

29 Proc. Prehist. Soc, 1936, II, 197. Proc. Bristol Univ. Spel. Soc, 1938,

V, 15. 2' Proc. Prehist. Soc, 1936, II, 192.

2 Y
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Mrs. Piggott and Mr. Atkinson at Dorchester,^^ can thus be

equated with greater confidence to the former. Their gradual

spread westwards across Britain may in fact be due to their

introduction from Holland and the lower Rhine by a priestly

caste of Neolithic B or Peterborough hunters. Viewed in this

light even the Sanctuary would fall into line, with its Neolithic B
pottery and petit tranchet arrowheads. The ritual would appear

normally to have involved the exclusive use of grooved ware
and flint implements sanctified by tradition. It is difficult to

see otherwise how a separate ethnic group could have intro-

duced such a ' religious ' complex, apparently unconnected with

the Megalithic complex, without leaving behind other aspects

of its culture.

See forthcoming publication by the Ashmolean Museum.
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A HISTORY OF No. 11, THE CLOSE, SALISBURY.
Edited mainly from the researches of the late C. R. Everett, Esq., F.S.G.,

by DORA H. ROBERTSON (author of Sarum Close),

Location.

The Queen Anne front of this house, situated on the south

side of the roadway leading to St. Ann's Gate, hides a compH-
cated history. The house, outbuildings and grounds have always

been subject to three separate leases granted by the Vicars

Choral and the Dean and Chapter. The house has been altered,

adapted and added to on many occasions, so that it is not easy

to disentangle the old from the new. The premises are bounded
on the east by the Hall of the Vicars Choral (No. 12, The Close)

and its garden ; on the north by the highway leading to St. Ann's
Gate ; on the west by a small house, before 1931 the property of

the Vicars Choral (No. 10, The Close) and on the south by the

garden of the old Choristers' House, now the residence of the

Organist, (No. 5, The Close).

Parliamentary Survey.

In the 17th century the tenant, Thomas Chafyn, built a stable,

coach-house and woodhouse on the east part of the ground
which was formerly an orchard belonging to the Vicars Choral.

The Parliamentary survey of 1649, which tells us so much about

the Close, describes this piece of ground as a garden lying near

St. Ann's Gate within the Close. The rest of the property, that

is, the entire messuage or tenement, (i.e. both moieties, belong-

ing severally to the Dean and Chapter and the Vicars Choral)

are described as follows :

—

" Hall, Parlour wainscotted, passage room and
buttery. Kitchin, Larder and foure chambers above the staires : two garretts.

Outhouse containing three bayes of building, in which are a Woodhouse, a

Cole-house, Brewe-house, Washhouse and a room over it. Garden and part of

a Close, or piece of ground or meadow, conteyning in ye whole one hundred
perches of land All of which said premises, being only one entire dwelling

house, are now in the tenure or possession of Thomas Chafyn or his assigns."

The three leases have dogged the house up to modern times.

Early History. The Beauchamp Chantry.

The history of the house begins at the close of the 15th century

but is nebulous for some years ; from 1559 onwards we have a

complete list of the tenants. In 1509 we know that it was
" in the

tenure of Mr. Thomas Philips, canonici, formerly in the hands of the chaplain

of the Chantry of Lord Richard Beauchamp Epi, for a less rent than formerly,

namely iiij s. ij d.)

.
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Richard Beauchamp was Bishop of SaHsbury from 1450 until

his death in 1481. In 1477 he had also become Dean of Windsor,
having since 1473 been

" master and surveyor of the King's works at the

chapel of St. Mary and St. George within the Castle of Wyndsore, and other

new works there with power to take stone-cutters, plumbers, carpenters,

masons and other workmen, and stone tiles, timber, shingles, glass, iron, lead

and other necessaries."

Having acted since 1452 as Chaplain of the

Order of the Knights of the Garter, he was in 1475 appointed

Chancellor of the Order with the custody of the seal. This

office his successors in the the See of Salisbury continued to

hold (with a break, however, from the Reformation to the

Restoration) until in 1836 the County of Berks was transferred

to the diocese of Oxford. It was before his death that he caused

to be built a beautiful chantry chapel at Salisbury, at the east

end of the Cathedral to correspond with the Hungerford Chapel,

and four priests were appointed to serve it, one among whom
was to be his " faithful servant Robert Hunt." Both these

chapels were destroyed at the restoration of the Cathedral by
Wyatt in 1791, and only the fragments survive to tell us of their

past glory.

We do not know which of the Chantry Priests previous to

1509 occupied the house. Robert Hunt died in 1497 or 8,

J. Esterby resigned c. 1510-11 and was succeeded by Richard

Foster, who died in 1513. Then came J. Asche (or Esshe),

who resigned the same year, Nicholas Bower, who died in 1521

and John Foster.

Canon Thomas Philip or Philips was prebendary of Yatesbury
Dec. 24th, 1494, and sub-dean of the Cathedral March 23rd, 1491.

He would seem also to have been Vicar of Bray, and Rector of

Winterslow 1497 to 1512, the year of his death.

In the fifteen twenties Nicholas Lye, Chantry Priest, was in

the house : he became Chaplain in 1530 and died the following

year. His successor as occupant of the house was Thomas
Macke or Marks, Chantry Priest, who was still living in 1553,

with a pension of £6 135. Ad. In the survey taken 2 Edward VI
(1548) it is stated that Thomas Macke, incumbent, was aged 53.

In a memorandum he was said to be
" of right honest report among his

neighbours. Abbeyt not able to serve a cure by reason of his age and sickness.

Furthermore he is a very poor man and hath no other living but this Chantry
only which by his own handlynge is augmented from x/i. (£10) to the sum that

doth now apper. (£19 2s. 8d.) Also he hath upon his owne gud will gyven

yerely in Almes to poor people of his said revenues xx5. or thereabouts."
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On March 5th, 1549-50, the property of the Chantry (the

income of which was valued in 1553 at £15) was granted to

Laurence Hyde to hold by fealty only (Patent Rolls). The old

rent of the house had been 205. (which shews that there were
occupants before it was held by the Chantry priests), but no
house was included in the properties sold to Laurence Hyde.

In 1559 Peter Todpole (or Tudball) occupied the house, but
of him nothing is known. Then came in succession two widows

;

in 1578 Joan or Johana Kymes and in 1583 Johan Michell of the

Close, who had a grant for 40 years at a rent of viij5. It is

curious to note the numbers of widows who have been tenants

of the house—seven in all. In fact it has continually been
associated with widowhood and the Law. In 1591 came Richard

Johnson of the Close, yeoman ; it is possible, though unlikely,

that he is the man mentioned in Foster's Alumni as Richard

Johnson of Wilts, pleb., Merton College, matric. 20th Dec. 1577,

aged 16 : B.A. of University Coll. 1579, M.A. 1584, Vicar of

Colerne 1582 and Canon of Salisbury 1595. But Johnsons were
two a penny in the Close at that time, and there seems to have

been more than one family ; in fact, it is quite impossible to

disentangle all the births, marriages and deaths of Johnsons that

appear in the Cathedral Registers in the 16th and 17th centuries.

Stewart Period.

John Lowe, who took the house in 1619, was a man of some
weight. Described as of Sarum and London, he was Counsellor

at Law, J.P. and Bencher of the Middle Temple. He married

firstly Alice, daughter of Richard Downe of Orcheston, and it

was probably through this marriage that he became possessed of

the manor and advowson of Orcheston St. Mary. His second

wife was Elizabeth, daughter of Thomas Hyde, D.D., Chancellor

of Sarum, Rector of Sutton Veney, etc. John Lowe owned
property at Semington, Hilperton and Steeple Ashton. He was
steward to Heytesbury Hospital and deputy Chapter Clerk. He
died on Feb. 8th, 1631-2, aged 70, and was buried in the Cathedral

on Feb. 15th. Anne, the daughter of his first marriage, mar-

ried WilHam Blacker of Sarum at West Harnham, May 25th,

1613. He was a well-known Diocesan Registrar and Chapter

Clerk. Strangely enough, John Lowe's daughter by his second

marriage also married a Chapter Clerk, Thomas Shuter.
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In 1629 Dame Genevere Gordon, widow of Dean Gordon, was
granted the house. Dean John Gordon, a D.D. of Oxford, was
a nephew of George, Earl of Huntly. He was Lord of Long-

orme and was married abroad. He would appear to have been

in the service of Mary Queen of Scots. He became Dean of

Salisbury on Feb. 24th, 1605. He died whilst engaged in a visita-

tion of his churches in Dorsetshire, Sept. 3rd., 1619, aged 75,

and was buried in the choir of the Cathedral before the Dean's

stall. His epitaph refers to him as " Joannes Gordon, Scotus."

His will, dated 31st Jan., 1619-20, says that he was " born in

Scotland of the house of Huntly " and states that he had been

gentleman of three Kings' Chambers in France, and that he was
58 " when James I called him to England to the Ministre." In

his will he directed that his house in the Close of Sarum was to

be sold, half the money going to his wife for life and then to

his only daughter Luce, wife of Sir Robert Gordon. He also

left £40
" for the maytenance of poore boyes of the Choristers for the space

of three yeres during the which they may be provided other wayes. And that,

after they goe from the quyer,"

he directed that every boy was to have

forty shillings. Efforts were made in 1622 and again in 1640 to

get possession of this money, and at the later date the Dean and
Chapter contemplated a law-suit. One can only hope that it

was not to be directed against Dame Genevere and that the

widow was not living in illicit ease at No. 11, The Close, at the

expense of the Choristers.

The Chafyn Family.

We do not know at what date Thomas Chafyn (or Chafin)

first came to the house, but he was already there in 1649. He
and his descendants were to occupy it for well over 100 years.

At first sight the names of the tenants are puzzling : Thomas
Chafyn Esquire already there in 1649, who obtained a new lease

in 1660; in 1680 his "relict". Lady Chafyn, and Lady Markes,

widow; in 1696 Thomas Chafyn Markes. How could Lady
Chafyn be the widow of Mr. Thomas Chafyn ? And who was
Lady Markes ? Reference to Mr. Everett's genealogical tree

solved the mystery. On Nov. 24th, 1636, at St. Thomas' Church,

Thomas Chafyn married Lady, daughter of Thomas Hawker of

Heytesbury and his wife Lady, daughter of William Fillott of

Marnell, Dorset. Just as Earl and Duke are familiar as the first
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names of American film stars, so was " Lady " traditionally a

Christian name in this family, and it was again given to the

daughter who was born to Thomas Chafyn on Jan. 25th, 1638.

She in turn married, at St. Thomas' Church on Oct. 14th, 1658,

James Markes of Gray's Inn. Lady Chafyn and Lady Markes
were mother and daughter. It was certainly one way of appear-

ing to belong to the ranks of the minor aristocracy.

Thomas Chafyn was a mercer. He was born in 1612 and died

Dec. 27th, 1679. It was he who built the stables, etc., mentioned
in the second paragraph of this article. His widow, Lady Chafyn,

died Jan. 4th, 1691-2, and at the end of the same year Lady
Markes also died, on Nov. 22nd. She had been a widow for

many years, her husband, James Markes, having died in Nov.,

1679, just before she went to live with her mother at No. 11.

Their son, Thomas Chafyn Markes, was given the Freedom
of the City of Salisbury on Sept. 23rd, 1697, a fairly frequent

honour at this period. He died Sept. 8th, 1727, and it is safe

to assume that it was he who built the early 18th century front

to the house, greatly enlarging the house from what it had been
in the days of his grandfather under the Commonwealth. His

widow, Frances Markes, had a new lease in 1728. She died Dec.

27th, 1753, aged 80, and was buried at Stockton, where her

epitaph describes her as " late in the Close of Sarum." Only a

year before her death she had taken out a fresh lease.

The Edwards Family.

Another lawyer, Mr. Henry Edwards, attorney, now took the

house and lived in it until his death in 1803. In 1766 he was
granted a new lease. In 1795 he lost his wife, who died, accord-

ing to the Salisbury Journal,
" after a long wearisome illness and decay,

which she bore with uncommon fortitude and composure, a truly worthy and
valuable woman."

Mr. Edwards continued to live at the house with

his daughter, Mary Edwards, and after his death she remained

in occupation until the year before her death (at Bath) on April

2nd, 1813. To quote the tender-hearted Journal once more,

this occurred
" after a long and severe affliction, borne with exemplary patience

and resignation . . . She lived to an advanced age, long retired from the gay

circles, devoting her time to acts of real piety and charity."
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Mr. William Boucher.

One of the most distinguished tenants was Mr. WilHam
Boucher, who, as sole executor of Mary Edwards, took over the

remainder of her lease in 1812. His family came originally from
Longbridge Deverill, but there were no less than four William

Bouchers in direct descent who lived in the Close. The first

of these, described as " gent ", was buried at Fisherton Anger in

1676 ; the second, of the Middle Temple in 1687 and of the Close

in 1692, died in 1753 ; the third, of Bemerton and Salisbury, died

in 1770. The fourth William Boucher, with whom we are con-

cerned, was born July 9th, 1753, and baptised at St. Thomas'
Church on Oct. 25th of that year. He too was a lawyer and

became Registrar to the Dean in 1783 and to the Archdeacon
of Sarum in 1789. In 1795 he was steward to the Bishop of

Salisbury, and in the same year he became Mayor of Salisbury.

He was also Chapter Clerk, resigning in 1834. At about this

time he moved to Dorset. He was also a J. P. for the counties

of Wilts and Dorset, and High Sheriff of Dorset in 1829. He
died Aug. 1st, 1836, and was buried at Stalbridge, Dorset.

In Hatcher's History of Salisbury (p. 556) we read :

—

" On the renewal of the war with France in 1803, the mayor and commonalty
of Salisbury conveyed to the throne the expression of that feeling which the

insulting conduct of Buonaparte had called forth from all classes of the com-
munity. A resolution was immediately taken to raise a battalion of 600 armed

volunteers. The offer of the citizens was partially accepted by the Government.

A corps of 430 was formed, and a subscription to the amount of £2000 collected,

to assist in their equipment. The command was assigned to William Boucher,

Esq., who had given proof of his disinterested zeal and patriotism as Com-
mander of the Armed Association. The Corporation offered to set the example

in a subscription for supplying arms ; but such an expedient was rendered

unnecessary by the provisions of the Government."

This gallant Colonel of Volunteers was elected Mayor of

Salisbury a second time in 1819. Mr. John Atkinson, the Mayor,

died during his term of office on Sept. 8th, and Mr. Boucher

was elected to supply his place for the remainder of the term

(Ibid. p. 563) but declined to function.

A Regency Bet.

There is an old story, handed down by word of mouth, about

a bet which was made by three prominent citizens of Salisbury

at the beginning of the 19th century, as to which of them could

build the most beautiful dining-room to entertain his friends.

Two of the men and two of the rooms are unquestioned

—

Colonel Baker, who in 1812 built the circular room which now
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houses the china exhibit at the SaHsbury and Blackmore Museum,
and Mr. Tinney, who built the room with pillars in the house

now known as St. Ann's Manor. Three versions have been

given to the writer as to where the third room was, and each

version quotes the authority of Dr. Blackmore. Mr. Frank

Stevens holds that the room was in a house in Endless Street,

but does not know which house, nor who built the room ; he had

the information from Dr. Blackmore, who knew Colonel Baker.

The Rev. Canon Stanley Baker, D.D., states categorically that

the room was in Vale House, St. Ann Street, which he bought

some years ago ; it was Dr. Blackmore's own house, and Dr. Baker

says that he pulled down the room in question when carrying

out alterations. Miss Pye-Smith, who lived with her parents at

No. 11, The Close, from 1892 until 1928, most definitely asserts

that the room was in that house, and that it is the large and
beautifully proportioned room, with alcoves for statuary, which
overlooks the garden on the west side. She told the writer that

her parents knew Dr. Blackmore well and that she had been told

this story from childhood. She did not know the name of the

man, but said that he put his crest round the walls, alternating

with a lyre, the room having a double ceiling and being intended

for music. There are alternate medallions of a seated greyhound
and a lyre serving as a frieze round the ceiling.

Reference to a standard work on crests established the fact

that Mr. William Boucher of New Sarum had a crest " a grey-

hound sejant arg,, collared and lined or." He took the house

in 1812, the date of the room at the Museum. As a Colonel of

Volunteers he would certainly have known Colonel Baker ; as a

prominent citizen and lawyer he would surely be on intimate

terms with that paragon of all the virtues, Mr. Tinney, whose
fulsome biography is printed in Hatcher's History of Salisbury.

There is no proof that Mr. Boucher was the third party to the

bet, but the pointers in that direction are strong and plausible.

In 1817 William Boucher surrendered the leases to Mary
Edwards and Wm. Hancock, Doctor of Physick, and received

a new one. It was probably the garden that was divided, and
other tenants of it at this time were a Mrs. Robinson and a Miss
Noyes. Mr. Boucher undertook to build a new wall on the east

side of the garden where it touches the garden of the Vicar's

Hall and to straighten its line. The room which he decorated

with the frieze of greyhounds and lyres was built on the site of
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the old hay-loft. Although he took out a new lease in 1831,

William Boucher left Salisbury sometime in the eighteen thirties

and his grandson Edward Davies (through Elizabeth Boucher,

who married Philip Davies of Edwards St., Portman Square, and
the Temple) took over the house. He was an Alderman of the

City of Salisbury and Deputy Registrar of the Diocese and died

Feb. 24th, 1843, aged 67, and was buried in the Cathedral. On
Dec. 27th of that year, 1843, the interest in the lease was assigned

to the Trustees of the Training School.

The Diocesan Training College.

In the Salisbury Journal for Dec. 14th, 1840, it is stated that
" A meeting of the Salisbury Diocesan Board of Education was holden on
Tuesday last. The Secretary reported the steps that had been taken towards

the establishing of a Training School for Mistresses in this City, and especially

the gratifying intelligence of the appointment of a lady to superintend it.

From the very high character of Mrs. Duncan, as derived from the testi-

mony of many persons of the greatest respectability, we think that there is no
doubt that the Institution will open under the most favourable auspices."

The Institution duly opened on Jan. 15th, 1841, in a modest
way at a small house in Bishop's Walk, No. 8, The Close. It

appears to have been completely forgotten that its next home
was No. 11, but a note has now been found in the late Canon
Steward's handwriting which says —

" 1843, The Diocesan Board of

Education purchased the remainder of the lease of the Registrar's house, the

house now occupied by Mr. Brodwick (July, 1891)."

It may be of interest to

note two descriptions of the premises as they were in 1845, when
the Trustees obtained a fresh lease. The first is as follows and

occurs in the actual grant

:

" All that Courtyard, with the buildings now
erected thereon, comprising on the East side, stable, coachhouse, etc. together

with a covered passage, abutting upon the Vicar's Hall and a garden, now in

the occupation of Miss Noyes, and comprising on the West an office, store-

room and lobby, a passage and backstairs case, the said passage and backstairs

case abutting upon the Laundry, Housekeeper's room etc. of the house

formerly in the occupation of William Boucher and late of Edward Davies

Esq, and the said office etc abutting upon other parts of the house late in the

occupation of the said Edward Davies, the said Court comprising also on the

South a kitchen and pantry together with a piece of garden ground behind

and the open passage on the side of the said kitchen and pantry, bounded

on the East by the garden of the Vicar's Hall, on the West by the garden of

the house lately occupied by the said Edward Davies, on the North by the

kitchen and pantry before described, and on the South by a garden belonging

to the option of the Revd. Canon Bowles, late also in the occupation of the
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said Edward Davies. The said premises extending feet from E to W at

the northern side abutting on the road leading to St. Ann's Gate, and 51 feet

from E to W at the southern extremity abutting on the said garden of the

Rcvd. Canon Bowles including the boundary wall of the garden of the Vicar's

Hall, and extending also 138 feet from North to South at the Eastern boundary,

adjoining the property of the Priest Vicars, now occupied by Miss Noyes."

This description refers only to one " moiety" of the house and
shews the compUcations of the three leases aforementioned.

The second description is less legal and more interesting and
describes the whole house. It occurs in an advertisement in the

Salisbury Journal of March 1st, 1845, when for some reason the

house was offered for letting.
" To be let on 14 March next . , . . . a

capital mansion house and offices in excellent repair, having been occupied by
the Proprietor to the present time ; containing a handsome entrance hall and
staircase, drawing room en suite, of large dimensions, dining room and library,

with sixteen bedrooms over ; also attached laundry, brew house, stable for six

horses, extensive carriage room, and every requisite accommodation of a family

of distinction. In the garden is also a modern greenhouse. The property is

held by lease under the Dean and Chapter and the Vicars Choral of the

Cathedral Church of Salisbury."

If the " proprietor " referred to was Edward Davies, he had
already been dead two years so that " to the present time " is

not strictly accurate ; and the 16 bedrooms are a distinct flight

of optimism, including as they do a large number of small attics

in the roof which are practically uninhabitable according to

modern standards. All the Queen Anne rooms in the front

part of the house face north, but the panelled rooms in the older

part of the house at the back have a southern aspect.

The Training College obtained a fresh lease on Dec. 17th,

1845, and remained in occupation for several years. In August
1846, a pretty little ceremony took place, and the Journal was
" gratified to find that last week the pupils in the Training School in the Close

presented their Instructress, Mrs. Duncan, with a very elegant copy of the

Holy Scriptures, as a token of their regard, and at the same time a Prayer Book
to the second Mistress. We trust that the good feeling this manifested may
accompany them through life, and that the seed sown in that instruction may
take root and be productive of much good to future generations."

Mid -19th Century.

Although at the Chapter Meeting of Feb 15th, 1850, applica-

tion was made by the Trustees, and granted, to " assign premises

in the Close late in the occupation of Edward Davies, Esq., and

now of the said Trustees and used by them as a Training School,
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to Mr. Thomas Davis, of New Sarum, Linen-draper", the College

did not move into its new home, the King's House, until July

1851. Mr. Thomas Davis did not long live to enjoy the house ,

which he had fitted up " without the least regard to expense " and
which was "now replete with every possible requisite of comfort

and convenience." He died June 16th, 1854, and in August the
" eligible and complete family mansion " was once more adver-

tised as to let, the large garden being well stocked with choice

fruit trees. His executors assigned the interest in the lease to

James Bennett, of Sarum, gentleman, on Feb. 1st, 1855.

James Bennett, a member of an old Wiltshire family, was born

at Salisbury on March 17th, 1797, and baptised at St. Thomas'
Church. He was elected Mayor in 1825, Chamberlain in 1826

and was an Alderman in 1827. He became a Justice of the

Peace in 1832 under the old corporation, and was also named in

the first commission of the Peace issued for Salisbury in 1835

by the King, William IV. It was with his second wife, Mary
Bithiah, daughter of Thomas Grove, of Clapham, Surrey, whom
he had married in 1837, that he took up residence at No. 11,

The Close. He had in 1848 become proprietor of the Salisbury

and Winchester Journal, taking it over from Messrs. Brodie, the

previous owners. When he died in 1859, the paper was carried

on for a time by his widow, Mary Bithiah Bennett, and later

by his son, Edmund Grove Bennett. It has remained in the

family ever since.

The three leases of the house were assigned to Mrs. James
Bennett Nov. 5th, Nov. 25th and Dec. 18th, 1859. She did not

long survive her husband and on Dec. 28th, 1861, the following

notice appeared in the Journal

:

—
" On the 24th inst. in the Close, Sahsbury,

Mary Bithiah, the relict of the late James Bennett Esq. and Proprietor of the

Salisbury and Winchester Journal, aged 53,"

Modern Times.

The modern history of the house is quickly told. It went in

1877 to Thomas Brodwick, in 1892 to Edward Fowlger Pye-Smith,

solicitor, in 1929 to Lady Coote, widow of Sir Eyre Coote of

West Park, Damerham. The gap between Mrs. Bennett's death

in 1861 and Mr. Brodwick's assignment in 1877 appears to

have been filled by the Rev. Hugshe W. Yeatman, Vicar of

Netherbury.
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The remainder of Lady Coote's lease, when she left Salisbury,

was assigned to Mrs. Fletcher, widow of the Rev. Canon James
Fletcher, the eminent historian, on July 19th, 1940, but she never

occupied the house as it was requisitioned by the Office of

Works under its war-time powers on Dec. 26th, 1940 and sub-

sequently let by them to the Auxiliary Territorial Service. On
Jan. 7th, 1943, a serious fire occurred owing to the overheating

of a flue, and several girls had narrow escapes. It was fortun-

ate that the whole house was not destroyed as the fire occurred

on the top floor, which is a mass of old timbers. After being

empty for a time it was let to the American Claims Department.

Eventually the War Department surrendered the house, dilapid-

ations being paid by the War Office on Dec. 14th, 1946. But
before surrendering it, the War Department had to offer it to

other authorities in the City. The City Council applied on April

6th, 1946, to turn it into flats, but Dr. Happold also applying that

month to use it for Bishop Wordsworth's School, the Dean and
Chapter decided that the old house should once more be used

for the purposes of education, and it was accordingly let to him.
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THE MAKING OF THE WILTSHIRE DOMESDAY.
By R. Welldon Finn. M.A.

Two recent articles which deal with Domesday Book should

turn our minds to the problem of how we obtained our surviv-

ing records of the Domesday Inquest, and what these can teach

us about its organisation and conduct. The first of these^ has

reminded us of Baring's proof that for the South-West the best-

known product of the Inquest, the Exchequer Domesday, was
made from the Exeter Domesday f the second, the Historical

Revision article on Domesday Book,^ how much still remains to

be discovered about the Inquest and its results. Here I intend

to summarise certain conclusions derived largely from long study

of the Liber Exoniensis, and to indicate some of the evidence for

these, mainly that furnished by our Wiltshire records.

It is more than possible that both the conception of the

Inquest and a portion of its execution should be dated to a period

earlier than the " deep speech " at Gloucester of Christmas, 1085,

recorded in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which has generally

been held to originate the Inquest. It is, however, unlikely that

the actual Inquest began earlier than the summer of 1084. For

the Geld Rolls which seem to furnish the result of the inquisi-

tors' examination of the accounts of the geld of 1083-4 indicate

that the second and final instalment was due by Lady Day or

Easter, 25 or 31 March, of 1084,^ that sums have been paid

subsequent to these dates, and that sufficient time has elapsed^

since its collection for the geld to reach the King's Treasury at

Winchester.

The records of the examination of the collectors' accounts

furnish a number of suggestions. We may, if we will, ascribe

their origin or their original inscription to 1084, since frequently

they speak of the King not having received his geld hoc anno,

^ Galbraith, Professor V. H. : The Making of Domesday Book, in English

Historical Review, vol. Ivii.

^ Baring, F. H. : The Exeter Domesday, in E.H.R., vol. xxvii,

^ Douglas, Professor D.C., in History, vol. xxi, No. 83.

^ Accounts of hundreds of Canendone (18b) , Haltone (19b) , and Cocdene (20b),

The references are, of course, to the Liber Exoniensis, hereafter quoted as LE.

The names of Wiltshire Hundreds only, in references to the Geld Roll, are

here anglicised.

M^enforf (LE 70b), and LE 526b.
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and of the " last geld ".^ We can hardly suppose that this

examination would be deferred for a considerable period after

the second instalment of the geld was due, or that to leave geld

unpaid for an appreciable time would be permitted ; since com-
parison of two of the MSS. of the Wiltshire Geld Roll shows that

sums owing have been paid between the time of the construction

of one MS. and its revision/ we may infer that the examination

took place some time in 1084.

That the records of this geld were examined, and enquiry made
also into liability, seems to be indicated by the fact that much
land for which, in MS. C, the geld is said to be retained, is in

MS. A said to be in dominio, and thus not liable.^ A further

deduction is that of the surviving copies of the Geld Roll (MS.
B is too imperfect to be seriously considered), A, which itemises

the fiscal demesne of the individual landowner, whereas C com-
bines the entries (as is consistent with Exchequer principles)

into a total, is probably the shire's copy. For A lays stress on
tenancies and individual sub-tenants, C on offices and surnames,

and so the latter is probably a national and not a local document.

The shire would know its local landholders so well as to make
the record of their full names superfluous : the shire would need
to know about retention and recovery of geld, sureties and
delayed payments; Winchester only what has been paid and
what is outstanding (it is the shire's duty to collect the geld):

the shire would hear of and could note late payment before

Winchester did.^

That this examination of the Geld Rolls is closely connected

with the Domesday Inquest is all but certain. Their preserv-

ation with the Exeter Domesday would imply this
; moreover,

their text includes mention of incidents which parallel what we
know from other records of the conduct of the Inquest and the

language of Domesday Book. The collectors (once the Bishop

6 E.g.Listone (LE65); Hertilande (LE65), Tierleberge (LE78b).

^ Several sums which, in MS. C. the collectors or debtors are said to have

retained, are in MS. A recorded as having been paid or recovered, e.g. accounts

of Hundreds of Frustfield (LEI, 13). Chippenham (LE lb, 13b), Melksham
(LE lb. 14), Stanford (LE2b, 15), Dunworth (LE2b, 15b.).

^ It must be stressed that land in dominio in the Geld Rolls and land in

dominio in Domesday Book are not necessarily coincident even in hidage ; the

first is fiscal, the second manorial demesne.

^ The germ of this theory was offered to me by Mr. G. M. Young.

VOL.LII—CLXXXIX. Z
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—William of Durham ?—who seems to have been the head of

the Commissioners for the south-western circuit is mentioned)
have been recovering unpaid sums the tagni report to what
hundred a manor belonged (Bimestane LE 77b); the inquisitors

have " found " hides which have concealed their liability for geld

(Warminster, Heytesbury, LE lb) ; the collectors have been
questioned {Porberie,, LE75b; I^me5t, LE77; Bruiwetone, LE82)
and in the Cornish Geld Roll we hear much about the testimony

of the hundredmen and the collectors (LE72, 72b). In the

account of the Hundred of Abbdiche (LE 81b) is a most sig-

nificant phrase : the collectors " are not able to give us "—the

inquisitors ?
—

" an account ". I hardly think all this refers to an

Inquest held in 1086, nearly two years at least after the geld

was due.

Detailed examination of all the records of the Inquest discloses

its dual character. This may be due to either or both of the

following causes : the despatch of more than one set of Com-
missioners on each circuit, mentioned by Bishop Robert Losinga,^^

or the provision of both hundredal and feudal returns and their

comparison. It is however improbable that all landowners

recorded in Domesday Book made a return for their own fees,

possible that only those who had an obligation to supply milites

for the feudal host did so. There is less trace in the Wiltshire

Domesday of the use of feudal returns than in the accounts

of other shires, but I suspect that it may be disclosed by the

passage in the account of Devrel (68bl, IX) giving its value

in the time of Queen Matilda,^"^ who gave the manor to St.

Mary of Bee (the sort of point a feudal return would include

and a hundredal one would not), and the inclusion of the account

of land in Celeorde in the account of Chemele and that in Corstone

in that of Brocheneberge (67a 1, VI). For though land at Chel-

worth is part of the manor of Kemble, and land at Corston in

the manor of Brokenborough, Chelworth and Corston are fiscally

in Startley Hundred, the other two in Cicemethorn.

10 Chippenham (LElb), Melksham (LElb), Cicemethorn (LE2), Hey-
tesbury LE lb)

.

" See Stephenson, W. H. : An Early Reference to Domesday, in E.H.R. vol: xxii.

1^ References to folios of the Exchequer Domesday, as here, carry also the

page of the facsimile of the text for Wiltshire in Roman figures. In the

facsimile edition of 1862 the foliation was unfortunately not given, but the

pages were numbered consecutively in Roman figures, 64b being I, 65a II, etc.

1^ King William's consort died in November, 1083.
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It seems impossible to determine whether all the information

we find in Domesday Book was furnished both by a villar/

hundredal and a feudal return : we might suspect that the vill

produced the statistics and the manor the facts of tenancy. But
that the returns were compared, and probably checked against

previous records of shire and hundred, seems certain ; this may
have been the task of the second set of Commissioners. Com-
parison of the returns must have disclosed the existence of

numerous discrepancies, and many a manor would seem to have

been claimed by more than one tenant-in-chief; it does not,

however, seem to have been part of the Commissioners' duties

to pronounce judgment on conflicting claims. For this, indeed,

there may have been scant time.

A good case can be made for arguing, first, that the whole of

our Exchequer Domesday was made from documents of the type

of the Exeter Domesday and " Little Domesday " (as what has

come to be known as Vol. II of Domesday Book is unfortunately

styled), and secondly that these provincial reconstructions of

the material were produced at least in part while the Commis-
sioners were still conducting the Inquest. Much proof of the

former additional to that of Baring can be furnished, and the

fact that the Exchequer Domesday hardly at all corrects or

supplements the Exeter Domesday suggests, first, that the clerks

had little or nothing beyond these initial redraftings, sent to

Winchester, from which to work, and secondly that the con-

densation and transcription was rapidly done. It is certainly

significant that almost all the material, in the Exeter Domesday,
which deals with dispute about ownership, illegal occupation,

and similar topics, comes at the end of the appropriate manorial

account or is marginal, interlined, or postscriptal. This sug-

gests that the prime task, the collection and inscription of

statistical and pre-Conquest information, may have been done
before a later stage of the Inquest dealt with opposing claims

and with discrepancies. It is these which would produce such

documents as Terrae Occupatae in the Liher Exoniensis, and the

invasiones and clamores of northern and eastern shires. To the

comparison of returns, too, are probably due the duplicated

entries ; one in the account of the fief of each claimant.

For Wiltshire only a single entry of Exeter Domesday type

(LE 47) survives
;
nevertheless, on all the evidence available,

the presumption must be that the Exchequer clerks made our
2 z
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surviving record from a lost document comparable to that which
for the other south-western shires has been preserved. We find

that here too mention of claims and illegal occupation comes at

the end of the manorial accounts.

The Exeter Domesday, at its use for the production of the

Exchequer version, was in the form of loose booklets, each

containing the account of part of a fief, or one or more fiefs within

one or several shires. (Wiltshire-Dorset, and Devon-Cornwall-
Somerset, seem to have formed separate sub-circuits). The
result seems to have been that sometimes, when the Exchequer
clerk wished to inscribe the fief coming next in accordance with

a largely pre-arranged order, the material was temporarily un-

available, since another clerk had the required booklet for the

purpose of inscribing the lands in a different shire of the tenant

concerned. In consequence, the first clerk was forced to leave

room for its addition, and proceed with the transcription of

another fief; in some instances he seems to have miscalculated

the space which would be required, or to have overlooked the

existence of a fief the record of which may have been concealed

within a booklet containing the accounts of more than one fief.

The facsimile of the Wiltshire Domesday suggests that this

is what might have happened in the case of the fiefs of the

Bishop of Lisieux (66a2, IV), the Westminster Abbey account

(67a2, VI),'' and the lands of Robert fitzRolf, Roger de Cour-
seuUes, Roger of Berkley (72bl, XVII), and of Hugh fitzBaldric

(73al, XVIII).

Considering Domesday Book as a whole, there is every reason

to suppose that the indexes certainly, and the accounts of the

boroughs probably, were inscribed after the bulk of the main
text was done. The Wiltshire text suggests that the clerks did

not make a preliminary index of landowners each of whom was
to be accorded an independent section, and did not plan scien-

E.g. Cauna (64b2, 1) , Poterne (66al, IV) , in Langeforde (66b2, V ; 69b2, IX)

,

Breme (67a2, VI) , Chelche 68al, VIII) , the Mortain ablation from Amesbury
(68bl, 2, IX)—there are more than a dozen instances in all.

See Whale, T. W. in Transactions of the Devonshire Association,

vol. xxxvii.

Note that, if this addition is ignored, there is the same amount of space

between the Glastonbury and Malmesbury and Malmesbury and Winchester

accounts, which suggests it is a late addition. The Lisieux fief obviously had

to be crammed in. .,
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tifically how they would deal with the lesser tenants, but perhaps

only with those who had made a feudal return. Thus the entry

for Bernard Pancevolt (72b2, XVII) may be an afterthought, or

treated as one of a group of lesser tenants, leaving no room for

the customary cross-heading, and fol. 73a2, XVIII suggests that

the original scheme was not to have an independent section for

each of its somiewhat minor tenants. So the cross-headings had
ultimately to be crammed in wherever space permitted their

inclusion ; that for Robert Flavus got omitted altogether. In

some other shires the business of grouping the servientes and
tagni, and bringing all one man's lands together, was better done

;

the Wiltshire clerk does not seem to have been able to deter-

mine where the first list was to start, and on 73a2, XVIII he had
to make a m.ark to indicate the connection with a separate list

on 74bl, XXI. Two Aldred entries he missed, so that they had
to be written in right across both columns of 73b, XIX (they

were left unrubricated) ; several postscriptal entries are also

unrubricated, as though they may have been made after the

cross-titling and rubrication was done. Initial omissions there

would seem to be, for the women should close the list, but are

followed on 74a2, XX by certain men apparently at first over-

looked, and the entry about Lanch (unrubricated, 74al, XX)
would have been better placed in Edward of Salisbury's fief,

but there was no room left for its addition. The estates of

Richard Sturmy are on different fohos (73a2, XVIII; 74bl, XXI)
;

Croc's holdings are not brought together (74bl, 2, XXI).

Several more entries in the Wiltshire Domesday are post-

scriptal. A possible reason for their initial omission might be

their derivation from material not included in the documents
from which the Exchequer clerks produced their text ; a more
likely one is that their sources were at first overlooked. A
number of these are in a script or scripts different from that of

the body of the relevant text
;
e.g. the entries which close the

account of Terra Regis,^'^ the rents of Edward the Sheriff on fol.

69al, X (perhaps supplied by the testimony of the shire, or his

own return, and presumably entered later than the account of

his fief which heads 69a2, X) ; the unrubricated entry about land

in Coleselle (a Berkshire vill), which must be subsequent to the

In most shires the clerks seem to have been uncertain where to place

churches on royal manors, or tenures in elemosina.
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Segrie eatry, which ends the original 72b2, XVII and carries

over to the top of 73al, XVIII with in Coleselle interpolated

therein.

The opening of the Wiltshire Domesday is unusual, for it

is on a dorso (64bl, I). Was 64a, its recto, to be used for a

general indexing of the south-western circuit, or was space left

for the addition of further accounts of boroughs, as in other

shires ? It is certainly strange that Malmesbury alone of Wilt-
shire boroughs is described, for there is some evidence that

Wilton, Salisbury , Cricklade (64bl, I), and perhaps Marlborough,
were also Domesday boroughs.^^ The notes about the King's

burghal dues which on 64bl are separated from the account of

Malmesbury by the Index (the scripts for these three sections

are not alike) are probably on a par with the other postscriptal

accounts of material connected with the Terra Regis, and origin-

ally separate from the account of royal manors
;
they must be

late work, inscribed after the rest of 64b, I, was written, since

the conclusion extends across both columns.

The Dechementune entry (66a2, IV) is probably a postscript

;

it had to be compressed into inadequate space, and the script is

probably not the same as that of the rest of the account of

Bishop Odo's fief. The whole vill may have originally been

overlooked, since on 68al, VIII, in Dicehantone is unrubricated.

It is more than likely that the clerks at first missed the entries

which comprise the lower half of 68bl, IX. Part at least of this

looks as if the space available was really insufficient, and as

though the account of these lands was overlooked or that the

clerks did not know just where to enter these ecclesiastical

estates, which normally follow the Terra Regis (no room was
left for their inclusion on 65bl, III) or the major Church hold-

ings). Of the four sections, two only are given a number and
cross-head, yet there seems to be no reason why Reinbald, the

Conqueror's priest (and perhaps Chancellor), should not have

been put on a par with Gerald of Wilton.

Often, in Domesday Book, the lands of a magnate's milites are

kept separate from his demesne manors. In Wiltshire the sole

major example of this is the account of Arnulf de Hesdin's land.

In other south-western shires there are quasi-boroughs, of which an

account is given within the record of the appropriate fief, e.g. Barnstaple,

Lidford, and Totnes in Devon ; though no account of Bodmin (Cornwall)

suggests it was a borough, yet it has burgenses.
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and the handwritings of the two sections seem to differ. Here,

then, seems to be a further suggestion of derivation from a

feudal return.

The most puzzhng section is that for Gilbert de Breteuil. It

is hard to believe that it is an addition later than the fiefs which

precede and follow it, yet the writing is smaller than is usual,

and 71a2 is longer than 71al, (XIV). Moreover, the account

may well be incomplete, for no fief gives more trouble when
collated with the Geld Rolls or with the Summary of his lands

on fol. 531 of the Liber Exoniensis. If it is imperfect, the clerk

may have intended (as in other shires) to include the rest on a

separate folio, which is lost or was never inscribed.

The principal aim of those who produced the Exeter Domes-
day and similar documents would seem to have been converting

the hundredal and villar returns (surely after comparison with

and addition of extra information in the feudal returns available)

into a form based on the individual fief.^^ This, if the existence

of feudal returns (with the manors possibly grouped by hun-

dreds) is presumed, must have been a less difficult task than was
once supposed to be the case. This probably initial rearrange-

ment, or a copy thereof, was delivered to Exchequer clerks, who
arranged the fiefs on a pre-determined principle,^*' and condensed

the material, but seem not to have supplemented or corrected

it to any appreciable extent. Here and there appears evidence

that the work was checked and that some information at first

missing was later added
;
marginal notes indicating that omitted

details must be supplied were made.^^

The order of appearance of manors in Domesday Book, since on the whole,

and where there has been no reordering by sub-tenants, manors in a single

hundred come together, would seem to derive from the primary use of hundredal

returns probably not unlike the Inquisitio Comitatus Cantabrigiensis. But

several practices, e.g. that of selecting the principal manor to open the account*

on occasion upset the pattern.

^° See Ballard, A. : The Domesday Inquest, p. 16.

2^ We might note, in the Wiltshire Domesday, these among other points :

the space frequently left before the valet (65al, 2, II) , the interlineation of a

pre-Conquest tenancy {Fifhide, 65bl, III) , a red marginal illegibility probably

serving to cause to be sought out the missing number of villani at Ovretone

(65b2, III) , the deletion of the duplicate in Pevesie entry (70al, XII ; see also

67bl, VII) , the marginal " r " which serves as reminder to find out what it

was in Poterne (73bl, XIX) which was 4 furlongs broad and 3 long—the addi-

tion was never made.
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When were these two stages of the work executed ? There

is no reason to suppose that " Little Domesday the record of

Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, whether original or copy, was not

made in the year 1086, in which its colophon says it was made

;

moreover, it adds that the descriptio, as it calls itself, was made
in the same year for the other shires of England. The originals

of these comital-provincial redraftings, of which copies for the

eastern and south-western shires survive, would seem to be the
" writings " which were brought to the King, according to the

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, by August, 1086, when he was at Salis-

bury, where the magnates perhaps swore to the truth and justice

of the record of the Inquest. The question of the date of the

making of the Exchequer text is not one which can be dismissed

in a few lines, but since it has been tentatively ascribed to as

late as the early years of Henry I, the opposition arguments may
well be briefly stated. The absence of large-scale correction,

improvement, and supplementation of its source suggests that its

making was both rapid and quickly followed on the provision

thereof ; had the work been deferred to beyond 1088, the con-

fiscations following the rebellion of that year would negative

much of its point ; the inclusion of statistics of the animalia,

inevitably inconstant from year to year, suggests that it was
intended that the record should have almost contemporary

value.^^ The absence from the Exchequer Domesday of all

record of Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, and of not a few major

towns, such as London and Winchester, suggests to me that

the material for these reached the Exchequer late, if it reached

it at all, and that with the Conqueror's death in 1087 the inspira-

tion of the Inquest lapsed and the work remained as it then was,

and so in part incomplete.

I suspect that Wiltshire was the first shire in the south-

western circuit inscribed, and that the south-western shires may
have formed the scribes' initial work. On the sole relevant

leaf of the Exeter Domesday, Wiltshire precedes Dorset, and

so presumably was first inscribed ; the handling of these two
shires is less efficient than that of the other three, which sug-

gests that the Wiltshire-Dorset group was taken first. The
omission of hundredal rubrics for the south-west in the Exeter

These last two arguments are respectively those of Professors Sir F. M.
Stenton and V. H. Galbraith.
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Domesday (and consequently in the Exchequer text which was
made from it) , and their inclusion for the rest of England except

Oxfordshire (they are also to be found in " Little Domesday ")

provokes the idea that not until a portion of the work was done
did the clerks realise how useful their addition to a record

grouped by fiefs would be. But these final conclusions, it must
be admitted, are conjecture only.
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THE COLERAINE FAMILY OF LONGFORD.
By A. Shaw Mellor.

By his recent article in the Wiltshire Archaeological Magazine^
entitled " A Longford Manuscript Mr. H. C. Brentnall has

happily rescued from oblivion a domestic document of impor-

tance, not only because it deals with the topography of the

county, but because it conveys a refreshing breath from the

atmosphere of the turn of the 17th/18th centuries, an atmosphere
redolent of a period not only of great names in the history of

art, literature, archaeology and music, but of those lesser lights

who trod the same paths, but never attained to the mountain
tops ; a period characterised by the florid panegyrics and fulsome

flatteries of monumental inscriptions and literary dedications,

when Lords were Lords, and domestic chaplains their obsequi-

ous, not to say servile dependants, if not dining below the salt,

at least usually rising from their lord's table after saying grace,

leaving their patron with his family and guests to the enjoyment
of dessert and polite conversation.

Such a lesser light appears to have been the Rev. H. Pelate

or Pellatt (for his name is spelled both ways) , domestic chaplain

to the Coleraine family. I have not been able to obtain any
biographical details of Mr. Pelate's life, but as he wrote a

History of Longford in 1678 we may assume that he was born
not much later than the year 1643 ; nor have I been able to ascer-

tain when his association with the Coleraine family began. He
was certainly chaplain during the reign of the second lord, and
probably for part of the reign of the third, but there is nothing

to show that he officiated in the first lord's time. He was
apparently full of literary enthusiasm, with a passion for collect-

ing facts relating to the local surroundings and family histories

of those with whom he came in contact, and fond of classical

allusions, but at the same time tending to be submerged in the

stream of discursive verbosity so prevalent at the time, to say

nothing of the flights of imagination which render such effusions

somewhat suspect to the modern sceptical mind.

Some years ago the writer, who has made a collection of

engraved portraits of the period, obtained possession of an
emblematical print by the well known engraver William Fai-

thorne (elder). This print is labelled in pen and ink with the

1 W.A.M., Hi, p. 1.
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caption " Henry Hare, Lord Colerane At that time, being

more interested in the merits of the engraver than in the subject

of the engraving, the writer contented himself with ascertaining

the fact that Henry, Lord Coleraine, was an Irish peer about

the end of the 17th century, who appeared to have been
interested in Bibhcal studies, and possibly in the designing of

architectural embellishments. But after reading Mr. Brentnall's

article, and realising that the Coleraine family were for a long

time the owners of Longford, and were evidently, some of them»

interested in local and general antiquities, he was fired with

curiosity and has made some researches into the history of this

family.

The first discovery he made was that there were two succes-

sive Baronies of Coleraine, which is a small town in London-
derry whose name is spelled indifferently Coleraine, Colerane,

Colrane, and Colraigne ; this fact somewhat confused him until

he had elucidated the mystery. The first creation was in 1625

to Hugh Hare, and became extinct in 1745 ; the second creation

to Gabriel Hanger followed in 1762, and became extinct in 1824.

There was no relationship between the families of Hare and
Hanger, though there was a connection, inasmuch as the third

Lord Coleraine of the first creation married Anne Hanger,

probably cousin of the first Lord Coleraine of the second crea-

tion, but died without legitimate issue. As far as can be ascer-

tained the Hanger family had no connection with Longford or

with Wiltshire, although by a curious coincidence one of the

Hanger ancestors was created Lord Longford (in Ireland) in

the early 17th century ; so in what follows I shall confine my
remarks to the Hare family of the first creation.

I shall not trace the pedigree of the Hares beyond one John
Hare of Stow Bardolph in Norfolk, who married as his second

wife Margaret Crowch or Crouch, afterwards Countess of

Manchester. A son of this marriage was Hugh Hare, born in

1606, who is said to have been a college companion of Charles I,

and became a great personal friend of his, so much so that in

the year 1625 the King conferred a peerage on him, that of Baron
Coleraine in the peerage of Ireland, while he was still under the

age of twenty-one. It may be assumed that Hugh Hare was in

some way connected with Coleraine, possibly by the ownership

of property in that town or neighbourhood. In the year 1632

Lord Coleraine married Lucy Montagu, who died in 1681, by
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whom he had two sons, Henry born in 1636, and Hugh born in

1637 ; of these two sons Henry succeeded his father as second
lord in 1667.

Hugh, first Lord Coleraine was evidently a man of consider-

able attainments; he is said to have been a good classical scholar,

he spoke at least three modern languages, and he travelled widely,

even as far as to Palestine. He must have possessed consider-

able wealth, for his uncle Hugh Hare, Master of the Court of

Wards, bequeathed to him one half of his "immense fortune".

He had a good knowledge of art and music, was a well known
landscape gardener, and a keen admirer of chivalry ; he is des-

cribed by a contemporary as " the great Florist, Antiquary and
Medalist".

This Lord Coleraine wrote various religious and mystical

treatises, and made a translation of a work by Loredano the

Venetian entitled " The Ascents of the Soul ; or David's Mount
towards God's House, being Paraphrases of the fifteen Psalms
of Degrees. Written in Italian by the illustrious Gio: Francesco
Loredano. Rendered into English, Anno Dom : 1665 ". London,
1681, foho. It was dedicated to " The most Honour'd Lucinda".

It will be observed that this publication, though completed
in 1665, was not actually printed until 1681. Lord Coleraine

died in 1667, and the book was published by his widow, Lucy,

fourteen years after his death. Included in the book is a poem
composed by Lord Coleraine on the occasion of the recovery

of his wife from an illness, entitled " The Eucharist at Easter

1657 ", together with paraphrases of three Psalms. Each part

of this book has an emblematic frontispiece " as unintelligible as

the contents of the book ", designed by Coleraine himself ; the

first picture was engraved by Faithorne and represents " Lord
Coleraine in Pilgrim's garb, seated and writing, with a pyramid

before him with figures and inscriptions : a view of Venice in

the distance ".^

The fact of the publication so long after Lord Coleraine's

death raises an interesting question ; is the figure represented

in the engraving a portrait of the first lord, or is it possible

that we have here a portrait of his son, the second lord, in

whose lifetime the engraving was published ? Both lords were

patrons of Faithorne, indeed Faithorne engraved a portrait of

^ Walpole H., Anecdotes of Painting,.





Plate 1. Faithorne's engraving with portrait of Hugh Hare,

first Lord Coleraine, in pilgrim's garb.
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the second lord in his robes, which is described as " a curious,

unfinished proof But I am of the opinion that the portrait

is in fact that of the first lord, though published long after his

death ; this opinion is confirmed by Mr. E. C. Murray of the

British Museum, where there are impressions of both states of

the plate.

The remaining two engravings in the book are also presumably

by Faithorne ; one is a portrait of Loredano, the other repre-

sents David playing on the harp.

There is no doubt that the engraving in the possession of the

writer, here reproduced,'^ is an impression from the plate that

was designed by Hugh, Lord Coleraine and engraved by Fai-

thorne as a frontispiece to Coleraine's book, the most important

part of which is the translation of Loredano's work. Accord-
ing to Fagan^ this plate was designed, and the book written, by
Henry Hare ; this is an obvious mistake for Hugh Hare.

Lord Coleraine also wrote a treatise entitled " The Situation of

Paradise found out ", which again was published after his death.

In 1625 he purchased the Manors of Totteridge, Tottenham,
Pembrokes, Bruces, Daubeneye, and Mockings Farm on the

borders of Middlesex and Hertfordshire from his cousins Thomas
and Hugh Audley, and in 1641, he purchased the Longford estate

from Lord Gorges, who is said to have been forced to sell owing
to great financial losses. But to quote from Mr. James Waylen's
article on " The Wiltshire Compounders

"

" it was in 1641, only

a year before the war broke out, that he had purchased the Longford demesne
from Edward, the second Lord Gorges, with a covenant that it was free from

encumbrance ; but so far was this instrument from representing the facts of

the case that in a short space of time after his purchase Lord Coleraine had
expended £18,000 in suits of law to secure his title, and ultimately Richard,

Lord Gorges, voluntarily paid off £2,000 of encumbrances, to redeem his own
and his father's honour, and also executed a new conveyance, In 1644, when
he had been in possession only three years, Lord Coleraine was called upon
to surrender his beautiful house into the King's hands, to be used as a garrison.

Being very partial to his purchase, and anxious, if possible, to prevent by his

presence any wanton injury, he took up his abode at a small house in the

neighbouring village of Britford, where he long remained the desponding eye-

^ The Society is indebted to the author for defraying the cost of the

illustrations.

* Fagan, Louis, William Faithorne.

5 I^.A.Af.,xxiv, p. 80.
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witness of spoliation which he was utterly powerless to check. He saw his

vines and other fruit trees torn from the walls, the stables and other offices

set on fire or levelled to make lines of fortification, leaden pipes and cisterns

displaced, stone bridges broken and trees felled ; till, unable any longer to

endure the sight, he petitioned the King for leave to quit the West of England.

After the surrender of the Castle to Cromwell in 1645 and the levelling of the

outworks, there still remained a fear that the fabric itself might be condemned,
in order to prevent its future use as a military post ; but by the intercession

of Lord Kimbolton, whose sister was the wife of Lord Coleraine, this crown-

ing catastrophe was averted. On revisiting the spot in 1650, Lord Coleraine

found little remaining but the bare walls, dirt and desolation. But though his

losses by the war were estimated at £40,000, he instantly set about the work of

restoration, and had in great part recovered the original design when his

death occurred, in 1667 ; his son, Henry, Lord Coleraine, still further carry-

ing forward his father's intentions ".

It would appear that Coleraine was let down gently by Crom-
well for his Royalist transactions. Among other Royalists in

Wiltshire who were fined by the local Committee acting on
behalf of Parliament, and holding their sittings at Falstone House
near Wilton, Hugh Hare, Lord Coleraine of Longford was dealt

with on May 21st, 1644, as follows :

—

" Forasmuch as the Lord Coleraine

hath given security to stand to and perform the Order of this Committee
touching the Assessment of his five and twentieth part, not exceeding £2,000,

it is now ordered that the Sequestration made of his lands, debts and estates

be taken off, and his rents and debts paid to him without interruption".

The twenty-fifth part was the levy made on those who were
not considered as unfriendly to Parliament.

A survey made in the month of March 1649/50 of the portion

of Tything of Langford (sic) in the County of Wilts refers to

the Earl of Colraigne an obvious error, but perhaps a

pardonable one.

Hugh, Lord Coleraine, died suddenly in the year 1667 ; there

is a legend that he was choked " trying to swallow the rump of

a turky "
! His son Henry, the second lord, was born as stated

above at Totteridge, in 1638, and spent most of his early life in

that neighbourhood. In 1696 he built a vestry and vault at

the parish Church of Tottenham ; he was a keen antiquary, and
wrote a manuscript account of Tottenham, and sat as M.P. for

Old Sarum 1679-1681. There is no doubt that he was the

employer and patron of the Rev. H. Pelate, and is the Lord
Coleraine referred to in that gentleman's History of Longford,
He was thrice married ; first to Constantia (or Theodosia) Lucy,
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by whom he had a son Hugh, born in 1668, of whom hereafter,

and other children; she died in 1680. His second wife was
Sarah, Duchess of Somerset, who died in 1692 without offspring

by him, and his third wife was Ehsabeth Portman, who survived

him, and died without offspring in 1732. He died in 1708, and
was buried at Tottenham,
The second Lord Coleraine's son, Hugh, was baptized at Tot-

tenham in 1668 ; he passed most of his Hfe at East Betchworth,

Surrey, and carried on the family tradition in respect of clas-

sical erudition and general learning. He translated several

works from Italian and Latin and collaborated in a four volume
translation of Lucian, published in 1710/11. He also translated,

in 1693, a work entitled An Historical Relation of the Conspiracy

of John Lewis, Count de Fieschi, against the City and Republic of

Genoua, in the year 1547. Done into English by the Hon. Hugh
Hare, Esq. On being appointed Chairman of Quarter Sessions

in Surrey in 1692 he delivered " a religious, learned, and loyal

Charge I suppose to his fellow Justices, which was published

by request in that year, and a second edition in 1696. He sat

as M.P. for Bletchingley in 1698—1700. In 1692 he married Lydia
Carlton of Edmonton, Middlesex, by whom he had a son, Henry,
born in 1693. His portrait by Kneller still hangs at Longford.

Hugh Hare died in 1706/7, and was buried at Tottenham, pre-

deceasing his father, the second lord, by one year.

Henry, son of the above mentioned Hon. Hugh Hare, suc-

ceeded his grandfather as third lord in 1708. He too carried on
the family intellectual traditions. He was educated at Enfield

under Dr. Uvedale, and became a gentleman-commoner at

Corpus Christi, Oxford ; he was a good classic, and was well

versed in both civil and ecclesiastical history. A great traveller,

like the first lord, he visited Italy three times, and collected

prints and drawings of the antiquities, buildings and pictures

there. In his capacity of antiquary, collector and patron of the

arts he became acquainted with George Vertue, the antiquary

and engraver, who refers to him as his " Patron and protector".

In the company of Lord Coleraine and other members of the

nobility, Vertue travelled in England and abroad.
"They bore the

expense, which would have debarred him from visiting many objects of his

curiosity, if at his own charge ; and he made their journeys more deHghtful by
explaining, taking draughts, and keeping a register of what they saw. This was
the case on a journey he took with Lord Coleraine to Salisbury, Wilton and
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Stonehenge. Of the latter he made several views ; Wilton he probably saw
with only English eyes . . . He still wanted to visit the East of England.

In 1739 his wish was gratified ; Lord Coleraine, who had an estate at Walpole,

on the borders of Norfolk, in Lincolnshire, carried him by Wansted Mousham
.... in which circuit they saw many Churches and other Seats ".^

George Vertue, who is best known as a prolific engraver,

executed a few portraits and miniatures in oil or water-colour,

and there is, in the British Museum, a miniature painted by him
on vellum of his patron Lord Coleraine (Plate II) ; it is labelled
" Rt. Honble. H. Lord Colerane. G. Vertue f. 1740".

This lord became a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries in

1725 ; he must at least have taken some interest in science, for

in 1729 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and his

signature "H. Colerane ' is to be seen on page 20 of the Charter-

Book of the Society. He was a Freemason, and also sat as M.P.
for Boston in 1730-1734.

Lord Coleraine apparently preferred the other family seat,

Totteridge, to Longford as a residence, for in 1717 he obtained

an Act of Parliament to allow him to break the entail and to

sell Longford, which was then purchased by the Bouveries ; the

proceeds of the sale went to provide a dower for Coleraine's

Aunt Cecilia, his grandfather's favourite child. In the same
year, 1717/18, he married Anne Hanger, probably cousin to

Gabriel Hanger, though there is some doubt as to the exact

relationship. Gabriel Hanger was the eldest surviving son of

Sir George Hanger of Driffield Hall, Gloucestershire, and event-

ually became the first Lord Coleraine of the second creation.

Anne Hanger brought her husband a dowry of nearly £100,000,

but the marriage did not turn out a success, and in 1720 she left

her husband. Lord Coleraine, finding a reconciliation impos-

sible, formed, about 1740, a "solemn engagement" with a French

woman. Rose Duplessis, a daughter of Francois Duplessis, a

French cleric. As a result of this connection a daughter was
born at Crema in Northern Italy on September 12th 1745 ; the

child was baptised in the names of Henrietta Rose Peregrina,

and is the identical Peregrina referred to in Mr. Brentnall's

article. Coleraine bequeathed the Tottenham estates and other

property to this natural daughter, but on his death in 1749, she

being an alien, the property was escheated to the Crown.
However, after her marriage to James Townsend or Townshend,

* Walpole H., Anecdotes of Painting.
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an Alderman of the City of London, on May 2nd, 1763, a grant

of the Tottenham estates was obtained for her husband.

James Townsend was for a time M.P. for West Stow, Suffolk,

and died in 1787 ; his grandson, the Rev. Chauncey Hare Towns-
end, bequeathed the Pelate manuscript, with other documents,

to the Wisbech Museum.
The last Lord Coleraine left many of his drawings and prints

to the Society of Antiquaries, and part of his collection of prints

and Italian books to his Oxford college, but apparently much
of his extensive library, manuscripts, pictures and other personal

possessions was sold and scattered ; the books were purchased

in 1754 by Thomas Osborne, the bookseller, who is said to have

appropriated many private papers and deeds which had been
lodged in presses behind the book-cases. There are at the

present time thirty volumes of prints, largely topographical and
architectural, and about a thousand volumes of books, also

mainly topographical, in the library at Corpus Christi
;
among

the prints are some sketches of considerable archaeological

interest.

The portrait of the Hon. Hugh Hare, together with the

pictures of Charles I and Henrietta Maria by Vandyke, which
are now at Longford, are supposed to have been sold to the

Bouveries when they purchased the Longford estate. There is

also a tradition that these two Vandyke pictures were presented

by Charles I to the first Lord Coleraine.

Faithorne's engraving, second state, which is here reproduced

above (Plate I), is thus described by Horace Walpole :

—"An
emblematic print ; a pilgrim sitting and writing : a pyramid before

him with figures and inscriptions ; Venice at a distance ".

The pilgrim, whom I beheve to represent the first Lord
Coleraine, is seated in the left foreground noting down texts

from Genesis and from the Epistle to the Hebrews ; at the same
time he is contemplating a classical monument surmounted by
a pyramid. Within the building is shown Jacob pouring the

drink offering on the pillar at Bethel ; on the lower part of the

pyramid is represented Jacob's dream of the ladder reaching to

heaven, and on the upper part is inscribed in Greek the 51st

verse of the 1st chapter of St. John's Gospel. On the cornice

between the building and the pyramid the reader will see a

Baron's coronet with the signature "H.C. Design [avit] ". On
the emblematic shield seen above, surmounted by the head-gear

VOL. LII—CLXXXIX. 2 A
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of a doge, is what I take to be the Lion of St. Mark, and an

open book inscribed Pax tibi. (The letters LB. in the right hand
lower corner of the engraving are a collector's initials).

In the upper half of the picture in the background is the

representation of a city that is probably meant to suggest Venice,

and in view of the fact that this plate was designed as the frontis-

piece of a book chiefly consisting of a translation of a work from
the pen of a Venetian, Gio. Francesco Loredano, a member of

a famous Venetian family, several of whom attained the lofty

position of Doge of Venice, it may be assumed that this identi-

fication is correct. At the same time it is interesting to refer

to Mr. Pelate's description of Salisbury, (page 9 of Mr. Brent-

nall's article), from which I quote :

—

It [Salisbury] hath been stiled

the English Venice (as Venice the Italian Salisbury) from itts Rivers running

allong every street and exceeds Venice in itts Church Tower and prospect

In his note on this passage Mr. Brentnall quotes Britton's

description of the water-channels that then ran along all the

principal streets. Samuel Pepys visited Salisbury in 1668, and
in his Diary says, "the river goes through every street ". There
seems to be no doubt that Salisbury, in its younger days, was a

city of streams and channels, and travellers may well have seen

in it a resemblance to Venice. It is at least possible that Lord
Coleraine, the designer of this mystical picture, intended to

convey this idea to the initiated, who would recognize in the

distant prospect of the Venetian city an allusion to the city of

Salisbury, of which the designer was so fond.

A note on the heraldry of the Coleraines may be of interest.

The arms of Hugh, first lord, are recorded as follows in the

Office of Ulster King of Arms :—

Gules. Two Bars and a Chief indented Or.

Crest. A Demi-Lion rampant Argent, Ducally gorged Gules.

Supporters. Two Dragons Ermine.

Berry, in his Encyclopaedia Heraldica, records the same shield

and crest, with a slight variation, for Hare of Stow-Bardolfe

(sic), Norfolk.

Millan, in his Arms of the Irish Nobility, published in 1725, gives

the same arms for Coleraine, with the motto ODI PROFANUM.
The arms of the Hanger family of the second creation are

totally different.
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It will be observed that Mr. Pelate (page 43) refers to
" Lyons

holding the sheild of the Hares cutt in marble, & therefore is that creature

(as I guesse) the Crest to their Coate . . . the supporters of my Lord's sheild

are white Dragons

I am much indepted to Mr. E. C. Murray for the following

additional information concerning Loredano. Giovanni Fran-

cesco Loredano, the younger, was born at Venice on February

28th, 1607 ; he died at Peschiera on August 13th, 1661. He was
a member of the famous Venetian patrician family of Loredano.

He held several important posts under the Republic, being a

member of the Council of Ten and a State Inquisitor, and was
the author of a number of romances and works of a facetious

character, and of some contemplative and devotional pieces,

among them Santi di Devozione and / Gradi dell' Anima, the latter

being the original of Lord Coleraine's Ascents of the Soul.

So much I have been able to glean of the history of the Hares,

Lords Coleraine, during their ownership of Longford. They
were evidently men of distinction, scholarly, learned, much
interested in antiquities of all kinds, patrons of the arts and
sciences

;
perhaps with a vein of mysticism and eccentricity in

their blood, which enhances the interest that I feel in their lives.

When I first conceived the idea of following the example of

the Rev. H. Pelate, (whom I picture to myself, possibly erron-

eously, attired in wig, gown, and bands, quill pen in hand, trying

to confine his efforts to the matter in hand) by writing some
short account of this noble family, I did not realise how far my
researches would take me, but I hope that my discursive notes

will not prove tedious to the reader.

My information on the subject has been derived from many
and various sources, particularly from the Dictionary of National

Biography and the Wiltshire Archaeological Magazine, and I am
much indebted to Mr. H. C. Brentnall, to Mr. E. C. Murray,
Assistant Keeper of Prints and Drawings, British Museum, to

Lady Katherine McNeile, Mr. G. J. Kidston and several others

for valuable advice and information.

2 A 2
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SARSEN STONES AND THEIR ORIGIN.^

By DOUGLAS W. FREE.

For generations my family has had much to do with these

stones under various names : heathstone, Denver Hill stone,

sarsens or greywethers. About 1850 two brothers of the family,

tired of the unprofitable work of digging for deep-lying blocks

below the Drift of Buckinghamshire, decided to try their fortune

elsewhere. Thomas went to Frenchay, N.E. of Bristol, to work
the Pennant stone there; Edward, my grandfather, settled at

Fyfield, near Marlborough.

His choice was due to two considerations : the fact that the

sarsens of that neighbourhood lay on the surface, which promised

easier working, and the proximity of the Kennet and Avon Canal
and Honeystreet Wharf. The cut stone could be hauled to the

wharf, and coal could be hauled back.

The method of splitting the stone without shattering it is

ancient and similar to that used in the quarries of the Isle of

Portland. A wedge hole is first worked into the stone, and then

a wedge, with " feathers " of hoop-iron to prevent the wedge
" bottoming is inserted. A blow from a 14 lb. sledge will then

split the stone. Most sarsens have brown crack faults which
go right through the stone. The slightest tap with a wedge on
such a crack will open it, which explains why stones are some-
times found which have split without man's assistance. White
crack faults are also found on interior surfaces, but these are

probably due to stresses caused in the splitting. The sub-

sequent chiselling is done at right angles to the so-called "worm-
holes ", (the holes left by the roots of vegetation before the sand

was silicified) or parallel to the plane of deposition.

Other methods merely destroy the stone. Between the wars
a firm of contractors undertook to supply sarsen road-metal for

the Bath Road. They took most of the sarsens of the West

^ This article is a compilation of facts and theories communicated by cor-

respondence and in conversation. The Editor was invited to make what use

he liked of the material, but it was soon apparent—and became more so when
Mr. Free's views found a welcome at Cambridge and Rothamstead—that this,

was no subject for a mere Editorial Note. Mr. Free desires to express his

thanks to Dr. W. J. Arkell of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Dr. Alex Muir,

the Head of the Pedology Department, Rothamstead Experimental Station,

for their encouragement and advice without rendering them responsible for

any of his statements.
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Woods for the purpose, using explosives to break them and a

crusher to reduce the fragments to the required size. The only-

result was that the road-surface literally blew away the follow-

ing spring.

Sarsen stones have an affinity for moisture and iron. When
frozen they are unworkable, but their presence just below the

ground is often revealed by the thawing of a hoarfrost, and they

may be pegged to locate them. White sarsen pitching will

acquire a smooth brown skin solely from contact with horse-

shoes and boot-nails.

The stone was barged from Honeystreet to Windsor Castle

and has been railed there from Marlborough as recently as 1937.

If the Clerk of the Works at the Castle finds references only to

heathstone or Denver Hill stone about that date^ it is probable

that the name was used to comply with the specification and
refers to the type rather than the place of origin. But fears of

the complete disappearance of the sarsens from the Marlborough
Downs may now be reheved. Not only has it proved unsuitable

for road metal (an alarming menace otherwise), but in most of

its other commercial uses its place has been taken by concrete.

There is now only one man left in the district who has the skill

to cut sarsens, and he has had to find another job. But the

substitution of concrete is scarcely for the better. Sarsens will

weather and match their surroundings, but chalkpits will per-

manently disfigure the countryside to produce the cement.

Though sarsen-cutting has now finished, there are some fine

examples of the craft. The worked gate-posts at Barrow Farm
on the Bath Road and at Rockley, the pillars round the Column
in Savernake Forest and round the Great Bedwyn lamp, the

battered retaining wall at Preshute Vicarage, the triangular

coping on walls at Manton Down and the doorsteps at the

Waggon and Horses Inn, Beckhampton, may be particularly

mentioned. Skill in sarsen dry walling is widely shown in the

district, as in the garden wall on the Bath Road at the east end

of Fyfield.

Sarsen stone as it occurs on various post-Cretaceous horizons

falls into three main classes : 1. white sarsen (the highest
;
widely

distributed on the downs N.W. of Marlborough) ; 2. a red

haematite variety associated with outliers of the Reading Beds (as

2 W.A.M., 11423.
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at Woodsend on Round Hill Down, Ogbourne St. George) ;

3. a brown limonite silicified silt, usually associated with the

Plateau Gravel and its washes (as at the old gravel pit N.W. of

Axford). A brown sand limonite type occurs (as in the Lower
Knowle gravel pit), and intermediate types between all three.

Quite frequently all may be found at one level, excepting

possibly the brown silt varieties. The white sarsen is of two
kinds : one is workable, but the other is too hard to split. When
opened, the former often shows traces or patches of brown
silicified sand as if it belonged to another bed. Generally speak-

ing, the higher the horizon of origin, the larger, in my experience,

the boulders are likely to be. I have little doubt that the white

sarsen was silicified from leached sand—the brown portions

before mentioned almost prove it—and may belong to the Upper
Bagshot Heath horizon. On Bagshot Heath itself, I understand,

podsols with leached sands are common. (This term, with which
some readers may be unfamiliar, will shortly be explained)

.

In time, the range of the sarsens appears to extend from the

Oligocene, in which I found a brown sand specimen in situ at

Milford-on-Sea, Hants,"^ down to the Reading Beds,^ from which
I have a sarsen conglomerate (bleached) weighing one cwt.,

solidly packed with yellow flints and some pebbles.

When excavating at Taddiford, a mile W. of Milford-on-Sea,

in a leached layer of sandy gravel, I was interested to notice

bracken-roots reaching to five feet down into water-bearing sand.

They closely resembled the fossil roots I have sometimes found

in the so-called worm-holes of the Marlborough sarsens, now
ascribed to a variety of cypress long since extinct in Europe.

In dealing with the question of the origin of sarsens, however,

I must be understood to refer specifically to the upper white

sarsens which occur on the slopes S. of Old Totterdown on

Overton and Fyfield Downs, W. of Marlborough.

The theory here presented was reached after a long acquaint-

ance with sarsens both in their natural state and in the process

of conversion into paving or building material. When I read

3 It weighed 15 cwt., and now lies oposite the County Club, where I placed

it for a seat.

* I am concerned here only with the Tertiary sarsens. It now appears (see

Dr. ArkelFs Geology of Swindon, W.A.M.. hi, 203) that sarsens occur also in

formations earlier than the Chalk.
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Mr. Osborne White's Memoir^ and the views of Colonel R. H.
Cunnington, and Mr. Brentnall,^ I was pleased to find how well

my conclusions fitted, on the whole, with what I found there.

Since the structure of this part of Britain was virtually com-
plete by the end of the Pliocene, the only further change that

can have preceded the descent of the sarsens (by which I mean
their subsidence owing to the erosion of the underlying rock)

was climatic, and that, as we know, was enormous. In the

Pleistocene our sarsen stone area was just south of the glaciated

area, and conditions must have been favourable for the form-

ation of podsolic earths. Under similar conditions the same
process occurs in the N.W. Territories of Canada and in

Northern Europe.

Podsol is a Russian term, and it was the Russian school of soil

research represented by Glinka which developed the idea that

the main characteristics of all but the newest soils are due less

to the rock from which they derive than to the climate to which
they have been subjected. This Russian discovery only became
known to the western world in 1928 when the American Depart-

ment of Agriculture published a translation of Glinka's book.

Twenty years are little enough for the spread of so revolution-

ary a view, and I make the less apology for stating it more fully,

Podsolic soils are ashen-grey in colour with a top litter of

black humus in which leaching has been very intense. This

can only occur in a northern climate in which precipitation

exceeds evaporation. The dominant movement of water is

consequently downward, and the salts are washed down and
redeposited at a lower level, where they form a hard pan.

Where there is a narrower margin between precipitation and
evaporation, as in the some temperate lowlands, deciduous trees

produce a brown forest soil, and leaching is prevented. In the

dry-summer climate of the steppes ground-water is drawn to

the surface, and rising calcium carbonate in solution forms black

soils (chernosem) by fixing the humus.'

^ The Geology of the Country around Marlborough, H.M. Stationery Office^

1925, pp. 74-78.

6 W.A.M., li, pp. 405-418, 419-439.

^ Osborne White, op. cit. p. 93, infers the presence of Hme salts on the Lower
Greensand near Bromham, which he attributes to a similar process. At Black-

land, Calne, the humus is fixed on the Gault with a wash of Chalk from the

higher ground (ibid. p. 94)

.
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In a tropical climate, where evaporation exceeds precipitation,

rising salts in solution are deposited on the surface, as in South

India or Malaya. This is the converse of the podsolic process.

Quartz, and clay minerals that have not suffered the ultimate loss

of silica, remain cemented in the deposit in various proportions.

The hydroxides of aluminium and iron are left in a highly insol-

uble state at or near the surface and gradually accumulate as a

reddish brown deposit to which the name of laterite has been

given.

So much to complete the picture. But to return to podsols

and certain further conditions apparently essential for sarsen

formation : there must be a predisposition to leaching ; an acid

condition of soil consequent upon a deficiency of calcium in

order to produce jelly humus, and a supply of ferrous silicate

to combine and break with the organic acid to form the brown
pan and release the free silica for induration. The surface must
be reasonably level; otherwise the liquids would run away before

the sarsens could be formed.

With a drainage mainly descending, leaching must have been

intense. Iron hydroxides and organic acids derived from the

surface layers of vegetable mould would be carried down in

colloidal solution to form an underlying brown pan, leaving the

free silica to combine with the sand.^ This pan would cause

the waterlogged condition thought to be essential for silicifi-

cation and would increase the amount of organic acid available

to dissolve more iron salts ; hence the richer brown colour of the

rind, cracks and root-holes.

The sarsens must have taken form underground under cover

of a leached layer of sand or loam on which the vegetation grew,

thrusting its roots down for moisture and leaving evidence of

their passage that survived the induration of the buried mass.

Downward drainage would cause irregular silicification resulting

in areas of uncemented sand, and subsequent shrinkage would
account for the formation of the separate boulders as we meet
them today, complete with rind, shrinkage (brown crack) faults

and root-holes all stained or made good with rich brown limonite

silica in one colour scheme. The bottom bed or brown pan to

which the iron oxides have descended may be distinguished,

* I have a specimen which is in part soft sand which failed to silicify. The
soft white sand can be seen to have passed gradually to a hard brown base.
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when the stone is opened, by the brown silicified sand margin,

often as much as four inches thick, under the base and extend-

ing to the sides. This is usually the flat side of the boulder. The
original upper surface tends to be irregular owing to unequal

induration resulting from the downward drainage.

The indications are that after the death of the vegetation

stronger acid conditions prevailed enabling more ferrous salts

to be taken into solution, or else a change in climatic conditions

produced greater evaporation, thus causing the solution to

hecome more concentrated; and that, owing to consolidation,

downward drainage was checked except through the cracks and
root-holes and over the outside of the boulders.

This account must not be understood to apply to the haematite

and other limonite forms of sarsen. The origin of the latter

needs further investigation, but this explanation of the red

haematite sarsens may be offered. The crystallisation of haema-
tite is retarded by the presence of organic matter. While,

therefore, the white podsolic sarsens were forming near the

surface of the Upper Tertiaries, the overflow of secondary silica

and limonite was draining down to the top of the Reading Beds,

where a band of sand was being silicified into doggers. Thus,

far below the intrusions of organic matter, the limonite was
dehydrated to haematite. Under ordinary low temperature

conditions this haematite was at first amorphous, but with age

it becomes crystalline, giving the characteristic red stains of

sarsens and flints found in the Upper Reading Beds at the site

named above on Round Hill Down, Ogbourne St. George.

The date at which the sarsens began their progress towards

the valleys must remain a matter of conjecture. There is evi-

dence, however, in the district of a period of violent erosion to

which that movement, or at least its initial and most rapid stages,

may be ascribed. The remarkable ravines of Ranscombe Bottom,

S. of the Cherhill Monument, and the only less striking ribbing

of the escarpment of Salisbury Plain S. of Pewsey and Milton

Lilbourne, point to an outwash more vigorous than any recent

period could explain. The Kennet Valley, on the other hand,

can show the positive results of that erosion as it affected its

own drainage area in the Coombe Rock, as found, for instance,

below Avebury and in Preshute churchyard,^ and the gravel

® Osborne White, op. cit. p. 87.
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deposits of the St. Margaret's district of Marlborough/" The
present arrangement of the stone train in Clatford bottom (N.

of the Kennet) conforms to the rubble drift of local rocks

mantling the slopes and filling the lower parts of many valleys

in S.W. England, to which the name "Head" has been attached.

It was probably produced by the ice sludge of some episode of

the Pleistocene causing a general solifluction which carried the

mud and the boulders embedded in it toward the river.

It is not easy to determine how much the sarsens suffered in

their passage, but fractures along brown crack faults may have

been caused by impact, and tabular and nodular varieties, as well

as more easily recognisable cases of natural fracture, may be due

to such casualties. The absence of the brown rind on the

outsides of apparently water-worn sarsens is evidence that the

present shape of such blocks is not the original shape of the

concretion but the result of wear or concussive blows in course

of transit in the ice sludge."

A three-ton specimen in my possession shows knapping in two
places on the smaller end, leaving the original rind intact on the

point. This makes it possible to reconstruct the shape of this

boulder when it started its descent. It has a down-pointed end
with a shallow, round, cruiser-like stern. It was separated from
its neighbours by two longitudinal crack-faults of a maximum
depth of two feet and has a flat bottom bed, on which it was
lying deep in the slope of Totterdown when I unearthed it.

Most tabular sarsens recline on their bottom beds at an angle

to the horizontal which does not conform to the slope of the

present surface or, necessarily, to its direction. The angle of

repose is regulated by weight alone, the heavier end or side

being more deeply sunk than the lighter. Some stones, perhaps

one per cent of the whole deposit, are found to be pitched

almost vertically. Others again, lumpy on both faces probably

because they solidified on an irregular bed, may or may not have

turned right over.

^0 Osborne White, op. cit. p. 87.

" Some idea of the almost torrential effect of the transporting medium may
be formed in the plantation W. of Overton Delling, where blocks lie heaped
on each other in this stone train just as they were left when the sludge of the

solifluction was washed to lower levels. It is noticeable that this feature,

unique at least among the visible boulders of the sarsen train, occurs at a high

point in its course.
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A SAXON BRONZE GIRDLE-END FROM
EAST HARNHAM, WILTS/
By H. de S. Shortt, M.A., F.R.N.S.

A Saxon spearhead and part of a skull were found in a meadow,
known as Low Field, to the north of Harnham Hill as long ago

as 1845. Further finds led J. Y. Akerman in 1853 to make the

first and only investigation of the site which became famous as

the Harnham cemetery. He published an account of his excava-

tions in Archceologid^ and placed most of the finds in the British

Museum f but his plans show that his work was confined to a

comparatively small area immediately below the hill, and chance

discoveries since his time indicate that the cemetery may have
extended over a much wider area. They have not been published

and are as follows :

—

1916, A bronze girdle-end, the subject of this article, found

by Mr. Frank Stevens, F.S.A., in the garden of East Harnham
Vicarage, where a tennis court was being made, lat. 51° 3' 28" N.,

long, r 47' 58" W.
1931, A bronze pin, 2.3 in. long ;^ hooked to a bronze wire

loop for suspension, with the bronze settings of two composite

disc brooches, which lay above the bronze-stained clavicles and
jaw-bone of a woman's skeleton.'' These were found by Dr.

A. H. Wilson while courts were being made for the Harnham
Tennis Club, just north of the Vicarage on the south side of

Harnham Road. The brooches, both 1.6 in. in diameter, seem
to have lost their decoration, which may have been repousse or

filigree work, before burial They are almost identical, each

having a vertical bronze collar round the circular base. The
pins are missing, but rust stains indicate that the hinge rivets

were of iron. Both discs have a central perforation.

1937. Two skeletons, at full length, the heads resting on blocks

of yellow sandstone, but without other furniture, were found

^ I am indebted to Mr. Frank Stevens for permission to publish the girdle-

end, and to the Trustees of the British Museum for allowing me to reproduce

two drawings from the Guide to Anglo-Saxon Antiquities.

XXXV, 259-278,

^ Two glass beads, parts of two amber beads, and a few human bones, all from
the site, were placed in the Salisbury Museum by Miss Fawcett. See Salisbury

Museum Catalogue (1864) 43, Nos. 51-56, and 69, Nos. 54-57.

^ Present length—the point is broken.

•"^ Salisbury Museum acc. 102/1931.
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while cutting a new one-way by-pass for the Netherhampton
Road opposite Old Parsonage Farm at West Harnham, lat. 51°

3' 41" N., long, r 48' 46" W. The direction in which they were
lying is not recorded.

1939. A single skeleton, without grave goods, was found
four feet deep lying outstretched with feet pointing E.S.E., in

blackened earth, suggesting a decomposed wooden coffin. The
position of this skeleton was 5 yards south of the Netherhamp-
ton Road and about 250 yards east of the lane leading to the

chalk-pit from Upper Street, lat. 51° 3' 37" N., long. 1° 48' 46" W.'
The absence of grave goods in these burials and their proximity

to St. George's Church, West Harnham, of which the earliest

remaining features are Norman, suggest a date after the mission

to Wessex of St. Birinus (c. 635 A.D.).

There was nothing, however, to suggest a Christian date for

the graves opened by Akerman, and the problem, discussed in

the B.M. Guide to Anglo-Saxon Antiquities'' and elsewhere, is to

determine who were the first users of the cemetery, and from
which direction did they come. Upon this problem the publi-

cation of the girdle-end may throw some light. West Saxon
origins have long been a matter of controversy and are likely to

remain so, but from the account of the Chronicle and the Life

of Alfred, though admittedly an ill-digested collection of tradi-

tions tending to conflict in detail, certain events stand out which
it would be unwise to ignore. It appears to have been a mixed
invasion of Jutes and Saxons, striking inland from the south coast.

It was strongly opposed by the Britons until the capture of Old
Sarum c. 552 A.D. The early settlers were called Gewissas, a

name which, though of doubtful meaning, suggests heterogeneity.

On less certain evidence (e.g., the name Cerdic) it has been

thought that there was even a British element in the confederacy,

and if this is untrue in the early stages, it is at least probable

that the Celtic Church remained to influence local arc from

centres such as Malmesbury. It is also possible that remnants

of an earlier Thames valley settlement became fused into the

West Saxon kingdom, but evidence of this has not been forth-

coming in South Wiltshire.

The skull is in the Salisbury Museum, acc. 88/39.

' (1923) 81-82.
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The Harnham girdle-end^ consists of a tongue of bronze^

richly chiselled on the upper surface and split at one end to

receive the strap, which was held in position by two iron rivets.

The upper decorated part has here been broken away. The
decoration is divided into four compartments, of which the

lower and upper are bounded by marginal lines. A single line

joins them in the centre, forming the remaining two irregular

compartments at the sides. The lower space, shaped like a

tongue, is filled with a continuous floral motif strongly Celtic

in character, many of the curves being of " trumpet " form. The
rounded end of this section is erased through wear. Above this

design, in the two flanking compartments, are two anthro-

pomorphic helmeted figures facing inwards. They are a late

development and, but for their well-established ancestry,^ might

be taken for grotesque birds. The upper section, of which only

half remains, was pointed at its lower end and may have been
similarly treated at the other. It also contains a zoomorphic
figure, probably of the helmeted type, but no similar example
has appeared which would allow a reconstruction. Taken as a

whole, the design gives a general impression of the " horse's head
motif so well known in early fibulae, the eyes being represented

by the helmeted heads. The divisions of the decorated surface

has its significance, since the dividing' lines perpetuate the form
of the early chamfered girdle-ends from Kent, of which an

example in silver set with garnets found at Faversham is illus-

trated in the B.M. Guide}^ Many of the objects from Harnham
were duplicated in the Jutish cemeteries of Kent, and here may
be seen a persistence of the early traditions developed and
augmented in Wessex. Another example in bronze, from Sarre,^^

shows a different, though perhaps closer, affinity to the Harn-
ham specimen. It may not be quite complete, but the surviving

part shows a single tongue-shaped panel ornamented with two
helmeted figures. In the Harnham girdle-end these figures

have made way for the Celtic element in the design, and the two
Kentish types have been combined to form a West Saxon model.

^ It is 3.35 in. long ; 0,65 in. at its widest part, and 0.15 in. at its thickest,

tapering to 0.025 at the tip of the tongue. See Fig. 1, page 439.

^ See T. D. Kendrick, Anglo-Saxon Art, 76.

P. 40, Fig. 34 ; Fig. 2 of this paper.

" B.M. Guide, 57, Fig. 62 ; Fig. 3 of this paper.
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The question of dating is difficult. All that can be said from
internal evidence is that the Harnham girdle-end is a late

development. It is only a presumption that it came from a

grave. There is no suggestion of Christian influence in the

decoration, but this does not necessarily mean that it was made
before the arrival of Bishop Birinus, and the presence of a Celtic

design might indicate otherwise. The external evidence is a

little more helpful, though it is difficult to be exact until the site

of the settlement belonging to the cemetery has been discovered

and examined. An early date for the cemetery might be argued

from the presence in the graves of many archaic objects, but this

argument is largely negatived by the finding of various Roman
articles, such as a lion's mask in bronze, which shows that the

Gewiss^ were careful to preserve ancient possessions. On the

other hand, Old Sarum remained in British hands until about

552 A.D., and as a state of intermittent war existed it seems out

of the question that a large Teutonic colony could have existed

so close to it before that date. Putting these arguments together,

a date late in the sixth or early in the seventh century may be

suggested, with due reserve, for the girdle-end under discussion.

With a report impending on the recent finds from Petersfinger,

a mile east of Salisbury, and with a large collection of isolated

finds of this period from the neighbourhood awaiting detailed

study, it would be unwise to say more.
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LAND AND PEOPLE, THE HISTORY OF A COUNTY.

Presidential Address, delivered July 24th, 1 948

By G. M. Young, C.B.

You heard this afternoon from Colonel Awdry how, after

long and careful preparation, the Victoria County History for

Wiltshire has been launched at last. Careful, and one might

say protracted preparation, because for the origin of our new
venture we must go back to the month of March, 1660, 1 suppose

the most exciting month England has known in time of peace.

May I remind you of what was happening then ?

On January 2nd George Monck crossed the Tweed with 7,000

men. By February 3rd he was in London, and for a week he

said nothing. He never did say much. On February 11th he

spoke out. He told what was left of the Long Parliament that

he expected them to dissolve and issue writs for a new House

of Commons. All London burst into bells and bonfires and

every demonstration of joy. All over England, as soon as the

news arrived, the gentlemen of every county were assembling to

settle who should be the Knights of the Shire in the new Parlia-

ment. The gentlemen of Wiltshire met at Devizes, and, the

serious business of the day disposed of, Aubrey kept some of

them back to discuss the project of a County History. But

the good design vanished, he confesses, in fumo tobacci, and all

that remains is Aubrey's own notes for the Northern Volume,

which indeed, thanks to the admirable editing of Canon Jackson,

may claim to be one of the classics of local history. And as

its publication was made possible by the liberality of our

Society, then in its 10th year, we may claim some share in this

achievement.

But there matters rested for nearly 200 years. I am not over-

looking Stukeley or Colt Hoare or the happy chance which

brought the first Cunnington in search of health from the heavy

land of Northamptonshire to the cleaner air of the chalk. But

the man who picked up the nearly extinguished torch let fall by

Aubrey and his little circle, the father if not the founder of our

Society, deserves more than a passing word of commemoration

and praise. I mean John Britton. His energy it was that brought

into existence the Wiltshire Topographical Society in 1840. By

that time English Topography had been enriched by a noble
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array of local histories—Hasted's Kent, Ormerod's Cheshire,

Surtees' Durham, Baker's Northampton and many more, and the

aim of the new Society was, by collaboration, to complete the

work done by Colt Hoare in his Modern Wiltshire and so pro-

duce a County history worthy to stand by the side of the others.

By collaboration, or, in the actual words of the Society :
" by

a number of contributors acting under the direction of a

superintending body And it is interesting to observe that

the plan of enquiry, description and historical disquisition laid

down by the Council of the Society under Britton's guidance

anticipates very closely the plan followed by the Victoria

County Histories from their foundation. Britton understood

his business, and he had' the good fortune or good judgement
to associate that excellent artist, Frederick Mackenzie, with

that part of his work which deals with the Cathedral.

But this new Society did not achieve its aim, and that for

more reasons than one. Looking through the first list of mem-
bers one notices that, with rare exceptions, they are from the

north of Salisbury Plain. The South stood aloof, and a Society

not countenanced by Longford and Wilton and Wardour could

hardly command the prestige necessary for its undertaking.

Even Longleat is missing from the list. (I have heard that in

the matter of the National Register of Archives most of the

work has been done in the North, and that when the naturalists

go to the South most of the members of the excursions also come
from the North.) The other reason was that it soon became
apparent that there were very few contributors to be found with

the necessary knowledge or training to write the history, even
of a parish, with the completeness and accuracy which the

Society required. So a change of plan was necessary, and out

of that change came the Society as we know it to-day.

In 1852 John Britton, still vigorous under the weight of more
than four score years, offered to make over his Wiltshire collec-

tions to any society that might be formed to receive them.

William Cunnington II, acting with the promptitude we have
always been accustomed to associate with that name, organised

a committee, raised the money, and so acquired the nucleus

of that collection which subsequent acquisitions have made
famous and, I think, indispensable to all students of pre-history.

The committee, having discharged its function, then dissolved,

to re-embody its spirit in the Wiltshire Archaeological and
VOL. LII—CLXXXIX. 2 B
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Natural History Society and its Magazine. The founders aban-

doned the more ambitious scheme of parish monographs and
opened the Magazine as a repository of local information of all

kinds, and under the successive editorship of Canon Lukis,

Canon Goddard and the present incumbent, well has it served

its purpose. Indeed in the very first number there is an item

which has achieved international renown—the Glastonbury

man's account of his Abbey, which once found its way into

a broadcast to America. " By all I hear ", said that worthy,
*' Oliver Cromwell put 'e up, and William Norman pu'ed 'e

down". The last time I passed through Glastonbury I was
taken to see a shrine to which they appeared to attach a great

deal of importance. It was a gravestone of the 17th century

and bore the letters " J.A. ". The Rector was firmly convinced

that it marked the last resting-place of Joseph of Arimathea.

To speak frankly, there are articles in the early volumes of

the Wiltshire Archaeological Magazine which show a level of

scholarship not much above the level of the Glastonbury man.

Indeed, those volumes are not only a repository of Wiltshire lore

;

they are themselves a history of the progress of these studies for

a century. When to the Magazine we add the subsidiary

publications, Wiltshire Notes and Queries, the Bibliography,

the Library and the Records Branch, I feel that few counties can

have garnered so plentiful a store for the use and benefit of the

future county historian. And within these last few months
documents of the greatest interest and value have been arriving

at the new Archive Chamber at Trowbridge, chief among them
that splendid collection which we owe to the public spirit and
generosity of the Marquess of Ailesbury and Lord Cardigan.

No, we have lost nothing by waiting, even if we have waited

since 1660. ->;-

I am, I believe, in some quarters an object of suspicion. I

am credited with an indifference to gastropods and encrinites,

an indifference breaking into positive hostility where basidio-

mycetes are the game. Now I admit that after sustained and

laborious effort I still can never remember whether a columbine

is the same as a larkspur, and if not, why not, and I shall never

forget the bewilderment, and anxiety, on the face of a horti-

cultural hostess when, to show my interest, I remarked that of

all the blue flowers my favourite was the angostura. It is, I

own, an unfortunate limitation of interest, but, on the other
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hand, ever since I can remember I have been fascinated by earth

sculpture, and my first employment of spade and bucket was to

make miniature deltas and cut-outs and cataracts, to guide my
tiny rivers out of their parent lakes and to watch the cone of

deposit forming on the garden path, as it does when the Alpine

torrents reach the plain and lose their impetus, depositing their

limestone to be the foundation of famous cities. Now, in earth

sculpture, or physical geography, we have our link between
natural history and human history ; and the opening chapter of

the first volume of our County History will, I hope, develop

this association and show how the Land and the People of

Wiltshire were, as I may say, adjusted to each other.

Those of you who have seen a recent publication. The
Character of England, will remember and admire the brilliant

introduction by Professor and Mrs. Hawkes. Something like

that is what I hope the author of our first chapter, whoever he
may be, will do for Wiltshire, and as there is nothing so agree-

able as teaching other people their business (except perhaps

pointing out their shortcomings when they have done it) I should

like to ask your attention for a short while to the theme and
how it might be treated.

We all know that Wiltshire is divisible into chalk and not

chalk ; and the chalk in turn is either exposed or covered with

a cap of clay-with-flints, capable of bearing timber trees. Hence
Savernake and its adjacent brails, and the less majestic, perhaps,

but to many eyes even more beautiful, Grovely and Great Ridge.

And this chalk landscape is irregularly framed, as it were, by
the sands and clay of the South-East, the Purbeck and Portland

of the South-West ; the oolite of the North-West—few people

are aware that some of the finest Cotswold country is in Wilt-

shire : and, finally, along the North that extraordinary mix-up
of inferior oolite and corallian and Oxford clay and Kelloways,

to the layman a geological jungle where only Dr. Arkell can find

his way, and Mr. Jones is always finding sarsens in the wrong
places.

Now this dualism is an essential characteristic of the county.

Like so many other things in Wiltshire, it was first noticed by
Aubrey in his most characteristic style.

In North Wiltshire the

aborigines speak drawling. They are phlegmatic, slow and dull. They feed

chiefly on milk meats which cools their brains. These circumstances make

2 B 2
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them melancholy, contemplative and malicious, by consequence thereof come
more lawsuits out of the North, at least double the South. By this same
reason they are more apt to be fanatics ; their persons are generally plump and
feggy, gallipot eyes and some black. On the Downs, the South-East, their

flesh is hard, their bodies strong ; being weary after hard labour, they have no
leisure to read and contemplate of religion but go to bed. . .

In other words
Aubrey confirms the old saying, Chalk is Church and Cheese is

Chapel. Why ? Well, I think in his presidential address some
years ago our old friend Canon Goddard gave the right answer.

On the chalk the villages are strung out on a line down the

valley, each village clustering tightly round its church; so

whether it be church-ales or sermons, the village has its enter-

tainment, physical and spiritual, at its doors. But in the dairy

country the parishes are made of scattered hamlets and isolated

farms—wicks, as the Saxon called them—because the cows know
exactly how far they mean to walk. You remember Chaucer's

Parson

—

Wide was his parish, the houses far asunder,

Ne left he not for raine ne for thunder

In sickness nor in mischief to visyte

—or the Lollard wolf would have been down on the outlying

farms at once. In another age it might be the Brownist or the

Ranter ; in another the Methodist field-preacher. Now, in our

new History, one of the chapters will trace the varying fortunes

of the Church and Nonconformist bodies from the Elizabethan

settlement onwards, and it will be interesting to see whether
this correlation of Chalk and Church and Cheese and Chapel
can be established. If it can, then we shall have elicited some-
thing which may be of service to the future historian of the

Puritan movement and the Civil War.
Let me give you another example, this time showing how

geology and politics are found in inter-action. How exactly

was a Parliamentary election conducted in the 18th century ?

Some years ago Miss Edith Olivier showed me some papers

which Lord Herbert had found at Wilton. These throw
remarkable light on what is really a very obscure subject.

The year was 1710, when the Tories were up and fighting in

every constituency to oust the Whigs and end the war. Bath-

hurst of Clarendon was attacking Wilton borough, and these

papers answer our question in the minutest detail Every step

is carefully set down, with a view, I guess, to a possible petition
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against the return. At one point Bathurst plays his trump card

—a warning that if the flannel-makers of Wilton vote Whig
they are to expect no more blue clay. Now red clay is common
enough in Wiltshire. But blue clay? I turned to the Geo-
logical Memoir for Salisbury and neighbourhood. And sure

enough there it was. There is one pocket of blue clay, and one

only : it is in Clarendon Park, and you can see it from the rail-

way between Salisbury and Southampton.

Now, here are two examples of what I call adjustment, the

inter-action of Land and People, which has been going on always

and everywhere and is the groundwork on which the historic

pattern is laid. And the author of our opening chapter will, I

hope, trace that process of adjustment for us from—well, where
shall we begin ? From Knapp Hill, perhaps, or Windmill Hill,

or if we prefer a more dramatic opening, with that far-off day
when the pioneers of the megalithic invaders pushing north

from Poole Harbour came on the great sarsen-field of the

Marlborough Downs and said, like Jacob at Bethel,

This is none other

than the House of God; this is the gate of Heaven; and he took the stone

and set it up for a pillar.

Once launched, we can trust our archaeologists to carry us

through those dim ages ; and because I am a child in these m^at-

ters and like a story, I would ask them to give us if they can a

continuous narrative, using the monuments, the circles, the

barrows, the standing stones, as illustrations, and reserving the

details of measurement and content for separate treatment in

the volumes which will deal with the micro-topography of the

County, parish by parish ; but in their narrative always keeping

that clue between their fingers, the adjustment of the land to

the people, and the people to the land. You know, perhaps,

that the intention of the Editorial Committee is to issue certain

chapters of more than local interest as separate monographs.
Now chalk Wiltshire in general and Salisbury Plain in particular

is, I suppose, one of the richest and most instructive regions in

Europe; a monograph on that suject will command wide interest.

Woodhenge, we all know, sometimes pronounced Food Hangar
and sometimes Vaux d'Ange, is already a term of European cur-

rency. And this plan of monographs has the further advantage

that they can be kept up to date in successive editions. Archae-

ology is a highly progressive science—I need only refer to the
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revolution effected in the last 20 years by air photography—and
while a monograph published today would have to admit that

we do not know the date of Stonehenge, it is at least conceivable

that a second edition five years hence may say " And now at

last we do

Now, if I have rightly assimilated the teaching of my archaeo-

logical friends, I understand that in the 1st century B.C.

Wiltshire underwent such a mutation of culture as happened
in the 19th century A.D. In the first case the cause was a new
sort of plough ; in the other a new sort of loom : a plough which
could tackle the heavy clay land of the South-East Midlands,

a steam-driven loom which left the ancient and world-famous
West of England trade far behind. So the preeminence in

culture, and m-anufacture, which had long been held by the chalk

and its industrial fringe, passed away—to London and Colchester

and Verulam in the 1st century ; in the 19th century to Brad-

ford and Leeds. The parallel, if I have stated it correctly, is

certainly striking, though in one respect incomplete. There is no
evidence that the Roman War Office stepped in and grabbed

for catapult practice what nature had meant for sheepfolds.

But the historic situation thus reproducing itself in vastly

different circumstances is a fascinating theme and one which
I hope the archaeologists will develop for us in one age and
those who write on industry in another. The story of the white

cloth industry, its mysterious collapse and its revival as a

coloured cloth industry has been admirably told by Mr. Ramsay

;

but the history of the decline in the 19th century and its reper-

cussions, social and economic, on sheep-rearing and enclosure,

on population and wages, all that has still to be written. And
since it is one of the commonest fallacies to suppose that our

ancestors were blind to the changes going on under their eyes,

it is to be noted that Davis of Longleat, who wrote the report

on Wiltshire for the new Board of Agriculture in 1794, did

observe with anxiety the closing of the cottage industries, and

the probable consequences, to the labourer if the loss were not

made good by higher wages, to the farmer if it was. Sixty years

later in one of the early volumes of the Magazine there is a

paper which shows what did in fact happen.

You know Broughton Gifford, and you remember how it lies

in a sunny calm round its green, with a long causeway Hke the

tail of a kite which leads at last to the church and the great
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farm. That was where Broughton Gifford started, but Trow-
bridge was calHng for cloth, and so the people pushed out into

the waste. Broughton Gifford became industrial and prosperous;

the weaver kept his pony cart and drove in and out of Trow-
bridge in style. Then the shadow of Yorkshire crept over the

West of England ; the pony cart made way for a truck, and
before long the weaver trudged no more. And the paper I

have mentioned, by the rector, Wilkinson, in 1857, paints the

picture of a community in decay. No resident landlord, no
games, no village feast ; the death rate round the spongy green

was dreadful, and I remember when I first read it being struck

by the tragic implication of one sentence
—

" The parents never

go to their children's weddings A community, you see, which
has ceased to take any interest in its own future. And is not

that exactly what happened to the urban communities of Roman
Britain ? I think it was : it is a lesson which stands out clearly

as the archaaologists trace for us the decay of the Romano-
British cities. Now hitherto, though we have Romano-British

villages and villas in plenty, we have had no opportunity of

studying the development of an urban site. But the defect may
be made good, and Dr. Thomson's careful researches at Crick-

lade will, I hope, as they proceed, disclose the one thing wanting

to complete the map of Roman Wiltshire.

Roman Wiltshire is a misnomer, of course, because it is not till

the Saxon invasions are over and the new West Saxon kingdom
has taken shape that we can speak of Wiltshire or any other

shire. And in the transition from hill culture by Britons to

valley culture by Saxons we have a re-adjustment on the grand

scale. How was it effected ? I remember early in the war staying

at Erchfont with Rivers Pollock, and a conversation which
proceeded thus. " If this land was abandoned for 50 years it

would revert to wet forest ". " Yes " he said. " I will give you
as many ploughs and tools as you need to recover it for culti-

vation ; how much time will you want to become self-supporting?
" Eight seasons ". " And what will you live on all that time ".

He looked suspiciously at me and replied " Spam, I suppose.

What are you getting at ? " I said " I am trying to get at the day-

to-day, month-to-month, harvest-to-harvest business behind

that vague and grandiose term "the Saxon Conquest ". But when
the series of incidents so described had come to completion,

what we find is a new adjustment and one which, with trifling
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disturbances, persists to this day. Take the charter map of

Wiltshire, or the Domesday map, and compare it with the

Ordnance map. New Sarum is new, so is Devizes
;
Bedwyn has

decHned ; Swindon has grown. But for the most part the vil-

lages are where they were and what they were. And so are

the boroughs, Malmsbury, Marlborough, Calne, Chippenham,
Wilton. Now here is a puzzle to which I have never been able

to see a satisfactory answer. We read so much in the economic
histories about the conversion of arable to pasture in the 16th

century, the unemployment that followed, the pulling down of

cottages, the decay of market towns. Did Wiltshire come
through that revolution undisturbed ? The map suggests it did.

And, on the chalk, Nature indicates so clearly the limits of the

arable and the proper use of the downs, which is sheep rearing,

that I think it possible that the chalk had very early achieved a

stable economy, and was able to meet the demands of the cloth-

ing towns simply by expanding its downland flocks without any

grassing-down of old arable. But it is only my guess, and if I am
asked what happened off the chalk, in the North-West, I can

only answer Milk and Meat : fat cattle from the famous Idovers

by Dauntsey and the not less famous North Wiltshire cheese.

How far back that very profitable adjustment of Land and
People goes, I do not in the least know. But it is a very interesting

question, which in turn leads us to Malmesbury Abbey and the

management of the Malmesbury estates. You see how far-

reaching this clue of Land and People is : what byways it may
lead us through, what unexpected views it may disclose.

Let me give you another. At Leicester there is a fragment

of mediaeval masonry called the Jews' Wall. Dr. Joseph, the

Secretary of the Jewish Historical Society, asked in The Times

whether any other instance of a Jews' Wall was known. I told

him of the fragment in Longbridge Deverill bound with iron, and

the legend that if it falls, the House of Bath will come to an

end. I added that, though I believed there were ghettos in

Marlborough and Wilton, I did not suppose that Jews were
common features of the Wiltshire landscape in the 13th century.

In replying he told me that almost every one of our villages

figures at some time or other in the records of the Exchequer of

the Jews. Presumably they came to advance money on the

crops or the wool, which suggests a highly organised and profit-

able business. In 1276 I find that Geoffrey Mandeville gave the
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Manor of Sutton to Dru de Barynton "to acquit the said

Geoffrey of Judaism This does not mean that Geoffrey had
been seen shpping off to synagogue on a Saturday afternoon

;

Judaismus in 13th century Latin simply means a mortgage.

Having redeemed the land, Dru gave it to Geoffrey's son John.

John married Agnes Barynton, and there were Baryntons in the

heart of the wool country, at Northleach. Now in the 16th

and 17th centuries it is common to find impoverished gentlefolks

marrying into the rising wool families, and it looks as if the

practice goes back into the 13th century. It is an odd story

anyhow, and when the Victoria County History reaches Sutton

Mandeville, we may know what lies behind it.

It is time to bring these roving suggestions to a point. We
live in somewhat uncomfortable times. I am referring not to

the general state of the world but to the state of learning, and
in particular to the state of local learning. There is I think a

certain danger that the life will go out of societies like ours unless

we can find a new field of operations to keep them alive. I

am told that at Cambridge conversation is coming to an end,

because, whatever you say, the man always answers " That is

not my subject ". That is why I suggest we take this new
science, what I call Adjustment of Land and People, and make
it our own. At any rate they cannot say to us, " That is not your

subject ", because it is our Land and it is our People ; and it

gives us an area where the mind can still be free ; where the

field of observation is literally unlimited.
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BEDWYN IN THE TENTH CENTURY.

By H. C. BRENTNALL.

Mere glimpses, I regret to say, are all I have to offer, as

tantalizing as scraps of other conversations overheard on the

telephone : a glimpse of the parson and his grown-up sons,

another of a friendly society concerned with the major calami-

ties of life and the decencies of intercourse, and two of women
bent on some change of scene or circumstance ; a hint of a

religious community in the place and the names of a few
inhabitants—not much, perhaps, for a picture of pre-Conquest
Bedwyn but more than you might expect from so unusual a

source, for that source is Switzerland.

In the City Library of Bern there is a copy of the Latin

Gospels, catalogued as MS. 671. It has been pronounced to be

the work of some Cornish scriptorium in the 9th century.^ But
our main interest lies in some entries in Old English on the blank

leaves at the end. Three refer to Bedwyn by name, and the

fourth could hardly belong elsewhere, seeing that it forms the

second item of the four. They have been attributed to the

closing years of the 10th century. Obviously the four docu-

ments were copied into the sacred volume for safe keeping ; we
are famihar with such secondary uses of the Family Bible, and
many instances show them to derive from Saxon times, long

before the days of Family Bibles.

The name of Dr. Forster of Munich is well known to English

philologists and place-name students. He published during the

last war a book on English river-names^ on a scale so all-embrac-

ing as even to include an edition of these Old English records

in an appendix. His reason for doing so will appear later ; for

the moment I want only to quote a comment he makes on one

of them which he ascribes to a Welsh (Old British) hand. He
is considering the second entry when he says

:

Admittedly it

must seem doubtful whether at so late a date, especially in a place lying as far

east as Bedwyn, British peculiarities of spelling {Schreihgewohnheiten) could

^ W. M. Lindsay, Early Welsh Script. Oxford, 1912.

2 Max Forster, Der Flussname Themse und seine Sippe, Miinchen, 1941 (actually

1942) ; Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften.
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really have survived, even if the British name of the town points to a Celtic

settlement. Perhaps, however, we may assume that the writer of the text v/as

of Welsh descent. The unnatural division of words and the repeated use of

phonetic spelling unwarranted by custom might thus be explained.* The fact

that [even] the Cambridge thane- gild is providing, atthe beginning of the 11th

century, for the possibility ... of a member finding himself responsible for

the death of a Briton shows that the presence of Britons in English monasteries

cannot be ruled out.

Dr. Forster is heie adopting the suggestion of the Enghsh
Place-Name editors' that Bedwyn is a name of pre-EngUsh origin.

He is also assuming that there was a monastery at Bedwyn, a

point to which I shall have to return. His evidence for the

Welsh transcriber I am certainly not competent to discuss, for

I should have attributed the exam.ples I have given in the foot-

note to the hand of an illiterate Englishm^an. There were
plenty of them, I would respectfully add, even in ecclesiastical

communities. Forster himself finds in the form, vif (five), a

trace of what we should call the Wiltshire dialect. His Celtic

copyist must have picked it up since his arrival in these parts.

But I do not understand why a mere copyist, however weak his

English, should not have copied the text he had before him with

greater accuracy. It looks like an original effort.

Eight years before Forster's book appeared in Germany, an

American student had published the four entries with a trans-

lation,^ and it v/as this edition which prompted Forster to re-edit

the whole, though only one document had direct bearing on his

argument. Meritt's (the American) version left something to be

desired alike in text and translation. Forster offers no new
translation but attaches to his text some illuminating notes, I

hope to make clear my debt to both editors in my own.

A translation of Forster's em-ended text now follows with

such comment on each document as I can produce, if sometimes

I onl\^ succeed in darkening the twilight in which they lie. The
headings are not in the original.

* He refers to such spellings as gag for gang, vif for fif ; foret sit for forthsith,

mses se preos the for maessepreoste, hyrasa wle for hyra sawle, and attaches much
importance to lhafas for hlafas.

^ PN,W., p. 332. But the Welsh for " white birch " as the explanation of

Bedivyn hardly carries conviction. Forster, however, does not commit himself

to hedw given or an earlier form of it.

* Herbert Meritt, Old English Entries in a hianuscript at Bern, Journal of

English and Germanic Philology, xxxiii, 3. July, 1934. University of Illinois.
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1. Direction to the parish priest^ of Bedwyn.

" ^thelweard to Ceolbeorht : It is my will that you render

the two parts of the tithe from Bedwyn and Lambourne to

God's servants at Bedwyn for their sustenance, and that they

divide it among them as may seem to you fitting. ..."

Forster observes that the last 64 lines of this document were
erased when the next entry was made. Nothing survives but an
unintelligible fragment, haen (Meritt found even less).

A law of ^thelstan (926-941) placed the management of the

tithe-collection in the hands of his bishops and reeves. Meritt,

finding no bishop of the name in the Ramsbury list, suggests

that this ^thelweard might be the high-reeve who was killed

at Alton in 1001, when out with the Hampshire levies against

the Danes. But there seems no reason to connect that man with

the civil administration of Berkshire and Wiltshire. A better

guess might be the chronicler of the name, who was Earl of the

Western Provinces, probably of all Wessex, and died about 998.

In that capacity, or some lesser office, he may have been respon-

sible for the King's lands in his area. Lambourne and Bedwyn
were both in the King's hands at some time in the 10th century

and apparently continuously from 973 in the one case and 975

in the other.

Meritt quotes the charge of a bishop Wulfsine^ directing that

the tithe should be divided, one third for the fabric of the parish

church, one third for the poor and the remainder for " God's

servants who serve the church ". It is this last third from each

of the two parishes that constitutes "the two parts" of the

present document, as Meritt points out.

Here we surely have evidence that Forster's assumption is

incorrect. Tithe came normally to the secular clergy. Pre-

Conquest acquisitions of tithe by monasteries are rare in England,

^ It is Forster's idea that Ceolbeorht is to be identified with the parish

priest. It seems very reasonable,

^ I can find no bishop of this name. Is Wulfsige meant? The charge

was prepared by -^Ifric, presumably " the Grammarian ", who was at Cernel

Abbey when Wulfsige was bishop of the diocese (Sherborne) in the reign of

Mtheked II. But such a division of the tithe dated from the days of St.

Augustine, at least in theory. Doubt has been thrown on its observance, and^

a law of i^lthelred's enforcing it dismissed as a piece of his antiquarianism.

At any rate it seems to have been operative here, presumably in his reign.

This must be one of the earliest known references to tithe in England.
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and Lambourne, at any rate, never " looked to" any monastery.
It was to pass in the next reign to the Dean and Chapter of St,

Paul's. " God's servants " does not imply, in this case, the exist-

ence of an independent monastery, or even a cell of Abingdon, at

Bedwyn, though the land was at one time in the possession of

that house. The secular priests at Bedwyn had an ample cure,

warranting a considerable clerical staff. The chapel of St.

Michael at Little Bedwyn, now embodied in the present church,
was served from Great Bedwyn long after the Conquest, as

were other chapels at Knowle, Chisbury, Marten and East

Grafton. If we must include, as the 10th century charters^

seem to imply, Burbage also, we have an area of 18,280 acres

—

over 28 square miles—served from one centre, the " old minster ",

as it would then be called. We may fairly assume that when
parson Ceolbeorht apportioned his receipts " as seemed to him
fitting " he did not forget his personal claims to a share.

2. Rules of the local Gild.

" The ordinance of this gild is : If any member meet his death,

let everyone have five masses or five psalters said for the [dead

man's] soul, and on the thirtieth day [members shall contribute,

by] two and two, five loaves and one pennyworth of such relish

as may be had thereto. And at gild-meeting, by two and two,

one penny for their souls.

And if a member's house is burnt, by two and two, a load of

timber and the work upon it, or two pence.

And to the mass-priest on Rogation days two gildsmen

together® shall pay a young sheep or two pence.

And if any charge his gild-brother with falsehood or deceive

him from his gild-seat,^ he shall make amends with five ambers
of ale or three ..."

^ See Mr. Crawford's article (W.A.M., xli, 281). Difficulties connected
with the names of the witnesses to the Bedwyn Charter are thought to make
the date 963 more probable than the reputed 968, Chron. Mon. Abingdon, p. 335.

^ gesamhiwan ; normally this means " a married couple ", which here would
involve a startling revision of our notion of the members' list. Moreover the

preceding "two" would be unnecessary. Forster therefore prefers the mean-
ing I have given, though without parallel elsewhere.

^ There is some question where this comma should be placed. Meritt would
put it after " him ", but it would be difficult to produce five barrels of ale on
the spur of the moment. An amber was a measure of 4 bushels (dry) or 32

gallons (liquid). The text of this last clause reads: And gif hwa his gildan

gelihinie [for gelygenie] oththe gefyxse on his gildsetle gebete mid fif ambbreon
ealath ...
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The word after " three " is missing, as presumably are other

ordinances. Those here recorded have a semi-reHgious charac-

ter thought worthy of record in a sacred volume. But it is not

to be supposed that the gild was the company of " God's serv-

ants " elsewhere mentioned. Very similar rules are found, as

Meritt notes, in the religious gilds of Abbotsbury, Woodbury
and Exeter in the two following centuries.

This gild illustrates a tendency, so apparent among Anglo-

Saxons of a later day, to get together on one excuse or another.

I have called it a friendly society, and it was probably a parish

gild. If it was a frith-gild, it served also administrative ends,

for out of these gilds the later frank-pledge developed. The
times were not ripe for merchant or craft gilds, though these

associations were not very far over the horizon.
" Mass-priest " at this date meant a secular priest. Probably the

gild secured the services of a particular member of the Bedwyn
clergy-house. In the Rectitudines Singularum Personarum we
find that a gebur " must pay ... at Easter one young sheep or

two pence ". The price of lamb was evidently stabilized, like

that of slaves, in Saxon times.

3 and 4. Two Manumissions of Women.
" Hereby be it known that Eadwine granted to Wynsige and

Athelnoth, his man, that he might release Byrhtgyth from the

boorland for 300 pence with licence to go whither she would.

At that time ^Ifsige was reeve and Wynstan was his deputy.

By their witness and by witness of ^Ifheah, the mass-priest,

and ^theldrythe, the nun, and Titsig and Taetig and all God's

servants at Bedwyn, and by witness of Ceolbyrht's sons, Sigestan

and ^thelstan, and of all the people ".

" This is Ecgwynn's witness that Eadwine granted her that

she might release herself from the boorland for 300 pence with

licence to go whither she would. At that time /Elfsige was
reeve and Wynstan was his deputy.^^ By their witness and by
witness of ^Ifheah, the mass-priest, and all God's servants at

Bedwyn and of all the people ".

Because the passage presents some points of interest, I give the first half

-

of the text of this document

:

Her cyth thset Eadwine geuthe Wynsige and Athelnothe his men that he moste

adon Byrhtgythe ut of tham gehurlande mid tyn mancusson feerfrige on %lc land

tha j^lfsige folgath haefde and Wynstan wses his gingra.
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This translation follows Forster's interpretation. On the

question of who paid for Byrhtgyth's emancipation my wording

is as equivocal as the original. Like Ecgwynn, despite the

change of formula, she may have found the money herself—or

was it Athelnoth ? Perhaps a romance lies hidden in the words,

but I doubt it.

The price of a slave was about 240 pence, eight mancusses.

These women were going (in the literal sense) for a quarter as

much again. They were evidently gehurs, a low grade of the

nominally free peasantry ; in the Saxon idiom (innocent as yet of

malice) they were " done out of the boorland The Saxon
word used in both these documents is interesting. It has been
found only once elsewhere, in a grant of land to Abingdon
Abbey.^^ It is probably only a coincidence that Bedwyn was
also a possession of Abingdon in the course of the 10th century

and perhaps at the date of these manumissions. The term was
evidently known elsewhere ;

" Boorlands " still survives as a

field-name^"^ in Ogbourne St. George, and a search in other

counties might well produce further examples. But the next

editors of Bosworth and Toller's Dictionary will have to note

that Bern MS. 671 has trebled the written record of the word.^^

The witnesses were not attestors of the documents but those

actually present at the ceremonies, which required the presence

of all the township, clerical and lay. It may be some special

interest increased the named attendance at Byrhtgyth's freeing,

or the weather reduced it at Ecgwynn's ; but both sections of

the population are still represented, as the law required.

The name of the grantor, Eadwine, provokes, like that of

^thelweard above, some speculation. Much would turn on
both if we could fix them. Meritt, relying on a passage in the

Laws of Alfred, would have him to be the ealdorman. If so, we
lose sight of him at once, for he cannot be traced. But what if

Bedwyn was monastic property at the time of these manu-
missions ? It does not appear that the ealdorman would have
any part in the process, to judge from Kemble's Bath examples.^^

" Birch, C. S., 1002, dated 821 A.D.

12 Burelond in 1273 (PN,W., p. 500).

1^ Faerfrige in the same context (twice) has no previous record.

1^ CD. 1351.
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There was an Abbot of Abingdon called Eadwine, but the

connection with Bedwyn seems to have ceased before his

consecration. For the limit of the Abingdon tenure we are

dependent on a charter of ^thelred which has been dated to-

993 A.D.^^ It is a long document, and from it we need only

extract the story of Bedwyn.

Bedwyn, Burbage and Hurstbourne Tarrant (or part of it)

were among the lands assigned by Alfred's will (900 A.D.) to

the King's sons, a Civil List provision. King Eadgar gave them
to Abingdon. The reputed dates of these gifts are 968 for

Bedwyn and 961 for the other two, but the first of these is

probably too late, as we have seen. When Eadward was elected

king (975), the Witan high-handedly (violenter) dispossessed

the Abbey of the three estates and transferred them to his

brother ^^thelred out of regard, no doubt, for Alfred's intentions.

When Eadward was assassinated and ^thelred succeeded, he

found himself, he tells us, amply supplied with lands. He there-

fore decided (but 14 years later) to make restitution and to

emulate his father Eadgar's piety on his own account. Prompted
now by his best advisers (among whom we note the name of

Wulfgar, Abbot of Abingdon) he transfers to the aggrieved

monastery—three other estates, which had come to him by a

later windfall.

The Rolls editor of the Abingdon Chronicle declares this

charter to include the restoration of Burbage, Bedwyn and
Hurstbourne, and Canon Jackson^^ accepts his opinion. I cannot

find any justification for it in the Latin text, where ^thelred
handsomely belies his nickname. Abingdon's possession of

Bedwyn, beginning doubtfully in 963, ends definitely in 975, for

the Witan took action at once (statim) upon the death of

Eadgar. From that year we may date Bedwyn's Domesday
status as a Royal manor.

But that closes Abingdon's interest in Bedwyn three years

before the earliest date for Eadwine's abbacy. He seems, how-

15 In Chron. Mon. Abingdon, (Rolls Series, 1858) p. 367—admittedly a doubt-

ful source. See Stenton, Early History of the Abbey of Abingdon, 1913, for some
of the criticism. Kemble prints the charter, CD. 1312. I know of no particular

reason to question its authenticity.

16 Aubrey's Wiltshire Collections, (1862) p. 372.
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ever, to have served as prior^*^ under the abbot who preceded

him, and if we might assume that the Prior of Abingdon reheved

the Abbot of all the cares of estate management (with or with-

out his approval) we might at last arrive at a possible date for

these manumissions about the year 975.

So a second guess produces a date not inconsistent with the

first, which did not depend on the identification of ^thelweard,
but on the ownership of Lambourne and Bedwyn. If they were
both in the King's hands as early as 975, the confluence of their

tithe-portions might be explained. Again, if Bedwyn was in

Abingdon hands up to that date, the manumissions may belong

to some year or years of Eadwine's priorate. At the time of the

nefarious purchase^^ his brother ^Ifric is described, not as Earl

of Mercia, a title to which he succeeded in 983, but as son of

/Elieie, Earl of Mercia, which allows the transaction to occur

before 975. Conservatism would suggest a date for the manu-
missions not too long before the tithe apportionment, since they

are entered below it, apparently as an after-thought and not at

the time of the grants, for the old reeve, ^Ifsige, has gone.

I fear this scrutiny of the text has not got me very far. With
many ifs and ans I reach hesitant conclusions, advancing no
convincing local evidence to support, nor yet to contradict,

Meritt's opinion that the entries are of the late 10th century.

The date Forster prints is " ca 1000 Mine would be "ca 975",

if I dared to give one.

It still remains to account for the appearance of a Cornish

copy of the Gospels among the church books of Bedwyn.
So let us suppose that it had lain for many years in the library

of some Cornish church or monastery and then by some means
had become the property of a Cornish priest, who brought his

1^ The A-S Chronicle gives the years of his abbacy as 985-990. By the

Abingdon account (compiled, as is supposed, in the 13th century) he became
abbot in 978 and ruled for six years. His earlier priorate was bought for him
by i^^lfric, afterwards Earl of Mercia—another load on iS^thelred's conscience.

The Abingdon Chronicle quotes the King as saying :
" The price that Earl

i^llfric paid me for his brother Eadwine's priorate, whereby Christ's heritage

was sold into wicked slavery, I now repudiate ". This seems extravagant

language about a subordinate official, but Abbot Wulfgar, who prompted (or

wrote ?) the words, was Eadwine's successor and knew the facts. They might

even explain Eadwine's name on these manumissions, where Abbot Osgar's (?)

should have stood. What the price was and what form the repudiation took,

-lEthelred does not say.
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treasured possession with him to Bedwyn. There, to satisfy

Forster's theory of Celtic Schreibgewohnheiten in the gild rules

entry and Meritt's evidence for a similar trick in the tithe

apportionment/® we may suppose him to have made the first

two entries. Then the book passed into other hands, and the

manumissions were added. If the other hands were ^Ifheah
the mass-priest's, it might explain why he considered those two
particular manumissions worthy of record. And if the hands

were not his, it is only another fancy gone astray.

As we owe the text of these documents to America and
Germany, so modern Bedwyn owes its knowledge of their exist-

ence to Scotland. It was Dr. Neil Ker who first spoke of them
to Mr. E. R. Pole and supplied the information about the

publications that contained them. Mr. Pole was able to procure

Dr. Forster's book from Germany and generously placed it at

my unlimited disposal. It is a formidable volume of nearly

1000 pages, excellently printed on good paper—if there were
any war-time restrictions on knowledge in Hitler's Germany,
the Bavarian Academy of Sciences knew the way round them.

The American edition I at last obtained myself. I only regret

that the examination of the two has not produced more valuable

results.

He draws attention to the meaningless division of Lam burn an. Forster

misses or ignores it. But why should this miserable Worttrennung, as he calls

it, be saddled on a supposed Celt? On the other hand, Forster finds a

strong resemblance in the writing of these two documents, but Meritt, on the

score of a consistent difference in the formation of two letters, suspects a

change of hand. They agree that the manumissions are written in a smaller

script. .
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CUSTUMAL OF ABINGDON COURT, CRICKLADE.

Contributed by Dr. T. R. THOMSON.

" The Manner of Abingdon-Court in the parish of Cricklade

St. Mary's and St. Sampsons and County of Wilts belonging to

Madam Elizabeth Hodges, Spinster, surveyed by Cor : Palmer

1721

(The book is in the keeping of Messrs. Crossman & Co.,

Solicitors, Thornbury (Glos) . It begins—

)

MEMORANDUMS.
The Mannor of Abingdon Court lyes in the Parishes of

Cricklade St. Sampsons and St. Maryes and was granted by
Lease to the family of the Hodges's by the Dean and Chapter of

New Sarum

There is a Court Baron held within the said Mannr. at a

certain house called the Red-house in the possession of Anne
Baldwin for granting of Coppy hold Estates.

The Tennants there ought to doe suit and service to the said

Court. The Fines are arbitrary, no Herriots payable nor wid-

dows Estates held.

The Custom is to grant for one two or three lives, after the

rate of Fourteen Years purchase for three lives, (Viz) seven

or eight years for one Life, four or five for the second and two
for the last, and for the exchange of a Life one years purchase

The Custom is that if any tennant die after the Feast of St.

Michael the Executor or Administrator shall hold the Estate

until the Ladyday following, in like manner if he shall die after

Ladyday shall hold the same Lands until the Feast of St. Michael

next ensuing

The custome is that no tennant can alien or demise any of

his Customary Lands for above one year at a time but the same

is forfeited unless with lycence

The Custom is that all dotards dead and decayed trees and
hedgerowes upon any of the Customary Lands within the

Mannr. belongs to the tennant But first must be marked by

the Bayliff paying to him two shillings and sixpence for a timber

tree and fourpence for a dotard

2 c 2
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The Custom is that no surrender of any Customary Estate

can be had or taken out of the Court of the Mannr. by any of

the tennts. but the same ought to be taken by the Steward in

the open Court
The Lord or the Lady of the Mannr. can grant Lycences to

any of his or her tennants by virtue of which they can grant the

same to any Under Tennant for three years or more, Which
Under Tennant by such means may have power to vote for a

Member of ParHament to be chosen for the Town, provided

such tennements are worth twenty shilHngs per annum,
Most of the lands in Cricklade were formerly in common, and

there were no Stints to any of the fields but such as were made
for a certain Number of Years, but they are now most, if not

all, expired, but I give an Acct. of some of them that are now
made use of, tho without any support by Law.
The Stynt of South Mead is expired being made first from

three year, to three year, and afterwards from tenn years, to

tenn, but they keep up and now make use of the antient Stynt

which is as follows

One Beast to two acres, two yearlings to one beast, four calves

to one beast, one horse to four acres, The Black Cattle con-

tinues three weeks after the latter grass of the mead is broak,

and the sheep are put in and there remains till the Lady Day
following and then the mead is again hained, The Stynt of the

sheep is three to one beast, or to two acres three sheep.

There is a Reif Lake at the east end of South mead that

belongs to twenty four reeves and they take the profits in their

turns (Viz) one, one year, and another, another year, so that in

the year 1723 Madam Hodges is Reeve for a ground called

Great Kittavins, and in twenty four years Reeve again

The Reeve keeps a bare foot mare and colt from May day

till the mead is broak and mows two swaths on each side of the

Lake from end to end, and there is a little bit belonging to the

same in Mr. Selfs Kingsale near the Seven Bridges, for which
Mr. Self pays four shillings per annum, to whomsoever is Reeve.

The rent paid yearly to my Lord Wharton Lord of the Leet by

Mrs. Hodges is 2 : 9i
The Reeve is oblidged to make a feast at the expiration of

his term for all the other reeves and at that time to receive the

rents of the other reeves for the aforesaid Lord Wharton.
The Stynts of the arable com.mon fields are likewise expired
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but they stock the same as follows, six acres of arrable, and
one acre of medow or Layes, to one beast, and six sheep to one

beast or to six acres of arrable. The sheep ought not to be put

into the field till three weeks after the fields are broak with

beasts

The North Mead have no Stynt, it is broak with horses and
beasts Lammas Eve after twelve a clock at noon, by all the in-

habitants of Cricklade St. Maryes and Sampsons, that have any

goods to put there, but tis supposed that Calcot people have no
right in North Mead because they have a mead of their own,
formerly they put no sheep into Northmead but now after the

grass is eaten by the black cattle they stock it with sheep.

The Parsonage Lands pays tithe to the Vicar for all the lands

belonging to it, except the lands in South Mead for the lands

there belonging to the Parsonage being the tenth acres are sup-

posed to be laid out in lieu of tithe but some lands there pays

tithe that are odd lands for which there could be no tenth acre

laid out. The Hams likewise pay tithe

The tythe of most of the lands in Cricklade belongs to the

Mannor of Abingdon Court, but the tythe of Abingdon Court
Grounds, and Great Greens and Little Close belonging to

Henry Henleys coppyhold tennement is paid to Mr. Jones as

formerly belonging to an Hermitage
There is another Reif Lake in North Mead which belongs to

[thirteen]^ Reifs Mr. Fry by virtue of his leasehold ground called

Curtiss which he holds of Madam Hodges is one of those Reifs

None of the ways or rivers are measured into any of the

Lands or grounds.

It appears from another source that this is the missing number. T.R.T.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
About fifty members were present at the Annual General

Meeting of the Society, which was held at the Museum, Devizes,

on July 24th, 1948. The first business was the presentation of

the Annual Report, which was read by the Hon. Secretary, Mr.
C. W. Pugh, M.B.E.

ANNUAL REPORT, 1947—8.

Membership. The membership of the Society continues to increase. Since

the last Annual Meeting there have been 55 new entries, and the number on

the Register, allowing for losses by death and resignation, is now 504. This

is the largest total ever reached in the history of the Society. The figures do

not include those who are members of the Natural History Section only, of

whom there are now 78.

Museum and Library. The number of visitors to the Museum has been well

maintained, and 1,635 people paid for admission, which is slightly more than

last year. There has been a notable increase in the use of the Library by both

members and non-members, and the number of enquiries received by the Hon.
Librarian by post is continually growing. The help given by Mrs. Cole to the

users of the Library deserves grateful recognition. Many gifts to the Museum
and to the Library have been received, during the year, and these have been

acknowledged with thanks and recorded in the Magazine.

The Magazine. The introduction of a new type and other changes in the

lay-out of the Magazine have greatly improved its appearance and attractive-

ness. It is scarcely necessary to add that under Mr. Brentnall's able editorship

its interest and value still remain at the high level which has always character-

ised it.

Premises. Little progress has been possible in the adaptation of 41 Long Street

for the purposes of the Museum, chiefly for lack of funds. But a licence has

at last been obtained for the necessary extension of the heating system to

these premises, and it is hoped that the work will be carried out before the

winter. The cost will be over £300, towards which about £150 is in hand in

the Building Fund.

Finance. The accounts for the year 1947 prepared by the Financial Secre-

tary show an inprovement on those for the previous year. There is a balance

in hand of approximately £270. But this statement gives a misleading idea of

prosperity, for it is due to a windfall of £282 from repaid Income-tax for three

years on covenanted subscriptions. In connection with this, the large amount
of additional work done by Mr. R. D. Owen in obtaining the repayment
deserves recognition. The sale of publications produced about £70, but this

cannot be expected to recur in the future, for our stock of duplicate books,

etc., is rapidly diminishing, and indeed the supply of those for which there was
the greatest demand is now exhausted. We are faced, too, with a large ex-

penditure for necessary outside painting and repairs. So the picture is not

so bright as it appears at first sight, and the maintenance of an income suffi-

cient to meet our needs is an urgent problem needing serious consideration.

Natural History Section. The membership of this Section has now risen to

140, of whom 62 are full members of the Society and 78 of the Natural History
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Section only. Nine field meetings have been held, one of them in conjunction

with the Botanical Society of the British Isles. One indoor lecture has been
given. Contact has been established with neighbouring Natural History

Societies, and the Section has secured recognition from National Societies as

the organization to which records for Wiltshire should be sent. Besides carry-

ing on their own investigations, members have taken part in those organized

by National Societies and an International Committee. Full reports of the

activities of the Section appeared in the June number of the Magazine, and the

articles there published show that much valuable recording has been done.

Records Branch. The membership of this Branch now stands at 150. This

equals the pre-war maximum, but is quite insufficient in present circumstances

for its needs, and must be increased. A Calendar of Antrobus Deeds, edited by

R. B. Pugh, was distributed in February last in return for the 1947 subscriptions.

Several other volumes are in preparation.

Deeds and Manuscripts. The Committee has recently considered the question

of depositing some of the Society's large collection of deeds and MSS. with the

County Archives department at Trowbridge. It is felt that much of this

material which is seldom or never used by our members might be more appro-

priately housed there, where it would be equally accessible to those desiring

to use it. The matter has been informally discussed with the County Archi-

vist, but no definite steps can be taken without the approval of a General

Meeting. The Committee therefore asks this Meeting for authority to go

further into the question and to make such arrangements as they may think fit.

There is one more point to be mentioned, without which this Report would
be incomplete. All members will feel the liveliest pleasure and satisfaction

to learn that the work done for Archaeology by Mrs. M. E. Cunnington has

been recognized by the award to her of the honour of C.B.E. in the Birthday

Honours list this year. It can be truly said that the distinction is thoroughly

deserved, and the congratulations of the Society will be whole-heartedly ac-

corded to her.

Col. R. W. Awdry, C.B E., in moving the adoption of the Report referred to

the growing interest in the objects which the Society exists to promote, and
the consequent necessity to provide for the more adequate display of the im-

portant archaeological material which the Museum contains. The appointment

of a professional Curator is now more than ever desirable, and he appealed to

the members to do all they can to increase still further the number of members
and so help to provide an income which would render such an appointment

possible. Referring to the proposed transfer of records to Trowbridge he said

that it is impossible with our present resources to deal properly with the mass
of material we possess, but that the County Archives department has a staff

of experts who would be able in due course to tackle the work far more
efficiently.

Mr. H. C. Brentnall seconded the adoption of the Report, which was carried.

The accounts for the year 1947 were then submitted to the Meeting and

approved.

The re-election of Mr. G. M. Young, C.B., as President was proposed by
Sir Michael Peto, seconded by the Rev. E. C. Gardner, and carried with

acclamation.
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A resolution submitted by Major J, H. W. Knight-Bruce "That the Society

is in favour of the study of Genetics in relation to Botany, Natural History

and the Evolution of Man" was put by the President, in the unavoidable

absence of Major Knight-Bruce, and was referred to the Committee for

consideration.

Mr. Brentnall called attention to the designation of certain members of the

Committee as "Local Secretaries ", in the printed list of officers of the Society.

He said that, in the altered conditions of to-day, such an office was obsolete,

and that for many years there had been no functions for Local Secretaries to

perform. He therefore moved that this designation should be dropped. Mr.

Shaw Mellor seconded his motion, which was approved.

The Rev. E. C. Gardner moved a resolution that the Committee be given

authority to deal with the question of transferring to the County Archives

department such deeds and other records as they think fit, and this was
carried.

This concluded the business of the Meeting, and after an interval for tea,

Mr. Young delivered his Presidential Address, which is printed on another page.

SUMMER EXCURSIONS, 1948.

Two single-day excursions were held during the summer. The first took

place on July 2nd, when about seventy members and friends met at Tisbury

for a tour in the South-west corner of the county. Two motor coaches

travelled from Devizes by way of Potterne, Cheverell, Edington, Westbury
and Warminster, picking up members at each of these places ; then to Hindon,

where Col. H. F. Chettle, who had kindly undertaken all the local arrange-

ments, joined the party, and thenceforth acted as guide throughout the day

with an ability and charm which won the admiration and gratitude of every-

one. On reaching TiSBURY where several private cars joined the party, a

visit was made to the church, where the Vicar, the Rev. Canon A. H. Barnes

described the many things of interest to be seen in this fine building. A move
was then made to Place Farm where by kind permission of Mr. Lee the visitors

were enabled to see the interesting group of mediaeval buildings, formerly a

grange of the Abbey of Shaftesbury. The imposing double gatehouse and the

noble tithe barn remain much as they were built, and although the farm house

has been considerably altered, the buildings all together give a good picture of

a monastic farm of the period.

The next visit was to Gaston Manor. Here by the kindness of Major and

Mrs. Butler the party was allowed to roam at will through the house and

gardens. Col. Chettle acting as guide and giving a brief history of the house.

Accommodation for lunch, which members brought with them, was provided

at the Victoria Hall ; but the weather was so delightfully warm and sunny that

many preferred to eat their meal by the roadside, overlooking the pleasant

valley on the slope of which Tisbury stands, returning afterwards to the hall

to hear Col. Chettle describe Wardour Castle, which was the next place to

be visited. After he had spoken, Mr. C. W. Pugh took the opportunity while

all were together, to say a word of thanks to Col. Chettle for his excellent

guidance and also for the admirable way in which he had made the preliminary

arrangements for the meeting.
Wardour Castle (the new castle) was reached soon after lunch. Mr.

R. T. A. Arundell had kindly arranged with the Society of Jesus, to whom it
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now belongs, that the party should be shown the fine circular entrance hall,

and the sumptuously furnished chapel. Here the Rev. Father Fitzgibbon kindly

acted as guide, and spared no pains in explaining and describing the many
things of interest to be seen. A short drive by beautiful woodland paths

through the park then brought the party to OLD WaRDOUR CASTLE, well

known for its gallant defence against the Parliamentary^ forces in the Civil

War by Lady Blanche Arundell. The castle is now in the hands of the

Ministry or Works, who are carr>-ing out extensive repairs to preserve it from
further ruin. The custodian in charge here took over from Col. Chettle and
gave a good description of the building.

The party lingered long in the attractive surroundings of the ruin, which
stands on a knoll of high ground above the valley of a stream from the op-

posite bank of which rise beautiful thickly wooded slopes ; but at length the

inexorable whistle called them away. Leaving by a narrow lane, only just

wide enough for the coaches, the procession was halted by an obstacle in the

form of a large, heavily laden, and apparently immovable timber lorry. After

spending considerable time in endeavours to circumvent this obstruction, the

coaches had to admit defeat, and were obliged to make a difficult hair-pin turn

into another road, which brought them by a circuitous route to their next

destination, FONTHILL HOUSE, nearly an hour late. Here the visitors were
welcomed by Major and Mrs. Morrison, who very kindly showed them round
the house and gardens. They explained that the central part of the house

w^as originally the Manor house of the neighbouring village of Berwick St.

Leonard, which was taken down stone by stone and re-erected on its present

site.

It had been intended to visit the remains of Beckford's Fcnthill Abbey and

the American gardens of the Fonthill Abbey Estate, but the delay mentioned

above made a modification of the programme necessary^. So after a brief visit

to the fragment of Beckford's building which remains, the visit to the gardens

was omitted, and a move was made to the Pj^thouse Club, where tea was
provided, and with this welcome refreshment a most enjoyable day came to

a close.

The second tour was on July 30th, in the North of the county, in the neigh-

bourhood of PURTON and LYDIARD TREGOZE. Once more the weather was
favourable, and the progrcimme proved so attractive that the attendance

reached the high figure of 140. The projected visit of the Society to Lydiard,

was warmly welcomed hy the municipal authorities of Swindon, and the

Mayor most generously invited the members to lunch and tea at Lydiard

House, which is now the property of the Borough of Swindon.

Leaving Devizes at 10 o'clock, three motor coaches travelled to PURTON,
where a number of private cars joined the partj-. At the church the members
were welcomed by the Vicar, the Rev. Canon N. S. Willis who gave an out-

line of the history of the building. The oldest parts date from the 13th century,

but it was much altered in the 15th. and the present building is chiefly of that

date, though the central tower and spire are earlier. The western tower is a

fine example of perpendicular work.

From Purton the party- went to Restrop to see RlXGSBURY CaMP. Mr.

Paginton, on whose land it is situated, kindly allowed the cars to park in a

field close by, thus saving a considerable walk over rough grouud ; and as the

day was very hot, this act of kindness was greatly appreciated. Mr. A. D.
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Passmore was awaiting the party at the camp and gave a very lucid and suc-

cinct account of it, illustrating his talk with an admirable plaster model of

his own construction. He said that the earthwork dated from the later Iron

Age period, about the time of the beginning of the Christian era. It showed
no signs of extensive or continuous occupation, and was doubtless used only

as a place of refuge where cattle could be protected in times of disturbances

from raids by neighbouring tribes. He also showed photographs of a gold coin

of Cunobelinus which had been found on the site.

A move was then made to LYDIARD TREGOZE, where the members found

an excellent lunch, kindly provided for them by the Mayor of Swindon (Aid.

W. H. Davis). This was served in two large rooms in Lydiard House, which
were found to be delightfully cool after the intense heat outside. The Mayor
of Swindon presided, supported by the Mayoress, and Aldermen Adams and
Calderwood, and the Town Clerk (Mr. Murray John) . In a short speech after

the meal the Mayor gave a warm welcome to the visitors, expressing the

pleasure that he and the Corporation felt at their visit. Col. R. W. Awdry
replied on behalf of the Society, thanking His Worship for the grest kindness

and hospitality with which they had been received, which was very highly

appreciated by the members.
The party then moved to another room, where Mr. H. S. Tallamy gave an

able and interesting account of the St. John family and its connection with

Lydiard Tregoze, for which he was thanked on the motion of Mr. C. W. Pugh.

After an hour spent very pleasantly in exploring the house and grounds, the

party made their way to the church. Here the Rector, the Rev. W. H. Willetts

briefly described the principal points of interest. It is a building full of good
things—heraldic glass, remains of mural paintings, Jacobean screen, 17th cen-

tury Italian railings of metal work enclosing the Sanctuary, and, perhaps rather

overshadowing these, a magnificent series of monuments to members of the

St. John family; indeed, the church may fairly be said to be full of these

memorials. There is nothing like it in the county—perhaps in the country.

A long time was spent in examining these treasures, and then the party

returned to the house, where they were refreshed by tea on the lawn, and
took leave of their hosts, with many expressions of thanks for the generous

hospitality they had received. The Mayor, and the Borough Officials acting

with him, had spared no pains in providing for the comfort and convenience

of their guests. Everything was admirably organised and arranged, and all who
were present will long remember this day as one of the most pleasant and
successful of the Society's excursions.

ACCESSIONS TO THE COUNTY RECORD OFFICE,
TROWBRIDGE, since the list published in June, 1948.

Seven volumes : survey of the Church Plate in the Diocese of Salisbury,

ordered by Bishop Moberly, 1886. Two of these, giving details and illustrations^

refer to Wilts, and five to Dorset.

One volume : minutes of the Committee of Visitors of the Lunatic Asylum
for the county of Wilts, 1846-1851.

Memorial booklet presented by the Dauntsey Welcome Home Fund to each

person from the parish who served in H. M. Forces during the war of 1939-

1945, with a copy of the accompanying letter.
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About 250 documents, principally deeds, relating to the Lackham Estate at

Lacock, the Montagu family of Lackham, and to various other properties in

the parishes of Lacock and Corsham. Wilts, 1569-1927.

156 documents, principally deeds, relating to the Spye Park Estate in Chittoe

and Bromham. Wilts. 1660-1365 ; also 39 letters, bonds and deeds relating to

the Rectory of Rode and Woolverton and the Rectory of Charlinch. Bridge-

water (Som.) . 155S-1S6'0. (Deposit).

So documents : gifts, appointments, bonds, amnesties, bargain and sales,

leases, copy of an enclosure award, letters, bishop's ordinances, surveys and

other deeds and documents relating principally to Easton Priory, Wilts, c. 1200-

1322. (On deposit from the Wilts xAl. and N.H. Society.)

Seven documents ; estate account books, a defeasance for payment of £3.400,

a bargain and sale, abstract of title, schedule of deeds, and 64 vouchers, all

relating to properties in Blunsdon St. Andrew, in Highworth, Wilts. 1687-1736.

Photographic reproduction of A map of the ^Nlanor of Hannington in the

County of Wilts . . .
", 1753. Scale to one mile.

Parish copy of the enclosure award for the parish of Ogbourne St. George,

dated 27th May. 1796. (Deposit.)

25 documents: leases, mortgages, assignments, wills and probates, relating

to land and cottages at Pewsham and Xettleton, Wilts, 1706-1802, and two
returns of Knights of the Shire for the Northern and Southern Divisions of

Wilts. 1365, (Deposit.)

69 documents, principally deeds, relating to the Gilford family and to proper-

ties in East Knoyle. Xetheravon, Chisledon, Salisbury and elsewhere in Wilts ;

to Romsey and Fordmgbridge (Hants) : to Cranborne and W^imborne (Dorset)

;

and to Bath (Som.) 1563-1733. (Deposit.)

Twelve documents ; household accounts, notebooks, receipts for payment
of farm labourers, copy of the Rules of the Friendly Benefit Society' of Nether-
avon. and an invitation to a celebration of the 60th 3-ear of Queen Victoria's

reign, at Xetheravon. all relating to Thomas Matonof Xetheravon, 1837-1897.

About 230 printed and MS. documents ; 29 letters, some in French, Ksted in

the Historical Manuscripts Commission's Report on Lord Ailesbury's MSS,
1630-1732 : 13th centur;-- ballads ; 22 letters and papers concerning the Com-
mission of the Peace and Militia matters (to or by Thomas Brudenell-Bruce,

Lieutenant of Wilts. 1730) ; about 120 letters in French addressed to Lord
Bruce. 1647-1666. containing news 01 affairj in France and of the European
situation: and other miscellan-cous letters and papers of the 17-11 and 18th

centuries. (Savernake Collection.)

140 documents, principally deeds, relating to various properties in Wilts,

1507-1357. (Deposit).

Exemplification dated 27th Sept., 1616, by the Dean and Chapter of Sarum
of the appropriation of the Church of Box to Farleigh Priory on 3rd Sept. 1227.

33 documents, principally deeds, relating to the Fisher family of Liddington,

Ogbourne St. Andrew, and 2vIarlborough, W^ilts, and properties in Surrey, Berks

and London, 1474-1323. (Deposit.)

25 documents, principally deeds, relating to the Fowle family and properties

in Fyfield, Overton, Lockeridge and Melksham. Wilts. 1697-1322.
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Two deeds ; a lease and release of 11 acres of arable land called Dacons, part

of the Manor of Pewsey, Wilts, 24/25th March, 1767.

65 deeds : gifts, leases and releases, relating to church lands of Sherston,

Wilts, 1404-1789; with 8 bundles of certificates of examinations, removals

and settlements of paupers, 1733-1848 ; orders by Justices for the maintenance

of families of serving militiamen, 1794-1816 ; and 7 deeds of apprenticeship,

1732-1786 ; all relating to the parish of Sherston, Wilts. (Deposit.)

Two documents ; an abstract of title and a bargain and sale, relating to a

piece of land at Fiddington in West Lavington, Wilts, 1830.

Sixteen documents ; an appointment of a Deputy Lieutenant for the County
of Wilts, a lease, a gift, mortgages, and various copies of Court roll, relating

to Somerford, Purton, Warminster and elsewhere in Wilts, 1493-1813.

Eight deeds relating to properties in Westport, Brokenborough, Malmes-
bury and Clatford, Wilts, 1721-1810. (Deposit.)

Ten volumes of Committee minutes and reports of the Wiltshire County
Lunatic Asylum : 4 volumes of minutes of the Committee of Visitors, 1852,

1885, 5 volumes of minutes of the House Committee, 1851-1889, and one

volume of printed reports of the Committee of Visitors and of the Medical

Superintendent, 1851-1860.

One deed ; copy of Court roll admitting Christopher Willoughby to one

virgate of land in Milton, in the Manor of Knoyle, Wilts, 1681.

A declaration of trust relating to property in Heddington and the Pearse

family, 1867.

118 documents ; mainly leases, releases, assignments of lease, mortgages and

probate copies of wills relating to, Westbury, Godswell Grove in Dilton, Bar-

ford S. Martin, Seend and other places in Wilts, 1689-1911.

Five deeds relating to Longbridge Deverill, West Lavington, Rodbourne
Cheney and Purton, Wilts, 1835-40. (Deposit.)

Eleven deeds relating to Malmesbury, 1661-1752.

Three maps of the parish of Milton Lilbourne, illustrating the process of

inclosure, 1778 to c. 1781.

Four deeds ; feoffments, a lease and a gift, relating to small properties in

Trowbridge and Bradford-on-Avon, 1620-1645.

Nineteen documents, principally deeds, relating to properties in East Grim-
stead and West Dean, Wilts, 1666-1825.

Five documents relating to the history of Wesleyan Methodism in the

Bradford, Wilts, Circuit ; three Preachers' Plans, a volume of accounts and

names of members at Trowbridge, and a history of Wesleyan Methodism in

Trowbridge, 1804-1877.

Eight documents relating to the formation and conduct of a volunteer

infantry association at Heytesbury, under the command of John Gale Everett,

Esq., 1798-1802.

Two volumes
;
registers of all the recognizances of persons licensed to keep

alehouses, inns, victualling houses or to sell ale, beer or other liquors by retail

therein, sent or returned to the Clerk of the Peace [of the County of Wilts]

1756-1761.

Six deeds, relating to properties in Highworth, Preshute, Westbury, Pewsey
and Avebury, Wilts, 1734-1840.

M. G. RATHBONE, County Archivist.
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W.A. & N.H.S. RECORDS BRANCH.

REPORT FOR 1948.

Membership.

The Branch now numbers 100 individual and 56 institutional members—

a

total of 156. This exceeds the pre-war maximum and is consequently en-

couraging, but it needs to be greatly augmented.

Finances.

The Branch has a credit balance of £542, out of which the volume to be

issued in return for the 1948 subscription must be met. The Borough of

Swindon has agreed to allocate to the Branch exactly half of its five-year grant

of £250 per annum for the promotion of Wiltshire historiography.

Volume for 1948.

The Note Book of the Clerk of the Peace for Wiltshire, 1563-95, the volume
designed for issue in 1948, is in galley proof. Its completion has, however,

been delayed owing to the heavy burden of work that has fallen on its editor

(Mr. H. C. Johnson, of the Public Record Office) in recent months. This

pressure of work could not have been foretold, and it is hoped that members
will excuse some delay in the appearance of the volume.

Volumes for future years.

It is hoped to issue in 1949

—

(i) A Calendar of the Crown Pleas for Wiltshire for 33 Henry III (1248-9),

under the editorship of Mr. C. A. F. Meekings, of the Public Record

Office, and

—

^. (ii) A List of Wiltshire Borough Records, under the editorship of Mr.
M. G. Rathbone, the County Archivist.

Calne Guild Steward's Book. Excellent progress has been made with ab-

stracting the earlier part of the book and in preparing the text of The Stock

Book of Messrs. J. and T. Clark, of Trowbridge. As reported last year,

these volumes are under the respective editorship of Mr. A. W. Mabbs,
of the Public Record Office, and Mr. R. P. Beckinsale, Lecturer in Geo-
graphy in the University of Oxford. The manuscript of Mr. Beckinsale's

volume has been promised by the end of 1949.

Further work has been done on the Unparliamentary Benevolence of 1545,

(editor Mr. D. G. Ramsay, Fellow of St. Edmund Hall, Oxford) and
editions of the Deeds of Wilton Abbey, and of the Register of Roger de

Mortival, Bishop of Salisbury, are planned.

Victoria County History,

During the past year, the energies of the Committee have, to some extent,

been devoted to the promotion of a Victoria County History for Wiltshire, All

members of the Branch will have received particulars of this project, with an
appeal for donations. Thanks to the generosity of the Borough of Swindon,

the Branch has been enabled to contribute £50 towards the Wiltshire V.C.H.
Fund. Members will be glad to hear that a few sections of the History have

already been assigned to writers, and that groups of experts are meeting to plan

the introductory chapters.

R. B. PUGH, Hon. Secretary and Editor.

\
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London, W.C. 1

Palethorpe, J. A., The Rectory,
Hungerford, Berks

Parker, Admiral E. Hyde, C.B„
Bodorgan House, Ramsbury

Parker, Mrs. E. Hyde, Bodorgan
House, Ramsbury

Peto, Sir Michael, Bt., Dundonnell
House, Ross-shire

Pickard, Capt. T. W., 15 St. Valerie
Road, Worthing, Sussex

Pitt, F. C, 6 Westbourne Road,
Trowbridge

Pitt, Mrs. M. A., London Road,
Amesbury

Pole, E. R., Great Bedwyn
Pole, Sir Felix J. C, Calcot Place,
Reading

Ponting, K. G., Wingfield Road,
Trowbridge

Pugh, C. W., M.B.E., Hadleigh Cot-
tage, Devizes

Pugh, R. B., 11 Lawn Road Flats,

London, N.W. 3

Quirk, Rev. Canon R., South Canon-
ry, Salisbury

Ramsay, G. D., St. Edmund Hall,

Oxford

Rathbone, M. G., 4 Beechen Cliff

Road, Bath
Reeves, Miss M. E., 13 Norham

Gardens, Oxford
Rickaby, Miss J., 2 The Avenue,

Salisbury

Ross, H., Leighton Villa, Westbury
Seth-Smith, Miss D. U., Old Mon-

astery Garden, Edington
Somerset,The Duke of, O.B.E., D.S.O.,

J. P., Maiden Bradley
Simpson, C, 81 Sutton Common
Road, Sutton, Suriey
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Smith, G.. Great Bedwyn
Stokes, H. W., 63 Threadneedle

Street, London, E.G. 2
Stechert-Hafner, Inc., 2 Star Yard,

Chancerj^ Lane, London, W.C. 2
Thompson, Mrs. M. G., Southbridge
House, Devizes

Thomson, Dr. T. R,, Gricklade
Trench, E. F. G., Furze Gopse,

Savernake Forest, Marlborough
Vesey, D., O.B.E,, St. John's Lodge,
Warminster

Walrond, R. D., Aldbourne, Bram-
cote Road, London, S.W. 5

Watkins, W. T., 114 Leigh Road,
Westbury

Whitlaw, Miss R. M., Maidensgrove,
Henley-on-Thames

WilHams, Major R. S. A., The Old
Rectory, Poulshot, Devizes

WyUe, H., The GoUege, Marl-
borough

Wyndham, Mrs. J. R., c/o West-
minster Bank Ltd., Hanover
Square, London, S.W. 1

Yeatman-Biggs, W. H., Stockton,
Warminster

Young, G. M., C.B., Care, Marl-
borough

Young, W. E. v., Avebury, Marl-
borough

UNITED KINGDOM INSTITUTIONS.

Aberystwyth. National Library of Wales.

Bath, Municipal Libraries.

Birmingham. Public Libraries.

University.

Bristol. Gity Library.

University.

Gambridge. University Library.

Devizes. Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society.

Edinburgh. National Library of Scotland.

Gloucester. Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society, 24 Parkend

Road.

Gomeldon, Salisbury. Bourne Valley Historical and Record Society.

Leeds. University.

London. British Museum, W.G. 1

Gollege of Arms, Queen Victoria Street, E.G. 4.

Guildhall, E.G. 2.

Institute of Historical Research, W.G. 1.

London Library, St. James's Square, S.W. 1.

PubHc Record Office, W.G. 2.

Royal Historical Society, 96 Gheyne Walk, S.W. 10.

Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, W. 1.

University, W.G. 1.

Manchester. John Rylands Library.

Marlborough. Adderley Library, The Gollege.

Nottingham. Public Libraries.

Oxford. Bodleian Library.

Reading. Gentral Public Library.

Salisbury. Public Library.

Southampton. University Gollege.

Swindon. G.W.R. Mechanics Institute.

Public Library.

Taunton. Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society, The Castle.

Trowbridge. Wiltshire Gounty Gouncil, The Archivist, Gounty Hall.

Wiltshire Gounty Library.
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OVERSEA INSTITUTIONS.
Eire.

Dublin. National Library of Ireland.

Trinity College.

Sweden.

Upsala. Kungl. Universitetets Bibliotek.

United States of America.

Ann Arbor, Mich. Michigan University.

Bloomington, Ind. Indiana University.

Cambridge, Mass. Harvard University.

Harvard Law School.

Boston, Mass. New England Historic Genealogical Society.

Public Library.

Chicago, 111. Newberry Library.

University.

Haverford, Pa. Haverford College.

Los Angeles, Cal. Public Library.

New Haven, Conn. Yale University.

New York, N.Y. Columbia University.

Historical Society, 170 Central Park West.
Public Library.

Philadelphia, Pa. Pennsylvania University.

Princeton, N.J. Princeton University.

Salt Lake City, Utah. Genealogical Society of Utah, 80 North Street.

San Marino, Cal. Henry E. Huntington Library.

Urbana, 111. Illinois University.

Washington, D.C. Library of Congress.
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WILTSHIRE BOOKS, PAMPHLETS AND ARTICLES.

[The Editor invites all who are in a position to do so to assist in making
the record under this heading as complete as possible. Books sent for review

pass eventually to the Museum Library, an extensive collection of Wiltshire

material to which such additions are particularly welcome]

.

The Bonhams of Wiltshire and Essex. By G. J. Kidston, C.M.G. In the

History of Hazelhury Manor Mr. Kidston gave an account of that branch of

the Bonham family which in the 15th century acquired the manor of Hazelbury

.

In this book he traces the history of an elder branch, who became the owners of

the manor of Wishford nearly two centuries earlier, when Maurice de Bonham,
whose grandfather had married a daughter of Henry Daubeney, the former

owner, inherited the estate in succession to his grand-uncle, also a Henry
Daubeney ; and here the family remained for nearly three hundred years.

The fortunes of the Wishford Bonhams are traced in detail, and it is clear

that for the greater part of the time they enjoyed prosperity and importance.

An interesting account is given of Nicholas Bonham, who succeeded to the

Manor in 1356. He was evidently a man of some mark. Besides being six

times a Knight of the Shire, he held the office of steward of the borough of

Wilton, was a verderer of Grovely Forest, and served on a number of impor-

tant commissions. In fact he seems to have been a country gentleman of the

best type, who realized and fulfilled the duties of his position.

Half a century later came Thomas, his grandson, who is perhaps the most
widely-known member of the family, for it was his wife Edith who is said to

have enlarged the family by producing seven children at one birth. The story

is too well known to need repetition. Mr. Kidston tells it without expressing

an opinion as to its credibility.

In the middle of the 16th century troubles began to gather round this once

prosperous family. Lawsuits, family quarrels, unwise purchases of land invol-

ving extensive borrowing and mortgaging, drained the resources of the estate,

and the inevitable end came in the year 1600, when Walter Bonham was forced

to sell the manor to Sir Richard Grobham.

The second half of the book deals with the Essex branch of the Bonhams.
Although this family bore the same arms, and in later generations certainly

claimed Wiltshire ancestry, it has not been possible to find the link between
the two branches. There were Bonhams in Essex from the early 16th century,

and their story is here told as fully and carefully as that of the Wiltshire

branch. The present Bonham family can be clearly traced to one Samuel
Bonham of Stepney, who in the early years of the 18th century amassed a

fortune in the then highly respectable occupation of slave-trading ; but all

efforts to connect him with the earlier Essex family have failed.

The book is written in an interesting and attractive style, to which this

brief review cannot do full justice. It is fully documented ; the genealogical

charts are clear and easy to follow, and there is a good index. Mr. Kidston is

to be congratulated on a careful and interesting compilation, which affords a

welcome addition to the local history of the counties concerned.

C. W. PUGH.

2 D 2
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The Roman Road from Caerleon to Silchester by A. D. Passmore, Swin-

don, 1948, 1/-. Mr. Passmore has here solved an old problem—the later stages

of Iter XIII of the Antonine Itinerary in Britain. From Caerleon to Gloucester

he accepts the usual interpretation ; there are formidable local difficulties, but

they do not seriously affect the count of Roman miles, and we reach Gloucester

with the forty-sixth. It is from Gloucester onwards that the Itinerant's

arithmetic seems to be at fault. Mr. Passmore unravels the confusion in a

manner which appears simplicity itself, till we reflect that nobody thought of

it before. It is the old story of Columbus and the egg, which is also the story

of the discovery of the West Indies.

The egg in the present case is the station of Durocornovium ; but to appreciate

Mr. Passmore's solution the text of the Iter must be quoted.

FROM ISCA (CAERLEON) TO CALLEVA C7X MP, thus:

To Burrium (Usk) viii; to Blestium (Monmouth) xi; to Ariconium (Weston
under Penyard) xi ; to Glevum (Gloucester) xv ; to Durocornovium (?) xiv

;

to Spinae (Speen) xv ; to Calleva (Silchester) xv.

The sum of these distances, declared to amount to 109 Roman miles, makes
only 90. The missing 19 miles are somewhere on the road, and the accepted

solution has been to identify Durocornovium with Cirencester, on the score of

the distance from Gloucester, and to insert another station of unknown name
at the fork of the roads to Silchester and Winchester, 15 Roman miles from

Cirencester and 19 from Speen, Mr. Passmore proposes to restore the true

name of Cirencester, Corinium, and to re-establish Durocornovium at the road-

fork. Thus the text is now made to read ; "To Corinium, xiv; to Durocornovium,

XV ; to Spinae, xix "—and the egg is firmly planted in its true position !

This is Mr. Passmore'c account of Durocornovium as he approaches it down
Ermin Street from Cricklade :

" On passing the old canal, close by on the E. side is a ring earthwork
thought to be the amphitheatre of the station nearby but more likely to

be one of the numerous ring enclosures discovered some years ago in this

district. Beyond the River Cole (arm crossed by Nythe Bridge) a very

large and important Roman station is divided in two by our road. Here
the ground is full of pottery of that age, and the earth is exceedingly black

over a very large area extending for about three quarters of a mile between
two streams. At the crossing of the small river to the S. (Saxon name
Dorca) the road is joined by another (running from Winchester) at Coven-
ham Farm. The junction is fortified by circular curved banks and ditches.

At this site many important discoveries have been made. Aubrey
records a large urn full of coins, about two thousand and none later than

Commodus. (This, together with his men, disappeared in the night) . The
ground over a large area shows evident signs of buried buildings, as men-
tioned by Hoare, who unfortunately gave the name Nidum to the station

because Nythe Farm stands on the N. part of it. Fine terra sigillata has

turned up in quantities together with many coins. A parcel of picked

specimens, silver and copper, was taken to London and disappeared in an
air-raid. Many years ago I saw 22 wonderful aurei of Hadrian and the

Antonines in perfect condition offered for sale, but they were beyond a

schoolboy's pocket. Later investigation failed to find where they had gone.

... Of the hundreds of coins submitted for examination from this site a list

has been made which extends from Republican times down to Gratian.
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Tradition states that there were many churches in Wanborough. This

may be a Hngering memory of Roman buildings standing in medieval times

and the finding of inscribed tombstones, which doubtless lined the road-

side These in ignorance would be thought Christian. It is curious that

this large and important station at the junction of two busy roads is not

marked on the map attached to the new Oxford History

The name Durocornovium, so long and so uncomfortably regarded as an alias

of Corinium, has puzzled many. It has been held by such authorities as Ekwall
and Max Forster to refer to the tribe of the Cornovii, though neither has.

adequately explained why we should find that people in the basin of the Upper
Thames. Ptolemy put them in Cheshire and Shropshire with a capital at

Chester, and the Ravennan made Wroxeter their centre. Others of the name
are placed by Ptolemy in Caithness and by Ekwall in Cornwall. But all we
know about them is that a cohort of Cornovii garrisoned a section of the

Roman Wall. Need we bring them into North Wilts ? Mr. Passmore has

referred to a stream called Dorca. That was the Saxon name of the Upper
Cole (the " small river " of Mr, Passmore's description) when the bounds of

Wanborough were recorded (ca 1050 A.D.) . A hundred years earlier it was
Dorcerne (see the bounds of Chisledon, 955 A.D. and compare Badbury 901 A.D.)

.

With this hint we need no " stronghold (Duro-) of the Cornovii " to explain

Durocornovium ; we may with greater probability suppose that station and
stream both preserve some British river name, though what its original form
and meaning were we cannot say.

Mr. Passmore follows the course of Ermin Street from Gloucester to New-
bury and records many features of a road he knows well. We could wish that

his printer had served him better, for the state of his own eyesight made proof-

reading very arduous. Errors abound and obscure the value of an important

publication. Even the passage quoted I have ventured to re-edit in order to

make the author's meaning clear. H. C. B.

Pebble Ridge, Occasional Verse, 1947, by Michael Peto, Devizes, C.

Woodward, 1948. We have kicked the pebbles over as Sir Michael invites us

to do, and we find a higher polish on them than he predicts. His touch in

this second volume of his convalescence is more assured, his metres have a

new confidence (but Boileau might be puzzled by Entre Terre et del). Some
of his descriptive passages are arresting, as his lines on the sun-scorched

Spanish landscape or the road to " Kylescu's old white inn" with all the

names that make poetry of the grim contours of the North West Highlands.

The attraction of this little collection lies in the frank revelation of its author,,

his moods of contentment or depression, reverence or reminiscence. His
sympathy for dogs and birds and children, his love of honest handicrafts and
hot baths and his dislike of much that passes for democracy should find an
echo in other hearts. H.C.B.

Tradesmen's Tokens. The Wiltshire Times of Sept. 10th, 1948, contained

an account from Bradford-on-Avon of Mr. R. T. Christopher's collection of

this currency, which met the shortage of small change in the 17th and again

in the late 18th century. The discovery of another " Coventry halfpenny "„

1793, is also recorded from Westbury.
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St. Boniface College, Warminster, founded nearly 90 years ago by the Rev.

J. E. Philipps (Vicar of Warminster 1859-1897) for the training of missionaries,

is now, in accordance with the report of a Church Commission issued in 1944,

no longer to be used exclusively fot that purpose. It will be occupied by
fourth-year theological students of King's College, London. The Wiltshire

Times of Oct. 23rd, 1948, notices a book by Canon S. P. T. Prideaux, D.D.,

recently published by the Council of the College on the history of the insti-

tution. The story of the adoption of the name in 1871 is worth borrowing,

though as the first record of an interesting discovery it reaches our pages a

little late. Bishop Cotton was Master of Marlborough before he went to

Calcutta.

" The Warden had received a letter from Bishop Cotton, of Calcutta

in which he had expressed the wish to see a body of men at work on the

old Columba and Boniface system. The next day there was dug up in a

Warminster garden, at a depth of nine feet, a leaden bulla on which was
stamped the name of Pope Boniface IX. The coincidence was too strong

to be resisted and was taken as of divine indication, and the name of the

institution was changed".

As the " Warminster Mission House ", it had occupied a site opposite the

present College.

The Cricklade Historical Society has begun its issue of materials for a

history of the town with an account of St. Sampson's Church by the Rev.

S. W. L. Richards and Dr. T. R. Thomson (price 2/6 to non-members) . Of
the final volume this pamphlet represents the third chapter. This piece-meal

production is a convenient device which the V.C.H. Committee proposes to

adopt on a larger scale. It gives opportunities for additions and corrections.

Thus some obscure statements on pages 4 and 5 may be elucidated, and there

are probably other improvements (there always are) in the minds of the

authors. But as it stands the account is already a full one. It begins with

the site and ends with a reference to pictorial illustrations of the church.

Some subjects, like the church property and the registers, are to be dealt with

in other chapters. The claim of St. Sampson's tower to be the glory of North
Wiltshire is here repeated and for the exterior may be allowed, but to one

visitor at least the interior heraldry is, frankly, repellent alike in disposition

and intention. The Architectural History section, which seems also designed

as a guide for visitors, omits nothing of importance, but it is not, perhaps very

useful to learn that an altar slab is " of very great age " or a coffin " very early

work " when their value as evidence for close dating is in question. Admit-

tedly it is difficult to be precise with work of this nature, but it might have

been helpful to add that both are covered with interlaced designs of Celtic

origin. There is an interesting account of the patron saint, alive and dead,

and the early status of St. Sampson's as the mother church of a wide area is

rendered highly probable. In this respect it may be compared with Bedwyn,

or Lambourne in the next county. The documentation is thorough and testi-

fies, if testimony were needed, to the work which has gone in the making of

this chapter. The Cricklade Historical Society and its General Editor are to

be warmly commended for this earnest of their enterprize.

H. C. B.
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Corsham Court. The Antique Collector for July-August, 1948, has an article,

unsigned, on Lord Methuen's house, illustrated by seven excellent photographs.

The history of the site is briefly traced from the 14th century, when Corsham
Manor was included for several reigns in the dowry of the Queen of England.

The old manor-house was replaced in 1582 by the nucleus of the present build-

ing, which turns its Elizabethan south face to the entrance court. Its builder

was Thomas Smythe, haberdasher and collector of customs in the Port of

London, The Hungerfords succeeded him, and six other families, before the

property was bought by Paul Methuen in 1745. Extensions were carried out

chiefly by " Capability " Brown, whose reputation as a landscape gardener

hardly prepares us for the magnificent Picture Gallery and other rooms of

state which he designed. But Henry Keen was the architect responsible for

the classical north front, and at later dates Nash, Repton and Bellamy made
notable alterations to the central rooms. Much attention is naturally given

to the furniture and fittings, and the bills for them, often quoted, will induce

regretful comparisons. The art collection of Sir Paul Methuen, the negotiator

with his father of the famous " Port-wine " Treaty with our oldest ally and
godfather of the first Methuen owner, is described in some detail as its great

interest deserves. But the Sanford Collection, which came to the Methuens
by marriage about a hundred years ago, also contains some wonderful pieces,

chiefly Italian pictures of the 14th and 17th centuries acquired at Florence in

the 20 years that followed the Napoleonic wars—a golden age for collectors,

but an age of bronze for Italy.

Great houses all over the country are daily opening their doors to public

institutions of one kind or another. No more admirable home than Corsham
Court can well be imagined for the Bath Academy of Art, which now occupies

part of a house provided with so many treasures.

Richard Jefferies Centenary. The Times of Nov. 8th, 1948, reported cele-

brations of this event on Nov. 6th, Jefferies' birthday aniversary. At Swindon
Arts Centre Mr. Richard Church delivered the Centenary Memorial lecture,

tracing Jefferies literary development from his early days as a reporter on the

North Wilts Herald and claiming for him a place beside Gilbert White and

Isaac Walton.

At Worthing the Mayor placed a laurel chaplet on Jefferies' grave in Broad-

water Cemetery and Mr. S. J. Looker paid a brief but eloquent tribute to his life

and work. Jefferies' daughter and three nieces were present at the ceremony.
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Notes.

Destroyed Megaliths in North Wiltshire. Since the public-

ation of my " Notes on Some North Wiltshire Chambered
Tombs" in Wilts Arch. Mag. LII (1947), 57-64, an additional

piece of evidence for the forecourt setting at the Devil's Den,
and for another vanished site not far away, has come to light in

a very unexpected manner. A stray sheet of William Stukeley's

field notes came into the hands of Mr. Harry Foster-Smith, a

Salisbury bookseller, and my attention was drawn to it by
Mr. H. Bailey, to whom the manuscript came (with others) for

binding. I am much indebted to Mr. Foster-Smith for allowing

the publication of a transcript of this sheet, which contains notes

made in 1723 on the Devil's Den and on another site near

Marlborough.

Stukeley's notes run as follows :

—

In the lane, or rather Ro. Road between Marlborough & Devizes over ag.

Clatford lyes about 12 stones flat upon the ground In the middle of the

road which seems to widen on purpose for it & takes a little turn too upon
that account. 8 of them seem to lye in a circle & the other 4 may pos-

sibly have been the entrance or beginning of an [Abury crossed out, and

Avenue substituted} they are all very large being about the size & shape

of the stones of the outer circle of Stonehenge I measurd one, 16J f long

2 yds broad, there are two barrows within sight of it it stands upon the

edge of the meadow just by the Kennit side, perhaps those were stones

going to Stonehenge for they seem to have been brought from the top of

the hill northward thence where upon a long ridg there are many stones

of Vast bulk besides what lye in all the valleys round in great quantity,

whether one or t'other be right they were in all probability there when
the Romans made this Road, & then thrownd down if standing, by them.

It is convenient to break off the transcript at this point and to

deal with this site before the Devil's Den, which Stukeley goes

on to describe.

Now this circle of fallen stones was first recorded by John
Aubrey in the seventeenth century, but the appearance of the

record in print is rather unsatisfactory. The well-knov/n tran-

scripts of the passages from the Monumenta Britannica MS.
relating to Avebury, made by William Long and published in

W.A.M. IV (1858), 311 ff., were criticised by Thurnam soon

afterwards (Ihid., VII (1862), 225), and are in fact heavily edited

and re-arranged. In Long's transcript of what should be the

relevant portion of the Monumenta for this Clatford circle (on

p. 317 of his 1858 paper), the following re-arrangement has

taken place.
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The first complete paragraph on the page (" One of the . .

in the roade ") is from f. 37 of the Monumenta (Bodleian Library,

MS. Gen. Top. c. 24), but the next ("On the brow . . . these

temples ") is inserted from f. 43. This should have been fol-

lowed by a paragraph dealing with the Clatford stones, but

Long omitted this, though he gave an inaccurate transcript of

it as the underline to a drawing of the stones taken from f. 44

verso (Long's Plate III, fig. 2). The paragraph in fact runs as

follows :

—

Fig. 2. In a Lane from Kynet towards Marleborough, doe lie, falln-down,

eight huge stones in a Circle ; as described in the figure : which could

never be by chance : and (besides) they are (rudely) hewen.

(Monumenta Britannica f. 43.)

After this omission, Long goes back to f. 37 in his third and
fourth paragraphs on the page (beginning " I am enformed . . .

and " As to the Etymologic . . .
")

Stukeley's notes, which he does not seem to have published

in his Abury volume or elsewhere, show that the stones remained
in existence until 1723 at least, but Colt Hoare could only cite

Aubrey as evidence of the monument, and A. C. Smith could not

identify the site in the 1880's. (British and Roman Antiquities

of North Wilts (1885), 173).

To return to Stukeley's field notes, they continue thus :

—

a little farther westward you turn on the right into the fields which leads

(leaving a barrow on the left hand) into the Clatford bottom a long &
pretty valley a tree growing in the middle, tis full of stones lying as the grey

weathers, upon a little eminence stands the Kistvaen taken notice of by

Mr. Aubry tis the very same as Kits coty house (the upper) but rather

bigger, the ground plot an H but the middle stone is sunk down—the other

two supporters wre fallen inwards, I suppose by some body digging under-

neath which has disjointed the whole work for I observe there was a hole

cut in the bottom of the upper stone «Sc in its middle to let in a protube-

rance in the top of the middle stone, & the same of the two side stones.*

the upper stone is llj long 9.9. broad & 4f thick & its upper edg is betw.

8. & 9. f. from the ground, the two side stones are a little more than a

yard thick the position of the opening is S E by E there has been at least

4 more stones that belongd to it three remaining which were set as wings

to it, & formed an oval cell, if there were no more stones it was but 16 f

long there are some more stones lying round it but not with any such

correspondance as that we may be sure they belong to it, for there are

innumerable more within a stones cast lying in the valley, this curiosity

they call vulgarly the devils den.

* which is an imitation of the tenon and mortises at Stonehenge or the

idea is taken from there
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Apart from the enthusiastic claim for non-existent mortise-and-

tenon jointing, this is an admirable and objective description of

the monument, and the specific description of the stones of

forecourt setting confirms the impression gained from the draw-
ings. Once again, Stukeley's soundness as a field archasologist

in the 1720's has proved of value to modern workers.

STUART PIGGOTT.

Tilshead Church. When working near Stonehenge last

year I heard that an interesting find had been made in the

churchyard at Tilshead, which lies 9 miles South of Devizes. It

seems desirable to put this on record.

I called on the Vicar, the Rev. W. Freeman, who informed

me that the Sexton when digging a grave had come upon five

skulls arranged in a ring facing inwards. Only one of these

was preserved, and the Vicar kindly showed it to me. It had a

cephalic index of approximately 79. There was a round hole in

top of the skull, about the size of a sixpence, which Dr. Pardoe
of Bristol informed me had the appearance of having been made
after death. I understand that the other skulls were broken.

No examination was made of the associated materials, and every-

thing dug out was thrown back when the grave was filled up.

Mr. Freeman tells me that during the incumbency of his

predecessor a crouched skeleton had been found on digging

another grave. The Church stands on a slight rise and would
appear to be erected as many others are, upon a prehistoric

sacred site. The last find was made upon a piece of land east

of the Church, formerly part of a farmyard and recently added
to the churchyard. In a more recent burial a quantity of late

Bronze Age pottery was found and kept, and the Vicar has

kindly promised to let me know of any future finds or intended

burials.

I should also mention that the Vicar pointed out that the thin

layer of plaster covering the stone walls inside the Church had
discoloured and bloomed in many places in a peculiar manner
suggesting the possibility of mural paintings underneath. This

has however not yet been investigated.

GUY UNDERWOOD.
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Two Jugs of Wiltshire Interest. Silver lustre pottery in a

local collection.

1. A fine canary ground with silver lustre decoration on
which is a medalHon bearing a portrait of Sir Francis Burdett

with the inscription " The determined enemy of corruption and

the constitutional friend of his Sovereign On the other side in

a circular frame is the following " Sir Francis Burdett Bart

M.P. Committed to the Tower 6th April 1810 by the House of

Commons for firmly and disinterestedly asserting the rights of

the British people " A fine quality specimen and no doubt

made in 1810. 5i" high.

2. A silver lustre jug with white ground on which is a prin-

ted view of the front of Ramsbury Manor. In the foreground

are three stags and a herd of cattle. On the other side in an

ornamental frame is the inscription

—

The sun of Old England

Can never be sett

While Freedom is seen

Hand in hand with Burdett

A free British spirit

Runs high in his veins

So here's to the right

Which unfettered

remains.

It is 4i" high. These seem to be rare and hitherto unrecorded

examples of (probably) Staffordshire pottery.

In the same collection is a small printed booklet " The Trial

of Sir Francis Burdett, Bart, at Leicester on Thursday March
23d, 1820. Before Mr. Justice Best, and a special Jury. (Is this

England ? This a Christian Land ?—A Land of Freedom ? Sir

Francis Burdett). London, Printed by and for William Hone,
Ludgate Hill 1820, price eighteen pence

The three questions above, apparently quotations from
Burdett's speech, are apart from the remainder of the title

and printed between lines. A. D. PASSMORE.

The Cricklade Mint. At the Ashmolean Museum Mr.

J. G. Milne has found a coin of the Saxon King Cnut which
has been struck from an altered die. First it was made to strike

coins of Cricklade and subsequently it was altered for coins of

Oxford but bears in both cases the name of the moneyer
Aegelwine. This proves that he was making coins both for
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Cricklade and Oxford and therefore might have hved at either

place or neither, which raises (as Mr. Milne remarks) the

question as to whether coins were made at the places marked
on them or were supplied by merchants to order as required.

I would further suggest that a parallel case is the striking of 17th

century tokens of v/hich almost all small towns had some, though
all were made by merchants probably at Birmingham, and not

at the places named on them. Similarly on each side of 1800

many town and traders tokens were made in the Midlands and
supplied to local requirements. This is an interesting line of

future enquiry.

As Oxford was a more important town it is probable that

Aegelwine lived there and that no mint existed at Cricklade.

To place ourselves in the position of a Saxon moneyer is to

recognise that he must have had appliances for heating the metal

with large bellows, also sturdy anvils to v/ithstand heavy hammer
blows while striking the blanks into coins. Would he want to

move all this when by staying at home he could send a parcel of

made coins carried by hand ? C. D. P.

A Roman Discus ? During work on the Foss Road north

of Easton Grey som.e years ago a curious circular stone (local),

just under ten inches in diameter, two inches thick and weigh-

ing ten pounds, was found in the bed of the road. The edges

are round and smooth, hand-worked into shape but not lathe-

turned. Nothing like this seems to be recorded : it is not part

of a quern, has no apparent use except a close similarity to a

discus. In Imperial times throwing the discus was a common
amusement of the Romans, and soldiers of that nation might

very well have used this stone and dropped it from transport

moving along the Foss.

Those who have seen the specimen and have a right to speak

on the subject agree to the above suggestion. C. D. P.

Romano-British Site at Salisbury. Col. R. A. Bryden of

No. 3, Netheravon Road, Salisbury, reports traces of habi-

tation of late Roman date in his garden. The site is on high

chalk land about half a mile from Old Sarum. A complete

excavation was not possible. Work, however, was carried out

at intervals between 1941 and 1948. The finds include hearths,

pottery, glass, iron objects, iron slag, a sandal and a number of
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coins ranging from Gallienus to Constantine. Sandstone roof-

ing tiles (one with a nail in situ) were found Ijnng together and

a complete quern of conglomerate from Bedfordshire. The finds

suggest a small and humble dwelling.

A Saxon head was found after the excavation was over, but

its original position is not known. It was described as "a stan-

dard cylindrical bead of group XLVII, of dull olive green glass

with combed chevron similar to one from grave 58, Holj^well

Anglo-Saxon cemetery (Lethbridge, AS Cemeteries in Cam-
bridge and Suffolk, Fig. 15, No. 5). This and the quern are

now in the Salisbury Museum. The more important of the

other finds, with a note on the excavation are in the Museum
of the Bishop Wordsworth School, Salisbury.

A. T. WITHERBY.

Possible Roman and Medieval Site at Pitton. Mr. Shellum,

a small-holder of Pitton, has found coins and other objects on
his land during the last 30 years. His farm Hes N.E. of the road

running N.W. from Pitton towards the Salisbury-London road

at the point marked Tumuli on the 1" O.S. map. It is three-

quarters of a mile S. of the Romam road from Old Sarum to

Winchester.

No traces of buildings can be seen, but a number of coins

from early to late Roman times have been found, some sherds,

an iron key, 2 brooches (one was broken and has been lost), a

quantity of oyster shells and a piece of sandstone like the roof-

ing tiles reported above from Salisbury. The area is marked in

the O.S. Map of Roman Britain as one of permanent settlement.

In addition a coin of Henry VIII, another of Edward VI and
medieval pottery have been seen.

The land slopes S. E. and most of the coins and shells were found
on the S. corner of the farm at the N. edge of the adjoining

copse. A few of the coins and the brooch are in the Salisbury

Museum.
A. T. WITHERBY.

The Salisbury Journal, perhaps the oldest independent pro-

vincial newspaper in Great Britain, celebrated this autumn
the centenary of its ownership in the Bennett family, James
Bennett having bought the paper in 1848. But its history goes

back to 1729, even if continuity of publication cannot be estab-
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lished for its earliest years. Since 1772 it has been known
officially as The Salisbury and Winchester Journal, but its readers

are slow to adopt the newfangled addition. It shows no signs

of advancing years and has even doubled its circulation since

1935. We are happy to record such evidence of our senior

contemporary's continuing vigour. We may recall two famous
publications from the press of the Salisbury Journal : in 1766 the

first edition of The Vicar of Wakefield, and in 1870 The Fight

at Dame Europa's School. The book failed at the fourth modest
edition, but the pamphlet went off at a daily rate of 10,000 copies

and was still being printed four years later. An account of the

Salisbury Journal to the year 1920 by Mrs. Ethel Richardson
will be found in our forty-first volume . H. C. B.

Albus Equus Redivivus. In the course of ploughing up
Rockley Down beside the Marlborough-Wootton Bassett road

this summer, the figure of a white horse was revealed. The
turning of the sods brought with them the loose chalk rubble

with which the figure had been filled, so that there is now to be

seen a sort of transfer of the original shifted by the successive

journeys of the plough a furrow's width to the left. Most of

our white horses are shown in motion, but this alone has actu-

ally progressed. Its dimensions as determined by Mr. D. W.
Free are : nose to tail-end 126 feet ; barrel 30 feet, fore-legs 36

feet; hind-legs 39 feet. Thus it comes in size between the

Cherhill and the Broad Hinton horses. It faces to the left like

most of its kind.

This discovery has enjoyed a wide publicity ; the latest notice

I have read was from a Vancouver paper. Naturally it is there

supposed to commemorate an ancient battle, for English papers

have connected it, not very happily, with the battle of Barbury

in 556 A.D. Probably it was cut when such figures were in

fashion, during the first half of the 19th century, for the amuse-

ment of travellers by the old downs road from Swindon to

Marlborough. But even from the highest point of that road

they would get a very poor view of a flat, foreshortened animal,

and it must have been soon neglected. Shepherds on the farm

report that they have sometimes made out the form of a horse

in dry seasons, but no record of its cutting appears to exist. The
new owner of the land, Mr. Anthony Hurd, has had it rolled

down and proposes to protect it. H, C. B.
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William of Edington. The older biographies of this Bishop

of Winchester, appear to omit three interesting facts given in

The Black Prince, by John Cammidge, 1943. 1. William of

Edington was the first prelate to the Order of the Garter.

2. He was present at the ceremony of " hand-binding" between
The Black Prince and The Fair Maid of Kent. 3. He and
Robert Wyirll, Bishop of Salisbury, were among the officiating

clergy at the wedding a month later. D. U. SETH-SMITH.

Air-Photography of Archaeological Sites. The Ashmolean
Museum at Oxford has arranged an exhibition of over 150 of

these photographs, which will remain open till February, 1949.

More than a hundred of them are the work of the late Major
G. W. G. Allen. How much he did for field-archaeology in the

last six years before the war is known to every devotee of that

pursuit, and his death by a road accident in 1940 robbed England,

and Wessex in particular, of the most active observer who has

taken the air since Crawford and Keiller came finally to ground.

This exhibition, though it can display only a twentieth part of

his archaeological work, does most appropriate honour to his

memory. The rest of the photographs include more than forty

air-views of sites in France, Italy, Greece, Dalmatia and Carth-

age, the by-products of R.A.F. reconnaissance during the war.

If the English views serve to remind our own excavators of the

many tasks before them, the foreign examples show the endless

palimpsests that await decipherment by their continental col-

leagues in such a region, for instance, as the heel of Italy.

The Keeper of Antiquities of Oxford University has issued

a most attractive Guide to the Exhibition, illustrated by 18

examples of Allen's work (price 2/-) . Of the 21 Wiltshire photo-

graphs exhibited, five are chosen for inclusion in the Guide.

It is a misfortune that two are wrongly described. Wansdyke
on Morgan's Hill is at least a dozen miles from Monkton Far-

leigh, and the West Kennett Avenue does not run north-west

from Avebury. The other three are of a ring-ditch at Ogbourne
St. George, barrows at Winterbourne Stoke, and Celtic fields

on Burderop Down.

Save in one special case—of a cautionary nature—the exhi-

bition not unnaturally eschews photographs showing purely

negative results. Yet this must have been a valuable part of
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Allen's work. It may here be recorded that a prolonged search,

which he made at the instance of the writer on the line Chilton

Foliat-Mildenhall, revealed no trace whatever of the Roman
road between these points. H. C. B.

The " Black Warren " in Rockbourne, Hants. In the Pre-

amble to the seventeenth century description of Longford by the

Rev. H. Pelate (W.A.M., December, 1947) there is a mention
of a certain rabbit warren in the parish of Rockbourne, Hants

—

"Whence eate we better Rabbetts" Pelate enquires, "then those
which are taken in Auburne Chase and on Rockburne Warren,
called the Black warren ". The name and location of this war-
ren have not survived in the parish, but it is now possible to

identify it, and although strictly a Hampshire matter, the pub-

lication of the Longford MS. in this journal justifies poaching

in this particular preserve and recording the new evidence

in W.A.M.
John Anstis (1669-1744) was an antiquary and herald (he was

for a time Garter King of Arms) and compiled two small quarto

volumes of notes and drawings of antiquities, now in the British

Museum (Stowe MSS. 1023, 1024). In the first of these (Stowe

1023, f 10) ,
among miscellaneous notes mainly about barrows in

the south-west of England, he records that " at Blackwarren in

Hampshire in the parish of Rockburn are 10 barrows ". This

must clearly be the same warren as Pelate's, and the barrows

give the clue to its location. There is only one large group of

barrows in the parish, that on Rockbourne Down, immediately

to the south and south-west of Spring Pond (O.M. 6" 54 N.W.),
where in all, nineteen barrows were visible to be recorded by
Mr. Grinsell in Proc. Hants Field Club, XIV, 356-357, though

many of these are now obliterated by ploughing during the late

war. Here then, somewhere near Spring Pond, was the Black

Warren known to Pelate and Anstis in the late seventeenth

century. STUART PIGGOTT.
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WILTSHIRE OBITUARIES.
EDWARD CHARLES ELWELL died at Highworth, Feb. 10th, 1948 aged 69.

Son of R. R. Elwell, soUcitor, of Hampton Lodge, Highworth, grandson of the

Rev. W. E. Elwell, Rector of Dauntsey. Qualified as solicitor 1900, practised

at Highworth. Married Edith Monica Luckman, daughter of the Rev. W. J. G
Luckman, Rector of Castle Eaton. Represented Highworth district, Wilts

County Council, from 1938 and member of Records Committee at its incep-

tion. Highworth Rural District Council 1942 to 1947, Chairman from 1945,

J. P. 1945 to 1947. Sportsman and antiquarian, engaged on a history of High-

worth (unfinished) . His widow and three sons survive him.

BASIL HOWARD ALERS HANKEY, C.B.E., died at Stanton Manor, Stanton St.

Quintin, June 19th, 1948, aged 79. Second son of E. A. Hankey of Lacock, a

Director of the Bank of England. Educated at Sherborne. Served in the

Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry. Director of Red Cross for Wilts, 1914-1918, and
awarded the C.B.E. for his services. Knight of St. John and Jerusalem. For

many years Chairman of Chippenham and District Hospital and member of

Joint Isolation Hospital Committee. Served on Board of Guardians and Rural

District Council. Secretary of Wilts Arts and Crafts Society and founder-

member of Wiltshire Musical Festival. Formerly Governor of the Secondary

School. President of Malmesbury Branch Wilts Beekeepers' Association.

Took an active interest in the affairs of his parish and published in 1923 the

Parish Book of Stanton St. Quintin. An old-established member of the Com-
mittee of our Society and Hon. Treasurer in 1927, he made many gifts to our

collections. In 1907 he married Miss M. W. Gooden, only daughter of Col.

J. R. P. Gooden of Sherborne, who with one daughter survives him. His elder

son was killed in action after " D " Day, the younger died later.

Obits. : Wiltshire Gazette, June 17th ; Wiltshire Times, June 19th, 1948.

LORD WALTER JOHN HERVEY, heir-presumptive to his brother's title of

Marquess of Bristol, died at his home, Rumsey House, Calne, July 13th, 1948,

aged 83. Third son of Lord Augustus Hervey, M.P., the second son of the

second Marquess. Served in Suffolk Imperial Yeomanry and as Major in

Army Remount Service in 1914-18 War. J. P. for Notts and Wilts and 24 years

member of Wilts County Council for Bremhill. Chairman formerly of Valu-

ation Committee, Member of General Education Committee. Sat on the

Calne Bench of Magistrates. Chairman of Governors, Calne Bentley Gram-
mar School. Married in 1903 the Hon. Hilda Calthorpe, third daughter of

the sixth Lord Calthorpe. There were no children. Lord Herbert Hervey,

his younger brother, now becomes heir-presumptive to the Marquessate.

Obits. : Times, July 14th; Wiltshire Times, ]u\y 17th, 1948.

DR. TANCRED BORENIUS died in a nursing home near Salisbury, Sept. 3rd,

1948, aged 63. Born at Wiborg, Finland. Educated at Helsingfors University.

Temporary diplomatic representative of Finland in England, 1919. Secretary

to Finnish delegation to London Economic Conference, 1933. Lecturer on
history of art, London, 1914-1922, Professor from 1922. Author of numerous

VOL. UI—CI^XXXIX, 2 E
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works on painting. Directed excavations at Clarendon Palace, 1933. Com-
missioned by the King to take the Windsor da Vinci drawings to Milan exhi-

bition, 1939. Hon. Editor Burlington Magazine, 1940-1945.

Obit. : Manchester Guardian, Weekly Ed., Sept. 9th, 1948.

THE REV. ALFRED JOYCE WATSON died Sept. 29th, 1948, at his Vicarage,

Upavon, aged 64. Only son of Alfred and Ann Watson. Educated at Sel-

wyn College, Cambridge. Deacon 1905; priest (Winchester) 1906. Curate
of Basingstoke, 1908. Perpetual Curate, Chistchurch, Savernake, 1916 and
Chaplain to the Hospital. Vicar of Upavon 1927. with Rushall, 1939. Rural

Dean of Enford, 1932. As Hon. Secretary of Savernake Hospital for 18 years

won wide esteem for devoted service. A modest publication (1928) testified

to an affection for Savernake Forest which he always retained. He was un-

married.

Obits. Wiltshire Gazette, Sept. 30th ; Marlborough Times. Oct. 1st, 1948.

DAME FRANCES ELPHINSTON BURDETT, wife of Sir Francis Burdett, 8th

Baronet, died at Ramsbury Manor, Nov. 2nd, 1948, aged 83. Married in 1908

and lived for 12 years at Foremark Hall, Derbyshire, earlier the residence of

Sir Francis, the politician. Was decorated by the Belgian Government for her

work in relief of Belgian civilians and soldiers 1915. Moved with her husband
to Ramsbury 1920, where she worked for the Nursing Association, the Con-
servative Association and the local Branch of the British Legion.

Obit. : Marlborough Times. Nov. 5th, 1948.

ADMIRAL WALTER MAURICE ELLERTON, of Kington Langley, died at a

nursing home, Nov. 27th, 1948. Fifth son of Canon Ellerton. Entered the

Navy as a boy. Flag Commander to Commander-in-Chief, Devonport 1908-

10 ; Superintendent of Physical Training, 1912. Captain H.M.S. Cornwall,

1914-17. C.B. 1917. Director of Training, Admiralty, 1919-21. A.D.C. to

the King, 1921. Rear Admiral in Charge and Admiral Superintendent, Gib-

raltar Dockyard, 1923-5. Commander-in-Chief, E. Indies Station, 1925-7.

Retired 1930. Hon. Treasurer Chippenham Conservative Association. Hon.
Sec. Society Wiltshire Archers. Member of Chippenham Town Council.

Married in 1909 Gwendolen Mary, eldest daughter of R. W. Kennard of

Bradford-on-Avon, who, with a son and a daughter, survives him.

Obit. : Bath and Wilts Chronicle. Nov. 29th. 1948.
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ADDITIONS TO THE SOCIETY'S MUSEUM AND LIBRARY.

Museum.

Presented by the Rev. E. C. GARDNER : six horse-bells made by Robert Wells

of Aldbourne ; 3 " clucket " and 2 " canister " sheep bells ; one

cup-shaped sheep bell.

MRS. B. H. CUNNINGTON : eight flint implements (arrowheads,

scrapers, etc.) found on Beckhampton Down,
Mr. A. C. Burgess : miniature pair of scissors and ivory-handled

steel fork (both about ^ inch in length) of early 19th century

date, made by a Salisbury cutler.

Library.

Presented by MR. E. A. RENDELL : Rules to be observed and kept by a Society

for the Inhabitants of the Parish of Bromham, pamphlet (1849)

.

George Spencer MOULTON & Co. : A Hundred Years of

Rubber Manufacture. (History of the firm.)

Mr. a. C. Robinson : Richard Jefferies Centenary (a pamphlet

of short essays written and printed by pupils of Sandford St.

Secondary Modern School, Swindon)

.

Mr. W. H. HALLAM : A Century of Medical Service. (G.W.R.
Medical Fund Society 1847-1947). Article on the Swindon
Puplic Library. Notes, pamphlets and articles relating to

Swindon.

EXORS. OF THE LATE MR. G. E. ANSTIE : documents, books

and photographs relating to the Anstie family of Devizes and

Bromham.
SWINDON Public Library : Annual Report 1947-1948: Cata-

logue of books in the Richard Jefferies Collection.

Mr. F. C. PITT: deed (3672) relating to property at Harden-
huish, Chippenham and Langley Burrell. Old print of War-
minster School.

Mr. W. A. Webb : typescript copies of the Parish Registers of

Hilmarton (1645-1812) and Whaddon (1653-1812).

Mr. C. T. WITHERBY : Notes on perambulations of the Roman
roads : Winchester to Old Sarum, Old Sarum to Poole Harbour
(as far as Badbury Rings) , Old Sarum to the West (as far as

Grovely)

.

the Author: Pebble Ridge, Occasional Verse, 1947 by Michael Peto.

DR. T. R. THOMSON, St. Sampsons Church, by the Rev. S. W. L.

Richards and T. R, Thomson, a chapter of The History of Crick-

lade in course of publication.
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INDEX TO VOL. LII.

(December, 1947, to December, 1948.)

Compiled with the help of the Assistant-Secretary.

[To bring the series into agreement with the calendar years and so to facili-

tate reference, this volume contains three parts only. It is intended that

future volumes shall cover two years instead of two years and a half as has

long been the rule.

The changes thus effected and proposed have ample precedent. The first

27 volumes consisted of three parts each : then four-part and three-part

volumes alternated till June, 1901. A December close was established in 1902

and maintained till 1914 in four-part volumes ; xxxix suffered from the War

:

xl, with five parts, initiated the practice which has continued for nearly 30

years.]

Abbots Langley (Herts) , 142

Abingdon Abbey, 363, 366
Abingdon Chronicle, 366 ; quoted, 367
Abingdon Court, Cricklade, 111

;

Custumal, 369 f ; Grounds, 371
Abingdon, Prior of, 367
AccidentalPoemsof Occidental Britain,

by Sir Michael Peto, noticed, 264
A'Court, Sir Wm., of Heytesbury,
214

Act of Resumption (1461), 95;

(1485), 97
Addeston in Maddington, 79
Adrian (Hadrian) , Emperor, 29
Aegelwine, moneyer, 393
iElfheah, mass-priest, 364, 368
^Ifhere, E. of Mercia, 367
^Ifric, E. of Mercia, 367
i^^lfric, "Grammarian", 362
i^llfsige, reeve of Be Iwyn, 364, 367
^thelred II, 362 f, 3o6 f

i^lthelstan, law of, 362
^thelweard, 362 f, 367
Ailesbury family of Zeals : Isabel

;

Thos. de (1417), 101
Ailesbury: Charles, Earl of, 186-

194; Elizabeth, Lady, 155, 159;
Robert, Earl of, 144-5, 151, Lord
Chamberlain of the Household,
152; Thomas, Earl of, 154-185
Lord Lieutenant of Hunts, and
Beds., 155, at St. Germans, 158, in

Tower of London, 158, settled in

Brussels, 160, 183-5, second mar-
riage, 161, Memoirs, 185

Ailesbury, Marquess of, 352
Air-photography (archaeological)

,

397
Aldbourne, 84, 86 f, 92, 215 ; Chase,
20

I

Alcock, Sir W. G., obit., 131
Alderbury, earthworks (?) 48 ; ety-

i

mol, 13 ; Hundred, 89, 96 f, 99 f

I
Aldred (inDB), 323

i

Aleyn, Walter, of W. Amesbury, 80,

i

105

{

Alfred, Laws of, 365 ; will, 366

I

Alfred's Hill, Uffington, 205
I

Allen, the late Major G. W. G., 397

i

Alton (Hants) , battle of, 362

I

Ambrosius, Aurelius, 13, 17 n
i

Amesbury : bequests of K. Alfred
and K Eadred, 70; in DB, 70;

1 castellarium, 79; etymol., 13; loach-

I

drinking, 14
! Amesbury, Earldorti manor of, 77,

I
100 ; Earls, 106 ; Hundred, 89, 96 f

,

i 99 f, 103 f ; manor, 70-110 passim ;

I

monastery, 14; Bruces at, 149;
'\ royal manor, 71; tobacco pipes

I

(17th cent.) , 26 n

I

Prioress of, 80 f, 105; Priory, 80,

i 104 f, Woodland, 101 ;
" Wood-

lands " pits, 287-306
Amesbury, West, 79 f, 91 f, 101,

I

104 f ; Souths manor, 108
Amphialus, Castle of, see Sidney

I Ampthill (Beds.), 143, 160, 163

I

Ancient Masons' Marks by H. V.
!

Overfield, (illus.) 65-9
Anne : Duchess of Gloucester, 96

;

Queen, 168
Anstie, Exors. of G. E., gifts, 401
Anstis, J., herald (18th C), 398

i Antonine Itinerary, Iter XIII, 386
Archaeology and Dowsing by Guy

i Underwood, noticed, 122
' Ardington (Berks) , 86 ff

Arnold of Strasbourg on masons'
marks, 69
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Arkell, W. J., A Geological Map of
Swindon (illus.), 195-212

Arrowheads, Early Bronze Age,
Farleigh Wick, 270

; petit tranchet,

295
Artorius (Arthur) , 262 f

|

Arthurian cycle, 263
Arundell of Wardour, Ld., 26 ; Lady

Blanche, 375
Arundell, R. T. A., 374 ; gift, 135

;

Asche (Esshe), J. (Sarum), 308
Ashridge (Berks), 102; Hundred,

92, 102
Ashton (Oxon), 103
Aubrey, John, 195, 204; on W.
Kennett Long Barrow, 57, 60 ; on
Tottenham Lodge, 149 ; on Swin-
don stone, 202 ; proposed County

|

History, 350 ; on Wiltshiremen,
|

353 ; on Clatford circle, 390 ; on
\

Nythe Fm. Roman site, 386

;

Monumenta Britannica, 390 f

Austen, R. A. C, geologist, 195, 201
Avebury, 215 ; Stukeley's field work

at, 57
Avon R. (Salisbury), 8, 18, 19 n

;

Navigation, 11 ; verses on, 12

;

(Bristol), 18 n
;

Aylesbury (Bucks), 144

Badbury: Castle= Mt. Badon, 263;
Hill (geol.) 205 ; Wick, 206

Badminton, 146 f

Bagshot Heath stone, 340
j

BaiTvXia, 45, 56
!

Baker, Canon, 313 ; Col., 312 '

Baldwin, Anne, of Cricklade, 369
Banker Masons, 65, 67

j

Barford (St. Martin), 79 I

Barbury, 215
Barnes, E. C, Trustee, 116; Ruth

G., Wilts Bird Notes 1947,232-4:7

Barynton, Agnes ; Dru de, 359
j

Barozzia (Vignola) , 52
;

Bashford, Sir H., gift, 135
j

Bassett, barony, 26
Bath Rd. in 18th C, 181

Bathurst, Ld., 354
Battlesbury, 218
Beaker graves, 304
Beale, Rev. F., gift, 135
Beauchamp ; barony, 26 ; chantry

(Sarum) , 307 ; chapel, priests, 308;
Rich., B. of Sarum, 308

Beaufort : H., Cardinal and B. of

Winchester, 93 f, 97 ; Duchess of,

149 ; Lady Margaret, 97 f.

Beaumont family : Adeline, 27 ;

Amicia, 51 ; Eliz, or Isabella, 27

;

Rob. Blanchmains,28;Rob. Bossu,
28 ; Rob., E. of Leicester, 27 f, 51;
Waleran, E. of Worcester, 28, 51

Beauvois, Bogo or Bevis, 17
Becher, Charles, agent to Ld. Bruce,

148, 160, 163, 167, 175, 188
Bede, Ven. on Solent, 8 n
Bedford, J. Duke of, 93, 96 ; Jacquetta,
Duchess of, 94

Bedwell, Rev. W., 5, 46
Bedwyn, 367 ; appanage land, 366

;

borough, 166 ; etymol., 361 ; gild

(10th C.) , 363 f ; portreeve, 167 ;

royal manor, 70 f, 366; manu-
missions (10th C.) 364 f; tithe
(10th C.), 362

Bedwyn in the Tenth Century by
H. C. Brentnall, 360-8

Bedwyn, Little, chapel of St.

Michael, 363
Beechingstoke, ring-barrow, 217
Belgae, 15
Bellomonte, Roger de, 27
Bemerton, 214
Benet-Stanford, Col. J. M., obit., 132
Bennett, Jas. of the Salisbury Journal,

316; Mrs. M. B.,316
Bentinck, E. of Portland, 157
Bentley Wood, 100, 102
Berne MS., Bedwyn in, 360
Berwick St. Leonard manor house,
375

Bevis of Southampton, 49
Bilbury Rings, 215-6
Bingham, Rob., B. of Sarum, 9 n
Bird, J. (Savernake) , 163
Bishopstrow, 86
Bishop Wordsworth's School, 317
Bittern, 19
Blacker, Wm., of Sarum, 309
Blacket, Frances, 182
Blackmore (Melksham Forest) , 49
Black Prince, 90. 397
Blue clay (Clarendon) , 355
Blue stone chippings, 218
Bodenham Mill, 8
Bohun, Mabel, 80; Wm., E. of

Northampton, 90
Bolas in Wilts (?), 297
Bone pins, 299
Bonhams of Wiltshire and Essex by

G. J. Kidston, noticed, 383
Book of Lacock, 71, 79
Boorlands, 365
Booth, A. St. J. , of Amesbury, 287
Borenius, Tancred, obit., 399
Boroughbridge, battle, 83
Boroughs of Wilts listed, 23
Botanical Society in N. Wilts, 223
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Botany of the Saxon Charters, 127-9

Boucher (of Sarum) ; EHz., 314

;

Wm., 311 f

Boulter, Thos, highwayman, 113

Bournes (places), 18
Bourton syncline, 197, 210
Bouverie family, 334
Bowcombe (LW.) , member of Ames-

bury, 71
Bowshire, Flurry, of Marlborough,

168
Bowel-Stone 205

Bower, Nich. (of Sarum) , 308
Boyle, Lady Juliana, 171
Bradenstoke Priory, 80, 104
Bradford-on-Avon visited, 112
Bradley, P.C. Sylvester. 195, 200 f

Brand geese, 19
Bratton Camp, 216
Bremble (Bremhill), 18 n.

Brentnall, H. C. ,A LongfordManu-
script, 1-56, Bedwyn in theTenth
Century, 360-8

Breteuil, Gilb. de, 325
Brimslade Park abolished, 146
Britford, 6, 55 ; royal manor, 70
Britton, J., 213-5 ; father of W.A.S.,
350 f

Broadbury Banks, 215
Broad Town, 96, 100
Brodwick, Thos., 314, 316
Brokenborough, 320
Brook, barony, 26
Broome, 195, 197, 203, 206; Long-

stone at, 203 ; Manor, 203-4, 210
Broomhall (Fife), 190
Broughton Gifford, 356 ; Wilkinson,
Rev. J. on (W.A.M. v). 357

Brown's Fm, Savernake, 166
Bruce : barony, of Tottenham, 193

;

of Whorlton, 143, 169: Mauso-
leum at Mauldon (Beds), 186

Bruce family, 140; Edw., Ld. Kinloss,
141 f ; Edw., his son, 142 ; Thos.,
Ld., 129, 145-54 ; Rob., Ld., 144-

182 ; Rob., his grandson, 151 ; Ch.,

151, 159, 162-8 ; Charlotte Marie,
161,184; Eliz., 162. Rob. 166, 169,

182; Mary, Eliz., 166; Ann (Savile),

Lady, 165, 170; JuHana (Boyle),
Lady, 171 ; Caroline (Campbell)

,

Lady, 186 ; Mary, 186, 192
Bruddel Wood, 203-4
Brudenell, James, 191 ; Robert, 191

;

Thos. Bruce, 184' 191-4
Brushing Gallery, Longford, 33
Bryden, Col. R. A. on Roman site, 394
Bummerton and A Rucksack by J. B.

Jones, noticed, 264

VOL. LII—CLXXXIX.

Bundy, Thos., of Amesbury, 97, 104
Bungeye, Roger de, 105
Burbage, appanage land, 366 ; church,

363
Burderop Down, Celtic fields, 397;
Wood, 211

Burdett, Dame Frances E., obit., 400;
Sir Francis, M.P., 393

Burford (= Britford), 8
Burgess, A. C, gift, 401
Burgesses, 22
" Burnebaking ", 16
Burlington, Ld., 171 f, 176
Bustard hunting, 20
Butterworth, Miss M., 220

Calais (Cales) expeditions, 36 n
Calcot (Cricklade) , 371
' Calcrete ' sand,198
Calendar of Antrobus Deeds before

1625, edited by R. B. Pugh,
noticed, 267

Calne, 204 ; royal manor, 71
Cambridge thane-gild, 361
Camden quoted, 13, 17n, 21
Campeggio, Card, 10 n
Campbell, Caroline, 183
Can Court, 205, 211
Canford (Dorset) , 84, 86 f , 92 f , 96 f£

Cantilupe, Manor (Amesbury)

,

107 ; Nich. de, Wm. de, 108
Canute, K., 16 ; coin of, 393
Cardigan, The Earl of. The
Wardens of Savernake Forest,
Part III : The Bruce Wardens,
(illus.) 139-194, 352; Countess
of, 184, 190 ; George, E. of, 190

Casterley Camp, 215
Castlecombe, barony, 26
Cayley, Robart, 176
Cecil family, 26 ; Rob., E. of Salis-

bury, 141
Celtic Church art, 346
Ceolbeohrt of Bedwyn, 362 £

Cerdic, 17
Cervingtons at Longford, 51
Chafyn family: Thos., 307, 310;
Lady, 310 f

Chalfield, Great, visited, 112
" Chalk and Cheese 354
Chalkebourne (— Ebble), 6
Chapel Plaister, visited, 112
Chapter of Sarum, composition of,

25
Charford (= Cerdicsford) , 7
Charles I, 143

; II, at Longford, 34 ;

144, 151

f

Charleton, Dr,, Chorea Gigantum, 13
Charlton. South (Som) . 86, 96 f

2F
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Chaucer, Geof., 32 n ; his Parson,
354

Chaworth, Sir Thos., Sir Wm., 101

;

Eliz., Margaret, 106
Chelworth, 320
Cheldrington, Mich, de, 86
Cherhill, 96 ; Tithe Barn, 265
*' Chesterblade ", 128
Chettle, Col. H. F., guide at Tis-

bury, 374
Cheverell, 101
Chichester, Anne, 142
Chippenham, royal manor, 70
Chirk, Chirklands (Denb.), 94
Chisbury, 215 ; Chapel, 363
Chisenbury, 215
Cholderton, 105
Chorea Gigantum (Stonehenge) , 12
Chute, 79, 86 ; Forest, 102
Civil Wars, 44, 55
Clarence family, 96 ; Geo. D. of, 97,

102
Clarendon, E. of, 26 ; Forest, 7, 16,

102 ; Park, 8, 26, 355 ; Statutes of,

25
Clark, Jno., pin-maker, 176
Clatford: Bottom (N. of Kennet),

344 ; lost circle at, 390
Cleanthes, the Stoic, 45, 56
Clerkenwell, Ld. Bruce's house at,

143, 163
Clevepepper (Cliffe Pypard) , 18 n
Cleverly, E. V., gift, 274
Clifford (Heref.), 87
Coate (Swindon), 195 f, 209;
Water, 196 ff, 202 f, 209 f

Cockly Beds, 200, 209
Codford Circle, 218
Cogdean Hundred (Dorset) , 89
Cole, River, 210, 386
Colcraine Family of Longford

(illus.), by A. Shaw Mellor,
328—337

Coleraine (Hares) heraldry, 336

;

Manors (Middx.) , 331 ; motto, 3,

46 ; title, 46
Coleraine (Hare) family, 329; Hugh,

330; Hugh, 1st Ld., 5, 329 f

;

Henry, 2nd Ld., 1 f , 329, 332 f

;

verses by, 42 ; Hon. Hugh, trans-

lations, 333 ; Henry, 3rd Ld., 333 f ;

Anne, 334; Constantia, 332 ; Eliz.,

333 ; Lucy, 329 ; Sarah, 333. Hare
portraits at Longford, 335

Coleraine (Hangar) family, 46;
Gabriel Hangar, 329, 334

Colerne Park, N.H.S. at, 220
Cole's Pits, Fernham (Berks.), 205
College of Matrons, Salisbury, 48

CoUett, G., 220, 222
Collingbourne : Kingston, 79

;

Woods, 175
Columbers, Avice de, 79
Convers, Roger le, 104
Conyger Manor (Amesbury) , 106
Coombe Rock, 343
Cooper (? J., 16th C.) , quoted, 13
Coote, Lady, 316 f.

Corallian Beds, 197
Corsham Court described, 389
Corston, 320
Cotswolds, chambered long cairns,

57, 59, 63
County histories, 351
County Record Office, accessions,

133, 273, 376
Courseulles, Rog. de, 322
Coursing, 20
" Courtesy of England ", 82
Cowling (Suff.), 87
Cranborne Manor, 127
Crawfish, 19
Cricket, 20
Cricklade : visited. 111 ; Abingdon

Court, 111; Custumal, 369 f ;

Grounds, 371 ; Hermitage, 371

;

Mint (Saxon) , 393 ; Red House,
369; Historical Committee, 111,

388 ; St. Sampson's Ch., 388
Cricklade field-names: Curtiss, 371;
Great Greens, 371 ; Great Kittav-
ins, 370 ; the Hams, 371 ; Kingsale,
370; Little Close, 371; N. Mead,
371; S. Mead, 370; Reif Lake
370 f

Croc (D.B.) , 323
Cromwell, Oliver, at Longford, 55
Coxe, Archdeacon, of Bemerton, 214
Crocker, Philip, 213, 216
Crockwood Mill, 205
Cunnington : B. H., 213

; gifts, 274

;

Hon. Life Member of Society,

116 ; Mrs. M. E. Hon. Life Mem-
ber of Society, 116, awarded
C.B.E., 373, gifts, 401; Wm., of

Heytesbury, 213—18; Wm., of

Devizes, 351
Cunobelinus, coin of, 376
Curlew, 20
Curtiss, field at Cricklade, 371
Curwen, Dr. E. C, on flint saws,

quoted, 295
Custumal of Abingdon Court,

Cricklade, Dr. T. R. Thomson, 369

Daniel, Dr. G. E., Lukis MSS., 59
Danvers, Ld., 26 ; Gyles of S. Mars-

ton, 269
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Davies, Edw., of Salisbury, 314
Davis, Thos., of Salisbury, 316
Dawbeney family, manor (W. Ames-

bury), 109
Dayhouse Fm., Chiseldon, 199 f, 203,

206
Dean of Sarum's " Episcopal juris-

diction ", 24, 47, 50
Deene (Northants) , 190
De Nugis Curialium (J. of Salisbury),

15
Denver Hill stone, 338
Derneford, Wm., de, 86
Despencer family, 83 f ; Hugh, 84
Devil's Den (Clatford), 62 f, 391
Devizes in 1788, noticed, 122
Devlin, Patrick, K.C., Trustee, 116
Deveril, R.,8; etymol.; 19 n; legend,

49
Devonshire, Countess of, 143
Digby, Sir Kenelm, 32
Diocesan Training College, Sarum,
314

Doggers (geol.) 197, 204 ff

Domesday ; boroughs, 324 ; date,

326 ; Exchequer, 321 ; Exeter,

318 f , 321, 325 f ; indexes, 322

;

Inquest, 319 ;
" Little 319 ;

woodland, 101 f

Dorca, Dorcerne, R. (Upper Cole),
387

Dorset, Thos., Marq. of, 97
Dotard trees, 369
Downe family of Orcheston, 309
Downton, 6, 17
Drayton, Michael, quoted, 8 n, 18,

20 n, 22 n
" Drowning " (water meadows) , 16
" Druid Barrows 217
Duck, 19
Duke, Rev. E., excavations, 218
Dulcarnon, 32, 52
Dunham family, of Amesbury, 101

;

Eliz., 106
Dunstan at Calne, 6 n
Dunsterville, Barony, 26
Dunston, T F. G. W. and Capt.
A. E, A., ; Notes on Hcpaticae
in S.W. Wilts, Pt. I, 256 f;

Musci, Pt. II, 257 f ; Capt. Am-
brose, gift to N.H. Museum, S.

Kensington, 269
Duplessis, Peregrina, 334
Durnford, Great and Little, 101

Durocornovium identified, 386
Durrington, member of Amesbury,

75 f

Eadgar, King, 366

Eadward, King, 366
Eadwine, Abbot of Abingdon, 366 f

Earlstoke (Erlestoke) , 96, 99
Early History of the Manors in
Amesbury, by R. B. Pugh, 70-
110

Easton Royal, 149
Ebble, R., 47
Ebusa, s. of Hengist, 14
Edington and Cranborne manor.
Miss Seth Smith on, 127

Edoll (Eldol) , E. of Gloucester, 13
Edward : the Confessor, 109 f ; II,

83, 105 ; III, 88 ; of Salisbury, 71 ;

the Sheriff, 323
Edwards, H. (of SaHsbury), 311;
Mary, 311, 313

Egbert, King, 17
Ela, Countess of Salisbury, 77, 79, 81
Elgin, E. of, 143
Ella (Saxon), 17
Ellerton, Adm., W. M., obit., 400
Ellett, R. J. (of Coate) , 203
Elliott, Col. Wm., obit., 272
Elwell, E. C, obit., 399
Entomological Report for 1947,
by B. W. Weddell, 248 f

"Episcopal deanery", see Dean of

Sarum
Erlestoke Lake visited, 222
Ernis de Neville, 74
Ernie,— (17th C), on Tottenham

Park, 152
Escallop Shell, Knts. of, 35 n
Esterby, J., of Sarum, 308
Ethandune, battle, 263
Ethelred, K., 17; see also i^thelred
Everard (Amesbury) , Maud, Philip,

81
Everett, C. R., 307, 310
Exeter Domesday, see Domesday
Edgware (Mddx.),87

Fair Maid of Kent, 397
Fairford (Glos) visited. 111

Faithorne, Wm., engraver, 328, 330
Falkner, Brig. E. F. on Wormecliffe,

116
Falstone Committee, 332
Farringdon Folly (Berks), 204-5;

greensand, 203
Farleigh Wick, finds at (illus.)

, by
Guy Underwood, 270 f

Fazen (Vasen) eel, 6 n, 47
Fenwick, Sir John, executed, 159

Feodary of 1242-3, 77

Fernham (Berks) 205
Field sports, 19-21

Figsbury Rings, 48

2F2
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Finn, R. W., Making of the Wilt-
shire Domesday, 318-327

Firma unius noctis, 70
Fitton, W. H., geologist, 195, 200
Fitzgibbon, Fr., guide at Wardour,
375

FitzOsbern, Wm., E. of Hereford, 71
Fletcher, Mrs. Jas., 317
Flint balls as bolas?, 297
Flinty Knap, N.H.S. at, 222
Folly Farm, Mildenhall, Roman

station, 215
Fonthill Abbey and House visited,

375
Forster, Dr. M., Der Flussname

Themse, 360
Foster (of Sarum)

, John : Rich ; 308
Fowle, Rev. J. S., gift, 274
Fowling, 19
Frowde, Miss D., N.H.S. guide, 220
Fry,—, of Cricklade (1721), 371
Fuller, Col. W. F., obit., 130
Furze Hill, Swindon, 204

Gardner, Rev. E. C, gifts, 135, 401
Garter, Order of, 308 ; King at Arms,

189, 308
Gassendi's Tycho Brake, 52
Gaston Manor, visited, 374
Gault clay, 196, 203, 206, 210 f

Gehur, 364 f

Geld Rolls, 318 f., 325; Cornish, 320;
Wiltshire, 319

Geoffrey le Weel, 75, 81
Geoffrey of Monmouth, 13, 14 n, 48,

263
Gewissae, 346, 348
Gild : frith, parish, 364 ; thane (Cam-

bridge), 361
Gilds at Abbotsbury (Dorset) , Bed-
wyn, Exeter, Woodbury (Devon)

,

364
Gildas, 262
Girdle-ends from Kent, 347; from
Harnham ; dating, 348

Glasbury on Wye, 87
Glastonbury, The Chartulary of, Vol.

I, Ed. by Dom Aelred Watkin,
noticed, 123 ; Abbey, 352

Glauconite Beds, 200, 209
Glinka, Russian pedologist, 341
Gloucester, Anne, Duchess of, 96
Gloucester "deep speech" (1085),

318
Goddard, Edward Hungerford

:

In memoriam, 117 f ; 352
Godwin, G., F.R.S., on Masons'
Marks, 65

" God's servants ", meaning, 363

Golden Barrow (Upton Lovell) , 217
Gordon, Dean J., 310; Dame
Genevere, 310 ; Luce, 310

Gorges, Sir Thos., 35 ; Sir Ferndin-
ando, 36

Gotch, J. A., on Longford, 3
Grafton, E., chapel of, 363
Graig Lwyd axes, 295, 302
Great Greens, field at Cricklade, 371
Great Kittavins, field at Cricklade,
370

Greenland's Farm (Swindon) 205
Greensand, Lower, 196-7, 200-6,209-
211

Grevill, Ld. (Brook) , 19 n
Grey, Lady Diana, 145
Grimm, H., drawings of sarsens,

barrows, Silbury, 64
Grooved ware pottery, 291 f ; sites,

302
Grose, J. D., 222 f ; Wiltshire Plant
Notes, 224-31

Gylberd, Wm., of Amesbury, 92
Grovely Wood, N.H.S. at, 221
Guildhall Library, gifts, 135
Guillamore (? Guillamon), K. of

Ireland, 14

Hach, Baron de, 25
Hall, R. H. K., geologist, 195, 198,

200—2, 204
Hallam, W. H., gifts, 274, 401
Hambleden (Bucks), 103
Hammick, Brig. R. T., obit., 133
Hams, fields at Cricklade, 371
Hamshill Ditches, 213
Hancock, Dr. Wm., 313
Hangar family (Lds. Coleraine), 334
Hankey, B. H. A., C.B.E., obit., 399
Hare family, see Coleraine
Harewarrens, 20
Harnham Saxon cemetery, 345
Hartwell (Bucks.), 205
Hastings Sandstone, 201
Hatfield Barrow (Marden) , 217
Hawker family of Heytesbury, 310
Hawking, 20
Hays. J. (Amesbury), 102
Hazelbury Manor visited, 113
"Heath-polt ", 20
Heathstone, 338
Heginbothom, C. D., MoUusca of
Wiltshire, 250-5

Helidon Hill (? Halidon, North-
umb.), 18

Henderson, Dean E. L., obit., 131
Hengist, 13, 14 n
Henley, H., of Cricklade (1721),

371
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Henley Park, Guildford, 163
Henry II, 104 ;

III, at Sarum, 9 n ;

VI, 93 ; VIII, 98 f, 106
Henstridge (Som.), 85, 87 f, 92, 94,

96 f

Hcpaticae in S.W. Wilts, Notes
on, Part I, by T. F. G. W. and
Capt. A. E. A. Dunston, 256 f

Heptarchy, Saxon, 17
Herford, E. of (14th C.), 105;
Humphrey de Bohun, E. of, 80

Herman, 1st B. of Sarum, 12 n
Hernshaw (heron), 19

Hertford, E. of, 106 ; Wm., Mar-
quess of, 2nd D. of Somerset, 139,

156
Hertoke (Ashridge, Berks) , 102
Hervey, Ld. Walter J., obit., 399
Heytesbury, 213 f ; barony, 26

;

Hospital, 309
Hesdin, Arnulf de, 324
High Constables, 24
Hinton, F. H., gift, 135
History of Longford (Pelate) , 328
History of No. 11, The Close,

Salisbury, by Dora H. Robert-
son, 307—317

Hoare, Sir Richard Colt, and
William Cunnington, by O.
Meyrick, 213-8

Hoare, Sir Richard C, 2 ; on Long-
ford, 54 ; on Manton Down Long
Barrow, 60; on Clatford Circle,

391
Hobbes, Thos. (of Amesbury), 108
Hodges, Eliz., of Cricklade, 369
Holmer (Bucks) , 87
Holt (Dorset), 88
Honeystreet Wharf, 338
Hooper (Whooper Swan) , 19

Hoppclover, 16
Homes, Prince de, 184
Hugh de Nevill, 74
Hugh fitzBaldric, 322
Huish Hill, 215; N.H.S. at 222
Hull, E., Geol. map by, 195, 200-1,

203
Humhrey de Bohun, 80
Hundreds of Wilts listed, 24
Hungerbourne (Rockley), 25
Hungerford (Berks)

, 50, 89
Hungerford family, of Heytesbury,
25 n

Hunt, Rob. (of Sarum) , 308
Hurstbourne Tarrant (Hants)

,

appanage land, 366
Hurst Woodlands (Berks) , 103
Hurst Castle (Hants), galleon, 35,

53

Huse, Hugh, 73 f

Hyde, Abbot of, 79
Hyde family, of Clarendon, 26;

Thos., Chancellor of Sarum, 29,

309 ; Eliz., 309 ; Laurence, 309

Icknield Way, 263
Idovers, N. Wilts, 358
Imber and the War Office, 268
Inglesham Ch. vdsited. 111
Ironstone, 201, 203
Isabel : Queen, 89 ; Duchess of

Clarence, 96
Isis R., traced, 21 n
Ivy Church, 7, 13

Jacob at Bethel (fig.) , 45
James I, 141-2, 149; II, 152, deer

presented to, 153 ; at Feversham,
156 ; at St. Germans, 158

Jeffries, Rich., centenary, 389
Jespers Hill (Swindon) , 205
John : of Gaunt, 85, 91 ; of Salisbury,

quoted, 15
Johnson : Rich, of Sarum, 309 ; P.,

gift, 274
Jones, Inigo, Stonehenge, 13
Jones,—, of Cricklade (1721), 371
Jones. J. B., 197, 201 ff, 210 f;

Bummertcn and A Rucksack,
noticed, 264 ; gift, 274

Jugs of Wiltshire interest, 393
Juliana de Nevill, 74
Jurassic sands, 202—

3

Kem,— , Mayor of Marlborough, 167
Kemble (olim Wilts), 320
Kennet R. traced, 20 n ; Valley 343
Ker, Dr. Neil, 368
Kidward, E., gift, 274
Kimbolton, Ld., 55
Kimeridge Clay, 196, 198, 210 f;

Sands, Upper, 197, 211
Kincardine, E. of, 190
King Arthur, resume of G. M.
Young on, 262 f

Kingsale, field at Cricklade, 370
Kingsbury (Som.) , 87 f

Kingston (Dorset) , 87 f

Kingston Lisle (Berks), Blowing
Stone, 204

Kingston Deverill, member of

Amesbury, 76
Kit's Coty House (Kent) , 391
Knight's fee, meaning, 78
Knap Hill, N.H.S. at, 221
Knot grass (Maddington) , 26 n
Knowle (L. Bedwyn), Chapel, 363;

gravel pit, 340
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Kymes, Joan, (of Sarum), 309

Lacock : Abbey, 80 f , 104 f ; Book of,

71, 79
Lacy family, 87 ; H de, E. of Lin-

coln, 82, 87, 103, 107 ; Joan, 107
Lake (Wilts), 105
Lambertt (of Marlborough), Jane,

Thos., 176
Lambourne Ch., property of St.

Paul's Cath. (11th C), 363
Lambourne (Berks), 367; tithe

(10th C), 362
Lancaster : Duchy of, 80, 103 ; Earl

of, 105; Alice of, 107 ; H. of, 91;
Thos. of, 82 f, 89 f, 92, 107

Lanch, King's thane, 323
Land and People, the History of

a County. Presidential Address,
1948, by G. M. Young, C.B.,
350-9

Langford Dennis, 101

Langford (Longford) , 27
Lanherne family (of Cornwall) , 26
Laverstock, 79
Larks (as food) , 19
Leckham, Barony, 26
Leek, Treaty of, 82
Le Mans, B. of, 76 f ; Canons, 74, 76
Lestraunge, Alice, 107; Ebles, 84,

107
Ley family. Earls of Marlborough, 26
Liber Exoniensis, 318, 321, 325
Lidbury Camp, 215
Liddington : Castle, 195, 215, 263 ;

Wick, 196, 206, 211
Limonite, 203
Lincoln, E. of, 107 ; Parliament of

(1316) , 182
Linsey-woolsey made at Wilton,

26 n
i-isieux, B. of, fiefs, 322
L' Isola Sonante (England), 10
" Loach drinking ", 14, 49
Lombardini, Mrs., gifts, 135
Long Barrow, Durrington, 63, 287 ;

W. Kennett, Manton Down, 57

;

Notgrove (Glos.), St. Nicholas
(Glam), Wayland's Smithy
(Berks) , Rhud'an Dunain (Skye)

,

Doghill (Manton Down), 60;
Randwick (Glos) , Grey Mare and
her Colts (Dorset)

, Temple Down
(Preshute) , 61

Longbridge Deverill, legend, 358
Long Cairns, 57, 62, 63
Lockswell Heath, near Bowood, 205
Long, W., mistranscription of

Aubrey, 3^0

VOL. LII.

Longespee family, 79, 81 ; Wm., 75,

Wm. II, 76, 104 : Margaret, 81 f

Longford, owners ; Waleran, 28

;

Cervington, 51 ; Gorges, 35 ; Hare,
5 ; Bouverie, 46 ; Arms of Gorges,

38 ; Snakenborg, 38; Hare, 43, 336.

Castle, built on piles, 30; bal-

cony, 37 ; chapel, 33, 40 f ; Cupids,

35, 40; galleries, 36 f, 39; halls,

33,39 ; offices, 33, 39 ; portico, 31

;

rooms, 37 f ; scallop shells, 35 ;

towers, 32 f , 37 ; Triangle, 32, 36,

38, 44, 52; walls, 30
Boathouse, 42 ; gardens, 38, 43 ;

lignum vitce, 41 ; Lady's Walk, 42 ;

moat, 42; outbuildings, 30; palin-

drome, 41 ;
statues, 43 ; stew pond,

42; terrace, 37
Longford ; co-ordinates, 6 ; Etymon,

7; Manor, 5; in Mod. Wilts, 2;

situation, 47 ;
tithing, 2, 6

Longford Castle (House) , 1; History

of (1678), 2; Description of, 3;
Appendix to History, 29 ; Inventory,

2, 29, 44 ; Survey (17th C.) 3 ; in

Civil Wars, 44, 55 ; Charles II at,

34
Longford Manuscript, A, ed. by
H. C. Brentnall, 1-56. 328

Longleat, lines on, 44
Longstones Barrow (destroyed), 63
Longueville, Charles, 160, 165, 168
Lords Hill visited, 220
Loredano, G. F„ 336 f

Losinga, Bishop Rob., 320
Lowe (of Salisbury), Anne, John,
309

Lukis, Canon W. C, 59, 352
Lupton, Rev. J. M., obit., 130
Lydiard Tregoze, article on, noticed,

266 ;
visited, 376

Lydite,203; Bed. Lower, 199; Upper,
199

Lye, Nich., chantry priest, 308
Lyndhurst (Hants), member of

Amesbury, 71

Macke (Marks) , Thos. (of Sarum)

,

308
Mackenzie, F., artist, 351
Maddington, knotgress, 26 n
Making of the Wiltshire Domes-

day. By R. Welldon Finn, 318-

327
Mallard, 19
Malmesbury Abbey, 358
Mandeville, Geof., 358 f; John, 359
" Manor ", significance, 72

1
Manton Down Long Barrow, 57, 63
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Marden Earthwork, 215, 217
Markes, Lady, 310 ; Frances, 311

;

Thos. Chafyn, 311
Market towns of Wilts, 23, 50
Marlborough and the Bruce interest,

166
Marlborough, Around, by G. N. John-

son, noticed, 267 ; Official Guide
to, noticed, 124

Marlborough College N.H.S. Report,

1946, noticed, 121
Marlborough Downs, sarsens, 204
Marlborough, Duke of, 166, 183

;

Earl of. 26
Marten, chapel of, 363
Martyn, Hugh, 98 f

Matilda, Queen (w. of William I)

,

320
Masons' marks abroad, 65 f ; at

Cirencester, Salisbur5% 65 ; Old
Sarum, Hadrian's Wall, Lichfield,

Worcester, 66 ; Portland, Lang-
holm, 67 ; Winchester, Romsey,
Christchurch, 68 ; in Cheshire,
Lanes, 65 ; writers on, 65

Massyngei, Walter, 108
Mass-priest, 364, 368
Maud, Empress, 73, 80
Maurice, Col. G. K., A Voyage to

India, noticed, 123
Megaliths, Destroyed, inN. Wilts, by

Stuart Piggott, 390
Melchet Wood, 102; see Milchet
Membury, 215
Mercia, Earls of, 367
Mercurius Centralis (tract) , 26
MerHn, 13, 43
Meritt. H., on Bern MS., 361 ff

Merrifield, Sarum, 7, 47
Mesolithic types, 289, 295, 304 f

Meulan, Earls of, Rob., Hugh, 27
;

Waleran, Peter, 28
Meyrick, O., gifts, 135 ; Sir R. C.
Hoare and W. Cunnington,
213-8

Michell, Johan, of Sarum, 309
Milchet Forest, Warden of, 100
Milford-on-Sea (Hants)

,
sarsens, 340

Millbarrow (destroyed) , 63
Milne, J. G., on Saxon mints, 393
Mollusca of Wiltshire, by C. D.
Heginbothom, 250-5

Monck, Col. Geo., 350
Monemue, J. de, 104
Montagu : family, 86, 88 f, 91, 100 ;

Eliz., 93, 100, 103; John, E. of

SaHsbury, 95, 97 ; Rich,, 93, 96 ;

Thos., 83, 103 ; Wm., E. of Sahs-
bury, 84, 90

Montagu, Lucy, Lady Coleraine, 51
Montfort, barony, 26 ; Eliz., 28 ;

Simon, E. of Leicester, 28; Patrick,
108

Monumenta Britannica, Aubrey's
MS,, 390 f

Morden, Rob., map-maker, 6, 46, 56
Morgan's Hill earthwork, 62 ; N.H.S.

at, 222 ; Wansdyke from, 397
Moor game, 20
Moulton, G. S. & Co., gift, 401
Mount Badon= Badbury Castle, 263
Musci, Ft. II, by T. F. G. W. and
Capt. A. E. A. Dunston, 257 f

Myers, Canon C, obit., 272
Myndus, gates of, 13, 48

Nadder, R. (Adderbourne)
, 8;

traced, 20 n
Nan Kivell, R. de C, gift, 274
Natanleod, 17
Neale, R. (= Ebble) , 8 ; traced, 20 n, 46
Nelson, Thomas Horr tio. Earl, obit.,

132
Nennius, 262
Neolithic B. sites, 304; chambered

long cairns, 57
Nevill family, 75, 96, 103; Alice,
Countess of Salisbury, 92 f . 95

;

Rich., 92
Nightingale Fm., Chisledon, 206
Nomina Villarum, 80, 105
Nonconformists and the clays, 354
Noreys, J. of Amesbury, 93, 103
Normanton, 105
Notes on some N. Wiltshire
Chambered Tombs : by Prof.
Stuart Piggott (illus.), 57

Notes, 126-9, 268-71, 390-8

Occa, s. of Hengist, 14
Odo, Bishop, 324
Odium V Stratton noticed, 121
Ogbourne St. G., " boorlands ", 365 ;

ring-ditch, 397
Old Castle, Clarendon, 25
Old Chapel (barrow, destroyed), 63
Olivier, Miss Edith, obit., 272 ;

list of works, 272
Orange (grooved) ware, 292
Orange, Prince of, 155
Ormond, Duchess of, 156
Orpheus (painting), 38
Orthostats, 59, 62 f

Osgar, Abbot of Abingdon, 367
Osmund, King's interpreter, 72
Ouse, R., see Isis

Overfield, H. V., Ancient Masons'
Marks (illus.), 65-9
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Oxford Clay, 197
Oysters, fossil, 26

Palindrome, Greek, as Longford, 41,

54
Palmer. Corn., of Cricklade, 369
Pandulphus, Legate, at Sarum, 9 n
Pancevolt, Bernard, of Amesbury,

323
Parker (of Heytesbury), John,

Stephen, 213—5
Parsonage lands, Cricklade, 371
Partridge, 20
Passmore, A. D. : on Durocornovium,

Isca-Calleva road, 386 f : Bur-
dett jugs, 393 ; Cricklade mint,
393 ; Roman discus, 394 ; gifts,

135, 274 ; guide at Ringsbury, 376
Pauncefote (of Amesbury), Walter,

Rob., Eliz., 109
Pavely, barony, 26
Peall, Mrs. O., N,H.S. guide, 222
Pebble Ridge by SirM. Peto, noticed,

387
Pectinatus Sands, 198—9, 207—210
Peirson, L. G., N.H.S. guide, 220 f;

Wilts Bird Notes, 1947, 232-47
Pelate (Pellat), Rev. H., Chaplain,

Longford Castle, 2 ; writings, 3,

328, 337, 398 ; Description of Long-
ford, 5—45

Pen Hill (Swindon), 197
Pepys, Sam., on Salisbury, 336
Peregrina (Duplessis), d. of Henry,
3rd Ld. Coleraine, 1

Peristaliths, 59, 63
Peskett, N., N.H.S. guide, 221
Peto, Sir Michael, " Accidental
Poems of Occidental Britain",
noticed, 264 ; Pebble Ridge,

Occasional Verse, 1947, noticed,

387 ; gifts, 404
Pewsham, Forest, 16
Pheasants, 20
Philip(s) Canon Thos., 308
Philip of Macedon, 29
Pierce, Thos., D. of Sarum, 50
Piggott, Prof. Stuart, Notes on
some N. Wilts Chambered
Tombs (illus.), 57—64; on des-

troyed megaliths in N. Wilts, 390

;

on the Black Warren (Rock-
bourne, Hants), 398

Pipe Roll, of 1155—6, 73 f

Pitt, F. C. gifts, 274, 401 ; R. B.,

gifts, 135
Pitton, Roman and Medieval site,

395
Plantagenet, Edw. , E. of Warwick, 97

Plantations (America), 17
Plate (racing), silver bell, 21
Plover, 19
Podsolic soils, 341
Pole, E. R., 368
Pole, Wm. de la, Duke of Suffolk, 93
Pollock, Rivers, 357
Pomponius Mela, 14
Poole (Dorset), 94
Poor, Ric, B. of Sarum, 9 n
Porth (Saxon), 17
Portland Beds, 196, 200, 203, 209—
211 ; quarries, 338

Potterne R., 18 n
Prebends of Sarum, 25 n
President's Address, 1947, King
Arthur, 262—3

Price, Charles, draughtsman, 173, 179
Provincia Severiana, 15
Pugh, R. B., Early History of the
Manors in Amesbury, 70—110 ;

Calendar of Antrobus Deeds before

1625, noticed, 267
Purbeck Beds, 196, 200—1
Purton (geol.) , 197 ; Church visited,

375
Pye-Smith, E, F., 316 ; Miss, 313
Pythagoras, 32

Quail, 20
" Quintone " (Wilts), member of

Amesbury, 71

Rabbits, 20
Race-courses, 20
Ralph de Parco, 81
Ramsay, Sir A. C, geologist, 195, 201
Ramsbury Manor figured, 393; Wood

visited (N.H.S.), 221
Ranscombe Bottom (Calstone) , 343
Ray (Rey, Rhea) , R., 20 n, 197
Regiae villae, peculiarities of, 70
Reif Lake, fields at Cricklade, 370 f

Reinbald, priest (DB) , 324
Rendell, E. A., gift, 401 ; W. J., gift,

135
Rice. Cyril, N.H.S. Field Meetings,
1947, 219-22

Richard, son of Odo, 73, 76
Richard the Kingmaker, 96
Richmond and Derby, Countess of,

97
Ridgeway, 217
Ridout, A., N.H.S. guide, 221
Ring-barrows, 217, 397
Ringsbury Camp, Restrop, visited,

375
Robert: de Vieux Pont, 74; fitz-

Rolf, 322;Flavus, 323
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Robinson, A. C, gift, 401
Rockbourne (Hants), Black warren,

20, 398
Rockley "Hungerbourne", 50; Down,
White Horse revealed, 396

" Rodg" (bird), 19

Roger : de Montford, 81 ; of Berkley,

322
Rogers, D. on Sarum Cathedral, 10 n
Roman coins from Nythe Farm, 386;

discus from Easton Grey, 394; road
from Mildenhall to Chilton, 398 ;

site, Pitton, 395
Romano-British site, Salisbury, 394

Roman Road from Caerleon to Sil-

chester by A. D. Passmore, noticed,

386 f

Roses. British, collection to S. Ken-
sington, 269

Ross, steward to Ld. Ailesbury, 187

Rotulus de Corporibus Comitatuum, 73 f

Roundway Hill, 215
Royal Archaeological Institute at

Sahsbury, 111
Rudsdale, E. J., on Hare-Townsend

descent, 1

Rushey Piatt, Swindon, 200, 209
Rydley, J. (Amesbury), 99
Rylands, W. H., on Masons' marks,
65

Sackville, Sir Edward, 142

Sainfoin, 16
St. Amand, barony, 26
St. Boniface College, Warminster,

388
St. Brice's Day (massacre), 17

St. Cross Hospital (Winchester), 94 f

St. John, barony, 26

St. Martin, Wm.. Lord, 107

St. Mark's, Venice, 9
St. Mary's Ch.. Cricklade, 111

St. Osmond, B. of Sarum, 12. 25
St. Sampson's Ch., Cricklade, 111

Salisbury Castle, 77
Salisbury, Countess of : Alice, 82 f

97 ; Joan. 90 ; Margaret, 98
Earl of, 26, 75, 78, 81, 86 f, 107 ;

Edward, 323 ; Patrick, 73
Salisbury : Journal Centenary, 395 ;

supplement to " The Reader 267

;

Salisbury, Pelate's description of,

9-12, 336
Sahsbury Plain, 214, 355 ; horses, 15

;

hawk count (N.H.S.), 221
Sarsen Stones and their Origin by
Douglas W. Free, 338-344 : road
metal, 338 f ; pitching. 339 ; cut-

ting, 339 ; dry walling, 339 ; types

of, 339 ; brown pan, 342 ; haema-
tite, origin, 343 ;

" worm-holes ",

340; tabular, 344; geological range,
340 ; Old Totterdown, 340

Sarsens, 197, 203 ; in Lower Green-
sand, 204-6, 211

Sarum : Bishops of. Chaplains and
Chancellors of the Garter, 308:
Dean and Chapter, 24 f, 369 ; dio-
cese, 24 ;

" Episcopal Deanery " 9,

24, 50 ;

" English Venice ", 9, 336 ;

Vale of, 7

Sarum, Bishop's Palace. 10 ; Cathe-
dral, 10 ; Close wall, 10 ; endow-
ments, 25 ; spire struck. 9 n

Sarum. Old : Castle Mount, 12
Sauser (of Amesbury), Giles, Joan,

105
Savernake Archives, 188
Savernake Forest, 16; agistment,

176 ; Barley Gate, 173 ; Cock Rd.
and " Tempell " 179 f ; Column and
Ride, 180, 191; deer parks, 153;
disafforestation (1330) , 153 ; dis-
parkings, 146, 153; Grand Avenue
and Eight Walks, 180; King
Harry's Summer House and Walk,
179 f; Lodges (named), 175, 180;
Octagon, 180; Tottenham, 149,
174 f ; Truffle Walk, 180 ; Warren
Fm., 173 ; woods (named) 173

Savernake Forest Commons : Bed-
win Tenantry, Burbage Sheep,
Crabtree, Durley Sheep, Folly,
Puttall, St. Margaret's Farm and
Tenantry, Stitchcombe, Stock,
Werg, 174
Lodges; Bagden. Braden Hook,
Furze Coppice, 175; Savernake, 180

Savernake, Wardens of, see Wardens
Savile, Lady Ann, 165
Saxon Botany, note on, 268
Saxon Bronze Girdle-end from
EastHarnham

,byH . de S . Shortt
(iUus.), 345-349

Schaw, Statutes for Stonemasons
(Scotland) , 67

Scot's Poor (Fosbury) , 215
Seaxes at Battlesbury, 218
Self,—, of Cricklade (1721), 370
Septarian nodules, 206
Seth-Smith, Miss D. U., Edington
and Cranborne Manor, 127; Wm.
of Edington, 397

Seth Ward, B. of Sarum, 50
Setting (sport) , 20
Seven Bridges, Cricklade, 370
Seymour family, 26, 102 ; Dukes of
Somerset, 14; Edw., Duke, 100;
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Edw., Speaker, Ranger of Saver-
nake, 148 ; Eliz., Lady, 139, 146

;

Rob., 99 ; Pedigree (at Savernake)

,

189
Shaftesbury Abbey, 374
Shapwick (Dorset) , 89
Shaw Farm, Overton, 215
Shaw Mellor, A., Coleraine Family
of Longford. 328-337 ; gifts, 135

Shearwater, N.H.S. at, 220
Sherston, 96, 100
Shinfield (Berks) , 103
Shire Stones, 21 n
Shooting, 20
Shooting-house, Sarum, 11
Shotover Grit Sands, 197
Shrewton, 89, 100 f

Shuter, Thos. (of Sarum) , 309
Sidney's Castle of Amphialus, 51
" Silcrete " sandstone, 204
Simon the Infant (Amesbury) , 81
Simpson, A. B., obit., 272
Smith, Wm. " Strata ", 213
Snakenborg, Helena, 36, 53
" Snite " (snipe) , 19
Snodshill, Upper, 206
Soils of Wilts, 6. 7, 16, 17, 19
Solinus, 15

Somerset, Dukes of : 95 ; Charles.
189; Francis, 139; John, 11, 139
146, 150 ; William, 139 Anne,
Duchess of, 100

Sorhiodunum, 12
Southampton, 95
South Charlton (Som.) , 85 f

, 88, 92,

94, 96
Souths, manor in W. Amesbury, 108
Speed, J. (map), 19 n, 56
Spenser, Faerie Queene quoted, 31 f ;

Castle of Alma, 51
Spye Park, N.H.S. at, 220
Stephen : King, 28 ; of the Chamber

(Amesbury) , 74, 76
Stitchcombe Mill, N.H.S. at, 220
Stockton Earthworks and Long
Barrow, 216

Stone axes, 2nd Report (Stone and
Wallis), noticed, 265

Stone (Bucks) , 205
Stone, Dr. J. F. S., joint author
Two Pits of Grooved Ware
Date near Woodhenge, 287-306

Stonehenge, 12-14
Stopball (= cricket;, 20
Stour R. 20 n
Stourton, barony, 26; family, Ch.,

Lord, 101
Stoves, J. L,, on hair from Winters-
low barrows, 126

Stradling, Sir Edw., 32
Stukeley, W., at Avebury, 57; on

" Old Chapel ", 61 ; on lost bar-
rows, 63 ; on Clatford Circle, 390

;

on Devil's Den, 391 ; field notes of,

390
Sturmy, Rich., 323
Sun-disc, gold, from Farley Wick,

270-1
Surrey, Countess of, 89; Earl of, 85,

89, 100, 108
Sutton Mandeville, 359
Swallowfield (Berks, 103)
Swindon : Borough Council,

hospitality at Lydiard, 376 ; mem-
ber of Amesbury, 71 ; Public
Library, gift, 401 ; Review. No. 3

(1947) , noticed, 124
Swindon, A geological Map of

(iUus.), by W. J. Arkell, D.Sc,
F.R.S., 195—212; Previous Work,
195-8 ; Formations Mapped,
198-207; Swindon Hill, 207-9;
Broome and Coate, 209-211

Swindon syncline, 210; quarries,

195, 199 ff; boring, 199, 209;
Church Fm., 209; Sewage Fm.,
203, 210 ; Eastcott Hill, 198 f , 207

;

Westcott, 198, 200, 209; Okus,
198 f; Park Fd., 197, 199, 204, 206

;

Pipers Corner, 204, 209 f ; Rushey
Piatt, 200, 209; Sands, 200; Old
Town Station, 207

Sykes, Bonar, Trustee, 116

Tan Hill, 215
Tanfield House (Yorks), 192
Tarrant Launceston (Dorset) , 94
Taxation of Pope Nicholas, 81, 105
Teal, 19
Telford, Thos.; mark on Esk Bridge,

67
Temple Down (Preshute) Long

Barrow, 61
Terra regis (D.B.), alienation of,

109, 324
Terrae datae : meaning, 73, 75
Thacker, Rob., survey of Longford

Castle, 3

Thomson, Dr. T. R., Custumal of
Abingdon Court, Cricklade,
369—71; gift, 135; Gen. Editor.

Cricklade Hist. Soc, 388
Thurnam, Dr., excavations, 57 ; at

Adam's Grave, 63 ; on Long's
Avebury, 390

Tilshead : Church, finds at, 392 :

royal manor, 70 f

Tindall, Miss, gift, 135
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Tinney. — . of Salisbury, 313
Tisbur>-. Place Farm, visited. 374
Tithingmen, 24
Tobacco pipes made at Amesburv.

26 n
Todpole (Tudball). of Salisbur\'.

309
Tottenham High Cross (Midd'x). 5

Tottenham House (Savernake) . 163,

173. 176
Tottenham. Turyiament of. 46
Towns (h) end. Jas.. M.P.. 1. 335.;

Rev. J. : Rev. C. Hare. 1

Tradesmen's tokens. 387. 394
Tregoze, barony. 26
Trenchard, Sir J.. 105
Trivet. Wm.. of Salisbury. 103
Trowbridge. 82, 84. 86 f; Archives.

352 : barony. 26
Tulips in Church Ornament, note.

Miss Seth Smith. 269
Tyes (x^mesbur^^) : Everard. 107

:

Terry, 76
Two Pits of Grooved Ware Date
near Woodhenge (illus), by
J. F. S. Stone, F. S. A. and
W. E. V. Young, 287—306

Tycho Brahe, 52

Ulmer (DB) . 71
Underwood, G.. Archaeology and
Dowsing noticed. 122 ; on finds at

Farleigh Wick. 270 f ; on Tils-

head Ch., 392 : gift. 135
Upton Lovell. Golden Barrow. 217
Uranienborg Castle (observaton-O

.

52
Uther Pendragon, 14

Venice :
" Italian Salisbury "". 9 ;

campanile. 10 : the English 47.

336
Vertue. Geo., engraver. 333
Vicars Choral, Sarum, 307
Vindogladia, 8, 47
Vine tavern. Sarum, 11
Vitruvius. 34
Voyage to hidia, by G. K. M(aurice)

,

noticed. 123

Waleran familv of Longford. 3 ; Sir

Walter. 28
Walpole. Horace, quoted. 330. 333
Walter le Ewrus. Count of Rosmar.

72
Wanborough. 86
Wansdvker 25 n. 214 f; from Mor-

gan's Hill. 397
Warbeck. Perkin. 97

Ward, Seth.. B. of Sarum. Chanc. of

the Garter. 10 n
Wardens of Savernake Forest, The
Part III: The Bruce Wardens,
by the Earl of Cardigan, (illus.),

139-194
; Interregnum. 139-145 ;

Bruce-Seymour
Alliance. 145-159 ; The Exile :

1698. 160-162; Charles Lord
Bruce's Lieutenancy. 162-176

;

The Rebuilding of Tottenham,
176-183; Death of an Exile. 183-

186 ; Charles. Earl of Ailesburv
and Elgin. 186-191; The Good
Uncle. 191-194; Bruce Family
Genealogical Table. 140

Wardour Castle (new) . visited. 374;

Old Castle visited. 375; Vale of,

210
Warenne family. 85. 89 f; J. de. E.

of Surrey. 82 f

Warminscer : Long Barrow, 216 ;

royal manor, 70
Warwick, Edw.. E. of. 97
Watkin, Dom A.. Ed. Glastonbury

Chartulary. 123
Watson. Rev. A. J., obit.. 400

Wayland's Smithy. 63

Waylen. Jas.. quoted, 331
Wavnflete. Wm. of. 95
Wealden Beds. 200-1. 203
Webb. W. A., gifts. 135. 274. 401

W^eddell. B. W.. Entomological
Report, 1947, 248-9

Wellesbourne, J. (Amesbury) , 99

Wentworth, Lady Henrietta. 139

Westbury. Ld.. 26
West Kennett : Avenue. 397 : Long

Barrow. 59
Westminster Abbey fiefs. 322

West of England cloth trade. 356

West Saxon origins. 346
Wharton. Ld. (1721) , 370
Wheatears (as food) . 19

White. Messrs T. H.. gifts, 135

V,^hite ash (ground elder) , 268

White-cloths of Wilts. 26 n
Whorlton and Jervaux (Yorks)

,

142
Widgeon. 19

Wiley. R.. 8 : traced. 20 n
Wilkinson. Rev. J., on Broughton

Gifford (VV.A.M. v.). 357
WiUiam 1, 17 ; manors in Wilts. 70 f

William and Mary. 157

Wilham : B. of Durham. 320 ; E. of

Salisbury. 74 : of Edington. 397

Willis. Canon X. S.. guide at Purton,

375
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Wilton, 6, 94, 96, 99; Abbess of, 71

;

Gerard of, 324 ; House, 44 ; docu-
ments at, 354 ; election, 354 ; flan-

nel, 355 ; harewarren, 20 ; linsey-

woolseys, 26 n
Wiltshire, Ancient (Hoare) , 213, 215-7

Wiltshire Archaeological and
Natural History Society

:

Accounts for 1946, 136-8; for

1947, 401-3
Additions to Museum and Lib-

rary, 135 274, 404
Annual General Meeting (1947),

113; (1948), 372
Annual Report, 1946-7, 113-5;

1947-8, 372-4
Documents deposited at Trow-

bridge, 373
Excursions, 1947, 111-3; 1948,

374-6
Foundation (1853) , 351 ; Index to

Vol. LII, 404 ff ; Local Secretaries

abolished (1948), 374; Trustees
elected (1947), 116, WiltshireMaga-
zine's vicissitudes, 352, 404

Natural History Section, 372;
Field Meetings, 1947, 219-23;
Members, 1947, 259-61

Records Branch, 352, 373 ; Ac-
counts, 1947, 380 ; Members, 1948,

381-4 ; Report, 379
Wiltshire, Beauties of (Britton) , 215

Wiltshire Bibliography (Goddard)

,

352
Wiltshire Bird Notes for 1947, by
RuthG. BarnesandGuyPeirson,
232-247

Wiltshire Books, Pamphlets and
Articles, 121-5, 264-7, 385-9

Wiltshire: Boroughs, 358; in DB,
324; civil administration (17th

C.) , 24 ;
" commodities ", 16 ; Earl-

dom, 26, 77 ; etymology, 15 ; forests,

16; white-cloths, 26 n
Wiltshire: geology, 353; ghettos,

358; in 1st C. B.C., 356; parts in

Berks, 103 ; Roman, 357 ; wood-
lands, 19

Wiltshire Gazette, Ltd.. gifts,^135

Wiltshire Notes and Queries, 352

Wiltshire Obituaries, 130-3, 272,

399 f

Wiltshire Place and Field Names
II, 116

Wiltshire Plant Notes, by J. Don-
ald Grose, 224-231

Wiltshire Topographical Society
(1840), 350

Wiltshire, Victoria County History
launched, 350 ; Editorial Com-
mittee, 355

Wimborne, 88
Winchester, 17; B. of, 101; College,

190-2
Winterbourne : Earls, 84, 86 ff , 92,

96 f , 99 f, 102 ; Stoke, barrows, 397
Winterslow, Hair from barrows of,

by J. L. Stoves, 126
Wisbech Museum, 1

Witherby, C. T., on Roman sites,

394 f; gifts, 404
Wokingham (olim Wilts) , 102
Wolfhall, 100, 164
Woodhenge, 355
WoodhuU (of Amesbury), J., Rich,

101
"Woodlands" (Amesbury) , Grooved
Ware at, 287 ; finds in pits, 291-

301
Woodvile, Rich., 94
Woodward, H. B., geologist, 201, 207
Worcester : Mary, Marchioness of,

146 ; Waleran, Earl of, 28
Wormecliffe, place-name, 116
Worthy Pauncefote (Hants) , 109

Wroughton, Perry's Lane, 206
Wulfgar, Abbot of Abingdon, 366 f

Wulfsige, B. of Sherborne, 362
Wykeham, Wm. of, 94
Wyndham, Col. J., 11

Wyndham, W. P., of Sahsbury, 214

Xystus (leaded terrace) , 34

Yarnbury, 215
Yeatman, Rev. H. W., 316
Young, G. M., Presidential Addres-

ses : 1947, 262-3 ; 1948, 350-9 ; re-

elected President, 373

Young, W. E. v., joint author. Two
Pits of Grooved Ware Date near
Woodhenge, 287-306

Zeals Ailesbury, 101

Zouche, La, family (of Amesbury)

,

106
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THE SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS
To be obtained from the Librarian, The Museum, Devizes.

THE BRITISH AND ROMAN ANTIQUITIES OF THE NORTH
WILTSHIRE DOWNS, by the Rev. A. C. Smith, M.A. Atlas 4to.

248 pp., 17 large maps and 110 woodcuts, extra cloth. One copy
offered to each member of the Society at ;^1 Is. A few copies only.

CATALOGUE OF ANTIQUITIES IN THE SOCIETY'S MUSEUM.
Part II, illustrated, 2nd Edition, 1935. Price 2s. 6d. ; by post 3s.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY of the GREAT STONE MONUMENTS of
WILTSHIRE: STONEHENGE and AVEBURY, with other references,

by W. J. Harrison, F.G.S., pp. 169, 4 illustrations. No. 89 (1901) of

W.A,M. Describes 947 books, papers. Sec, by 732 authors. Price 5s. 6d.

A CALENDAR OF THE FEET OF FINES FOR WILTSHIRE,
1196 TO 1272, BY E. A. FRY. 8vo., pp. 103. Price 6s.

WILTSHIRE INQUISITIONES POST MORTEM : HENRY III

EDWARD I and EDWARD II. 8vo. pp. xv + 505. Fully indexed.
In parts. Price 13s., complete.

DITTO. EDWARD III. 8vo., pp. 402. Fully indexed. In parts.

Price 13s., complete.

THE CHURCH BELLS OF WILTSHIRE, THEIR INSCRIPTIONS
AND HISTORY, BY H. B. WALTERS, F.S.A. (In 3 Parts.) Price 16s.

BACK NUMBERS of the MAGAZINE. Price from 2s. 6d. to 8s.

according to date and condition (except in the case of a few numbers,
the price of which is raised). To Members, 25 per cent. less.

The Society has also a number of

Old Engraved Views of Buildings, &c., in Wiltshire and
Portraits of Persons connected with the County to dispose of.

Capt. B. H, and Mrs. Cunnington have given all remaining copies

of the following to the Society for sale :
—

ALL CANNINGS CROSS (1923), By MRS. CUNNINGTON, Hon.
F.S.A., Scot. 4to. cloth, 53 Plates. 21s.

WOODHENGE (Excavations, 1927—28), By MRS. CUNNINGTON,
Hon. F.S.A., Scot. 4to. cloth, 21s.

THE POTTERY FROM THE LONG BARROW AT WEST
KENNETT, BY MRS. CUNNINGTON. 4to. 13 plates. 6s.

RECORDS OF THE COUNTY OF WILTS. EXTRACTS FROM
THE QUARTER SESSIONS GREAT ROLLS OF THE 17th
CENTURYByCAPT.B.H. CUNNINGTON, F.S. A., Scot. Cloth. 12/6.

DEVIZES BOROUGH ANNALS. EXTRACTS FROM THE
CORPORATION RECORDS By CAPT. B. H. CUNNINGTON,
F.S.A., Scot. Cloth. (Vol. I is out of print ) Vol. II, 1792 to 1835, 15s.



- ^ THE NORTH WILTS
MUSEUM AND WILTSHIRE LIBRARY

All members of the Society are asked to give an annual

subscription towards the upkeep of these collections. The
Museum contains many objects of especial interest, and the

Library is the only one in Wiltshire devoted to material for the

history of the county. Subscriptions should be sent to

Mr. R. D. Owen, Bank Chambers, Devizes,

Old deeds, maps, plans, &c., of properties in Wilts and

old photographs of Wiltshire buildings or other objects of

interest will be welcomed by the Librarian at The Museum,
Devizes.

NATURAL HISTORY SECTION

The object of this Section is to promote the study of all

branches of Natural History in the county by encouraging field

observations, maintaining records, arranging field and other

meetings and by putting observers in touch with each other.

Members who wish for particulars of the Section and its activi-

ties should write to the Honorary Secretary of the Section v—
Mrs. Egbert Barnes, Hungerdown, Seagry, Wilts.

Membership of the Section does not entail any further subscrip-

tion from those who are already members of the Society.

Observations should be sent to the Recorders

:

Birds. Mrs. Egbert Barnes, Hungerdown, Seagry, Wilts.

Flowers. Mr. J. D. Grose, Downs Edge, Liddington,

near Swindon.

Lepidoptera. Mr. B., W. Weddell, 13, The Halve,

Trowbridge.

MOLLUSCA. Mr. C. D. Heginbothom, Walden Lodge, Pans
Lane, Devizes.

Any other observations may be sent, for the present, to

Mr. L. G. Peirson, Four Winds, Marlborough.

BOOKBINDING. Books carefully bound to pattern.

Wilts Archaeological Magazine bound to match
previous volumes, or in special green cases.

We have several back numbers to make up sets.

C. H. WOODWARD, Printer and Publisher,

Exchange Buildings, Station Road, DEVIZES

Woodward, Printer. Devizes.










